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GRAPH-O-MET'RI-CAL, a. Pertaining to or ascertained 

by a graphoraeter. 
GRAP'NEL, ) n. [Fr. grappin.] 1. A small anchor fitted 
GRAP LING, $ with four or five flukes or claws, used 

to hold boats or small vessels. 2. A grapling iron, used 
to seize and hold one ship to another in engagements. 

GRAP'PLE, v. t. [Goth, greipan.] 1. To seize ; to lay fast 
hold on, either with the hands or with hooks. 2. To 
fasten ; to fix, as the mind or heart; hiot in use.] 

GRAP'PLE, v. i. To seize; to contend in close fight, as 
wrestlers. Milton.—To grapple with, to contend with, to 
StrnatrlA raritli BiicApaofitllw Hl-.nb struggle with successfully. Shalt. 

GRAP'PLE, n. LA seizing ; close hug in contest; the wres
tler's hold. 2. Close fight. 3. A hook or iron instrument 
by which one ship fastens on another. 

GRAP PLE-MENT, n. A grappling; close fight or embrace. 
GRAP'Y, a. 1. Like grapes ; full of clusters of grapes. Ad

dison. 2. Made of grapes. Gay. 
GRASP, v. t. [It. gra^pare.] 1. To seize and hold by clasp

ing or embracing with the fingers or arms. 2. To catch • 
to seize ; to lay hold of; to take possession of. 

GRASP, v. i. 1. To catch or seize; to gripe. 2. To strug
gle ; to strive; [065.] 3. To encroach. Dryden.— To ^ra% 
at, to catch at; to try to seize. 0 

GRASP, n 1. The gripe or seizure of the hand. 2. Pos
session ; hold. 3. Reach of the arms; and, figuratively. 
the power of seizing. 0 . 

GRASPED, pp. Seized with the hands or arms: embraced • 
held; possessed. ' 

GRASP'ER, n. One who grasps or seizes; one who catches 
at; one who holds. 

r5fl«/ING^r* SeizinS; embracing; catching; holding. 
GRASS, n. [Sax. grots, gars, or greed; Goth, gras; G., D. 

}' J* common usage, herbage ; the plants which 
constitute the food of cattle and other beasts.—2 In 
botany a plant having simple leaves, a stem generally 
jointed and tubular, a lmsky calyx, called glume, and the 

GRASS,m/?''VSS °f P(triaSSUS> a pIant> the parnassia. 
™ v * •' £° cover Wlth grass or with turf. 
GRAlf4£™™ breerdTgraSS' to he covered with grass. 

^Littletiel? W ^ £rassatl0'l A wandering about. [Little used.] 
a',lm Green with grass. Shenstone. 2. Dark-

green, like the color of grass. 
GR\?S'FTOP p?r Overgrown with grass. GRASS IIOP-PER, n. [grass and hop.] An animal that 
rRUJ5,5z species of gryuis. ^ that 

stateof ab0-di«g 

PR?«a!mnm' a• Destitute of grass. 
GRA^I/POT ^ U' A le7el sPot covered with grass. 
GRAsi/VFTV^rW' x a fpecies of lythrum. 
GRAis WRAf^ U' \P fUt ° ,tllG genus lathVrus. 
m«/v f A plant> the z°stera. 

2^Resembling 5 ab°Unding with 

B?"1 gf?a « 
wals'used &ame of iran bara ®r holding 

T° famhh Whb gmtes- t0 fast with 

against another. 2. To wear awav in small L ? 1Vs 

trs;roVrga,2-To % 
a* Agreeable. GRa i ED,pp. 1. Rubbed harshly • wnm nfn, t.*_-

Furnished with a grate. orn by rubbing. 2. 
GRATEFUL, a. [from L. gratus. See GRACE! 7 TT • 

a due sense of benefits; kindlv disnn^a tnZ'* a' Havi«g 
whom a favor has been received ; willing to artS °ne,f^om 

and repay benefits. 2. Agreeable ; pleasmS ackn°wledge 

GRATE'FUL-LY, ado. 1. With a due sense of « 
favors; in a manner that disposes to IdStoeL inOT 

for favors. 2. In a pleasing manner. ' return 
GRATE/FUL-NESS, n. 1. The quality of beim? ar~*t e 

gratitude. 2. The quality of being agreeable or gi?teful 1 
to the mind or to the taste. b "S^eame or pleasant 

GRAT'ER, 71. An instrument or utensil with a ^ 
ed surface, for rubbing off small particles of a bod^ ~ 

GRAT-I-Fi-eA'TION.n. [L. eratifiI. The ict 
pleasing, either the nnnd, the taste or the aDDetitP o 
That which affords pleasure ; satisfaction ; deliehi 
Reward; recompense. ® 

£S^rn!J"£lED'pp' Pleased; indulged according to desire 
* »RAT I-FI-ER, 71. One who gratifies or pleases. 

GRAT'I-FY, v. t. [L. gratificor.J 1. To please; to gir§ 
pleasure to; to indulge. 2. To delight; to please • to hi 
mor; to soothe ; to satisfy; to indulge to satisfaction. 3 
To requite ; to recompense. 

GRAT'I-FY-ING, ppr. I. Pleasing; indulging to satisfaction. 
2,_a. Giving pleasure ; affording satisfaction. 

GRAT'ING,ppr. 1. Rubbing; wearing off in particles. 2 
a._Fretting; irritating; harsh. 

GRAT'ING, ) n. A partition of bars; an open cover for the 
GRAT'INGS, ) hatches of a ship, resembling lattice

work. 
GRAT'ING-LY, adv. Harshly, offensively; in a manner to 

irritate. 
GRA'TIS, adv. [L.] For nothing; freely; without recom

pense. 
GRAT'I-TUDE, n. [L. gratitudo.] An emotion of the heart, 

excited by a favor or benefit received; a sentiment of kind
ness or good will towards a benefactor; thankfulness. 

GRA-Tu'I-TOUS, a. [L. gratuitus.] 1. Free; voluntary ; 
not required by justice ; granted without claim or merit. 
2. Asserted or taken without proof. 

GRA-Tu I-TOUS-LY, adv. 1. Freely ; voluntarily; with
out claim or merit; without an equivalent or compensa
tion. _2. Without proof. 

GRA-TuT-TY, n. [Fr. gratuite.] 1. A free gift; a present; 
a donation; that which is given without a compensation 
or equivalent. 2. Something given in return for a favor; 
an acknowledgment. 

GRAT'U-LATE, v. t. [L. gratulor.] 1. To express joy or 
pleasure to a person, on account 01 his success, or the re
ception of some good ; to salute with declarations of joy; 
to congratulate. 2. To wish or express joy to. 3. Tode 
clare joy for: to mention with joy. 

pp' Addressed with expressions of joy. 
GRA I u-LA-TING, ppr. Addressing with expressions of 

joy, on account of some good received. 
GRAT-U-LA'TION, n. [L. gratulatio.] An address or ex

pression of joy to a person, on account of some good re* 
ceived by him ; congratulation. 

GRAT'U-LA-TO-RY, a. Expressing gratulation; congrat-

GRAVE, a final syllable, is a grove, Sax. grcef; or it is an 
officer, Ger. graf. 0 

GRAVE, v. t. ; pret. graved; pp. graven, or graved. [Fr. 
graver; Sax. graf an.] 1. To carve or cut letters or fig
ures on stone or other hard substance, with a chisel or edg
ed tool; to engrave. 2. To carve; to form or shape by 
cutting with a chisel. 3. To clean a ship's bottom. 4. 
To entomb. Shaft. 

GRAVE, v. i. To carve; to write or delineate on hard sub
stances ; to practice engraving. 

GRAVE.,n. [Sax. grcef,- G. grab.] 1. The ditch, pit or ex
cavated place, in which a dead human body is deposited; 
a place for the corpse of a human being; a sepulchre. 2. 
A tomb. 3. Any place where the dead are reposited; a 
place of great slaughter or mortality.—4. Graves, in the 
plural, sediment or tallow melted; [not in use, or local.] 

GRAVE'-GLOTHES, 11. The clothes or dress in which the 
dead are interred. 

GRAVE'-DIG-GER, n. One whose occupation is to dig 
graves. 

GRAVE'-MA-KER, n. A grave-digger. Shaft. 
GRAVE'-STONE, n. A stone laid over a grave, or erected 

near it, as a monument. 
GRAVE, a. [Fr., Sp., It. grave.] 1. In music, low; de

pressed ; solemn; opposed to sharp, acute, or high. 2. 
Solemn; sober; serious ; opposed to gay, light or jovial 
3. Plain; not gay; not showy or tawdiy. 4. Being of 
weight; of a serious character. 5. Important-, momen
tous. Ld. El don. 

GRAVED, pp. Carved ; engraved ; cleaned, as a ship. 
GRAV'EL, 71. [Fr. gravelle.] 1. Small stones or fragments 

of stone, or very small pebbles, larger than the particles of 
sand, but often intermixed with them.—2. In medicine, 
small calculous concretions in the kidneys and bladder. 

GRAV'EL, v. t. 1. To cover with gravel. 2. To stick in 
the sand. 3. To puzzle; to stop; to embarrass. 4. To 
hurt the foot of a horse, by gravel lodged under the shoe. 

GRAVELED,pp. Covered with gravel; stopped; embai 
rassed ; injured by gravel. 

GRAVE'LESS, a. Without a grave; unburied. 
GRAV'EL-LY, a. Abounding with gravel; consisting of 

gravel 
GRAVEL-WALK, n. A walk or alley covered with gravel, 

which makes a hard and dry bottom. 
GRAVE'LY, adv. I. In a grave, solemn manner; soberly; 

seriously. 2. Without gaudiness or show. 
GRAVE'NESS, n. Seriousness ; solemnity ; sobriety of be

havior ; gravity of manners or discourse. 
GRAVER, n. 1. One who carves or engraves; a sculptor, 

2. A" ^Tifrmvincr tool: an instrument for ffmvinor. 
GRAV 
t GRAVI-DA-TGJJ, a. maae pregnani; Dig. 
f GRAV-I-DA'TION, n. Pregnancy. Pearson. 

See Synopsis A E I, 0 U, Y long. FAR, FALL, WHAT;—PREYPIN. MARINE, BIRD;— | Obsolete 
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GRA-VIDT-TY, n. Pregnancy. Arbuthnot. 
GRAVING, ppr. Engraving; carving; cutting figures on 

stone, copper, or other hard substance. 
GRAVING, M. 1. Carved work. 2. Impression. 
GRAV'I-TATE, v. i. [Fr. graviter.] To tend to the centre 

of a body, or the central point of attraction. 
GRAV'I-T ATING, ppr. Tending to the centre of a body or 

system of bodies. 
GRAV-I-TA'TION, n. 1. The act of tending to the centre. 

2. The force by which bodies are pressed or drawn, or by 
which they tend towards the centre of the earth or other 
centre, or the effect of that force. 

ORAV'I-TY, n. [Fr. gravite.] 1. Weight; heaviness.—2. In 
philosophy, that force by which bodies tend or are drawn 
towards the centre of the earth.—3. Specific gravity, the 
weight belonging to an equal bulk of every different sub
stance. 4. Seriousness; sobriety of manners; solemnity 
of deportment or character. 5. Weight; enormity ; atro-
ciousness; [not used.J—6. In music, lowness of sound. 

GRA'VY, 71. The fat and other liquid matter that drips from 
flesh in roasting, or when roasted or baked. 

GRAY, a. [Sax. grig, grceg ; G. grau.] 1. White, with a 
mixture or black. 2. White; hoary. 3. Dark; of a 
mixed color; of the color of ashes. 4. Old ; mature. 

GRAY, v. 1. A gray color. Parnel. 2. A badger. 
GRAY'-BEARD, n. An old man. Shak. 
GRAY'-EYED, a. Having gray eyes. 
GRAY'FLY, n. The trumpet-fly. Milton. 
GRAY'-HAIRED, a Having gray hair. 
GRAY'-HEAD-ED, a. Having a gray head or gray hair. 
GRAY'-HOUND, n. [Sax. grighund.] A tall, fleet dog, used 

in the chase. 
GRAY'ISH, a. Somewhat gray; gray in a moderate degree. 
GRaY'LING, n. A fish of the genus salmo. 
GRAY'NESS, n. The quality of being gray. Sherwood. 
GRAY'WAEKE, n. [G. grauwacke.] A species of rock. 
GRAZE, v. t. [Sax. grasian ; G. grasen.] 1. To rub or 

touch lightly in passing; to brush lightly the surface of 
a thing in passing. 2. To feed or supply cattle with grass ; 
to furnish pasture for. 3. To feed on ; to eat from the 
ground, as growing herbage. 4. To tend grazing cattle. 

GRAZE, v. i. 1 To eat grass ; to feed on growing herbage. 
2. To supply grass. 3. To move on devouring. 

GRAZED, pp. 1. Touched lightly by a passing body ; brush
ed. 2. Fed by growing grass. 3. Eaten, as growing 
herbage. 

GRAZ'ER, n. One that grazes or feeds on growing herbage. 
GRA'ZIER, (gra'zhur) n. One who feeds cattle with grass, 

or supplies them with pasture. Bacon. 
GRAZ'ING, ppr. 1. Touching lightly. 2. Feeding on grow-

inj herbage. 3. a. Supplying pasture. 
GREASE, n. [Fr. graisse. 1 1. Animal fat in a soft state ; 

oily or unctuous matter of any kind, as tallow, lard. 2. A 
swelling and gourdiness of a horse's legs. 

GREASE, (greez) v. t. 1. To smear, anoint or daub with 
grease or fat. 2. To bribe; to corrupt with presents. 
Dryden. 

GREASED, pp. Smeared with oily matter; bribed. 
GREAS'I-LY, adv. With grease or an appearance of it; 

grossly. 
GREAS'I-NESS, n. The state of being greasy ; oiliness; 

unctuousness. Boyle. 
GRE AS'ING, ppr. Smearing with fat or oily matter; bribing. 
GREAS'Y, (greez'y) a. l.Oily; fat; unctuous. 2. Smear

ed or defiled with grease. 3. Like grease or oil; smooth. 
4. Fat of body; bulky. 5. Gross; indelicate; indecent. 

GREAT, a. [Sax. great; D. groot G. gross.] 1. Large in 
bulk or dimensions. 2. Being of extended length or 
breadth. 3. Large in number. 4. Expressing a large, 
extensive or unusual degree of any thing. 5. Long-con
tinued. 6. Important; weighty. 7. Chief; principal. 8. 
Chief; of vast power and excellence ; supreme; illustri
ous. 9. Vast; extensive ; wonderful; admirable. 10. 
Possessing large or strong powers of mind 11. Having 
made extensive or unusual acquisitions of science or 
knowledge. 12. Distinguished by rank, office or power; 
elevated; eminent. 13. Dignified in aspect, mien or 
manner. 14. Magnanimous; generous; of elevated sen
timents ; high-minded. 15. Rich ; sumptuous ; magnifi
cent. 16. Vast; sublime. 17. Dignified ; noble. 18. 
Swelling; proud. 19. Chief; principal; much traveled. 
20. Pregnant; teeming. 21. Hard ; difficult. 22. Famil
iar; intimate ; [vulgar.] 23. Distinguished by extraordi
nary events, or unusual importance. 24. Denoting a de
gree of consanguinity, in the ascending or descending line; 
as, great grandfather. 25. Superior; preeminent. 

GREAT, 7i. 1. The whole ; the gross; the lump or mass. 
2. People of rank or distinction. 

GREAT'-BEL-LIED, a. Pregnant; teeming. Shak. 
IGREAT'EN, V. t. To enlarge. Raleigh. 
t GREAT'EN, V. i. To increase; to become large. South. 
GREAT-HEARTED, a. High spirited ; undejected. 
GREAT'LY, adv. 1. In a great degree ; much. 2. Nobly; 

illustriously. 3. Magnanimously ; generously; bravely. 

* S" Sj/nopi* MOVE, BOOK, DOVE ,—BJJLL, UNITE.-
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GREAT'NESS, n 1. Largeness of bulk, dimensions num. 

ber or quantity. 2. Large amount; extent. 3. High de
gree. 4. High rank or place ; elevation ; dignity ; distinc
tion ; eminence; power; command. 5. Swelling pride ; 
affected state. 6. Magnanimity ; elevation of sentiment; 
nobleness. 7. Strength or extent of intellectual faculties. 
8. Large extent or variety. 9. Grandeur; pomp ; magni
ficence. 10. Force; intensity. 

GRE AVE, for grove and groove. Spenser. SeeGnovsand 
GROOVE. 

GREAVES, (greevzN n. plu. [Port., Sp. grevas.] Armor for 
the legs; a sort ol boots. 

GREBE, n. A fowl of the genus colymbus. 
GRE'CIAN, a. Pertaining to Greece. 
GRE'CIAN, n. 1. A native of Greece. Also, a Jew, who 

understood Greek. 2. One well versed in the Greek lan
guage. 

GRE CIAN-FIRE, n. [Fr.feu Greceois.] Wild fire; such as 
will burn within water. 

GRE'CIAN-lZE, v. i. [Fr. Grecanizer.] To play the Gre
cian ; to speak Greek. 

GRE'CISM, a. [L. Grcecismus.] An idiom of the Greek 
language. Addison. 

GRE'CIZE, v.t. 1. To render Grecian. 2. To translate 
into Greek. 

GRE'CIZE, V. i. To speak the Greek language. 
[GREE, n. [Fr. gre.1 1. Good will. Spenser. 2. Step, 

rank ; degree. [See DEGREE.] Spenser. 
fGREE, v. i. To agree. See AGREE. 
[GREECE, n. [W. grciz.] A flight of steps. 
f GREED, 7i. Greediness. Graham. 
GREED'I-LY, ado. 1. With a keen appetite for food or 

drink ; voraciously ; ravenously. 2. With keen or ardent 
desire; eagerly. 

GREED'I-NESS, n. 1. Keenness of appetite for food or 
drink ; ravenousness; voracity. 2. Ardent desire. 

GREED'Y, a. [Sax. grcedig.] 1. Having a keen appetite 
for food or drink ; ravenous ; voracious ; very hungry. 2 
Having a keen desire of any thing ; eager to obtain. 

GREED'Y-GUT, 71. A glutton; a devourer; a belly-god 
Cotgrave. 

GREEK, a. Pertaining to Greece. 
GREEK, 71. 1. A native of Greece. 2. The language of 

Greece.—Greek-fire, a combustible composition, the con
stituents of which are supposed to be asphalt, with nitre 
and sulphur. 

GREEK'ISH, a. Peculiar to Greece. Milton. 
GREEK'LING, n. An inferior Greek writer. 
GREEK'ROSE, n. The flower campion. 
GREEN, a. [Sax. grene.] 1. Being of the color of herbage 

and plants when growing, a color composed of blue and 
yellow rays; verdant. 2. New; fresh ; recent. 3. Fresh ; 
flourishing; undecayed. 4. Containing its natural juices ; 
not dry ; not seasoned. 5. Not roasted; half raw. 6. Un
ripe ; immature; not arrived to perfection. 7. Immature in 
age ; young. 8. Pale; sickly ; wan ; of a greenish pale 
color. 

GREEN, 7i. 1. The color of growing plants; a color com
posed of blue and yellow rays, which, mixed in different 
proportions, exhibit a variety of shades. 2. A grassy 
plain or plat; a piece of ground covered with verdant 
herbage. 3. Fresh leaves or branches of trees or other 
plants; wreaths. 4. The leaves and stems of young 
plants used in cookery or dressed for food in the spring; 
in the plural. New England. 

GREEN, v. t. To make green. Thomson. 
GREEN'BROOM, or GREEN'WEED, n. A plant of the 

genus genista. 
GREEN'CLOTH, n. A board or court of justice held in the 

counting-house of the British king's household, having cog
nizance of all matters of justice in the king's household. 

GREEN'-GGL-ORED, a. Pale; sickly. Tourneur. 
GREEN'-CROP, n. A crop of green vegetables, such as ar

tificial grasses, turneps, &c. 
GREEN'-EARTH, n. A species of earth or mineral, so 

called • the mountain green of artists. Ure. 
GREEN'-EYED, a. Having green eyes. Shak. 
GREEN'FINCII, n. A bird of the genus fringilla 
GREEN'FISH, n. A fisb so called. Ainsworth. 
GREENGAGE, n. A species of plum. 
GREEN GRO-CER, n. A retailer of greens. 
GREEN'HAIRED, a. Having green locks or hair. 
GREEN'IIOOD, n. A state of greenness. Chaucer. 
GREEN'H6&N, TI. A raw youth. 
GREEN'-HOUSE, n. A house in which tender plants are 

sheltered from the weather, and preserved green during 
the winter or cold weather. . 

GREEN'ISH, a. Somewhat green ; having a tinge of green. 
Nexcton. . 

GREEN'ISH-NESS, TI. The quality of being greenish. 
GREEN'LY, adv. With a green color; newly ; freshly; lm 

maturely. 
GREEN'LY, a. Of a green color. Gascoigne. 
GREEN'NESS, TI. 1. The quality of being green; viridity 

-€ as K ; G as J ; 8 as Z; CH as SH; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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unripeness. 3. Freshness; vigor. 4. 

GUI 
2. Immaturity 
Newness. x TOS 

GREEN-ROOM, n. A room, near the stage, to which actors 
retire, during the intervals of their parts in the play. 

GREEN-SIGK-NESS, n. The chlorosis, a disease of maids, 
so called from the color it occasions in the face. 

GREEN-SICK-NESSED, a. Having a sickly taste. Bp 
Rundlc. 

GREEN-STALL, n. A stall on which greens are exposed 
to sale. 

GREENSTONE, n. A rock of the trap formation. 
GREEN'-SWARD, n. Turf green with grass. 
GREEN WElJt), n. Dyer's weed. 
GREENWOOD, n. Wood when green, as in summer. 
GREENWQOD, a. Pertaining to a green wood. 
GREET, y. t. [Sax. gretan, grettan.] 1. To address with 

expressions of kind wishes ; to salute in kindness and 
respect. 2. To address at meeting; to address in any 
manner. 3. To congratulate. 4. To pay compliments at 
a distance; to send kind wishes to. 5. To meet and ad 
dress with kindness; or to express kind wishes, accompa 
nied with an embrace. 6. To meet. 

GREET, v. i. 1. To meet and salute. 2. To weep : written 
by Spenser greit / [o&s.] 

GREET'ED, pp. Addressed with kind wishes ; compli 
mented. 

GREET'ER, n. One who greets. 
GREETING, ppr. Addressing with kind wishes or expres-
^ j°y '> complimenting; congratulating; saluting. 
GREET 'ING, n. Expression of kindness or joy ; salutation 

at meeting; compliment addressed from one absent, 
f GREEZE, n. [L. gressus.] A step, or flight of steps. See 

UK£ECE. 
GREF'FIER, n. [Fr.] A registrar, or recorder. 

ivL* £Trex-l Pertaining to a flock, 
GRE-GA'RI-AN. a. Beloncincr tn » H#»RR1 

itary or living alone. 
n S ? " ? I n  a  f l o c k  o r  h e r d  5 i n  a  c o m p a n y .  

n. The state or quality of living in flocks or herds. b 

GR^S0/S"AN'. Denoting what belongs to Gregory. 
Gregorian calendar is one which shows the new 

and lull moon, with the time of Easter, and the movable 
leasts depending thereon, by means of epacts.—The Gre
gorian year is the present year, as reformed by Pope Greg-
mL 47& m \ 5 .c?nsisti"§ of 365 days, 5 hours, 48 min-

f rSlf'68^ Yulih an addltl0«al day every fourth year. 
+ rRPrrwV' Jr*? SreitaV'A To lament. Spenser. 
t OREr?™' V' n ̂  nx' g.er(B^mn'] To make ready. oods ) furniture. Chaucer. 
GRE'MI-AL, a. [L. , " 

bosom. Diet. 

j Ksfiu'ucerm 
. gremium.] Belonging to the lap or 

GRE-NADE/ n. [Sp. granada ; Fr. grenade.] In the art of 
war, a hollow ball or shell of iron or other metal, about 
two mches and a half in diameter, to be filled with povv-
ftjS* 18 to ** fir?d hy means of a fusee, and thrown by hand among enemies. TW i 

GREN-A-DIER', n. [from Fr. grenade.1 1. A foot soldier 
GRENA TITEHR Stanr ̂ -AWL F°,UND ? AnSoka, in Africa! 
GRiwf^T®^0®!aUr0tlde or Sta,lrome> * 
GREY. See GRAT, 
°fofme ch™' "• [to*, grighund.lA tall, fleet dog, kept 
GRICE, n. A little pig. 

;?oSgckkS'-^"-] A pan>broad shallow, 
GRIDE, v. t. [It. gridare.] To grate, or to cut with a "rat 
GRID'EUilN «CUrVrt0 p.en?trateor pierce harshly * *"* 
G an? ̂ "o^a g'Jy vioS ̂  A °o1ot mi^<* white 
GRID'IR-ON, (grid'I-urn) n. TW. trrediam 1 A J . 

sil for broiling flesh and fish ovef coals. ^ uten 

GRIeF. n. [D. grief; Fr. grief.] 1. The pain of mind nro 
duced by loss, misfortune, injury or evils ofanvtS" 
sorrow ; regret. 2. The pain o/mind occa^foS by^ 
own misconduct; sorrow or regret that we have done 
wrong; pam accompanying repentance. 3. Cause d 
sorrow; that which afflicts. ^ause of 

GRIEF'FIJL, a. Full of grief or sorrow. Sackville 
GRIEF'LESS, a. Sorrowless ; without grief. Hulaet 
GRIEF'SHOT, a. Pierced with grief. Shak. Ul0et° 
F GRIEV-A-BLE, a. Lamentable. Gower. 
GRIEVANCE, n. That which causes grief or uneasiness • 

that which burdens, oppresses or injures, implying a sense' 
of wrong done. 

GRIEVE, V. t. [D. grieven.] 1. To give pain of mind to • 
to afflict; to wound the feelings. 2. To afflict; to inflict 
pain on. 3. To make sorrowful; to excite regret in. 4 
To offend; to displease ; to provoke. 

GRIEVE, v. i. To feel pain of mind or heart; to be in pain 
on account of an evil; to sorrow ; to mourn. 

£JU£VED, pp. Pained ; afflicted; suffering sorrow 
GRIEVER, n. He or that which grieves. 
GRIEVING, ppr. 1. Giving pain; afflicting. 2. Sorrow-

in^j exercised with grief; mourning. 
GRIEV'ING-LY, adv. In sorrow; sorrowfully. 
G^V'9US> a: J- Heavy; oppressive; burdensome. 2. 

Afflictive ; painfull; hard to be borne. 3. Causing erief nr 
sorrow. 4. Distressing. 5. Great; atrocious. 8 8. Ex
pressing great uneasiness. 7. Provoking; offensive 
tending to irritate. 8. Hurtful; destructive; causing 
mischief. 8 

GRIEV'OUS-LY, adv. 1. With pain; painfully; with great 
pam or distress. 2. With discontent, ill will or grief. 
3. Calamitously; miserably ; greatly ; with great uneasi
ness, distress or grief. 4. Atrociously. 

GRIEV'OUS-NESS, n. 1. Oppressiveness; weight that 
gives pain or distress. 2. Pain ; affliction ; calamity; dis-

**' Greatness; enormity; atrociousness. 
GRIF'FON, n. [Fr. griffon.] In the natural history of the 

ancients, an imaginary animal said to be generated be
tween the lion and eagle. It is represented with four 
legs, wings and a beak, the upper part resembling aa 
eagle, and the lower part a lion. 

GRIF'FON-LIKE, a. Resembling a griffon. 
GRIG, n. 1. A small eel; the sand eel. 2. A merry crea

ture. 3. Health; [obs.] 
GRILL, v. t. [Fr. griller.] To broil. 
GRILL, a. Shaking with cold. Chaucer. 

Jr5SAS?E/» n' Any thinS hroiled on the gridiron. 
[GRIL'LY, v. t. To harass. Iludibras. 
GRIM, a. [Sax. grim.] 1. Fierce : ferocious; impressing 

terror; fnghtfuf; horrible. 2. Ugly; ill-looking. 3 
Sour; crabbed ; peevish ; surly. 

n5HaviJ)g a stern countenance. 
GRIM'-GRIN-NING, a. Grinning with a fierce counte 

nance. Shak. 
GRIM'-YIS-AGED, a. Grim-faced. 
GRI-MACE', n. [Fr.] *1. A distortion of the countenance, 

from habit, affectation or insolence. 2. An air of affecta
tion. 

™<CED, (gre-maste') a. Distorted ; having a crabbed 

GRI-MAL'KIN, n. The name of an old cat. 
GRIME, n. [Ice. gryma.] Foul matter; dirt; sullying 

blackness, deeply insinuated. 
U TP sully or 8011 deeP]y i to dirt. Shak. 

oSmrl' a' Havmg a hideous or stern look. Beaumont. 
GKIM'LY, adv. 1. Fiercely; ferociously; with a look of 

or ferocity. 2. Sourly ; sullenly. 
GgJM'NESS,/!. Fierceness of look; sternness; crabbedness. 
GRI'MY, a. Full of grime; foul. 
GRIN, v.i. [Sax. grinnian.] J. To set the teeth together 

and open the lips, or to open the mouth and withdraw the 
lips from the teeth, so as to show them, as in laughter ox 

^ scorn. 2. To fi* the teeth, as in anguish. 
GRIN, n. The act of closing the teeth and showing them, 
J. Pn^{withdrawing the lips and showing the teeth. 
T GRIN, n. A snare or trap. 
GRIN, v. t. To express by grinning. Milton. 

YIN?' V' P ' pret- and PP- ground. [Sax.-grindan.] l.To 
break and reduce to fine particles or powder by friction ; 
to comminute by attrition ; to triturate. 2. To break and 
reduce to small pieces by the teeth. 3. To sharpen by 
rubbing or friction; to wear off the substance of a me
tallic instrument, and reduce it to a sharp edge by the 
friction of a stone. 4. To make smooth; to polish by 
friction. 5. To rub one against another. 6. To oppress 
by severe exactions; to afflict cruelly; to harass. 7. To 
crush m pieces; to ruin. 8. To grate. 

GRIND, v. i. 1. To perform the operation of grinding; to 
move a mill. 2. To be moved or rubbed together, as in 
the operation of grinding. 3. To be ground or pulverized 
by friction. 4. To be polished and made smooth by fric
tion. 5. To be sharpened by grinding. 

GRIND'ER, n. 1. One that grinds, or moves a mill. 2. The 
instrument of grinding. 3. A tooth that grinds or chews 

rS/SU WV a Jaw tooth. 4.The teeth in general. 
GIUND/ING, ppr. 1. Reducing to powder by friction; 

triturating; levigating; chewing. 2. Makin^ sharp 
making smooth or polishing by friction. 

GRIN'DLE-STONE. The same as grindstone. 
* GRIND-STONE, n. A sandstone used for grinding or 

sharpening tools. ° 
GRINNER, n. One that grins. Addison. 
GRINNING, ppr. Closing the teeth and showing them as 

in laughter; showing of the teeth. ' 
GRINNING-LY, adv. With a grinning laugh, 
t GRIP, n. The griffon. S-iak. 
GRIP, n. [Dan. greb.] A grasp ; a holding fast. 
GRIP, n. [D. groep.] A small ditch or furrow, 
f GRIP, v. t. To trench; to drain. 
GRIPE, V. t. [Sax. gripan ; Goth, greipan.] 1. To seize 

to grasp; to catch with the hand, and to clasp closelv 
with the fingers. 2. To hold fast; to hold with the fin-

* See Synopsis- A, E, I, 0 U, Y, long. FAR, FALL, WHATPREYPIN, MARINE, BIRD f Obsolete 
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Iters closely pressed. 3. To seize and hold fast in the 
inns; to embrace closely. 4. To close the fingers; to 
clutch. Pope. 5. To pinch ; to press ; to compress. 6. 
To give pain to the bowels. 7. To pinch ; to straiten; to 
distress. 

GRIPE, v. i. 1. To seize or catch by pinching; to get 
money by hard bargains or mean exactions. 2. To feel 
the colic. 3. To lie too close to the wind, as a ship. 

GRIPE, 7i. 1. Grasp ; seizure ; fast hold with the hand or 
paw, or with the arms. 2. Squeeze ; pressure. 3. Op
pression ; cruel exactions. 4. Affliction; pinching dis
tress j as, the gripe of poverty.—5. In seamen's language, 
the fore-foot or piece of timber which terminates the keel 
at the fore-end.—6. Gripes, in the plural, distress of the 
bowels; colic.—7. Gripes, in seamen's language, an as
semblage of ropes, dead-eyes and hooks, fastened to ring
bolts in the deck to secure the boats. 

GRIP ER, 7i. One who gripes; an oppressor ; an extortioner. 
GRlP'ING, ppr. Grasping; seizing; holding fost; pinch

ing ; oppressing; distressing the bowels. 
GRIP'ING, 7i. I. A pinching or grasp; a distressing pain 

of the bowels; colic.—2. In seamen's language, the in
clination of a ship to run to the windward of her course. 

CRlP'lNG-LY, ado. With a pain in the bowels, 
f GRIP'PLE, a. I. Griping ; greedy ; covetous ; unfeeling. 

Spenser. 2. Grasping fast; tenacious. Spenser. 
t GRIP6PLE-NESS, n. Covetousness. Bp. Hall. 
f GRIS, n. [Fr. gvis.] A kind of fur. Chaucer. 
f GRIS'AM-BER, used by Milton for ambergris. % 
t GRISE, n. 1. A step, or scale of steps. [L. gressus. See 

GREEcg.lShah. 2. A swine, 
f GRI-SETTE7, (gre-zet') n. [Fr.] A tradesman's wife or 

daughter. Sterne. 
t GRIS'KIN, n. The spine of a hog. 
GRIS'LY, a. [Sax. grislic.] Frightful; horrible; terrible. 

Dryden 
GRI'SONS? (grS'sunz) n. Inhabitants of the eastern Swiss 

Alps. 
GRIST, 7i. [Sax. orist.] 1. Corn for grinding, or that which 

is ground at one time ; as much grain as is carried to the 
mill at one time, or the meal it produces. 2. Supply; 
provision. 3. Profit; gain ; as in the phrase, it brings grist 
to the mill. 

GRIS'TLE, (gris'l) n. [Sax. gristle.] A cartilage; a smooth. 
solid, elastic substance in animal bodies. 

GRIST'LY, (gris'ly) a. Consisting of gristle; like gristle 
cartilaginous. Ray. 

GRIST'MILL, ?i. A mill for grinding grain. 
GRIT, 71. [Sax. greot, or gryt, grytta.] 1. The coarse part 

of meal. 2. Oats hulled, or coarsely ground ; written, also, 
groats. 3. Sand or gravel; rough, hard particles. 4. Sand
stone ; stone composed of particles of sand agglutinated, 

f GRITH, n. Agreement. Chaucer. 
GRIT'STOxVE. See Grit. 
GRIT'TI-NESS, n. The quality of containing grit or con

sisting of grit, sand, or small, hard, rough particles of 
stone. 

GRITTY, a. Containing sand or grit; consisting of grit 
full of hard particles ; sandy. 

GRIZ'E-LIN. See Gri delin. 
GRIZ'ZLE, 77. [Fr., Sp., Port, gris.] Gray; a gray color; 

a mixture of white and black. Shak. 
GRTZ'ZLED, a. Gray; of a mixed color. 
GRIZ'ZLY, a. Somewhat gray. Bacon. 
GRoAN, t?. i. [Sax. granian, grunan.] 1. To breathe with 

a deep murmuring sound ; to utter a mournful voice, as 
in pain or sorrow. 2. To sigh ; to be oppressed or afflict
ed ; or to complain of oppression. 

GRoAN, 77. 1. A deep, mournfiil sound, uttered in pain, 
sorrow or anguish. 2. Any low, rumbling sound. 

GRoAN'FUL, a. Sad ; inducing groans. Spenser. 
GRoAN'ING, ppr. Uttering a low, mournful sound. 
GRoAN'ING, 77. 1. The act of groaning; lamentation ; 

complaint; a deep sound uttered in pain or sorrow.—2. 
In hunting, the cry or noise of the buck. 

GROAT, (grawt) n. [D. groot ; G. grot.] 1. An English 
money of account, equal to four pence 2. A proverbial 
name for a small sum. 

GROATS, (grawts) 77. Oats that have the hulls taken off. 
"JO ATS'-WORTH, 7?. The value of a groat. 
GRcyCER, 77. A trader who deals in tea, sugar, spices, 

coffee, liquors, fruits, &c. 
GRoCER-Y, 77. 1. A grocer's store : [local.] 2. The com-

ropd'ties sold by grocers ; usually in the plural. 
"JOES, n. plu. Graves. JVorth of England. 
I*da£' n' mixture of spirit and water not sweetened. 

BLOS-SOM, 77. A rum bud ; a redness on the nose 
r-wr\A^ men wh° drink ardent spirits to excess. 
rRnnjnvINlt"EK' n' 0ne addicted to drinking grog. 

«•» 11 1! a' ^ groggy horse is one that bears wholly 
on his heels in trotting. Cue.—2. In vulgar language, 

intoxicated. 
i'rivI duM'1, \R. grossagrana.] A kind of stuff made 
GROG RAN, ( ohil£ and mohair. 

channel with an 

^ ' and Goth, grein.J 1. The depressed part 
of the human body between the belly and the thigh.—2 
Among builders? the angular curve made by the intersec
tion of two semi-cylinders or arches.—3. [Fr. groin ; Gr. 
piv.] The snout or nose of a swine. 

f GROIN, V. i. To groan. Chaucer. 
GROM'WELL, or GJROM'IL, n. A plant of the genus 

lithospermum. The German gromwell is the stellera. 
\ n. [Arm. gromm.] Among seamen, a ring 

GROMMET, ) formed of a strand of rope laid in three 
times round; used to fasten the upper edge of a sail to its 
stay. 

GROOM, 7i. [qu. Flemish or Old D. grom j 1. A boy or 
young man ; a waiter ; a servant. 2. A man or boy who 
has the charge of horses ; one who takes care of horses or 
the stable.—3. In England, an officer of the king's house
hold. 

GROOM, or GOOM, n. [Sax. and Goth, guma, a man J A 
man recently married, or one who is attending his pre 
posed spouse in order to be married; used in composition, 
as in bridegroom, which see. 

GROOVE, (groov) n. [Ice. groof ] 1. A furrow, channel, 
or long hollow cut by a tool.—2. Among miners, a shaft 
or pit sunk into the earth. 

GROOVE, 77. t. [Sw. grbpa.] To cut a 
edged tool; to furrow. 

GROOVER, n. A miner. [Local.1 

GROOVING, ppr. Cutting in channels. 
GROPE, 77. i. [Sax. gropian, grapian.] 1. To feel along ; to 

search or attempt to find in the dark, or as a blind person, 
by feeling. 2. To seek blindly in intellectual darkness 
without a certain guide or means of knowledge. 

GROPE, v. t. To search by feeling in the dark. 
GRoP'ER, 77. One who gropes; one who feels his way in 

the dark, or searches by feeling. 
GRoP'ING, ppr. Feeling for something in darkness; search

ing by feeling. 
GROSS, a. [Fr. gros : It., Port, grosso.] 1. Thick ; bulky ; 

particularly applied to animals ; fat; corpulent. 2. Coarse; 
rude; rough; not delicate. 3. Coarse, in a figurative 
sense ; rough ; mean ; particularly, vulgar; obscene ; in
delicate. 4. Thick; large; opposed to fine. 5. Impure; 
unrefined. 6. Great; palpable. 7. Coarse; large ; not 
delicate. 8. Thick; dense; not attenuated ; not refined 
or pure. 9. Unseemly ; enormous; shameful; great 
10. Stupid; dull. 11. Whole ; entire. 

GRoSS, 77. 1. The main body ; the chief part; the bulk ; 
the mass. 2. The number of twelve dozen ; twelve times 
twelve.—In the gross, in gross, in the bulk, or the whole 
undivided ; all parts taken together.—By the gross, in a 
like sense. 

GRoSS'BeAK, 77. A fowl of the genus loxia. 
GRoSS'-HEAD-ED, a. Having a thick skull; stupid. 
GROSS LY, adv. 1. In bulky or large parts ; coarsely. 2. 

Greatly; palpably ; enormously. 3. Greatly; shame
fully. 4. Coarsely; without refinement or delicacy. 0. 
Without art or skill. 

GRoSS'NESS, it. 1. Thickness; bulkiness; corpulence; 
fatness. 2. Thickness; spissitude; density. 3. Coarse
ness ; rudeness; want of refinement or delicacy ; vulgar 
ity. 4. Greatness ; enormity. 

GROSS'U-LAR, a. Pertaining to a gooseberry. 
GROSS'U-LAR, n. A rare mineral of the garnet kind, so 

named from its green color. 
GROT, or GROTTO, n. [Fr. grotte; It. grotta.] 1. A 

large cave or den; a subterraneous cavern; a natural 
cave or rent in the earth. Dryden. 2. A cave for coolness 
and refreshment. 

gant; of irregular forms and proportions ; ludicrous • 
antic. 

GRO-TESQUE', n. Whimsical figures or scenery. 
GROTESQUELY, adv. In a fantastical manner. 
GROUND, 77. [Sax., G., Dan., Sw. grund.] 1. The sur

face of land or upper part of the earth, without reference 
to the materials which compose it. 2. Region ; territory. 
3. Land ; estate; possession. 4. The surface of the earth, 
or a floor or pavement. 5. Foundation; that which sup 
ports any thing. 6. Fundamental cause ; primary reason 
or original principle. 7. First principles.—8. In painting, 
the surface on which a figure or object is represented. 
9 In manufactures, the principal color, to which others 
are considered as ornamental.—10. Grounds, plural, the 
bottom of liquors ; dregs ; lees; feces ; as, coffee grounds 
11. The plain song ; the tune on which descants are 
raised.—12. In etching, a gummous composition spread 
over the surface of the metal to be etched. 13. r leld or 
place of action 14. In music, the name given to a com 
position in which the base, consisting of a few bare or in
dependent notes, is continually repeated to a continually 
varying melody. 15. The foil to set a *1"°? off; 
16. Formerly, the pit of a play-house. B. Jonson.— To 
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gain ground. 1. To advance ; to proceed forward in con
flict. 2. To gain credit; to prevail.— To lose ground. 1. 
To retire ; to retreat. 2. To lose credit; to decline.— To 
give ground, to recede; to yield advantage.— To get 
ground, and to gather ground, are seldom used. 

GROUND, v. t. 1. To lay or set on the ground. 2. To 
found ; to fix oi set, as on a foundation, cause, reason or 
principle. 3. To settle in first principles ; to fix firmly. 

GROUND, v. i. To run aground; to strike the bottom and 
remain fixed. 

GROUND, pret. and pp. of grind. 
GROUND'AGE. n. A tax paid by a ship for standing in 

port. 
GKOUND'-ANG-LING, n. Fishing without a float, with a 

bullet placed a few inches from the hook. 
GROUND'-ASH, n. A sapling of ash; a young shoot from 

the stump of an ash. Mortimer. 
GROUNI>-BaIT, n. Bait for fish which sinks to the bottom 

of the water. Walton. 
GROUNDLD-LY, adv Upon firm principles. 
G ROUND'-FLoOR, n. The first or lower floor of a house. 

But the English call the second floor from the ground the 
first floor. 

GROUND'-i-VY, n. A well-known plant. 
GROUNDLESS, a. 1. Wanting ground or foundation : 

wanting cause or reason for support. 2. Not authorized • 
false. 3 

'LESS-LY, adv. Without reason or cause. 
GROUND'LESS-NEils, n. Want of just cause, reason or 

authority for support. Tillotson. 
GROUNDLING, n. A fish that keeps at the bottom of the 
4 a low> vulSar Person. Shak. 

v%badv' fp?n Prlllc'Plesl solidly. Ascham. (»aOUND ~NUPj 7t• A plant, tlie arachis• 
n- A saPlino Of oak. Mortimer. 

!ttm™m'l/1' r plant' a sPecies of teucrium. 
«? • -PLATE, n. In architecture, the ground-plates are 

rBmiivn^npT%eCeS °f tl^er lyiBS°n or near the ground. 
GROUND -PLOT, n. 1. The ground on which a building 
rinSrvtra<; The ichnography of a building. 
GROUJND'-RENT, n. Rent paid for the privilege of build-

mg on another man's land. Johnson. 
ro°mN1Ta«?r?M' A r00m on the groul,d i a lower 

G speciejF' "^ U' A p'ant op ll1 e genus senecio, of several 

SSS3& i n'J/?hldlrT"i S'TX' The timber 
nP^fommil,y£1aedbr^':SWh,ChlieS De" t0 the 

beTngU.gTo^nchori' **"' the r0pes and 

GROUNDWORK, n. 1. The work which forms the foun 
dation or support of any thing; the basis • the funda 
ditiomfl* I* Jh6t gr°Undf ~ whicb the rest are ad-rurtTTP i 3- P1rst principle ; original reason. 

GROOP' n'S k gr°PP0 ; Fr' Sroupe.-\ 1. A cluster, crowd UK.OOP, J or throng; an assemblage ; a number 
Without any regular form or arranglm'ent—2 ?n ™ 

GROUP?vrPP' For™?d or Placed a crowd. 
sembiage ' Pi""' Bnngmg together in " cluster or as-

GROUP'ING, n. The art of composing or combining the k 
G&tnP'TStZSSfi'5culptuk 8 

G i2 Atldn'ToarJem15 ,P°llard- 2' 
which purges off. ' coarse mortar- 4. That 

GROUT'NOL. See Growthead. 

wood or ciuster of trees' willfn shaded avenue \ g"1'! 

natural growth in the field, as well as to plantfedT™ ° 
w!oddCD' 3' Somethin?resemblinga wooS orlreesln'S 

GROV'EL, (grov'l) ». i. [Ice. gruva.l 1. To creen ™ ti. 
earth, or with the face to the ground ; to lie nfm 
move with the body prostrate on the earth • to a °r 

prostrate posture. 2. To be low or mean. 5 a 

GRO V'EL-ER, n. One who grovels; an abject wretrh 
GROV'EL-ING, ppr. 1 Creeping; moving on the ground 

2. a. Mean; without dignity or elevation. 
GRoV'Y, a. Pertaining to a grove ; frequenting groves 
GRoW, v. i.; pret. grew ; pp. grown. [Sax. growan 1 i 

To enArge in bulk or stature, by a natural, imperceptible 
addition of mat'er ; to vegetate, as plants, or to be auo-
mented by natural processes animals. 2. To be produ~ 
ced by vegetation. 3. To increase; to be augmented • to 

GRIT 
wax. 4. To advance; to improve; to make progress 
5. To advance; to extend. 6. To come by degrees Tn 
become; to reach any state. 7. To come forward'to 
advance. 8. To be changed from one state to another 
to become. 9. To proceed, as from a cause or reason 
10. To accrue ; to come. 11. To swell; to increase; as' 
the wind grew to a tempest.—To grow out of, to issue 
from, as plants from the soil— To grow up, to arrive at 
manhood, or to advance to full stature—To grow up or 
to grow together, to close and adhere; to become united 
by growth. 

GROW, v. t. To produce; to raise; as, a farmer grow, 
large quantities of wheat. [This is a modern, abusive use 
of grow J 

GRoW'ER, n. 1. One who grows ; that which increases.-
2,_In English use, one who raises or produces. 

GROWING, ppr. Increasing; advancing in size or extent; 
becommgj accruing; swelling; thriving. 

GROWL, v. i. [Gr. ypoXb/.] To murmur or snarl, as a 
utter an an8ry> grumbling sound. 

™ SvJrf' v' ™,To express by growling. Thomson. 
wKUVvL. n. The murmur of a cross dog. 
GROWLLR, n. A snarling cur ; a grumbler. 
GROWL'INd, ppr. Grumbling; snarling 

otV •' VP- °r grow. 1. Advanced; increased ingrowth. 
2. Having arrived at full size or stature.—Grown over, 

the growth of any thing ; overgrown. 
'V' CSax* agrisan.] To shiver; to iiavechills. 

• U1.1-72" The gradual increase of animal and vege
table bodies. 2. Product; produce ; that which has 
grown. 3. Production ; any thing produced. 4. Increase 
in number, bulk or frequency. 5. Increase in extent or 

rlnSnH??;.Advancement ; progress; improvement. 
' I n' ** A 2* ^ lazy person; 

^WLNOL, j a lubber; [obs.] 
ging V'l' grai,an'] To dig; to be occupied in dig-

GRUB v. t. To dig ; mostly followed by up.—To grub up, 
is to dig up by the roots with an instrument; to root out 
by digging. 

GRUB, n. 1. A small worm ; particularly, a hexaped cr six-
footed worm, produced from the egg of the beetle. 2. A 

rprm/'Avrk 1Uan ' a dwarf? itl contempt. 
1 ik >n' ^ used iu grubbing up weeds, and the 

Pne wll° ?rubs WP shrubs, &c. 
vaituB BING-HoE, n. An instrument for digging up trees, 
UDnDmi ̂ C* by tIle roots 5 a mattoc. 
GRUBBLE, v. i. [G. gruhelnA To fee 1 in the dark; to 

much Dry den. 
A/r n' Originally, the name of a street near 
Moorfrelds, in London, much inhabited by mean writers; 
hence, applied to mean writings : as, a Grub-street poem. 
Johnson. 

GRUDGE, v.t. [W. grwg.J 1. To be discontented at an
other s enjoyments or advantages ; to envy one the pos
session or happiness which yve desire for ourselves. 2. 
d ° give or take unwillingly. 

5^5 ' v' 1' To murmur; to repine; to complain. 
2. To be unwilling or reluctant. 3. To be envious. 4. 
I o wish in secret; [obs.] 5. To feel compunction ; to 
grieve ; [obs.] y . 

GRUDGE, n. 1. Sullen malice or malevolence ; ill-will; se-
cret enmity; hatred. 2. Unwillingness to benefit. 3. 
Remorse of conscience ; [obs 1 

r°NSA"* plu' ^oarse meal. Beaumont. 
pjTTn^/SSr.n' °neJllat grudges; a murmurer. 
GRUDG Ii\G, ppr. Envying ; being uneasy at another's 

possession of something which we have a desire to pos
sess. 

GRUDG'ING, n. 1. Uneasiness at the possession of some
thing by another. 2. Reluctance ; also, a secret wish or 

rpfS/rHv £ symptom of disease; [obs.] 
^i^content^ Unwillingly ; with reluctance or 

GRU'EL, n. [W. grual.] A kind of light food made by 
boiling meal m water. 

GRUFF, a. [D. grofi; W. gruf.] Of a rough or stern 
countenance; sour; surly; severe; rugged; harsh. 

GRUFFLY, adv. Roughly; sternly ; ruggedly : harshlv. 
£5n' toughness of countenance; sternness. 
GRUM, a. [Dan. grum.] 2. Morose; severe of counte-

. nance ; sour; surly. 2. Low; deep in the throat: guttu-
I ral; rumbling. 

GRUM'BLE, v. i. [D. grommclen, grommen ; Sax. srvm"-
tan.] 1. To murmur with discontent; to utter a low 
voice by way of complaint. 2. To growl; to snarl. 3. 
To rumble; to roar; to make a harsh and heavy sound. 

GRUM'BLER, n. One who grumbles or murmurs • one 
who complains; a discontented man. 

GRUMBLING, ppr. Murmuring through discontent; rum
bling ; growling. 

GRUM'BLING, n. A murmuring through discontent; a 
rumbling. 
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GRUM'BLING-LY, adv. With grumbling or complaint. 
GRUME, n. [Fr. grumeau.] A thick, viscid consistence of 

GRUMPY, °a°dv. Morosely ; with a sullen countenance. 
GRuM'OUS, a. Thick ; concreted ; clotted. 
GRuM'OUS-NESS, n. A state of being concreted. 
t JRUN'DEL, n. The fish called a groundling. 
GRUND'SEL. See GBOUHDSSL. MUton. « w tn 
GRUNT, v. i. [Dan. grynter.] To murmur like a hog , to 

utter a short groan, or a deep guttural sound. 
GRUNT, n. A deep guttural sound, as of a hog. 
GRUNT'ER n. 1. One that grunts. 2. A hsii. 
GRUNT'ING, pgr. Uttering the murmuring or guttural 

sound of swine or other animals. , _ 
GRUNT'ING, n. The guttural sound of swine and other 

f GRUNT'ING-LY, adv. Murmuringly ; mutteringly Sher-

GRU Y'TLE, v. i. To grunt. [Mot much used.] 

GRY n fGr. ypv. 1 1. A measure containing one tenth of 
a line.' 2. Any thing very small or of little value. 

GRYPH'ITE, n. [L. gryphites.] Crowstone. 
• GUAIA'GUM, (guaTcum) n. Lignum vita, or pock wood,; 

a tree produced in the warm climates of America. 
GUAI-A'VA, n. An American fruit. Miller. See GUAVA. 
GUA'NA, n. A species of lizard, found 111 America. 
GUA-NA'€0, «. The lama, or camel of South America. 
GUA'NO. n. A substance found on many isles m the Pa

cific, which are frequented by fowls: used as a manure. 
GlJA'RA, n. A bird of Brazil, the tantalus ruber. 
GUAR-AN-TEE', n. A warrantor. See GUARANTY. 
GUARAN-TIED, (gar'an-tid) pp. Warranted. 
GUAR'AN-TOR, (gar'an-tor) n. A warrantor , one who 

engages to see that the stipulations of another are per-

GUARAN-TY, (gar'an-ty) v. t. [Fr. garantir.] 1. To 
warrant; to make sure ; to undertake or engage that an
other person shall perform what he lias stipulated. 2. To 
undertake to secure to another, at all events. 3. To in
demnify j to save harmless. _ 

GUAR'AN-TY, (gar'an-ty) n. [Fr. garant; Sp. garantia.] 
1. An undertaking or engagement by a third °r 

party, that the stipulations of a treaty shall be observ
ed by the contracting parties or by one of them. 2. One 
who binds himself to see the stipulations of another per
formed : written also, guarantee. 

GUARD, (gard) v. t. [Fr. garder.] 1. To secure against 
injury, loss or attack; to protect; to defend; tokeep in 
safetv 2 To secure against objections or the attacks of 
malevolence. 3. To accompany and protect; to accompany 
for protection. 4. To adorn with lists laces or orna-

f_ . r-t- i k rrirrl • tn fasten bv binding. 

GUI 

roents: [obs.] 5. To gird; to fasten by binding. 
GUARD, (gard) «?. t. To watch by way of caution or de

fense ; to be cautious; to be in a state of defense or 

GUARD n TFr. garde.] 1. Defense ; preservation or se 
Purity against injury, iJss or attack 2 That which se
cures against attack or injury; that which defend*. 3. 
A man or body of men occupied m preserving a person or 
place from attack or injury. 4. A state ofcautionorvig-
ilance; or the act of observing what passes in J.0 

prevent surprise or attack ; care; attention ; watch; heed. 
5. That which secures against objections or censure ; 
caution of expression. 6. Part of the hilt of a sword, 
which protects the hand.-7. In fencing, a posture, of de
fense. 8. An ornamental lace, hem or border , 
Advanced-auard, or van-guard, in military affairs, a body 
of troops, either horse or foot, that march before -an;army 
or division, to prevent surprise, or give notice of dan
ger .—Rear-guard, a body of troops that march mthe rear 
of an armv or division, for its protection.—Life-guard, a 
body of select troops, whose duty is to defend the person 
of a prince or other officer. ...» fhP rounds 

cers keep a good look-out. 
GUARD'-CHAM-BER, n. A guard-room. 
GUARD'-ROOM, n. A room for the accommodation 

GUARD'-SHIP, n. A vessel of war appointed to superin 
tend the marine affairs in a harbor. 

GUARD'A-BLE, a. That may be protected. 
t GUARD'AGE, n. Wardship. Shak. 

^protected; accompanied 
by a guard. 2. a. Cautious ; circumspect. 3. Framed or 
uttered with caution. 

GUARD'ED-LY, adv. With circumspection. 
GUARD'ED-NESS, n. Caution ; circumspection. 
GUARDER, n. One that guards. 

GUARD'FUL, a. Wary ; cautirus. t 
GUARD'I-AN, n. [Fr. gardien ; Sp. guardian.] 1. A war 

den ; one who guards, preserves or secures ; one to whom 
any thing is committed.—2. In law, one who is chosen or 
appointed to take charge of the estate and education of an 
orphan.—Guardian of the spiritualities, the person to whom 
the spiritual jurisdiction of a diocese is intrusted, during 
the vacancy of the see. 

GUARD'I-AN, a. Protecting; performing the office ol a 
protector. 

t GUARD'I-AN-ESS, 7i. A female guardian. Beaumont. 
GUARD'I-AN-SHIP, n. The office of a guardian ; protec 

tion ; care ; watch. 
GUARD'ING, ppr. Defending; protecting; securing ; at 

tending for protection. 
GUARD'LESS, a. Without a guard cr defense. 
GUARD'SHIP, n. Care; protection. [Little used.; 
tGUA'RISII, v. t. [Fr. guerir.] To heal. Spenser. 
GUA'RY-MlR'A-CLE, n. [Corn, guare-mirhl.] A miracle 

GUAYA ,TI. An American tree and its fruit, 
t Gu'BER-NATE, v. t. [L. guberno.] To govern. 
GU-BER-NA'TION, n. [L. gubernatio.] Government; rule; 

direction. [Little used.] Watts. 
Gu'BER-NA-TiVE, a. Governing. Chaucer. 
GU-BER-NA-To'RI-AL, a. [L. gubemator.] Pertaining to 

government, or to a governor. 
GUD'GEON, (gud'jin) n. [Fr. goujon.] 1. A smail fish, 

easily caught, and lience, 2. A person easily cheated or 
insnared. Swift. 3. A bait; allurement. 4. An iron pin 
on which a wheel turns.—Sea-gudgeon, the black goby or 
rock-fish. , „ r GUELF, ) n. The Guelfs, so called from the name of a 

GUELPH, \ family, composed a faction formerly, in Ita
ly, opposed to the Gibelines. . 

t GUER'DON, (ger'don) n. [Fr.] A reward ; requital; rec
ompense. Milton. 

t GUER'DON, v. t. To reward. B. Jonson. 
t GUER'DON-A-BLE, a. Worthy of reward. Sir G. Buck. 
t GUER'DON-LESS, a. TJnrecompensed. Chaucer. 
GUESS, (ges) v. t. [D. gissen; Sw. gissa.] 1. To con

jecture ; to form an opinion without certain principles or 
means of knowledge. Pope. 2. To judge or form an opin
ion from some reasons that render a thing probable, but 
fall short of sufficient evidence. 3. To hit upon by acci
dent. 

GUESS, v. i. To conjecture ; to judge at random. 
GUESS, n. Conjecture ; judgment without any certain evi

dence or grounds. Dryden. 
GUESSED, pp. Conjectured ^ divined. 
GUESS'ER, n. One who guesses ; a conjecturer; one who 

judges without certain knowledge. 
GUESS'ING, pgr. Conjecturing; judging without cerlam 

evidence, or grounds of opinion. 
GUESS'ING-LY, adv. By way of conjecture. 
GUEST, (gest) n. [Sax. gest.] 1. A stranger; one who 

comes from a distance, and takes lodgings at a place. 2. 
A visitor; a stranger or friend, entertained in the house 
or at the table of another, 

f GUEST, v. i. To be entertained in the house or at the ta
ble of another. 

GUEST'-CHAM-BER. n. An apartment appropriated to 
the entertainment of guests. 

GUEST'-RITE, n. Office due to a guest. Chapman. 
GUEST'-ROPE, ) n. A rope to tow with, or to make fast a 
GUESS'-ROPE, S boat. Mar. Diet. 
GUEST'WISE, adv. In the manner of a guest. 
GUG'GLE. See GUROLE. 
GUHR, n. A loose, earthy deposit from water. 
GUID'A-BLE, a. That may be guided or governed by 

counsel. Sprat. 
GUID'AGE, n. The reward given to a guide for services 

[Little used.] 
GUTD'ANCE, TI. The act of guiding; direction; govern 

ment; a leading. . . 
GUIDE, (glde) v. t. [Fr. guider.] 1. To lead or direct in 

a way; to conduct in a course or path. 2. To dir^1 » 
order. 3 .  To influence; to give direction to. 4 .  i » i  -
struct and direct. 5. To direct; to regulate and mana0 , 
to superintend. , , , 

GUIDE, n. [Fr. guide.J 1. A person who leads or directs 
another in his way or course ; a conductor. 2. 
directs another in his conduct or course ol lite. • 
rector ; a regulator ; that which leads or 9°n5^ * v . ;n_ 

GUID'ED, pp. Led ; conducted; directed in the way , 
structed and directed. o director 

GUIDE'LESS, a. Destitute of a guide ; wantin0 a 

GUIDE'PoST, n. A post at the forks of a road for directing 
travelers the way. , .. _ _r rf;rPrts GUID'ER, TI. A guide ; one who guides or dire 

t GUID'ER-ESS, n. She who guides or dire . 
GUID'ING, ypr. Leading; conducting ; d.rect.ng supenn 

tending. 

See Spwjme. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE;—BULL, UNITE.-C asK; Gas J; S asZ; CIIasSH; TH this, f Obsolete 



CUFDON, TO. [Fr.] The flag or standard of a troop of cav
alry ; or the standard-bearer. Luuier. 

GUILD, (gild) TO. [Sax. geld, gield, gild, orgyld.} In Ene-
land, a society, fraternity or coApally, associated X 
some purpose, particularly for carrying on commerce 
taeLondon.name GvMJu.ll,the great cou» "r judicature 

Sft'i*10 a tax-

S S :  « C r a f t ; —  
tGUTIFn' '• m disgnise craftily. 
amufvlhTreacherous i deceiving. SArt. 

ceitfni • Vnol/t*" ^"nmng; crafty; artful: ivily • dg. 
ed to deiwve 2" Treacherous i deceitful. 3. Intend-

Goudy.F^L~L^' a<tv' ArtfulIy; insidiously; treacher-
GUILe'[es^NESf' " Deceit; secret treachery, 

sincere?*£,.*"* f'°m guIle or deceit i ™LS; frank 
GUtt-ERT®;Hi Simplicity ; freedom from guile. 
„ arts. Spenser? betray3 lnto danger by insidious aus. apenser. ° j 
CIULMS "/ (Y water fowl. 

. rrziiAn' 
guniotine.INE'' ^''do-teen') v. t.  To behead with the 

rtrrBf3'/'-,A PIam, the corn marigold, 
of a^o^'^^tf^i^^O ^- Criminality; that slate 

SO.—*' WBSSUMSTt Sffi 
Gu'/lT^ 'ly'K3 adr' Guilty- Si

lently. Shak " a mMner to incur guilt; not inno-

SSl7^tXate0fbei"? guilty; wickedness; 

nocent. 2. Nmpro^uMdbv fh'"'] ""J!®°r 0ffensei in" GUILT'LESS-LY adv ®Jfughter of animals. 
GUILT'LESS-NF^Z' 7lthout guilt; innocently, 

crime. Sidney. ' * nnocence i freedom from guilt or 

GUILT/Y^mv; a,Srifxd in ??nsW.ence ofguilt. 
knowingly committed a crfme^r 

GrJTwSPV S;nfuL 3- Conscious? °ffenSe* 2* ™cked > 
abounds' with "gold*] Guinea, in Africa, which 
Britain of the vfluei'f a goId coi» of Great 

3 f°Wl 'he 

GUIN'EA-PIG TO ln P ' tIle caPsicum. 
GUT\?TAnaV7J'found in BrSi'l.3 quadruPed of the genus GUlN'IAD, or GWlN'lAh ,, r-i*r 
GOTSE^^L^V%hreSaim,°"1'0r t^'S: W Th« / banner[^mien - E~ hW-»-» J mode; practice. ' of behavior. 3. 

g«SMSH« ChrfatmariX!11 disguise i a mummer who 
of music.' B" ^} *• [Fr- *""«•«•] A stringed instrument 

hu'1 di'ng[ the c^,mt"a,nA'1 °Bee or wavY member in 

GULOTIN" Th ^ SWS|I°W g^edilV. 8 swalIowing. 
GULFsf . ' rIhe^:WcA: 

ffEfAC5^aa1~defeuded' rmu^n 'r'i- Cheat-
^ck^in'kiSalf/wh'iffland 2» passa8e ia«» 
m t h e  s t o m a c h ;  t h l ?  

SSSSK'B Cre,dulity- f-4 word.] 
t GULL'ISHF-«' foolish a St" '"" wom by water. 
Sum£AEhS' w* foolishness; stupidity. 

G^r^-^ "lc eartl1 byi 
J£rL'a:-• T° Wear a hollow channel in ,le eanb 

emp,y ,tw 

GULP™ apptif ^/^t£^«sd!f£ri^racttyi ei" 
draughts,' oa^y -

L——.c «-onu,.j iirown. 
I o swallow eagerly or in lar^A 

I ors?SachTXtogorf^ '° ,brOW ^tS 
GH'dXorS"°W' °r as much aa « swallowed at once 
GULPH. %eeGunr. 

r>wsXhcXniXs'theTteeth?rd' fleSlly 6ubstance »f lt« 

^ng„,anr substance, obtamed fSS^TSSL* 

Gcous substancX° Wkh gum- 2" To unite by a vis-
°™Amb^ EOT'/'&c gUm W"iCh flows icom the acacia, 
GUMG^VP A'boft on the gum. 

depffliU 

! - 5 A 3 ; a - d 3  t b 0 r n y  S " ™ b « '  

^ g u m m y i  

G ^ K o U ^ ? ^ , ^ 3 " ' " - 8 U m !  g U n , D , i n e S S ;  3  

adhesive. Woodward°f QUaJlty ofgumi viscous; rtTTar.w.l rr uuiLioara. ' > 
M MY, « L Consisting of gum ; of the nature of gum; 

im or vheous niafter °f gum- 3" ̂  
viscous, uullc?IVc. vroi 

rrTvio gumr ®r viscous matter, 
r X .» n- IjDan. and Sw. gump.] A foolish person; a dolt - —, .v. [Da 
[Vulgar A 

G MP'TION, TO. [Sax. gymene.] Care; skill; understanding. [Vulgar. ] 

' of a barrel o/tubeoHren ̂ otle^^^f i^a sf""/ 
from which balls, shot or other deadly weanons ai °^ 

f *-***«»> &c.er species 

GUN>mATRnELA h* jhe barrel or tube of a gun uiv JJOAI, TO. A boat or small vesspl 
or two at the bow. Mar. Diet ry a gUD 

GUN'-CAR-RIAGE, TO. A wheel rarri*™ r v • moving cannon. «=e for bearing and 
GUN'NEL. See GUNWALE. 
GUN'NER, TO. One skilled in the hsp nfmm 

,°®cer appointed to manage artillerv ' 3 cannonieri 

game with red. Encvc. ^ a term denoting aZn ' " The aCt of hunting or shooting 
GULF, n. [Fr. ^ol/eIt gp. Port s » - » gun. 

in the ocean from the general line ofth'JW' A recess 

ana, or a tract of water extending from til re lnto tbe 
nto the land, between two ™r mom6"? a sea 

large bay. 2. An abyss; a deep Dlace iS ?hL nes 1 a 

A whirlpool; an absorbing eddy.P4. Aoy^nTZ^ 

iGfJi'E-,PN-DENT'ED' "• Indented With eulfs GULF'Y, a.Full of whirlpools or gulfs. 
k V't'- kullen'] To deceive; to cheat • to mi 1 by deception; to trick ; to defraud. } mi®tead 

'ULL, TO. L A cheating or cheat; trick : fraud Ch~i 
One easily cheated. Shak. 3 mUd* Shak• 2. 

rmrVilU!; gwylan.] A marine fowl. 
tra^rtnJSeR'SalrJ>eat; 3 man W"° cheata s or en-

a gun. 
GSam"Tmlxed anHSSSM ZTT'd ̂  

granulated and dried. It is^^dIn JtZrv 
mg game, in blasting rocks, «fcc. ' skoot-

GUN'ROOM, TO. In ships, an apartment <xcunied hv th 
gunner, or by the lieutenants as a mess-ro.im y 

GUN'SHOT, n. The distance of tbepoStTCk m„ve of cannon-shot. Mar. Diet. y nR of a 
a. Made by the shot of a gun 

TO. A maker of small fire^aras 
GUN'SMITH-ER-y, The business of a Gunsmith. ,h 
rrrw making small fire-arms. -mith, the 

a stick rod «• 
aSflSd"' ̂  ̂  M W°°d in wbich "><= barrel of 

GUWSTONE, TO. A stone used for the shot of cannon. 

ALL. WHAT s-PRgy ;_HN. MARINE, BIRD 



GUT 3 
GUNTAG-KLE, n. The tackle used on board of ships to 

run the guns out of the ports. 
GUNWALE, or GUN'NEL, n. The upper edge of a ship's 

side 3 the uppermost wale of a ship. 
GURGE, n. [L. purges.] A whirlpool. [Little used.] 
f GURGE, v. t. To swallow. 
jGUR'GION, n. The coarser part of meal separated from 

the bran. Hollinshed. 
GUR'GLE, v. i. [It. gorgogliare.] To run as liquor with a 

purling noise ; to run or flow in a broken, irregular, noisy 
current. 

GURG'LING, ppr. Running or flowing with a purling 
sound. 

GUR'HO-FITE, n. A sub variety of magnesian carbonate of 
lime. 

GUR'NARD, or GUR'NET, n. [Ir. guimead.] A fish. 
GUR'ItAH, n. A kind of plain, coarse, India muslin. 
GUSH, v. i. [Ir. gaisim.] 1. To issue with violence and 

rapidity, as a fluid j to rush forth as a fluid from confine
ment. 2. To flow copiously. 

GUSH, v. t. To emit in copious effusion. Dryden. 
GUSH, n. A sudden and violent issue of a fluid from an in

closed place; the fluid thus emitted. 
GUSHING, ppr. 1. Rushing forth with violence, as a fluid; 

flowing copiously. 2. Emitting copiously. 
GUS'SET, n. [Fr. gousset.] A small piece of cloth inserted 

in a garment for the purpose of strengthening or enlarging 
some part. 

GUST, n. [L. gnstus ; It., Sp gusto.] 1. Taste ; tasting, 
or the sense of tasting. More generally, the pleasure of 
tasting; relish. 2. Sensual enjoyment. Dryden. 3. Pleas
ure 3 amusement; gratification. 4. Turn of fancy 3 intel
lectual taste. 

GUST, v. t. To taste 3 to have a relish. [Little used.] 
GUST, n. [Dan. gust.] 1. A sudden squall 3 a violent blast 

of wind. 2. A sudden, violent burst of passion. 
GUST'A-BLE, a. 1. That may be tasted; tastable. 2. 

Pleasant to the taste. [Little used.] Derham. 
f GUST'A-BLE, n. Any thing that may be tasted ; an eat

able. 
GUS-TA'TION, 71. The act of tasting. [.Little used. 1 
GUST'FIJL, a. Tasteful; well-tasted; that relishes. 
GUST'FUL-NESS, n. Relish ; pleasantness to the taste. 
GUST'LESS, a. Tasteless. Brown. 
GUST'O, n. [It. and Sp.] 1. Relish; that which excites 

pleasant sensations in the palate or tongue. 2. Intellect
ual taste ; [little iwcd.] 0 

GUST'Y, a. Subject to sudden blasts of wind; stormy; 
tempestuous. Sfiak. 

GUT, 71. [G. kuttel.] 1. The intestinal canal of an animal 3 
a pipe or tube extending, with many circumvolutions, 
from the pylorus to the vent. 2. The stomach 3 the re
ceptacle of food 3 [low.] 3. Gluttony 3 love of gormandiz
ing; [low.] 

QUI', v. t. 1. To take out the bowels; to eviscerate. 2. 
to plunder of contents. 

GUT'TA SE-RE'NA. In medicine, amaurosis 3 blindness 
occasioned by a diseased retina. 

GUT'TA-TED, a. [L. gutta.] Besprinkled with drops. 
Diet. 

GUT'TED, pp. Deprived of the bowels 3 eviscerated 3 de
prived of contents. 

GUT'TER, 71. [Fr. gouttiere.] 1. A channel for water; a 
hollow piece of timber, or a pipe, for catching and convey
ing off* the water which drops from the eaves of a build
ing. 2. A channel or passage for water 3 a hollow in the 
earth for conveying water. 

GUT'TER, v. t. To cut or form into small hollows. 
GUT'TER, v. i. 1. To be hollowed or channeled. 2. To 

run or sweat as a candle 3 [local.] 
fGUT'TLE, v. t. To swallow. L'Estrange. 
tGUT'TLE, v. i. To swallow greedily. 
GUT'TLER, n. A greedy eater. 
GUTTU-LOUS, a. [L. guttula.] In the form of a small 

drop or of small drops. [Little used.] 
GUTTU-RAL, a. [Fr. guttural.] Pertaining to the throat 3 

formed in the throat. 
GUT'TU-RAL, n. A letter pronounced in the throat, as 

the Greek %. 
GUT'TU-RAL-LY, adv. In a guttural manner; in the 

throat. 
GUT'TU-RAL-NESS, n. The quality of being guttural. 
tGUT'TU-RINE, a. Pertaining to the throat. Ray. 

3 GYV 
GUT TY, a. [from L. gutta.] In ha aldry, charged or 

sprinkled with drons. Encuc. 
GUT'WoRT, «. A plant. 
GUY, (gl) n. [Sp., Port, gvia.] In marine affairs, a rope 

used to keep a heavy body steady while hoisting or low
ering. 

GUZ'ZLE, v. i. To swallow liquor greedily; to drink 
much ; to drink frequently. 

GUZ'ZLE, v. t. To swallow much or often 3 to swallow 
with immoderate gust. Dryden. 

GUZ'ZLE, 71. An insatiable thing or person. 
GUZ'ZLER, 71. One who guzzles 3 an immoderate drinker 
GYBE, 71. A sneer. See GIBE. 
GYBE, v.t. In seamen's language, to shift a boom-sail from 

one side of a vessel to the other. 
GYB'ING, ppr. Shifting a boom-sail from one side of a ves

sel to the other. 
fGYE, v. t. To guide. Chaucer. 
* GYM-NA'SI-UM, TI. [Gr. yvpvacrtov.] In Greece, a place 

where athletic exercises were performed. Hence, a place 
of exercise, a school. 

* GYM-NAS'TIG, a. fL. gymnasticus.] Pertaining to 
athletic exercises of the body, intended for health, de
fense or diversion, as running, leaping, wrestling, throw
ing the discus, the javelin or the hoop, playing with 
balls, &c. 

* GYM-NAS'TIG, n. Athletic exercise. 
* GYM-NA3'TI-GAL-LY, adv. In a gymnastic manner; 

athletically. Brown. 
* GYM-NAS'TI€S, n. The gymnastic art 3 the art of per

forming athletic exercises. 
* GYM'NIU, a. [L. gymnicus.] 1. Pertaining to athletic 

exercises of the body. 2. Performing athletic exer
cises. 

* GYM'NIG, n. Athletic exercise. 
* GYM'NI-UAL, a. [Gr. yvpviKos.] Pertaining to athletic 

exercises. 
GYM-NOS-0-PHIST,7i. [Gr. yvpvog and co<pi<rnis.] A phi

losopher of India, so called from his going with bare met, 
or with little clothing. 

GYM-N0S'-0-PHY,7r.The doctrines of the Gymnosophists 
Good. 

GYM'NO-SPERM, 71. [Gr. yvpvos and oireppa.] In botany, 
a plant that bears naked seeds. 

GYM-NO-SPERM'OUS, a. Having naked seeds. 
f GYN, v. t. To begin. 
GY-N^E'CIAN, a. [Gr. yvvaisog, genitive oI yvvrj.] Relat

ing to women. 
GY-NA2-0€'RA-CY, n. [Gr. yvvrj and xpaT-of.] Govern

ment over which a woman may preside. 
GY-NAN'DER, n. [Gr. yvvrj and avrjp.] In botany, a plant 

whose stamens are inserted in the pistil. 
GY-NAN'DRI-AN, a. Having stamens inserted in the pis

til. 
GYN'AR-€HY, n. [Gr. yvvtj and ap^rj.] Government by 

a female. Chesterfield. 
GY-NE-COC'RA-CY, 77. [Gr.yvvatKOKpaTia.] Petticoat gov

ernment 3 female power. 
GYPSE, 71. [Fr. gypse.] A kind of stone. Pocokc. 
GYP'SE-OUS, a. Of the nature of gypsum 3 partaking of 

the qualities of gypsum. 
GYP'SEY, ) e ~ 
GYP'SY I GIPSEY. 
GYP'SUM, 71. [L.] Plaster-stone 3 sulphate of lime 3 a min

eral not unfrequently found in crystals, often in amor
phous masses, and which is of great use in agriculture 
and the arts. 

GY'RAL, a. Whirling; moving in a circular form. 
GY-RA'TION, n. [L. gyratio.] A turning or whirling 

round; a circular motion. Newton. 
GYRE, 71. [L. gyrus.] A circular motion, or a circle de

scribed by a moving body ; a turn. 
GYRE, v. t. To turn round. Bp. Hall. 
GYRED, a. Falling in rings. Shak. 
GYR'FAL-€ON, n. [Fr. gerfault.] A species of falco or 

hawk. See * FALCOW. 
GY'RO-MAN-CY, 71. [Gr. yvpos and pavrcia ] A kind of 

divination performed by walking round in a circle 01 
ring. 

* GYVE, 71. [W gevyn.] Gyves are fetters or shackles for 
the legs. 

GYVE, v.t. To fetter 3 to shackle; to chain. Shak. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BQOK, D6VE ;—BJJLL, UNITE.—€ as K; G as J; S as Z 3 CH as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete 



HAC tm 

H. 

HAG 

His the eighth letter of the English Alphabet. It is not 
strictly a vowel, nor an articulation, but the mark of 

a stronger breathing than that which precedes the utter
ance of any other letter. It is pronounced with an expi
ration of breath, which, preceding a vowel, is perceptible 
by the ear at a considerable distance. Thus, harm and 
arm, hear and ear, heat and eat, are distinguished at al
most any distance at which the voice can be heard. In 
English, h is sometimes mute, as in honor, honest; also 
when united with g, as in right, fight, brought. In which 
what, who, whom, and some other words in which it fol-
lows w, it is pronounced before it, hwich, hwat, &c. 

HA. An exclamation, denoting surprise, joy or grief. With 
the first or long sound of a, it is used as a question, and is 
equivalent to " What do you say ?» When repeated, ha, 
ha, it is an expression of laughter. 

HA, v. i. To express surprise; to hesitate. 
HAAK, n. A fish. Jiinsworth. 
HA'BE-AS COR'PUS. [L. have the body.] A writ for de

livering a person from false imprisonment, or for remov-
mg a person from one court to another, &c. 

' n' A se^cr of small wares. 
hS)?rd5herH_ER Y' U' The goods and wares sold by a 

S A n' Ardried salt cod. Jiinsworth. 
at^nr i ^ haubergeon.) A coat of mail or armor to defend the neck and breast. 

,  „  „ „ [ , F r -  h a b i l l e m e n t . ]  A garment: cloth-
. Trg L uj 'he llural, habiliments. 
1 5 ^ [ F r . habiliter.] To qualify. 
HA H?T iTu'v n' aualihcation. Bacon. PLA-BIL'I-T Y. See ABILITY. 

[Fr* ha-U >' Sp' hahit0-] 1. Garb; dress: 
25? »Sr garments m general. 2. A coat worn by ladies 

! J garments. 3. State of any thing, implying 
SMSESS" Pfma"ence ? temperament or par tic? 
mindwh^w body*. i'A disposition or condition of the 
ofthe same^act ® Y CUSt°m °r a fre<luent repetition 

HAB'I-TA-
Forsyth. 

HA R,i"m^i&T^ivTHabitation' Fleming. 
atatirfdwem^."- : 
on?rjd0w^hOUSe °r °,her in 'w h J ohm all or 'any 

HA BIT'U-AL, a. [Fr. habituel.] T pnrmo(j 
by habit, frequent use or custom.' 2 cllaCqUlred 

cording to habit. 3. Formed bv rer£*tS • ary? ac" 
H\ BITOT FFTV™1?7 C°NTINUED CA^« LMPROSSI°™; 

quent practice d use!^ ®y haWt' ^'omariIy; by fre 
HA-BIT'U-ATE, v. t. [Fr. habitupr i i T 

make familiar by frequent use or pn£tte * £?U?0m 5 f° 
as an inhabitant in a place. Temnl? ° settle 

HA-BIT U-ATE, a. I. Inveterate by custom TT 2. Formed by habit Temple. ustom. Hammond. 
H A-BIT'U- A-TED, pp. Accustomed ; made familiark 
HA-BIT'U-A-TING, pgr. ACCUSTOMIN^ makTnl /^ USe; 

familiar by practice. ° ' ng easy and 
HABI-TUDE, n. [Fr.; L. habitudoJ 1. Relation 

spect; state with regard to something else • VuttT^J South .  2 .  F r e q u e n t  t a t e r c o u r s e  ;  f a m f l i a r R y ;  Yn'  VZf  
3. Customary manner or mode of life; reoetitinn ^r 
same acts. 4. Custom; habit. Dryden repet,tlon of the 

'™LE» fl' [L- habilis.] Fit; proper. Spenser. See 

HAB'NAB, adv. [hap ne hap.] At random; by chance-
without order or rule. Hudtbras. ance, 

HACK, v. t. [Sax. haecan; D. hakken.] 1. To cut irrefm 
larly and into small pieces; to notch; to mangle bv re 
peated strokes of a cutting instrument. 2. To speak with 
stops or catches; to speak with hesitation. 

TTARITR 0/£CZ/T« 
1 "I110/86 k®pt for hire' a llorse mucl1 used in draught or in hard service; any thing exposed to hire i 

used m common ; [from hackney.] 2. A coach or n?i 
carriage kept for hire; [from hackney.] 3. Hesitating ™ 
faltering speech. 4. A rack for feeding cattle; [local] 

HACK, a. Hired. Wakefield. L J 

HACK, v.i. 1. To he exposed or offered to common use for 
phlegm" %" C.""- 2" T° make 30 effort 10 ^ 

HACKED, pp. Chopped ; mangled 
HmauJingG'm' Chopping 11110 smaI1 Pieces; mangling; 
HACKLE, v. t. [G. hecheln.] 1. To comb flax or hemp; 

to separate the coarse part of these substances from the 
fine. 2. To tear asunder. Burke. 

* ' I1' £atche!"„ [The latter word is used in 
the U. States.] 2. Raw silk; any flimsy substance un-

„®PU";T ,?• A fly for angling, dressed with feathers or silk. 
HACK LY, a. Rough; broken as if hacked.—In mineralo-
ullshort and sharp points on the surface. 
SiS/ww Si n' name Ofthe red larcli. 

ACKTvEY, n. [Fr. haquende ,* Sp. hacanea.] 1. A pad; 
a nag; a pony. 2. A horse kept for hire; a horse much 
used. 3. A coach or other carriage kept for hire, and oft
en exposed in the streets of cities. The word is some
times contracted to hack. 4. Any thing much used or 

ahireling; a prostitute. 
HACK ^EY, a. 1. Let out for hire; devoted to common 

use. 2. Prostitute; vicious for hire. 3. Much used; 
common; trite. 

v.' t' yse much; to practice in one 
HA€KB^Y™I|aCH!- L H.Si" a 

HACK'NEY-CoACH'MAN, TO. A man who drives a hack
ney-coach. 

HACK'NEYED, pp. 1. Used much or in common. 2. 
Practiced; accustomed. 

Using much; accustoming. 
^ Xr ' n' A man who lets horses and carriages for hire. Barret. 
|  S ^ / n ' r i v r *  A  '  a  r u f f i a n  o r  a s s a s s i n .  
fHACaUE-TON, TO. [Fr. hoqueton.j A stuffed jacket. 
HAD, pret. and pp. of have. 
HAD-I-WIST'. A proverbial expression, Oh that J had 

known ! 
n' K* heide-1 Heath. See HEATH. 

HAD'DOCK, TO. [Ir. codpg.] A fish. 
HADE, TO. Among miners, the steep descent of a shaft.—I" 

mining, the inclination or deviation from the vertical of a 
mineral vein. 

HAF'FLE, v. i. To speak unintelligibly; to waver; to pre
varicate. 5 

HAh T, TO. [Sax. heeft.] A handle; that part of an instru
ment or vessel which is taken into the hand 

?hafJ'WFR TYwl%hafVi°fur?,ishwithahandIe-F HAFT'ER, TO. [W. hafiaw.] A caviler; a wrangler. 
HAG, TO. [Sax. hwgesse.] 1. An ugly old woman. 2. A 

witch ; a sorceress ; an enchantress. 3. A fury • a she-
monster. 4. A cartilaginous fish. 5. Appearances of 
light and fire on horses' manes or men's hair were former
ly called hags. 

HAG, v. t. 1. To harass; to torment .Butler. 2 To tire; 
to weary with vexation. 

HAG, r. t. [a corruption of hack.] To cut down. Craven 
dialect. 

HAG'BORN, a. Born of a hag or witch. Shak. 
HAG'GARD, ) a. [G. hager.] 1. Literally, havinff a rag' 
HAG'ARD, j ged looS, as if hacked of gashed. Hence, 

lean; meager; rough; having eyes sunk in their orbits i 
ugly. 2. Wild; fierce ; intractable. 

HAG'GARD, TO. 1. Any thing wild and intractable 2 A 

species of hawk. 3. A hag. 
HAG'GARD, TO. [Sax. haga.] A stack-yard. 
HAG'GARD-LY, adv. In a haggard or ugly manner • with 

deformity. Dryden. ' 
HAG'GED, a. Lean; ugly; like a hag. Gray. 
HAG'GESS, TO. 1. A mess of meat, generally pork chop

ped and inclosed in a membrane. 2. A sheep^head and 
pluck minced. Entick. 

HAG'GLE, V. t. [W. hag.] To cut into small pieces • to 
notch or cut in an unskilful manner; tp make rou«»h bY 
cutting; to mangle. ° 

HAG'GLE, v. i. To be difficult in bargaining; to hesitate 
and cavil. See HICGLE. 

IIAG'GLED, pp. Cut irregularly into notches; made rough 
by cutting; mangled. uu® 

' S" S« £. I. 0> fl FAR, FaTTW^T J—PRgY ;_nN. MARINE, BiRD 
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HAG GLER, n. 1. One who haggles. 2. One who cavils, 

hesitates and makes difficulty «i bargaining. 
HAG'GLING, ppr. Hacking 5 mangling; cavilmgand hesi

tating in bargaining. . , , TT0„RA HAGHES, or HAGUES, n. plu. [Teut. haegh.] Haws. 

HAG-I-OG'RA-PHAL, a. Pertaining to hagiography, which 

H - I - O G T t  A - P H E R ,  n. A writer of holy or sacred books. 
HAG-I-OG 'RA-PHY? n. [Gr. hyios and ypacpy; L. hagiog-

ravha. 1 Sacred writings. „ , . , 
HAG'ISH, a. Of the nature of a hag; deformed; ugly ; hor-

II AG'-IU ILDEN, a. Afflicted with the night-mare. 
H AG'SHIP, n. The state or title of a hag or witch. 
HAGUE'BUT. See AKQUEBUSE. . 
HAH. An exclamation expressing surprise 01•effort. 
HAIL, 71. [Sax. hcegel, or hag el.] Masses of ice or frozen 

vapor, falling from the clouds m showers or storms. 
HAIL, v. i. To pour down masses of ice or frozen vapors. 
HAIL! V. t. To pour. Shak. . rT .. 
HAIL, a. [Sax. hal.] Sound; whole; healthy. [In this 

sense, it is usually written hale.] m 
HAIL. An exclamation, or rather a verb in the imperative 

mode, being the adjective hail, used as a verb. Hail, be 
well: be in health; health to you ; a term of salutation. 

HAIL, 71. A wish of health; a salutation. Milton. 
HAIL, v. t. To call; to call to a person at a distance, to ar

rest his attention. . t , 
HAILED, pp. Called to from a distance; accosted. 
HAIL'ING, ppr. I. Saluting; calling to from a distance. 

2. Pouring down hail. , .. ^ 
t HAIL'S HOT, 71. Small shot which scatter like hailstones. 
HAIL'STONE, 71. A single mass of ice falling from a cloud. 

Dryden. 
HAIL'Y, a. Consisting of hail. Pope. 
HAIN'OUS, a. [Fr. haineux.] See HEINOUS. 
HAIR, 71. [Sax. A®r.] 1. A small filament issuing from 

the skin of an animal, and from a bulbous root. 2. lhe 
collection or mass of filaments growing from the skin ot 
an animal, and forming an integument or covering. 3. 
Anv thins very small or fine; or a very small distance ; 
the breadth of a hair. 4. A trifling value. 5. Course; 
order ; grain ; the hair falling in a certain direction 3t [obs. 1 
6. Long, straight and distinct filaments on the surface of 
plants ; a species of down or pubescence. 

HAIR'BELL, n. A plant, a species of hyacinth. 
HAIR'-BRAINED. See HARE-BRAINED. . 
HAIR'-BREADTH, n. The diameter or breadth of a hair; 

a very small distance. . 
HAIR'CLOTH, n. Stuff or cloth made of hair; or in part 

with hair. 
HAIRED, a. Having hair. Purchas. 
HAIR'HUNG, a. Hanging by a hair. Young. 
HAIR'LACE, 71. A fillet for tying up the hair of the head. 
IIAIR'LESS, a. Destitute of hair ; bald. Shak. 
HAIR'I-NESS, 71. [from hairy. J The state of abounding or 

being covered with hair. Johnson. 
HAIR'NEE-DLE, J A use(j jn dressing the hair. 
HAIR'PIN ( "• r D 
HAIR'POW-DER, n. A fine powder of flour for sprinkling 

the hair of the head. 
HAIR'-SALT, 71. [G. haar-salz.] A mixture of the sul

phates of magnesia and iron. 
HAIR'WoRM, n. A genus of worms. 
HAIR'Y, a. 1. Overgrown with hair; covered with hair, 

abounding with hair. 2. Consisting of hair. 3. Resem
bling hair; of the nature of hair. 

HAKE, n. A kind of fish, the gadus merlucius. 
HAKE, v. i. To sneak ; to loiter; to go about idly. Crrose. 
HAK'OT, 7I. A fish. Ains worth. 
HAL, in some names, signifies hall. 
HAL'BERD, n. [Fr. hallebarde.] A military weapon, con

sisting of a pole or shaft of wood, having a head armed 
with a steel po\nt, with a cross-piece of steel. 

HAL-BER-DIER'. n. One who is armed with a haioera. 
•IIAL'CYON, (h ibshun) 71. [L. halcyon.} The name an

ciently given tc the king-fisher, otherwise called alcedo; 
a bird that was said to lay her eggs in nests, on rocks near 
the sea, during the calm weather about the winter sol-

* HALCYON, a. Calm; quiet; peaceful; undisturbed; hap
py. Halcyon days were seven days before and as many 
after the winter solstice, when the weather was calm. 
Hence, by halcyon days are now understood days of peace 
and tranquillity. „ TJ 

HAL-CY-o'NI-AN, a. Halcyon ; calm. Sheldon. 
HABE,a. [Sax. hal.] Sound; entire; healthy; robust, not 

impaired. See HAIL. 
tHALE, 71. Welfare. Spenser. _ „ 
* HALE, (hawl) v. t. [Sw. hala ,• Fr. haler.J To pull or 

draw with force; to drag. This is now more generally 
written and pronounced haul. See HAUL. 

HALF, (h'4f) 71. i plu. HALVES, (bavz). [Sax, half, or heal/.] 

One equal part of a thing which is divided into tu 0 
parts; a moiety. 

HALF, (liaf) v. t. To divide into halves. Sec HALVE. 
HALF, adv. In part, or in an equal part or degree. 
HALF'-BLOOD, n. Relation between persons born of the 

same father or of the same mother, but not of both. The 
word is sometimes used as an adjective. 

HALF'-BLoOD-ED, a. 1. Mean ; degenerate; [little used ] 
2. Proceeding from a male and female, each of full blood, 
but of different breeds. 

IIALF'-BRED, a. Mixed ; mongrel; mean. 
HALF'-CAP, 71. A cap not wholly put on. 
HALF'-DEAD, a. Almost dead ; nearly exhausted. 
THALF'EN, a. Wanting half its due qualities. Spenser. 
| HALF'EN-DEAL, adv. [Teut. hal/deel.] Nearly half. 

Spenser. 
HALF'ER, 7I. One that possesses half only. 2. A male fal 

low deer gelded. 
HALF'-FACED, a. Showing only part of the face. 
HALF'-HATCHED, a. Imperfectly hatched. 
H ALF'-HEARD, a. Imperfectly heard; not heard to the en*. 
HALF'-LEARNED, a. Imperfectly learned. South. 
HALF'-LOST, a. Nearly lost. Milton. 
IIALF'-MARK, n. A coin ; a noble, or 6s. 8d. sterling. 
HALF'-MOON, n. 1. The moon at the quarters, when 

half its disk appears illuminated. 2. Any thing in the 
shape of a half moon.—In fortification, an ou-work com
posed of two faces, forming a salient angle, whose gorge is 
in the form of a crescent or half-moon.. 

HALF'-PART, 71. An equal part. Shak. 
HALF'-PAY, 71. Half the amount of wages or salary ; as, 

an officer retires on half-pay 
HALF'-PAY, a. Receiving or entitled to half-pay. 
* HALF'-PEN-NY, (hap'pen-ny, or ha'pen-ny) n. A copper 

coin of the value of half a penny ; also, the value cf half 
a penny. It is used in the plural. 

* HALF'-PEN-NY, a. Of the price or value of half a penny. 
* H ALF'-PEN-NY-W6RTH, n. The value of a half-penny-
HALF'-PIKE, 71. 1. A small pike carried by officers. 2 

A small pike used in boarding ships. Mar. Diet. 
HALF'-PINT, TI. The half of a pint or fourth of a quart 

HALF1'-READ, a. Superficially informed by reading. Dry
den. „ . . . 

HALF'-S€HOL-AR, n. One imperfectly learned. 
HALF'-SEAS O'VER. A low expression denoting half 

drunk. „ , 
HALF'-SIGHT'ED, a. Seeing imperfectly; having weak 

discernment. Bacon. 
HALF'-SPHERE, n. A hemisphere. B. Jonson. 
HALF'-STARVED, a. Almost starved. 
HALF'-STRAINED, a. Half-bred ; imperfect. 
HALF'-SWoRD, n. Within half the length of a sword; 

close fight. Shak. 
HALF'-WA Y, adv. In the middle ; at half the distance. 
HALF'-WAY, a. Equally distant from the extremes ; as, a 

half-way house. ., , , , 
HALF'-WIT, TI. A foolish person ; a dolt; a blockhead. 
HALF'-WIT-TED, a. Weak in intellect; silly ; foolish. 
HAL'I-BUT, n. A fish of the genus pleuronectes. 
f HAL'I-DOM, 71. [Sax. haligdome.] Adjuration by what 

is holy. Spenser. 
HAL'I-MASS, n. [Sax. halig, and 7raass.] The feast of All-

Souls. 
HAL'ING. See HAULING. 
f HA-LIT'U-OUS, a. [L. halitus.] Like breath; vaporous. 

Boyle. 
HALL, 71. [Sax. heal.] 1. In architecture, a large room at 

the entrance of a house or palace. 2. An edifice in which 
courts of justice are held ; as, Westminster Hall. 3. A 
manor-house, in which courts were formerly held. 4. A 
college, or large edifice belonging to a collegiate institu
tion. 5. A room for a corporation or public assembly ; as, 
a town-AaZZ. 6. A collegiate body in the universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge. 

HALLE-Lu'JAH, ) ,hp, ,p ... . ( n. [Heb. IT praise 
HAL-LE-LU'IAH, 1 ya) ] ve Jah or Jehovah , ye Jah or . 

improperly written hallelujah.] Praise ye Jehovah ; give 
'se to God; a word used in songs of praise, as a noun, 

or as an exclamation. . , • . 
| HAL-LE-LU-JAT'I€, a. Denoting a song of thanKsgiv-

HAL'LIARD, (hal'yard) n. A rope or tackle for hoisting 01 
lowering a sail. Mar. Diet. , 

HAL'LI-ER, TI. A kind of net for catching birds. 
tuAT/rnn'., „• rnrv.^ tn belong to the tamny 01 * HAL'LOO, v. i. [This seems to belong . d 

call; Fr. haler.f To cry out; ^ exclmm with^load 
voice; to call to by name, or by the wor 2 To 

HALLOO', v. t. 1. To encourage with snouts. 
chase with shouts. 3. To call^01jsho invite atten-

HALLOO', an exclamation, used as a call to mvno 

HSLOO-ING, ppr.Crying out; AS»«, A loud out. 
cry. 

• See S,jnopHs MOVE, BOOK, DOVE;—BJJLL, DNITE.-C as K ;  G  aa J ;  S  as Z; CH as SH; TH as in , 
Obsolete 
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HAVL6W, v. t. [Sax. haligan, or halgian.] 1. To make 

holy; to consecrate ; to set apart for holy or religious use. 
.?v<£e y or re,JgloliS exercises : to treat as sa-

A reverence ; to honor as sacred. 
HAL LOWED, pp. Consecrated to a sacred use, or to re-

ligjous exercises ; treated as sacred 3 reverenced. 
UAL LOW-mu, ppr. Setting apart for sacred nuruoses • 

consecrating devoting to religious exercises 3 reverenc-

t*Ak'LC>W»MAS, n. The feast of All-Souls 
1 .o btunder1"NATE' *' ^L' hallacinatu* j To stumble j 

P1 [Ij- hallucination 1. Error* 
r j .r,' mistake. Addison.—2. In medicine, faulty sense 

or erroneous imagination. 
HALM, (hawm) ». [Sax. AeaZm.J See HAUM. 

circleappearing round the bod v of the sun 
H stars? also corona., or crown. " ' 

Grose. ' °* 'LOW> a' Shy ; awkward ; bashful 

HAN 

' P««fled be^w'elnPtreesT/pil4or by bookS8'"5 1,ed•,u,• 

;»/0L;^Tttkedi 

HAMPER, n. [contracted from hanapcr. 1 1 Ala«>«K 
ket ior conveying things to market oA large bas-

„fme inaru,nent that Ztts ' 0'' &C' 2' FeK™. «• 
HAM'PER, v. t. 1. To shackle • tn > 

HpleIxe|fiED' PP'ShackIedi entangled; insnared; pe,. 

! HALSR' kaLU^ The neck or throat. Chaucer. 
' JZfiSS '' nce about 1116 neck;to ad-
fItongSEfe: S°Unding harehIy in the «"»*« 

°f|JS&t^e.A^ttafaSiZe tetWee" lhe 

Jji hmp^l^Jp 
Wh8ther '0P~0r3whI?tchr 

"f^yierJ: cause to cease """Mf { « -H-

t^wilUnl"' ] Lame J that iS> holding »>• «0PPing 

"o/i^ping.' A St°PPing 'a9t°P in marching. 2. The act 

haitif*' n' r2n? Tllo-,haIts orlimPs. 
stall for leading or^nfining a hoST 2 Sne^ h™*' 

UAL™ErT7% 3* A st™8 cord or string f°r hang 

nr ti kj j £vTo put a halter on. 2. To ca 
HAT WasWlth a rope °r Cord* 
HILT/ VR'RT" Stopping - limping. 
HALW ihs f' yV With limping; slowly, 

pari ' ( 0 "• u tfrom *»V-S To divideyinto two equal 

placed on"one'side'I"y' hemisPhencaI j covering one side; 

"hn«'e r&^gl of thi1foi?tnwh?ch1'in- ^ °f the 
and the leg of an animal 9 Th! ? ?nites the thigh 
^ dried in smokeda ' Pa"L 

3 catch and hold 

IISS?, a zssffsFw*** 
HAMITRING',"', • NT 'enrtTs of,'he ham. (T»«A. 

dfsab'ie? CUt tb6 te" ^^a^randh^us\^IameRof 
in the P,ural- Sp««sec. 

Cdtoh r ^ 
j^rneyed jfom ^lace*to^jlace116111 the'R M°"EY' - ̂  

HANS SCEENH.NCR. 

of empri'cal ShliT-irTn]a eVi" S'of'ffi bf""? 
thf|angway.USterS °" 'he I>O0p and fIaarter-deck down to 

HAND, w. [Sax. A<zn<£, /ion<? / G. and D hand 1 1 Tn 

gemrrnifft/iTbat™'ar at ri','! wrS6 PfV'/I ̂  
of'a horse' ̂  ̂  ! 

f.'AitPadeid?ht orfle^' »" tSe'onT&ortft^ 

UonC't 'poierj/F4?^ uon. performance ; skill. 7. Power of 

^ [Gr- "P wood nymph 

HAME^'pia. HiSf; YG'i"-' T9,^mstring. 
a draught horse. ' ^ ' ummet0 A kind of collar for 

HAM'TET, nn. Tsaexfo/S" rTai?a °f a ca™d shell. 

HAM'LET EDr 0''hAouses in the coumry. A 301311 vUlaee . 
S.S: " ACCUSt°me" «aa hmfilet, or to a country 

nails, beating metals,'Mdtiie like lnstrument f°r driving 
IIAM'MER, v. t. 1. To beat with 

or forge with a hammer; to shape bTheof2' To form 

work in the mind ; to contrive by intellect,?? ,"?: 3- To 
HAM'MER, e. i. i. To work ; to be b' sv in Jh b°r' 

tnvance. 2. To be working or in aoitariAn r In con" 
a" Th!" may be :,WP-' W a hammer. 

Hb™£L0TH' "• The c,otb which covers a coach-

HA^^lI^rOntrho^rL^tr/hamm 
n' Iroaorstaalba« brimmer-

HAM MER-ING, ppr. Beating with a hammer; workir,« 
contriving. ' worK'ng ; 

HAMMER-MAN, 71. One who beats or works with a ham-

HAM'MER-W6RT, n. An herb. Todd. 
HAM'MITE. See AMMITE. 

Sssnrl# 

ployed in agency^or seiVke^'l?1 'Form^f^' v mn 6If' 
^(lrrrChip- i6-™cy- XSi stJ 

to dfstant'^ear^en'^her present and within reach, or not 

S ~nvnre'^i "tiA 
state of execution— On hand. In presem possession 
delay "gnugement.-QyAmrf, without 
without nIS™, tllffic"It-v immediately; dextrously: 
ment • with te^, a PreParat"' n.-of hand, ready pay-
rS r, '1tha payer— To his hand, to my tend, 
edlL/ywii f ; already prepared; ready to be receiv-
„ . Under his hand, imrfer Aer /tarerf, &c., with the nrnnpr 

writing or signature of the name.—Hand over head neSlI 
jZ7' raS,J,lyj r'thoUt seei^ what one dSa B^co/l 
Hand over Iland, by passing the hands alternately oneV 
fore or above another, as to climb hand <Zr hZd?8lm 

by searnm8. i ^ 
close fight.-PiaJm 4TOrf, in union . c^„joi„aT 31 

«rt,-S tlifm / pat°;"utoble°"Slndff' ln CT 

rTo°cessarteIs requSf' 4"d a"^e' 
a seaman's phrasd-To te tend ed l"to hasten J 
and familiar^—To set tlZ^X^Zle V^T™?* 
take.—To take in hand, to attempt; to under'take"11 To 

a Aanrf m, to be concerned in : to have S 
cern in doing; to have an agency in —To St/ ?h C;°n' 
Aanrf or finishing hand to, to complete ; to perfect ^To 
change hands, to change sides; to shift.L.^ 
seventy or oppression.—^? %A£ eentlenP<f«f L ^ ^ 
ation.—j? strict hand, severe discipline • ricomna' r_ 

mem.—Hanfc off, a vulgar phrase for keep otf, forbel?™* 
To the hands,to profess innocence Vo thfhn'^7 
imports adoration.—To Zeow on the hand, impoiS famni^ 
ity.-To strike hands, to make a contract o?To^ l£S£ 
surety for another's debt or good behavior—PMttir?^ S! 

tend!®* the thigh was an ancient ceremony risfd 
swearing.-To tAo W, is to make a covenant with 
one, or to unite with him in design.—CW 
notes innocence and a blameless and holy life P!^. 
~t£ SlaCt ,Aan/de»otes idleness ; carelessness ; sloA-
r he right hand denotes power; strength. — 

H£N,D> v* «• 1* To give or transmit with the hand 2 tv 
lead, guide and lift with the hand; to conduct' 3 Tn 
manage. 4. To seize; to lay hands on ; [not i^ed i k 
In seamanship, to furl; to wrap or roll a sail * 
yard, stay o/.'na,,, an'd fasten it wi°l, |ikete!-r^ 
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dmtn, to transmit in succession, as from father to son, or 
from predecessor to successor. 

{ HAND, v. i. To go hand in hand; to cooperate with. 
HAND'BALL,TO. An ancient game with a ball. 
HAND'BXR-RoW, TO. A barrow or vehicle borne by the 

hands of men and without a wheel. 
HAND'BASK-ET, TO. A small or portable basket. 
HAND BELL, ». A small bell rung by the hand; a table 

bell. Bacon. 
HAND'BoW, n. A bow managed by the hand. 
HAND'BREADTH, ». A space equal to the breadth of the 

hand ; a palm. Ex. xxv. 
HAND'CLOTH, n. A handkerchief. 
HAND €UFF, n. [Sax. handcopse.] A manacle, consisting 

of iron rings for tneNvrists. 
H AND'OUFF, v. t. To manacle; to confine the hands with 

handcuffs. 
H AND'ORAFT, w. Work performed by the hands; usually 

written handicraft. 
HAND'ED, pp. Given or transmitted by the hands ; conduct

ed; furled. 
HAND'ED, a. 1. With hands joined. Milton.—2. In com

position, as right-handed, most dextrous or strong with the 
right hand.—Left-handed, having the left hand most strong 
and convenient for principal use. 

H AND'ER, TO. One who hands or transmits, 
f HAND'FAST, n. Hold; custody ; power of confining or 

keeping. 
f HAND'FAST, a. Fast by contract; firm. 
\ HAND'FAST, v. t. [Sax. handfxstan.] To pledge; to be

troth ; to bind; to join solemnly by the hand, 
f HAND'FAST-ING, n. A kind of betrothing, or marriage 

contract. 
HAND'-FET-TER, TO. A fetter for the hand ; a manacle. 
HAND'FJJL. n. 1. As much as the hand will grasp or con

tain. 2! As much as the arms will embrace. 3. A palm; 
four inches; [o&s.] 4. A small quantity or number. 5. 
As much as can be done ; full employment. 

HAND'GAL-LOP, n. A slow and easy gallop, in which 
the hand presses the bridle to hinder increase of speed. 

HAND'GLASS, n. In gardening, a glass used for placing 
over, protecting and forwarding various plants, in win
ter. 

HAND-GRE-NaDE', n. A grenade to be thrown by the 
hand. 

HAND'GUN, TO. A gun to be used by the hand. 
HAND'I-CRAFT, TO. [Sax. handcraft.] 1. Manual occu

pation ; work performed by the hand. 2. A man who 
obtains his living by manual labor; one skilled in some 

HAND'I-tDRAFTS-MAN, TO. A man skilled or employed in 
manual occupation ; a manufacturer. 

HAND'I-LY, adv. I. With dexterity or skill; dextrously ; 
adroitly. 2. With ease or convenience. 

HAND'I-NESS, TO. The ease of performance derived from 
practice ; dexterity; adroitness. Chesterfield. 

HAND'I-WORK, TO. [for hand-work.] 1. Work of the 
hands ; product of manual labor; manufacture. 2. Work 
performed by power and wisdom. 

HAND'KER-CHIeF, TO. [hand and kerchief.] 3. A piece 
of cloth, usually silk or linen, carried about the person 
for the purpose of cleaning the face or hands, as occasion 
requires. 2. A piece of cloth to be worn about the neck, 
and sometimes called a neckerchief. 

f HAND'LAN-GUAGE, TO. The art of conversing by the 
hands. 

HAN'DLE, v. t. [G. handeln.] 1. To touch ; to feel with 
the hand; to use or hold with the hand. 2. To manage ; 
to use; to wield. 3. To make familiar by frequent touch
ing. 4. To treat; to discourse on; to discuss ; to use or 
manage in writing or speaking. 5. To use ; to deal with; 
to practice. 6. To treat; to use well or ill. 7. To man
age ; to practice on ; to transact with. 

HAN'DLE, TO. [Sax.; qu. L. ansa.] 1. That part of a ves
sel or instrument which is held in the hand when used, 
as the haft of a sword. 2. That of which use is made ; 
the instrument of effecting a purpose. 

HAN'DLE-A-BLE, a. That may be handled. Sherwood. 
HAND'LEAD, TO. A lead for sounding. 
HAN'DLED, pp. Touched; treated; managed. 
HAND'LESS, a. Without a hand. Shak. 
HAND LING, ppr. Touching; feeling; treating; man

aging. 
HAND'MAID ) TO. A maid that waits at hand; a fe-
HAND'MAID-EN, $ male servant or attendant. 
HAND'MILL, TO. A mill moved by the hand. Dryden. 
HAND'SAILS, TO. Sails managed by the hand. 
HAND'SAW, TO. A saw to be used with the hand. 
HAND'SEREW, TO. An engine for raising heavy timbers 

or weights; a jack. 
uAND'SEL, TO. [Dan. handsel.] 1. The first act of using 

any thing; the first sale. 2. An earnest; money for the 
y^aale; [little used.] Hooker. 

HAND'SEL, v t. To use or do any thing the first time. 

>7 HAN 

HAND'SOME, (han'sum) a. [D.handzaam.] 1. Properly, del 
trous ; ready; convenient. [See Handt.1 2. Moderately 
beautiful, as the person or other thing; well made ; having 
symmetry of parts; well formed. It expresses less than 
beautiful or elegant. 3. Graceful in manner; marked with 
propriety and ease. 4. Ample; large. 5. Neat; correct; 
moderately elegant. 6. Liberal; generous. 

HAND'SOME, as a verb, to render neat or beautiful, Is not 
an authorized word. Donne. 

IIAND'SOME-LY, adv. 1. Dextrously; cleverly; with 
skill. 2. Gracefully ; with proprietv and ease. 3. Neat
ly ; with due symmetry or proportions. 4. With a de
gree of beauty. 5. Amply; generously; liberally. 

HAND'SOME-NESS, w. 1. A moderate degree of beauty 
or elegance. 2. Grace; gracefulness ; ease and propriety 
in manner. 

HAND'SPTKE, TO. A wooden bar, used with the hand as a 
lever, for various purposes. 

HAND'STAFF, TO. A javelin ; plu. Handstatbs. 
HAND'VISE, TO. A vise used by hand. 
HAND'WEAP-ON, TO. Any weapon to be wielded by the 

hand. Numb. xxxv. 
HAND'WoRK, TO. The same as handiwork. 
HAND'WORKED, a. Made with hands. 
HAND'WRIT-ING, TO. 1. The cast or form of writing pe

culiar to each hand or person. 2. Any writing. 
HAND'Y, a. [D. handig.] 1. Performed by the hand; 

[o&s.] 2. Dextrous; ready; adroit; skilled to use the 
hands with ease in performance. 3. Ingenious ; perform
ing with skill and readiness. 4. Ready to the hand ; 
near. 5. Convenient; suited to the use of the hand. 6. 
Near; that may be used without difficulty or going to a 
distance. 

HAND'Y-BLoW, n. A blow with the hand. 
HAND'Y-DAN-DY, TO. A play in which children change 

hands and places. Shak. 
HAND'Y-GRIPE, TO. Seizure by the hand. Hudibras. 
HAND'Y-STROKE, TO. A blow inflicted by the hand. 
HANG, v. t.; pret. and pp. hanged, ox hung. [Sax. hangan.] 1 

To suspend ; to fasten to some fixed object above, in such a 
manner as toswingormove. 2. Toputtodeath by suspend
ing by the neck. 3. To place without any solid support 
or foundation. 4. To fix in such a manner as to be mov
able. 5. To cover or furnish by any thing suspended or 
fastened to the walls. Dryden.— To hang out. 1. To sus
pend in open view ; to display ; to exhibit to notice. 2. 
To hang abroad ; to suspend in the open air.— To hang 
over, to project or cause to project above.—To hang down, 
to let fall below the proper situation ; to bend down ; to 
decline.—To hang up. 1. To suspend; to place on some
thing fixed on high. 2. To suspend; to keep or suffer to 
remain undecided. 

HANG, v. i. 1. To be suspended ; to be sustained by some
thing above, so as to swing or be movable below. 2. To 
dangle ; to be loose and flowing below. 3. To bend for
ward or downward ; to lean or incline. 4. To float; to 
play. 5. To be supported by something raised above the 
ground. 6. To depend ; to rest on something for support 
7. To rest on by embracing ; to cling to. 8. To hover 
to impend; with over. 9. To be delayed ; to linger. 10. 
To incline; to have a steep declivity. 11. To be execut
ed by the halter.— To hang on. 1. To adhere to, often as 
something troublesome and unwelcome. 2. To adhere 
obstinately ; to be importunate. 3. To rest; to reside ; to 
continue. 4. To be dependent on.—5. In seamen's lan
guage, to hold fast without belaying; to pull forcibly.— 
To hang in doubt, to be in suspense, or in a state of uncer
tainty.—To hang together. 1. To be closely united ; to 
cling. 2. To be just united, so as barely to hold together. 
Shak.— To hang on or upon, to drag; to be incommo
diously joined.— To hang to, to adhere closely; to cling. 

HANG, TO. A sharp declivity. [Colloquial.] 
HANG'BY, w. A dependent, in contempt. Ray. 
HANGED, pp. Suspended ; put to death by being suspend

ed by the neck. 
HANG'ER, TO. 1. That by which a thing is suspended. 2. 

A short broad sword, incurvated towards the point. 3 
One that hangs, or causes to be hanged. 

HANG'ER-ON, TO. 1. One who besets another importunate
ly in soliciting favors. 2. A dependent; one who eata 
and drinks without payment. 

HANG'ING, ppr. 3. Suspending to something above. 2 
Being suspended ; dangling ; swinging. 3. a. Foreboding 
death by the halter. 4. Requiring punishment by the 
halter. 

HANG'ING, TO. 3. Any kind of drapery hung or lastenea to 
the walls of a room, by way of ornament. 2. Death by 
the halter. 3. Display ; exhibition. 

fHANG'ING-SLEEVES, TO. Strips of the same stuff with 
the gown, hanging down the back from the shoulders. 

HANG'ING-SIDE, w. In mining, the overhanging side of 
an inclined or hading vein. Cyc. 

HANG'MAN, TO. One who hangs another; apubhcexecu 
tioner; also, a term of reproach. 

• See Synovsit MOVE, BOOK, DOVEBULL, UNITE.—€ as K ; G as J ; S as Z ; CH as 8H ; TH as fri this f Obsolete 
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H ANG'NEST, n. The name of certain species of birds. 
II ANK, n. [Dan. hank.] 1. A skain of thread ; as much 

thread as is tied together; a tie.—2. In ships, a wooden 
nng fixed to a stay, to confine the stay-sails ; used in the 
place of a grommet. 3. A rope or withy for fastening a 
gate : flocal.] 

H ANK. v. t. To form into hanks. 
HANK'ER, v. t. [D. hunkeren.] 1. To long for with a keen 

appetite and uneasiness 2. To have a vehement desire 
ot something. arr/imnanififl with unpnainpcc 

HAR 

ot something, accompanied with uneasiness. 
II ANK'ER-ING, ppr. Longing for with , rir.. keen appetite or ar

dent desire. 
H ANK'ER-ING, n. A keen appetite that causes uneasiness 

till it is gratified ; vehement desire to possess or enjoy, 
F IIAN'KLE, v. t. [See HANK.] TO twist. 
HA'NT. A contraction of have not, or has not. 
IIANSE TOWNS. Hanse signifies a society ; Goth, hansa, 

a multitude. The Hanse towns, in Germany, were cer-
taii commercial cities which associated for the p~ - action 
of commerce, as early as the twelfth century. 

HAN-SE-AT'IC, a. Pertaining to the Hanse towns. 
HAP, n. [W. hapj or hab.] 1. That which comes suddenly 

or unexpectedly ; chance ; fortune ; accident; casual 
event. 2. Misfortune ; [obsolescent.] 

f«AP, v. i. To happen ; to befall; to come by chance. 
H APfclN | n' A » a coarse coverlet. 

'AB"D' N' TSEE HAZARD.] Chance; accident. 
HAP'LESS, a. Luckless ; unfortunate ; unlucky : unhappy. 

Dryden. 
HAFLY, ado. 1. By chance ; perhaps: it may be. 2. Bv 

accident ; casually. Milton. 
HAPPEN, (hap'n) v. i. [W. hapiaw.] 1. To come by 

chance ; to come without one's previous expectation : to 
fall out. 2. To come ; to befall. 3. To light; tc fall or 
come unexpectedly. 

^of Enaiand adv' Possibly; perhaps. North 
HAFPI-LY, adv. 1. By good fortune ; fortunately ; luckily; 

with success. 2. In a happy state ; in a state of felicity. 
3. With address or dexterity ; gracefully : in a manner to 
insure success. 4. By chance. See HAPLY. 

HAP'PI-NESS, n. 1. The agreeable sensations which spring 
from the enjoyment of good; that state of a being iri 
which his desires are gratified ; felicity; but happiness 
usually expresses less than felicity, and felicity less than 
bliss. 2. Good luck ; good fortune. 3. Fortuitous ele
gance ; unstudied grace. 

fr 4FPVFY~f?G' PjarL a-rMaki"g happy. [Unauthorized.] 
HAFPY, a. [from hap; W. hapus.] ]. Lucky ; fortunate • 

™ t ? 9\BemS in .the enjoyment of agreeable sen-
Slon 2°0(i; enjoying pleasure 

from the gratification of appetites or desires. 3. Prosper
ous ; having secure possession of good. 4. That supplies 
pleasure ; that furnishes enjoyment; agreeable. 5. Dex-

i1!? ready' abIe* 6' Blessed; enjoying the presence 
?n °-d' •" a future life* 7* Ha™onious ; living 

P'eaSUreS Midship. 8. 
* HA-RANGUEJ, (ha-rang', or har'ang) n. [Fr. harangue 1 

1. A speech addressed to an assembly or an armv • a°non 
ular oration ; a public address. 2. Declamation^a noisv" 
pompous or irregular address. on ' a nolsy> 

IIA-RANGUE', (ha-rang') v. i. 7'o make an 
HA^ANGUE^'fh a5Sem^y i to make a noisy spiecJ °r 

^^^n^d^ar3B^a«fthe*troops.a 6SS ^ 
HA-RANGb'ER, (ha-rang'er) 7?. An orator; one who ad 
HaTVVG?J^m y °rr£r7^ ; a noisy declaimer 

DeeIalm'"8; addressing with noisy 
HAR ASS, v. t. [Fr. harasser.] 1. To wearv • tn rot-

excess : to tire with bodily labor. 2. To wearv wifh® 
portunity, care, or perplexity; to tease; to pTroTir 
To waste or desolate ; [0&.9.] ' Perplex. 3. 

HAR'ASS, 11. Waste ; disturbance ; devastation 
HAR'ASSED, pp. Wearied ; tired ; teased. 
IIAR'ASS-ER, n. One who harasses or teases • a «?nniio^ 
HAR ASSING, ppr. Tiring : fatiguimr toEi.*Sp°"er-

nAR 'BORED, pp. Entertained ; sheltered. 
HAR'BOR-ER, n. One who entertains or shelters anotW 
HAR'BOR-ING, ppr. Entertaining; sheltering ' 
HAR'BOR-LESS, a. Without a harbor; destitute of shelter 

or a lodging. 
HAR'BOR-MAS-TER, n An officer who has charge of the 

mooring of ships, and executes the regulations resDectins 
harbors. New York. * 

t HAR'BOR-OUGH, v. t. To receive into lodging. Huloet 
f HAR'BOR-OUGH, n. A harbor or lodging, 
f HAR'BOR-OUS, a. Hospitable. 
HARD, a. [Sax. heard.] 1. Firm; solid; compact; not 

easily penetrated, or separated into parts ; not yielding to 
pressure. 2. Difficult; not easy to the intellect. 3. Diffi
cult of accomplishment; not easy to be done or executed. 
4. Full of difficulties or obstacles ; not easy to be travel 
ed. 5. Painful; difficult; distressing. 6. Laborious: fa
tiguing ; attended with difficulty or pain, or both. 7. Op
pressive ; rigorous ; severe ; cruel. 8. Unfeeling; insensi
ble ; not easily moved by pity; not susceptible offender af
fections. 9. Severe ; harsh ; rough ; abusive. 10 Unfavor
able ; unkind ; implying blame of another. L. Severe-
rigorous ; oppressive. 12. Unreasonable; unjust. 13.' 
Severe ; pinching with cold ; rigorous ; tempestuous. 14. 
Powerful; forcible ; urging ; pressing close on. 15. Aus
tere ; rough; acid; sour; as liquors. 16. Harsh; stiff; 
forced ; constrained ; unnatural. 17. Not plentiful; not 
prosperous; pressing ; distressing. 18. Avaricious; diffi
cult in making bargains; close. 19. Rough ; of coarse 
features. 20. Austere ; severe ; rigorous. 21. Rude;un
polished or unintelligible. 22. Coarse; unpalatable or 
scanty. 

HARD, adv. 1. Close ; near; as in the phrase, hard by. 2. 
With pressure ; with urgency ; hence, diligently; labori
ously ; earnestly; vehemently ; importunately. 3. With 
difficulty. 4. Uneasily j vexatiously. 5. Closely. 6. 
Fast; nimbly ; rapidly ; vehemently. 7. Violently; 
with great force; tempestuously. 8. With violence; 
with a copious descent of water. 9. With force.—Hard-
a-lee, in seamen's language, an order to put the helm 
close to the lee side of the ship, to tack or keep her head 
to the wind ; also, that situation of the helm. 

H-S-RD'-BE-S!ET'TING, a. Closely besetting or besieging 
Milton. 

HARD'BOUND, a. Costive ; fast or tight. Pope. 
7™ ™ a' Earned with toil and difficulty. Burke. 
HARD EN, (b&r'dn) v. t. 1. To make hard or more hard; to 

make firm or compact; to indurate. 2. To confirm in ef
frontery ; to make impudent. 3. To make obstinate, un
yielding or refractory. 4. To confirm in wickedness, op
position or enmity; to make obdurate. 5. Tft make in
sensible or unfeeling. 6. To make firm ; to endue with 
constancy. 7. To inure ; to render firm or Jess liable to 
injury, by exposure or use. 

HARD'EN, (h&r'dn) v. i. 1. To become hard or more hard; 
to acquire solidity or more compactness. 2. To become 
unfeeling. 3. To become inured. 4. To indurate, as 
flesh. 

HARD'ENED, pp. Made hard, or more hard or compact; 
made unfeeling; made obstinate; confirmed in error or 
vicp. 

""u ijaiasses or teasp<? • n 
IIAR'ASS-ING, ppr. Tiring ; fatiguing; teasiA* 
HARBIN GER, ti. 1. In England, an officer of the kin«r»s 

household, who rides a day's journey before the court 
when traveling to provide lodgings and other accommo
dations. 2. A forerunner; a precursor ; that which mT 
cedes and gives notice of the expected arrival of somT 
thing else. 

HAR BOR, 71. [Sax. hcre-berga ; D. herberg ; Dan. Sw C 
herberge.] 1. A lodging; a place of entertainment "and 
i<Ht. 2. A port or haven for ships. 3. An asvluni • a 
shelter ; a place of safety from storms or danger. * ' 

HAR BOR, v. t. 1. To shelter; to secure ; to secrete. 2. To 
entertain ; to permit to lodge, rest or reside. 

HAR BOR, v. i. 1. To lodge or abide for a time ; to receive 
entertainment. 2. To take shelter, 

f HAR'BOR-AGE, 71. Shelter ; entertainment. Shak. 

HARD'EN-ER, n. He or that which makes hard, or more 
firm and compact. 

HARD'ExN-ING, ppr. Making hard or more compact; mak
ing obdurate or unfeeling ; confirming ; becoming more 
hard. 

HARD'EN-ING, 77. The giving a greater degree of hardness 
to bodies than they had before. Encyc. 

HARD'FA-VORED, a. Having coarse features; hareh of 
countenance. Dryden. 

HARD'FA- VOR-ED-NESS, n. Coarseness of features 
HARD'FEAT-URED, a. Having coarse features. 
IIARD'FIST-ED, a. Close-fisted ; covetous. Hall. 
HARD'FOUGHT, a. Vigorously contested. 
HARD'GOT-TEN, a. Obtained with difficulty. 
HARD'HAND-ED, a. Having hard hands, as a laborer 
HARD'HEAD, n. Clash or collision of heads in contest 
HARD-HEART'ED, a. Cruel; pitiless; merciless ; unfeel

ing ; inhuman ; inexorable. Dryden. 
HARD-HEART'ED-NESS, n. Want of feeling or tender

ness ; cruelty; inhumanity. South. 
HARD'I-HOOD, 71. Boldness, united with firmness and con

stancy of mind ; dauntless bravery ; intrepidity 
IIARD'I-LY, adv. 1. With great bbldness ; stoutly. Scott 

2. With hardship ; not tenderly. Goldsmith. 
HARD'I-NESS, n. [Fr. hardtesse. J 1. Boldness ; firm cour

age ; intrepidity; stoutness ; bravery. 2. Firmness of 
body derived from laborious exercises. 3. Hardship ; fa-
tigue ; [ois.] 4. Excess of confidence; assurance; ef
frontery. 

HA R D-L A 'BORED ,a. Wrought with severe labor; elabo
rate ; studied. Swift. ' 

HARD'LY, adv. 1. VVith difficulty; with great labor. 2. 
Scarcely; barely; almost not. South. 3. Not quite or 

* See Synopsis. A, F., I, O, U, Y, long. FAR, FALL WHAT ;—PREY -—PIN, MARINE, BiRD^ 
f Obsolete. 
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wholly. 4. Grudgingly, as an injury. 5. Severely un 
favorably. 6. Rigorously j oppressively. 7. Unwelcomely, 
harshly. 8. Coarsely 3 roughly ; not softly. 

HARD'-MOUTIIED, a. Not sensible to the bit 5 not easily 

H AR D'N ESsf?! A. Firmness ; close union of the component 
parts ; compactness 3 solidity ; the quality of bodies which 
resists impression. 2. Difficulty to ^ understood. J. 
ficulty to be executed or accomplished. 4. ^.carcity, pen 
ury ; difficulty of obtaining money. 5. Obduracy; im
penitence ; confirmed state of wickedness. 6. Coarse
ness of features 3 harshness of look. 7. Severity of'cold , 
ri<ror. 8. Cruelty of temper 3 savageness j harshness, y. 
Stiffness 3 harshness 3 roughness. 10. Closeness; niggard
liness 3 stinginess. 11. Hardship 3 severe labor, trials 
sufferings. , 

HARD'NIBBED, a Having a hard nib or point. 
HAR'DOCK, n. Probably hoar dock, dock with whitish 

leaves. Shak. 
HARDS, n. The refuse or coarse part of flax ; tow. 
HARDSHIP, n. 1. Toil; fatigue ; severe labor or want. 

2. Injury ; oppression ; injustice. 
IIARD'VIS-AGED, a. Having coarse features; of a harsh 

countenance. Burke. 
IIARiyW ARE, 71. Wares made of iron or other metal, as 

"pots, kettles, saws, knives, &c. 
HARD'WARE-MAN, n. A maker or seller of hardwares. 
HARD'Y, a. [Fr. hardi; Norm, hardy.] 1. Bold j brave ; 

stout; daring 3 resolute 3 intrepid. 2. Stron; 3 firm 5 com
pact. 3. Confident 3 full of assurance 3 impudent; stub
born to excess. 4. Inured to fatigue 3 rendered firm by 
exercise, as a veteran soldier. 

HAR, HARE, HERE, in composition, signify an army, Sax. 
here, G. heer, D. heir. So Harold is a general of an army . 

HARE, n. [Sax.hara; Dan., Sw. hare.] 1. A quadruped 
of the genus lepus, with long ears, a snort tail, soft hair, 
and a divided upper lip. It is a timid animal, moves by 
leaps, and is remarkable for its fecundity. 2. A constel
lation. , _ _. , ^ . 

fHARE, v. t. [Norm, harer, haner.] To fright, or to ex
cite, tease and harass, or worry. Locke. 

HARE'BELL, n. A plant of the genus hyacmthus, with 
campaniform or bell-shaped flowers. 

HARE'BRAINED, a. [hare and brain.] Wild ; giddy 5 vol
atile ; heedless. Bacon. 

HARE'FOOT, n. A bird ; a plant. Ainsworth. 
H ARE'HEART-ED, a. Timorous ; easily frightened. 
H ARE'HOUND, n. A hound for hunting hares. 
IIARE'HUNT-ER, n. One who hunts or is used to hunting 

IIARE'HUNT-ING, n. The hunting of hares. 
HARE'LIP, n. A divided upper lip, like that of a hare 
IIARE'LIPPED, a. Having a harelip. 
HARE'MINT, n. A plant. Ainsworth. 
H ARE'PIPE, n. A snare for catching hares. 
HARE'S'-eAR, n. A plant of the genus' bupleurum. 
HARE'S-LET-TUCE, n. A plant of the genus sonchus. 
HARE'WORT. n. A plant. 
HAR'EM, 71. [Ar. harama.] A seraglio; a place where 

Eastern princes confine their women, who are prohibited 
from the society of others. 

HA-REN:GI-FORM, a. Shaped like a herring. 
HAR I-COT, 71. [Fr.] 1. A kind of ragout of meat and 

roots.—2. In French, beans. # 
HAR'I-ER, ) n. A dog for hunting hares ; a kind of hound 
HAR RI-ER, i with an acute sense of smelling, 
f HAR-I-O-LA'TION, n. [L. hariolatio.] Soothsaying. 
HA'RISH, a. Like a hare. ^ , 
HARK, v. i. [contracted from hearken.] To listen ; to lend 

the ear. Shak. , „ r 
HARL, or HERL, n. 1. The skin of flax ; the filaments of 

flax or hemp. 2. A filamentous substance. Mortimer. 
HAR'LE-QUIN, 71. [Fr. harlequin.] A buffoon, dressed in 

party-colored clothes, who plays tricks, like a merry-an-
drew, to divert the populace. 

HAR'LE-QUIN, v. i. To play the droll 3 to make sport by 
playing ludicrous tricks. 

HAR LOCK, n. A plant. Drayton. 
IIAR'LOT, 71. [W. herlawd, herlodes.] 1. A woman who 

prostitutes her body for hire ; a prostitute ; a common wo
man.—2. In Scripture, one who forsakes the true God and 
worships idols. 3. A servant 3 a rogue ; a cheat; [005.] 
Chaucer. 

IIAR'LOT, a. Wanton ; lewd ; low 3 base. Shak. 
IIAR'LOT, v. i. To practice lewdness. Milton. 
II AR'LOT-RY, 71. The trade or practice of prostitution 3 

habitual or customary lewdness. Dry den. 
II ARM, 71. [Sax. hearm, or harm.] 1. Injury ; hurt; dam

age 3 detriment. 2. Moral wrong ; evil 3 mischief 3 wick
edness. 

HARM, v. t. To hurt 3 to injure 3 to damage 3 to impair 
soundness of body. 

IIAR-MAT'TAN, 71. A dry easterly wind in Africa. 
HARMED,pp. Injured ; hurt; damaged. 

HAR'MEL, 71. The wild African rue. 
HARM'FIJL, a. Hurtful 3 injurious 3 noxious ; detrimental 

mischievous. 
HARM'F{JL-LY, adv. Hurtfully ; injuriously. 
HARM'FIJL-NESS, n. Hurtfulness ; noxiousness 
IIARM'ING, ppr. Hurting 3 injuring. 
HARM'LESS, a. 1. Not hurtful or injurious 3 innoxious. 2. 

Unhurt 3 undamaged 3 uninjured. 3. Innocent 3 not 

HARM'LESS-LY, adv. 1. Innocently 3 without fault or 
crime. 2. Without hurt or damage. 

HARM'LESS-NESS, n. 1. The quality of being innoxious ; 
freedom from a tendency to injure. 2. Innocence. 

HAR-MON'I€,or HAR-MON'I-€AL, a. 1. Relating to har
mony or music. 2. Concordant 3 musical 3 consonant 
3. An epithet applied to the accessary sounds which ac
company the predominant and apparently simple tone of 
a n y  c h o r d  o r  s t r i n g .  . . .  

HAR-MON'I-CA, 11. A collection of musical glasses of a par 
ticular form, so arranged as to produce exquisite music 
Encyc* 

HAR-MON'ICS, 71. 1. Harmonious sounds; consonances 
2. The doctrine or science of musical sounds. 3. Deriva
tive sounds, generated with predominant sounds, and pro
duced by subordinate vibrations of a chord or string, when 
its whole length vibrates. 4. Grave harmonics are low 
sounds which accompany every perfect consonance of 
two sounds. . 

HAR-Mo'NI-OUS, a. 1. Adapted to each other; having the 
parts proportioned to each other; svmmetrical. 2. Con
cordant ; consonant 3 symphonious ; musical. 3. Agree
ing ; living in peace and friendship. 

HAR-Mo'NI-OUS-LY, adv. 1. With Just adaptation and 
proportion of parts to each other. 2. With accordance of 
sounds 3 musically 3 in concord. 3. In agreement; in 
p e a c e  a n d  f r i e n d s h i p .  . . . . .  

HAR-Mo'NI-OUS-NESS, n. 1. Proportion and adaptation 
of parts ; musicalness. 2. Agreement 3 concord. 

HAR'MO-NIST, n. 1. A musician 3 a composer of music 
2. One who brings together corresponding passages, to 
show their agreement. 

HAR'MO-NIZE, v.i. 1. To be in concord 3 to agree in 
sounds. 2. To agree 3 to be in peace and friendship, as 
individuals or families. 3. To agree in sense or purport. 

HAR'MO-NIZE, v.t. l.To adjust in fit proportions 3 tc 
cause to agree. 2. To make musical; to combine accord
ing to the laws of counterpoint. 

IIAR'MO-NIZED, pp. Made to be accordant. 
HAR'MO-NIZ-ER, n. 1. One that brings together or recon

ciles.—2. In music, a practical harmonist. 
HAR'MO-NIZ-ING, ppr. Causing to agree. 
HAR-MO-NOM'E-TER, 71. [Gr. appovia and perpov.] An 

instrument or monochord for measuring the harmonic re
lations of sounds. „ 

HAR'MO-NY, ti. [L. harmonia.] 1. The just adaptation of 
parts to each other, in any system or composition of 
things, intended to form a connected whole. 2. Just pro
portion of sound 3 consonance ; musical concord. 3. Con
cord 3 agreement 3 accordance in facts. 4. Concord or 
agreement 3 good correspondence 3 peace and friend
ship. 

HAR'MOST, 71. [Gr. appoarnp.] In ancient Greece, a Spar
tan governor, regulator or prefect. Mitford. 

HAR'MO-TOME, ti. [Gr. appog.] In mineralogy, cross-
stone. or staurolite, called also pyramidical zeolite. 

HAR'N^SS, 71. [W. harnaes j Fr. harnois.] 1. Armor; the 
whole accoutrements or equipments of a knight or horse
man. 2. The furniture of a draught horse, whether for a 
wagon, coach, gig, chaise, &c. 3 called, in some of the 
American states, tackle, or tackling. 

HAR'NESS, v. 1.1. To dress in armor ; to equip with armor 
for war, as a horseman. 2. To put on the furniture of a 
horse for draught. 3. To defend 3 to equip or furnish for 
defease. 

HAR'NESSED, pp. Equipped with armor; furnished with 
the dress for draught; defended. 

HAR'NESS-ER, n. One who puts on the harness of a horse. 
Sherwood. . f 

HAR'NESS-ING, pgr. Putting on armor or furniture ior 
draught. 

HARNS, 71. plu. Brains. Grose. . inctrn-
HARP, 71. [Sax. hearpa ; G. harfe ; D. harp.] 1. An instra 

ment of music of the stringed kind, of a fintreis. 2! 
held upright, and commonly touched with t 0 

A constellation. _ wn dwell on. in HARP, 77. i. 1. To play on the harp. 2. To dwen on, n 
speaking or writing ; to continue sounding 
as a passion ; to affect. Shak. 

Sa.V-WonaS- dwelling on oontinu-

:: - the 
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fore-parts of the wales, which encompass the bow of the 
ship. 

HARP'ING-IR-ON, n. A harpoon, which see 
HARP'IST, n. \ harper. Brown. 
HAR-POON', 71. [Fr. /tarpon.] A harping-iron : a spear or 

javehn. used to strike whales for killing them. 
u 8trike> 031011 or kil1 with a harpoon. 
HAR-POON'ED, (har-poond') pp. Struck, caught or killed 

with a harpoon. 
5*A D I n' °ne who uses a harpoon ; the man in 
5r a o > a whale-boat who throws the harpoon. 
uA? Ppr' Striking with a harpoon. 

Jr . ^"ORD, n. An instrument of music with strings 
Piayed by the fingers, by means of keys. 

« k i n' ll r*harpie.] 1. In antiquity, the harpies were 
fabulous winged monsters, having the face of a woman 
and the body of a vulture, with their feet and fingers 
armed with sharp claws. 2. Any rapacious or ravenous 
animal ; an extortioner ; a plunderer. 

[|XR'Q,UE-BUSE. See ARQUEBUSE. 
gvjgRA-TEEN', n- A kind of stuff or cloth. Shenstone. 
n .n n'r"^ A storm proceeding from the sea. Coles. 
h An/T?f~§o ' n' lFi' haVidelle-] A decayed strumpet. 
XIAKRI-EjR, n. A hunting hound with a nice sense of 

oincnin?* 
HAR'RoW, AR'RoW. n. [Sw. harf.] An instrument of agriculture, 

iorrned of pieces of timber sometimes crossing each other 
and set with iron teeth. ' »» lLii HUU tCvllit 

HAR'ROW, t. [Sw. harfva.J 1. To draw a harrow over, 
for the purpose of breaking clods and leveling the surface 
or for coverme seed sown, o 1 . aim levelinguie suriace, 
harmw00^6? fS ®ov?n- 2* To break or tear witii a 
loJI T* ?'• To tear' to lacerate ; to torment. 4. To pil
lage; to strip j to lay waste by violence: [o&s.l 5. To 
disturb: to aeritntn • l xh„ir ' L J * 10 

, r. to lay w<— 
disturb j^to agitate; [ofo.] Shak. 

j. [Old Fr. harau.J An exclamation of sud-
- * " ) VV lAgltUiU • 

HAR'RoW, inter j. [Ob 
den distress. 

HArSEFR vl' !Bnken °l s™ootbed b>r a harrow. 
I AR'rEw twp «ne 7-ho harrows. 2. A hawk. 
HAR'R?^" ttffZ' ?reaklng,orleveling with a harrow. 

iStZ9 ' P®?' £erg™n-] 1• To strip; to pillage 
t AAR/RVRR,°^'V ,° h^rass 5 t0 achate; to tease. * ' 
ilXRsr^Jf'rn a make harassing incursions. 

in„ ' a' LG* I. Rough to the touch; rugged : grat 

4 Rnniw? jV Severely; morosely; crabbedlv 

aust"eiS' 3. Eoughne"sSlo0thee 'e"^ , 
Rouffh1Per;-m0r0Sencss; erabbedness; peevfahEfi£nef 

mfe'fS8 m .71?£,nrer or worda i severity. S' 5" 
£'<*•*"<»• au.] The heart, 

?he^r"viSagenu<ri-] AstaSormaIe deer, an animal of 

pR^R§YSS.";TiePSne an,e,ope ofAfrica-

of plantar.P ' a species 
|}-^TS'T<5NGL-E, n.A plant. 
HAP.'UAPICE' n^'ename of certain plants. 

H hurry?5'0" app!icd to 

HARVEST, n.'[to.T"r/i°t" °f Victims" 

3. The product of labor; fruit or fruits 4 ™rn8 or stacks. 
effects; consequences.^. In sSlS, 1 Fruit or fruits; 

HXSROST Vhte PTPER Seas0n for bhein'ess S1Snifle*> 
"fmffihe''^eoTf0mfnaL0drb|ats'rr ^ COm and «*« 
"SEST'ED' "• Reaped and ^eeted, as ripe corn and 
HXR'VEST ER, 7i. A ~eaper: a laborer in n-ntn • 
HAR'VEST FLV, n. A large, fcur?wfnJedS ."f 5ri;in-

cada kind , common in Italy. Encvc & nsect of the ci-IR/VPcr irr»Tvrn „ i m,^. .. V-. 

HARWEST~\TA^P' n' AT,heKHEAD"RIAPER at the harvest. riv« ,r£^FrMAN> n' A laborer in harvest. 
HaR VES1-Q.UEEN, n. An image representing On 

formerly carried about on the last day of harvest.° s» 

* See Synopsis, A ,  

The Person sigular of the verb have. 
HASH, v. t. [Fr. hacher.] To chop into small pieces • lc 

mmce and mix. Qarth. p ' 10 

HASH, n. Minced meat, or a dish of meat and veeetahl* 
chopped into small pieces and mixed. 6 

t HASR, 71. A. case made of rushes or flags. Spenser. 
gA|^ a. Pdrched ; coarse ; rough ; dry. Grose. 
HAS'LET, 7i. See HARSLET. 
HASP, n. [Sax. lueps.) 1. A clasp that passes over a staple 

C - 2" Asp'"dlet»™d'S 

persons kneel in church. 
SAarn ArJhe second person singular of have. 
HAS'TA tf'd I h**tat"f-luIn botany, spear-fihape.J, 

resembling the head of a halberd. 
HASTE, n. [G., SW., Dan. hast.] 1. Celerity of motion 

speed ; swiftness; dispatch ; expedition ; applied only to' 
S257 b®;"?8- 2- Sudden excitement of passion ' s 

„ ®teJ« of being urged or pressed by business. 
^JitLx I V: hasten > D- haasten.) Topiess; 

HAS TEN, (ha sn) j to drive or urge forward ; to push on 
„ precipitate; to accelerate movement. 

!&, j BtionTr^t^.toberapidi,,rao-

H"!^lNED,|'"'wi,ha^ed.raPidlyi ac<*leratedi ^ 
n- °ne that hastens or urges forward. 

HXS/TFiv ?7vrr- PPr' AUrglng .forward ; pushing on; pro g^E^NG, | ceeding rapidiy. 
*!L n'i ' a*v\. In haste; with speed or quickness; 
Ant rim t"lmb,y* 2* Rashly; precipitately; without 
ment Of pSn. Pass,onatel>' i u"d« "udden eiciu, 

Hftf U' J' HasteJ speed ' Quickness or celerity 
n motion or action, as of animals. 2. Rashness; heed

less eagerness; precipitation. 3. Irritability; siiscepti-
u 5i^r^aii?er' warmth or temper. 
HAST'INC« P' CarIy Pear' Ency°-g^l^ mGS, 7i. Peas that come early. Mortimer. 

iuZZ%.l Ecyc. ^F°rVVafdi early;aSfnjit' [jV»' 
HrSn Y3 aTrHfnWUiCk ' ,®Peedy.- 2- Eager; precipitate; 

4? Early"rfpe; forward. eXC,ted l° Wrath' passionate' 
H^^ DI»G>- u' A Puddi"g made of the meal of 

flour bSed W" WatGI* and boiled, 0r of miIk ^ 
HAT, n. [Sax. hat.] 1. A covering for the head. 2. The 

dignity of a cardinal. 
n a£!~p^vD,iW* A*band round the crown cf a hat. 
TTATI PAW wv ^ -box f?ra hat* But a case for a lady's g a ' 13 called a hand-box. 
H ' a' That may be hated ; odious. 
HAICH, v. t. [G. hecken.] 1. To produce young from eggs 

by incubation, or by artificial heat. 2. To contrive or 
plot; to form by meditation, and bring into being; to 
originate and produce in silence. 

HATCH,, v. t. [Fr. hacher.] 1. To shade by lines in draw-
ir'WAI en?r"ine- Dryden. 2. To steep ; Beaum. 
HATCH, v. i. To produce young ; to bring the young to 

maturity. J 6 

HATCH, 71. 1. A brood ; as many chickens as are produced 
at once. 2. The act of exclusion from the egg. 3. Dis
closure ; discovery. feb 

HATCH, or HATCH'ES, n. [Sax. hceca.] 1. The grate or 
frame of cross-bars laid over the opening in a ship's deck, 
»°w called hatch-bars; the lid or cover of a hatchway. 
2. The opening in a ship's deck, or the passage from one 
ini n!!? /'m A half-door, or door with an open
ing over it. 4. Floodgates.—5. In Cornwall, England. 
openings into mines, or in search of them.-5. To be un
der the hatches, to be confined, or to be in distress, depres
sion or slavery. Locke. 

%IlATnW7Eh (cammouly pronounced, in America, hetcWel) 
i 'le^fie}.' D*. hekcl.] An instrument formed with 

HatpSSt SGi m a board7 for Cleaning flax or hemp, 
nfu wi i J* r°.draw flax or hemp through the teeth 
nf. bat°hel,for separating the coarse part and broken pieces 
ot the stalk from the fine fibrous parts. 2. To tease or vex, 

HATCTPFiTn1' repr™ches i a ™lfrar use of the word. 
HATCH/FT fp'^* Gleansted by a hatchel; combed. 
IIATrw ̂ "S?1, One who uses a hatchel. 

hatchel P?r' Drawing through the teeth of a 

^l n*,[G: hacke.] A small axe with a short ham 
Jl'J® be used wRh one hand—To take up the hatchet, a 
wo P borrowed from the natives of America, is to make 

IIATCh/f-p T?srw hatc^et"> is to make peace. 
haSt™' A Pr°minent face like edge of a 

suhstance. 
_ TCH ING, 71. A kmd of drawing. [See ETCH .] Harris ft, ^ O — —-1 g" [See Etc*.] Hams 
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HATCH'MENT, n. [corrupted from achievement.] An armo

rial escutcheon on a hearse at funerals, or in a church. 
HATCH'WAY, n. In ships, a square or oblong opening in 

the deck, affording a passage from one deck to another, or 
into the hold or lower apartments. 

HATE, t>. t. [Sax. hatian.] 1. To dislike greatly ; to have a 
great aversion to.—2. In Scripture, it signifies to love less. 

HATE, n. Great dislike or aversion ; hatred. 
HAT'ED, pp. Greatly disliked. 
IIATE'FIJL, a. 1 Odious; exciting great dislike, aversion 

or disgust. 2. That feels hatred; malignant; malevo
lent. 

HATE'FIJL-LY, adv. 1. Odiously; with great dislike. 2. 
Malignantly; maliciously. 

HATE'FUL-NESS, 71. Odiousness; the quality of being 
hateful',* or of exciting aversion or disgust. 

HAT'ER, 71. One that hates. Brown. 
HAT'ING, ppr. Disliking extremely; entertaining a great 

aversion for. 
HA'TRED, TI. Great dislike or aversion ; hate; enmity. 
HAT'TED, a. Covered with a hat; wearing a hat. 
F HAT'TER, V. t. To harass. Dryden. 
HATTER, n. [from hat.] A maker of hats. 
IIAT'TLE, a. Wild; skittish. Grose. 
f HAT'TOC, 71. [Erse, attock.] A shock of corn. 
fHAU'BERK, 71. A coat of mail without sleeves. See HA

BERGEON. 
HAUGH, (haw) n. A little meadow lying in a valley, 
f H*AUGHT, (hawt) a. [qu. Fr. haul.] High ; elevated; 

hence, proud ; insolent. Shak. 
IIAUGHT'I-LY, (haw-te-Iy) adv. Proudly; ariogantly, 

with contempt or disdain. Dryden. 
HAUGIIT'I-NESS, (hawfe-nes) n. The quality of being 

haughty; pride mingled with some degree of contempt 
for others; arrogance. 

HAUGHTY, (haw'ty) a. [from haught; Fr. haut.] 1. Proud 
and disdainful; having a high opinion of one's self, with 
some contempt for others; lofty and arrogant; supercilious. 
2. Proceeding from excessive pride, or pride mingled with 
contempt; manifesting pride and disdain. 3. Proud and 
imperious. 4. Lofty; bold; of high hazard; [065.] Spen
ser. 

HAUL, v. t. [Fr. haler. It is sometimes written hale, but 
haul is preferable.] 1. To pull or draw with force; to drag. 
Haul is equivalent to drag, and differs sometimes from 
pull and draw, in expressing more force and labor. 2. To 
drag ; to compel to go.—To haul the wind, in seamanship, 
is to turn the head of the ship nearer to the point from 
which the wind blows. 

HAUL, 71. 1. A pulling with force; a violent pull. 2. A 
draught of a net. 

HAULER, 7i. He who pulls or hauls. 
HAULED, pp. Pulled with force; dragged; compelled to 

move. 
HAUL'ING, ppr. Drawing by force or violence ; dragging. 
HAULM, I n. [Sax. healm.] 1. The stem or stalk of grain, 
HAUM, | of all kinds, or of pease, beans, hops, &c. 2. 

Straw; the dry stalks of corn, &c. in general. 
IIAUNCH, 71. [Fr. hanche.] 1. The hip; that part of the 

body which lies between the last ribs and the thigh. 2. 
The rear; the hind part; [ois.] Shak. 

* HAUNTS V. t. [Fr. hanter.] 1. To frequent; to resort to 
much or often, or to be much about; to visit customarily. 
2. To come to frequently ; to intrude on; to trouble with 
frequent visits; to follow importunately. 3. It is particu
larly applied to spectres or apparitions, which are repre
sented by fear and credulity as frequenting or inhabiting 
old, decayed and deserted houses. 

* HAUNT, v. i. To be much about; to visit or be present 
often. 

* HAUNT, n. 1. A place to which one frequently resorts. 
2. The habit or custom of resorting to a place ; [o&s.] 3. 
Custom ; practice; [065.] Chaucer. 

*HAUNT'ED, pp. 1. Frequently visited or resorted to, 
especially by apparitions. 2. Troubled by frequent visits. 

•HAUNTER, TI. One who frequents a particular place, or 
is often about it. 

•IIAUNT'ING, ppr. Frequenting; visiting often; troub
ling with frequent visits. 

tHAUST, 71. [Sax. hwasta.] A dry cough. Hay. 
HAtJT'BOY, (ho'boy) n. [Fr. haut and hois.] A in

strument, somewhat resembling a flute. 
HAUT-GOUT', (ho-goo') n. [Fr.] Any thing with a strong 

relish or a strong scent. Butler. 
HAU-TEUR', (ho-cure', or ho-taur') n. [Fr.] Pride; haught

iness ; insolent manne • or spirit. 
HAUYNE, 7i. A miner# , called by Haiiy latialite. 
HAVE, (hav) v.t.; pret. and pp. had: indie, present, I 

have, thou hast, he has; we, ye, they have. [Sax. hab-
ban ; Goth, haban ; G. haben.] 1. To possess ; to hold in 
possession or power. 2. To possess, as something that is 
connected with, or belongs to one. 3. To marry ; to take 
for a wife or husband. 4. To hold; to regard. 5. To 
maintain; to hold in opinion. 6. To be urged by neces-

HAY 
sity or obligation ; to be under necessity, or impelled by 
duty. 7. To seize and hold; to catch. 8. To contain; 
as, the work has many beauties and many faults. 9. To 
gain ; to procure ; to receive ; to obtain ; to purchase. 

Had rather denotes wish or preference.— To have after, to 
pursue. Shak.— To have away, to remove ; to take away. 
Tusser.— To have at, to encounter; to assail; to enter 
into competition with; to make trial with. Shak.—To 
have in, to contain.— To have on, to wear; to carry, as 
raiment or weapons.— To have out, to cause to depart.— 
To have a care, to take care; to be on the guard, or to 
guard.— To have pleasure, to enjoy.— To have pain, to 
suffer.— To have sorrow, to be grieved or afflicted.—He 
would have, he desires to have, or he requires.—He should 
have, he ought to have. 

fHAVE'LESS, (havles) a. Having little or nothing. 
HA'VEN, (ha'vn) n. [Sax. hafan; D. haven.] 1. A harbor; 

a port; a bay, recess or inlet of the sea; a station for 
ships. 2. A shelter ; an asylum ; a place of safety, 

t HA'VEN-ER, 71. The overseer of a port; a harbor-master 
HAV'ER, n. One who has or possesses; a possessor; a 

holder. [Little used.] Shak. 
HAVER, 71. [G. hafer ; D. haver.] Oats ; a word of locai 

use in the North of England. 
HAVER-SACK, n. [Fr. havre-sac.] A soldier's knapsack 
HAVING, ppr. Possessing ; holding in power or possession 

containing ; gaining , receiving ; taking, 
f HAVING, 71. 1. Possession; goods; estate. Shak. 2. The 

act or state of possessing.. Sidney. 
f Ha VIOR, n. Conduct; manners. Spenser. 
HAVOC, n. [W. liavog.] Waste ; devastation ; wide and 

general destruction. 
HAVOC, v. t. To waste ; to destroy; to lay waste. 
HAVOC, exclam. A word of encouragement to slaughter 

Shak. 
HAW, 71. [Sax. hceg, hag.] 1. The berry and seed of the 

hawthorn. 2. [Sax. haga.] A small piece of ground ad
joining a house ; a small field.—3. In farriery, an excres
cence resembling a gristlq, growing under the nether eye
lid and eye of a horse. 4 A dale ; [06s.] 

HAW, v. i. [corrupted from hawk, or hack.] To stop in 
speaking with a haw, or to speak with interruption and 
hesitation. 

HAW, TI. [See HA.] An intermission or hesitation of 
speech. 

HAWFINCH, n. A bird, a species of loxia. 
HAW'IIAW, TI. [duplication of haw, a hedge.] A fence 

or bank that interrupts an alley or walk, sunk between 
slopes and not perceived till approached. Todd.. 

HAWING, ppr. Speaking with a haw, or with hesitation. 
HAWK, 7i. [Sax. hafoc.] A genus of fowls, the falco, ot 

many species, most of which are rapacious. 
HAWK, v. i. 1. To catch or attempt to catch birds by means 

of hawks trained for the purpose, and let loose on the 
prey; to practice falconry. 2. To fly at; to attack on the 
wing. , 

HAWK, v. i. [W. hogi; Scot, hawgh.] To make an effort 
to force up phlegm with noise.—To hawk up, transitively 
as, to hawk up phlegm. 

HAWK, 71. An effort to force up phlegm from the throat, 
accompanied with noise. 

HAWK, v. t. [qu. G. hocken.] To cry; to offer for sale by 
outcry in the street, or to sell by outcry. 

HAWKED, pp. 1. Offered for sail by outcry in the street. 
2. a. Crooked ; curving like a hawk's bill. 

HAWKER, n. 1. One who offers goods for sale by outcry 
in the street; a pedler. Swift. 2. [Sax. hafcere.] A fal
coner. 

HAWK'EYED, a. Having acute sight; discerning. 
PPr' -*• Hatching wild birds by hawks. 2. 

Making an effort to discharge phlegm. 3. Offering for 
sale in the street by outcry. 

HAWKTNG, 71. The exercise of taking wild fowls by means 
of hawks. 

'NOSED, a. Having an aquiline nose. 
HAWK'WEED, n. A name of several species of plants. 
HAWSE, (hawz) n. [See HALSER.] The situation of a ship 

moored with two anchors from the bows. 
HAWSE'HOLE, TI. A cylindrical hole in the bow of a ship 

through which a cable passes. 
HAWSE'PIECE, n. One of the foremost timbers of a ship 
HAWSER, 71. [.See HALSER.] A small cable; or a large 

rope, in size between a cable and a tow-line. 
HAW 'THORN, 71. [Sax. hag-thorn.] A shrub or tree which 

bears the haw ; the white-thorn. 
HAW'THORN-FLY, n. An insect so called. Walton. 
HAY, n. [Sax.heg,hig.] Grass cut and dried for fodder; 

grass prepared for preservation.—To dance the hay, to dance 
in a ring. Donne. 

HAY, V. t. [G. heuen.] To dry or cure grass for preserva-
tion. ^ „ 

HAY, 71. [Sax. hceg.] 1. A hedge ; [obs.] Chaucer. 2. A 
net which incloses the haunt of an animal. Harmer. 

HAY, v. t. To lay snares for rabbits. Huloet. 

See Synopsis. MOVE, BOQK, DOVE ;—BULL, UNITE.-C as K ; 0 as J ; S as Z : CH as SII; TH as in this, f Obsolete. 
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HAY'BOTE, n. Hedge-bote. In English law, an allowance 
of wood to a tenant for repairing hedges or fences. 

H.a Y'COGK, n. A conical pile or heap of hay, in the field. 
HA Y'KNIFE, n. A sharp instrument used in cutting hay 

out of a stack or mow. 
HA Y'LOFT, n. A ioft or scaffold for hay, particularly in a 

barn._ 
HAY'MAK-ER, n. One who cuts and dries grass for fodder. 
HaY'MAK-ING, n. The business of cutting grass and cur

ing it for fodder. 
HaY'MAR-KET, n. A place for the sale of hay. 
HaY'MOW, n. A mow or mass of hay laid up in a 

preservation. 
HaY'RIUK, 71. A rick of hay; usually, a long pile for pre

servation in the open air. 
HaY'STAOK, n. A stack or large conical pile of hay in the 

open air, laid up for preservation. 
Ha Y'STALK, 71. A stalk of hay. 
HaY'THORN, n. Hawthorn. Scott. 
HaY WARD, 7i. A person who keeps the common herd or 

cattle of a town, and guards hedges or fences.—In JVew 
England, the haxjward is a town officer whose duty is to 
impound cattle, and particularly swine. 

HaY'DEN-ITE, n. A mineral discovered by Dr. Hayden. 
HAZ'ARD, n. [Fr. hasard.] 1. Chance; accident; casualty; 

a fortuitous event. 2. Danger; peril; risk. 3. A game 
at dice.—To run the hazard, to risk ; to take the chance. 

HAZ'ARD, v. t. [Fr. hasarder.] 1. To expose to chance; 
to put in danger of loss or injury ; to venture; to risk. 2. 
To venture to incur, or bring on. 

HAZ'ARD, v. i. To try the chance ; to adventure; to run 
the risk or danger. 

HAZ'ARD-A-BLE, a. That is liable to hazard or chanoe. 
FIAZ'ARD-ED, pp. Put at risk or in danger; ventured. 
HAZ'ARD-ER, n. One who ventures or puts at stake. 
HAZ'ARD-ING, ppr. Exposing to danger or peril; ventur

ing to bring on. 
HAZ'ARD-OUS, a. Dangerous; that exposes to peril or 

danger of loss or evil. 
HAZ'ARD-OUS-LY, adv. With danger of loss or evil; with 

peril. 
t HAZ ARD-RY, n. 1. Rashness; temerity. Spenser 2. 

Gaming in general. Chaucer. 
HAZE, n. Fog; a watery vapor in the air, or a dry vapor 

like smoke, which renders the air thick. 
HAZE, v. i. To be foggy. [A local word.] Ray. 
f HAZE, v. t. To frighten. Ainsworth. 
Ha'ZEL, (ha'zl) 71. [Sax. Juesel.] A shrub of the genus 

corxjlus, bearing a nut containing a kernel of a mild, far
inaceous taste. 

Ha'ZEL, (ha'zl) a. Pertaining to the hazel or like it; of a 
light-brown color, like the hazel-nut. 

HA'ZEL-EARTH, n. A kind of red loam. Encyc. 
Ha'ZEL-NUT, n. The nut or fruit of the hazel. 
Ha'ZEL-LY, a. Of the color of the hazel-nut; of a light-

brown. Mortimer. 
H^'ZY, a. Foggy; misty; thick with vapor. 
HE,pronoun, of the third person; nom. he; poss. his; obj. 

him. [Sax. masc. he; fern, heo; neut. hit.] 1. A pronoun 
a substitute for the third person, masculine gender, repre
senting the man or male person named before. 2. Man • 
a male. 3. He is sometimes prefixed to the names of an-

rr^aJf t,^dffi®n^te the male kind 5 as, a he-goat, a he-bear. 
HEAD, (hed) n. [Sax. heafod' hefed, heufd.] 1. The upper

most part of the human body, or the foremost part of the 
body of prone and creeping animals. This part of the 
body contains the organs of hearing, seeing, tastin°- and 
smelling, and also the brain. 2. An animal; ah individ 
ual. 3. A chief; a principal person; a leader; a com
mander. 4. The first place : the Dlace nf honor or o* place; the place of honor, or of 

5. Countenance; presence. 6. Understand-command. J J || PUQ|H 
ing; faculties of the mind; sometimes in a ludicrous 
sense. /. Face; front; forepart. 8. Resistance : suc
cessful opposition. 9. Spontaneous will or resolution 
10. State of a deer's horns by which his age is known' 
11. The top of a thing, especially when larger than the 
rest of the thing. 12. The forepart of a thing, as the head 
of a ship. 13. The blade or cutting part of an axe, distinct 
from the helve. 14. That-which rises on the top. 15 
The upper part of a bed or bed-stead. 16. The brain' 
17. The dress of the head. 18. The principal source of a 
stream. 19. Altitude of water in ponds, as applicable to 
the driving of mill-wheels. 20. Topic of discourse ; chief 
point or subject; a summary. 21. Crisis ; pitch ; height 
2/ Influence ; force ; strength ; pitch. 23. Body ; con
flux ; [ofis.] Shah. 24. Power; armed force. 25. Liberty • 
freedom from restraint. 26. License ; freedom from check' 
control or restraint. 27. The hair of the head. 28. The 
top of corn or other plant; the part on which the seed 
grows. 29. The end, or the boards that form the end. 30. 
The part most remote from the mouth or opening into the 
sea. 31. The maturated part of an ulcer or boil. 

Head and ears, a phrase denoting the whole person, especial
ly when referring to immersion.—Head and shoxilders, by 

force ; violently.—Head or tail, or head nor taUt uncertain, 
not reducible to certainty.—Head, as an adj. or in compo
sition, chief; principal; as, a head workman.—By the head 
in seamen's language, denotes the state of a ship laden too 
deeply at the fore-end. 

HEAD, (hed) v. t. 1. To lead ; to direct; to act as leader to. 
2. To behead ; to decapitate. 3. To form a head to • to 
fit or furnish with a head. 4. To lop. 5. To go in front 
of; to get into the front. 6. To set on the head. 7. To 
oppose ; to veer round and blow in opposition to the course 
of a ship. 

HEAD, (hed) v.i. To originate; to spring; to have its 
source, as a river. 

HEAD'ACIIE, (hed'ake) n. Pain in the head. 
IIEAD'BAND, (hed'band) n. A fillet; a band for the head; 

also, the band at each end of a book. Is. iii. 
HEAD'BoR-OUGII, (hed'bur-ro) n. In Ezigland, formerly, 

the chief of a frank-pledge, tithing or decernary. 
HE AD DRESS, (hed'dres) n. 1. The dress of the head; 

the covering or ornaments of a woman's head. 2. The 
crest, or tuft of feathers on a fowl's head. 

HEAD'ED, (hed'ed) pp. Led ; directed ; furnished with a 
head ; having a top. This is used in composition; as, clear
headed, thick-headed, &c. 

HEAD'ER, (hed'er) n. 1. One who heads nails or pins. 2. 
One who leads a mob or party. 3. The first brick in the 
angle of a wall. 

HEAD'FAST, (bed fast) n. A rope at the head of a ship to 
fasten it to a wharf or other fixed object. 

HEADFIRST, (hed'furst) adv With the head foremost. 
HEAD'GAR-GLE, (lied'gar-gl) n. A disease of cattle. . 
HEAD'GEAR, (hed'geer) n. The dress of a woman's head. 
HEAD'I-LY, (hed'e-1 y) adv. Hastily; rashly; so as not to 

be governed. 
HEAD I-NESS, (hed'e-nes) n. 1. Rashness; precipitation. 

2. Stubbornness; obstinacy. 
HEAD'ING, (hed'ing) n. Timber for the heads of casks. 
HEAD'LAND, (hed'land) n. 1. A cape ; a promontory. 2. 

A ridge or strip of unploughed land at the ends of furrows 
or near a fence. 

HEAD'LESS, (hed'les) a. 1. Having no head ; beheaded. 2. 
Destitute of a chief or leader. 3. Destitute of under
standing or prudence ; rash ; obstinate. 

HEAD'LONG, (hed'long) adv. 1. With the head foremost, 
2. Rashly; precipitately ; without deliberation. 3 Hasti 
ly; without delay or respite. 

HEAD'LONG, (hed'long) a. 1. Steep; precipitous. 2. Rash* 
precipitate. 

HEAD'MAN, (hed man) n. A chief; a leader. 
IIEAD'MoLD-SHOT, n. A disease in children, in which 

the sutures of the skull, usually the coronal, have their 
edges shot over one another. 

HEAD'MoN-EY, (hed'mun-ny) n. A capitation tax. 
HEAD'MoST, (hed'most) a. Most advanced ; most forward; 

first in a line or order of progression, 
t HEAD'PAN, (hed'pan) 71. The brain-pan. 
HEAD'PENCE, (hed'pens) n. A kind of poll-tax formeily 

collected^in the English county of Northumberland. 
HEAD'PIECE, (hed'pese) n. 1. Armor for the head ; a hel

met ; a morion. 2. Understanding; force of mind. 
HEAD-Q-UART'ERS^ n. plu. 1. The quarters or place of 

residence of the commander-in-chief of an army. 2. The 
residence of any chief, or place from which orders are is 
sued. 

HEAD'ROPE, (hed'rope) n. That part of a bolt-rope which 
terminates any sail on the upper edge. 

IIEAD'SAIL, (hed'sail) 71. The head-sails of a ship are the 
sails which are extended on the fore-mast and bowsprit. 

HEAD'SEA, (hed'see) n. Waves that meet the head of a ship 
or roll against her course. 

HEAD SHAKE, (hed'shake) n. A significant shake of the 
head. Shak. 

HEAD SHIP, (hed'ship) n. Authority ; chief place, 
HEADS'MAN, (hedz man) n. One that cuts off heads; an 

executioner. [Uiiusual.] Dryden. 
HEAD'SPRING, (hed'spring) n Fountain ; source ; origin 
HEAD'STALL, (hed stawl) n That part of a bridle which 

encompasses the head. 
HEADSTONE, (hed'stone) 71. 1. The principal stone in a 

foundation; the chief or corner stone. 2. The stone at 
the head of a grave. 

HEAD'STRONG, (hed'strong) a. 1. Violent; obstinate ; un
governable ; resolute to run his own way ; bent on pur
suing his own will. 2. Directed by ungovernable will, or 
proceeding from obstinacy, 

f HEAD'STRONG-NESS, n. Obstinacy. Oayton. 
HEAD'TIRE, (hed'tire) n. Dress or attire for the head. 
HE AD'WAY, (hed'wa) n. The motion of an advancing 

ship. 
HEAD'WIND, (hed'wind) n. A wind that blows in a direc

tion opposite to the ship's course. 
HEAD-W6RK'MAN, n. The chief workman of a party : 

a foreman in a manufactory. Swift. 
HEAD'Y, (hed'y) a. 1. Rash ; hasty; precipitate ; violent. 

* See Synopsis. A, E, I, 0, U, Y, long.-FAR, FALL, WHA.T* ;_PREY ;-PIN, MARINE, BiRD f Obsolete. 
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2 Apr. to affect the head ; inflaming; intoxicating ; strong. 
3. Violent; impetuous. 

HEAL, v. t. [Sax. fuelanMielan, gchelan.] 1. To cure of a 
disease or wound. 2. To cure ; to remove or subdue, o. 
To cause to cicatrize. 4. To restore to soundness. 5. To 
restore purity to ; to remove feculence or foreign matter. 
6. To remove, as differences or dissension; to reconcile, 
as parties at variance.—7. In Scripture, to forgive ; to 
cure moral disease, and restore soundness. 8. lo purity 
from corruptions, redress grievances, and restore to pros
perity. 9. To cover, as a roof with tiles, slate, lead, &c. 

HEAL, V. i. To grow sound : to return to a sound state. 
HEAL, V. t. To cover See HELE. 
HEAL'A-BLE, a. That may be healed. Sherwood. 
HEALED, pp. Restored to a sound state. 
HEAL'ER, n. He or that which cures, or restores to sound-

HEAL'ING, ppr. 1. Curing; restoring to a sound state. 2. a. 
Tending to cure ; mild ; mollifying 

HEAL'ING, 71. I. The act of curing. 2. The act of cover
ing ; 

HEALTH, (helth) n. [from heal.] 1. That state of an an
imal or living body, in which the parts are sound, well 
organized and disposed, and in which they all perform 
freely their natural functions. In this state the animal 
feels no pain. 2. Sound state of the mind ; natural vigor 
of faculties. 3. Sound state of the mind, in a moral 
sense; purity; goodness. 4. Salvation or divine favor, 
or grace which cheers God's people. 5. Wish of health 
and happiness; used in drinking. 

HEALTH FUL, (helthTul) a. I. Being m a sound state, as 
a living or organized being; free from disease. 2. Serv
ing to promote health; wholesome; salubrious. 3. Indi
cating health or soundness. 4. Salutary; promoting 
spiritual health. 5. Well-disposed ; favorable. 

HEALTH'FUL-LY, adv. In health ; wholesomely. 
HEALTH'FUL-NESS, n. 1. A state of being well. 2. 

Wholesomeness ; salubrity; state or qualities that promote 
health. 

HEALTH'I-LY, a. Without disease. 
IIEALTH'I-NESS, n. The state of health; soundness; 

freedom from disease. . 
HEALTII'LESS, a. 1. Infirm ; sickly. 2. Not conducive 

to health ; [little used.] Taylor. 
r HEALTH'SoME, a. Wholesome. Shak. 
HE ALTH'Y, a. 1. Being in a sound state ; enjoying health; 

hale ; sound. 2. Conducive to health; wholesome ; sa
lubrious. Locke. 

HE AM, 71. In beasts, the same as after-birth in women. 
HEAP, TI. [Sax. heap, heop.\ 1. A pile or mass ; a collec

tion of things laid in a body so as to form an elevation. 
2. A crowd ; a throng; a cluster ; applied to living per
sons « [not in use.] 3. A mass of ruins. 

HEAP, v. t. [Sax. heapian.] 1. To throw or lay m a heap; 
to pile. 2. To amass ; to accumulate ; to lay up ; to col
lect in great quantity. 3. To add something else, in large 
quantities. 4. To pile; to add till the mass takes a 
roundish form, or till it rises above the measure. 

HEAPED, pp. Piled ; amassed ; accumulated. 
HEAP ER, n. One who heaps, piles or amasses. 
HEAP ING, ppr. Piling; collecting into a mass. 
HEAP LY, adv. In heaps Huloet. 
IIEAP'Y, a. Lying in heaps. Gay. 
HEAR, v. t.; pret. and pp, heard, but more correctly beared. 

[Sax. heoran, hyran.] 1. To perceive by the ear; to feel 
an impression of sound by the proper organs. 2. To give 
audience or allowabce to speak. 3. To attend ; to listen; 
to obey. 4. To attend favorably; to regard. 5. To grant 
an answer to prayer. 6. To attend to the facts, evidence, 
and arguments in a cause between parties; to try in a 
court of law or equity. 7. To acknowledge a title. 8. 
To be a hearer of; to sit under the preaching of. 9. io 
learn. 10. To approve and embrace.—To hear a bird sing, 
to receive private communication. Shak. 

HEAR, v. i. 1 To enjoy the sense or faculty of perceiving 
sound. 2. To listen ; to hearken ; to attend. 3. To be 
told ; to receive by report. 

i °r TV- Perceived by the ear. 
IIEARED, \ herd) ). . 
IIEAR ER, 71. One who hears ; one who attends to what is 

orally delivered by another ; an auditor; one of an audi
ence". , 0 

HEAR ING, ppr. 1. Perceiving by the ear, as sound 2. 
Listening to; attending to ; obeying ; observing what is 
commanded. 3. Attending to witnesses or advocates in 
a  j u d i c i a l  t r i a l ;  t r y i n g .  ,  . . .  ,  .  

HEAR'ING, n. 1. The faculty or sense by which sound is 
perceived. 2. Audience; attention to what is delivered; 
opportunity to be heard. 3. Judicial tnal; attention to 
the facts, testimony and arguments in a cause between 
parties, with a view to a just decision. 4. I he actor per
ceiving sounds; sensation or perception ot sound. 5. 
Reach of the ear; extent within which sound may be 
heard. 

HEA 
HEARK EN, (hark'kn) v. i. [Sax. heorcnian, hyrcnian. j 1 

To listen; to lend the ear; to attend to what is uttered, 
with eagerness or curiosity. 2. To attend ; to regard ; to 
give heed to what is uttered ; to observe or obey. 3. To 
listen ; to attend ; to grant or comply with. 

HEARK EN, (hark kn) v. t. To hear by listening. [L. u.] 
IIEARK'EN-ER, (hark kn-er) n. A listener; one whoheark 

ens. 
HE A R K'EN-ING, (h&rk'kn-ing) ppr. Listening ; attending; 

observing. 
f HEARS'AL, for rehearsal. Spenser. 
HEAR'SAY, n. Report; rumor; fame; common talk. I! 

is sometimes used as an adjective ; as, hearsay evidence. 
HEARSE, (hers) n [See HERSE.] 1. A temporary monument 

set over a grave; 2. The case or place in which a corpse 
is deposited. 3. A carriage for conveying the dead to the 
grave 4. A hind in the second year of her age. 

HEARSE, (hers) v. t. To inclose in a hearse. Shak. 
HEARSECLOTH, (hers'kloth) n. A pall; a cloth to cover 

a liearse. Sanderson. 
HEARSE'LlKE, (hers'like) a. Suitable to a funeral. 
HEART, (hart) n. [Sax.heort; G. hen; D. hart.] 1. A 

muscular viscus, which is the primary organ of the blood's 
motion in an animal body, situated in the thorax. 2. The 
inner part of any thing ; the middle part or interior. 3. 
The chief part; the vital part; the vigorous or eflicacious 
part. 4. The seat of tne affections and passions Scripture. 
5. By a metonymy, heart is used for an affection or pas
sion, and particularly for love. 6. The seat of the ̂ under
standing ; as, an understanding heart. Scripture. 7. The 
seat of the will; hence, secret purposes, intentions or 
designs. Scripture. 8. Person; character; used with 
respect to courage or kindness. Shak. 9. Courage ; spirit. 
Milton. 10. Secret thoughts ; recesses of the mind. 11. 
Disposition of mind. 12. Secret meaning; real intention. 
13 Conscience, or sense of good or ill. Hooker. 14. 
Strength; power of producing; vigor; fertility. Dryden. 
15. The utmost degree. Shak. 

To get or learn by heart, to commit to memory.—To talus to 
heart, to be much affected; also, to be zealous about a 
thing.— To lay to heart, is used nearly in the sense'of the 
foregoing.—To set the heart on, to fix the desires on ; to 
be very fond of.— To set the heart at rest, to make one's 
self quiet.— To find in the heart, to be willing or disposed. 
—For my heart, for tenderness or affection.— To speak to 
one,s heart, in Scripture, to speak kindly to ; to comfort; 
to encourage.— To have in the heart, to purpose ; to have 
design or intention.—A hard heart, cruelty; want of sen
sibility. 

HEART, v. i. To encourage. [Not much used.] 
HEART'-A€HE, 71. Sorrow ; anguish of mind. Shak. 
HEART'-AL-LOR'ING, a. Suited to allure the affections. 

Parnell. 
HEART'-AP-PALL'ING, a. Dismaying the heart. 
HEART'-BREAK, 7?.. Overwhelming sorrow or grief. Shak. 
HEART'-BREAK-ER, 77. A lady's curl; a love-lock. 
HEART'-BREAK-ING, a. Breaking the heart; overpow

ering with grief or sorrow. Spenser. 
HEART'-BREaK-ING, 77. Overpowering grief; deep af

fliction. Hakewill. 
HEART'-BRED, a. Bred in the heart. Crashaw. 
HEART'-BRoK-EN, a. Deeply afflicted or grieved. 
IIEART'-BUR-IED, (hart'ber-rid) a. Deeply immersed. 
HEART'-BGRN, 77. Cardialgy; a disease or affection of the 

stomach. 
HEART'-BURNED, a. Having the heart inflamed. 
HEART'-BURN-ING, a. Causing discontent. 
HEART'-BURN-ING, TI. 1. Heart-burn, which see. 2 

Discontent; secret enmity. Swift. 
HEART'-CHILLED, a. Having the heart chilled. 
HEART'-CON-SuM'ING, a. Destroying peace of mind. 
HEART'-COR-RoD'ING, a. Preying on the heart. 
HEART'-DEAR, a. Sincerely beloved. Shak. 
HEART'-DEEP, a. Rooted in the heart. Herbert. 
HEART'-DIS-CoUR'A-GlNG, a. Depressing the spirits. 
HEART'- EASE, 77. Q-uiet; tranquillity of mind. 
HEART'-EAS-ING, a. Giving quiet to the mind. 
HEART'-EAT-ING, a. Preying on the heart. 
HEART'-EX-PAND'ING, a. Enlarging the heart; opening 

the feelings. Thomson. _ . ~ 
HEART'-FELT, a. Deeply felt; deeply affecting, either a. 

joy or sorrow. 
HEART'-GRIEF, 77. Affliction of the heart. Milton. 
HEART'-HARD-ENED, a. Obdurate; impenitent, 

feeling. Harmer. . . 
IIEART'-HARD-EN-ING, U. Rendering cruel. 
IIEART'-HE AV-I-NESS, TI. Depression of spirits. 
HEART'-OF-FEND'ING, a. Wounding the neari. 
HEART'-PEA, TI. A plant, the CARD^SPCRJ/MM. 
HEART'-GIUELL-ING, a. Conquering theaffe< 
IIEART-REND-ING, a. Breaking the heart, o\erpower 

ing with anguish ; deeply afiUctrv®* thn.1„}lt. ecstatic HEART'-ROB-BING, a. 1. Depriving of thought, ecstatic 
2. Stealing the heart; winning. 

* SetSjrwysi,. MOVE, BQOK, DOVE; BULL, UNITE -€ as K; m S as Z ; CH as SH; TH as in this. • t Cbsrle 
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HE AKT'S'-BLOQD, ) n. The blood of the heart: life ; es-
HEART'-BLOQD, \ sence. ' 
HEART'S -EASE, n. A plant, a species of viola. 
HEART'-SEARCH-ING, a. Searching the secret thoughts 

and purposes. b 

HEART-SICK, a. Sick at heart3 pained in mind 3 deeply 
afflicted or depressed. 

HEART'-SORE, n. That which pains the heart. 
HEART'-SORE, a. Deeply wounded. Shale. 
HEART'-SOR'ROW-ING, a. Sorrowing deeply. 

Hnf rt/Tstr nvr E' a To affect at he?rL B' Jonson-HEAR I'-STRING, n. A nerve or tendon, supposed to 
brace and sustain the heart. Taylor. 

HEART'-STRUCK, a. 1. Driven to the heart3 infixed in 
the mind. 2. Shocked with fear : dismayed. 

^ L-ING, a. Rankling in the heart. 
HEART'-WHOLE, a. I. Not affected with love; not in 

love, or not deeply affected. 2. Having unbroken spirits, 
or good courage. ' 

IIEART'-WOUND-ED, a. Wounded with love or grief: 
deeply affected with some passion. Pope. 

i f ̂  OUND-ING, a. Piercing with grief. 
IIEART'ED, a. 1. Taken to heart j [ofts.l 2. Composed of 

hearts : [ohs.] 3. Laid up in the heart. Shah This word 
is chiefly used in composition 3 as, hard-hearted, faint
hearted, &c. 

IIEART'ED-NESS, 71. Sincerity J warmth 3 zeal 3 used in 
composition. ' 

IIEART'EN, (har'tn) v. t. 1. To encourage; to animate; 
to incite or stimulate courage. Sidney. 2. To restore fer-
tihty or strength to 3 [little used.) May. 

HE ART'EN-ER, n. He or that which gives courage or ani
mation. Br own. 

J?' (h'irth). n- [Sax. heorth.] A pavement or floor 
wamf a ramiRG & chimney» on which a fire is made to 

HEARTIP-M6N-EY, \ . , 
HEARTH'-PEN-NY, j n' A tax on hearths. Blackstone. 
HEART'I-LY, adv. 1. From the heart 3 with all the heart • 

with sincerity ; really. 2. With zeal 3 actively j vigor-
o^ty* 3- Eagerly 3 freely 5 largely. 8 

HEART'I-NESS, n. 1. Sincerity 3 zeal 5 ardor 3 earnest-
up-n'mJv,Eagerness of appetite, 
ei XS' Without courage 3 spiritless 3 faint-heart-

Wi,h0Ut or spirit; faints 

orspirit; deJec-
HEART'Y°^E,t aV,Me.rty ' cheerful; lively. Brockett. 

cinn* ' Having the heart engaged in any thin" • 
s ncere j wann 3 zealous. 2. Proceeding from the heart • 
Kr5 3« Being full of health 3 sound; strong • 

4\?tronS > durable. Wotton. 5. Having a keln 
t HEXRT/V rrTf S1 V. 6* StronS ̂  nourishing. § , 
hIaT T r£ . ' Good for the heart. Spenser. 

rinn 'thnt •fiX* eat> hat.l L Heat, as a cause of sensa-
fluhf contains ™atter of neat, is considered to be a subtil 
In i'lirf 1 -n a greater or less degree in all bodies 

- c\emistry> it is called caloric. 2. Heat as n 
2i0Tihe effect produced on the sentient organs of 
animals, by the passage of caloric, disen-aged fiom 
rounding bodies to the organs. 3. Hot afr 3&hot weathe^' 
4. Any accumulation or concentration of the mattpr pC 
heat or caloric. 5. The state of being onCe heated or hnf 
6. A violent action unintemiitted 3 asin4 effort 7 a 
single effort in running 3 a course at a ran/ ft» 2' A 

of the face 3 flush. 9. Animal excitement viotm ̂ 88 I 
or agitation of the system. 10. Utmost violence • rait 1 

vehemence. 11. Violence ; ardor 12 A g J 
mind; inflammation or excitement3 exasperatfon°n v( 
Ferme'ofS"^5 . 14 

3. To warm with passion or desire; to exdte ^ f Sh' 
into action. 4. To agitate the blood and spirts with of 
tion ; to excite animal action. " ac~ 

HE AT, v. i To grow warm or hot. 
HEAT, for heated, is in popular use, and pronounced A-/ . 

but it is not elegant. ^ uncea Ael 
HeAT'ED, pp. Made hot; inflamed ; exasperated 
HeAT'ER, 71. 1. He or that which heats 2 A tdamrnHr 

mass of iron, which ir heated and put into a box i™* 
heat it for ironing clothes. »ox-iron to 

HeAT'FIJL, a. Full of warmth. Sylvester. 
Heath, n. [Sax. hath.] 1. A plant or shrub of the genus 

erica, of many species. 2. A place overgrojvn with heath 
3. A place overgrown with shrubs of any kind. 

HeATH'COCK, ti. A large fowl which frequents heaths a 
species of grouse. Careic. ' 

HeATH'PeA, 7i. A species of bitter vetch, orobus. 
5p££]?,'£OUT> n' A bird»the same 33 the heath-cock. 
HeATH'ROSE, ti. A plant. Ainsworth. I 

HEA 
HEATII'EN, (he'then) n. [Sax. heathen) G. htide $ T). 

heiden ; Gr. eOvos.] 1. A pagan j a Gentile; one who 
worships idols, or is unacquainted with the true God 2 
A rude, illiterate, barbarous person. 

HEATH'EN, a. Gentile 3 pagan. Addison. 
H^TH'EN-ISH, a. 1. Belonging to Gentiles or pagans. 

2. Rude 3 illiterate j wild 3 uncivilized. 3. Barbarous • 
savage 3 cruel ; rapacious. ' 

H!ATH'EN~TSH-NE&Q"*®' t?C manner of heathens. heATH'EN-ISH-NESS, n. A profane state, like that of 
the heathens. ' 

HEATH'EN-ISM, 71. 1. Gentilism3 paganism; ignorance 
of the true God 3 idolatry. 2. Rudeness 3 barbarism ; ig
norance. ' B 

h | 1 I H T o  r e n d e r  h e a t l l e "  o r  b e M b -
HEATH'Y, a. Full of lieath 3 abounding with heath. Mor

timer. 
HEAT'ING, ppr. 1. Making warm or hot 3 inflaming: 

rousing the passions 3 exasperating. 2. a. Tending to 
impart heat to 3 promoting warmth or heat 3 exciting ac
tion 3 stimulating. 6 

SSa^tP,?5' destitute of heat 3 cold. Beaumont. 
HEAVE, (heev) v. t.; pret. heaved, or hove ; pp. heaved, 

hove, formerly hoven. [Sax. heafan, hefan, heofan.1 1. To 
lift: to raise3 to move upward. 2. To cause to swell. 
3. To raise or force from the breast. 4. To raise; to ele-
2? \Wlth h'Sh- 5. To puff 3 to elate. 6. To throw 3 to 
cast3 to send. 7. To raise by turning a windlass 3 with 
up' 8; To tur" a windlass or capstan with bars or levers. 

lo heave ahead, to draw a ship forwards.— To heave 
£r;n ?hCaUSe \° re1cedei t0 draw back.— To heave 
down, to throw or lay down on one side ; to careen. To 
heave out, to throw out. With seamen, to loose or unfurl 

the stay-sails.— To heave to, to bring 
the ship s head to the wind, and stop her motion.—To 
heave up, to relinquish 3 \vulgar.l 

HEAVE, (heev) v. i. I. To swell, distend or dilate, o 
To pant; to breathe with labor or pain. 3. To keck • To 
SmeaketonswS!rt ? rnit' 4' Torisein fiiHowas the sea, to swell. 5. To rise 3 to be lifted. 6. To rise or 
swell, as the earth at the breaking up of frost. To heave 
rnsirht to appear; to make its firlt appearance. ^ 
efforn1'nwteJ) o I' - nslng or swe11' an exertion or 
bSlst T a; AtnsinS 3weH, or distention, as of the 

HIAVE' OF V°mAlt* 4* An effort to risev 
heave-OF-FER-ING, n. Among the Jews, an offering 

receive?.8 tenth of tlie tithes which the Levites 
HEAV'EN, (hev'n) n. [Sax, hcafen, hefen, heofen.l 1. The 

oraxPanse which surrounds the earth, and which 
vafflt whth ^ound US, like an immense arch or 
SL p; ! are seen the sun, moon and stars.—2. 
nr^pn? Sffli™9 Part°f space in which the omni-

Jehovah is supposed to afford more sensible mani-
fe.tations °f his glory.—3. Among pagans, the residence 
?hL celestial gods. 4. The sky or air 3 the region of 
the atmosphere 3 or an elevated place 3 in a very indefinite 
thJf6- ' ^f Hebrews acknowledged three heavens— 
l !La,r' oraenaI fieavens; the firmament, in which the 
stars are supposed to be placed 3 and the heaven of heav-
finVr,7 ?vaVea,' the r?s?dence of Jehovah. Brown.— 
b. Modern philosophers divide the expanse above and 
around the earth into two parts-the atmosphere, or aerial 
heaven, and the ethereal heaven, beyond the region of the 
air, m which there is supposed to be a thin, unresisting 

SUb,imity- &e VTHii?y~S 
HEAV'EN-AS-PIR'ING, a. Aspiring to heaven 

HEAV'EN~BE GOT?ED' R* Bt4iShed 
den EN~BE~GOT > a' ^got by a celestial being. Dry-

HEAV'EN-BORN, a. Born from heaven 3 native of heaven 
or of the celestial regions. Pope. ueaven, 

HEAVIN'BUFlt "a PBu!liC in heaven-gods Pope agency or favor of the 
HEAV'EN-DI-REUT'ED, a. I. Pointing to the sky 2 
TTTi au?ht or directed by the celestial powers. Pone 
HE A V'EN-F ALL'EN, a. Fallen from heaven 3 having re-

volted from God. Milton. ' g re 

^S^y'B^'GIUT'ED, a. Bestowed by heaven. Milton 
HEAV'EN-IN-SPIR'ED, a. Inspired by heaven Mil tan 
HEAV-EN-m-STKUe^EO, a/Taught by heav^'c^-

HEAV'EN-iZE, (hev'n-Ize) v. t. To render like heaven 
HEAVEN-K^STNG, a. Touching as it were the skv 
^AV'EN-LLNESS, n. Supreme excellence. " ' 
HEAV/pwtv^ED,i «. Bel?ycd by heaven. Milton. 
HpAYE,iy;LY, a. 1. Pertaining to heaven 3 celestial. 2 

Resemblmg heaven 3 supremely excellent 3. Inhabiting 

-RXE' ̂ ^R6V;-RA, MARINE, BIRD ; 
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HEAV'EN-LY, adv. 1. In a manner resembling that of 

heaven. 2. By the influence or agency of heaven. 
HEAV'EN-LY-MIND'ED, a. Having the affections placed 

on heaven, and on spiritual things. 
IIEAVEN-LY-MLNDED-NESS, n. The state of having 

the affections placed on heavenly things. 
IIEAV'EN-SA-LuT'ING, a. Touching the sky. Cra-

shaw. 
HEAV'EN-WARD, adv. Toward heaven. Prior. 
HEAV'EN-WAR'RING, a. Warring against heaven. 
HEAVER, 7i."One who heaves or lifts.—Among seamen, a 

staff for a lever. 
HEAVES, (lieevz) n. A disease of horses, characterized by 

difficult and laborious respiration. 
HEAVI-LY, (hev'e-ly) adv. 1. With great weight. 2. 

With great weight of grief; grievously; afflictively 3. 
Sorrowfully; with grief. 4. With an air of sorrow or 
dejection. 5. With weight; oppressively. 6. Slowly 
and laboriously; with difficulty. 

HEAV'I-NESS, (hev'e-nes) n. 1. Weight; ponderousness ; 
gravity; the quality of being heavy. 2. Sadness; sor
row ; dejection of mind; depression of spirits. 3. Slug
gishness ; torpidness ; dullness of spirit; languidness; 
languor; lassitude. 4. Weight; burden; oppression. 5. 
That which it requires great strength to move or over
come ; that which creates labor and difficulty. 6. Thick
ness ; moistness; deepness. 7. Thickness; moistness ; 
as of air. 

HEAVING, ppr. Lifting; swelling; throwing; panting; 
making an effort to vomit. 

HEAVING, n. A rising or swell; a panting. Shak. 
HEAVI-S6ME, a. Dark; dull; drowsy. Craven dia

lect. 
HEAVY, (hev'y) a. [Sax. heafig, hefig.] 1. Weighty; 

ponderous; having great weight. 2. Sad; sorrowful; 
dejected; depressed in mind. 3. Grievous; afflictive ; 
depressing to the spirits. 4. Burdensome; oppressive. 
5. Wanting life and animation; dull. 6. Drowsy; dull. 
7. Wanting spirit or animation ; destitute of life or rapid-

• ity of sentiment; dull. 8. Wanting activity or vivacity; 
indolent. 9. Slow; sluggish. 10. Burdensome ; tedious. 
11. Loaded ; encumbered; burdened. 12. Lying with 
weight on the stomach; not easily digested. 13. Moist; 
deep ; soft ; miry. 14. Difficult; laborious. 15. Weary ; 
supported with pain or difficulty. 16. Inflicting severe 
evils, punishments or judgments. 17. Burdensome; oc
casioning great care. 18. Dull; not hearing; inattentive. 
19. Large, as billows; swelling and rolling with great 
force. 20. Large in amount. 21. Thick ; dense ; black. 
22. Violent; tempestuous. 23. Large; abundant. 24. 
Great; violent; forcible. 25. Not raised by leaven or 
fermentation; not light; clammy. 26. Requiring much 
labor or much expense. 27. Loud.—Heavy metal, in mil
itary affairs, signifies large guns, carrying balls of a large 
size. 

HEAVY, (hev'y) adv. With great weight; used in compo
sition. 

f HEAVY, (hev'y) v. t. To make heavy. Wickliffe. 
HEAV'Y-HAND-ED, a. Clumsy ; not active or dextrous. 
HEAV'Y-LaD'EN, a. Laden with a heavy burden. 
HEAV'Y-SPAR, n. A genus of minerals. 
HeAZ'Y, a. [Icel. hoese.] Hoarse; taking breath with dif

ficulty. [Provincial.] 
f IIEB'DO-MAD, n. [Gr. efiSopag; L. hebdomada.] A week ; 

a period of seven days. Brown. 
HEB-DOM'A-DAL, ) a. Weekly ; consisting of seven 
HEB-DOM'A-DA-RY, j days, or occurring every seven 

days. 
HEB-DOM'A-DA-RY, n. A member of a chapter or con

vent, whose week it is to officiate in the choir. 
HEB-DO-MAT'I-CAL, a. Weekly. Bp. Morton. 
HEB'EN, n. Ebony. Spenser. 
HEB'E-TATE, v.t. [L. hebetof] To dull; to blunt; to*stu-

pefy. 
HEB E-TA-TED, pp. Made blunt, dull or stupid. 
HEB'E-TA-TING, ppr. Rendering blunt, dull or stupid. 
HEB-E-TA'TION, n. 1. The act of making blunt, dull or 

stupid. 2. The state of being dulled, 
f HE-BeTE', a. Dull; stupid. 
HEB'E-TUDE, n. [L. hebetudo.] Dullness ; stupidity. 
HE-BRa'I€, a. [from Hebrew.] Pertaining to the Hebrews; 

designating the language of the Hebrews. 
HE-BRa'I-€AL-LY, adv. After the manner of the Hebrew 

language ; from right to left. Swift. 
* He'BRA-ISM, 71. A Hebrew idiom. 
% He'BRA-IST, n. One versed in the Hebrew language. 
IlE'BRA-IZE, V. t. To convert into the Hebrew idiom; to 

make Hebrew. J. P. Smith. 
He BRA-IZE, V . i. To speak Hebrew, or to conform to the 

Hebrews. 
He-BREW, 71. [Heb. Up Eber, eitLer a proper name, or a 

name denoting passage, pilgrimage, or coming from beyond 
the Euphrates.] 1. One of the descendants of Eber or Heber; 

but particularly, a descendant of Jacob, who was a de
scendant of Eber; an Israelite ; a Jew. 2. The Hebrew 
language. 

He'BREW, a. Pertaining to the Hebrews. 
He'BREW-ESS, ti. An Israelitish woman. 
HE-BRI"CIAN, n. One skilled in the Hebrew language. 
HE-BRID'I-AN, a. Pertaining to the Hebrides. 
HEG'A-TOMB, n. [L. hecatombe.] In antiquity, a sacrifice 

of a hundred oxen or beasts of the same kind. 
HECK, n. 1. An engine or instrument for catching fish. 

2. A rack for holding fodder for cattle; [local.] 3 A 
bend in a stream. 4. A hatch or latch of a doo'; 
[local.] 

HECKLE, v. t. A different orthography of hacJCc, or 
hetchel. 

HECTARE, n. [Gr. tKarov, and L. area.] A French mea
sure containing a hundred ares. 

HEC TIC, or IIECTI-CAL, a. [Gr. CKTIKOS.]  1 Habitual , 
denoting a slow, continual fever, market! by preternat
ural, though remitting heat, which precedes and accom
panies the consumption or phthisis. 2. Affected with 
hectic fevers. 3. Troubled with a morbid heat. 

HECTIC, n. A hectic or habitual fever. Shak. 
HECTI-CAL-LY, adv. Constitutionally. Johnson. 
HECTO-GRAM, n. [Gr. tKarov and ypappa.] In the French 

system of weights and measures, a weight containing a 
hundred grams. 

HECTO-LI-TER, v. [Gr. tKarov and Xirpa.] A French 
measure of capacity for liquids, containing a hundred 
liters. 

HEC-TOM'E-TER, n. [Gr. tKarov and ptrpov.] A French 
measure equal to a hundred metres. 

HECTOR, n. [from Hector, the son of Priam.] 1. A bully; 
a blustering, turbulent, noisy fellow. 2. One who teases 
or vexes. 

HECTOR, v. t. 1. To threaten ; to bully ; to treat with in
solence. 2. To tease ; to vex ; to torment by words. 

HECTOR, v. i. To play the bully ; to bluster. 
HECTORED, pp. Bullied ; teased. 
HEC'TOR-ING, ppr. Bullying ; blustering ; vexing. 
HECTOR-ISM, 71. The disposition or practice of a hector, 

a bullying. Ch. Relig. Appeal. 
IIECTOR-LY, a. Blustering ; insolent. Barrow. 
HED-EN-BERG'ITE, n. A mineral. 
HED-ER-a'CEOUS, a. [L. hederaceus.] 1. Pertaining to 

ivy. 2. Producing ivy. 
IIED'ER-AL, a. Composed of ivy ; belonging to ivy. 
HED-E-RIF'ER-OUS, a. [L. hedcra and fero.] Producing 

ivy. 
HEDGE, (hej) n. [Sax. hege, heag, hceg, hegge; G. heck 

D. heg, haag. | Properly, a thicket of thorn-bushes or other 
shrubs or small trees ; but appropriately, such a thicket 
planted round a field to fence it, or in rows, to separate 
the parts of a garden. Hedge, prefixed to another word, 
or in composition, denotes something mean, as a hedge-
priest. 

HEDGE, (hej) v. t. 1. To inclose with a hedge ; to fence 
with a thicket of shrubs or small trees ; to separate by a 
hedge. 2. Toobstruct with a hedge, or to obstruct in any 
manner. 3. To surround for defense; to fortify. 4. To 
inclose for preventing escape. 

HEDGE, (hej) v. i. To hide, as in a hedge ; to skulk. 
HEDGE'-BILL, or HEDG'ING-BILL, n. A cutting hook 

used in dressing hedges. 
HEDGE'-BORN, a. Of low birth, as if born in the woods; 

outlandish; obscure. Shak. 
HEDGE'-BOTE, n. Wood for repairing hedges. 
HEDGE'-€REEP-ER, TI. One who skulks under hedges. 
HEDGE-Fu'MI-TO-RY, n. A plant. Ainsworth. 
HEDGEHOG, n. 1. A quadruped, or genus of quadrupeds, 

the erinaceus. The common hedgehog has round ears, 
and crested nostrils; his body is about nine inches long, 
and the upper part is covered with prickles or spines. 2. 
A term of reproach. Shak. 3. A plant of the genus medi-
cago, or snail-trefoil. 4. The globe-fish. The sea-hedge
hog, is the echinus, a genus of zoophytes 

HEDGE'HOG-THIS'TLE, n. A plant, the cactus. 
HEDGE'-HYS-SOP, n. A plant, the gratiola. 
HEDGE'-MUS-TARD, n. A plant, the erysimum. 
HEDGE'-NET-TLE, 7i. A plant, the galeopsis. 
HEDGE'-NOTE, tz. A term of contempt for low writing. 
HEDGE'PIG, n. A young hedgehog. Shak. 
HEDGE'RoW, n. A row or series of shrubs or trees planted 

for inclosure, or separation of fields. 
HEDGE'-SPAR-ROW, n. A bird frequenting hedges. 
HEDGE'-YVRIT-ER, w. A Grub-street writer, or low author 
HEDG'ER, 71. One who makes hedges. . 
HEDG'ING, ppr. Inclosing with a hedge ; confining. 
HEED, r. t. [Sax. hedan.] To mind ; to regard with care; 

•„!. . .r, tr> - tn observe to take notice of; to attend to ; to observe 
HEED, TI. 1. Care ; attention. ° ra,,t,nn : 

for danger; notice ; circ"™0™ 
tion ; regard ; attention 

Caution ; care ; watch 
for danger; notice'; circumspection. 3. Notic e ; obserya-

4. Seriousness; a steady look. 

* See Synopsis MOVE, BOOK, DOVE BULL, UNITE,—€ as K ; G as J ; $ as Z; CII as SI!; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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HEED, v.i. TD mind ; to consider. Warton. 
HEED'ED,pp Noticed j observed ; regarded. 
HEED'FUL, a. 1. Attentive 3 observing 3 giving heed. 2. 

Watchful; cautious ; circumspect; wary. 
HEEDFIJL-LY, adv. 1. Attentively; carefully; cautious

ly. 2. Watchfully. 
IIEED'FJJL-NESS, n. Attention ; caution 5 vigilance; cir

cumspection 3 care. 
| HEEDI-LY, adv. Cautiously ; vigilantly. Diet. 
t HEEDH-NESS, 71. Caution 3 vigilance. Spenser. 
HEED/LESS, a. Inattentive ; careless ; negligent 3 thought

less 3 regardless 3 unobserving. 
HEED'LESS-LY, adv. Carelessly 3 negligently 3 inatten

tively 3 without care or circumspection. 
IlEED'LESS-NESS, n. Inattention 3 carelessness 3 thought

lessness 3 negligence. Locke. 
IIEEL, n. [Sax. hel, helaJ 1. The hind part of the foot. 

2. The whole foot. 3. The hind part of a shoe, either for 
man or beast. 4. The part of a stocking intended for the 
heel. 5. Something shaped like the human heel j a pro
tuberance or knob. 6. The latter part. 7. A spur. 8. 
The after end of a ship's keel; the lower end of the stern-
post to which it is connected 3 also, the lower end of a 
mast.— To be at the heels, to pursue closely 3 to follow 
hard 3 also, to attend closely.— To show the heels, to flee 3 
to run from.— To take to the heels, to flee 3 to betake to 
flight.— To lay by the heels, to fetter 3 to shackle 3 to con
fine.— To have the heels of, to outrun.—Areck and heels, 
the whole length of the body. 

IIEEL, v. i. To dance. Shak. 
IIEEL, v.t. 1. To arm a cock. 2. To add a heel to. 
IIEEL, v. i. [Sax. hyldan.] To incline 3 to lean. 
HEEL'ER,_n. A cock that strikes well with his heels. 
HEEL'-PIECE, n. 1. Armor for the heels. Chesterfield. 2. 

A piece of leather on the heel of a shoe. 
IIEEL'-PIECE, V. t. To put a piece of leather on a shoe-

heel. 
HEFT, n. [Sax. hefe.] 1. Heaving 3 effort 3 [oJs.] Shak. 

2. [D. heft.] A handle} a haft} [065.] Waller. 3. 
vv eight; ponderousness. [This use is common in popu
lar language in America. And we sometimes hear it used 
as a verb, as, to heft, to lift for the purpose of feeling or 
judging of the weight.J 

HEFT'ED, a. Heaved ; expressing agitation. Shak. 
IIEG, 71. A fairy 3 a witch. See HAG. 
HEGE-MON'IC, \ a. [Gr. rjyepoviKog.] Ruling; pre-
HEGE-MON'I-CAL, J dominairt. Fotherby. g' P 

* HE-GI RA, 71. [Ar. from hajara, to remove, to desert.1 In 
chronology, an epoch among the Mohammedans, from 
winch they compute time. The event which gave rise to 
'twas the flight of Mohammed from Mecca, July 16, A. D. 

5KEi?^?,r(lle*7er) n' [Sax- heafre.] A young cow. 
lifc.iGH-HO, (hPho). An exclamation expressing some de

gree of languor or uneasiness. Dryden has used it for the 
voice of exultation. 

/ (hlte) fS.ax* \eahth°, heatho, hehthe, 
ffrnLrpL L ] heotho, hethe, hihth, hyhthe. 1 
HTGHIH, (hlt-th) < 1. Elevation above the ground-

any indefinite distance above the earth. 2. The altitude 
of an object; the distance which any thing rises above its 
foot, basis or foundation. 3. Elevation of a star or other 
celestial luminary above the horizon. 4. Degree of lati 
tude, either north or south. 5. Distance of one thins 
above another. 6. A11 eminence 3 a summit 3 an elevated 
part of any thing. 7. A hill or mountain ; any elevated 
ground. 8. Elevation of rank ; station of dignity or office. 
9. Elevation w excellence of any kind, Is in power 
learning, arts. 10. Elevation in fame or reputation ll' 
Ltmost degree in extent or violence. 12. Utmost Vvtt' 
turn. 13. Ad van :e 3 degree 3 progress towards perfection 
or elevation. Adaison. 1 

HEIGHTEN, (hi tn) v. t. L To raise higner ; but not often 
•used in this literal sense. 2. To advance in progress 
towards a better state ; to improve ; to meliorate - to ?n 
crease in excellence. 3. To aggravate; to advance to 
wards a worse state; to augment in violence 
increase 4. To 

HEIGHTENED, (hl'tnd) pp. Raised higher; elevated-
exalted ; advanced ; improved 3 aggravated; increased ' 

HEIGHT'EN-ING, (hl'tn-ing) ppr. Raising 3 eTevatln- -
exalting; improving; increasing; aggravating 

HEIGHT'EN-ING, (hl'tn-ing) n. 1. The act of elevating • 
increase of excellence; improvement. 2. Aggravation • 
augmentation. 0 ' 

* HE 1'NOUS,) a. [The orthography hainous would be pref-
HAI'NOUS, i erable, as it gives the true pronunciation 

and derivation of this word, which is from the Fr. hai-
neux.] Properly, hateful; odious 3 hence, great, enormous 
aggravated. 

* FIEI'NOUS-LY, adv. Hatefully ; abominably ; enormously. 
* HEI'NOUS-NESS, n. Odiousness ; enormity. 
HEIR, (are) n. [Norm, hier, here.] 1. The man who suc

ceeds, or is to succeed another in the possession of lands, 

tenements and hereditaments, by descent. 2. One who 
inherits, or takes from an ancestor. 3. One who succeeds 
to the estate of a former possessor. 4. One who is entitled 
to possess. 

HEIR, (are) v. t. To inherit; to take possession of an 
estate of inheritance, after the death of the ancestor. 

HEIR-AP-PA'RENT, n. l:ie man who has an absolute and 
exclusive title to succeed to his estate or crown. 

HEIIt-PRE-SUMP'TIVE, n. One who, if the ancestor 
should die immediately, would be heir, but whose right 
of inheritance may be defeated by any contingency, as"by 
the birth of a nearer relative. 

HEIR'DoM, (are'duin) n. Succession by inheritance. Burke. 
HEIR'ESS, (are'es) n. A female heir 3 a female that inherits 

an estate ; an inheritrix. 
HEIR'LESS, (are'les) a. Destitute of an heir. 
HEIR'-LOOM, (are'loom) n. [heir, and Sax. loma.] Any 

furniture, movable, or personal chattel, which by Jaw de
scends to the heir with the house or freehold. 

HEIR'SHIP, (are ship) n. The state, character or privileges 
of an heir ; right of inheriting. 

HELD, pret. and pp. of hold. 
t HELE, v. t. [Li. celo.] To hide. Grower. 
HE-LL'A-€AL, a. [L. heliacus.] Emerging from the light 

of the sun, or passing into it. 
HE-LI'A-CAL-LY, adv. A star rises heliacally, when it 

emerges from the smPs light, so as to be visible. 
HEL'I-CAL, a. [Gr. iAi£.J Spiral 3 winding ; moving round. 

Wilkins. 
HEL'I-CITE, n. Fossil remains of the helix, a shell. 
HE'LING, n. [L. celo.] The covering of the roof of a build

ing ; written also hilling. 
HE-LI-O-CENT'RIC, a. [Fr. heliocentrique.] The heliocen

tric place of a planet is the place of the ecliptic in which 
the planet would appear to a spectator at the centre ol the 
sun. 

HE-LI-OL'A-TER, n. [Gr-j^Aioj and Aarnsuw.] A worship
er of the sun. Drummond. 

IIE-LI-OL'A-TRY, n. [Gr fatog and Xar«f£a.] The wor
ship of the sun, a branch of Sabianism. 

HE-LI-OM'E-TER, n. [Gr. ^ATOS and perpeo).] An instru
ment for measuring the diameter of the heavenly bodies. 

HE LI-O-SGOPE, 71. [Gr. 17A 10s and oKoireco.] A sort of tele
scope fitted for viewing the sun. 

HE'LI-O-STATE, n. [Gr. fotog and ararog.] An instrument 
by which a sunbeam may be steadily directed to one 
spot. 

HE'LI-O-TROPE, n. [Gr. fj\iog and roenco.] 1. Among the 
ancients, an instrument or machine for showing when the 
sun arrived at the tropies and the equinoctial line. 2. A 
genus of plants, the turnsole. 3. A mineral. 

HEL-IS-PHER'IG, ) a. Spiral. The helispherical line 
HEL-IS-PHER'I-€AL, ) is the rhomb line in navigation. 
HE;LIX, n. [Gr. i\i£.] 1. A spiral line; a winding; or 

something that is spiral.—2. In zoology, the snail-shell. 
HELL, 71. [Sax. hell, helle.] J. The place or state of pun

ishment for the wicked after death. 2. The place of the 
dead, or of souls after death 3 the lower regions, or the 
grave. 3. The pains of hell, temporal death, or agonies 
that dying persons feel, or which bring to the brink of the 
grave. 4. The gates of hell, the power and policy of Sa
tan and his instruments. 5. The infernal powers. 6. 
The place at a running play to which are carried those 
who are caught. 7. A place into which a tailor throws 
his shreds. 8. A dungeon or prison ; [obs.l 

HELL BLA€K, a. Black as hell. Shak. 
HELL-BORN, a. Born in hell. 
HELL'-BRED, a. Produced in hell. Spenser. 
HELL'-BREWED, a. Prepared in hell. 
HELL'-BROTH, n. A composition for infernal mirnose* 
HELL'-CAT, n. A witch ; a hag. Middleton. 
IIELL-GON-FOUND'ING, A. Defeating the infernal pow 

HELL'-DOOMED, a. Doomed or consigned to hell. Milton 
HELL'-G6V-ERNED, a. Directed by hell. Shak. 
HELL'-HAG, n. A hag of hell. 
HELL'-HAT-ED, a. Abhorred as hell. Shak. 
HELL'-HAUNT-ED, a. Haunted by the devil. 
HELL'-HOUND, n. A dog of hell 3 an agent of hell. 
HELL'-KITE, n. A kite of an infernal breed. 
HEL'LE-BORE, n. [L. helleborus.] The name of several 

plants of different genera, the most important of which 
are the black hellebore, Christmas rose, or Christmas 
flower. 

HEL'LE-BO-RISM, 71. A medicinal preparation of helle
bore. Ferrand. 

HEL-LE'NI-AN, ) a. [Gr. iWyviKog, eXXrjviog.] Pertaining 
HEL-LEN'IC, ) to the Hellenes, or inhabitants ol 

Greece. 
HEL'LEN-ISM, 71. [Gr. iWyvtvpog.] A phrase in the idiom 

genius or construction of the Greek language. 
IIEL'LEN-IST, n. [Gr. IWyviaTrjg.] 1. A Grecian Jew; a 

See Synopsis A. E, I, <5, 0 Y, HMG.-FAR. FALL, WH£T PREY;-PIN, MARINE, BIRD F Obsolete. 
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Tew who used the Greek language. 2 One skilled in the 
Greek language. > 

k,EL-LE-NIS'Tl€, a. Pertaining to the Hellenists. 
HEL-LE NIS'TI-GAL-LY, ado. According to the Helle

nistic dialect. Gregory. 
HEL'LE-NIZE, v. i. To use the Greek language. 
HEL'LES-PONT, v. A narrow strait between Europe ana 

Asia, now called the Dardanelles. 
HEL-LES-PONTINE, a. Pertaining to 1 he Hellespont, 
t HEL'LI-ER, A tiler or slater. SCCHELE. 
HELL'ISH, a. 1. Pertaining to hell. 2. Like hell in quali

ties ; infernal; malignant ; wicked : detestable. 
HELL'ISH-LY, adv. Infernally ; with extreme malignity, 

wickedly; detestably. Bp. Barlow. . , , 
HELL'ISH-NESS, n. The qualities of hell or of its inhabit

ants ; extreme wickedness, malignity or impiety. 
IIELL'WARD, ado. Towards hell. Pope. 
HELL'Y, a. Having the qualities of hell. Anderson. 
HELM, a termination, denotes defense ; as m Sighelm, vic-

HELMTn.^S'. helma; G. helm.] 1 The instrument by 
which a ship is steered. 2. Station of government; the 
place of direction or management. 

HELM, v.t. 1. To steer ; to guide ; to direct; [little used.J 
Shak. 2. To cover with a helmet. Milton. 

HELM, ) n. [Sax. helm.] 1. Defensive armor for the 
IIELM'ET, head; a head-piece; a morion. 2. The 

part of a coat of arms that bears the crest. 3. The upper 
part of a retort.—4. In botany, the upper lip of a ringent 
corol. 

SIS-ED, ( "• Furnished with a helmet. 
HEL-MINTHIC, a [Gr. iX/nvj.] Expelling worms. 
IIEL-MIN'THIC, n A medicine for expelling worms. 
HEL-MIN-THO-LOG'IC, ) a. Pertaining to worms or 
HEL-MIN-THO-LOG'I GAL, \ vermes. . ^ 
HEL-MIN TIIOL'O-GIST, n. One who is versed m the 

natural history of vermes. ^ 
HEL-M1N-THOL O-GY, n. [Gr. tXpivs and Xoyog.] The 

science or knowledge of vermes ; the description and 
natural histofy of vermes. V1 In Q 

HELM'LESS, a. 1. Destitute of a helmet. 2. Without a 
helm. , . , 

HELMS'MAN, n. The man at the helm. 
HELM'WIND, v. A wind in the mountainous parts ot 

England, so called. Burn. 
HEL'OT-ISM, 71. Slavery ; the condition of the Helots, 

" slaves in Sparta. Stephens. 
IIELP, v. t. a regular verb ; the old past tense and partici 

pie holp and holpen being obsolete. [W. helpuj Sax. helpan, 
hylpan.] 1. To aid ; to assist; to lend strength or means to
wards effecting a purpose. 2. To assist; to succor; to 
lend means of deliverance. 3. To relieve ; to cure, or to 
mitigate pain or disease. 4. To remedy ; to change!for 
the better. 5. To prevent; to hinder. 6. To forbear, to 
avoid.— To help forward, to advance by assistance. To 
help on, to forward ; to promote by aid.—To help 
aid in delivering from difficulty.-7'o /i^ ^er, to enable 
to surmount.— To help off., to remove by help.—To help to, 
to supply with; to furnish with. 

HELP, v. i. To lend aid ; to contribute strength or means.— 
To help out, to lend aid ; to bring a supply. 

HELP, n. [W. help.] 1. Aid ; assistance. 2. That which 
gives assistance ; he or that which contributes to advance 
a purpose. 3. Remedy ; relief. 4. A hired man or wo
man ; a servant. United States. o .. 

HELP'ER, n. 1. One that helps, aids or assists ; an assist
ant ; an auxiliary. 2. One that furnishes or administers 
a remedy. 3. One that supplies with any thing wanted, 
with to. 4. A supernumerary servant. 

HELP'FfJL, a. 1. That gives aid or assistance; that fur
nishes means of promoting an object; useful. 2. 
some ; salutary. . . 

HELP'FUL-NESS, n. Assistance ; usefulness. 
HELP'LESS, a. 1. Without help in one s self; destitute of 

the power or means to succor or r|lieve oj1® s ™heln: 
Destitute of support or assistance. 3. Admitt ng no help, 
irremediable ; [not used.] 4. Unsupplied; destitute, [o^.J 

IIELP'LESS-LY, adv. Without succor. Kid. 
IIELP'LESS-N ESS, n. Want of strength or ability, in

ability. . 
hurry and 

IIE™VE|0(h'clv^?/5[Sax. Keif.] The handle of an ase or 

HELVE*'(helv) v. t. To furnish with a ™ 
HEL-VET'I€, a. [Sax. Hcefelden.] Designating what per

tains to the Helvetii, or to the Swiss. 
HEL'VIN, TI. A mineral of a yellowish color. 
HEM, TI. [Sax. hem.] 1. The border of a SarmeM, doubled 

and sewed to strengthen it, and prevent the raveling of 
the threads. 2. Edge ; border. 3. A particular sound of 
the human voice, expressed by the word hem. 

HEM, v. t. 1. To form a hem or border; to fold and sew 
down the edge of cloth to strengthen it. 2. To border; 
to edge.— To hem in, to inclose and confine ; to surround, 
to environ. 

HEM, v. i. [D. hemmcn ] To make the sound expressed by 
the word hem. 

HEM'A-GIIATE, n. [Gr. aipa and a^arr^.] A species of 
agate, of a blood color. 

HEM'A-TIN, 7i. The coloring principle of logwood. 
HEM'A-TITE, n. [Gr. aipanrys.] The name of two ores of 

iron, the red hematite, and the brown hematite. 
IIEM-A-TIT'I€, a. Pertaining to hematite. 
HEM'A-TOPE, v. The sea-pye, a fowl. 
HEM-ER-O-BAP'TIST, n. [Gr. f/pepa and fianrco.] One of 

a sect among the Jews who bathed every day. 
IIEM'T, in composition, from the Gr. rjpicvs, signifies half, 

like demi and scrni. 
HEM'I-CRA-NY, n. [Gr. fjpi<ri>s and Kpaviov.] A pain that 

affects only one side of the head. 
HEXf'I-CY-CLE, n. [Gr. fyuxwcXos.] A half circle. 
HE-MID'I-TONE, n. In Greek mitsic, the lesser third 
HEM'I-NA, 71. [L.] 1. In Roman antiquity, a measure con

taining half a sextary.—2. In medicine, a measure equal to 
about ten ounces. 

HEM'I-PLE-GY, TI. [Gr. yuicrog and 17X17/17.] A palsy that 
affects one half of the body. 

IIE-MIP'TER, ) TI. [Gr. and rrepov.] An order of 
HE-MTPTE-RA, J insects. . 
HE-MIP'TE-RAL, a. Having the upper wings half crustd-

ceous and half membranaceous. 
HEM'I-SPHERE, n. [Gr. fipiccpcupiov.] 1. A half sphere ; 

one half of a sphere or globe, when divided by a plane 
passing through its centre.—In astronomy, one half the 
mundane sphere. 2. A map or projection of half the ter
restrial globe. 

HEM-I-SPHERHG, J a. Containing half a sphere or 
HEM-I-SPHER'I-CAL, ] globe. 
* HEM'I-STICH, TI. [Gr. fjpiarixiov.] Half a poetic verse, 

or a verse not completed. Dry den. 
HE-MIS'TI-CHAL, a. Pertaining to a hemistich; denoting 

a division of the verse. TVarton. 
HEM'I-TONE, TI. [Gr. fipiroviov.] A half tone in music ; 

now called a semitone. 
HEM'I-TROPE, a. [Gr. fiptevg and rpeirto.] Half turned ; a 

hemitrope crystal is one in which one segment is turned 
through half the circumference of a circle. 

HEM'LOC, n. [Sax. hemleac.] 1. A plant of the genus 
conium, whose leaves and root are poisonous. 2. A tree 
of the genus pinus, an evergreen. 3. A poison, an infu
sion or decoction of the poisonous plant. 

HEM'MEL, 71. A shed ; a hovel; a covering for cattle. 
HE-MOP'TY-SIS, I a. [Gr. aipa and nruais.] A spitting of 
HE-MOP'TO-E, j blood. 
HEM'OR-RHAGE, ) TI. [Gr. aipoppayia.] A flux of blood 
HEM'OR-RHA-GY, $ proceeding from the rupture of a 

blood vessel, or some other cause. 
IIEM'OR-RHA-GIC, a. Pertaining to a flux of blood; con

sisting in hemorrhage. 
HEM'OR-RHOIDS, n. [Gr. aipoppots.J A discharge of 

blood from the vessels of the anus ; the piles ; in Scripture 

HEXLOR-RHOID'AL, a. 1. Pertaining to the hemorrhoids. 
2. Consisting in a flux of blood from the vessels of the 

HEMP, ti. [Sax. henep ; G hanf.] 1. A fibrous plant consti
tuting the genus cannabis, whose skin or bark is used tor 
clotli°and cordage. 2. The skin or rind of the plant, pre 
pared for spinning. 

HEMP-AG'RI-MO-NY, 71. A plant. 
HEMPEN, (hemp'n) a. Made of hemp. 
HEMP'Y, a. Like hemp. [Unusual.] Howell . , f 
HEN, 7?. [Sax. hen, henne.] The female ofran^ "fth„ 

fowl; but it is particularly applied to the female of th 
domestic fowl of the gallinaceous kind. 

HEN'BANE, 71. A plant, the hyoscyamus. Hncyc. 
HEN'BIT, n. A plant, the ivy-leaved speed-well. 
HEN'-COOP, n. A coop or cage for fowls. 
HEN'-DRTV-ER, TI. A kind of hawk. Walton. _ 
HEN'-HARM, \ n. A species of kite, pygarg 
IIEN'-HAR-RIER, ] worth. dastardly 
HEN'HEART-ED, a. Cowardly ytimid , da 
IIEN'HOUSE, 71. A house or shelter ^T.^WD de7U 
HEN'PECKED, a. Governedby ^ Yry^est at night. 
HEN'ROOST, 71. A place> w here P°™TRY Johnson. 
HENS'FEET, n. A From this place. 2. 
HENCE, (hens) adv. 3; From this cause or rea-

From this time; tn the lu ."nference or deduction from 
son, noting a conseque_ , From this source or orig-

ft™ 

me iiuman vniRR. p.xpresbeu uv wjo " —-
L__ —7; 77TTq z • CH as SII; TH as in this, t Obsolete. 

• See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, D6VE ;—BULL, UNITE.—€ as K ; G as , 
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not strictly correct—Hence, as a verb, to send off. as used 
by Sidney, is improper. ' 

HeK'forwa (hensjdrth) adv. From this time forward. «*• Fl°m "'iS °me 

' A page , 

WoidV"^ *' U JSax. hentan.] 2. To seize • to 
f HPvn ^ 2-J? crowa> t0 Press &n. 
irmr'T?' °r ^ENDY, a. Gentle. Chaucer. 

?"f|G'A-GON, n. [Gr. evSe/ca and ycnvia.] In geomc-
Frp\r'i^^U[e oPe]even sides, and as many angles. 

A rap^r^YLrLfBL£' M* ^Gr< and ffvAAa/fy.] nn», 5 cal iine oPeleven syllables. 
used^n£iadSnV»' ^Gr,J / figu,re' vvhen two nouns are used instead of a noun and an adjective. 
rnrJimA fi Tilft fruit of wild brier> or dog-rose ; o written Az>. Bacon. 3 

alkaP U' ^L' hepar'] A combination of sulphur with an 

nl-PAT'LEAL, I "'liver. iepatiews-) Pertaining to the 

UEP' a' tirv'' ^  ̂ r n o r  m i n e r a I ;  f e t i d  s u l p h a t e  o f  b a r y  t e s .  
gen gas. impregnate with sulplmreted hydro-

Uete^hT/dZr™'/f^mpreSnated orcombined withsulphur-
HEP-A-TOS'GO-PY, n. [Gr. and o7co7r£w.] The art or 
IlEPPfiN °* TSfU'T "'^"ing the liver of animals. 

Grose. [ h^pltc.] Neat; decent; comfortable. 
HEPS, 71. The berries of the hep-tree. 
HEP-TA-€AP'SU-LAR, e. [Gr. irra, and L. cavsula 1 

Having seven cells or cavities for seeds. P "'-1 

IIEP'TA-€HORD, n. [Gr. rirra and vopdn-l A svstem of 
even sounds.—In ancient poetry, verses sung or played on 

seven chords or different notes. 8 P 7 °n 

HEP'TA-GON, 7i. [Gr. inra and yovia.l In seometrv a 
5m rl c<?asistlng of seven sides and as many angles.-—'in 

IIEP TAgJo Va r G lwat ^ Seven bastions for defense. 
WFP'TA Avw rn HaVing seven angles or sides. 

?hatY™'nnpis[tUs. ™Ta and y"V"-] In a P,ant 

rip P a' Havin8 seven pistils. 
, PA~HEX-A-HE'I)RA1i, a. [Gr. eirra, and L. hezahe-

eachrn^?61111^ s.even.ranges of faces one above another, eacn range containing six faces. 17' PT A \jri n _ 

HER 

rTT,n ^ vviuuiUIUg OlA idtcs. 

SSWltf1 ̂ -1 

aDd In 3 
HEP TA¥irnriAAN' Havin£ sevenstamens, 

ing seven angVet ' [Gr' ™Ta' a"d L" Hav-

'r|1vJn^eavI,L'L0US' [Gr- and Having 

HEpir AR'eHl?'p"' De,noti,ng a_seven/old government. 
chy! H'a ™? ' A rU'er °f 0ne dlvision °f a heptar-

HEPTAR-GHY, n. [Gr. i-nra and apyij.] A government hv 
seven persons, or the country governed bv feveZ^S! 7 

when under 

Irpn 7tT x ' *.•Th® Wlld dog-rose, a species of rLn 

?. It is used before neuter nouns in perScSio/6"1)]6' 
is also used as a pronoun or substitute for a female i^T 
"Sn casf'aftfr a verb or PrePosition. a'e m the 

HER'ALD, n. [Fr.heraut, for herault.1 1. An offirpr 
business was to denounce or proclaim war tn whose 

battle, to proclaim peace, and to be™ mes'sSree f^ngt,.to 

commander of an army. '2. A proclaim?r ; a plblishe^ "le 

A forerunner; a precursor; a harbinger. 4 Z5EL • 
Great Britain, whose business is to marshal orJS? 3 
conduct royal cavalcades, ceremoni« « coronafi™„d 

royal marriages, installations, creations of dukes S 
other nobles embassies funeral processions, declaration? 
of war, proclamations of peace, &c.; also, to record aZd 
blazon the arms of the nobility and gentry, and to rem, 
late abuses therein.—5. Formerly, applied by the French 
to a minstrel. uta 

HER'ALD v. t. To introduce, as by a herald. 
Hheraklrj?I€!' °r H£"RAL DI€' a' Pertaimng to heralds or 
HER-ALD'RY, «. The art or office of a herald; the art of 

recording genealogies, and blazoning arms or ensimis 
armorial. ° 

w* Tbe office of a herald. Selden. 
HERB, (erb) n. [L. herba ; Fr. herbe.] 1. A plant or vegeta-

ble with a soft or succulent stalk or stem, which dies tote 
root every year—2. In the Li,mean botany, thct mitof« 
vegetable which springs from the root and is terminated by the fructification. "auunated 

2SR£/-€IIRIST/°-i>heRj w. A plant. 
HEofpROnJ' U' n P,larlt> a sPecies of geranium. 

HERIPAG^, (erb'^ej a. [Fr"r I'^Herits^coileatel'y • 
grass ; pasture ; green food for beasts.-2. In law the& 
mam " pasture m tbe forest or grounds of another 

HERB'AEE«' (?rb?jKd) aC Govered witb grass. Thomson. 
e!r- *• ' * 2 ook tbat contains the names and de-
oTn Z 0 Plants* 2. A hortus siccus, or dry garden • 

HERB'TC. tergToll3!"8' ^ ~' 

nmke^collection's of p^rite." Ski"ed P'ante; 006 wta 

gfS-IP H-Bo^.°f<wedpiante' 
Agarden of plants. Warton. 

S S E T ' A  s m a 1 1  h e r b - s h a k ' 
HPR:RF«feATr/orwicrC^' an arbor- See Herbary. 
HERB'ID ri 'Z' ;J/2" ^fr^esccns-] Growing into herbs 
HER RrV/npftro Covered with lierbs. 

J , ' a' tL' herba and voro. 1 Eating herbs-
herbaceous plants. J almg fterbS} 

Destitute»of herbs. Warton. 

Bs-asl 

io n f' v- l- To search for plants, or to seek new 
t e P^r„ d m PclS,thim.aVieW 4° aSCertaia their dlMC-

HFnRminem)?Et^/'ATo figUrei form the "Sures of plants 

Hpiant?"RsIaEk?rSil|U"d; C="8 

2-Form" residence^ [Germ* herberff-] Place of temporary 

HERB'U LSFNT[^* h°rbo™s:'] Abounding with herbs. 
hSwmAVr®; Containing herbs. Diet. 
HERB'Y *a I^vi?n?rtb/WHm n'A woman that sells herbs. 
"HER-€U?LE 7x8 thr®natuJe°Pherbs. [L.*.] Bacon. 

J^nXtrelTiZ^ ^ 3" 0f 
in 016 nort"°™ b-i-

forest in Germanyf*0"' ffercymDenoting an extensive 
HS "• [8?^- ''erd' hem~d-J A collection or assem-

2 A com nan r '? or driven together 
a'cmwd?a%b°WemeD " Pe°P'e> * "" » 

T,"^r used except in composition. * °m 01 

HERD, v. z. 1. To unite or associate, as beasts • to feefi nr 
tunin collectlons- 2. To associate. ' 66d °r 

t HERD'FSS «° 0rlPUVnt0 a herd- B- Jonson. 
I lHFRnzpfnV^rAshAP,herdess* ffiS 'J* A keeper of a herd. Spenser. 
HpS?aVi Afociatmg in companies! 
HERDS/MAN, n^endingeSs of ecatt4 0ne2emplo^d ia the owner of a herd. oi cattle. 2. Formerly, 
HERE, adv. [Goth, and Sax. her : G., D. /zfer 1 1 Tn tn;a 

place; m the place where the speaker is present 2 Tn 
the present life or state. 3. It is used in makfn *'nn A#r 
or attempt. 4. In drinking health.—VS S"Sa °ffer 

tAcre, it is neither in this place nor in that • niitlT ^ nor 

place nor in another.-Hereand the re in' ,n °nf 
h?egu!L;iyn a dispersed manner or con;,ition. tttoiy; of 

HERE'A-BOUT, ) 7 
HERE'A-BOUTS, I About this place. Addison. 

®SXf.TnaVu"tes^.,ime,OCOme' in some 

pRiAnS: "Auhfa.ure state-Mitson 
adv' Bythis- watts. 

EEEE-IN' ad?;. In this. 
Hf r w "J2t, adv• Int0 this* Hooker. 
Wrf52~2 » adv* 0Ptbis i frora this. Shah. 
gfRE-ON' adv. On this. Brown. 
HERF'TO/ 'f**V°S!0f thisplace- Spenser. rm.Kji.-i O', adv. To this ; add to this. 

- Synopsis. A, £> I. o, t, 7, ieag.-FAR, FALL. WHAT PRgy j—PIN, MArTneTbHuT-
t Obsolete 
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HERE-TO-FoRE', adv. In times before the present; for-

merly. 
adv' T° Hooker. 

HERE-UP-ON', adv. On this. 
HERE-YVITH', adv. With tliis.—Most of the compounds of 

here and a preposition, are obsolete or obsolescent, 01 at 
least are deemed inelegant. 

IIE-RED'IT-A-BLE, a. [L. fucreditas.] That may be in
herited. [wVot much used.] Locke. 

HE-REDTT-A-BLY, adv. By inheritance. Tooke, Russ. 
Encyc. 

* HER-E-DIT'A-MENT, n. [L. hares, hceredium.] Any 
species of property that may be inherited. 

HE-RED'I-TA RI-LY, adv. By inheritance; by descent 
from an ancestor. Pope. 

HE-RED'I-TA-RY, a. [Fr. hereditaire.] 1. That has de
scended from an ancestor. 2. That may descend from an 
ancestor to an heir; descendible to an heir at law. 3. 

, »TJ?at is or may be transmitted from a parent to a child, 
T HER'E-MIT, n. A hermit. Bp. Hall. 
HER-E-MIT'I-EAL, a. Solitary ; secluded from society. 

Pope. See HERMITICAL. 
* HER'E-SI-AR€H, or HE-RE'SI-AR€H, n. [Gr. aipsaig 

and ap%og.J A leader in heresy : the chief of a sect of 
heretics. 

HER'E-SI-AR-GHY, n. Chief heresy. 
HER'E-SY, n. [Gr. aiptatg ; L. hceresis.] 1 A fundamental 

error in religion, or an error of opinion espectiug some 
fundamental doctrine of religion. But in tountries where 
there is an established church, an opinion is deemed her
esy. when it differs from that of the church.—In Scripture, 
and primitive usage, heresy meant merely sect, party, or 
the doctrines of a sect, as we now use denomination, or 
persuasion, implying no reproach.—2. Heresy, in law, is an 
offense against Christianity, consisting in a denial of some 
of its essential doctrines, publicly avowed and obstinately 
maintained. 3. An untenable or unsound opinion or doc
trine in politics. Swift. 

HER'E-TIC, n. [Gr. atpcrixoff.] 1. A person under any re
ligion, but particularly the Christian, who holds and 
teaches opinions repugnant to the established faith, or 
that which is made the standard of orthodoxy. 2. Any 
one who maintains erroneous opinions. Shak. 

HE-RET'I-CAL, a. Containing heresy ; contrary to the 
established faith, or to the true faith. 

HE-RET'I-CAL-LY, adv. In an heretical manner: with 
heresy. 

HER'E-TOG, ) n. [Sax. heretoga.] Among our Saxon an-
HER'E-TOCH, ) cestors, the leader or commander of an 

army. 
HER'I-OT, n. [Sax. her eg eat.] In English law, a tribute or 

fine payable to the lord of the fee on the decease of the 
owner, landholder, or vassal. 

IIERT-OT-A-BLE, a. Subject to the payment of a heriot. 
HER'ISSON, n. [Fr.] In fortification, a beam or bar 

armed with iron spikes. 
HER'I-TA-BLE, a. 1. Capable of inheriting, or taking by 

descent. 2. That may be inherited. 3. Annexed to estates 
of inheritance. 

HER'I-TAGE, n. [Fr.] 1. Inheritance ; an estate that passes 
from an ancestor to an heir by descent or course of law ; 
that which is inherited.—2. In Scripture, the saints or 
people of God. 

HER-MAPH-RO-DE'I-TY, 71. Hermaphrodism. 
HER-MAPH'RO-DISM, n. The union of the two sexes in 

the same individual. 
HER-MAPH'RO-DITE, 7i. [Fr. ; Gr. IppacfipoSiTog.] 1. A 

human being, having the parts of generation both of male 
and female.—2. In botany, a flower that contains both the 
anther and the stigma. 3. A plant that has only hermaph
rodite flowers. 

HER-MAPH'RO-DITE, a. Designating both sexes in the 
same animal, flower or plant. 

HER-MAPH-RO-DIT'IG, ) „ . . . „ 
HER-MAPH-RO-DIT'I-CAL f a' Partaking of both sexes. 
HER-MAPH-RO-DIT'I-CAI^LY, adv. After the manner 

of hermaphrodites. 
' a' [Gr. tpprjvevriKog.] Interpret-

HER-ME-NEU'TI-€AL, ] ing ; explaining ; unfolding the 
signification. 

HER-ME-NEU<TI-€AL-LY, adv. According to the true art 
ir£r,1IiterpretiI)£ words. M. Stuart. 
HLR-ME-NEU'TICS, n. The art of finding the meaning of an 
urn ™C™words and Phrases, and of explaining it toothers. 
HF» la' [Fr. hermetique.] 1. Designating 

in •». I-CAL, | chemistry; chemical. 2. Designat-
i"g that species of philosophy which pretends to solve 

e.xP|am all the phenomena of nature from the three 
emical principles, salt, sulphur and mercury. 3. De3ig-

ani1 ,? "e system which explains the causes of diseases 
herm^tl oper1afions of medicine, on the principles of the 
can escape hy* 4* Perfectly close, so that no air 

HES 
Uc^mif-div"eHL"^Y' ado' According to the hermetic ait 
TJ y9 closejy • accurately. 

socletv and lives" 2* A Person who retires fr 
rbeSfn K o1', e' a re?Iuse 5 an anchoret. 2. 

HERW Ti^P « 1 S3, 1° fbr another-1* 1 he habitation of a hermit. 2. A cell 
of wine 1 annejced to au abbey. 3. A kind 

Hfome"bbeyRY' A Ce" for the reliSi°us anneied to 

A f?mS'e hcrmit' 'lain!nS to a hermit, or to re-tired life. 2. Suited to a hermit. 
HER-MO-DA€'TYL, n. [Gr. Ipuyg and SaxrvXog.] In ma. 
TT™t(Z?Ae(ilc-a> a root brought from Turkey. Encyc. 

IO-GE'NI-ANS, n. A sect of ancient Heretics. 
HERN, 71. A heron, which see. 
HERN HILL, n. A plant. 
HERN'I-A, 71. [L.J In surgery, a rupture; a descent of the 

intestines or omentum from their natural place, 
f HERN'SIIAW, 71. A he. on. Spenser. 
HE'RO, 71. [L. heros.] 1. A man of distinguished val">r. in

trepidity or enterprise in danger. 2. A great, illustrious 
or extraordinary person.—3. In a poem, or romance, the 
principal personage, or the person who has the principal 
share m the transactions related.—4. In pagan mythology, 
a hero was an illustrious person, supposed after his death 
to be placed among the gods. 

HE-Ro'DI-ANS, 71. A sect among the Jews. 
HE-Ro'I€, a. Pertaining to a hero or heroes. 2. Becom -

ing a hero 5 bold ; daring; illustrious. 3. Brave ; intrepid • 
magnanimous ; enterprising ; illustrious for valor. 4. 
Productive of heroes. 5. Reciting the achievements of 
heroes. 6. Used in heroic poetry or hexameter.—Heroic 
age, the age when the heroes, or those called tne children 
of the gods, are supposed to have lived. 

gE-gQ'f-GAL, a. The same as heroic. [Little used.] 
HE-Ko I-CAL-LY, adv. In the manner of a hero: with 

valor j bravely; courageously ;. intrepidly. 
a r . Consistin8 of the herric and 

bml^sque ludicrous; denoting the high 
* HER'O-INE, (her'o-in) 71. [Fr. heroine.] A female hero: a 
* brave spirit. yHeroess is not in use.] 

HER O-ISM, n. [Fr. heroisme.] The qualities of a hero : 
bravery; courage; intrepidity. ' 

555'22'n v tFr*J A ,arSe fowl that devours fish. 
HIR'ON-SHAW, j 'Mplace wierellerons breed-
HEyRO-SHIP, 7I. The character of a hero. Cowpcr. 
HER'PE?, 71. [Gr. tpitrjg.] Tetters; an eruption on the 

skin ; erysipelas; ringworm, &c. 
HER-PET'I€, a. Pertaining to the herpes or cutaneous 

eruptions; resembling the herpes. 
HER-PET-0-LOG'I€, ) „ 
HER-PET-0-LOG'J-€AL, A' Pertaming to herpetology. 
HER-PE-TOL'O-GIST, n. A person versed in herpetology, 

or the natural history of reptiles. 
HER-PE-TOL'O-GY, 71. [Gr. tpirsrog.] A description of 
TT^,ep s' Jbe natural history of reptiles. 

fame^E' °f P v' ^mP walking ; to go 
hcpring.] A small sea fish. 

HFRRN^?TTTm? ER~X' 71' The fishing for herrings. HERRIS-HUT'ER, n. [from the German huth des herrn. the 
assumed name of the habitation of the original Hernihut-
ers.] One ofa sect, established by Nicholas Lewis, count 
o^Zmzendorf, called also Moravians. 
TiT. • ^ lVr.z^ Pron- fem. possessive j as, this house is hers, 
thatis, this is the house of her. , ' 

HER bOHEL (her'shel) n. A planet discovered by Dr. Her-
sctiet, in 1781. 

n' [Pr* herse.] 1. In fortification, a lattice 
or portcullis, in the form of a harrow, set with iron spikes. 

A carriage for bearing corpses to the grave. 3. A tem-
[noflised jnument set over a grave. 4. A funeral eulogv ; 

HERSE, (hers) v. t. 1. To put on or in a herse. Shak. 2. 
<*rry to the grave. 

HER-SELF', pron. [her and self.] 1. This denotes a fe
male, the subject of discourse before mentioned, and is 
either in the nominative or objective case. 2. Having 
the command of herself; mistress of her rational powers, 
joogment or temper. 3. In her true character. 

HERSE'LIKE,- (hers'llke) a. Funereal; suitable to funerals. 
Bacon. 

HERS'IL-LON, n. In the military art, a plank or beam. 
gppST, or HEURST. The same with hyrst. 
t HER'Y, V. t. [Sax. herian.] To regard as holy. 
HES'I-TAN-CY, 71. A doubting ; a pausing to consider , 

dubiousness; suspense. 
HES'I-TANT, a. Hesitating; pausing; wanting volubility 

of speech. 
HES'I-TATE, V. i. [L. Jussito.] 1. To stop or pause 

- w. MOVE. BQOK, DOVE BULI UNITE.—€ as K ; G as J ; S as Z ; CH as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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re specting decision or action ; to be doubtful as to fact, prin
ciple or determination; to be in suspense. 2. To stam
mer ; to stop in speaking. 

HES'I-TA-TING,ppr. Doubting: pausing: stammering. 
HE$ 1-TA-TING-LY, ado. With hesitation or doubt. 
HES-I-TA'TION, «. 1. A pausing or delay in forming an 

opinion or commencing action ; doubt. 2. A stopping in 
speech; intermission between words; stammering. 

1 HRSX, n. (Sax. hase.] Command ; precept; injunction; 
order^ 

HES-PE'RI-AN, a. [L. hesperius.] Western; situated at 
the west. 

HES-PE RI-AN, n. An inliabitant of a western country. 
HES'TERN. See YESTBKW. 
HET'E-RAR-€HY, n. [Gr. irepog and aPY»7.] The govern

ment of an alien. Bp. Hall. 
* HET'E-RO-€LITE, n. [Gr. irepoK\irov 1 1. In grammar., 

a word which is irregular or anomalous. 2. Any thing 
or person deviating from common forms. 

HET'E-RO-€LITE, ) a. Irregular; anomalous* devi-
HET-E-KO-CLIT'IC, > ating from ordinary forms or 
HET-E-RO-CLITT-CAL,) rules, 
f IIET-E-ROC'LI-TOUS, a. Heteroclitic. 
HET'E-RO-DOX, a. [Gr. irepoj and <5o|<z.] 1. In 6Jf, 

heretical; contrary to the faith and doctrines of the true 
church. 2. Repugnant to the doctrines or tenets of any 
established church. 3. Holding opinions repugnant to 
the doctrines of the Scriptures, or contrary to those of an 
established church, 

t HET'E-RO-DOX, n. An opinion peculiar. 
HET'E-RO-DOX-Y, n. Heresy; an opinion or doctrine 

contrary to the doctrines of the Scriptures, or contrary to 
those of an established church, 

f HET'E-RO-GE]\E, a. See the next word. 
* HET-E-RO-GE'NE-AL, or * HET-E-RO-GE'NE-OUS, a. 

[Gr. ireoog and yevog.] Of a different kind or nature ; un
like or dissimilar in kind. 

HET-E-RO-GE-NK'I-TY, n. 1. Opposition of nature; com 
trariety or dissimilitude of qualities ; [ill formed.] 2. 
Dissimilar part; something of a different kind. 

* HET-E-RO-GE'NE'-OUS-NESS, n. Difference of nature 
and quality ; dissimilitude or contrariety in kind. 

HET-E-ROPH'YL-LOUS, a. [Gr. irepog and duXXov.J 
Producing a diversity of leaves. 

HET-E-ROP'TI€S, n. False optics. Spectator. 
IIE1 -E-ROS'CIAN, n. [Gr. trepog and crma.] Those inhab

itants of the earth are called Heteroscians, whose shadows 
fall one way only. Such are those who live between the 
tropics and the polar circles. 

HET-E-ROS'CIAN, a. Having the shadow fall one wav 
only. Gregory. 

HET'TER, a. Eager; earnest; keen. Grose. 
HEu-LAN-DITE, a. A mineral. 
MEW, 7;. t..; pret. hewed ,• pp. heioed, or hewn. [Sax. heawian.l 

1. I o cut with an axe, or other like instrument, for the 
purpose of making an even surface or side. 2. To chon • 
to cut: to hack. 3. To cut with a chisel; to make smooth! 
4. Jo form or shape with an edged instrument; withowt. 
5. To form laboriously. 

^Destruction by cutting down. Spenser. 2. 
H™'™' PP- and made smooth or even; chopped : 

hacked; shaped by cutting, or by a chisel. ' 
HEW'ERJ One who hews wood or stone. 

) ING> PPr- Cutting and making smooth or even - chon-
pmg; hacking; forming by the chisel. P 

HEWN, pp. The same as hewed. 
HEX'A -CHORD, n. [Gr. /£ and vooSn 1 Tn 

six chords6Ct Ch°rd CaUed a aix^ > also> an instrume^t^of 

"df fiAnf«seJ^i°US' [Gr'i|and Having 
HEX A1»E. n [Gr. if 1 A series of six numbers. 
HEX' A-GON, N [Gr. and yaivia.] In geometry, a figure 

of six sides am six angles. Jl "gore 
HEX-AG'O-NAL. a. Having six sides and six ancle* 
HEX AG'O-NY, tor hexagon, is not used. 
HEX A-GYN, n. [Gr. and yvvrj.] In botany, a plant that 

lias six pistils. 
HEX-A-GYN'I-AN, a. Having six pistils. 
HEX-A-HE'DRAL, a. Of the figure of a hexahedron • hav 

ing six equal sides. 3 

HEX-A-HE'DRON, n. [Gr. and e6pa.] A regular solid 
body of six sides; a cube. 

HEX-A-HEM'E-RON, n. [Gr. and npepa.] The term of 
six days. Good. 

HEX-AM'E-TER, n. [Gr. if and perpov.] In ancient poetni 
a verse of six feet. 1,3 

HEX-AME-TER, a. Having six metrical feet. 
HEX-A-MET'RIC, ) a. Consisting of six metrical feet 
HEX-A-MET'RI-CAL, ( Warton. \ 

HEX-AN'DER, n. [Gr. tf and avrjp.J In botany, a plant 
having six stamens. 

HEX-AN'DRI-AN, a. Having six stamens. 
HEX-AN'GU-LAR, a. [Gr. if, and angular.] Having six 

angles or corners. 
IIEX'A-PED, a. [Gr. if and irovg.] Having six feet. 
HEX'A-PED, n. 1. An animal having six feet. [Johnson 

writes this hexapod.] 2. A fathom ; [ofo.] 
HEX-A-PET'A-LOUS, a. [Gr. if and 7reraXov.] Having 

six petals or flower-leaves. 
HEX-APH'YL-LOUS, a. [Gr. if and <pv\\ov.] Having six 

leaves. 
HEX'A-PLAR, a. [Gr. if and an\o(o.] Sextuple; contain

ing six columns. 
HEX'A-STICH, n. [Gr. if and cTiyog.] A poem consisting 

of six verses. 
HEX'A-STYLE, n. [Gr. if and A building with 

six columns in front. Encyc. 
HEY. An exclamation of joy or mutual exhortation. 
HEY'DAY, exclam. An expression of frolick and exulta

tion, and sometimes of wonder. Shak. 
HEY'DAY, n. A frolick; wildness. Shak. 
f H^Y-DE GUY', n. [perhaps from heyday and guise ] A 

kind of dance ; a country dance or round. Spenser. 
F HI-A'TION, TO. [L. hio.] The act of gaping. 
HI-A'TUS, n. [L.] 1. An opening; an aperture; a gap, 

a chasm. 2. The opening of the mouth in reading or 
speaking. 3. A defect; a chasm in a manuscript, where 
some part is lost or effaced. 

Hl'BER-NA-CLE, n. [L. hibernacula.] 1. In botany, the 
winter-quarters of a plant. 2. The winter-lodge of a wild 
animal. 

HI-BERN'AL, a. [L. hibernus.] Belonging to winter. 
HI'BER-NATIk v. i. [L. hiberno.] To winter; to pass 

the season of winter in close quarters or in seclusion. 
Darwin. 

HI-BER-NA'TION, TI. The passing of winter in a close 
lodge, as beasts and fowls. Darwin. 

S?"SS£!?I_AN' a' Pertaining to Hibernia, now Ireland. 
HI-BER'NI-AN, 77. A native of Ireland. 
HI-BERN'I-CISM, n. An idiom or mode of speech peculiar 

to the Irish. 
HI-BER'NO-CEL'TIC, n. The native language of the 

Irish : the Gaelic. 
HIC'CIUS DOC'CIUS. [qu. hie est docius.] A cant word 

for a juggler. Hudibras. 
* HICCOUGH, or IIICK'UP, TI. [Dan. hik, or hikken.] A 

spasmodic affection of the stomach, esophagus, and mus
cles subservient to deglutition. 

HICCOUGH, or HICK'UP, v. i. To have a spasmodic af
fection of the stomach from repletion or other cause. 

HICK'O-RY, 77. A tree, a species of juglans or walnut. 
HICK'WALL, ) 77. [qu. liitchwall.] A small species of 
HICK'WAY, | woodpecker. 
HID, or HID'DEN, pp. of hide. 1. Concealed ; placed in se

crecy. 2. a. Secret; unseen. 3. Mysterious. 
HiD'AGE, 77. An extraordinary tax formerly paid to the 

kings of England for every hide of land. 
Hf-DAL'GO, 77. In Spain, a man of noble birth. 
HID'DEN-LY, adv. In a hidden or secret manner. 
HIDE, v. t.; pret. hid : pp. hid, hidden. [Sax. hydan.] 1. To 

conceal; to withhold or withdraw from sight. 2. To 
conceal lrom knowledge; to keep secret.—3. In Scrip
ture, not to confess or disclose ; or to excuse and extenu
ate. 4. To protect; to keep in safety. 

HiDE, V .  7. To lie concealed; to keep one's self out of 
view; to be withdrawn from sight .—Hide and seek, a play 
of boys, m which some hide themselves and anotherseeks 
them. 

HIDE, 77. In the ancient laws of England, a certain por 
tionofland. ' * 

HIDE, 77. [Sa x.hyd,hiyde.] 1. The skin of an animal. 2. 
The human skin, in contempt. 

HIDE'BOUND, a. I. A horse is hidebound, when his skin 

dreadful; shocking to the eye. 2. Shocking to the ear • 
exciting terror. 3. Detestable. 

* IIID'E-OUS-LY, adv. In a manner to frighten ; dreadfully 
shockingly. 

* HID'E-OUS-NESS, n. Frightfulness to the eye ; dreadful-
ness; horribleness. 

HID'ER, 77. One who hides or conceals. 
HID'ING, ppr. Concealing; covering or withdrawing from 

view ; keeping close or secret 
HID'ING, 77. 1. Concealment. 2. Withdrawment; a with

holding. jyRlner. 
HID'ING-PLACE, n. A place of concealment. 
HIE, v. i. [Sax. higan, higian.] 1. To hasten ; to move of 

run with baste ; to go in haste. 2. With the reciprocal 
pronoun. * 

* See Syn ?psis. A, E, I, 5, C, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WHAT ;—PR£Y ;—PIN, MARINE, BiRD f Obsolete. 
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• HIE, n. Haste; diligence. Chaucer. 
HI'E-R AR€H, n. [Gr. ispoj and aftos.] The chief of a sa

cred order; particularly, the chief of an order of angels. 
HI-E-RARCH'AL, a. Belonging to a hierarch. Miltcn. 
HI-E-RAR€H'I-€AL, a. Belonging to a sacred order, or to 

ecclesiastical government. 
HI'E-R AR-CHY, n. 1. An order or rank of angels or ce

lestial beings ; or a subordination of holy beings. 2. 
Constitution and government of the Christian church, or 
ecclesiastical polity, comprehending different orders of 
clergy. 

HI'E-RO-GLYPH, ) n. [Gr. iepos and y\v<pu>f 1 In an-
HI-E-RO-GLYPH'IC, i tiquity, a sacred character; a mys

tical character or symbol, used in writings and inscrip
tions, particularly by tlje Egyptians, as signs of sacred, 
divine or supernatural things. 2. Pictures intended to 
express historical facts. 3. The art of writing in picture. 

HI-E-RO-GLYPH'l€, ) a. Emblematic ; expressive of 
HI-E-RO-GLYPll'I-CAL, j some meaning by characters, 

pictures or figures. 
HI-E-RO-GLYPR'I-€ AL-L Y, adv. Emblematically. 
HT'E-RO-GRAM, n. [Gr. icpos and ypappa.] A species of 

sacred writing. 
HI -E-RO-GRAM-M AT'IC, a. [Gr. hpos and ypappa.] De

noting a kin 1 of writing in sacred or sacerdotal charac
ters. 

HI-E-RO-^-h \ VMA-TIST, n. A writer of hieroglyphics. 
HI-E-RO-G 1a\ K' iG, ) a. Pertaining to sacred.writ-
HI-E-RO-GR.At*'i -GAL, J ing. 
11LE-R OG RA-PHY, n. [Gr. hpos and ypa<pw.] Sacred 

writing. [Little used.] 
HI-E-ROL'O-GY, n. [Gr. hpos and Xoyos-] A discourse on 

sacred tilings. 
HT'E-BO-MaJVCTY, n. [Gr. hpos and pavreia.] Divination 

by observing the various things offered in sacrifice. 
HI-E-ROM'NE-MON, n. [Gr. hpos and pvypwv.] In ancient 

Greece, a magistrate who presided over the sacred rites 
and solemnities, &c. JVIitford. 

* III'E-RO-PHANT, or HI-ER'O-PHANT, n. [Gr. hpo<pav-
TTJS.] A priest ; one who teaches the mysteries and duties 
of religion. 

HIG'GLE, v. i. 1. To carry provisions about and offer them 
for sale. 2. To Chaffer ; to be difficult in making a bar
gain. 

HIG'GLE-DY-PIG'GLE-DY, adv. In confusion ; a low 
word. 

HIG'GLER, n. 1. One who carries about provisions for 
sale. 2. One who chaffers in bargaining. 

HIGH, (hi) a. [Sax. heah, hig, heh, or hih.] 1. Extending 
a great distance above the surface of the earth ; elevated; 
loftv; of great altitude. 2. Rising, or having risen, or 
being far above the earth ; elevated; lofty. 3. Elevat
ed above the horizon. 4. Raised above any object. 5. 
Exalted in nature or dignity. 6. Elevated in rank, condi
tion or office. 7. Possessing or governed by honorable 
pride ; noble ; exalted; magnanimous; dignified. 8. Ex
alted in excellence or extent. 9. Difficult j abstruse. 10. 
Boastful; ostentatious. 11. Arrogant; proud ; lofty ; 
loud. 12. Loud ; boisterous ; threatening or angry. 13. 
Violent; severe ; oppressive. 14. Public ; powerful; tri
umphant ; glorious. 15. Noble; illustrious; honorable. 
16. Expressive of pride and haughtiness. 17. Powerful j 
mighty. 18. Possessed of supreme power, dominion or 
excellence. 19. Great 3 important; solemn ; held in ven
eration. 20. Violent; rushing with velocity ; tempestu
ous. 21. Tumultuous; turbulent; inflamed; violent. 
22. Full; complete. 23. Raised; accompanied by, or 
proceeding from, great excitement of the feelings. 24. 
Rich; luxurious; well seasoned. 25. Strong; vivid; 
deep. 26. Dear; of a great price. 27. Remote from the 
equator north or south. 28. Remote in past time ; early 
in former time. 29. Extreme ; intense. 30. Loud.—31. 
In music, acute; sharp. 32. Much raised. 33. Far ad
vanced in art or science. 34. Great; capital; committed 
against the king, sovereign or state. 35. Great ; exalt
ed.—High day high noon, the time when the sun is in the 
meridian 

HIGH, adv. 1. Aloft ; to a great altitude. 2. Eminently ; 
greatly. 3. With deep thought; profoundly. 4. Power-
fully. 

HIGH, n. 1. An elevated place; superior region.—On high, 
aloud; [o&sj 2. Aloft. 

HIGH, v. i. To hasten. See Hie. 
IIIGH'-AIMED, a. Having grand or lofty designs. 
HIGH'-ARCHED, a. Having elevated arches. May. 
HIGH'-AS-PIR'ING, a. Having elevated views; aiming 

at elevated objects. Bp. Hall. 
HTGH'-BLEST, a. Supremely happy. Milton. 
HIGH'-BLoWN, a. Swelled much with wind ; inflated. 

a' Being of noble birth or extraction. 
HIG II'-BUILT, a. 1. Of lofty structure. Milton. 2. Cov

ered with lofty buildings. Creech. 

HIGH'-CLIMB-ING, a. 1. Climbing U" a great height. 2 
Difficult to be ascended. Milton. 

HIGH'-CoL-ORED, a. 1. Having a strong, deep or glar
ing color. 2. Vivid ; strong or forcible in representa
tion. 

HIGH'—DAY, a. Fine; befitting a holyday. Shak. 
HIGH'-DE-SIGN'ING, a. Forming great schemes. 
HlGH'-EM-BOWED, a. Having lofty arches. Milton. 
HIGH'-EN-GEN'DEftED, a. Engendered aloft, or in the 

air. Shak. 
HIGII'-FED, a. Pampered ; fed luxuriously. Milton. 
HlGH'-FLA-MING, a. Throwing flame to a great height. 
HlGH'-FLl-ER, n. One that carries his opinions to extrav

agance. Swift. 
HlGH'-FLoWN, a. 1. Elevated ; swelled; proud. 2. 

Turgid ; swelled; extravagant. L> Estrange. 
HIGH'-FLUSHED, a. Much elated. Young. 
HiGH'-FLy-ING, a. Extravagant in claims or opinions 
HIGH'-Ga-ZING, a. Looking upwards. More. 
HIGH'-Go-ING, a. Moving rapidly. Massenger. 
HiGH'-GRoWN, a. Having the crop considerably grown. 
HIGH'-HeAPED, a. 1. Covered with high piles. Pope. 2 

Raised in high piles. Pope. 
HlGH'-HEART-ED, a. Full of courage. Beaumont. 
HIGH'-HEELED, a. Having high heels. Swift. 
HlGH'-HUNG, a. Hung aloft; elevated. Dryden. 
HIGH'-LlVED, a. Pertaining to high life. Goldsmith. 
HiGH'-MET-TLED, a. Having high spirit; ardent. 
HIGH'-MIND-ED, a. 1. Proud ; arrogant. 2. Having hon 

orable pride ; magnanimous ; opposed to mean. 
HIGH'-OP-ER-A'TION, n. In surgery, a method of extract

ing the stone from the human bladder, by cutting the up-
per part of it. 

HiGH'-PLACE, n. In Scripture, an eminence or mound on 
which sacrifices were offered. 

HiGII'-PLACED, a. Elevated in situation or rank. 
HiGH'-PRIkST, n. A chief priest. Scripture. 
HIGH'-PRIN-CI-PLED, a. Extravagant in notions of poii 

tics. Swift. 
HIGH'-RAISED, a. 1. Elevated ; raised aloft. 2. Raised 

with great expectations or conceptions. Milton. 
HIGH'-ReACH-ING, a. 1. Reaching to a great height. 2. 

Reaching upwards. 3. Ambitious; aspiring. 
HiGH'-ReARED, a. Raised high; of lofty structure. 
HTGH'-RED, a. Having a strong red color; deeply red 
HiGH'-RE-PENT'ED, a. Deeply repented. Shak. 
HIGH'-B E-SOLVED, a. Very resolute. Tit. Jlndron. 
HlGH'-ROOFED, a. Having a lofty or sharp roof. 
HIGH'-SeA-SONED, a. Enriched with spices or other sea

soning. 
IIIGH'-SeAT-ED, a. Fixed on high; seated in an elevated 

place. Milton. 
HIGH'-SIGHT-ED, a. Always looking upward. 
HlGH'-SOUND-ING, a. Pompous; noisy; ostentatious. 
HiGH'-SPIR-IT-ED, a. I. Full of spirit or natural fire, 

easily irritated ; irascible. 2. Full of spirit; bold ; dar
ing. 

HiGH'-SToM-ACHED, a. Having a lofty spirit; proud; 
obstinate. Shak. 

HIGH -SWELL-ING, a. Swelling greatly; inflated; boast
ful. 

HIGH'-SWoLN, a. Greatly swelled. Shak. 
HIGH'-Ta-PER, n. A plant of the genus verbascum. 
IIIGH'-TaST-ED, a. Having a strong relish ; piquant. 
HIGII'-TOWERED, a. Having lofty towers. Milton 
HiGH'- VICED, a. Enormously wicked. Shak. 
HiGH'-WROUGHT, a. 1. Wrought with exquisite a;t or 

skill; accurately finished. Pope. 2. Inflamed to a high 

HlGH'LAND, n. Elevated land ; a mountainous region. 
HlGH'LAND-ER, n. An inhabitant of the mountains. 
HIGH'LAND-ISH, a. Denoting high or mountainous land. 
HIGH'LY, (hi'ly) adv. 1. With elevation in place. 2. In a 

great degree. 3. Proudly ; arrogantly ; ambiHously. 4. 
With elevation of mind or opinion; with great estima
tion. 

f HIGH'MoST, a Highest. Shak. 
HIGH'NESS, (hl'nes) n. I. Elevation above the surface; 

loftiness; altitude; height. 2. Dignity ; elevation in 
rank, character or power. 3. Excellence ; value. Howell. 
4. Violence. 5. Great amount. 6. Acuten-iss. 7. In 
tenseness, as of heat. 8. A title of honor given to princes 
or other men of rank. , .. 

HIGHTH, ) n. [See Height."1 Elevation; altitude; loiti-
HIGHT, j ness. . 
f HiGIIT, to call, to promise, to command, &c., is a iaise 

orthography from Saxon hatan. Chaucer. 
HIGH WA-TER, n. The utmost flow or greatest elevation 

of the tide ; also, the time of such elevation. 
HIGH'WA-TER-MARK, n. The line made on the shore by 

the tide at its utmost height. 
HIGH-WAY', n. 1. A public road ; a way open to all pas 

sengers. 2. Course ; road ; train of action. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DoVE;—BULL, UNITE.—€ as K; G as J; S as Z; CII as SH; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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KfOHWA YfMAIN, n. One who robs on the public road, or 

lui AS in tne highway for the purpose of robbing. 
Hl'.» LA-PER, n. An herb. Ainsworth. } HLL A-RATE. See EXHILARATE. 
HI LAlt I-TY, n. f L. hilaritas.) Mirth; merriment; gaye-

*y- Hilarity difiers from joy; the latter, excited by good 
news or prosperity, is an atTection of the mind ; the form
er, by social pleasure, drinking, &c., which rouse the an
imal a pi i its. 

HIL'A-R V-TERM, n. The term of courts, &c. which be
gins January 23. England. 

HILD i G and D. held, Dan. hcldt, a hero] is retained in 
names ; as Hildebert, a bright hero. 

HILD ING, 71. [qu. Sax. liyldan.] A mean, sorry, paltry 
man or woman. Shak. 

II ILL, 7i. [Sax. hilly or hijl.] 1. A natural elevation of land, 
or a mass of earth rising above the common level of the 
surrounding land ; an eminence. 2. A cluster of plants, 
and the earth raised about them as, a hill of maize. 
U. States. 

HILL, v.t. L To raise earth abou. plants ; to raise a little 
.mass of earth. Farmers in New England hill their maize 
in July. 2. [Sax. helan.] To cover; [065.] 

HILLED, pp. or a. Having hills. 
IIiLL'ING, n. 1. A covering ; [065.] 2. The act of raising 

the earth around plants. 
HILL'OG, n. A small hill. Milton. 
HILL'SIDE, n. The side or declivity of a hill. 

Abounding with hills ; as, a hilly country. 
[®ax» hilt.'] The handle of any thing. 

HILT'ED, a. Having a hilt. 
HFLUM, n. [L.; yv. hd.] The eye of a bean or other seed. 
2RkP£°Tn~,The obJ"ective case of he. [L. cum.] 
DIM-SELF , pron. In the nominative or objective case. 1. 

J?'\ himself is more emphatical, or more expressive 
of distinct personality, than he. 2. When himself is add
ed to hey or to a noun, it expresses discrimination of per
son with particular emphasis. 3. When used as the re
ciprocal pronoun, it is not usually emphatical. 4. It was 
formerly used as a substitute for neuter nouns. 5. Him-
sclj is used to express the proper character, or natural 
temper and disposition of a person ; as, let him act him-
cij. By himselft alone ; unaccompanied; sequestered 

»K" £ **ebrew measure of capacity contain-
measure an ePbab» or a^out five quarts, English 

Hw^ta<?' ^aX'5 G*' D* hinde^ The female of the red deer 
H<hS nn [Sax* hine'] 2- A domestic; a servant; [065.1 

English peasant 3 a rustlcora husbandman's servant. 

^ whirh *rii* hy.ndan''\ Backward ; pertaining to the part 
le^of aquatfrupe ̂ ppositlon t0 the fore part; as, the hind 

wrS?SSR_RY' n' A sPecies ofrubus. 
f&L 'Zf.is in a position contra-

£ ifeiWS&srs ^ * 
mg forwaid by any means. 2. To retard: to check fn 
^™ZJLmoTioVZTnrfor a time-OT t0 

TZeXTrCZ:"1' ",at p" grS™  ̂
HInSeNM Tz? '' imri'' obstructed 5 retarded, 

it is winnowed! -Worth of EngfandZ'1' aS remains after 
hT„derS"ER' °"e Wh° StSps or retardsi that which 

A TIP*'' imP«di"g; retarding, 
ma? P y' worth,ess' Regenerate ani-

HINDTR-MoST, a. That which is behind all others • the 
last. [But we now use hindmost. 1 > tile 

HIND'MoST, a. The last; that is in the rear of all nth#»i-c« 
HIN'DOO, a. An aboriginal of Hindostan others. 
HINGE, (hinj) 71. 1. The hook or joint on which a door or 

gate turns. 2. That on which any thing depends or tmnS 
3. A cardinal point, as east, west, north or south • 
used.]-Tobe off the hingesy is to be in a state!ofdisorder 
or irregularity. Tillotson. uer 

HINGE, v. 1.1. To furnish with hinges. 2. To bend • TZ l 
HINGE, v. i. To stand, depend or turn, as on a hinge •* 
HINGE, a. Active ; supple ; pliant. Cheshire Gloss ' 
HING ING, ppr. Depending ; turning. 

[ HIN'NY, ' | [B* hinnio.] To neigh. B. Jonson. 
HINT, n t. [It cenno.J To bring to mind by a slight men

tion or remote allusion ; to allude to; to suggest. 
HINT, ji To hint at, is to allude to ; to mention slightly. 

HINT, 71. 1. A distant allusion; slight mention; intima 
tion ; insinuation. 2. Suggestion. 

HIP, n. [Sax. hipe, hype, hypp.] The projecting part of an 
animal, formed by the os ilium, or haunch bone; the 
haunch; the joint of the thigh.—To have on the hip to 
have the advantage over one.—Hip and thigh, complete 
overthrow or defeat. Judges, xv. ° 

HIP, v. t. To sprain or dislocate the hip. 
HIP, or HOP, TI. The fruit of the dog-rose, or wild brier 
HIP, HIPPED, IIIPTISH. See HYP. 
HIPE, v. i. To push with the head. Grose. 

v a' anf2 halt.] Lame; limping. Oower 
HIP'PE-LAPH, 71. An animal of the deer kind. 
HIPTINS, n. plu. Stepping stones over a brook children's 

clothes ; a kind of towel; a clout. Craven dialect. 
HIPTO-CAMP, n. [Gr. hnroKapiTos.] A name given to the 

sea-horse. Browne. 
HIP-PO-CEN'T AUR, n. [Gr. \inroKEVTavpos.] In ancient fa-

hie, a supposed monster, half man and half horse. 
HIP'PO-€RAS, n. [Fr.] A medicinal drink, composed of 

wine with an infusion of spices and other ingredients 
HIP-PO€'RA-TES' SLEEVE. A kind of bag, made by 

uniting the opposite angles of a square piece of flannel 
used for straining sirups and decoctions. 

HIP-PO-ER AT'IE FACE. \JL. fades hippo erotica.] Pale, 
sunken, and contracted features, considered as a fatal 
symptom in diseases. Parr. 

HIP-POG'RA-TISM, n. The philosophy of Hippocrates, as 
it regards medicine. Chambers. 

HIP'PO-DAME, 7i. A sea horse. Spenser. 
n' iwofyof*0?•] Anciently, a circus 

1.??^ n' 'Fr* hippo gr iffe.] A fabulous animal, 
half horse and half griffon ; a winged Horse. 

HIP'PO-LITII, n. [Gr. \iriros, a horse, and XiOos, a stone.] 
A stone found in the stomach or intestines of a horse. 
Quincy. 

HIP'PO-MANE, n. [Gr. Iwrros and pavia.] 1. A sort of 
poisonous substance, used, ancientlij, as a philter or love-

In botanHi the manchineel-tree. 
HIP-POPH'A-GOLTS, a. Feeding on horses, as the Tartars 
HIP-BOPH'A-GY, %. [Gr. ITCKOS and 0ayw.] The act oi 

practice of feeding on horses. Quart. Rev 
5™E2-£OT'A-MUS' ( "• [Gr- and warn.] The 
HIP-PO-rOT'A-MY, | river-horse, an animal that inhab-

its the Nile and other rivers in Africa. 
HIP'ROOF, 7i. A roof that has an angle. 
HIP'SHOT, a. Having the hip dislocated. 
HIP'WoRT, 71. A plant. 
f HIR, [Sax. hyra,] in our old language, is their. 
HIRE, w. u [Sax. hyran.] 1 ., L^a.A. n,yru,n.] 1. To procure from another per

son and for temporary use, at a certain price. 2. To en
gage in service for a stipulated reward; to contract with 
for a compensation. 3. To bribe; to engage in immoral 
or illegal service for a reward.— To hire out one's self, to 
let; to engage one's service to another for a reward.— To 
hire, or to hire out, to let; to lease. 

HIRE, TI. [Sarx. h,7jre.] 3. The price, reward or compensa
tion paid or contracted to be given for the temporary use 
of any thing. 2. Wages ; the reward or recompense paid 
for personal service. 

HIRED, pp.  1. Procured or taken for use, at a stipulated or 
reasonable price ; as, a hired farm. 2. Employed in ser
vice for a compensation. 

HxRE'LESS, a. Without hire ; not rewarded. Davenant. 
HIRE'LING, TI. 1. One who is hired, or who serves for 

wages. 2. A mercenary ; a prostitute. Pope. 
HIRE'LING, a. Serving for wages; venal; mercenary; 

employed for money or other compensation. 
HiR'ER, TI. One that hires; one that procures the use of 

any thing for a compensation ; one who employs persons 
for wages, or contracts with persons for service. 

HIR'ING, ppr. Procuring the use of for a compensation. 
IIlR'SLE, v. i. To move about. Craven dialect. 
HIR-SuTE', a. [L. hirsutus.] 1. Hairy ; rough with hair; 

shaggy ; set with bristles.—2. In botany, it is nearly sy
nonymous with hispid, but it denotes having more hairs 
or bristles, and less stiff. 

HlR-SuTE'NESS, n. Hairiness. Burton. 
HIS, (hiz) pron. possessive of he. [Sax. gen. hys, and hyse, 

male.] 1. Of him. 2. The present use of his is as a pro 
nominal adjective, in any case indifferently, correspond
ing to the L. suus ; as, tell John his papers are ready. 
3. His was formerly used for its, but improperly. 4. It 
was formerly used as the sign of the possessive; as, the 
man his ground, for the 7nan's ground. 5. His is still 
used as a substitute for a noun, preceded by of.—Hissclf 
is no longer used. 

HIS'IN-GE-RITE, n. A mineral. 
HISK, v. i. To breathe short through cold or pain ; to draw 

the breath with difficulty. North of Engl mid. 
HIS'PID, a. [L. hispidus.] 1. Rough.—2. In botany, hav

ing strong hairs or bristles. 
HISS, v. i. [Sax. hysian.] I. To make a sound by driving 

* See synopsis A, E, I, O, "0, Y, lon^.-FAR, FALL, WH^T ;—PREY ;-PIN, MARINE, BIRD f Obsolete 
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A discourse on history, or the 

Uie breath between the tongue and the upper teeth; to 
give a strong aspiration resembling the noise made by a 
serpent. 2. To express contempt or disapprobation by 
hissing. 3. To whiz, as an arrow or other thing in rapid 
flight. 

HISS, v. t. 1. To condemn by hissing ; to explode. 2. To 
procure hisses or disgrace. 

HISS, n. 1. The sound made by propelling the breath be
tween the tongue and upper teeth ; the noise of a ser
pent, a goose, &c. 2. An expression of contempt or dis
approbation, used in places of public exhibition. 

HISS'ING, ppr. Making the noise of serpents. 
HISS'ING, n. 1. A hissing sound ; an expression of scorn or 

contempt. 2. The occasion of contempt; the object of 
scorn and derision. 

HISS'ING-LY, adv. With a whistling sound. Sherwood. 
H 1ST, exclam. [Dan. hyst.] A word commanding silence : 

equivalent to hush, be silent. 
HIS-To'RI-AL, a. Historical. Chaucer. 

;IIS-To'RI-AN, n. [Fr. historien.] A writer or compi-.er of 
history. 

HIS-TOR'IG, ) a. [X. historicus.] 1. Containing history, 
HIS-TOR'I-CAL, | or the relation of facts. 2. Pertaining 

to history. 3. Contained in history ; deduced from histo
ry. 4. Representing history. 

HIS-TOR'I-€AL-LY, adv. In the manner of history; bv 
way of narration. 

HIS'TO-RIED, a. Recorded in history, [ JVot much in use A 
f HIS-To'RI-ER, 7i. A historian. J 

* f HIS'TO-RI-FY, or HIS-ToR'I-FY, v. t. To relate: to 
record in history. Sidney. 

HIS-TO-RI-OG'RA-PHER, n. [Or. laropia and ypa<pOJ.] A 
historian ; a writer of history; particularly, a professed 
historian; an officer employed to write the history of a 
prince or state. 

HIS-TO-RI-OG'RA-PIIY, n. The art or employment of a 
historian, 

f IIIS-TO-RI-OL'O-GY, 
knowledge of history. 

HIS'TO-RYj 7i. [Gr. laropia ; L., Sp., Port, historia.] 1. An 
account of facts, particularly of facts respecting nations or 
states; a narration of events in the order in which they 
happened, with their causes and effects. History differs 
from annals. Annals relate simply the facts and events 
of each year, in strict chronological order, without any 
observations of the annalist. History regards less strictly 
the arrangement of events under each year, and admits 
the observations of the writer. 2. Narration ; verbal 
relation of fa-2ts or events ; story. 3. Knowledge of facts 
and events. 4. Description; an account of things that 
exist. 5. An account of the origin, life and actions of an 
individual person. 

HISITO-RY-PI:ECE,7I. A representation of any remarkable 
event in painting. 

f HIS'TRI-ON, 71. A player. Pope. 
HIS-TRI-ON'IG, | a. [L. histrionicus.] Pertaining to a 
HIS-TRI-ON'I-€AL, J buffoon or comedian, or to a panto

mime ; belonging to stage-playing ; theatrical. 
HIS-TRI-ON'I-€AL-LY, adv. In the manner of a buffoon 

or pantomime ; theatrically. 
HIS'TRI-O-NISM, n. The acts or practice of buffoons or 

pantomimes ; stage-playing. Southey. 
HIT, V. t. ; pret. and pp. hit. [Sw. hitta.l 1. To strike or 

touch, either with or without force. 2. To strike or touch 
a mark with any thing directed to that object ; not to 
miss. 3. To reach ; to attain to. 4. To suit; tc be con
formable. 5. To strike ; to touch properly; to offer the 
right bait.— To hit off. 1. To strike out; to determine 
luckily. 2. To represent or describe exactly.— To hit out, 
to perforin by good luck. Spenser. 

HIT, V. i. ] To strike ; to meet or come in contact; to 
clash. 2. To meet or fall on by good luck ; to succeed by 
accident; not to miss. 3. To strike or reach the intend
ed point; to succeed.— To hit on or upon, to light on ; to 
come to or fall on by chance ; to meet or find, as by acci
dent. 

HIT, n. 1. A striking against; the collision of one body 
against another. 2. A chance ; a casual event. 3. A lucky 
chancea fortunate event. 4. A term in back-gammon. 

HITCH, v. i. [W. hecian.] 1. To move by jerks, or with 
stops. 2. To become entangled ; to be caught or hooked. 
3. To hit the legs, together in going, as horses. 4. To 
bop; to spring on one leg; [local, j 5. To move or walk. 
Grose. 

HITCH, V. t. 1. To hook ; to catch by a hook. 2. To fasten 
by hitching- Hew England. 

HITCH, n. 1. A catch ; any thing that holds. 2. The act 
of catching, as on a hook, &c.—3. In seamen's language, 
a knot or^noose in a rope for fastening it to a ring or other 

A stoP or s«dden halt in walking or moving, 
i Cau?bt; hooked; fastened. 
LrrnT? EL' To hatchel. See HATCHEL. 

.*• l^ax. hyth.] 
Queenhvthe. [English.) A port or small haven; as in 

1. To this p.'ace, 
Hither and thither. 

----- — -'o this point; to this argument or topic ; to this end. 
towards the person speaking. 

HifH'Hi-iYlOST, a. Nearest on tins side Hale 
HITH'ER-TO, adv. 1. To this time ; yet. 2. In any time, 

or every time till now ; in time preceding the present. 3. 
To this place ; to a prescribed limit. 

HETH'IRIWARDS, I aiShaV."a 
HIVE. 7i. [Sax. hyfe.l 1. A box, chest or kind of baske. 

for the reception and habitation of a swarm of honey-bees. 
2. A swarm of bees ; or the bees inhabiting a hive. 3. A 
company or society together, or closely connected. 

HIVE, V. t. 1. To collect into a hive; to cause to enter a 
hive. Dryden. 2. To contain ; to receive, as a habitation, 
or place of deposit. 

HIVE, v. i. To take shelter or lodgings together; to reside 
jn a collective body. Pope 

HTVED, pp. Lodged in a hive or shelter. 
HIV'ER, 71. One that collects bees into a hive. 
HIVES, 71. plu. Eruptions in the skin. North of England. 
HIVES, 71. [Scot. qa. heave.] A disease, the croup, or 

cynanche trachealis; rattles, 
f HIZZ, v. it To hiss. Shak. 
f IIIZZ.'ING, 7i. A hissing or hiss. May. 
HO, exclam. A word used by teamsters, to stop their teams 

It has been used as a noun, for stop, moderation, bounds 
This word is pronounced, also, who, or hwo. 

HO, n. Stop; bound ; limit. Harvey. 
HO, ) exclam. [L. eho.] A call to exiule attention, or tr 
HO A, f give notice of approach. 
HoAR, a. [Sax. har.] 1. White ; as War frost. 2. Gray • 

white with a«*e ; hoary. 
HOAR, 71. Hoariness; antiquity. Burke. 
HoAR, v. i. To become moldy or musty. [Little used. 1 
Ho AR'-FROST, n. The white particles of ice formed by the 

congelation of dew or watery vapors. 
HoARD, n. [Sax. hord.] A store; stock or large quantity of 

any thing accumulated or laid up; a hidden stock ; a 
treasure. 

HoARD, V. t. To collect and lay up a large quantity of any 
thing ; to amass and deposit in secret; to store secretly. 

HoARD, V. i. To collect and form a hoard; to lay up 
store. 

HoARD'ED, pp. Collected and laid up in store. 
HoARD'ER, n. One who lays up in store ; one who accu

mulates and keeps in secret. 
IIoARD'ING, ppr. 1. T aying up in store. 2. a. Instinctively 

collecting and laying up provisions for winter, 
f HoAR'ED, a. Moldy : musty. 
HoAR'HOUND. See HOREHOUND. 
HoAR'I-NESS, TI. The state of being white, whitish or 

gray. 
IIoARSE, (hors) a. 1. Having a harsh, rough, grating voice, 

as when affected with a cold. 2. Rough; grating; dis
cordant, as the voice, or as any sound. 

HoARSE'LY, adv. With a rough, harsh, grating voice or 
sound. Dryden. 

HoARSE'NESS, 71. Harshness or roughness of voice or 
sound ; preternatural asperity of voice. 

HoAR'Y, 77. 1. White or whitish. 2. White or gray with 
age. 3. Moldy; mossy, or covered with a white pubes
cence. 

HoAST, TI. A cough. See HAUST. 
HoAX, 71. [Sax. hucse, or hucx,] Something done for de

ception or mockery; a trick played off in sport. 
HoAX, v. t. To deceive; to play a trick upon for sport, or 

without malice. [A colloquial word.] 
2TT5' I n' ^0 The nave of a wheel; a solid piece 
HUH, J of timber in which the spokes are inserted. Wash

ington. 
HOB, n. A clown ; a fairy. 
HOB OR NOB. See HOBNOB. 
HOB'BISM, 77. The principles of the sceptical Thomas 

Hobbes. Shelton. 
HOB'BIST, TI. A follower of Hobbes. 
HOB'BLE, v. i. [W. hobelu.] i. To walk lamely, bearing 

chiefly on one leg; to limp; t6 walk with a hitch or hop, 
or with crutches. 2. To walk awkwardly. 3. To move 
roughly or irregularly, as verse, 

f HOB'BLE, v. t. To perplex. 
HOB'BLE, TI. 1. An unequal, halting gait; an encumbered, 

awkward step. 2. Difficulty; perplexity. 
HOB'BLE-DE-HOY, n. A cant phrase for a boy at the age 

of puberty. Swift. 
HOB'BLER, TI. One that hobble3. 
HOB'BLER, 77. One who by his tenure was to mamta.in a 

hobby for military service; or one who served as a soldier 
on a hobby with light armor. , t . 

HOB'BLING, ppr. Walking with a halting or interrupted 
step. 

HOB'BLING-LY, adv. With a limping or interrupted step. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE j—BULL, UNITE.-G as K ; G as J ; $ as Z ; CH as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete. 
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HOB^Y, n. [W. hobel.] A kind of hawk; a hawk of the 

lure. Encyc. 
HOB'BY, 71. [Nc m., Fr. hobyn.J 1. A strong active horse, 

of a middle size ; a nag; a pacing horse ; a garran. 2. A 
stick, or figure of a horse, on which boys ride. 3. Any 
favorite object; that which a person pursues with zeal or 
deligh 4. A stupid fellow. 

HOB'BY HORSE, n. [Tautological.] 1. A hobby ; a wood
en horse on which boys ride. 2. A character in the old 
May games. 3. A stupid or foolish person. 4. The fa
vorite object of pursuit. 

HOBGOB-LIN, n. A fairy ; a frightful apparition 
IIO'BIT, 11. [Sp. hobus.] A small mortar, or short gun. See 

HOWITZKR, the common orthography. 
HOB LIKE, a. Clownish; boorish. Cotgrave. 
IIOB'NAiL, 71. [G. hufnagel.] 1. A nail with a thick, strong 

head, for shoeing horses. 2. A clownish person, in con
tempt. Milton. 

HOB'VAILED, a. Set with hobnails ; rough. 
HOB'NOB, adv. [qu. Sax. habban.] Take or not take. 
HOB'SON'S CHOICE. A vulgar proverbial expression, de

noting a choice in which there is no alternative. 
HO'BOY. See HAUTBOY. 
HOCK, 71. [Sax. hoh.] L The joint of an animal between 

the knee and the fetlock. 2. A part of the thigh. 
HOCK, or HOC'KLE, v. t. To hamstring ; to hough ; to 

disable by cutting the tendons of the ham. 
HOCK, n. [from Hochheim, in Germany.] A set of Rhen

ish wine ; sometimes called hockamore. 
t HOCK'A-MORE, n. Old, strong Rhenish wine. Hudibras. 
HOCK'DAY , or HoKE'DAY, n. High day ; a day of feast

ing and mirth, formerly held in England. 
f IIOCK'EY, 71. [fjBNioch.] Harvest-home. 
HOCK'HERB, ?i.^rplant, the mallows. Ainsworth. 
HOC'KLE,_v. t. 1. To hamstring. 2. To mow. 
IlO'CUS Po'CUS, w. [W. hoced, and perhaps bwg or pwca.] 

A juggler ; a juggler's trick j a cheat used by conjurers. 
HO'CUS Po'CUS, v. t. To cheat. L'Estrange. 
HOD, 71. [Fr. hotte.~\ A kind of tray for carrying mortar 

and brick, used in bricklaying. 

A mixed mass ; 'a medley of ingredients. L[ Vulvar.] See 
HOTCHPOT. 

HO-DI-ERN'AL, a. [L. hodiernus.] Of this day: belonging 
to the present day. b 

HOD'MAN, 71. A man who carries a hod. 
HOD'MAN-DOD, 71. 1. A shell-fish, otherwise called dod-

man. 2. A shell-snail. 
HOE, (ho) 71. [G. haue.] A farmer's instrument for cutting 

UP weeds and loosening the earth in fields and gardens. 
HOE,, v. t. 1. To cut, dig, scrape or clean with a hoe. 2. 

To clear from weeds. 
HOE, v. i. To use a hoe. 
HoED, pp. Cleared from weeds, or loosened by the hoe. 
HOEHNG, ppr. I. Cutting, scraping or digging with a hoe. 

2._Cleariug of weeds with a hoe. 
t a' fSax- hohfull) hogfull.] Careful, 
t HO'FtJL-LY, adv. Carefully. Stapleton. 

22? -w* CV' i' ;4 swine > a general name of that 
?£®clef.of anirl-Tr ,In England, a castrated sheep of a 
year old. 3. A bullock of a year old. 4. A brutal fel-
low; one who is mean and filthy.-5. Among seamen,a 
w£er ScrubD1Dg"broom for scraPing a ship's bottom under 

UOG v. t. 1. To scrape a ship's bottom under water. 2. 
FG. hocken.] To carry on the back ; [local. 1 Grose 3 

MOP CUt • sh^rt>like tIle bristles of a hog ; [local. 1 
h?|'sback ' S° ** l° resemble in some degree a 

Tsif  ̂C<"£-] A S"ed °r  ̂swine, 

iowerXn SfSSS?'- Curvin^ ->av-

"uvo^ar^d^we^X^.11'6 SeC°nd A 
HOG'GET 7i. [Norm, hoget.] 1. A sheep two years old 

2 A colt of a year oil, called, also, LgZtTY^n 
Grose. 3. A young boar of the second year Cur a,'l 

HOGGISH, a. Having the qualities of a hog -brutish • 
gluttonous ; filthy ; meanly selfish. nrutish , 

HOGGISH-LY, adv. In a brutish, gluttonous or filthv 
manner, * mmy 

IIOWGISH-NESS,, n.Brutishness; voracious greediness in 
eating j beastly filthmess ; mean selfishness 

F HOGH, TI. [See HIGH.] A hill; a cliff. Spenser. 
HOG'HERD, n. A keeper of swine. Browne. 
Ho'GO, 71. [corrupted from haut gout.] High flavor 5 strong 

HOG'PEN, n. [hog and pen.] A hogsty. 
HOG'-PLUMB-T&EE, n. A tree. 
HOG'-RING-ER, 71 One whose business is to put rinos? in 

th6 snouts of swine. 13 

HOG'S'-BEANS, n. A plant. Ainsworth. 
HOG'S'-BRE AD, n. A plant. 
HOG'S'-FEN-NEL, n. A plant of the genus peucedanum 
HOG'S'-MUSH-ROOMS, n. A plant. Ainsworth. 
IIOGS'HEAD, n. [D. oxhoofd.] 1. A measure of capacity 

containing 63 gallons.—2. In America, this name is often 
given to a butt, a cask containing from 110 to 120 gallons 
3. A large cask. 

HOG'-SHEAR-ING, 71. A ludicrous term, denoting much 
ado about nothing. 

HOG'-STEER, n. [Sax. steor.] A wild boar of three years 
old. Coclceram. 

HOG'STY, n. A pen or inclosure for hogs. 
HOG'WASH, n. [hog and wash.] Swill; the refuse matters 

of a kitchen for swine. 
HoHL'SPATH, n. The mineral otherwise called macle, 

and chiastolite. 
HOI'DEN, n. [W. hoeden.] 1 A rude, bold girl; a romp 

2. A rude, bold man. Milton. 
HOI'DEN, a. Rude; bold; inelegant,- rustic. 
HOI'DEN, v. i. To romp rudely or indecently. 
HOIST, v. t. [G. hiss en ; D. hyssen.] 1. To raise; to lift. 

2. To raise, to lift or bear upwards by means of tackle. 
3. To lift and move the leg backwards. 

HOIST, 71. In marine language, the perpendicular height 
of a flag or ensign, as opposed to the fly, or breadth from 
the staff to the outer edge. 

HOIST'ED, pp. Raised ; lifted ; drawn up. 
IIOIST'ING, ppr. Raising; lifting. 
HOIT, v. i. [Icel. hauta.] To leap; to caper. Beaumont. 
HOI'TY TOI'TY, an exclamation, denoting surprise or dis

approbation , with some degree of contempt. Congreve. 
HOLG'AD, 71. [Gr. 6A/ca<5tov.] In ancient Greece, a large 

ship of burden. Mitford. 
HOLD, ©. t.pret. heldpp. held. Holden is obsolete inele

gant writing. [Sax. healdan.] 1. To stop; to confine; to 
restrain from escape ; to keep fast; to retain. 2. To em
brace and confine, with bearing or lifting. 3. To connect; 
to keep from separation. 4. To maintain, as an opinion. 
5. To consider ; to regard ; to think; to judge, that is, tc 
have in the mind. 6. To contain, or to have capacity to 
receive and contain. 7. To retain within itself; to keep 
from running or flowing out. 8. To defend; to keep 
possession; to maintain. 9. To have. 10. To have or 
possess by title. 11. To refrain ; to stop; to restrain; to 
withhold. 12. To keep. 13. To fix; to confine; to 
compel to observe or fulfill. 14. To confine ; to restrain 
from motion. 15. To confine; to bind ; in a legal or 
moral sense. 16. To maintain; to retain; to continue. 
17. To keep in continuance or practice. 18.' To continue; 
to keep; to prosecute or carry on. 19. To have in ses
sion. 20. To celebrate; to solemnize. 21. To maintain; 
to sustain; to have in use or exercise. 22. To sustain; 
to support. 23. To carry; to wield. 24. To maintain 
to observe in practice. 25. To last; to endure. 

To hold forth. 1. To offer; to exhibit; to propose. Locke. 
2. To reach forth; to put forward to view.— To hold in. 
1. To restrain; to curb; to govern by the bridle. 2. To 
restrain in general; to check ; to repress.— To hold off, to 
keep at a distance.— To hold on, to continue or proceed 
in.— To hold out. • 1. To extend ; to stretch forth. 2. To 
propose; to offer. B. Jonson. 3. To continue to do or 
suffer.— To hold up. 1. To raise. 2. To sustain ; to sup
port. 3. To retain ; to withhold. 4. To offer; to exhibit. 
5. To sustain ; to keep from falling.— To hold one's own, 
to keep good one's present condition.—In seamen's lan
guage, a ship holds her oion, when she sails as fast as 
another ship, or keeps her course. 

HOLD, v.i. 1. To be true ; not to fail; to stand, as a fact 
or truth. 2. To continue unbroken or unsubdued. 3. To 
last; to endure. 4. To continue. 5. To be fast; to be 
firm; not to give way, or part. 6. To refrain. 7. To 
stick or adhere. 

To hold forth, to speak in public; to harangue ; to preach; 
to proclaim.— To hold in. 1. To restrain one's self. 2. 
To continue in good luck.— To hold off, to keep at a dis
tance ; to avoid connection.— To hold of, to be dependent 
on ; to derive title from.— To hold on. 1. To continue; 
not to be interrupted. 2. To keep fast hold; to cling to. 
3. To proceed in a course.— To hold out. 1. To last; to 
endure; to continue. 2. Not to yield ; not to surrender; 
not to be subdued.—To hold to, to cling or cleave to; to 
adhere.— To hold under, or from, to have title from.—To 
hold tcith, to adhere to; to side with; to stand up for.— 
To hold plough, to direct or steer a plough by the hands, 
in tillage.—To hold together, to be joined ; not to sepa
rate ; to remain in union.— To hold up. 1. To support 
one's self. 2. To cease raining; to cease, as falling 
weather. 3. To continue the same speed ; to run or move 
as fast.—To hold a wager, to lay, to stake or to hazard a 
wager.—Bold, used imperatively, signifies stop; cease; 
forbear; be still. . , . 

HoLD n. 1. A grasp with the hand ; an embrace with the 
arms! 2. Something which may be seized for support, 

* See Synopsis A, fi, I, 0, ti, Y, long.—FXR, FAXL, WHAT ;-PR£Y ;-HN, MARINE, BiRD — | Obsolete 
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that which supports. 3. Power of keeping. 4. Power of 
seizing. 5. A prison; a place of confinement. 6. Cus
tody ; safe keeping. 7. Power or influence operating on 
the mind ; advantage that may be employed in directing 
or persuading another. 8. Lurking place; a place of se
curity. 9. A fortified place; a fort; a castle. 10. The 
whole interior cavity of a ship, between the floor and the 
lower deck.—11. In music, a mark directing the per
former to rest on the note over which it is placed. 

HOLD'BACK, n. Hinderance; restraint. Hammond. 
HoLD'ER, 7i. 1. One who holds or grasps in his hand, or 

embraces with his arms. 2. A tenant; one who holds 
land under another. 3. Something by which a thing is 
held. 4. One who owns or possesses.—5. In ships, one 
who is employed in the hold. 

HoLD'ER-FoRTH, n. A haranguer; a preacher. 
HoLDTAST, n. A thing that takes hold; a catch; a 

hook. 
IIoLD'ING, ppr. Stopping; confining; restraining; keep-

ing ; retaining: adhering; maintaining, &c. 
HoLD'ING, 71. 1. A tenure; a farm held of a superior. 2. 

The burden or chorus of a song. Shak. 3. Hold ; influ
ence ; power over. Burke. 

HOLE, n. [Sax. hoi.] 1. A hollow place or cavity in any 
solid body, of any shape or dimensions, natural or artifi
cial. 2. A perforation; an aperture; an opening in or 
through a solid body. 3. A mean habitation ; a narrow 
or dark lodging. 4. An opening or means of escape; a 
subterfuge.—firm-hole. 1. The arm-pit; the cavity under 
the shoulder of a person. 2. An opening in a garment for 
the arm. 

HOLE, v. i. To go into a hole. B. Jonson. 
HOLE, v. t. 1. To cut, dig or make a hole or holes in. 2. 

To drive in to a bag, as in billiards. 
HOLE, a. Whole. 
HOL'I-BUT. See HALIBUT. 
Ho LI-DAM, n. Blessed lady ; an ancient oath 
HOL'LDAY. SceHoLYDAY. 
Ho'LI-LY, adv. 1. Piously; with sanctity. 2. Sacredly; 

inviolably ; without breach ; [little used.] Shak. 
Ho'LI-NESS, 7i. 1. The state of being holy ; purity or in

tegrity of moral character; freedom from sin ; sanctity. 
2. Purity of heart or dispositions ; sanctified affections; 
piety; moral goodness. 3. Sacredness ; the state of any 
thing hallowed, or consecrated to God or to his worship. 
4. That which is separated to the service of God. 5. A 
title of the pope, and formerly of the Greek emperors. 

HoL'ING-AXE, n. A narrow axe for cutting holes in posts. 
IIOL'LA, or HOL-L6A, exclam. A word used in calling. 

—Among seamen, it is the answer to one that hails, 
equivalent to I hear, and am ready. 

IIOL-LA',or HOL-Lo', v. i. [Sax. ahlowan.] To call out or 
exclaim. See HALLOO. 

HOL'LAND, 7i. Fine linen manufactured in Holland. 
HOL'LAND-ER, n. A native of Holland. 
HOL'LANDS, n. A kind of cant term for^n. 
IIOL'LEN. See HOLLY. 
HOL'LoW, a. [Sax. hoi.] 1. Containing an empty space ; 

not solid, 2. Sunk deep in the orbit. 3. Deep; low; 
resembling sound reverberated from a cavity, or desig
nating such a sound. 4. Not sincere or faithful; false; 
deceitful; not sound. 

HOL'LoW, n. I. A cavity, natural or artificial; any de
pression of surface in a body; concavity. 2. A place 
excavated. 3. A cave or cavern ; a den ; a hole ; a broad 
open space in any thing. 4. A pit. 5. Open space of 
anv thing ; a groove ; a channel; a canal. 

HOL'LoW, v. t. [Sax. holian.] To make hollow, as by 
digging, cutting or engraving; to excavate. 

HOLLOW, v. i. To shout. See HOLLA and HOLLO. 
HOL'LoW, adv. He carried it hollow, that is, he gained 

the prize without difficulty. A colloquial expression. 

HOLLGWED^. Made hollow; excavated. 
HOL'LoW-EYED, a. Having sunken eyes. 
HOL'LOW-HEXRT-ED, a. Insincere; deceitful ; not 

sound_and true. Butler. 
HOLLoW-ING, ppr. Making hollow ; excavating. 
HOL'LoW-LY, adv. Insincerely; deceitfully. 
HOL'LoW-NESS, n. 1. The state of being hollow; cav

ity ; depression of surface ; excavation. 2. Insincerity ; 
deceitfulness ; treachery. 

HOL'LoW-ROOT, 71. A plant, tuberous moschatel. 
HOL'LOW-SPAR. The mineral called, also, chiastolite. 
HOL'LY, «. [Sax. holegn.] The holm tree, of the genus 

ilex, of several species? 
HOL LY-HOOK, n. [Sax. holihoc.] A plant of the genus 

alcea. It is called, also, rose-mallow. 
HOL'LY-ROSE, n. A plant. Tate. 
HoLM, n. 1. The evergreen cak ; the ilex. 2. An islet, 

or river isle. 3. A low, flat tract of rich land on the 
banks of a river. 

HoLM'EN, a. Made of holm. West of England. 
HOLM'ITE, 71. A variety of carbonate of lime. 

5 HOM 
HOL'O-GAUST, 7t. [Gr. b\os and tcavoroi1 A burnt-fcacri-

nee or offering. 
HOL O-GRAPH, n. [Gr. bXos and y ca<pio.] A deed or tes

tament written wholly by the grantor's or testator's own 
hand. 

IIOL-O-GRAPH'IC, a. Written wholly by the grantor or 
testator himself. 

HO-LOM'E-TER, n. [Gr. bhos and perpto).] An instrument 
for taking all kinds of measures ; a pantometer. 

HoLP, HoLP'EN, the antiquated prct. and pp. of help. 
HOL'STER, n. [Sax. heolster. J A leathern case for a pishx 

carried by a horseman. 
HoL'STER, v. i. To bustle ; to make a disturbance. Grose 
HoL'STERED, a. Bearing holsters. Byron. 
HOLT, 7i. [Sax. holt.]. A wood or woodland ; obsolete, ex

cept in poetry. Drayton. 
Ho'LY, a. [Sax. halig , G., D. heilig.] 1. Properly, wfiole^ 

entire or perfect, in a moral sense. Hence, pure in lieartj 
temper qr dispositions; free from sin and sinful a flections. 
2. Hallowed; consecrated or set apart to a sacred use. 
3. Proceeding from pious principles, or directed to pious 
purposes. 4. Perfectly just and goou. 5. Sacred.—Holy 
of holies, in Scripture, the innermost apartment of the 
Jewish tabernacle or temple, where the ark was kept.— 
Holy Ghost, or Holy Spirit, the Divine Spirit; the third 
person in the Trinity ; the Sanctifier of souls.—Holy war, 
a war undertaken "to rescue the holy land, the ancient 
Judea, from the infidels ; a crusade. 

HO'LY-CROSS day. n. The fourteenth of September. 
HOL'Y-DAY, n. 1. A day set apart for commemorating 

some important event in history ; a festival. 2. A day 
of joy and gayety. 3. A day of exemption from labor; a 
day of amusement. 

HOL'Y-DAY, a. Pertaining to a festival. 
HO'LY-ONE, n. 1. An appellation of the Supreme Being, 

byway of emphasis. 2. An appellation of Christ. 3. 
One separated to the service of God. 

Ho'LY-ROOD day, n. A festival observed by Roman 
Catholics in memory of the exaltation of our Savior's 
cross. 

Ho'LY-TH1S-TLE, n. A plant of the genus cnicus. 
Ho'LY-THURS'DAY, n. The day on which the ascension 

of our Savior is commemorated, ten days before Whitsun
tide. Johnson. 

Ho'LY-WEEK, 71. The week before Easter, in which the 
passion of our Savior is commemorated. 

HOM'AGE, 71. [Fr. hommage.] 1. In feudal law, the sub
mission, loyalty and service which a tenant promised to 
his lord or superior 2. Obeisance; respect paid by ex
ternal action. 3. Reference directed to the Supreme Be
ing ; reverential worship; devout affection. 

HOM'AGE, v. t. To pay respect to by external action; to 
give reverence to; to profess fealty. 

HOM'AGE-A-BLE, a. Subject to homage. Howell. 
HOM'A-GER, 7i. One who does homage, or holds land of 

another by homage. Bacon.. 
HOM'BERG'S PY-ROPH'O-RUS. Ignited muriate of lime. 
HOME, n. [Sax. ham; G., D. heim.] 1. A dwelling house , 

the house or place in which one resides. 2. One's own 
country. 3. The place of constant residence; the seat. 
4. The grave ; death; or a future state. 5. The present 
state of existence. 

HOME, a. Close; severe ; poignant; as, a home thrust; 
HOME, adv. [This is merely elliptical; to being omitted.] 

1. To one's own habitation; as, go home. 2. To one's 
own country.—Home is opposed to abroad, or in a foreign 
country. 3. Close: closely; to the point. 

HOME'BORN, a. 1. Native; natural. Donne. 2. Do
mestic ; not foreign. Pope. 

HoME'BRED, a. 1. Native ; natural. 2. Domestic ; orig
inating at home; not foreign. 3. Plain ; rude ; artless ; 
uncultivated ; not polished by travel. 

HoME'FELT, a. Felt in one's own breast; inward ; pri
vate. Milton. 

HOME'KEEP-ING, a. Staying at home. Shak. 
HoME'LESS, a. Destitute of a home. 
HOME'LI-LY, adv. Rudely ; inelegantly, 
HOME'LI-NESS, n 1. Plainness of features; want ol 

beauty. 2. Rudeness; coarseness. Addison. 
HOME'LOT, n. An inclosure on or near which the mansion 

house stands. 
HoME'LY, a. 1. Of plain features; not handsome. 2. 

Plain ; like that which is made for common domestic use ; 
rude; coarse; not fine or elegant. _ 

HoME'LY, adv. Plainly ; rudely ; coarsely. [Little used J 
HoME'LYN, 77. A fish. 
HOME'MADE, a. Made at home; being of domestic manu 

facture. Locke.-
O'MFiP' \n- A Hebrew measure containing the tenth 
CHo'MER ) part an ePbah> or aboul S1X Pmts* 
HO-MER'l'e, a. Pertaining to Homer, or to his poetry ; re

sembling Homer's verse. 

* See Synopsis MOVE, BOOK, DOVE;—BJJLL, UNITE.—€ as K; G as J ;  S as Z ; CH as SH; TH as in this f Obsolete 
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HOME'SPfiAK tNG, n. Forcible and efficacious speaking. 
. thUon. 

HOME'SPUN, a 1. Spun or wrought at home 3 of domestic 
manufacture. 2. Not made in foreign countries. 3. 
Plain ; coarse ; rude ; homely ; not elegant. 

HOME'S PUN, n. A coarse, unpolished, rustic person. 
HOME'S: ALL, ) n. 1. The place of a mansion house ; the 
HOME'S JEAD, j inclosure or ground immediately con

nected with the mansion. 2. Native seat; original sta
tion or place of residence. 

HOME WARD, )ado. Toward home j toward one's hab-
HoME WARDS, \ itation or country. 
ILME''WARD-BOUND, a. Destined for home ; returning 

from a foreign country *o the place where the owner re
sides. 

HOM-l-CID'AL, a. [from homicide.] Pertaining to homi
cide ; murderous ; bloody. 

IIOM'I-CIDE, n. fFr., from L. komicidium.] 1. The killing 
of one man or human being by another. Homicide is of 
three kinds—-justifiable, excusable, and felonious. 2. A 
person who kills another ; a manslayer. 

HOM-I-LET'IG, ) a. [Gr. bpiXyrtKog.] 1. Pertaining to 
HOM-I-juifiT'I-€AL, $ familiar intercourse ; social; con

versable ; companionable.—2. Homiletic theology, a branch 
of practical theology, also called pastoral theology. 

HOM'I-LIST, n. One that preaches to a congregation. 
HOM'I-I/Y, n. [Fr. hoinelie.] A discourse or sermon read or 

pffcnounced to an audience. 
UOM'MOe, n. A hillock or small eminence of a conical 

form, sometimes covered with trees. Bartram. 
HOM'MO-NY, 71. [Indian.] In America, maize hulled, or 

hulled and broken, but coarse, prepared for food by being 
mixed with water and boiled. 

HO-MOE-O-ME'RI-A, TI. A likeness of parts. 
HO-MO-GE'NE-AL, )a. [Fr. homogene; Gr. buoyevrjg.'] 
HO-MO-GE'NE-OUS, $ Of tne same kind or nature ; con

sisting of similar parts, or of elements of the like nature. 
HO-MO-GE'NE-AL-NESS, or HO-MO-GE-NEI-TY. Words 

not to be encouraged ; equivalent to 
IIO-MO-Gk NE-OUS-NESS, 71. Sameness of kind or nature. 
* HOM'O-GE-NY, 71. Joint nature. Bacon. 
HO-MOL'O-GATE, v. t. [It. omologare.] To approve ; to 

allow. Wheaton's Rep. » 
HO-MOL'O-GOUS, a. [Gr. buog and Xoyo?.] Proportional to 

each other ; a term in geometry. 
HO-MON'Y-MOUS, a. [Gr. bpuvvpog.] Equivocal j ambig

uous ; that has different significations. 
IIO-MONW-MOUS-LY, adv. In an equivocal manner. 
HO-MON'Y-MY, 7i. [Gr. bpwvvpia.] Ambiguity ; equivoca

tion. Johnson. 
IIO-MOPII'O-NY, n. [Gr. buog and tpovrj.] Likeness of 

sound. 
IIO-MOT'O-NOUS, a. [Gr. bpog and rovog.] Equable j of 

the same tenor ; applied to diseases. Quincy. 
HONE, n. [Sw. hen.] A stone of a fine grit, used for sharp

ening instruments. 
HONE, v. t. To rub and sharpen on a hone. 

v\i' To Pine i to long» LRu- w« haion.] 
HoNE-WoRT, 7i. A plant of the genus sison. 
IION'EST, (on est) a. [Fr. honnite.] I. Upright; just: fair 

in dealing with others. 2. Fair; just; equitable : free 
trom Iraud. 3. Frank : sincere ; unreserved : according 
to truth. 4. Sincere ; proceeding from pure or just prin
ciples, or directed to a good object. 5. Fair: good • 
unimpeaclied. 6. Decent3 honorable: or suitable. 7' 
Chaste; faithful. 

tHOwl^ATnpeSt) T° ad0™ ; to grace. Sandys. 
I ™ ;L.4TE> v• To honor. Cockeram. 
J IION-ES-TA'TION, n. Adornment; grace 
HON'EST-LY, (on'est-ly) adv. ]. Uprightly ; justly ; with 

integrity and fairness. 2. With frank sincerity ; without 
fraud or disguise ; according to truth. 3. By upright 
^ryi.ry,tal̂ ,S?^?ndUCt- 4- Cutely; wkhconju. 

II (on'es-ty) n. [Fr. honnitete ,• L. honestas.] 1. 
In principle, an upright disposition; moral rectitude of 
heait, a disposition to conform to justice and correct 
moral principles, in all social transactions. 2. Fairness • 

n^vifw' truth. 3. Frank sincerity. ; 

IIoN'EY, (hun y) n. [Sax. hunig.] l. a sweet vegetable 
juice, collected by bees from the flowers of plants. 2. 
Sweetness 3 lusciousness. 3. A word of tenderness • sweetness 3 sweet one. icnuerness , 

HON'EY* B \G « FONDJ7 ' [*• W-] 2. To sweeten. 
HhN'Fvi^ TJe ^mach of a honey-bee. Grew. 

for repo'Sories'of honly "Ce f°rmed by bee3 int0 061,3 

H6&™WEIV- Havi»S flaws or cells. 
on the ' ri sw'Jet> saccharine substance, found 

M6N EVPn i lneS and, other 

2-sweet-
II6N-EY-GNAT, n. An insect. Ainsworth. 

HON EY-GUIDE, n. A species of cuckoo. 
HON'EY-HAR'VEST, n. Honey collected. Dryden. 
IION'EY-LESS, a. Destitute of honey. Shah. 
HON'EY-Lo-€UST, n. A plant, the three-thorned acacia 
HON'EY-MOON, ( n. The first month after marriage 
HON'EY-MONTH, \ Addison. 
HON'EY-MOUTIIED, a. Soft or smooth in speech. 
HON'EY-STALK, n. Clover-flower. Mason. 
HON'EY-STONE. See MELLITE. 
HON'E Y-SUC-KLE, n. A genus of plants 
HON'EY-SWEET, a. Sweet as honey. Chaucer. 
HON'EY-TONGUED, a. Using soft speech. Shak. 
HON'EY-WORT, n. A plant of the genus cerinthe 
HON'IED. See HONEYED. 
f HON'IED-NESS, n. Sweetness 3 allurement. Cotgrave 
HON'OR, (on'ur) n. [L. honor, honos; Fr. honncur; Sp. 

honor.] 1. The esteem due or paid to worth ; high estima
tion. 2. A testimony of esteem 3 any expression of re 
spect or of high estimation by words or actions. 3. Dig
nity ; exalted rank or place j distinction. 4. Reverence; 
veneration. 5. Reputation j good name. 6. Tiue noble
ness of mind 5 magnanimity. 7. An assumed appearance 
of nobleness 3 scorn of meanness, springing from the fear 
of reproach, without regard to principle. 8. Any particu
lar virtue much valued 3 as bravery in men, and chastity 
in females. Shak. 9. Dignity of mien 3 noble appearance. 
10. That which honors j he or that which confers dignity. 
11. Privileges of rank 01* birth 3 in the plural. 12. Civili
ties paid. 13. That which adorns 3 ornament; decora
tion. 14. A noble kind of seignory or lordship, held of 
the king in capite.—On or upon my honor, words accom
panying a declaration which pledge one's honor or repu-
tation for the truth of it. 

HON'OR, (on'ur) v.t. [L. honoro ; Fr. honorer.] 1. Tore 
vere ; to respect j to treat with deference and submission, 
and perforin relative duties to. 2. To reverence; to 
manifest the highest veneration for, in words and actions j 
to entertain the most exalted thoughts of 3 to worship; to 
adore. 3. To dignify ; to raise to distinction or notice; 
to elevate in rank or station 3 to exalt. 4. To glorify; to 
render illustrious. 5. To treat with due civility and re
spect in the ordinary intercourse of life.—6. In comment, 
to accept and pay when due. 

IION'OR-A-BLE, a. [L. honorabilis; Fr. honorable.] 1. 
Holding a distinguished rank in society; illustrious or 
noble. 2. Possessing a high mind j actuated by principles 
of honor. 3. Conferring honor, or procured by noble 
deeds. 4. Consistent with honor or reputation. 5. Re
spected ; worthy of respec* 3 regarded with esteem. 6. 
Performed or accompanied with marks of honor, or with 
testimonies of esteem. 7. Proceeding from an upright 
and laudable cause, or directed to a just and proper end; 
not base 5 not reproachful. 8. Not to be disgraced. 9. 
Honest 3 without hypocrisy or deceit; fair. 10. An epi
thet of respect or distinction. 11. Becoming men of rank 

HON'OR-A-BLE-NESS, n. 1. The state of being honora
ble ; eminence ; distinction. 2. Conformity to the prin
ciples of honor, probity or moral rectitude ; fairness. 

HON'OR-A-BLY, adv. 1. With tokens of honor or respect. 
2. Magnanimously; generously; with a noble spirit or 
purpose. 3. Reputably ; without reproach. 

HON'OR-A-RY, a. 1. Conferring honor, or intended merely 
to confer honor. 2. Possessing a title or place without 
performing services or receiving a reward. 

HON'OR-A-RY, n. 1. A lawyer's fee. 2. The salary of a 
professor in any art or science. 

HON'ORED, pp. Respected ; revered 5 reverenceJ; ele
vated to rank or office 3 dignified 5 exalted 3 glorified; 
accepted. 

HON'OR-ER, ?i. 1. One that honors; one that reveres, 
reverences or regards with respect. 2. One who exalts, 
or who confers honors. 

HON'OR-ING, ppr. Respecting highly ; reverencing; ex
alting 3 dignifying 3 conferring marks of esteem; accept
ing and paying. 

HON'OR-LESS, a. Destitute of honor ; not honored. 
HOQD, in composition, [Sax. had, hade, G. heit, D. held, ^ 

het, Dan. hed,] as in manhood, childhood, denotes state or 
fixedness, hence quality or character, from some root sig
nifying to set, [Sax. hadian, to ordain.] It is equivalent to 
the termination ness in English, and tas in Latin; as, 
goodness, [G. gutheit;] brotherhood, [L.fraternitas.] 

HOOD, 71. [Sax. hod.] 1. A covering for the head used by 
females. 2. A covering for the head and shoulders used 
by monks ; a cowl. 3. A covering for a hawk's head or 
eyes, used in falconry. 4. Any thing to be drawn over 
the head to cover it. 5. An ornamental fold that hangs 
down the back of a graduate to mark his degree. 6. A 
low wooden porch over the ladder which leads to tne 
steerage of a ship ; the upper part of a galley-chimney j 
the cover of a pump. 

HOOD, v. t. 1. To dress in a hood or cowl 3 to put on -i 
flood. 2. To cover 3 to blind. 3. To cover. 

See Synopsis, a, e, J, o, fj, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WH£T PREY PIN, MARINE, BIRD 3— 
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KQQD'MAN BLIND, n. A play in which a perscn blinded 

is to catch another and tell his name ; blindman's buff. 
HOOD'ED, pp. Covered with a hood ; blinded. 
HOQD'WINK, v. t. 1. To blind by covering the eyes. 2. 

To cover; to hide. 3. To deceive by external appear
ances or disguise : to impose on. 

- deceive 
eyes ; covering ; 

HO R 

auccs ur uisguise : 10 impose on. 
HOOD'-VVINKED, pp. Elinded; deceived. 
H<)OD'-WINK-ING, ppr Blinding the ej 

hiding ; deceiving. 
IIOOF, 7i. [Sax. hof.] 1. The homy substance that covers 

or terminates the feet of certain animals. 2. An animal; 
a beast. Washington. 

HOOF. v. i. To walk, as cattle. [Little used.] Scott. 
HOOF'-BOUND? a. A horse is said to be hoof-bound when 

he has a pain in the fore-feet, occasioned by the dryness 
and contraction of the horn or the quarters, which strait
ens the quarters of the heels, and often makes him lame. 
Far. Diet. 

HOOFED, a. Furnished with hoofs. Grew. 
HOOK, 71. [Sax. hoc ] 1. A piece of iron or other metal 

bent into a curve for catching, holding and sustaining any 
thing. 2. A snare; a trap. 3. [W. hoc, asythe.] A 
curved instrument for cutting grass or grain ;  a sickle. 4.  
That part of a hinge which is fixed or inserted in a post. 
5. A forked timber in a ship, placed on the keel. 6. A 
catch; an advantage.—7. In husbandry, a field sown two 
years running; [local. 1 Ainsworth.—By hook and by crook, 
one way or other; by any means, direct or indirect. 
Dryden. 

HOOK, v. t. 1. To catch with a hook. 2. To seize and 
draw, as with a hook. 3. To fasten with a hook. 4. To 

, eijffrap; to insnare. 5. To draw by force or artifice. 
HOOK, v. i. To bend ; to be curving. 
HOOK'ED, a. 1. Bent into the form of a hook ; curvated. 

2. Bent; curvated; aquiline. 
£22EED> PP- CauSht witfa a hook > fastened with a hook. HAAk ed~NESS, n. A state of being bent like a liook. 
"QQK'ING, ppr. Catching with a hook ; fastening with a 

HOOK'NoSED, a. Having a curvated or aquiline nose 
Shak. 

IIOOK'Y, a. Full of hooks ; pertaining to hooks. 
> n* [D. hoep, hoepel.] 1. A band of wood or metal 

used to confine the staves of casks, tubs, &c. or for other 
similar purposes. 2. A piece of whalebone in the form of 
a circle or ellipsis, used formerly by females to extend 
their petticoats ; a farthingale. 3. Something resembling 
a hoop ; a ring ; any thing circular. 

HOOP, v. t. 1. To bind or festen with hoops. 2. To clasp 
to encircle ; to surround. Shak. 

HOOP, v. i. [Sax. heafian, heofian.] To shout; to utter a 
loud cry, or a particular sound by way of call or pursuit. 

HOOP, v.t. 1. To drive with a shout or outcry. Shak. 2. 
To call by a shout or hoop. 

HOOP, 71. [Sw. hof.] 1. A shout; also, a measure, equal 
to a peck. 2. The hoopoe. 

HOOP'ER, n. One who hoops casks or tubs ; a cooper 
HOOFING, ppr. Fastening with hoops. 
HOOP'ING, ppr. Crying out; shouting. 
HOOP'ING-COUGII, n. A cough in which the patient 

hoops or whoops, with a deep inspiration of breath. 
HOOFOE ) 
HOOP'OO' ( n' huPPe'] A bird of the genus upupa. 
HOO-RA', 1 exclam. [Sw. hurra.] A shout of joy or ex-
HOO-RAW', j ultation. [This is the genuine English 

word, for which we find in books HUZZA.] 
HOOT, v. i. [W. hwd, or hwt.] 1. To cry out or shout in 

contempt. 2. To cry, as an owl. Dryden. 
HOOT, v. t. To drive with cries or shouts uttered in con

tempt. Swift. 
HOOT, n. A cry or shout in contempt. Glanville. 
HOOT'ING, n. A shouting ; clamor. 

In®* ** LSax* hoppan.] I. To leap, or spring on one leg. 
2. To leap ; to spring forward by leaps ; to skip, as birds. 
3. To walk lame; to limp ; to halt. [We generally use 
hobble.] 4. To move by leaps or starts, as the blood in 
the veins ; [obs.] 5. To spring ; to leap ; to frisk about. 
6. To dance. 

E9P>.W; !• A leap on one leg; a leap ; a jump; a spring 
2. A dance ; [colloquial.] 

n* A plant used in brewing, 
wnniw L To *mPregnate with hops. Mortimer. 
D™! - n' stalk or vilie on which hops. grow. 
unBrnnr ' n' In Kent, a kiln for drying hops 
u9i> ' n' A pole used to support hops. 
H0P PI6K-ER, n. One that picks hops. 
™NE.n. The stalk of hips. 

or HOP'-GAR-DEN, n. A field or inclosure 
HOP^ PS afe raised' j>?*• [Sax. Aopa.] 1. A desire of some good, accom-

pamea with at least a slight expectation of obtaining it, 
and !j • • at.it ^ obtainable. Hope differs from wish 
tainimfTv ln this'that implies some expectation of ob-

ng the good desired or the possibility of possessing 

it. Hope, therefore, always gives pleasure or joy ; whete-
as. and desire may produce or be accompanied with 
pain and anxiety. 2. Confidence in a future event; the 
highest degree of well-founded expectation of good. 3. 
a hat which gives hope ; he or that which furnishes 
ground of expectation, or promises desired good. 4. An 
opinion or belief not amounting to certainty, but grounded 
on substantial evidence. b "U1,UCU 

HOPE, v. i. [Sax. hopian.] 1. To cherish a desire of good, 
with some ex-pectation of obtaining it, or a belief that it is 
obtainable. 2. To place confidence in; to trust in with 
confident expectation of good. 

HOPE, v. t. To desire with expectation of good, or a belief 
that it may be obtained. 

t£?PE>11 • A sloping plain between ridges of mountains. 
HOPED, pp. Desired with expectation. 
HoPE'FUL, a. 1. Having qualities which excite hope 

promising or giving ground to expect good or success. 2. 
Full of hope or desire, with expectation. 

HoPE'FUL-LY, adv. 1. In a manner to raise hope; in 
way promising good. 2. In a manner to produce a favor 
able opinion respecting some good at the present time. 3 
_With hope ; with ground to expect. 

HoPE'FUL-NESS, n. Promise of good ; ground to expect 
what is desirable. Wotton. 

HoPE'LESS, a. 1. Destitute of hope ; having no expecta
tion of that which is desirable; despairing. 2. Giving no 
ground of hope or expectation of good ; promising nothing 
desirable; desperate. 

HOPE'LESS-LY, adv. Without hope. Beaumont. 
HoPE'LESS-NESS, n. A state of being desperate, or afford

ing no hope. 
HoP'ER, n. One that hopes. Shak. 
HOPING, ppr. 1. Having hope. 2. Confiding in. 
HoP'IJNG-LY, adv. With hope or desire of good. 
HOP'LITE, 7i. [Gr. &7rXtT77£.] In ancient Greece, a heavy-

armed soldier. Mitford. 
HOPPER, 7i. 1. One who hops, or leaps on one leg. 2. A 

wooden trough through which grain passes into a mill; 
so named from its moving or shaking. 3. A vessel in 
which seed-corn is carried for sowing. 

HOPPERS, 7i. A play in which persons hop or leap on one 
leg. Johnson. 

HOP'PET, 7t. A basket. 
HOP'PING, ppr. Leaping on one leg; dancing. 
HOP'PING, 7i. A dancing ; a meeting for dancing. 
HOP'PLE, v. t. To tie the feet near together to preveni 

leaping. 
HOPSCOTCH, TI. A game. See HOPPERS. 
Ho'RAL, a. [L. hora.] Relating to an hour, 
t Ho'RAL-LY, adv. Hourly. 
Ho'RA-RY, a. [L. horarius.] 1. Pertaining to an hour, 

noting the hours. 2. Continuing an hour. 
S-5S' I n' horde'] A company of wandering people 
HORDE, i dwelling in tents or wagons, and migrating 

from place to place. 
HORE, TI. [Sax. hure ; D. hoer ; Dan. hore. The common 

orthography, whore, is corrupt.] A woman, married or sin
gle, who indulges unlawful sexual intercourse; also, a 
prostitute; a common woman ; a harlot; a woman of ill 
fame. 

HORE, V. i. To indulge unlawful sexual commerce, as a 
male or female ; to be habitually lewd. 

HoRE'D6M, 77. 1. The practice of unlawful sexual com 
merce ; habitual or customary lewdness of males or fe 
males.—-2. In Scripture, idolatry. 

I n' ^ man wko ^ addicted to lewdness 
HoRE MON-GER, j or frequently indulges in unlawful 

sexual intercourse. 
A bastard ; the son of a hore. 

HOKISH, a. Lewd; unchaste; loose. 
HoR'ISH-LY, adv. Lewdly; unchastely. 
HoRE'HOUND, n. [Sax. hara-hune.] The name of severa* 

plants of different genera. 
*HOR/I-ZON, or HO-RI'ZON, n. [Gr. bpiZwv; Fr. hori

zon ; Sp. horiionte.] The line that terminates the view, 
when extended on the surface of the earth; or a great 
circle of the sphere, dividing the world into two parts or 
hemispheres—the upper hemisphere, which is visible, 

j and the lower, which is hid. The horizon is sensible, and 
i rational or real. The sensible, apparent or visible horizon 
| is a lesser circle of the sphere, which divides the visibl 

part of the sphere from the invisible. The rational, tru 
or astronomical horizon, is a great circle whose plan 
passes through the centre of the earth, and whose pole 
are the zenith and nadir. 

HOR-I-ZON'TAL, a. 1. Pertaining to the horizon, or re
lating to it. 2. Parallel to the horizon; on a level. 3. 
Near the horizon. 

HOR-I-ZON'TAL-LY, adv. In a direction parallel to the 
horizon; on a level. ^ . 

HOR-I-ZON-TAL'I-TY, n. The state of being horizontal. 
HORN, 77. [Sax., G., Sw., Dan. horn.] 1. A hard substance * ' 1 ° ... raA., ' J 
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growing on the heads of certain animals, and particularly 
on cloven-footed quadrupeds, usually projecting to some 
length, and terminating in a point. Horns serve for 
weapons. 2. A wind instrument of music made of horn ; 
a trumpet.—3. In modern times, a wind instrument made 
of metal. 4. An extremity of the moon, when it is wax
ing or waning, anu forming a crescent. 5. The feeler or 
antenna of an insect. 6. The feeler of a snail, which 
may be withdrawn. 7. A drinking cup, horns being used 
anciently for cups. 8. A winding stream. Dryden. 9. 
Horns, in the plural, is used to characterize a cuckold. 
—10. In Scripture, horn is a symbol of strength or power. 

HORN'BEAK, 71. A fish. See HORNFISH. 
HORN" BEAM, n. A genus of trees. 
HORN'BILL, n. A fowl of the genus buceros. 
HORNTJLEND, n. [G. horn and blende.] A mineral of sev

eral varieties, called, by Haiiy, amphibole. 
HORN'BLoW-ER, n. One that blows a horn. 
HORN'BOOK, n. The first book of children, or that in 

which they learn their letters and rudiments; so called 
from its cover of horn. [JVo w little used.] 

IIORN'-DIS-TEM-PER, n. A disease of cattle, affecting the 
internal substance of the horn. Encyc. 

HORNED, a. 1. Furnished with horns. 2. Shaped like a 
crescent or the new moon. Milton. 

HORNED-NESS, n. The appearance of horns. 
HORN'ER, 7i. 1. One who works or deals in homs. Grew. 

2. One who winds or blows the horn. Sherwood. 
IIORN'ET, n. [Sax. hymett, hyrnete.] An insect, much 

larger and stronger than the wasp, and whose sting gives 
severe pain. 

HORN'FISH, n. The garfish or sea-needle. Encyc. 
IIORN'FOOT, a. Having a hoof; hoofed. Hakewill. 
HORN'I-FY, v. t. To bestow horns upon. [Not used, or 

vulgar.] Beaumont. 
HORN'ING, 71. Appearance of the moon when increasing, 

or in the form of a crescent. Gregory. 
HORNTSH, a. Somewhat like horn ; hard. Sandys. 
HORN'LESS, a. Having no horns. Journ. of Science. 
HORN'MER-OU-RY, n. Muriate of mercury. 
HORN'OJvVL, TI. A species of owl. 
HORN'PiPE, TI. 1. An instrument of music in Wales. 2. 

An air or tune of triple time, with six crotchets in a bar. 
3. A kind of dance. 

HORN'SHAV-INGS, n. Scrapings or raspings of the horns 
of deer. B. Johnson. 

HORN'SIL-VER, n. Muriate of silver. 
HORN'SPOON, n. A spoon made of horn. 
HORN'SLATE, n. A gray, siliceous stone. Kirwan. 
HORN'STONE, n. A siliceous stone. 
HORN'WoRK, n. In fortification, an outwork composed of 

two demi-bastions joined by a curtain. 
IIORN'Y, a. 1. Consisting of horn or homs. 2. Resem

bling horn. 3. Hard ; callous. 
HO-ROG'RA-PHY, n. [Gr. u>pa and ypatyu.] 1. An ac

count of hours. 2. The art of constructing dials. Cyc. 
* Ho'RO-LOGE, or HOR'O-LOGE, n. [Fr. horloge.] An 

instrument that indicates the hour of the day. 
HO-RO-LOG'I-€AL, a. Pertaining to the horologe, or to 

horology. 
HO-RO-LO-GI-O-GRAPH'IC, a. Pertaining to the art of 

dialing. Chainbers. 
HO-RO-LO-GI-OG'RA-PHY, n. [Gr. wf>a,>oyo?and Ypadxo.] 

An account of instruments that show the hour of the day • 
also, of the art of constructing dials. ' 

* HO-ROL'O-GY, n. [Gr. tipoXoyew.] The art of construct
ing machines for measuring and indicating portions of 
time. 

HO-RO-MET'RI-CAL, a. Belonging to horometry. Asiat 
Res. 

HO-ROM'E-TRY, n. [Gr. <bpa and perpov.] The art or prac
tice of measuring time. F 

HOR'O-SCOPE^ 7i. [Fr.; Gr. (opooicoiros.] 1. In astrology, 
a scheme or figure of the twelve houses, or twelve si^ns 
of the zodiac, in which is marked the disposition of the 
heavens at a given time, and by which astrologers for
merly told the fortunes of persons, according to the posi
tion of the stars at the time of their birth. 2. The decree 
or point of the heavens arising above the eastern point of 
the horizon at any given time when a prediction is to be 
made of a future event. 

HO-ROS'CO-PY, n. The art or practice of predicting future 
events by the disposition of the stars. 

HOR'RENT, a. [L horrcns.] Bristled; standing erect, as 
bristles; pointing outward. Milton. 

HOR RI-BLE, a. [L. horribilis.] Exciting or tending to ex
cite horror ; dreadful; terrible ; shocking; hideous. 

HOR'RI-BLE-NESS, n. The state or qualities that may 
excite horror; dreadfulness ; terribleness; hideousness. 

HOR'RI-BLY, adv. In a manner to excite horror. 
HOR'RID, a. [L. hvrridus. See HORROR.] 1. That does or 

may excite horror ; dreadful; hideous; shocking. 2. 
Rough; rugged. 3. Shocking ; very offensive. 

HOR'RID-LY, adv. In a manner to excite horror; dread
fully ; shockingly. 

HOR'RID-NESS, n. The qualities that do or may exciU 
horror; hideousness ; enormity. Hammond. 

HOR-RIF'I€, a. [L, horrijicus.] Causing horror. 
HOR-RIS'O-NOUS, a. [L. horrisonus.] Sounding dreadful

ly ; uttering a terrible sound. 
HOR'ROR, 71. [L.] 1. A shaking, shivering or shuddering 

as in tli3 cold fit which precedes a fever. 2. An excess 
ive degree of fear, or a painful emotion wliich makes a 
person tremble ; terror; a shuddering with fear; terror 
accompanied with hatred. 3. That which may excite' 
horror or dread; gloom; dreariness. Pope. 4. Dreadful 
thoughts. 5. Distressing scenes. 

HORSE, (hors) n. [Sax. hors.] 1. A species of quadrupeds 
of the genus equus. The horse is a beautiful animal, and 
of great use for draught or conveyance on his back. 2. A 
constellation. 3. Cavalry ; a body of troops serving on 
horseback. 4. A machine by which something is sup
ported ; usually a wooden frame with legs. 5. A wooden 
machine on which soldiers ride by way of punishment.— 
6. In seamen's la7iguage, a rope extending from the mid
dle of a yard to its extremity, to support the sailors while 
they loose, reef or furl the sails.— To take horse. 1. To 
set out to ride on horseback. 2. To be covered, as a 
mare. 

HORSE, v. t. 1. To mount on a horse. 2. To carry on the 
back. 3. To ride astride. 4. To cover a mare, as the 
male. 

HORSE, v. i. To get on horseback. Shelton. 
HORSE'BACK, (hors'bak) n. The state of being on ahorse; 

the posture of riding on a horse. 
HORSE'BEAN, n. A small bean given to horses. 
IIORSE'BLOGK, n. A block or stage that assists persons in 

mounting and dismounting from a horse. 
HORSE'BoAT, n. 1. A boat used in conveying horses over 

a river or other water. 2. A boat moved by horses. 
HORSE'BOY, 71. A boy employed in dressing and tending 

horses; a stable-boy. Knolles. 
HORSE'BRAM-BLES, n. plu. Briars; wild rose. Grose. 
HORSE'BREAK-ER, TI. One whose employment is to break 

horses, or to teach them to draw or carry. 
HORSE'CHEST-NUT, n. A large nut, the fruit of a species 

of oesculus ; or the tree that produces it. 
HORSE'CLOTH, n. A cloth to cover a horse. 
HORSE'CoURS'ER, n. 1. One that runs horses, or keeps 

horses for the race. 2. A dealer in horses. 
HORSE'GRAB, n. A crustaceous fish. Ainsworth. 
HORSE-Cu'CUM-BER, n. A large green cucumber. 
IIORSE'DEAL-ER, n. One who buys and sells horses 
HORSE'DRENCH, n. A dose of physic for a horse. 
HORSE'DUNG, n. The dung of horses. 
IIORSE'-EM-MET, n. A species of large ant. 
HORSE'FACED, a. Having a Jong, coarse face; ugly 
HORSE'FLESH, n. The flesh of a horse. Bacon. 
HORSE'FLY, 7i. A large fly that stings horses. 
HORSE'FOOT, n. A plant, called also colt's-foot. 
HORSE'GLTARDS, n. A body of cavalry for guards. 
HORSE'HAIR, n. The hair of horses. 
HORSE'HoE, v. t. To hoe or clean a field by means of 

horses. 
HORSE'KEEP-ER, n. One who keeps or takes care of 

horses. 
f HORSE'KNAVE, n. A groom. Chaucer. 
HORSE'KNOPS, n. phi. Heads of knap-weed. Grose. 
HORSE LAUGH, n. A loud, boisterous laugh. 
HORSE'LEECH, n. 1. A large leech. 2. A farrier. 
HORSE'LIT-TER, n. A carriage hung on poles, which are 

borne by and between two horses. Milton. 
HORSE'LoAD, n. A load for a horse. 
HORSELY, a. Applied to a horse, as manly is to a man. 
HORSE'MAN, n. 1. A rider on horseback. 2. A man 

skilled in riding. 3. A soldier who serves on horseback 
HORSE'MAN-SHIP, n. The act of riding, and of training 

and managing horses. Pope. 
IIORSE'MAR-TEN, n. A kind of large bee. Ainsworth. 
HORSE'MATCH, n. A bird. Ainsicorth. 
HORSE'MEAT, 7i. Food for horses ; provender. 
IIORSE'MILL, 71. A mill turned by a horse. 
HORSE'-MIL-LI-NER, n. [horse and milliner.] One who 

supplies ribbons or other decorations for horses. Pega-e. 
HORSE MINT, n. A species of large mint. 
HORSE'MUS-CLE, n. A large muscle or shell-fish. 
HORSE'PATH, 71. A path for horses, as by canals. 
HORSE'PLAY, 7i. Rough, rugged play. Dryden. 
HORSE POND, n. A pond for watering horses. 
HORSE'PURS-LANE, n. A plant. 
HORSE'RACE, TI. A race by horses; a match of horses in 

running. 
HORSE'RA-CING, n. The practice or act of running horses 
HORSE'RAD-ISH, n. A plant of the genus cochlearia, a 

species of scurvy-grass, having a root of a pungent taste. 
HORSE'SHOE, TI. A shoe for horses, consisting of a plate 

of iron of a circular form. 

* See Synopsis A, E, I, O U. Y. low or .-FAR. FALL, WHAT PREY PIN, MARINE. BIRD | Obsolete. 
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IIORSE'SHOE-IIEAD, n. A disease of infants, in which 

the sutures of the skull are too open._ 
HOR8E'STEAL-ER, or HORSE'THIEF, n. A stealer of 

horses. 
HORSE'STING-ER, n. The dragon-fly. 
HORSE'TAIL, 71. A plant of the genua eqvisetum. 
HORSE'TONGUE, n. A plant of the genus ruscus. 
HORSE-VETCH, or HORSE'SHOE-VETCH, n. A plant 

of the genus hippocrepis. . 
HORSE'WAY, or IIORSE'RoAD, ». A way or road m 

which horses may travel. 
HORSE'WHIP, n. A whip for driving horees. 
HORSE'WHIP, u. t. To lash ; to strike with a horsewhip. 
HORSE-WORM, n. A worm that infests horses ; a bott. 
HOR-TA'TIOX, 7i. [L. Jwrtatio.] The act of exhorting or 

giving advice ; exhortation; advice intended to encourage. 
HOR'TA-TIVE, a. Giving exhortation ; advisory. 
HOR'TA-TIVE, n. Exhortation; a precept given to incite 

or encourage. Bacon. 
HOR'TA-TO-RY, a. Encouraging; inciting ; giving advice, 
f HOR-TEX'SIAL, a. [L. hortensis.] Fit for a garden. 
IIOR'TI-€UL-TOR, n. [L. hortus and cultor.] One who 

cultivates a garden. 
HOR-TI-€ULT'U-RAL, a. Pertaining to the culture of 

gardens. 
HOR'TI-€ULT-URE, n. [L. hortus and cultura.] The art 

of cultivating gardens. 
HOR-TI-€ULT'U-RIST, n. One who is skilled in the art 

of cultivating gardens. 
HOR'TU-LAN, a. [L. hortulanus.] Belonging to a garden. 
HOR TUS SICCUS, n. [L.] Literally, a dry garden ; an 

appellation given to a collection of specimens of plants, 
carefully dried and preserved. 

HORT'YARD, n. An orchard, which see. 
HO-SAX'XA, 71. [Heb.] An exclamation of praise to God, 

or an invocation of blessings. 
HOSE, n; plu. HOSEN, or HOSE. [Sax. hos,• G. hose.] 1. 

Breeches or trowsers. 2. Stockings; coverings for the 
legs. 3. A leathern pipe, used with fire-engines, for con
veying water to extinguish fires. 

Ho'SIER, (lio'zhur). n. One who deals in stockings and 
socks, &c. 

Ho'SIER-Y, (ho'zhur-y) w. Stockings in general; socks. 
HOS'PI-TA-BLE, a. [L. hospitalis.] 1. Receiving and en

tertaining strangers with kindness and without reward ; 
kind to strangers and guests. 2. Proceeding from or in
dicating kindness to guests ; manifesting generosity. 3. 
Inviting to strangers ; offering kind reception; indicating 
hospitality. 

HOS'PI-TA-BLY, adv. With kindness to strangers or 
guests ; with generous and liberal entertainment. 

f HOS'PI-TAGE, 71. Hospitality. Spenser. 
* HOS'PI-TAJL, 7i. [Fr. hopital.] 1. A building appropri

ated for the reception of sick, infirm and helpless pau
pers ; also, a house for the reception of insane persons, or 
for seamen, soldiers, foundlings, infected persons, &c. 2. 
A place for shelter or entertainment; [o6s.] 

t HOS'PJ-TAL, a. Hospitable. Howell. 
HOS-PI-TAL'I-TY, n. [Fr. hospitalite.] The act or prac

tice of receiving or entertaining strangers or guests. 
HOS'PI-TAL-LER, n. Properly, one residing in a hospital 

for the purpose of receiving the poor and strangers. The 
Hospitallers were an order of knights who built a hospital 
at Jerusalem for pilgrims. They were called knights of 
St. John, and are the same as the knights of Malta. 

I HOSPI-TATE, v. i. [L. hospitor.] To reside or lodge un 
der the roof of another. Qreio. 

f HOS'PI-TATE, v. t. To lodge a person. 
HOST, n. [Fr. hdte, for hoste.J 1. One who entertains an

other at his own house, without reward. 2. One who 
entertains another at his house for reward ; an innkeeper; 
a landlord. 3. A guest ; one who is entertained at the 
house of another. 

HOST, n. [L. hostis.] 1. An army ; a number of men em
bodied for war. 2. Any great number or multitude. 

HOST, n. [L. hostia.] In the Romish church, the sacrifice 
of the mass, or the consecrated wafer, representing the 
body of Christ. 

HoST, V . i. To lodge at an inn ; to take up entertainment. 
[Little used.'] Shak. 

t HOST, v t. To give entertainment to. Spenser. 
HOSTAGE, 7i. [Fr. otage.] A person delivered to an ene

my or hostile power, as a pledge to secure the perform
ance of conditions. 

HOSTE, 7i. Hoarseness Craven dialect. 
IIOS'TEL, IIOSTEL-LER. See HOTEL. 
+ HOSTEL-RY, 7i. [Fr. hostelerie.] An inn. Chaucer. 
HOST'ESS, w. 1. A female host; a woman who entertains 

guests. 2. A w iman who keeps an inn. 
HOST'ESS-SHIP TI. The character or business of a hostess. 

Shak. 
HOS'TIE, TI [L. hostia.] The consecrated wafer. Burnet. 
HOS'TILE, a. [L. hostilis.] 1. Belonging to a public ene

my ; designating enmity, particularly public enmity, or a 

HOU 

| state of war j inimical. 2. Possessed by a public enemy 
3. Adverse : opposite ; unfriendly. 

HOS'TILE-LY, adv. In a hostile manner. 
HOS-TIL'I-TY, n. [Fr. hostUite ; L. hostilitas.] 1. The 

state of war between nations or states ; the actions of an 
open enemy ; aggression ; attacks of an enemy. 2. Pri
vate enmity. 

HOS'TIL-lZE, v. t. To make an enemy. [Little used ] 
HoST'ING, n An encounter ; a battle ; [little used.] Mil

ton. 2. A muster or review ; [obs.Y Spenser. 
* HOST'LER, (hos'ler, or os ler) n. [Fr. hotelier.] The per

son who has the care of horses at an inn. 
f HoST'LESS, a Inhospitable 
IIoST'RY, n. 1. A stable for horses. 2. A lodging house 
HOT, a. [Sax. hat.] 1. Having sensible heat; opposed to 

cold. Hot expresses more than warm. 2. Ardent in tem
per 5 easily excited or exasperated; vehement. 3. Vio
lent; furious. 4. Eager; animated; brisk; keen. 5 
Lustful; lewd. 6. Acrid ; biting; stimulating; pungent. 

HOT, 71. A sort of basket to carry turf or slate in. Grcsc. 
THOT, HOTE, HO'TEN, pp. Called; named. Gower. 
HOT'BED, n. In gardening, a bed of earth and horsedung, 

covered with glass, intended for raising early plants, or 
for nourishing exotic plants of warm climates. 

HOT'BRAINED, a. Ardent in temper; violent; rash; pre
cipitate. Dryden. 

HOTCH'POT, \ n. [Fr. hochepot. 1 1. Properly, a min-
HOTCH'POTCH, J gled mass ; a mixture of ingredients.— 

2. In law, a mixing of lands. 
HOT'COC-KLES, n.plu. [qu. Fr. hautes coquilles.] A play 

in which one covers his eyes and guesses who strikes 
him. 

HO-TEL', n. [Fr. hdtel.] 1. A palace. 2. An inn ; a house 
for entertaining strangers or travelers. 

HOT'HEAD-ED, a. Of ardent passions; vehement; vio
lent ; rash. Arbuthnot. 

HOT'HOUSE, TI. 1. A house kept warm to shelter tender 
plants and shrubs from the cold air. 2. A bagnio, or place 
to sweat and cup in. 3. A brothel. 

HOT'LY, adv. 1. With heat. 2. Ardently ; vehemently ; 
violently. 3. Lustfully. 

HOT'MOUTHED, a. Headstrong ; ungovernable. 
HOT'NESS, 7i. 1. Sensible heat beyond a moderate de-

Sree of warmth. 2. Violence ; vehemence ; fury. 
T'SPUR, n. 1. A man violent, passionate, heady, rash 

or precipitate. 2. A kind of pea of early growth. 
HOT'SPUR, a. Violent; impetuous. Spenser. 
HOT'SPURRED, a. Vehement; rash; heady. 
HOT'TEN-TOT, n. 1. A native of the southern extremity 

of -Africa. 2. A savage, brutal man. 
HOTTEX-TOT-CHER'RY, 7t. A plant. 
HOUGH, (hok) n. [Sax. hoh.] 1. The lower part of the 

thigh ; the ham. 2. An adz ; a hoe; [not in use.] 
HOUGH, (bok) v. t. 1. To hamstring. 2. To cut with a 

hoe; [ofts.] 
HOU'LET, n. An owl. See HOWLET. 
HOULT. See HOLT. 
HOUND, n. [Sax., G., Sw., Dan., Scot, hund.] A generic 

name of the dog; but in English it is confined to a .partic
ular breed used in the chase. 

HOUND, v.t. 1. To set on the chase. 2. To hunt; to chase. 
HOUND FISH, 71. A fish, cafled also galeus Icevis. 
HOUNDS, n. In seamen's language, the projecting parts cJ 

the head of a mast. Mar. Diet. 
HOUND'S'TONGUE, v. A plant. 
HOUND'TREE, n. A kind of tree. Ainsworth. 
HOUP. See HOOPOO. 
HOUR, (our) n. [L., Sp. hora ; Fr. heure.] 1. A space of 

time eqjial to one twenty-fourth part of the natural day 
It consists of 60 minutes. 2. Time; a particular time 
3. The time marked or indicated by a chronometer, clock 
or watch ; the particular time of the day.— To keep good 
hours, to be at home in good season.—Hours, in the plu
ral, certain prayers in the Romish church. 

HOUR'GLASS, (our'glass) n. 1. A chronometer that meas
ures the flux of time by the running of sand from one 
glass vessel to another through a small aperture. 2. Space 
of time. 

HOUR'HAND, n. The hand or pointed pin which shows 
the hour on a chronoirieter. 

HOU'RI, n. Among Mohammedans, a nymph of paradise 
Johnson. 

HOUR'LY, (ourfly) a. 1. Happening or done every hour, 
frequent; often repeated. 2. Continual. 

HOUR'LY, (ourfly) adv. Every hour; frequently. 
HOUR'PLATE, (our'plate) n. The plate of a time-piece on 

which the hours are marked ; the dial. Locke. 
f HOUS'AGE, n. A fee for keeping goods in a house, 
f HOUS'AL, a. Domestic. Cotgrave. 
HOUSE, (hous) TI. [Sax., Goth., Sw.,Scot. hus.] 1. A 

building intended or used as a habitation ; a building or 
edifice for the habitation of man ; a dwelling place, man
sion or abode for any of the human species. 2. An edi
fice or building appropriated to the service of God; a temple; 
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a church. '3. A monastery ; a college 4. The manner 
of living; the table.—5. In astrology, the station of a 
planet in the heavens, or the twelfth part of the heavens 
6. A family of ancestors; descendants and kindred • a 
race of persons from the same stock ; a tribe. 7. One'of 
the estates of a kingdom assembled in parliament or legis
lature ; a body of men united in their legislative capacity. 
8. The quorum of a legislative body ; the number of repre
sentatives assembled who are constitutionally empowered 
toenactlaws.—9. In Scripture, those who dwell in a house 
and compose a family; a household. 10. Wealth: estate. 
II. I he grave. 12. Household affairs: domestic con
cerns. 13 The body; the residence or the soul in this 
world. 14. The church among the Jews. 15. A place of 
residence. 16. A square or division on a chess board. 

HOUSE, (houz) v. t. [Sw. hysa.] 1. To cover from the in
clemencies of the weather; to shelter; to protect by cov
ering. 2. To admit to residence ; to harbor. 3. To deposit 

™ in the 8rave* 4. To drive to a shelter. 
HOUSE, (houz) v i. 1. To take shelter or lodgings : to keep 

abode; to reside. 2. To have an astrological station in 
the heavens. 

HOUSE'BoAT, n. A covered boat. 
HOUSE'BOTE, n. [house, and Sax. lot.] In law, a suf

ficient allowance of wood to repair the house and sup
ply fuel. r 

HOUSE'-BREAK-ER, (housdira-ker) n. One who breaks, 
ii^^SSS?^00"6 by day with a fel0Tli°us intent. 
IIOUSE'-BREAK-ING, (hous'bra-king) n. The breaking 

or opening and entering of a house by daylight, with the' 
intent#i£®°mmit a felony, or to steal or rob. 
son U' A d°g k6pt t0 guard the house. Addi-

HOUSE'HpLD, n. 1. Those who dwell under the same 
roof and compose a family. 2. Family life : domestic 
management. 

^meiftic HBelongins to the house and family ; do-
HOUSE'HoLD-ER, n. The master or chief of a family • 
Tr£?™£?-keeps house with his family. * 5 

n' Bread not of the finest quality. 
HOUSEHoLD-STUFF, n. The furniture of a house • the 

v^eJs> Hensils and goods of a family. 3 

HOUSE'KEEP-ER, n. 1. One who occupies a house with 
in n n™dy3 a Pan °,r woman who maintains a family state 

J 3 a householder. 2. A female servant who has 
rJw ?1Gd Cn!e le 3- °ne who lives in plenty • 
f.ousidog; ["te] '° PS mUCh at h°me; [obS-] 5- A 

HOUSE'KFFpiMn' a' Bo™estic 1 used m a family. 
9 Efff h The famiIy state in a dwelling 

HOTJ«/ft FN Y 3 M Ple^lful and hospitable table, 
cref breii ' [S&X' husel^ Ti,e 5 the sa-

To 8ive or recetve the 
HfattfnEg^AMB'(h0US'Iam) "• A lamb kept in a house for. 
„ 5?J7jrJ?/EEEK^ n' A plant. 

"ouse or habi,ation-
HOrafirof | %XeTtrl™' * ^ !i"e formed of 

HhoUusfdean?'&e: A S6rVant em"lo>'ed «o keep a 
lloSooE' I'AJ£??<>• 

HOUSS, n« A covering. [Sto HOUSING.] Dryden. 
tHOVE, v.i. [Welsh, hofio, hovio.] To hover about; m 

halt; to loiter. Gowcr. ' ( 

A shed ; a cottage: a mean 
HOVE, pret. of heave. 
HOVEL, n. [Sax. hof, hofc. . 

house. 
E°yr'EE> Vtt' To Put in a hovel; to shelter. 
HoV'EN, pp. of heave. 
*HoV'ER, v. i. [W. hoviaw.] 1. To flap the wines a<d 

fowl; to hang over or about, fluttering or flapping the 
SST 3 To Rtnmf OVer °r around> W'th 
h " : u Z j?tand ,ln suspense or expectation. 4. To 

t I^W FRa 0U /r0n: p "ce t0 Place »' the neighborhood. 
IfftV^FRj^Rnnifn ?" ?r sllelter b7 hanging over. S?y,E5"£5?UNI)' n' Llght ground. Ray. 
HoV ER-ING, ppr. Flapping tlie wings ; hanging over or 
ttAw J with short irregular flights. 
HOW, adv. [Sax. hu.] 1. In what manner. 2. To what 

degree or extent. 3. For what reason ; from what cause 
4. By what means. 5. In what state.' 6. It is used i a 
sense marking proportion. 7. It is much used in exda 
mation ; as, how are the mighty fallen ! 2 Sam. i. In some 

+ SSlrfS bh °w 1S s,IPerfluous or inelegant. 
122^5-?™®* Nevertheless. Spenser. 

i" 3 ad?'lhov>, he, and it.] Be it as it may: nev-
How/twS 3 notwithstanding ; yet; but; however. ' 
HOW'DY, n. A midwife. [Local.1 Orose 
HOW EVTR h°w do you ? how is your health ? 

a. n , whatever manner or degree. 2 
ing yeCtVe i at 3' Neverthelei®; notwiltetand 

Ho'w/t 7FT? I n' [SF* hohulr' G- haubitic.] A kind of HO WIF-ZER, j mortar or short gun, mounted on a field 
nnw^iand 1sed for "'rowing shells. " 
HOWl «• A Dutch vessel with two masts. 

23?^ l: 1. Qo cry as a dog or wolf; tout-
soundpa q1CH, ar kmd 0f -Oud, protracted and mournful 
of T Utt?r a load» mournful sound, expressive 

HOW? t V'm W?;L 3* To roar i as a tempest. 1 

Tiowt"3 1 °lspeak with outcry. 
2 Tlip'rrv of !!!Cry of ? d°g ?r wolf> or other like sound. 

HOWT fPT of a human being m horror or anguish. 
HOWLTT, n. [Fr. hulotte.l A fowl of the owl kind 

which litters a mournful cry. 1 

^-Uttering the cry of a dog or wolf; utter
ing a loud cry of distress. fe 3 " 

HOWLING, a. Filled with howls, or howling beasts; 

H OUIE'R A IS^ER' RT °R F™6 I?AA HOIISFbryden 
SAhIf/Jvm 3 °ne• 1° erects a house. V 

i}8Sii^teaA 

time a family enters a new house. making at the 
* HOUSE'WlFE, n. [house and wife ; contracted intn h 

wife, hussy.] 1. The mistress of a fami v l A frmaf" 
economist; a good manager. 3. One skniPd ?ma e 

business. 4. A little case or bag for articlls nf ?ma e 
work ; pronounced huzhif. 8 articles of female 

* HOUSE'WIFE-LY, a. L Pertainine to th* . 
?aifri,y 2' Taken fr0m bousewifery. or domestfc aC-

U Z W U h  t h e  e C o n o m y  o f  a  c a r e f u l  
»HOUSE'WIFE-EY, n. The business of the mistress nf , 

family ; female business in the economy of a familv • L 
male management of domestic concerns y ' 

HOUSE'-WRIGHT, (hous'rlte) ». An architect who build* 
houses. ua 

HOUSED, pp. Put under cover; sheltered. 
HOUS'INS, ppr. 1. Covering; sheltering. 2. Waroed • 

crooked, as a brick. p > 
IIOUS'ING, n. 1. Houses in general. 2. [Fr. housse 1 A 

cloth laid over a saddle. 3. A piece of cloth fastened tn 
the hinder part of a saddle. 

fHOUS'LING, a. Sacramental; as, housling fire, used in 
the sacrament of marriage. Spenser. 

dreary. Addison. 
HmournfulGs'ound The 0<* °f fi°W"ng; a loud outcD"" 
^ S°' adVm tabbreviation Of howsoeverJ] Although. 

HOW-SO-EVER, adv. [how, so, and ever.] I, In what 
I +xSAAA^soever' 2* Although. 1 

! I VE' Pe old word f°r hood. 
PjQy ' V'/' 3°i/10Ught0 hamstring. [See HOUGH.] Shak 
rrnv3 small vessel, usually rigged as a sloop. 
HUB ^amatlon» no deAnite meaning. 
H2t^2B3TC• A gr?at noise «f many confused voices; a 
+ uProarl not. Clarendon. 
HTr2£ r V'£u ° ]laggle in trading. 

°rfaFerman river-trout. 
HUC K1 F » rrw A i n l[inei! witb raised figures on it 
HU€'KLFRA^pnC \i . hlPr that is, a bunch. 
HUU^f'boIf D'r^ ?avin= round shoulders. 
HU€K«TFR t r'S'J?; hU,cker'l The hip bone. Ut^KblER, w. [G. ho eke, hock er.] 1, A retailer nfqmtll ir-

BU€K'kTm0rvTV"d'' Y-A trickish fel ow. 
S s^'- Jo deal ln Nicies, or in petty 

E?^!^^',- ̂ irZT\0 press 
together promiscuously, without order or rOTitlaritv T 
oTr0hZ7ii"roXBCUOUStbr0nS Without order^ to press 

^MveHn haste oVcI« \h«o» ,2' T? 
disorder. 4. To throw together L cSS„ baste an3 
together without regard to order. >, ' 0 cr°wd 

HUD'DLE, n. A crowd: a number of 

SS.TE 

HUD'DLING, ppr. Crowding or throwing together in di* 
order; putting on carelessly. ® ais" 

HUE, ti. [Sax. hiewe, hiw.] Color; dye. Milton. 
Hue, m the phrase hue and cry, signifies a shouting or vo

ciferation.—In law, a hue and cry is the mirsnit nfoii 
or offender, with loud outcries o?clamo/to^ve an aW ' wouru, wgiveanaian 
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f HOED, a. Colored. Chaucer. 
f HO'ER, TO. One whose business is to cry out or give an 

alarm. Carew. 
HUFF, TO. [Sp. chufa.] 1. A swell of sudden anger or arro

gance. 2. A boaster. South. 
HUFF, v. t. 1. To swell ; to enlarge ; to puff up. Grew. 

2. To hector ; to bully ; to treat with insolence and arno-
gance ; to chide or rebuke with insolence. 

HUFF, v. i. 1. To swell; to dilate or enlarge. 2. To blus
ter ; to swell with anger, pride or arrogance; to storm. 

HUFFED,pp. Swelled; puffed up. 
HUFF'ER, TO. A bully ; a swaggerer; a blusterer. 
HUFF'I-NESS, n. Petulance; the state of being puffed up. 
HUFF'ING,ppr. Swelling; puffing up; blustering 
HUFF'ISH, a. Arrogant; insolent; hectoring. 
HUFF ISI1-LY, adv. With arrogance or blustering. 
HUFFTSH-NESS, n. Arrogance ; petulance ; bluster. 
HUFF'Y, a. Swelled or swelling; petulant. 
HUG, v. t. [Dan. heger.] 1. To press close in an embrace. 

2. To embrace closely; to hold fast; to treat with fond
ness. 3. To gripe in wrestling or scuffling.—To hug the 
land, in sailing, to sail as near the land as possible.—To 
hug the windy to keep the ship close-hauled. 

HUG, n. 1. A close embrace. 2. A particular gripe in wrest
ling or scuffling. 

HUGE, a. [D. lioog.] 1. Very large or great; enormous. 
2. It is improperly applied to space and distance, in the 
sense of greaty vast, immense.—3. In colloquial language, 
very great; enormous. 

HOGE'LY, adv. Very greatly; enormously; immensely. 
HuGE'NESS, n. Enormous bulk or largeness. 
HuGE'OUS, a. A low word for vast or enormous. 
HUG'GER-MUG-GER, n. In hugger mugger, denotes in 

privacy or secrecy, and the word, adverbially used, de
notes secretly. [It is a low cant word.J 

Hu'GUE-NOT, 7t. [The origin of this word is uncertain. 
It is conjectured to be a corruption of G. eidgenossen, con
federates.] A name formerly given to a Protestant in 
France. 

Hu'GUE-NOT-ISM, n. The religion of the Huguenots in 
France. Sherwood. 

JHU'GY, a. [from huge.] Vast in size. Carew. 
f HUISII'ER, 7i. [Fr. huissier.] An usher. B. Jonson. 
HUKE, 7t. [W. hug.] A cloke ; a hyke. Bacon. 
fHULCH, n. A bunch. 
f HULCH'-BAGKED, a. Crooked-backed. Cotgrave. 
I HULCHED, a. Swollen ; puffed up. Cotgrave. 
| HULCH'IS, a. Swelling; gibbous. 
\ HULCH'Y, a. Much swollen ; gibbous. Sherwood. 
HULK, 7i [D. hulk; Sax. hulc.] 1. The body of a ship, or 

decked vessel of any kind. 2. Any thing bulky or un
wieldy ; [not used.] Shak. 

HULK, v. t. To take out the entrails. [Little used.] 
f HULK'Y, a. Bulky; unwieldy. 
HULL, 7i. [Sax. hul.] ]. The outer covering of any thing, 

particularly of a nut or of grain. 2. The frame or body 
of a ship.— To lie a hull, in seamen''s language, is to lie as 
a ship without any sail upon her, and her helm lashed 
a-lee.— To strike a hull, in a storm, is to take in the sails, 
and lash the helm on the lee-side of a ship. 

HULL, v. t. 1. To strip off or separate the hull or hulls. 2. 
To pierce the hull of a ship with a cannon ball. 

HULL, v. i. To float or drive on the water without sails. 
HULL'Y, a. Having husks or pods ; siliquous. 
Hu'LO-THE-ISM, n. [Gr. b\rj and Ocos.] The doctrine or 

belief that matter is God, or that there is no God, except 
matter and the universe. 

HUL'VER, 7i. [D. hulst.] Holly, a tree. Tusser. 
HUM, v. i. [G. hummen.J 1. To utter the sound of bees ; to 

buzz. 2. To make an inarticulate buzzing sound. 3. To 
pause in speaking, and make an audible noise like the 
humming of bees. 4. To make a dull, heavy noise like a 
drone. 5. To applaud ; [065.] 

HUM, v. t. 1. To sing in a low voice. 2. To cause to hum; 
to impose on ; [vulgar.] 

HUM, n. 1. The noise of bees or insects. 2. A low, con
fused noise, as of crowds. 3. Any low, dull noise. 4. A 
low, inarticulate sound, uttered by a speaker in a pause. 
5. An expression of applause. 

HUM, ezclam. A sound with a pause, implying douot and 
deliberation. Pope. 

Hu'MAN, a. [L. humanus ; Fr. humain.] 1. Belonging to 
man or mankind; pertaining or relating to the race of 
man, 2. Having the qualities of a man. 3. Profane; 
not sacred or divine ; [ofo?.] 

T HU'MAN-ATE, a. Endued with humanity. Cranmer. 
HU-MANE', a. 1. Having the feelings and dispositions proper 

to man; having tenderness and compassion; kind; be
nevolent. 2. Inclined to treat the lower orders of animals 
with tenderness. 

HU-MANE'LY, adv. 1. With kindness, tenderness or com-
2* Inahumane manner; with kind feelings 

JJU-MANE'nESS, n. Tenderness. Scott. 
HU MAN-IST, 71. 1. A professor of grammar and rhetoric; 

a philologist. 2. One versed in the knowledge of human 
nature. 

HU-MAN'I-TY, 71. [L. humanitas.] 1. The peculiar nature 
of man, by which he is distinguished from other beings. 2 
Mankind collectively; the human race. 3. The kind feel
ings, dispositions and sympathies of man, by which he is 
distinguished from the lower orders of animals ; kindness , 
benevolence. 4. The exercise of kindness ; acts of tender
ness. 5. Philology; grammatical studies.—Humanities, in 
thephtraZjSignifiesgrammar, rhetoric and poetry; for teach
ing which there are professors in the universities of Scotland. 

HU-MAN-I-ZA'TION, TO. The act of humanizing. 
Hu'MAN-IZE, v. t. To soften ; to render humane ; to subdue 

dispositions to cruelty, and render susceptible of kind feel -
ings. 

HO'MAN-IZED, pp. Softened : rendered humane 
Hu'MAN-IZ-ING, ppr. Softening; subduing cruel dis

positions. 
Hu'MAN-KlND, n. The race of man ; mankind; the hu

man species. Pope. 
Hu'MAN-LY, adv. 1. After the manner of men ; according 

to the opinions or knowledge of men. 2. Kindly; hu 
manely; [obs,] Pope. 

F HU-MA'TION, 71. Interment. 
HUM'BtRD, or HUM'MING-BiRD, n. A very smal' bird 

of the genus trochilus ; so called from the sound of its 
wings in flight. 

*HUM'BLE, a. [Fr. humble; L.humilis.] 1. Lov , opposed 
to high or lofty. Cowley. 2. Low; opposed to h fty or great; 
mean ; not magnificent. 3. Lowly ; modest, meek ; sub
missive ; opposed to proud, haughty, arrogant or assuming 

* HUM'BLE, v.t. 1. To abase; to reduce to a low state. 
2. To crush ; to break; to subdue. 3. To mortify. 4. 
To make humble or lowly in mind ; to abase the pride of; 
to make meek and submissive. ~5. To make to conde
scend ; as, he humbles himself to speak to them. 6. To 
bring down ; to lower; to reduce. 7. To deprive of chas
tity. Deut. xxi.— To humble one's self, to repent; to afflict 
one's self for sin ; to make contrite. 

* HUM'BLE-BEE, n. [G. hummel. It is often called bumble
bee.] 1. A bee of a large species. 2. An herb. 

* HUM'BLED, pp. Made low ; abased ; rendered meek and 
submissive; penitent. 

*HUM'BLE-MOUTHED, a. Mild; meek; modest. 
* HUM'BLE-NESS, w. The state of being humble or low ; 

humility; meekness. Bacon. 
* HUM'BLE-PLANT, n. A species of sensitive plant. 
* HUM'BLER, n. He or that which humbles; he that re

duces pride or mortifies. 
* HUM'BLES, or UM'BLES, n. Entrails of a deer. Johnson. 
|HUM'BLESS, n. [Old Fr. humblesse.] Humbleness; hu

mility. Spenser. 
*HUM/BLlNG,?t. Humiliation; abatement of pride. Milton. 
* II UM'BLY, adv. 1. In a humble manner; with modest 

submissiveness; with humility. 2. In a low state or con
dition ; without elevation. 

HUM'BOLD-ITE, n. [from Humbold.] A rare mineral. 
HUM'BUG, 71. An imposition. [A low word.] 
HUM'DRUM, a. [qu. hum, and drone.] Dull; stupid. 
HUM'DRUM, n. A stupid fellow; a drone. 
HU-MEGT', ) v. t. [L. humecto.] To moisten; to wet • 
HU-MEGTATE, \ to water. [Little used.] Brown. 
HU-MEG-TA'TION, TO. The act of moistening, wetting or 

watering. [Little used.J Bacon. 
HU-MEG'TIVE, a. Having the power to moisten. 
Hu'ME-RAL, a. [Fr.] Belonging to the shoulder. 
HUM'HUM, n. A kind of plain, coarse India cloth, made 

of cotton. 
HU-MI-GU-BA'TIOJV, TO. [L. humus and cubo.] A lying on 

the ground. [Little used.J Bramhall. 
Hu'MID, a. [L. humidus.] 1. Moist; damp; containing 

sensible moisture. 2. Somewhat wet or watery. 
HU-MID'ITY, TO. I. Moisture ; dampness ; a moderate de

gree of wetness. 2. Moisture in the form of visible vapor, 
or perceptible in the air. 

Hu'MID-NESS, TO. Humidity. 
HU-MIL I-ATE, v. t. [L. humilio.] To humble ; to lower 

in condition ; to depress. Eaton. 
HU-MIL'I-A-TED, pp. Humbled ; depressed ; degraded. 
HU-MIL'I-A-TING, ppr. 1. Humbling; depressing. 2. a 

Abating pride ; reducing self-confidence ; mortifying. 
HU-MIL-I-A'TION, TO. 1. The act of humbling; the state 

of being humbled. 2. Descent from an elevated state or 
rank to one that is low or humble. 3. The act of abasing 
pride ; or the state of being reduced to lowliness of mind, 
meekness, penitence and submission. 4. Abasement of 
pride; mortification. . ., 

f Hu'MILE, v. t. [Old Fr. humilier.] To humiliate or humble. 
HU-MIL'I-TY, TO. [L. humilitas.] 1. In ethics, freedom from 

pride and arrogance ; humbleness of mind ; a modest es
timate of one's own worth.—In theology, humility con
sists in lowliness of mind ; a deep sense of one s own 
unworthiness in the sight of God. 2. Act of submission. 

Hu'MITE, TO. A mineral of a reddish brown color. 

* See Synopsis MOVE, BOOK, DOVEBULL, UNITE.—€ as K; G as J; S as Z; CH as SH; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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HUM'MER, n. One that hums ; an applauder. 
HUM'MING, ppr. Making a low, buzzing or murmuring 

sound. 
HUM'MING, n. The sound of bees j a low, murmuring 

sound. 
HUM'MING-ALE, n. Sprightly ale. Dryden. 
HUM'MUMS, n. plu. [Persian.] Sweating places, or 

baths 
* Hu'MOR, n [L.] 1. Moisture; but the word is chiefly 

used to express the moisture or fluids of animal bodies, as 
the humors of the eye. 2. A disease of the skin j cuta
neous eruptions. 3. Turn of mind ; temper; disposition, 
or rather a peculiarity of disposition often temporary. 4. 
That quality of the imagination which gives to ideas a 
wild or fantastic turn, and tends to excite laughter or 
mirth by ludicrous images or representations. Humor is 
less poignant and brilliant than wit; hence it is always 
agreeable. Wit, directed against folly, often olfends by 
its severity ; humoi makes a man ashamed of his follies, 
without exciting his resentment. 5. Petulance; peevish
ness ; better expressed by iil-humor. 6. A trick ; a prac
tice or habit. 

* ffU'MOR, v. t. 1. To gratify by yielding to particular incli
nation, humor, wish or desire; to indulge by compli
ance. 2. To suit; to indulge; to favor by imposing no 
restraint, and rather contributing to promote by occasional 
aids. 

* Hu'MOR-AL, a. Pertaining to or proceeding from the hu
mors. Harvey. 

* Hu-MORED, pp. Indulged ; favored. 
* Hu'MOR-ING, ppr. Indulging a particular wish or pro

pensity; favoring; contributing to aid by falling into a 
design or course. 

* Hu'MOR-IST, n. 1. One who conducts himself by his 
own inclination, or bent of mind ; one who gratifies his 
own humor. 2. One that indulges humor in speaking or 
writing; one who has a playful fancy or genius. 3. One 
who has odd conceits; also, a wag ; a droll. 

* Hu'MOR-OUS, a. Containing humor; full of wild or fan
ciful images ; adapted to excite laughter. 2. Having the 
power to speak or write in the style of humor; fanciful ; 
playful; exciting laughter. 3. Subject to be governed by 
humor or caprice ; irregular; capricious; whimsical, ["o&s.l 
4._ Moist; humid; [o&s.] ' L 1 

* IIU'MOR-OUS-LY, adv. 1. With a wild or grotesque com
bination of ideas ; in a manner to excite laughter or mirth • 
pleasantly ; jocosely. 2. Capriciously; whimsically ; in 
conformity with one's humor. 5 

* Hu'MOR-OUS-NESS, n. 1. The state or quality of being 
numorous; oddness of conceit; jocularity. 2 Fickle 

~ T^s,s J capriciousness. 3. Peevishness; petulence. 
Hu MOR-SoME, a. 1. Peevish ; petulant; influenced by 
S eSrau1werm°ment- °dd ! humorous; adapted 

'"Mdfy^hlmorou'ly.' ^ L lavishly; petulantly. 2. 

^ed^back umbo.] The protuberance formed by a crook-

A crooked back; high shoulders. 
, D1 a- Having a crooked back. 

•k-V" , n' 1# A humP3 a protuberance. 2. A lumn • n 
toorShow £"gland- A pUsh or J«k wUht'he 

P^h with the elbow; to push or thrust 
crcwk theiiack'61 * T° PUSh °Ut a 

«IHUYDtRFnK:EI>f<5' H .vin5 a crooked back. HUAD RED, a. [Sax. hund, or hundred.] Denoting 
tiroes ten r"uUiPlied ^ «•».theJ number"! ten" 

* HUND'RED, n. 1 A collection, body or sum consisting 
t®n times ten individuals or units ; th3'rnR7g0nf 
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a. Pained, pinched or weakened by Iimi nror * 

times ten individuals m unite jth^number^lo"^*2 
A division or part of a countv in Fncrin-»j «, \ 2 

have originally contained a hundred families,' or aTmdred 
warriors, or a hundred manors. nundred 

liUND'RED-CoURI, n. In England, a court held r*n* 11 
the inhabitants of a hundred. Blackstone a 

HCJND'RED-ER, n. J. In England, a man who may be of a 
jury m any controversy respecting land within thp w/ 
Sdathundmdhebel°ngS- 2" °"^ 

HUND REDTH, a. The ordinal of a hundred. 
HUNG, pret. and pp. of hang. 
11 ̂  GA-RY-WA'TER, n. A distilled water prepared from 

th 3 tops of flowers of rosemary ; so called from a aueen n? 
Hungary, for whose use it was first made. 

HUN'GER, n. [Sax., G., Dan., Sw. hunger.] 1. An une->sv 
sensation occasioned by the want of food; a craving of 
food by the stomach ; craving appetite. 2. Any stron« or 
eager desire. ® 

HUN GER, v. i. 1. To feel the pain or uneasiness which is 
occasioned by long abstinence from food; to crave food 
2. To desire with great eagerness; to long for. 

f HUN'GER. v. t. To famish. 

^--• jfi" • ^ vvimg the uneasiness of want of 
food ; desiring eagerly ; longing for; craving. 

HUN'GER-LY, a. Hungry; wanting food. Shah. 
HUNGER-LY, adv. With keen appetite. ILittle used. 1 Shak 
HUNGER-STARVED, a. Starved with hunger; pinched 

by want of food. Dryden. 
y^^'GRED, «. Hungry: pinched by want of food. 

VVith keen appetite ; voraciously. Dry-

HUNGRY, a. 1. Having a keen appetite; feeling pain or 
uneasiness from want of food. 2. Having an eager desire 
3. Lean; emaciated, as if reduced by hunger. 4. Not 
rich or fertile; poor; barren ; requiring substances to en
rich itself. 

n' A covetous> sordid man ; a miser; a niggard. 
HUNS, n. [L. Hunni.] The Scythians who conquered Pan-

nonia, ana gave it its present name, Hungary. 
HUNT, v. t. [Sax. huntian.] 1. To chase wild animals, par

ticularly quadrupeds, for the purpose of catching them for 
food, or for the diversion of sportsmen; to pursue with 
hounds for taking, as game. 2. To go in search of, for 
the purpose of shooting. 3. To pursue; to follow closely. 
4. To use, direct or manage hounds in the chase.—To hunt 
out or after, to seek ; to search for. Locke.—To hunt from, 
to pursue and drive out or away.—To hunt down, to de
press ; to bear down by persecution or violence. 

HUNT, v. i. 1. To follow the chase. 2. To seek wild ani
mals for game, or for killing them by shooting when nox-

trrnvrn-i SeeJk by Cl°Se Pursuit J to search. 
« * ' 71' 1' A cliase of wiid animals for catching them 
2. A huntsman ; [obs.] 3. A pack of hounds. 4. Pursuit; 
chase. 5. A seeking of wild animals of any kind for 
game. 

PP' Chased 3 pursued ; sought. 
HUNI'ER, n. 1. One who pursues wild animals with a 

view to take them, either for sport or for food. 2. A dog 
that scents game, or is employed in the chase. 3. A 
horse used in the chase. 

H searching^' Chasing for seizure 3 pursuing; seeking; 
HUNT'ING, n. 1. The act or practice of pursuing wild ani

mals, for catching or killing them. 2. A pursuit; a seek
ing. 5 

IIUNT'ING-HORN, n. A bugle; a horn used to cheer the 
hounds m pursuit of game. 

( n'ler. ̂  ^ 
HUNT'ING-SEAT, n. A temporary residence for the pur

pose of hunting. Gray. 
HUNT'RESS, n. A female that follows the chase. 
HUNTS'MAN, n. 1. One who practices hunting. 2. The 

servant whose office it is to manage the chase. 
HUNTS'MAN-SHIP, n. The art or practice of hunting. 
HUR'DEN, n. A coarse kind of linen. [Local, or obs. ] 
HUR'DLE, n. [Sax. hyrdel.] 1. A texture of twigs, osiers 

or sticks ; a crate of various forms, according to its desti
nation.—2. In fortification, a collection of twigs or sticks 
interwoven closely and sustained by long stakes.—3. In 
husbandry, a frame of split timber or sticks wattled 
together, serving for gates, inclosures, &c. 

HUR DLE, V. t. To make up, hedge, cover, or close with 
hurdles. Seward. 

The coarse part of flax or hemp. See HARDS. 
HURD1-GURDY, n. An instrument of music, said to 

be used in the streets of London. 
HURL, v. t. [Arm. harlua.] 1. To throw with violence, 

to drive with great force. 2. To utter with vehemence; 
[not in use.] 3. To play at a kind of game. 

HURL, ». i. To move rapidly ; to whirl. Thomson. 
HURL, n. 1. The act of throwing with violence. 2 Tu

mult; riot; commotion. Knolles. 
5^5^A whirl-bat; an old kind of weapon. 
HURL BONE, v. In a horse, a bone near the middle of 

the buttock. Encyc. 
HURLED, pp. Thrown with violence. 
HURL'ER, n. One who hurls, or who plays at hurling 

TJroT-n,g wdh force ; playing at lmrling. 
HURL'WIND, n. A whirlwind, which see. Sandys. 
HURL'Y, ^ n. [Dan. hurl om burl : Fr hurlu-
HURL'Y-BURL-Y, j burlu.] Tumult; bustle; con fusion 

Shak. 
HUR.RAH' ' | oxclam. Hoora; huzza. See HOORA. 
HUR'RI-€ANE, n. [Sp. huracan, for furacan.] 1. A most 

violent storm of wind. 2. Any violent tempest. 
HUR'RIJED, pp. Hastened; urged or impelled to rapid mo

tion or vigorous action. 
HUR'RI-ER, n. One who hurries, urges or impels. 
HUR'RY, v. t. [L. curro; Fr. courir.] 1. To hasten - to 

impel to greater speed; to drive or press forward with 
more rapidity ; to urge to act or proceed with more celer
ity. 2. To drive or impel with violence. 3. To urge or 

* See Synopsis. A, E, I, 0, tr, Y, lon^-FAR, F&Ll7~WH^T ;-PREY j-PIN, MARINE, BIRD f Obsolete. 
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drive with precipitation and confusion; for confusion is 
often caused by hurry.— To hurry atcay, to drive or carry 
away in haste. 

HUR'RY, v. i. To move or act with haste ; to proceed with 
celerity or precipitation. 

HUR'RY, n. 1. A driving or pressing forward in motion or 
business. 2. Pressure ; urgency to haste. 3. Precipita
tion that occasions disorder or confusion. 4. Tumult; bus
tle ; commotion. 

HUR'RY-ING, ppr Driving or urging to greater speed ; pre
c i p i t a t i n g .  „  . . .  

HUR'RY-SKUR'RY, adv. Confusedly; in a bustle. 
HURST, n. [Sax. hurst, or hyrst.,J A wood or grove. 
HURT, v. t.; pret. and pp. hurt. [Sax. hyrt. J 1. l o bruise ; 

to give pain by a contusion, pressure, or any violence to 
the body. 2. To wound; to injure or impair the sound 
state of the body, as by incision or fracture. 3. To harm; 
to damage ; to injure by occasioning loss. 4. To injure by 
diminution; to impair. 5. To injure by reducing in qual
ity ; to impair the strength, purity or beauty of. b. lo 
harm; to injure ; to damage, in general. /. To wound; 
to injure : to give pain to. 

HURT, ?i. 1. A wound ; a bruise ; any thing that gives pain 
to the body. 2. Harm; mischief; injury. 3. Injury; 
loss. , , 

HURT'ER, 7i. One who hurts or does harm. 
HURT'ERS, 71. Pieces of wood at the lower end of a plat

form, to prevent the wheels of gun-carriages from injur
i n g  t h e  p a r a p e t .  .  . . .  

HURT'FljL, a. Injurious; mischievous; occasioning loss 
__ J. t/jn/linrr tn imnair nr destrov. 

occasion HURTF1 
HURT'F.b^--—, , 

loss or destruction ; mischievousness. 
f HUR'TLE, v. i. [from hurt.] To clash or run against; to 

jostle ; to skirmish ; to meet in shock and encounter; to 
wheel suddenly. , 

f HUR'TLE, v. t. 1. To move with violence or impetuosity. 
Spenser. 2. To push forcibly ; to whirl. 

HUR'TLE-BER-RY, n. A whortleberry, which see. 
HURT'LESS, a. 1. Harmless; innocent; doing no injury ; 

innoxious. 2. Receiving no injury. 
HURT LESS-LY, adv. Without harm. [Little used. J 
IIURT'LESS-NESS, n. Freedom from any harmful qual

ity. [Little used.] Johnson. ^ 
HUS'BAND, 7i. [Sax. husbonda.] 1. A man contracted or 

joined to a woman by marriage. A man to whom a wo
man is betrothed.—2. In seamen's language, the owner 
of a ship who manages its concerns in person. 3. JJie 
male of animals of a lower order. 4. An economist* a 
good manager; a man who knows and practices the meth
ods of frugality and profit. 5. A farmer ; a cultivator; 
a tiller of the ground. 

HUS'BAND, v. t. 1. To direct and manage with frugality 
in expending any thing; to use with economy. 2. To 
till; to cultivate with good management. 3. lo supply 
with a husband ; [little used.] 

HUS'BAND-A-BLE, a. Manageable with economy. 
H US'BAND-ED, pp. Used or managed with economy ; 

well-managed. . ... 
HUS'BAND-ING, ppr. Using or managing with frugality. 
HUS'BAND-LESS, a. Destitute of a husband. 
HUS'BAND-LY, a. Frugal; thrifty. [Little used.] 
HUS'BAND-MAN, n. 1. A farmer; a cultivator or tiller of 

the ground ; one who labors in tillage. 2. The master 
of a family. Chaucer. 

HUS'BAND-RY, n. 1. The business of a farmer. 2. Fru
gality ; domestic economy; good management; thrift. 
3. Care of domestic affairs. 

HUSH, a. [G. husch.J Silent; still; quiet; as, they are 
hush as death. , . . . 

HUSH, v. t. 1. To still; to silence ; to calm; to make quiet; 
to repress noise. Shak. 2. To appease; to allay ; to 
calm. 

HUSH, v. i. To be still; to be silent. Spenser. 
HUSH, imperative of the verb, used as an exclamation, be 

still; be silent or quiet; make no noise—To hush up to 
suppress : to keep concealed. Pope. 

HUSH'MoN-EY, n. A bribe to secure silence ; money paid 
to hinder information, or disclosure of facts. 

HUSK, 71. [qu. W. gwisg.] The external covering of cer
tain fruits or seeds of plants. 

HUSK, v. t. To strip off the external integument or cover
ing of the fruits or seeds of plants. . _ 

HUSKED, pp. 1. Stripped of its husks. 2. a. Covered with 
a husk. , , .... 

HUSK'I-NESS, ». The state of being dry and rough, like 
a husk. 

HUSK'ING, ppr. Stripping off husks. • 
HUSK'ING, TI. The act of stripping off husks. 
HUSK'Y, a. 1. Abounding with husks ; consisting of husks. 

2. Resembling husks ; dry; rough. 3. Rough, as sound; 
harsh ; whizzi'ig. 

Hu SO, n. A fish of the genus accipenser. 

HUS-SAR', 7i. [Tartar, uswar.] A mounted soldier, ox 
horseman, in German cavalry. 

HUSSiTE, n. A follower of John Huss, the reformer. 
IIUSS'Y, 71. [contracted from huswife, housewife.] 1. A 

bad or worthless woman. 2. An economist; a thrifty 
woman. Tusser. 

HUS'TINGS, 71. [Sax. hustingc.] 1. A court held in Guild
hall, in London, before the lord mayor and nldermeu of 
the city; the supreme court or council of the city. 2. 
The place where an election of a member of parliament is 
held. Burke. 

HUS'TLE, (husd) v. i. [D. hutselen.] To shake together 
in confusion; to push or crowd. To shrug up the shoul
ders. Orose. 

* HUSWIFE, 7I. 1. A worthless woman. [See IIUSSY.J 
Shak. 2. A female economist; a thrifty woman. Shak. 

* HUSWIFE, v. t. To manage with economy and frugality. 
* HUS'WIFE-LY, a. Thrifty; frugal; becoming a house

wife. Tusser. 
| * HUS'WIFE-LY, adv. Thriftily; like a good huswife or 

husband. 
* HUS WIFE-RY", u. The business of managing the con

cerns of a family by a female ; female management. 
IIUT, 7I. [G. hutte ; D. hut.] A small house, hovel or cabin ; 

a mean lodge or dwelling ; a cottage. 
HUT, v. t. To place in huts, as troops encamped in winter 

quarters. Smollett. 
HUT, v. i. To take lodgings in huts. T. Pickering. 
HUT'TED, pp. Lodged in huts. Mitford. 
HUT'TING, ppr. Placing in huts ; taking lodgings in huts. 
HUTCH, n. [Fr. liuche.] 1. A chest or box; a corn-cliest or 

bin ; a case for rabbits. Mortimer. 2. A rat-trap. 
HUTCH, v. t. To hoard ; to lay up as in a chest. Milton. 
HUTCII-IN-So'NI-AN, n. A follower of the opinions of 

John Hutchinson, of Yorkshire, England. 
HUX, v. t. To fish for pike with hooks and lines fastened 

to floating bladders. Encyc. 
f IIUZZ, v. i. To buzz. Barret. 
HUZ-ZA', 7i. A shout of joy; a foreign word, used in writ

ing only, and most preposterously, as it is never used in 
practice. The word used is our native word hoora, or 
hooraw. See HGLORA. 

HUZ-ZA', v. i. To utter a loud shout of joy, or an acclama
tion in joy or praise. 

HUZ-ZA', v. t. To receive or attend with shouts of joy. 
HY'A-CINTH, TI. [L. hyacinthus.] 1. In botany, a genus 

of plants, of several species.—2. In mineralogy, a mineral, 
a varietv of zircon. 

HY-A-CINTH'INE, a. Made of hyacinth ; consisting of hy
acinth; resembling hyacinth. Milton. 

HY'ADS, 7I. [Gr. vaSeg.] In astronomy, a cluster of seven 
stars in the Bull's head, supposed by the ancients to bring 
rain. 

IIY'A-LINE, a. [Gr. uaAivoj.] Glassy ; resembling glass , 
consisting of glass. Milton. 

HY'A-LITE, n. [Gr. vaXog.J Muller's glass. 
IIY BER-NA-GLE, ) ( HIBERNACLE, 
HY'BER-NATE, [SEE-J HIBERNATE, 
HY-BER-NA'TION. > ( HIBERNATION. 
HYB RID, w. [L. hybrida.] A mongrel or mule; an animal 

or plant, produced from the mixture of two species. Lee. 
HY'BRID, ) a. Mongrel; produced from the mixture 
HYB'RI-DOUS, J of two species. 
HY'DAGE, TI. In law, a tax on lands, at a certain rate by the 

hide. Blackstone. 
Hy'DA-TID, ) 71. [Gr. udarij.] A little transparent vesicle 
HY'DA-TIS, S or bladder filled with water, on any part 

of the body, as in dropsy. 
HY'DRA, 7I. [L. hydra.] 1. A water serpent.—In fabulous 

history, a serpent or monster, represented as having many 
heads, slain by Hercules. 2. A technical name of a genus 
of zoophytes, called polypus, or polypuses. 3 A southern 
constellation, containing 60 stars. 

HY-DRAC'ID, a. [Gr. vSiop, and acid.] An acid formed by 
the union of hydrogen with a substance without oxygen. 

HYDRA-GOGUE, (hl'dra-gog) TI. [Gr. uSpaywyog.] A 
medicine that occasions a discharge of watery humors. 

IIY-DRAN'GE-A, TO. [Gr. hSwp and ayyeiov.] A plant. 
HYDRANT, n. [Gr. A pipe or machine, by 

which water is raised and discharged. 
HY-DRAR'GIL-LITE, TO. [Gr. udwp and apytAAo*.] A min

eral, called also wavellite. 
HY'DRATE, TO. [Gr. udcop.] In chemistry, a compound in 

definite proportions, of a metallic oxyd with water. 
HY-DRAUL'IC, \ a. [Fr. hydraulique; L. hydrauhcus.] 
HY DRAUL'I-€AL, j 1. Relating to the ^nveyanceof 

water through pipes. 2. Transmitting water hrough 
pipes. 

HY-DRAUL'I€3, n. The science of the motion and force 
of flaids, and of the construction of all kinds of mstro-
ments and machines by which the force offlu i ds to appli
ed to practical purposes ; a branch of hydrostatics. 

•St. Synopsis MOVE, BOOK. DOVE ;-BULL, UNITE.—CasK; G as J; S as Z ; CH «s SH s TH as in t Oholets. 
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H YDREN'TE-RO-CELE, «. [Gr. Map, urcpov and KM 

A dropsy of the scrotum with rupture. 
HYD-RI-OD'ie, a. [hydrogen and iodic.] Denoting a pe-

culiar acid or gaseous substance. 

HS^Stt«AHfom,d bytlie hydriodic acid 

H t a ^ e d 1 ™ n " l a s T E ' a n d  L .  car bo.] Car-
HY-DRO-€AR'BU-RET, 71. Carbureted hydrogen. 
HYDRO-CELE, 77. [Gr. Any hernia proceed

ing from water; a watery tumor, particuiarly one in the 
scrotum. A dropsy of the scrotumf 

HY-DRO-CEPH'A-LUS, 77. [Gr. ISu>p and «0oX9.] Drop
sy of the head. Coze. 

H Y-DRO CHLo'RATE, n. A compound of hydrochloric 
an a ',a^e' a muriate. Journ. of Science. 

HY-DRO-CIILd'RIC, a. Hydrochloric acid is muriatic acid 
gas. Webster's Manual. 

Il?-DR0-6f'A-NATE, M. Prussiate; cyanuret. 
HY-DRO-CY-AN/IG, a. [hydrogen, and Gr. Kvavog.] The 

hydrocyanic acid is the same as the prussic acid. HY-DRO-DY-NAM'I€, a. [Gr. vSoop and Svvapig. 1 Per-
ri^n'ng to tlie force or pressure of water. 
HY-DRO-DY-NAM'ICS, n. That branch of natural philos

ophy which treats of the phenomena of water and other 
fluids. 

II Y-DRO-FLu'ATE, n. A compound of hydrofluoric acid 
and a base. 

HY-DRO-FLU-OR'I€, a. [Gr. u<3wp, and "L.jluor.] Consist 
mg of fluorin and hydrogen. 

HYDRO-GEN, 77. [Gr. vSiop and yevvao).J In chemistry, a 
gas which constitutes one of the elements of water. 

IIYDRO-GE-NATE, V. t. To combine hydrogen with any 
thing. J 

HYDRO-GE-NA-TED, pp. In combination with hydro
gen. 

v' combine with hydrogen. 
pp' Combined with hydrogen. 

SS HRO-GE-NIZ-ING, PPr' Combining with hydrogen. 
X~i?ROG'RA-PHER, n. One who draws maps of the sea, 
waters1 ° waters > one who describes the sea or other 

HI DROPRAPKAT I a' Jelat.in§ t0 or containing a , J „ description of the sea, sea 
coast, isles, shoals, depth of water, &c., or of a lake. HY-DROG'RA-PHY,n. [Gr. b6o>p and ypa<p«.] The art 
of measuring and describing the sea, lakes, rivers and 

HY DROrfnuVm ARF of forming charts of the sea. 
base. n' compound of hydrogen with a 

"gen w?m'a toe1"™' * Den0ting a Compound of 

HY DRO'T SAP1" AND. XLDO*-L A mineral ^IY-HRO-LOG'I-CAJLI, a. Pertaining to hydrology. 
HYDROL'O-GY, n. [Gr. vSop and \oyos.] The science 

wa ' lts Properties and phenomena. 

of d"vtaatton"byYwatefGr' A method 
H ^"rDIl0"MAN/Tle» a- Pertaining to divination by wa-

HY'DRO-MEL, n. [Fr.; Gr. bSwp and ueAt.l A liaunr 
rr S°!\ nSA\n^?Cnh.oney diluted in water. J qUOr 

HY-DROME-TER, n. An instrument to measure the grav 
V"l°ciF' force'&c* of water and^herflSs __ n id the strength of spirituous liquors. 

H?-DRO-MET'Rl'I'AL i "'or t0 a hydrometer, 
^ o k Made ly^TrZS^' ^ 

HY-DROM'E-TRY, n. [Gr. tfc,and The art of 
measuring the gravity, density, velocity W i , °i 
fluids, and the strength of rectified spiriti? ' 

HY-DRO-OX'YD, 77. [Gr. vSojp, and oxyd.] A metallic oxvd 
combined with water ; a metallic hydrate. yd 

IIY DRO-PHANE, n. [Gr. I Scop and (paivo.] In mineraln 
^r/Sn?' ̂  ̂  by oft 

) n. [Gr. hStap and </>oPeouat.] Apre-
| ternatural dread of water- a 
aadness. or the H icnneo , 

HY-DROPH'A-NOUS, a. Made transparent by immersion 
m water. Kirwan. y iainersion 

* IIY-DRO-PHo'BI-A, 
H Y'DRQ-PHO-BY, , urcittl or water. 

symptom of canme madness, or the disease itself whi,.n 
is thus denominated. ' wnicn 

HY-DRO-PHo'BIC, a. Pertaining to a dread of water w 
canine madness. Med. Repos. waier, or 

HY-DROP'IC, | a. [L. hydrops; Gr. vSpwxL.] 1 T)rnn 
HY-DROP'I-€AL, J sical; diseased with extravasated 

water. 2. Containing water; caused by extravasateH 
water. 3. Resembling dropsy. Tillotson. 

IIY-DRO-PNEU-MAT'IC, (hy-dro-nu-mat'ik) a. [Gr. IScop 
and 7Tvevpari'-.og.'] An epithet given to a vessel of water 
with other apparatus for chemical experiments. ' 

HYP 
HY'DROP-SY. See DROPSY. HYTRO-SCOPE, n. [Gr. hSwp and oKotreu>.] A kind of 

water clock. HY-DRO-STAT'IC, \ a. [Gr. vSwp and CTUTUCOS.] Re-r-DRO-STAT'I-CAL, ^ lating to the science of weigh-
nor fhiirfq ny hvHrnsfnfipfl. 

HY , 
ing fluids, or hydrostatics. 

IIY-DRO-STAT'I-CAL-LY, adv. According to hydrostatics 
or to hydrostatic principles. Bentley. ' 

HY-DRO-STATTCS, n. The science which treats oi the 
weight, motion, and equilibriums of fluids. 

HY-DRO-SUEPH'ATE, n. The same as hydrosulphu-

HY-DRO-SULPH'U-RET, 71. A combination of sulphureted 
hydrogen with an earth, alkali or metallic oxyd. 

HY-DRO-SULPH'U-RET-ED, a. Combined with sulphu
reted hydrogen. r 

H Ui?chesf Rn' fGr* and Dropsy in 
HY-DROT'IC, a. [Gr. {«5a>p.] Causing a discharge of 

HY-DROT'IC, 71. A medicine that purges off water. 
HY-DROX-AN'THATE, n. [Gr. vSwp and %avdwg.] In 

chemistry, a compound of hydroxanthic acid with a 
base. 

T?I€5'An ^cid' formed by the action of alkalies on the bisulphuret of carbon. 
HY'DRU-RET, n. A combination of hydrogen with sulphur, 

or of sulphur and sulphureted hydrogen. 
n' [Gr. vo(op.] A water snake, 

winter ' ^ hieirLS'^ Bei°ngmg to winter; done in 
f HYE-MATE, v. i. To winter at a place. HY-E-MA'TION, 77. [L. Memo.] The passing or spending 

of a winter in a particular place. HY-e'NA, 77. [L. hycena.] A quadruped. HY-GROM'E-TER, 77. [Gr. vypos and ptrpov.] An 
mosphere111 measuring the moisture of the at-

a. Pertaining to hygrometry: 
made by or according to the hygrometer. 

HmSS°M ^r^RY? n* The act or art of measuring the moisture of the air. 5 

HY'GRO-SCOPE, 77. [Gr. lypog and OTCOTTEW.] The same 
as hygrometer. J 

HY-GRO-SCOP'IC, a. Pertaining to the hygroscope. 
ItY-GRO-STATTCS, 77. [Gr. vypos and arartxT?.] The sci
ence of comparing degrees of moisture. 

HYKE, 77. [Ar.] A blanket or loose garment. 
HY-LAR'€HI-€AL, a. [Gr. b\rj and apyj?.] Presiding over 

matter. Hallywell. 
HY-LO-ZoTC, 77. [Gr. V\TJ and ^0777.1 One who holds mat

ter to be animated. Clarke. 
HYM, 77. A species of dog. Q,u. Shak. HY'MEN, 77. [L.] 1. In ancient mythologyy a fabulous deity 

supposed to preside over marriages.—2. In anatomy, the 
virginal membrane.—3. In botany, the fine pellicle which 
incloses a flower in the bud« 

* HY-ME-NE'AL, ) B _ . . * HY-ME-NE'AN 1 Pertammg to marriage. Pope. * HY-ME-NE'AL,' j . * HY-ME-NE'AN, j n' A marriage song. Milton. 

HY A I N' ^R* HPR,V AND IRR£F,OV-] I" ^0-lY-ME-NOP TE-RA, \ mology, the hymenopters are an 
order of insects. 

Having four membranous 

mis.l A song or ode in honor of 
}, in lionor of some deity. 

* See Synopsis. 

wings. 
HYMN, (him) 77. [L. „ 

tr^A^?ra^' aJn(mS' pagans, m nonor 01 some deity. 
HYMN, (him) v. t. 1. To praise in song: to worship by 

songinS ymnS* Milton- 2* To sing 5 to celebmte in 

To sin§ in Praise or adoration, 
song^ (inmd) pp. Sung; praised; celebrated in 

HinftgN/ING> ^him'ing) vvr' Praising in song; sing-

PeIating to hymns. Bonne. 
HYM-NOL O-GIST, 77. A composer of hymns. 

of hymns0"^?' [Gr'Wa"d A collec,ion 

SVTPS~C?~A/MA» n' A veSetable alkali. Ure. 
«• * r, 77. [a contraction of hypochondria.] A disease • de-
t pression of spirits. 

Spectator T° makG melancholy' t0 dvePress the spirits. 

HY-PAL'LA-GE, 77. [Gr. iiraWayrj.] In grammar, a fig
ure consisting of a mutual change of cases. 

HY-PAS'PIST, 77. [Gr. bnaamaTys.] A soldier in the ar
mies of Greece, armed in a particular manner. 

HYTER, I. Gr. virep, Eng. over, is used in composition to 

A, E, T, O, TJ, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WHA.T PRgY ;-PLN, MARINE, BiRD ; 
t Obsolete* 
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denote excess, or something over, or beyond. 2. n. A 
hyperergic ; [not used.] Prior. 

HY-PE-RAS'PIST, n. [Gr. vnepaoxiarris.] A defender. 
HY-PER'BA-TON, ) n. [Gr. bnepffarov.] In grammar, a 
IIY'PER-BATE, \ hgurative construction, inverting 

the natural and proper order of words and sentences. 
HY-PER'BO-LA, n. [Gr. bnep and /SaAAw.j In conic sections 

and geometry, a section of a cone, when the cutting plane 
makes a greater angle with the base than the side of the 
cone makes. Webber. 

HY-PERBO-LE, ». [Fr. hyperbole; Gr. birepfloXy.] In 
rhetoric, a figure of speech which expresses much more 
or less than the truth, or which represents things 
much greater or less, better or worse, ihan they really 
are. 

HY-PER-BOL'IC, ) n. 1. Belonging to the hyperbola ; 
HY-PER-BOL'I-CAL, J having the nature of the hyper

bola. 2. Relating to or containing hyperbole; exagge
rating or diminishing beyond the fact; exceeding the 
truth. 

HY-PER-BOLT-CAL-LY. adv. 1. In the form of a hyperbola. 
2. With exaggeration; 'in a manner to express more or 
less than the truth. 

HY-PER-BOL'I-FORM, a. Having the form or nearly the 
form of a hyperbola. 

HY-PER'BO-LIST, n. One who uses hyperboles. 
HY-PER'BO-LIZE, V. i. To speak with exaggeration. 
HY-PER'BO-LIZE, v. t. To exaggerate or extenuate. 
H Y-PER'BO-LOID, n. [hyperbola, and Gr. A hy

perbolic conoid. 
HY-PER-Bo'RE-AN, a. [L. hyperboreus.] 1. Northern; 

belonging to or inhabiting a region very far north; most 
northern. 2. Very cold ; frigid. 

HY-PER-Bo'RE-AN, n. An inhabitant of the most north
ern region of the earth. 

HY-PER-CAR'BU-RET-ED, a. Supercarbureted; having 
the largest proportion of carbon. Silliman. 

HY-PE R-G AT-A-LEC' TIC, a. [Gr. bnepKaraXyKriKog.] A 
hypercatalectic verse, in Greek and Latin poetry, is a verse 
which has a syllable or two beyond the regular and just 
measure. 

HY-PER-GRIT'IG, n. [Fr. hyper critique.] One who is crit
ical beyond measure or reason; an over-rigid critic; a 
captious censor. 

HY-PER-GRIT'IG, ) a. 1. Over-critical; critical beyond 
HY-PER-GRIT'I-CAL, \ use or reason; animadverting 

on faults with unjust severity. Swift. 2. Excessively 
nice or exact. 

HY-PER-CRIT'I-CISM, n. Excessive rigor of criticism. 
HY-PER-Du'LI-A, n. [Gr. vnep and <5ouA«a.] Super-service 

in the Romish church, performed to the virgin Mary. 
HY-PER'I-GON, n. John's wort. Stukely. 
IIY-PER'ME-TER, n. [Gr. bnep and perpov.] Any thing 

greater than the ordinary standard of measure. 
HY-PER-MET'RI-EAL, a. Exceeding the common meas

ure ; having a redundant syllable. 
H Y-PER-OX; YD, a. [Gr. bnep, and oxyd.] Acute to excess, 

as a crystal. Clear eland. 
HY-PER-OX'Y-GE-NA-TED, ) a. Super-saturated with ox-
HY-PER-OX'Y-GE-NIZED, j ygen. 
HY-PER-OX-Y-MO'RI-ATE, 7I. The same as chlorate. 
H Y-PER-OX-Y-MU-RI-AT'IG, a. The hyperozymuriatic acid 

is the chloric acid. 
HY-PER-PHYS'I-GAL, a. Supernatural. 
HY-PER-SAR-GO'SIS, n. [Gr. vnepoapKwais.] The growth 

of fungous or proud flesh. 
HYPER-STENE, ) n. A mineral, Labrador hornblend, 
HY PER-STHENE, j or schilierspar. 
HYPHEN, n. [Gr. bflev.J A mark or short line made be

tween two words to show that they form a compound 
word, or are to be connected; as in pre-occupied. 

HYP-NOT'IC, a. [Gr. trnvo?.] Having the quality of pro
ducing sleep ; tending to ptoduce sleep ; narcotic; sopo
rific. 

HYP-NOT'IG, n. A medicine that produces, or tends to pro
duce sleep; an opiate ; a narcotic ; a soporific. 

HY PO, a Greek preposition, vno, under, beneath ; used in 
composition. Thus, hyposulphuric acid is an acid contain
ing less oxygen than sulphuric acid. 

HY-POB'O-LE, n. [Gr. bno and flaXXco.J In rhetoric, a 
figure in which several things are mentioned that seem 
to make against the argument or in favor of the opposite 
side, and each of them is refuted in order. 

HYP'O-GAUST, n. [Gr. bnoKavcrrov.] 1. Among the Greeks 
and Romans, a subterraneous place where was a furnace 
to heat baths. 2. Among the moderns, the place where a 
fire is kept to warm a stove or a hot-house. 

HYP-O-GHONDRES,) 0 TT 
HYP-O-GHON'DRY. j See HYPOCHONDRIA. 
HYP-O-GHON DRI-A, n plu. [Gr. from bno and %ov3pos.] 

I. In anatomy, the sides of the belly under the cartilages 

of the spurious ribs; the spaces on each side of the epi
gastric legion. 2. Hypochondriac complaints. 

* HYP-O-CHON'DRI-AC, a. 1. Pertaining to the hypochon
dria, or the parts of the body so called. 2. Affected by 
a disease, attended with debility, depression of spirits 
or melancholy. 3. Producing melancholy or low spirits 

* HYP-O-CHON'DRI-AC, n. A person aflected with debili
ty, lowness of spirits or melancholy. 

HY P-O-GIION-DRI'A-GAL, a. The same as hypochondriac. 
HYP-O-CHON-DRI'A-CISM, n. A disease of men, charac

terized by languor or debility, depression of spirits or 
melancholy, with dyspepsy. 

HYP-O-GHON-DRi'A-SIS, n. Hypochondriacism. 
HYP'O-CIST, n. [Gr. bnoKioris. ] An inspissated juice ob

tained from the sessile as arum. 
HY-PO-GRA-TER'I-FORM, a. [Gr. bn o, xparrjp, and form ] 

Salver-shaped ; tubular at top. 
IIY-POC'RI-SY, ?i. [Fr. hypocrisie; L. hypocrisis; Gr. V K O K  

ptcu?.] 1. Simulation ; a feigning to be what one is not; 
or dissimulation, a concealment of one's real character 
or motives ; a counterfeiting of religion. 2. Simulation ; 
deceitful appearance; false pretense. 

HYP'O-GRITE, 7i. [Fr. hypocrite; Gr. bnonpires.] 1. One 
who feigns to be what he is not; one who has the 
form of godliness without the power, or who assumes au 
appearance of piety and virtue, when he is destitute of 
true religion. 2. A dissembler; one who assumes a 
false appearance. 

HYP-O-CRITIG, j a. 1. Simulating; counterfeiting a 
HYP-O-GRIT'I-GAL, j religious character; assuming a 

false and deceitful appearance. 2. Dissembling; con
cealing one's real character or motives. 3. Proceeding 
from hypocrisy, or marking hypocrisy. 

HYP-O-CRIT'I -CAL-LY,adi>. With simulation ; with a false 
appearance of what is good ; falsely; without sincerity. 

HY-PO-GAS'TRIG, a. [Gr. bno and yaaryp.] 1. Relating 
to the hypogastriumy or middle part of the lower region of 
the belly. 2. An appellation given to the internal branch 
of the ilidc artery. 

HY-PO-GAS'TRO-CELE, n. [Gr. bnoyaorpiov and KyAT?.] 
A hernia or rupture of the lower belly. Coze. 

HY-PO-GE'UM, TI. [Gr. brio and yaia.] A name given by 
ancient architects to all the parts of a building which 
were under ground. 

HY-POG'Y-NOUS, a. [Gr. bno and yvvy.] A term applied 
to plants that have their corols and stamens inserted un
der the pistil. 

HY-PO-PIIOS'PHO-ROUS, a. The hypophosphorous acid 
contains less oxygen than the phosphorous. 

HY-PO-PIIOS'PHITE, n. A compound of hypophosphorous 
acid and a salifiable base. Ure. 

HY-POS(TA-SIS, ) n. [L. hypostasis.] Properly, subsist-
HY-POS'TA-SY, ) ence or substance. Hence it is used 

to denote distinct substance, or subsistence of the Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit, in the Godhead, called by the 
Greek Christians, three hypostases. 

HY-PO-STAT'IC, \ a. 1. Relating to hypostasis; con-
HY-PO-STAT'I-CAL, \ stitutive. 2. Personal, or distinct

ly personal ; or constituting a distinct substance. 
HY-PO-STAT'I-CAL-LY, adv. Personally. 
HY-PO-SUL'PHATE, n. A compound of hyposulphuric 

acid and a base. 
HY-PO-SUL'PHITE, n. A compound of hyposulphurous 

acid and a salifiable base. 
HY-PO-SUL'PHU-RIC, or HY-PO-SUL-PHU RIG, a. Hy

posulphuric acid is an acid combination of sulphur and 
oxygen. 

HY-PO-SUL'PHU-ROUS, a. Hyposulphurous acid is an 
acid containing less oxygen than sulphurous acid. 

HY-POT'E-NUSE, n. [Gr. bnoreivovaa.] In geometry, the 
subtense or longest side of a right-angled triangle, or the 
line that subtends the right angle. 

HY-POTH'E-CATE, V . i. [L. hypotheca.] 1. To pledge, 
and, properly, to pledge the keel of a ship. 2. To pledge, 
as goods. 

HY-K)TH'E-CA-TED,pp. Pledged, as security for money 
borrowed. 

HY-POTH E-GA-TING, ppr. Pledging as security. 
HY-POTH-E-CA'TION, n. The act of pledging. 
HY-POTH'E-GA-TOR, n. One who pledges a ship or other 

property, as security for the repayment oi money borrow
ed. Judge Johnson. 

HY-POTH'E-SIS, n. [L.] 1. A supposition; something 
not proved, but assumed for the purpose of argument. 
2. A system or theory imagined or assumed to account 
for what is not understood. . . 

HY-PO-THET'IG, ) a. Including a supposition; con-
HY-PO-THET'I-CAL, j ditional; assumed without proof, 

for the purpose of reasoning and deducing proof. 
HY-PO-THET'I-GAL-LY, adv. By way of supposition 
HYRSE, (hurs) n. [G. hirse.] Millet. 
HYRST, 71. A wood. See HURST. _ " ' J " 3 "" " 

• See Syr :Psis MOVE, BOOK, DOVE;—BULL, UNITE.—G as K; G as J; S as Z ; OH as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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111 SON TO A species of green tea from China. 
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(hl'sup) * HYSSOP, 
HY'SOP, ) 
HYS-TER'IC, 
H YS- TE R'l-C AL, 

(TO. [L. _ 
of plants. 

A plant, or genus 

a. [Fr. hysterique.] Disordered in the 
region of the womb; troubled with 

fits or nervous affections. 
HYS-TER'ICS, TO. A disease of women, proceeding from 

the womb, and characterized by fits or spasmodic affec
tions ot the nervous system. 

HYS TER-O-CELE, n. [Gr. iiortpa and *17X77.1 A species 
of hernia, caused by a displacement of the womb A 
rupture containing the uterus. ' 

HYS'TE-RON PROT'E-RON, TO. [Gr. iarepov and vpore-
pov.J A rhetorical figure, when that is said last which 
was done first. 

HYS-TE-ROT'O-MY, TO. [Gr. varepa and ropy.] Jn turne
ry, the Cesarean section. 0 

HYTHE, TO. A port. See Hi THE. 

IJ is the ninth letter, and the third vowel, of the English 
-Alphabet. This vowel in French, and in most Europe
an languages, has the long fine sound which we express 
by e in me, or ee in seen, meek. This sound we retain 
in some foreign words which are naturalized in our lan
guage, as in machine, intrigue. But in most English 
words, tins long sound is shortened, as in holiness, pity, 
gift.—The sound of 1 long, as in fine, kind, arise, is diph
thongal.—This letter enters into several digraphs, as in 
Jail, field, seize, feign, vein, friend; and with 0 in oil, join, 
com, it helps to form a proper diphthong. No English 
word ends with i, but when the sound of the letter oc-
curs at the end of a word, it is expressed by y. 

As a numeral, I signifies one, and stands for as many units 
as it is repeated in times; as, 11, two, III, three, &c. 
Among the ancient Romans, 10 stood for 500 ; CIO, for 
1000; IOO, for 5000; CCIOO, for 10,000; IOOO, for 
50,000; and CCCIODO, for 100,000. ' 

I, fonnerly prefixed to some English words, as in ibuill, is 
a contraction of the Saxon prefix ge; and more generally 
this was written y. & J 

I, Pron. [Sax. ic; Goth., D. ik; G.ich; Sw .jag; Da n.jeg; 
Gr. eym ; L. ego ; Port, eu; Sp. yo; It. io; Fr. je. 1 The 
pronoun of the A^t person ; the word which expresses 
n?LS ' or that by which a speaker or writer denotes 
himself It is only the nominative case of the pronoun : 

o^er cases we use me; as, / am attached to study 
study delights me. In the plural, we use ice, and 

r fiJ}!n^appearrl° he. words radically distinct from /. 
I-AMB1C, a. [Fr. mmbique; L. iambicus.l Pertaining to 

the iambus, a poetic foot. J 

I-AM'BIC, or I-AM'BUS, TO. [L. iambus ; Gr. layflogA In 
ZiTik a, f°.°f consist.ing of two syllables, the first short 
and the last long, as in delight.—The following line 
sists wholly of iambic feet. 

r A M .n'irea C0rns!t"e1(orcei that daresJhis fu|ry Stay, 
lahli.iff' ? J1' ises comPosed of short and long syl-lables alternately. Anciently, certain songs or satires 
supposed to have given birth to ancient comedy. ' 
A TRO-LEPOTC, a. [Gr. larpog and aXenpio.] That which cures by anointing. r r -J ^iwmcn 

!EX'"' Tj'? wild goat of the genus capra. 
IBIS, TO. [Gr. and L.] A fowl of the genus tantalus and grallic order, a native of Egypt. eantatus, and 
I-CA'RI-AN a. [from Icarus.] Adventurous in flight • soar 

mg too high for safety, like Icarus. g ' SOar" 
ICE, TO. [Sax. is, isa : G. eis.l 1. Water nr nthov 

geaied or in a solid state. 2. Concreted sucmr —To 
break the ice, is to make the first opening to any attemoT 

ICE, v. t. 1. To cover with ice ; to convert into ice T Tn 
freeze concreted suSar; to frost. 3. To chill'; 

ice, or a vast body' of fce^'cc uinu Lattdhi vLl^ys ̂ higf 

pearance near the horizon, occasioned by the fee and nh' 
served before the ice itself is seen. ' 

ICE BOAT, TO. A boat constructed for moving on irp 
TCE'BOUND a. In seaman's l7otaHy"u™u„ded 

with ice, so as to be incapable of advancing urroun«ea 
ICE'BUILT, a 1. Composed of ice. 2. Loaded with 
ICE'HOUSE, TO. A repository for the preservation of ice 

during warm weather 
ICE'lSLE, (Ise'ile) TO. A vast body of floating ice 
ICE'LAND-ER, TO. A native of Iceland. ^ 
ICE'LAND-ie, a. Pertaining to Iceland; and, as a noun 

the language of the Icelanders. ' 
ICE'PLANT, TO. A plant with icy pimples. Encvc 
ICE'SPAR, TO. A variety of feldspar. 
JCH-NEu'MON, TO. [L.] An animal of the genus viverra or 

weasel kind. 1 

£€H-NO-GRAPH'I€, ) a. Pertaining to ichnographv • 
ICH-NO-GRAPH'I-GAL, \ describing a ground-plot. ' 
C€H-NOG'RA-PHY, TO. [Gr. t%vog and ypatpio,] In perspec

tive, the view of any thing cut off by a plane parallel to 
_ the horizon, just at the base of it; a ground-plot. 
T1£2£» n' J?*' • L A thin water^ humor, like 
JS nTTQ y* r .?an.loas matter flowing from an ulcer. 

SaSous U' 015 ln5 water^ i serous. 2. 

I€H THY O POT/'l A I ,[Gr' 'X6VS and Fisl1-
fmm te"s°f„°ds officii. 8'Ue 51SinSlaSS S 3 g,Ue prepare<1 

-LITE, TO. [Gr. iX0vg and Xt0oj.] Fossil fish ; 
rrrrr ?r lmP™sion of a fish in rock. 
I€H THY"oi'o<Cr^L' a'PertaininS to ichthyology. 
T^rrrr,!; ' n' °ne versed in ichthyology. 
I€H-THY-OL/°-GY, TO. [Gr. iX0vg and Xoyog.] The sci

ence of fishes, or that part of zoology which treats of fishes. 
H-THY-OPIFA-GOUS, a. [Gr. iX0vg and <payco.~\ Eating 

or subsisting on fish. ' J 8 

ICH-THY-OPH'A-GY, TO. The practice of eating fish. 
ICH-THY-OPH-THAL'MITE, TO. [Gr. iX0vg and od>da\uoS'] 

Fish-eye-stone. r r » 
I'CI-€LE, TO. [Sax. ises-gecel; D. yskegel.] A pendent, con

ical mass of ice, formed by the freezing of water or other 
fluid as it flows down an inclined plane, or collects in 
drops and is suspended—In the north of England, it is 
called ickle. a 

I'CI-NESS, TO. 1. The state of being icy, or of being verv 
cold. 2. The state of generating ice. 0 7 

r^rfr w ppr' Covering With concreted sugar. 
_ , n' lhe north of England, an icicle. Grose. 

T image or representation. 
I-GOJN O-GLAST, TO. [Fr. iconoclaste.] A breaker or de-
_ stroyer of images. 
I-CON-O-GLAS'TIC, a. Breaking images. 
I-GON-OG'RA-PHY, TO. [Gr. UKIOV and ypadxo.f The de

scription of images. 
I-GON-OL'A-TER, n. [Gr. CIKIOV and \arpevg.] One that 

worships images; a name given to the Romanists. 
I-GON-OL'O-GY, TO. [Gr. etKiov and Xoyoj.] The doctrine 

of images_or representations. Johnson. 
I-€O-SA-HE'DRAL, a. [Gr. ELKOCTI and r^pa.l Having twen-
_ ty equal skies. 6 

I-GO-SA-HE'DRON, TO. A solid of twenty equal sides. 
I-GO-SAN'DER, n. [Gr. eiKoei and avyp.] In botany, a 
— P^nt haymg twenty or more stamens inserted in the calyx 
I-T/O-SAN'DRI-AN, a. Pertaining to the class of plants 

icosandria. 
{•^TER-IG, j a. [L. ictericus.l 1. Affected with the 
IE-IER'1-GAL, j jaundice. 2. Good in the cure of the 

jaundice. 
fS ̂ ^iSb?Ar^remedy for the jaundice. Swift. 
IG-TE-RI 'TIOUS, a. [L. icterus.] Yellow ; having the 

color of the skin when it is affected by the jaundice. 
IlJ) «• !• Abounding with ice. 2. Cold; frosty. 3 

Made of ice. 4. Resembling ice; chilling. 5. Cold, 
tngid ; destitute of affection or passion. 6. Indifferent: 
unaffected; backward. Shak. 

ICY-PEARLED, a. Studded with spangles of ice. 
I'D ̂ contracted from / would, or I had. 
I-DE'A, W. [L. idea.] 1. Literally, that which is seen; 

.form' ima8e> model of any'thing in the mind ; that 
which is held or comprehended by the understanding.—2. 
In popular use, idea signifies notion, conception, thought, 
opinion, and even purpose or intention. 3. Image in the 

_ mmd. 4. An opinion ; a proposition. 
1-De'AL, a. 1. Existing in idea; intellectual; mental. 2. 

Visionary; existing in fancy or imagination only. 3. 
That considers ideas as images, phantasms, or forms in 
the mind. 

I-DE'AL-ISM, TO. The system or theory that makes every 
thing to consist in ideas, and denies the existence of ma
terial bodies. Walsh. 

I-De'AL-IZE, V. i. To form ideas. 
I-DE'AL-LY, adv. Intellectually ; mentally ; in idea, 
t I-De'ATE, V. t. To form in idea, to fancy. Bonne! 

* See Synopsis A, E, I 0, tr, Y, long. FAR, FALL, WHA.TPREYPIN, MARINE, BiRD 5— j Obsolete. 
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I-DEN'TIG, ) a [Fr. identique.] The same; not differ-
I-DEN'TI-GAL, 

)a [Fr. 
—L, $ ent. 

I-DEN'TI-GAIr-LY, adv. With sameness. Ross. 
X-DEIVTI-GAL-NESS, n. Sameness. 
I-DEN-TI-Fl-€A'TION, n. The act of making or proving 

to be the same. , . 
I-DEN'TI-FIED, pp. Ascertained or made to be the same. 
T-DEN'TI-FY, v. t. [L. idem and facio.] 1. To ascertain 

or prove to be the same. 2. To make to be the same ; to 
unite or combine in such a manner as to make one inter
est, purpose or intention; to treat as having the same use; 
to consider as the same in effect. . . 

I-DEN TI-FY, v i. To become the same; to coalesce in in
terest, purpose, use, effect, &c. 

I-DEN'TI-F¥-ING, ppr. 1. Ascertaining or proving to be 
the same 2. Making the same in interest, purpose use, 
e f f i c a c y ,  & c .  . . .  .  .  

I-DEN'TI-TY, ti. [Fr. identity.] Sameness, as distinguish
ed from similitude and diversity. 

IDES, ii. plu. [L. idas ] In the ancient Roman calendar, 
eight days in each month ; the first day of which fell on 
the 13th of January, February, April, June, August, Sep;-
tember, November and December, and on the 15th of 
March, May, July and October. 

ID-I-OG'RA-SY, n. [Gr. 1810s and ^cpaou?.] Peculiarity of 
constitution; that temperament, or state of constitution, 
which is peculiar to a person. 

ID-lIo-GRAT'I-CAL, \ Peculiar in 

ID'I-O-CY, n. [Gr. tSicoreia.] A defect of understanding ; 
properly, a natural defect. 

ID-I-O-E-LEG'TRIG, a. [Gr. iJtof, and electric.] Electric 
per se, or containing electricity in its natural state. 

ID'I-OM, n. [Fr. idiome; L. idioma.] 1. A mode of expres
sion peculiar to a language ; peculiarity of expression or 
phraseology. 2. The genius or peculiar cast of a lan
guage. 3. Dialect. 

ID-I-O-MAT'IG, ) a. Peculiar to a language; pertain-
ID-I-O-MAT'I-GAL, \ ing to the particular genius or 

modes of expression which belong to a language. 
ID-I-O-MAT'I-GAL-LY, adv. According to the idiom of a 

language. . .. 
ID-I-O-PATH'IG, a. Pertaining to ldiopathy •, indicating a 

disease peculiar to a particular part ot the body, and not 
arising from any preceding disease. 

lD-I-O-PATH'I-GAL-LY, adv. By means of its own dis
ease or affections ; not sympathetically. 

ID-I-OP'A-THY, TI. [Gr. iSiog and naOog.] 1. An original 
disease in a particular part of the body ; a disease pecu
liar to some part of the body, and not proceeding from an
other disease. 2. Peculiar affection. 

ID-I-O-RE-PUL'SIVE, a. Repulsive by itself. 
ID-I-O-SYN'GRA-SY, n. [Gr. titos, <rvv and Kpaai?.] A pe

culiar temperament or organization of a body, by which 
it is rendered more liable to certain disorders than bodies 
differently constituted. 

ID'I-OT, 71. [L. idiota; Gr. iSiwryg.] 1. A natural fool, 
or fool from his birth. 2. A foolish person ; one unwise. 

ID-I-OT'^eAL, I "• Like an idiot; fooIish; s;"ish- , , 
ID'I-OT-ISH, a. Like an idiot; partaking of idiocy; tool-

#D I-OT-ISM, n. [Fr. idiotisme.] 1. An idiom ; a peculiar
ity of expression ; a mode of expression peculiar to a lan
guage ; a peculiarity in the structure of words and phrases. 
2. Idiocy. ., „ 

ID'I-OT-IZE, v. i. To become stupid. Pers. Letters. 
IDLE, a. [Sax. idel, ydel.] 1. Not employed; unoccupied 

with business; inactive; doing nothing. 2. blotniui ; 
given to rest and ease ; averse to labor or employment; 
lazy. 3. Affording leisure; vacant; not occupied. 4. 
Remaining unused ; unemployed. 5. Useless ; vain; in
effectual. 6. Unfruitful ; barren ; not productive of good. 
7. Trifling; vain; of no importance. 8. Unprofitable 5 
not tending to edification.—Idle differs from lazy ; the lat
ter implying constitutional or habitual aversion or indis
position "to labor or action; whereas idle, in its proper 
sense, denotes merely unemployed. An industnous man 
may be idle, but he cannot be lazy. . ... . . 

I'DLE, v. i. To lose or spend time in inaction, or without 
being employed in business.— To idle away, in a transitive 
sense, to spend in idleness. _ 

I'DLE-IIEAD-ED,a. 1. Foolish; unreasonable. Carew. Z. 
Delirious ; infatuated ; [little used.] 

jl'DLE-LY, adv. [Sax. idelice.] So our ancestors wrote 

I'DLE-NESS, 71. 1. Abstinence from labor or employment; 
the stale of a person who is unemployed ; the state ot do
ing nothing. 2. Aversion to labor ; reluctance to be em
ployed, or to exertion either of body or mind ; laziness ; 
sloth: sluggishness. 3. XTnimportance ; trivialness. 4. 
Ineflicacy ; uselessness ; [little used.] 5. Barrenness; 
worthlessness ; [little used.] 6. Emptiness ; foolish

ness ; infatuation; as, idleness of brain; [ little used ] 
Bacon. 

I DLE-PA-TED, a. Idleheaded ; stupid. Orerbury. 
I'DLER, n. 1. One who does nothing; one who spends 

his time in inaction. 2. A lazy person ; a sluggard, 
f T'DLES-BY, 11. An idle or lazy person. WhitlocJc. 
I'DLY, adv. 1. In an idle manner; without employment 

2. Lazily; sluggishly. 3. Foolishly; uselessly; in a 
trifling way. 4. Carelessly; without attention 5. Vain
ly ; ineffectually. 

ID'O-GRASE, n. [Gr. iSea and Kpaaig.] A mineral. 
I'DOL, 71. [Fr idole; It., Sp. idolo.] 1. An image, form 

or representation, usually of a man or other animal, con
secrated as an object of worship; a pagan deity. 2. An 
image. 3. A person loved and honored to adoration. 4 
Any thing on which we set our affections. 5. A repre
sentation ; [7iot in use.] 

I-DOL'A-TER, ?i. [Fr. idolatre; L. idololatra.J 1 A wor
shiper of idols; one who worships as a deity that which 
is not God; a pagan. 2. An adorer; a great admirer. 

I-DOL'A-TltESS, ri. A female worshiper of idols, 
t i-DO-LAT'RI-€AL, a. Tending to idolatry. 
I-DOL'A-TRTZE, v. i. To worship idols. 
I-DOL'A-TRIZE, v. t. To adore ; to worship. Ainsworth. 
I-DOL'A-TROUS, a. 1. Pertaining to idolatry; partaking 

of the nature of idolatry, or of the worship of false gods ; 
consisting in the worship of idols. 2. Consisting in or 
partaking of an excessive attachment or reverence. 

I-DOL'A-TROUS-LY, adv. In an idolatrous manner. 
I-DOL'A-TRY, n. [Fr. idolairie ; L. idololatria. 1 1. The 

worship of idols, images, or any thing made by hands, 
or which is not God. 2. Excessive attachment or ven
eration for any thing, or that which borders on adora
tion. 

LDOL-ISH, a. Idolatrous. Milton. 
PDOL-I^M, n. The worship of idols. [L. «.] Milton. 
I'DOL-IST, n. A worshiper of images ; a poetical word. 
I'DOL-IZE, v. t. To love to excess; to love or reverence to 

adoration. 
I'DOLTZED, pp. Loved or reverenced to adoration. 
I'DOL-IZ-ER, 71. One who idolizes, or loves to rever

ence . . 
I'DOL-IZ-ING, ppr. Loving or revering to an excess bor

dering on adoration. 
fl'DOL-OUS, a. Idolatrous. Bale. 
I-Do'NE-OUS, a. [L.idoneus.] Fit; suitable ; proper; con

venient ; adequate. [Little used.] Boyle. 
I DYL, 71. [L. idyllium.] A short poem ; properly, a short 

pastoral poem ; as, the idyls of Theocritus. 
I. E. stands for L. id est, that is. 
IF, v. t. imperative, contracted from Sax. gif, from gifan, 

to give, (commonly, though not correctly, classed among 
conjunctions.) 1. It is used as the sign of a condition, or 
it introduces a conditional sentence. 2. Whether or not. 

I'FAITH, adv. [abbreviation of in faith.] Indeed ; truly. 
Shah. 

flG-NA'RO, TI. [L.] A term formerly used for blockhead. 
IG'NE-OUS, a. [L. ignetis.] 1. Consisting of fire. 2. 

Containing fire ; having the nature of fire. 3. Resembling 
fire. 

IG-NES'CENT, a. [L. ignescens.] Emitting sparks of fire 
when struck with steel; scintillating. 

IG-NES'CENT, n. A stone or mineral that gives out sparks 
when struck with steel or iron. 

IG'NI-FY, v. t. [L .ignis and facio.] To form into fire. 
IG-NIF'LU-OUS, a. [L. ignifluus. 1 Flowing with fire. 
IG-NIP'O-TENT, a. [L. ignis ana potens.] Presiding over 

fire. Pope. 
IG'NIS FAT'U-US, n. [L.] A meteor or light that appears 

in the night, over marshy grounds, supposed to be occa
sioned by phosphoric matter extricated from putrefying 
animal or vegetable substances, or by some in flammable 
gas ; vulgarly called Will with the wisp, and Jack with a 
lantern. 

IG-NITE', v. t. [L. ignis.] 1. To kindle, or set on fire. 
2. More generally, to communicate fire to, or to render 
luminous or red by heat. 

IG-NITE', v. i. To take fire ; to become red with heat. 
IG-NIT'ED, pp. 1. Set on fire. 2. Rendered red or lumi

nous by heat or fire. 
IG-NIT'ING, ppr. 1. Setting on fire ; becoming red with 

heat. 2. Communicating fire to; heating to redness. 
IG-NI TION, 71. 1. The act of kindling, or setting on tire. 

2. The act or operation of communicating fire or ne , 
the substance becomes red or luminous. 3. ine , 
being kindled ; more generally, the state of being 
to redness or luminousness. 4. Calcination. 

* IG-NIT'I-BLE, a. Capable of being ignited. 
IG-NIV'O-MOUS, a. [L. ,VT Of low birth 01 IG-No'BLE, a.[Fr., from L- 1. "mow ornnoi 

family ; not noble ; not illustrious. — > 
3. Base ; not honorable. 

F IG-NO-BIL'I-TY, TI. Ignobleness. Ball. 

£« Sinopsis MOVE, BOOK, DOVE ;-BULL, UA'ITE.-€ as K; <5 as J; S as Z; CH as SH; TH as in this, f ObssltU 
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K'SS BLE -KESS, n. Want of dignity: meanness. 

J- 9 .2 adu' 1# °r ,ow family or birth. 2. Meanly • dishonorably : renrnarhfnllv • . i ... * 3 

ILL 

a- u c, x' ' w iam,,y or birth. 2. Meanly : 
'> ^^s&raceAiDy ; basely. ' 

IG-NO-MIN I-OUS, a. [L. ignomimosus.] 1. Incurring 
disgrace ; cowarcJy ; of mean character. 2. Very shame-
b'e ; worthy of contemp "°r 'b'e i,,fam0US- 3' DeS'"^ 

IGStamefl|lUy!J:>lJS"Lr' Meanly ; disS™efulIy ; 

'^eprowh'j "dishonor; Sy"'1 Pubbc d^«i shame; 
An abbreviation of ignominy. 

-A Mus» 11' [L-J 1- The indorsement which a 
SX5? tJi,Iry m e on abl11 presented to them for inquiry, 
with ?fre 13 "?• evidence to support the charges ; on 

J- t,,roceedmS« are stepped, and the accused per-
tender tokmwWed'ge. A" ^-5 a vain U-

IG*?~R,^E' Wl- [Fr*i L- ignorantia.] 1. Want, absence 
or destitution of knowledge: the negative state of the 
fofiL / / ™ n0t^ been !nstructed. 2. Ignorances, 
takes ^ > 13 used sometimes for omissions or mis-

i(il?'kANT\a' Q' i^norans'1 1- Destitute of knowl-
fiif t ' "nm3tructed «r uninformed ; untaught: unen
lightened. 2. Unknown ; undiscovered. 3. Unacquaint-

in/KrrYSUnsklIlfully made or done. 
.inirtSla ' n' tEe?on untauSht or uninformed ; one unlettered or unskilled. 

fur'NO-RANT-LY, adv. 1. Without knowledge, instruction 
tTnvf&St*""1' rS' Unskillfully ; inexpertly.1 nSCrUCtl0n 

+ rr'voSS? be ignorant of-
I fr~S2r?.S B ?T' a'- ^L* ltf1l°scibllis.} Pardonable. 
fnTT-Rr A ' a' ^L* Unknown, 
f ILE A -KeC1lS °£llzard> of the genus Zacerta. 

J"?! PoPe for ai'^> a Walk or alley in a 
r f t SJ or P"bBc building. 2. An ear of corn. y 

nft ht*m A circumvolution or insertion of one part °ybe gut withm the other. Arbuthnot. 
tree. n' In botany> the 6eneric name of the holly-

•fL> Pertaining to the lower bowels, 
gerous kmd ofcolic. PaSS'°n is a violent and dan' 

" & * e P ' C  P 0 e m ' C ° m p O s e d  

ILK, a. The same : each. This is retained in Scottish. 
t uPPosed to be contracted from evil, Sax. yfel ; 
eZd %] tLJ** °r eV-/* m aZelieral s™e f contrary to good. 2. Producing evil or misfortune. 3. Bad: evil • 
rri°i 5" i 4* Unbealthy j insalubrious. 5. Cross-
crabbed ; surly ; peevish. 6. Diseased ; disordered • sick 
or indisposed ;applied to persons. 7. Diseased ; impair-

i Discordant; harsh ; disagreeable. 9 Homelv • 
ished ^Unfavorable; siispicioL ll.Rudefun^l-! 

ry r d* .12G^. 2roper' J10* reSular legitimate! UjL, n. l. Wickedness; depravity; evil. 2. Misfm-tnn^ . 
na ?smhty' -CVil' disease ' pain 5 whatever annoys or impairs happiness, or prevents success. 

^Byrwithpi^d!ffinc°,t.tr;ght,yor perfect,y-2- *<» 

.'ll; is 

much used in composition with participles to express anv 
bad quality or condition ; as, ill-meaning, Ul-Scd Tr 
—Hi prefixed to words beginning with I stafo?T7^ '-
used in the Latin language, and usually denotes a ne'^a* 
turn of the sense of the simple word as 
or it denotes to or o», and merely aumne ff !,? ' /^15 
the sense, as in illuminate. Y augments or enforces 

f Mambie^cC?2 LiB,"-] Notliable «» ^1 or err; 
f t4Le.qUaMty °f not beir'g 'feble to err, 
[L-LAC'ER-A-BLE, a. That cannot be torn 
Vee4pGngY"MA BLE' CL;abKnm»o4«w.] Incapable of 

[L-LAPSE', (il-laps') n. 1. A sliding in • an irv.^- • 
entrance of one thing into another. 2'. A faUhtgon" °i 
sudden attack. on , a 

* IL-LAQ/UE-ATE, v. t. [L. illaqueo.\ To insnare • in 
trap ; to entangle ; to catch. [Little used 1 5 

* IL-LAQ/UE-A-TED, pp. Insnared. *J 

* IL-LAa-UE-A'TION, n. 1. The act of insnaring; a catch 
mg or entrapping ; [little used.] 2. A snare. fl" 

I -j-LA'TION, w. [L. illatio. 1 An inference from premises • 
a conclusion ; deduction. [Little used.] ' 

IL'LA-TIVE, a. 1. Relating to illation; that may be infer 
red. 2. That denotes an inference. 

IL'LA-TIVE, n. That which denotes illation or infer
ence. 

IL'LA-T1VE-LY, adv. By illation or conclusion. Bp. Rich 
ardson. 

l.Li-1 AUD'A-BLE, a. 1. Not laudable; not worthy of ap-

! SLpra/™ °f commendati0''- 2- Worthy of censure or 
IL-LAtJD'A-BLY, adv. In a manner unworthy of unise 

without deserving praise. Broome. praise 
ILL-BRED, a. Not well-bred ; unpolite. 

nE^KEED'1NG' Want of good"breoding; unpolite-

lL^'OF~RRnrIrqNEDf'ra" •» ei1g in b ,d order or stMe-aSrSl*' (UvUecaAlluring; full „f 
IIlicif 'GAI'' "" N0t Iegal' unlawful > contrary to law ; il-

&n,awfu,ness-
IL-LeGAL-LY, adv. In a manner contrary to law; un 

lawfully. Blackstone. ' ' 
ILrLE^fRT?/?^71* Tbe state of being illegal. Scott. 

T he quaIlt^ of being illegible. 
tt r ^ t n ' TIlat cannot be read. 
U adv• In a manner not to be read. 
EL-LE-GIT'LMA-CY, n. I. The state of being born out of 

wedlock ; the state of bastardy. 2. The state of being not 
TTg?^V Iie' or of legdimate origin. 

T't ̂ MATE, a. 1. Unlawfully begotten ; born out 
? tv ^ ' SPun°us. 2. Unlawful; contrary to law 
by goodlfsSge!' "0t °f Se"Uine °rigin' 4" Not auth0»^<l 

IL-LE-GIT'I-MATE, V. t. To render illegitimate ; to prove 

4Hr"A""- " " weaioch ; without 

ILL-FAVORED* C°"eCted 

ILL-P^/VORFn'T V g7y ' 11,I;i°rokmg; deformed, 
ly] rudll^ J h deformity- 2. Rough-

D"N?SS' *;• USlilless 1 deformity. 
Nnt nfhLt f0-' liberal; not free or generous. 2. 
£ loblreinot uigenuous ; not catholic ; of a contracted 
mind. Cold in charity. 3. Not candid; uncharitable in 

Tv\^0t 8e^erous 3 n°t munificent; sparing of 
nofeleganL °ming & WelUbred man* 6' *ot pure; 

I1[^3'nI^r«ER~^L,I"TY' n' L Narr°wness of mind ; contract-
edness , meanness ; want of catholic opinions. 2 Parsi-

TTmT°Tny; want of munificence. Bacon. 
IL-LIB'ER-AL-LY, adv. I. Ungenerously - uncandidlv-
[iTimTably 5 dismgenuousIy. 2. Parsimoniously. 
nrohih",H ,.i.E;.,«f,Kl'us-] N«t Permitted or allowed; 

IL 
prohibited ; unlawful. 

IL-LIC'IT-LY, adv. Unlawfully 
"• tlnlawfulness. 

IL-LIC'IT-OLS, a. Unlawful. 
ir r 'wiV!,T.E^T'J- '• To enlighten. Raleigh. 

TlumJnl Cannot be limited or bounded. 

ILbtunde™^Wi'thout*.imitSWithOUt P0SSibmty °f teing 

IJndnmi:onTA TION' What admitS of no certain deter-
IL-LIM'IT-ED, a. Unbounded ; not limited 
LwEZVrE^NESS'- Boundlessness; the state of being 

it T r or restnction. Clarendon. 8 

IL LI-NI TION, n. [L. illimtus.] A thin crust of some ex-
tt i ?T?PDSA ^arnce formed on minerals. 
IE-E1I ER-A-CY, n. The state of being untaught nr un. 
T IL LIT^R AT °F S N? RJEDG,E °FIEUE^ IGNORMCE 
TT TlTi™ ;^' a* Kot llteraL Dr- Dawson. 

o'nettw nJhnnv' [ ljllter^tus-] Unlettered; ignorant 
in sdence ' untaught; unlearned; uninstructed 

ILonlTt'?R-^T^NES^ Want of learning; ignorance 
rT I ri.ers'books or science. Boyle. 
ILltSv'FD "ru EEa/?' VVTantA°f iearning- [Little used.] 
ILLn3p r1 a* Leadi"g a wicked life. [L. u 

T URE, ?i. Crossness ; crabbedness; habitual bad 
TT T^vl-riTTT^^ of kindness ; fractiousness. 

bie - }' Cr0SS ' crabbed ; surly; intracta-
an temper; peevish ; fractious. 2. That 

indicates ill-nature. 3. Intractable; not yielding to cul-

I^tT:U,RED-EY*Mdv' In a peevish or toward man-
TTnrer > crossly ; unkindly. 
ILL-NAT'URED-NESS, n. Crossness; want of a kind 

disposition. 
ILL'NESS, n. 1. Badness; unfavorableness ; [not used ] 

Disease; indisposition; malady; disorder of health-
sickness. 3. Wickedness ; iniquity; wrong moral con
duct. Shak. 

IL-UOG'I-CAL, a. I. Ignorant or negligent of the rules ot 
logic or correct reasoning. 2. Contrary to the rules of 
logic or sound reasoning. 

*ee Synopsis. A, E, I, o, V, V, long. FAR, FALL, VVH^lT J-PRgy ;_HN, MARINE, BIRDF Obsolete. 
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IL-LOG'I-CAL-LY, adv. In a manner contrary to the rules 

of correct reasoning. 
IL-LOG'I-€AL-NESS, n. Contrariety to sound reasoning. 
ILL'STARRED, a. Fated to be unfortunate. 
ILL'-TRAINED, a. Not well trained or disciplined. 
IL-LuDE', v. t. [L. illudo.] To play upon by artifice3 to 

deceive ; to mock 3 to excite hope and disappoint it. 
IL-LuD'ED, pp. Deceived 3 mocked. 
IL-LuD'ING, ppr. Playing on by artifice 3 deceiving. 
IL-LuME', or IL-Lu'MINE, v. t. [Fr. illuminer.] 1. To 

illuminate ; to enlighten 3 10 throw or spread light on ; to 
make light or bright. 2. To enlighten, as the mind 3 to 
cause to understand. 3. To brighten ; to adorn. 

IL-Lu'MI-NANT, n. That which illuminates. 
1 Lr-I/O'MI-NATE, v.t. 1. To enlighten 3 to throw light 

on ; to supply with light. 2. To adorn with festal lamps 
or bonfires. 3. To enlighten intellectually. 4. To adorn 
with pictures, portraits and other paintings. 5. To illus
trate j to throw light on. as on obscure subjects. 

I I*-Lt)'MI-NATE, c. Enlightened. Bp. Hall. 
IL-Lu'MI-NATE, «. One of a sect of heretics pretending 

to possess extraordinary light and knowledge. 
iL-Lu'MI-NA-TED, pp. Enlightened ; rendered light or 

luminous j illustrated 3 adorned with pictures. 
iL-Lu'MI-NA-TING, ppr. Enlightening 3 rendering lumi

nous or bright; illustrating. 
IL-Lu'MI-NA-TI i\G, 11. The act, practice or art of adorn

ing manuscripts and books by paintings. 
IL-L IT-MI-Na'TION, n. 1. The act of illuminating or ren

dering luminous 3 the act of supplying with light. 2. 
The act of rendering a house or a town light, by placing 
lights at the windows, or the state of being thus rendered 
light. 3. That which gives light. 4. Brightness 5 splen
dor. 5. Infusion of intellectual light. 6. The act, art or 
practice of adorning manuscripts and books with pictures. 
7. Inspiration j the special communication of knowledge 
to the mind by the Supreme Being. Hooker. 

IL-LFJ'MI-NA-TIVE, a; [Fr. illuminatif ] Having the 
power of giving light. Digby. 

IL-Lu'MI-NA-TOR, n. 1. He or that which illuminates or 
gives light. 2. One whose occupation is to decorate man
uscripts and books with pictures, portraits and drawings 
of any kind. 

IL-LU-MI-NEE', or IL-LU-MI-Na'TI, n. 1. A church term 
anciently applied to persons who had received baptism. 
2. The name of a sect of heretics, who sprung up in Spain 
about the year 1575. 3. The name given to certain asso
ciations of men in modern Europe, who combined to 
overthrow the existing religious institutions. Robison. 

IL-Lu'MI-NISM, n. The principles of the llluminati. 
IL-Lu'MI-NIZE, v. t. To initiate into the doctrines or 

principles of the llluminati. Am. Review. 
IL-LO'SION, 71. [Fr. illusion.] Deceptive appearance j 

false show, by which a person is or may be deceived, or 
his expectations disappointed ; mockery. 

IL-LU'SIVE, a. Deceiving by false show 3 deceitful. Thom
son. 

IL-Lu'SIVE-LY, adv. By means of a false show. 
IL-Lu'SIVE-NESS, n. Deception ; false show. 
IL-Ltj'SO-RY, a. [Fr. Ulusoire.] Deceiving or tending to 

deceive by false appearances 3 fallacious. 
IL-LUS'TRATE, v. t. [Fr. illustrer.] 1. To make clear, 

bright or luminous. 2. To brighten with honor 3 to make 
distinguished. 3. To brighten ; to make glorious, or to 
display the glory of. 4. To explain or elucidate 3 to make 
clear, "intelligible or obvious, what is dark or obscure. 

IL-LUS'TRA-TED, pp. 1. Made bright or glorious. 2. Ex
plained 5 elucidated 3 made clear to the understand
ing-

IL-LUS'TRA-TING, ppr. Making bright or glorious 3 ren
dering distinguished j elucidating. 

IL-LUS-TRA'TION, TI. 1. The act of rendering bright or 
glorious. 2. Explanation 3 elucidation. 

IL-LUS'TRA-TIVE, a. 1. Having the quality of elucida
ting and making clear what is obscure. 2. Having the 
quality of rendering glorious, or of displaying glory. 

lL-LUS'TRA-TIVE-LY, adv. By way of illustration or 
elucidation. Brown. 

IL-LUS'TRA-TOR, n. One who illustrates or makes clear. 
IL-LUS'TRI-OUS, a. [Fr. illustre.] 1. Conspicuous 5 dis

tinguished by the reputation of greatness; renowned ; 
eminent. 2. Conspicuous ; renowned 3 conferring honor. 
3. Glorious. 4. A title of honor. 

IL-LUS'TRI-OUS-LY, adv. 1. Conspicuously 3 nobly j em
inently ; with dignity or distinction. 2. Gloriously 3 in a 
way to manifest glory. 

IL-LUS'TRI-OUS-NESS, n. Eminence of character 3 great • 
ness ; guindeur ; glory. 

IL-LUX-t'RI-OUS, a. Not luxurious. Drury. 
ILL-WILL', 71. Enmity 3 malevolence. 
LL-WILl/ER, 71. One who wishes ill to another. 

,'LY, adv. A word sometimes used by American writers, 
impropeily, for ill. 

1 M, contracted from lam. 

IM, in composition, is usually the representative ol the Laflf. 
in ,• n being changed to 7/1, for the sake of easy utterance, 
before a labial, as in imbibe, immense, impartial. 

IM'AGE, 11. [Fr. image L. imago.] 1. A representation 
or similitude of any person or thing, formed of a material 
substance. 2. A statue. 3. An idol; the representation 
of any person or tiling, that is an object of workup. 4. 
The likeness of any thing on canvas 3 a pictui t; a re
semblance painted. 5. Any copy, representation or like
ness. 6. Semblance 3 show 3 appearance. 7. A11 mea 3 a 
representation of any thing to the mind 3 a conception ; a 
picture drawn by fancy.—8. In rhetoric, a lively descrip
tion of any thing in discourse, which presents a kind of 
picture to the mind.—9. In optics, the figure of any object, 
made by rays of light proceeding from the several points 
of it. 

IM'AGE, v. t. To imagine 3 to copy by the imagination 3 to 
form a likeness in the mind. 

IM'AGE-RY, (im'aj-ry) n. 1. Sensible representations, 
pictures, statues. 2. Show 3 appearance. 3. Forms or 
the fancy 3 false ideas j imaginary phantasms. 4. Rep
resentations in writing or speaking; lively descriptions 
which impress the images of things on the mind 3 figures 
in discourse. 5. Form j make. 

IM'AGE-WoR'SHIP, n. The worship of images 3 idolatry. 
IM-AG'I-NA-BLE, a. [Fr.] That may be imagined or con

ceived. 
f IM-AG'I-NANT, a. Imagining; conceiving. Bacon. 
f IM-AG'I-NANT, n. One who is prone to form strange 

ideas. 
IM-AG'I-NA-RY, a. Existing only in imagination or fancy, 

visionary 3 fancied j not real. Addison. 
IM-AG-I-NA'TION, 7?. [L. imaginatio.] 1. The power or 

faculty of the mind'by which it conceives and forms ideas 
of things communicated to it by the organs of sense. 2. 
Conception ; image in the mind; idea. 3. Contrivance 3 
scheme formed in the mind 3 device. 4. Conceit; an un-
solid or fanciful opinion. 5. First motion or purpose of 
the mind. 

IM-AG'I-NA-TIVE, a. [Fr. imaginatif.] 1. That forms 
imaginations. 2. Full of imaginations 3 fantastic. 

IM-AG1NE, v. t. [Fr. imaginer.] 1. To form a notion or 
idea in the mind 3 to fancy. 2. To form ideas or repre
sentations in the mind, by modifying and combining our 
conceptions. 3. To contrive in purpose ; to scheme 3 to 
devise. 

IM-AG'INE, V .  i. To conceive 3 to have a notion or idea. 
IM-AG'INED, pp. Formed in the mind 3 fancied j con

trived. 
IM-AG'IN-ER, 71. One who forms ideas 3 one who con

trives. Bacon. 
IM-AG'IN-ING, ppr. Forming ideas in the mind j devis

ing. 
IM'AM, ) n. A minister or priest among the Mohamme-
IM'AN, j dans. 
IM-BALM'. See EMBALM. 
IM-BAN', v. t. To excommunicate, in a civil sense ; to cut 

off from the rights of man. [Not well authorized.] J. 
Barlow. 

IM-BAND', v. t. To form into a band or bands. J. Barlow. 
IM-BAND'ED, pp. Formed into a band or bands. 
IM-BANK', v. t. To inclose with a bank 3 to defend by 

banks, mounds or dikes. 
IM-BANK'ED, (ira-bankt') pp. Inclosed or defended with 

a bank. 
IM-BANK'ING, ppr. Inclosing or surrounding with a 

bank. 
IM-BANK'MENT, n. 1. The act of surrounding or defend

ing with a bank. 2. Inclosure by a bank; the banks or 
mounds of earth that are raised to defend a place. 

IM-BAR'GO. See EMBARGO. 
IM-BARK'. See EMBARK. 
f IM-BARN', v. t. To deposit in a barn. Herbert. 
IM-BASE'. See EMBASE. 
IM-BAS'TAR-DIZE, v. t. To bastardize, which see. 
IM-BATHE', V .  t. To bathe all over. Milton. 
IM-BEAD', V .  t. To fasten with a bead. J. Barlow. 
IM-BEAD'ED, pp. Fastened with a bead. 
* IM'BE-CILE, (im'be-sil) a. [L. imbecillis ; Fr. imbect.e.J 

Weak 5 feeble 3 destitute of strength, either of body or 01 
mind; impotent. Barrow. 

t IM'BE-CILE, v. t. To weaken. Bp. Taylor. 
f IM-BE-CIL'I-T ATE, v.t. To weaken 3 to render feeble 

IM-BE-CIM-TY, 71. [L. imbecillitas.] 1. Want of ^rength; 
weakness 3 feebleness of body or 01 mind. 2. imp 
of males 3 inability to procreate children. 

IM BED', 7;. t. To sink or lay in a bed 3 to place in a masa 
of earth, sand or other substance. . , f IM-BED'DED, pp. Laid or inclosed, as m a bed or mass of 
surrounding matter. . , . 

IM-BED'DING, ppr. Laying, as in a bed. 
IM-BEL'LIE, a. Not warlike or martial. 
IM-BENCH'ING, n. A raised work like a Pencil. 
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IM-BIBE', v. t. [L. imbibo.] 1. To drink in; to absorb. 2. 

To receive or admit into the mind, and retain. 3. To 
imbue. Newton. 

EM-BIB'ED, (im-blbd') pp. Drank in, as a fluid ; absorbed ; 
rece ived into the mind, and retained. 

IM-BIB ER, n. He or that which imbibes. 
£M-BIB'1NG, pgr. Drinking in; absorbing; receiving and 

retaining. 
IM-BI-BI"TION, n. The act of imbibing. Bacon. 
LU-BIT'TER, v. t. 1. To make bitter. 2. To make un

happy or grievous; to render distressing. 3. To exas
perate ; to make more severe, poignant or paiuful. 4. To 
exasperate ; to render more violent or malignant. 

IM-BIT'TERED, pp. Made unhappy or painful; exaspe
rated. 

IM-BTT TER-ER, 71 That which makes bitter. Johnson. 
IM-BIT'TER-ING, ppr. Rendering unhappy or distressing ; 

exasperating. 
IM-JBOD'IED, pp. Formed into a body. 
IM-BOD'Y, v. t. 1. To form into a body ; to invest with 

matter j to make corporeal. 2. To form into a body, col
lection or system. 3. To bring into a band, company, 
regimeut, brigade, army, or other regular assemblage ; to 
collect. 

IM-BOD'Y, v. i. To unite in a body, mass or collection; to 
coalesce. Milton. 

[M-BOD'Y-ING, ppr. 1. Forming into a body; investing 
with a corporeal body. 2. Collecting and uniting in a 
body. 

1M-BOIL', v. i. To effervesce. Spenser. 
IM-BoED'EN, (im-bol'dn) v.t. To encourage ; to give 

confidence to. Shak. 
IM-BoLD'EN, pp. Encouraged j having received confi

dence. 
IM-BoLD EN-ING, ppr. Encouraging ; giving confidence. 
| IM-BONT-TY, n. [L. in and bonitas.J Want of goodness. 

Burton. 
IM-BORD'ER, v. t. J. To furnish or inclose with a border; 

to adorn with a border. 2. To terminate ; to bound. 
IM-BORD ERED, pp. Furnished, inclosed or adorned with 

a border: bounded. 
IM-BCRD'ER-ING, ppr. Furnishing, inclosing or adorning 

with a border; bounding. 
IM-BOSK', v. t. [It. imboscare.] To conceal, as in bushes ; 

to hide. Milton. 
IM-BOSK', v.i. To lie concealed. Milton. 
IM-BO'SOM,tj. t. 1. To hold in the bosom ; to cover fondly 

with the folds of one's garment. 2. To hold in nearness 
or intimacy. 3. To admit to the heart or affection; to 
caress. 4. To inclose in the midst; to surround. 5. To 
inclose in the midst; to cover. 

IM-BO'SOMED, pp. Held in the bosom or to the breast; 
caressed ; surrounded in the midst; inclosed ; covered. 

IM-BO SOM-ING, ppr. Holding in the bosom; caressing; 
holding to the breast; inclosing or covering in the midst. 

IM-BOUND', v. t. To inclose in limits ; to shut in. \Little 
used l Shak. 

IM-BoW', v. t. 1. To arch; to vault. 2. To make of a 
circular form. Bacon. 

IM-BoWED', (im-b5de') pp. Arched; vaulted; made of a 
circular form. 

IM-BOW'ER, v.t. To cover with a bower; to shelter with 
trees. Thomson. 

IM-BOW'ERED, pp. Covered with a bower; sheltered 
with trees. 

IM-BOW'ER-ING,^^. Covering with abowerorwith trees. 
IM-BoW'JNG, ppr. Arching; vaulting; making of a cir

cular form. 
IM-BoW'MENT, 7t. An arch ; a vault. Bacon. 
IM-BOX', v. t. To inclose in a box. 
IM-BRAN'GLE, v. t. To entangle. Hudibras. 
IM-BREED', v. t. To generate within. 
IM'BRI-CATE, ) a. [L. imbricatusA I. Bent anrl hni 
IM'BRI-€A-TED, J lowed like a roif or gmter rile -2 

In botany, lying over each other, like tiles on a roof ' 
IM-BRI-€A'TION, 71. A concave indenture, like that of 

tiles ; tiling. Derham. 
IM-BROWN1. v. t. 1. To make brown ; to darken ; to ob

scure. 2. lo darken the color of; to make dirty 3 Tn 
tan ; to darken the complexion. 

IM-BROWN'ED, (im-brownd') pp. Made brown ; darken 
ed ; tanned. 

IM-BROWN'ING, ppr. Rendering brown; darkening • tan
ning. 5 

IM-BRuE, (im-bru') v.t. [Gr. ep(3peXco.] 1. To wet or 
moisten ; to soak ; to drench m a fluid, chiefly in blood 
2. To pour out liquor; [065.] 

IM BRu'ED, (im-brude') pp. Wet; moistened; drenched 
LM-BRu'ING, ppr. Wetting; moistening; drenching 
IM BRuTE', v. t. To degrade to the state of a brute • to 

reduce to brutality. ' 
IM-BRuTE', v. i. To sink to the state of a brute. 
IM-BRUTED, pp. Degraded to brutishness. 
IM-BRuT'ING, ppr. Reducing to brutishness. 

IM-BUE', (im-bu') v. t. [L. imbuo.] 1. To tinge deeply; to 
dye. 2. To tincture deeply; to cause to imbibe. IM-BU'ED, (im-bude') pp. Tinged; dyed; tinctured. 

IM-BU'ING. ppr. Tinging; dyeing; tincturing deeply. 
IM-BURSE', v. t. [Fr. bourse.] To stock with money 
IME, n. Rime. Craven dialect. 
IM-I-TA-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being imitable. 
IM'I-TA-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. imitabilis.] 1. That may be imi

tated or copied. 2. Worthy of imitation. 
IM'I-TATE, v. t. [Fr. imiter.j 1. To follow in manners; 

to copy in form, color or quality. 2. To attempt or en
deavor to copy or resemble. 3. To counterfeit. 4. To 
pursue the course of a composition, so as to use like im
ages and examples. 

IM'I-TA-TED, pp. Followed ; copied. 
IM'I-T A-TING, ppr. Following in manner; copying. 
IM-I-Ta'TION, 71, [Fr.; L. imitatio.] 1. The act of follow

ing in manner, or of copying in form ; the act of making 
the similitude of any thing, or of attempting a resem
blance. 2. That which is made or produced as a copy; 
likeness; resemblance. 3. A method of translating, in 
which modern examples and illustrations are used for 
ancient, or domestic for foreign. 

IM'I-TA-TIVE, a. 1. Inclined to follow in manner, 2 
Aiming at resemblance; that is used in the business 01 
forming resemblances. 3. Formed after a model, pattern 
or original. 

IM'I-TA-TOR, 71. 1. One that follows in manner or deport
ment. 2. One thH copies, or attempts to make the re
semblance of anything. 

IM-I-TA'TOR-SHIP, n. The office or state of an imitator. 
IM-MAG'U-LATE, a. [L. immaculatus.] 1. Spotless; pure; 

unstained ; undefiled ; without blemish. 2. Pure; lim
pid ; not tinged with impure matter. 

IM-MA€J'U-LATE-LY, adv. With spotless purity. 
IM-MA€'U-LATE-NESS, 71. Spotless purity. 
IM-MAIL'ED, (im-maild') a. Wearing mail or armor. 
IM-MAL'LE-A-BLE, a. Not malleable; that cannot be 

extended by hammering. Med. Rcpos. 
IM-MAN'A-€LE, v.t. To put manacles on; to fetter or 

confine ; to restrain from free action. 
IM-MAN'A-€LED, pp. Fettered ; confined. 
IM-MAN'A-€LING, ppr. Fettering ; confining. 
IM-MANE', a. [L. immanis.] Vast; huge; very great 
IM-MANE'LY, adv. Monstrously; cruelly. Milton. 
IM'MA-NEN-CY, n. Internal dwelling. Pearson. 
IM'MA-NENT, a. Inherent; intrinsic; internal. 
f IM-MAN'I-FEST, a. Not manifest; not plain. 
IM-MAN'I-TY, ti. [L. immanitas.] Barbarity; savageness. 

Shak. 
IM-MAR-CES'SI-BLE, a. [L. in and marcesco.] Unfading 
IM-MAR'TIAL, a. Not martial ; not warlike. 
IM-MASK', v. t. To cover, as with a mask. 
IM-MASK'ED, (im-m&skt!) pp. Covered; masked. 
IM-MASK'ING, ppr. Covering; disguising. 
IM-MATCH'A-BLE, a. That cannot be matched; peer

less. 
IM-MA-Te'RI-AL, a. [Fr. immateriel.] 1. Incorporeal; not 

material; not consisting of matter. 2. Unimportant; 
without weight; not material; of no essential conse
quence. Melmoth. 

IM-MA-Te'RI-AL-ISM, n. The doctrine of the existence 
or state of immaterial substances or spiritual beings. 

IM-MA-Te'RI-AL-IST, 71. One who professes immaterial
ity. Swift. 

IM-MA-TE-RI-AL'I-TY, TI. The quality of being immate
rial, or not consisting of matter; destitution of matter. 

IM-MA-Te'RI-AL-iZED, a. Rendered or made immate
rial. Glanville. 

IM-MA-Te'RI-AL-LY, adv. 1. In a manner not depending 
on matter. 2. In a manner unimportant. 

IM-MA-Te'RI-AL-NESS, 71. The state of being immaterial, 
immateriality. 

IM-MA-Te'RI-ATE, a. Not consisting of matter; incorpo
real ; immaterial; [little used.] Bacon. 

IM-MA-TuRE', a. [L. immaturus.] 1. Not mature or ripe; 
unripe; that has not arrived to a perfect state. 2. Not 
perfect; not brought to a complete state. 3. Hasty; too 
early ; that comes before the natural time. 

IM-MA-TuRE'LY, adv. Too soon ; before ripeness or com
pletion ;_before the natural time. 

IM-MA-TuRE'NESS, ) n. Unripeness ; incompleteness ; 
IM-MA-Tu'RI-TY, \ the state of a thing which has 

not arrived to perfection. 
IM-ME-A-BILI-TY, n. Want of power to pass. 
IM-MEAS'U-RA-BLE, (im-mezh'n ra-bl) a. That cannot 

be measured ; immense ; indefinitely extensive. 
IM-MEAS'U-RA-BLY, adv. To an extent not to be measur

ed ; immensely; beyond all measure. Milton. 
IM-MEAS'URED, a. Exceeding common measure. 
IM-ME -€HAN'I-€AL, a. Not consonant to the laws of me

chanics. Cheyne. 
* IM-ME'DI-A-CY, n. Power of acting without depend

ence. Shak. 
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• IM-METM-ATE, a [Fr. immediat.) 1. Proximate; acting 

without a medium or without the intervention of another 
cause or means ; producing its effect by its own direct 
agency. 2. Not acting by second causes. 3. Instant5 
present: without the intervention of time. * IM-Me'DI-ATE-LY, adv. 1. Without the intervention of 
any other cause or event. 2. Instantly; at the present 
time ; without delay, or the intervention of time. 

• IM-ME'DI-ATE-NESS, n. 1. Presence with regard to time. 
2. Exemption from second or intervening causes. 

M-MED'I-€A-BLE, a. [L. immedicaMlis.] Not to be heal
ed ; incurable. Milton. 

IM-ME-LO'DI-OUS, a. Not melodious. Drummond. 
IM-MEM'O-R A-BLE, a. TL. immemorabilis.] Not to be re

membered ; not worth remembering. 
IM-ME-MO'RI-AL, a. [Fr.] Beyond memory; an epithet 

given to time or duration, &c., whose beginning is not re
membered. 

I M-ME-Mo'RI-AL-LY, ado. Beyond memory. Bentlcy. 
IM-MENSE', (im-mens ) a. [Fr. : L. immensus.] 1. Unlim

ited ; unbounded; infinite. 2. Vast in extent; very great. 
3. Huge in bulk 3 very large. 

IM-MENSE'LY, adv. 1. Infinitely j without limits or meas
ure. 2. Vastly ; very greatly. 

IM-MENSE'NESS, n. Unbounded greatness. More. 
IM-MENS'I-TY, ti. 1. Unlimited extension ; an extent not 

to be measured ; infinity. 2. Vastness in extent or bulk j 
greatness. 

IM-MEN-SU-R A-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of not being ca
pable of measure ; impossibility to be measured. 

IM-MEN'SU-RA-BLE, a. [L. in and mensurabilis.] Not to 
be measured; immeasurable. 

IM-MEN'SU-RATE, a. Unmeasured. W. Mount agu. 
IM-MERGE', (im-merj') v. t. [L. immergo.] 1. To plunge 

into or under a fluid. 2. v. i. To enter the light of the 
sun, as a star, or the shadow of the earth, as the moon, 

f IM-MER'IT, n. Want of worth, 
f IM-MER'IT-ED, a. Unmerited, 
f IM-MER'IT-OUS, a. Undeserving. 
IM-MERSE', (im-mers') v. t. [L. immersus.] 1. To put un-

dei water or other fluid •, to plunge ; to dip. 2. To sink 
or cuver deep ; to cover wholly. 3. To plunge 3 to over
whelm ; to involve ; to engage deeply, 

f IM-MERSE', %. Buried3 covered ; sunk deep. Bacon. 
IM-MERS'ED, (im-merst'k pp. Put into a fluid; plunged; 

deeply engaged; enveloped. 
IM-MERS'ING, ppr. Plunging into a fluid ; dipping 3 over

whelming ; deeply engaging. 
IM-MER'SION ,n. 1. The tct of putting into a fluid below 

the surface ; the act of plunging into a fluid till covered. 
2. The state of sinking into a fluid. 3. The state of being 
overwhelmed or deeply engaged.—4. In astronomy, the 
act of entering into the light of the sun, or into the shadow 
of the earth. 

IM-MESH', v. t. To entangle in the meshes of a net. 
IM-MESH'ED, (im-mesht') pp. Entangled in meshes or webs. 
IM-MESII'ING, pgr. Entangling in meshes or webs. 
| IM-METH'OD-ED, a. Not having method 3 without regu-

larity. , 
IM-ME-THOD'I-€AL, a. Having no method ; without sys

tematic arrangement; without order or regularity ; con
fused. 

IM-ME-THOD'I-€AL-LY, ado. Without order or regulari
ty ; irregularly. « 

IM-ME-THOD'I-€AL-NESS, v. Want of method. 
IM'MI-G RANT, n. A person that removes into a country 

for the purpose of permanent residence. IM'MI-GRATE, v. i. [L. immigro.] To remove into a coun
try for the purpose of permanent residence. Belknap. IM-MI-GRa'TION, n. The passing or removing into a 
country for the purpose of permanent residence. 

IM'MI-NENCE, n. [L. imminentia.] Properly, a hanging 
over, but used by Shakspeare for impending evil or dan 
ger. [Little used.'] 

IM/MI-NENT, a. [L. imminens.] Literally, shooting over ; 
hence, hanging over 3 impending ; threatening 3 near3 ap
pearing as if about to fall on 5 used of evils. 

IM-MIN'GLE, V. t. To mingle ; to mix ; to unite with. 
IM-MIN'GLED, pp. Mixed 3 mingled. IM-MIN'GLTNG, ppr. Mixing ; mingling. 
IM-MI-Ntj'TION, TI. [L. imminutio.] A lessening ; dimi

nution ; decrease. 
IM-MIS-CI-BIL'I-TY, n. [L. imrmsceo.] Incapacity of be

ing mixed. I M-MIS'CI-BLE, a. Not capable of being mixed. 
1M-MIS'SION,t*. [L.immissio.] The act of sending or thrust

ing in; injection. 
IM-MITL V. t. [L. immitto.] To send in ; to inject. 
IM-MIT'I-GA-BLE, a. That cannot be mitigated. 
IM-MIX', v. t. To mix ; to mingle. IM-MIX' A-BLE, a. Not capable of being mixed. lM-MIX'ED,) TT . , „ . , IM-MIXT' I a' Unmixed. Herbert. 
IM-MO-BIL'I-TY, 71. [Fr. immobilite.] Unmovableness 3 

fixedness in place or state3 resistance to motion. JLrlutlr 
not. 

IM-MOD'ER-A-CY, n. Excess. Brown 
IM-MOD'ER-ATE, a. [L. immoderatus.' Exceeding just or 

usual bounds 3 not confined to suitable limits 3 excessive 3 
extravagant 3 unreasonable. 

IM-MOD'ER-ATE-LY, adv. Excessively 3 to an undue de
gree ; unreasonably. 

IM-MOD'ER-ATE-NESS, n. Excess 3 extravagance. 
IM-MOD-ER-A'TJON, n. Excess 3 want of moderation. 
IM-MOD'EST, a. [Fr. immodeste.] I. Immoderate ; exor

bitant ; unreasonable 3 arrogant. 2. Wanting in the re
serve or restraint which decency requires 3 wanting in de
cency and delicacy. 3. Wanting in chastity 3 unchaste; 
lewd. 4. Impure 3 indelicate. 5. Obscene. 

IM-MOD'EST-LY, adv. Without due reserve 3 indecently. 
unchastely; obscenely. 

IM-MOD'EST-Y, n. [L. immodestia.] 1. Want of mod sty j 
indecency 3 unchastity. 2. Want of delicacy or decent 
reserve. 

IM'MO-LATE, v. t. [Fr. immoler.] 1. To sacrifice ; to kill, 
as a victim offered in sacrifice. 2. To offer in sacrifice. 

IM'MO-LA-TED, pp. Sacrificed 5 offered in sacrifice. 
IM'MO-LA-TING,ppr. Sacrificing: offering, as a victim. 
IM-MO-LA'TION, 71. 1. The act of sacrificing. Brown. 2. 

A sacrifice offered. 
IM'MO-LA-TOR, n. One who offers in sacrifice. 
IM-MoLD', v. t. To form; to mold. O. Fletcher. 
IM-Mo'MENT, a. Trifling. [JV*ot English.] Shak. 
IM-MO-MENT'OUS, a. Unimportant. Seward. 
IM-MOR'AL, a. 1. Inconsistent with moral recti tilde j con

trary to the moral or divine law 3 wicked j unjust 3 dis
honest ; vicious. 2. Wicked or unjust in practice 3 vi
cious ; dishonest. 

IM-MO-RAL'I-TY, n. Any act or practice which contra
venes the divine commands or the social duties. 

IM-MOR'AL-LY, adv. Wickedly 5 viciously 5 in violation 
of law or duty. 

IM-MO-RIG'ER-OUS, a. [Low L. immoriger.J Rude j un 
civil. Stackhouse. 

IM-MO-RIG'ER-OUS-NESS, n. Rudeness 5 disobedience 
Bp. Taylor. 

IM-MOR'TAL, a. [L. immortalis.] 1. Having no principle 
of alteration or corruption; exempt from death ; having 
life or being that shall never end. 2. Never-ending ; ev
erlasting ; continual. 3. Perpetual; having unlimited ex
istence. 4. Destined to live in all the ages of this world , 
imperishable. 

IM-MOR-TAL'I-TY, n. 1. The quality of never ceasing to 
live or exist; exemption from death and annihilation; 
life destined to endure witliont end. 2. Exemption from 
oblivion. 3. Perpetuity; existence not limited. 

IM-MOR-TAL-I-ZA'TION, n. The act of immortalizing. 
IM-MOR'TAL-IZE, v. t. [Fr. immortaliser.] 1. To render 

immortal; to make perpetual; to cause to live or exist 
while the world shall endure. 2. To exempt from oblivi
on ; to make perpetual, 

t IM-MOR'TAL-IZE, v. i. To become immortal. Pope. 
IM-MOR'TAL-iZED, pp. Rendered immortal or perpetual. 
IM-MOR'TAL-IZ-ING, ppr. Making immortal. 
IM-MOR'TAL-LY, adv. With endless existence 3 with ex

emption from death. IM-MOR-TI-FI-CA'TION, n. Want of subjection of the 
passions. Bp. Tavlor. 

IM-MOV-A-BIL'I-TY, n. Steadfastness that cannot be mov
ed or shaken. 

IM-MOV'A-BLE, a. 1. That cannot be moved from it3 
place. 2. Not to be moved from a purpose; steadfast; 
fixed 3 that cannot be induced to change or alter. 3. 
That cannot be altered or shaken 3 unalterable; un
changeable. 4. That cannot be affected or moved; not 
impressible ; not susceptible of compassion or tender feel
ings ; unfeeling. 5. Fixed 3 not liable to be removed 3 
permanent in place. 6. Not to be shaken or agitated. 

IM-MOV'A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being immovable 
IM-MOV'A-BLY, adv. In a manner not to be moved from 

its place or purpose 3 or in a manner not to be shaken ; 
unalterably; unchangeably. 

IM-MUND', a. [L. immundus.] Unclean. 
IM-MUN-DIC'I-TY, n. Uncleanness. Mountagu. 
IM-Mu'NI-TY, 71. [Fr. immunite.] 1 Freedom or exemp

tion from obligation. 2. Exemption from any charge, du
ty, office, tax or imposition; a particular privilege. 
Freedom. _ . , 

IM-MuRE', v. t. [Norm, emmurrer.] 1. To in^osejv1 th
in walls ; to shut up 3 to confine. 2. To wall, to sur 
round with walls. 3. To imprison, 

F IM-MuRE', TI. A wall. Shak. .. 
IM-MuR'ED, (im-murd') pp. Confined withm waBs. 
IM-Mu'SI-€AL, a. Not musical 3 inharmonious, not ac 

IjSd™TkhBlSi-TY,™; [Fr. Unchangea 
blraess; the quality that renders change or alterat,on ,m. 
possible 3 invariableness. 
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IM-MO'TA-BLE, a. [L. immutabilis.] Unchangeable : in
variable ; unalterable; not capable or susceptible of 

IM-MCTA-BLE-NESS, n. Unchangeableness ; imrnutabil 

IM-MO'TA-BLY, adw. Unchangeably; unalterably ; invari-
»Afc" ̂ ^ann?r that ad"iits of no change. 

X, > immutatns.] Unchanged. 
n- tL' im™utatio'\ Change ; alteration. 

JJJ-MUTE' v. t. [L. tmmuto.] To change; to alter. Salkeld. 
> iimp.] 1. A son; offspring; progeny. 2. A 

subaltern or puny devil. Milton. 
IAIP, v. t. [W. impiaw.] 1. To graft. Chancer. 2. To 

added**' l° extend or enIar?e by something inserted or 
a% t0 be aPPeased or quieted. 

j.AC- ', v. t. [L. impactus.] To drive close ; to press or 
drive firmly together. Woodward. 

IM PACT, n. Touch ; impression. Darwin. 
J^ P^CT'EE), pp. Driven hard ; made close by driving. 
J ' v' U 0 paint y t0 adorn with colors. 

. 4\R!' v' t% fFr* empirer.] 1. To make worse ; to di
minish in quantity, value or excellence. 2. To weaken : 
to enfeeble. ' 

'' V' VTT<? be lessened or worn out. [Little usedA 
IMPAIR, a. [L. impar.] In crystalography, when a dif

ferent number of faces is presented by the prism, and by 
each summit; but the three numbers follow no law of 
progression. 

T IMPAIR', or lM-PAIR'MENT, n. Diminution ; decrease : 
injury. Brown. 1 

IaenedIR'ED> (im-paird') PP* Diminished; injured; weak-

J^J^AIR'ER, n. He or that which impairs. 
eiff^hfing ' PPT' Making vvorse 5 lessening ; injuring ; 

IM P^TTM *^A Ej a' UnPalataMe. [Little used A 
^ S®Livft'_i"andJ'd,w*] .h To fix on a stake; to 

IMP 

l palpa-

~ j > , L 'J ±. ionx ona sta __ 
put to death by fixing on an upright, sharp stake. TSee 
EMPALE.J To inclose with stakes, posts or palisades. 

+ i7' " heraldry, tojom two coats of arms pale-wise. 
M PUM t'?° MA£E PAL,ID OR PALE- Beltham. 
^e l:, tke( ha„Pdm ) *'[L" a"d palma^ To «rasP »tn 

IM-PAL-PA-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of not bein 
r™ rr PPrcePtible by the touch. Jortin. 
IM-PAL'PA-BLE, a. [Fr.] 1. Not to be felt; that cannot 
IMPAIOT6'J * v t0UtC^ 9' -^l01 COarse or gross* 

deadei ' W'th palsy' to paraJiz*; to 
°' [L* in and panis-l Imbodipd in bread. 

IMPANA^miV U imbody wjtb bread. Waterland. 
DIP hS / ??/ n\ Tbe ®«PPosed substantial presence of 
hrf^S1ody and. blood of Christ, with the substance of the 
br^ad aad wine, after consecration, in the eucharist • a 
tenet of the Lutheran church. > a 

In a Hsf I' ?° W?e oruenter the uumes of a jury 

ImTA^T a listrCofTurors?alIed * pmuul' l° 
n^fomedfS'.P^r"aVing the names entered in a P»»-

I'toL^gTas a'J^'.Wr- Wri,i"S the names on ^ Pannel j 

IRFPFDFCKY?SAKE8'HLIPTP^',<L''A<IIS<IR'!-] T° PUt in a place 

I\Va'uff'P\;^dlF;^,^dePhJ,pepy.in a COndi,ion resemtli"g 
IM-PAR'A-DI-SING, ppr. Making verv hannv 
IM-PARRA^LEILM?rc* Unparal,eled- Burnet. 

consisting of an equal number of sVfiables^ syllaba'1 Not 

IM PARft TY A«BL1E' ?' UnpardonabJo- South. IM-PARI-TY, n. 1. Inequality; disproportion. 2 Odd 
ness; indivisibility into equal parts. 3. Difference of d2* cree, rank or excellence. merence ot de-

LM-PXRK', v. t. To inclose for a park ; to make a mrir k,. 
inclosure; to sever from a common. P y 

IM-PARL', v.i. [Norm, empet ler.] To hold mutual dis 
course ; appropriately m law, to have license to settle a 

r^apfp ,a?1^ y ; t0,ha™ delaV f°r muturd adjustment 
IM-PXR'LANCE, n. 1. Properly, leave for mutual dis-

course ; appropriately, m law, the license or privilege of a 
defendant to have delay of trial, to see if he can settle the 
matter amicably 2. The continuance of a cause till an 
other day,. a"~ 

IM-PAR-SON-EE', a. A parson imparsonee is a parson me 
sented, instituted and inducted into a rectory. 

IM-PART', V.  t . [ L. impertior.] 1. To give, grant or com
municate ; to bestow on another a share or portion of 
something. 2. To grant; to give ; to confer. 3. To com 
municate the knowledge of something; to make known • 
to show by words or tokens 3 

TM-PART'ANCE, «. Communication of a share ; grant. 

IM-PAR-TA'TION, n. The act of imparting or conferring 
« p'JR!m IV pp~ Communicated ; granted ; conferred. 

IM-PaR'TIAL, a. 1. Not partial; not biased in favor of one 
party more than another; indifferent; unprejudiced • dis 
interested. 2. Not favoringone party more than another 
equitable; just. J 

IM-PAR'TIAL-JST, n. One who is impartial. 
IM-PAR-TIAL'I-TY, (im-par-shal'e-ty) n. 1. Indifference ol 

opinion or judgment; freedom from bias in favor of one 
side or party more than another; disinterestedness 2 
Equitableness; justice. 

IM-PAR'TIAL-LY, adv. Without bias of judgment: with
out prejudice ; equitably ; justly. 

I^^R_T£?- 'I"^YA.r* 1 • The <lliality of not being sub-
commmiicatedl* 2" T"e qUa"ty °f belnS Capable of bci"S 

IM-PART'I-BLE, a. [Sp . impar 1, Not partible ot 
subject to partition. 2. [from impart.] That may be ini 
T' bestowed or communicated. 

ingA PPr' Communicating i granting; bestow-

IM-PART'MENT, n. The act of imparting ; the communi-
T.Jab?£ ^knowledge ; disclosure. Shah. 
IM-PaSS A-BLE, a. That cannot be passed ; not admitting 

a passage. Milton. 8 

IM P aII'A RTJ VN^SSR The State °f being impassable. adv' Iaa manner or degree that prevents 
passing, or the power of passing 

UYl-PAS-SI-BIL'I-TY, or IM-PAS'SI-BLE-NESS, n. Exemp-
externanhings°r SUffering 3 insusceptibility of injury from 

I]V^<r^r^^LE' /»Fr* imPassible>] fncapable of pain, pas
sion or suffering; that cannot be affected with pain or un
easiness. 1 

^^io ' V' move or affect strongly with pas-

^ v' l' affect powerfully. 
IM-PAS'SION-ATE, a. 1. Strongly affected. 2. Without 

passion or feeling. Burton. 
IM-PAS'SIONED, a. 1. Actuated or agitated by passion. 2. 

Animated ; excited ; having the feelings warmed. 3. An
imated ; expressive of passion or ardor. 

IM-PAS'SIVE, a. [L. in and passits.] Not susceptible of 
pain or suffering. Dryden. 

IM-PAS'SIVE-LY, adv. Without sensibility to pain. 
IM-PAS'SIVE-NESS, n. The state of being insusceptible of 

pain. Mountajru. 
I]NJ"P14S_SIV./I-'PY> The quality of being insusceptible of 

feeling, pain or suffering. 1 

^-PAS-TA'TION, n. The mixtion of various materials of 
different colors and consistences. 

IM-PASTE', v. t. [Fr. emp&ter.] I. To knead ; to make into 
nPn-™LInpainting, to lay on colors thick and bold. 
1M-PAST ED, a. 1. Concreted, as into paste. Shak. 2. Past-
T J T,°AV^,rr;T1CT0^ered r^ith paste' or with thick paint. 
1M-PAT'I-BLE, a. [L. impatibilis.] Intolerable : that can 

not be borne. 
IM-PA'TIENCE, (im-pa'shens) n. [Fr.; L. impatientia. 1 

Uneasiness under pain or suffering; the not enduring 
pain with composure ; restlessness. 

m-PA'TIENT, a. [L. impatiens.] 1. Uneasy or fretful un
der suffering ; not bearing pain with composure ; not en-
dunng evil without fretfulness, uneasiness, and a desire 
or effort to get rid of the evil. 2. Not suffering quietlv; 
Not to be'borne. ' V' ^not end«ring delay. 4. 

IM pf/^FN^'/'v01!? WihVrS leStleSS under ^ring. 

I^?SZA'TI°N- ̂ bsoIute seignory or posses-

IM-PAT'RON-IZE, v. t. [Fr. impatroniser.] To gain tc 
one's self the power of any seignory 

ra-PAWN', t. TO pawn ; to pledge ; to deposit as secu-

IM PeACH', V. t. [Fr. emp^chcrA 1. To hinder • tr. 
2. To accuse; to charge wi.hJa cnme or m4demeauor 
3. To accuse ; to censure ; to call in question. 4 Tocall 
to account; to charge as answerable 

FLM-PeACIP, v. Hinderance. 
IM-PeACH'A-BLE, a. 1. Liable to accusation ; chargeable 

with a crime ; accusable ; censurable. 2. Liable tn he 
called in question ; accountable. D,e t0 bc 

IM-PeACH'ED, (im-peecht') pp. Hindered ; \0bs 1 2 Ar 
cused; charged with a crime, misdemeanor or wronir " 
censured. rone; 

IM-PeACH'ER, n. An accuser by authority ; one who nil* 
in question. 13 

IM-PeACH'ING, ppr. 1. Hindering; [obsA 2. Accusing 
by authority : calling in question the rectitude of conduct 

IM-PEACH'MENT, 71. 1. Hinderance ; impediment - ston -
obstruction; [obs.] Shak. 2. An accusation or charSe 
brought against a public officer for maladministration In 
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nis office. 3. The act of impeaching. 4. Censure; ac
cusation ; a calling in question the purity ot motives or 
the rectitude of conduct, &c. 5. The act of calling to ac
count, as for waste. 6. The state of being liable to ac
count, as for waste. 

IM-PEARL', (im-perl) v. t. 1. To form in the resemblance 
of pearls. 2. To decorate with pearls, or with things re
sembling pearls. 

IM-PE€-€A-BIL'I-TY, or IM-PE€'GAN-CY, n. The qual
ity of not being liable to sin ; exemption from sin, error 
or offense. Pope. 

IM-PECCA-BLE, a. [Sp. impecable; Fr. impeccable.'] Not 
liable to sin ; not subject to sin ; exempt from the possibil
ity of sinning. 

IM-PEDE', v.t. [Sp. impedir; L. impedio.] To hinder 5 to 
stojMn progress; to obstruct. 

IM-PED'ED, pp. Hindered ; stopped ; obstructed. 
IM-PEDT-MENT, n. [L. impcdimentum.] 1. That which 

hinders progress or mo'ion ; hinderance ; obstruction. 2. 
That which prevents distinct articulation, 

f IM-PED'I-MENT, v. t. To impede. Bp. Reynolds. 
IM-PED-I-MENT'AL, a. Hindering; obstructing. 
LVI-PED'ING, ppr. Hindering ; stopping ; obstructing, 
f IM'PE-DITE, v. t. To impede. B 

IM-PED'I-TI VE, a. Causing hinderance. Sanderson. 
IM-PEL', v. t. [Sp. impeler ; L. impcllo.] To drive or urge 

forward ; to press on ; to excite to action. 
IM-PELL/ED, (im-pelld') pp. Driven forward ; urged on; 

moved by any force or power. 
IM-PELL'ENT, n. A power or force that drives forward ; 

impulsive power. Olanville. 
IM-PELL'EK, 71. He or that which impels. 
fM-PELL'ING, ppr. Driving forward ; urging; pressing. 
IM-PEN', v. t. To pen ; to shut or inclose. 
IM-PEND'j v. L [L. impendeo.] 1. To hang over; to be 

suspended above; to threaten. 2. To be near; to be ap
proaching and ready to fall on. 

IM-PEND'ENCE, ) n. The state of hanging over : near ap-
IM-PEND?EN-CY, I proach ; a menacing attitude. 
IM-PEND'ENT, a. Hanging over ; imminent; threatening ; 

pressing closely. Hale. 
IM-PENDTNG, ppr. Hanging over; approaching near; 

threatening. 
IM-PEN-E-TRA-BIL'I-TY, n. 1. The quality of being im

penetrable.—2. In philosophy, that quality of matter which 
prevents two bodies from occupying the same space at 
the same time. 3. Insusceptibility of intellectual im
pression. 

IM-PEN'E-TRA-BLE, a. [L. impenetrabilis.] 1. That can
not be penetrated or pierced; not admitting the passage 
of other bodies. 2. Not to be affected or moved ; not ad
mitting impressions on the mind. 3. Not to be entered 
by the sight. 4. Not to be entered and viewed by the eye 
of the intellect. 

IM-PEN'E-TRA-BLE-NESS, n. Impenetrability, which 

IM-PEN'E-TR A-BL Y, adv. 1. With solidity that admits 
not of being penetrated. 2. With hardness that admits 
not of impression. 

IM-PEN'I-TENCE, ) n. [Fr. impenitence.] Want of peni-
1M-PEN'I-TEN^C Y, \ tence or repentance; absence of 

contrition or sorrow for sin ; obduracy ; hardness of 
heart. 

IM-PEN'I-TENT, a. [Fr.] Not penitent; not repenting of 
sin ; not contrite ; obdurate ; of a hard heart. 

IM-PEN'I-TENT, n. One who does not repent; a hardened 
sinner. 

IM-PEN'I-TENT-LY, adv. Without repentance or con 
trition for sin ; obdurately. 

IM-PEN'NOUS, a. Wanting wings. 
IM-PKO'PLE, V. t. To form into a community. Beaumont. 
y IM'PE-RATE, a. [L. imperatus.] Done by impulse or di

rection of the mina. South. 
IM-PER'A-TIVE, a. [Fr. imperatif; L. imperativus.] 1. 

Commanding ; expressive of command ; containing posi
tive command.—2. In grammar, the imperative mode of 
T ved> is that which expresses command. 

IM-PER'A-TiVE-LY, adv. With command; authorita
tively. 

f E R - A - T O l C J - A L ,  a. Commanding. JVorris. 
LM-PER-CEP'TI-BLE, a. [Fr.] 1. Not to be perceived ; not 

to be known or discovered by the senses. 2. Very small; 
fine; minute in dimensions ; or very slow in motion or 
progress. 

IM-PER-CEP'TI-BLE, n. That which cannot be perceived 
senses on account of its smallness. [,Little used.] 

IM-PER-CEP'TI-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being im-
r Perceptible. Hale. 
IM-PER-CEP'TI-BLY, adv. In a manner not to be per

ceived. 
.M-PER-CIP'I-ENT, a. Not perceiving or having power to 
!V?e^lve' B*xter. 6 

perffibte*'PIL'I-TY, n. State or quality of being im-
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' Tir nrp/a' ̂ ot destructible. 
IM-lMfLeT, a. [L. imperfectus.] 1. Not finished ; not 

complete. 2. Defective; not entire, sound or whole; 
wanting a part; impaired. 3. Not perfect in intellect; 
liable to err. 4. Not perfect in a moral view ; not accord
ing to the laws of God, or the rules of right.—5. In gram
mar, the imperfect tense denotes an action in time past, 
then present but not finished.—6. In music, incomplete 
not having all the accessary sounds. 

tlM-PER'FH€T, v' tm To make imperfect. Brown. 
I M-PER-FE€'TION, n. [Fr., from L. imperfecta.] Defect; 

fault; the want of a part or of something necessity to 
complete a thing. 3 

IM-PER'FECT-LY, adv. In an imperfect manner or deciee 
not fully ; not entirely ; not completely. 

IM-PER'FE€T-NESS, n. The state of being imperfect 
IM-PER'FO-RA-BLE, a. That cannot be perforated. 
IM-PER'FO-RATE, a. [L. in and perforatum.] Not perfo

rated or pierced; having no opening. Sharpe. 
IM-PER FO-RA-TED, a. 1. Not perforated. 2. Having no pores. ° 
IM-PER-FO-RA'TION, n. The state of being not perforated. 

or without any aperture. 
IM-PE'RI-AL, a. [Fr.; L. imperialis.] 1. Pertaining to an 

empire, or to an emperor. 2. Royal; belonging to a 
monarch. 3. Pertaining to royalty ; denoting sovereign
ty. 4. Commanding ; maintaining supremacy.—Imperial 
chamber, the sovereign court of the German empire.—Im
perial city, a city in Germany which has no head but the 
emperor.—Imperial diet, an assembly of all the states of 
the^erman empire. 

IM-PE'RI-AL-IST, n. One who belongs to an emperor ; a 
subject or soldier of an emperor. 

IM-PE-RI-AL'I-TY, n. I. Imperial power. 2. The right 
of an emperor to a share of the produce of mines, &c. 

a' Belouging to an emperor. Fuller. 
IM-PE'RI-AL-LY, adv. In a royal manner. 
I AT I) XT' r> ,'TT .. . m. l • • ~ - — — , .•> —— iujui luaiiuci . 
IM-PER'IL, v, t. To bring into danger. Spenser. Tivr r>r?iDT r»TTcs „ n • - • -f , .4 .. f.J 1. Commanding; die IM-PEJRI-OUS, a. [L. impeinosus.] x. v^ommanaing; dic

tatorial ; haughty ; arrogant; overbearing ; domineering. 
2. Commanding ; indicating an imperious temper; au
thoritative. 3. Powerful; overbearing ; not to be opposed 
by obstacles. 4. Commanding; urgent; pressing. 5 
Autjioritative ; commanding with rightful authority. 

IM-PE'RI-OUS-LY, adv. 1. With arrogance of command 
with a haughty air of authority ; in a domineering man
ner^ 2. U ith urgency or force not to be opposed. 

IM-PE'RI-OUS-NESS, n. I. Authority ; air of command. 
rifSJn Arrogance of command ; haughtiness. 
IM-PERISH-A-BLE, a. [Fr. imperissable.] Not subject to 

decay; not liable to perish; indestructible ; endurin^ 
permanently. ' ® 

*• 'ISH--A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being imper
ishable. 

IM-PER'I-WIGGED, a. [Fr. emperruque.] Wearing a peri-

^"BER'MA-NENCE, v. Want of permanence. 
IM-PER'MA-NENT, a. Not permanent. 
IM-PER-ME-A-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being imper

meable by a fluid. Cavallo. 
IM-PER'ME-A-BLE, a. [L. in and permeo.] Not to be 

passed through the pores by a fluid. 
IM-PER'SON-AL, a. [Fr. impersonncl.] In grammar, an 

impersonal verb is one which is used only with the ter
mination of the third person singular, with it for a nomina
tive m English, and without a nominative in Latin ; as, 
it rams. 5 9 

El PER'SON atJ'tJvY'J' lndi.stinction of Personality, 
verb N-AL~Ly> ado•In the manner of an impersonal 

TM l' To Pers°nify. Warton. 
E^PFR-lpf^f-T/T "* Sde persons of. Warton. 

to th<fmhid ' n' Want of perspicuity, or clearness 

IM PER sf/^qr"rt7^' a' ?t 1 PersPicuous 5 not clear. 1M PER-SUA SI-BLE, a. [L. in and persuasibiiis.] Not to 
Tvr^rnTmr A^-i^TXsuas^on ' not yielding to arguments. 
KSS I "• tFr- invertinence.} 1. That 
IM-1ERTI-P.EN-CY, j which is not pertinent; that 

which does not belong to the subject in hand ; that which 
is of no weight. 2. The state of not being pertinent. 3. 
r oily ; rambling thought. 4. Rudeness ; improper intru
sion ; interference by word or conduct which is not con
sistent with the age or station of the person. 5. A trifle; 

r,?™11? little or no value. 
IM-PER'TI-NENT, a. [L. impertinens.] 1. Not pertaining 

to the matter in hand ; of no weight; having no bearing 
on the subject. Tillotson. 2. Rude ; intrusive ; meddling 
with that which does not belong to the person 3. Trifling; 

x,. ish ' negbgent of the present purpose. 
IAl-PER'Tl-NENT, n. An intruder ; a meddler; one who 

interferes in what does not belong to him. 
IM-PER'TI-NENT-LY, adv. 1. Without relation to the 

matter in hand. 2. Officiously ; intrusively; rudely. 
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lM-PER-T R A N-SI-BIL'I-T Y, re. The quality of not being 

capable of being passed through. Hale. 
IM-PER-TRAN'SI-BLE, a. Not to be passed through. 
IM-PER-T URB'A-BLE, a. That cannot be disturbed or 

agitated •, permanently quiet. Encyc. 
IM-PER-TCJR-BA TION, n. Freedom from agitation of 

mind 3 calmness. TV. Mountaguc. 
f IM-PER-TURB'ED, (im-per-turbd') a. Undisturbed. Bai

ley. 
JM-PER'VI-OUS, a. [L. impervius.] 1. Not to be penetrated 

or passed through ; impenetrable. 2. Not penetrable 5 not 
to be pierced by a pointed instrument. 3. Not penetrable 
by light 3 not permeable to fluids. 

IM-PER'VI-OUS-LY, adv. In a manner to prevent passage 
or penetration. 

IM-PER'VI-OUS-NESS, n. The state of not admitting a 
passage. 
lM-PES'TER, v. t. [Fr. impestrer.] To trouble 3 to harass. 
Cotgrave. 

IM-PE-TIG'IN-OUS, a. [L. impetigo.'] Resembling the 
ring-worm or tetters 3 covered with scales or scabs 3 scurfy. 

IM'PE-TRA-BLE, a. That may be obtained by petition. 
IM'PE-TRATE, v. t. [L. impetro.] To obtain by request or 

entreaty. Usher. 
IM-PE-TRA'TION, re. 1. The act of obtaining by prayer or 

petition.—2. In law, the preobtaining of benefices from 
the church of Rome, which belonged to the disposal of the 
king and other lay pat>-ons of the realm. 

IM PE-TRA-Ti VE, a. Obtaining j tending to obtain by en
treaty. Bp. Hall. 

[M'PE-TRA-TO-RY, a. Beseeching 3 containing entreaty. 
Taylor. 

IM-PET-U-OS1-TY, n. 1. A rushing with violence and 
great force 3 fury 3 violence. 2. Vehemence 3 furiousness 
of temper. 

IM-PET'U-OUS, a. [Fr. impetueux ; L. hnpetuosus.] 1. 
Rushing with great force and violence j moving rapidly 3 
furious 3 forcible j fierce 3 raging. 2. Vehement of mind j 
fierce ; hasty ; passionate 3 violent. 

IM-PET'U-OUS-LY, adv. Violently 3 fiercely 3 forcibly 3 
with haste and force. Addison. 

IM-PET'U-OUS-NESS, n. 1. A driving or rushing with 
haste and violence 3 furiousness 3 fury j violence. 2. 
Vehemence of temper 3 violence. 

IMPE-TUS, n. [L.J 1. Force of motion; the force with 
which any body is driven or impelled. 2. The force 
with which one body in motion strikes another. 

IM-PIG'TURED, a. Painted 3 impressed. Spenser. 
IM'PIER. See UMPIRE. 
*fIM-PIERCE', v. t. To pierce through; to penetrate. 

Drayton. 
* IM-PlERCE'A-BLE, (im-pers'a-bl, or im-peers'a-bl) a. Not 

to be pierced or penetrated. Spenser. 
IM-Pl'E-TY, n. [Fr.impiete; L. impietas.] 1. Ungodliness; 

irreverence towards the Supreme Being 3 contempt of the 
divine character and authority ; neglect of the divine pre
cepts. 2. Any act of wickedness, as blasphemy and 
faneness^ ^ 5upreme BeinS> or at his authority 3 pro-

f IM-PIG'NO-RATE, v. t. To pledge or pawn. 
iiMD?iG:?°-RA/TION' The act of pawning. 
IM-PINGE , (im-pinj') v. 1. [L. imphigo.] To fall against • 

to strike 3 to dash against 3 to clash upon. ' 
IM-PING'ING, ppr. Striking against. 
•IBH^UATE, t. To fatten ; to make fat. 

H-OUS, a. [L. impius.] 1. Irreverent towards the Su
preme Being; wanting m veneration for God and his au
thority; irreligious ; profane, a. Irreverent towards God • 
proceeding from or manifesting a contempt for the Su 
preme Being; tending to dishonor God or his laws and 
bring them into contempt. > dna 

IM'PI-OUS-LY, adv. With irreverence for God, or contempt 
for his authority ; profanely ; wickedly o empt 

iaiaws°US NES^ U' Impiety 3 contemPt of God and his 
IM-PL A-€A-BIL'I-TY, or IIM-PLA'€A-BLE-NESS V The 

quality ot not being appeasable 3 inexorableness : irrecon 
cilable enmity or anger. 3 llcoon~ 

1M-PLA'€A-BLE, a. [Fr., from L. implacabilis.'I 1 Not 
to be appeased ; that cannot be pacified and rendered 
peaceable; inexorable 3 stubborn or constant in enmirv 
2. Not to be appeased or subdued. «"iy. 

IM-PL A'EA-BLY, adv. With enmity not to be pacified NR 
subdued; inexorably. or 

IM-PL A NT', v. t .  To set, plant or infix for the purpose of 
growth. y 

IM-PLANT-A'TION, n. The act of setting or infixing in 
the mind or heart, as principles. 

IM-PLANT'ED, pp. Set; infixed in the mind, as principles 
or rudiments. F 

IM-PLANT'ING, ppr. Setting or infixing in the mind as 
principles. ' 

IM-PLAUS-I-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of not being plausi
ble or specious. 

IM-PL AUS'I-BLE, a. Not specious; not wearing the ap-
pearance of truth or credibility, and not likely to be 
believed. 

IM-PLAUS'I-BLY, adv. Without an appearance of proba
bility.' 

F IM-PLEACH', V . t. To interweave. Shak. 
IM-PLEAD', V .  t .  To institute and prosecute a suit against 

one in court 3 to sue at law. 
IM-PLEAD'ED, pp. Prosecuted 3 sued 3 subject to answer 

to a suit in court. 
IM-PLEAD'ER, n. One who prosecutes another. 
IM-PLEAD'ING, ppr. Prosecuting a suit. 
| IM-PLEAS'ING, a. Unpleasing. 

IM-PLEDGE', V . t. To pawn. 
IM'PLE-MENT, n. [Low L. implementum.] Whatever may 

supply wants 3 particularly, as now used., tools, utensils, 
vessels, instruments 3 the tools or instruments of labor. 

IM-PLE'TION, n. [L. impleo.] The act of filling J the state 
of being full. 

IM'PLEX, a. [L. implexus.] Infolded 3 intricate 3 entangled; 
complicated. 

IM-PLEX'ION, n. The act of infolding or involving 3 the 
state of being involved 3 involution. 

IM'PLl-UATE, v. t. [Fr. impliquer ; L. implico.] 1. To in
fold 3 to involve 3 to entangle. 2. To involve 3 to bring 
into connection with 3 also, to show or prove to be con
nected or concerned. 

IM'PLI-€A-TED, pp. 1. Infolded; involved. 2. Involved; 
connected 3 concerned 3 proved to be concerned or to have 
had a part. 

IMTLI-GA-TING, ppr. Involving 3 proving to be con
cerned. 

IM-PLI-UA'TION, n. [L. implicatio.] 1. The act of infold
ing or involving. 2. Involution 3 entanglement. 3. An 
implying, or that which is implied, but not expressed; a 
tacit inference, or something fairly to be understood, 
though not expressed in words. 

IMPLI-UA-TIVE, a. Having implication. 
IM'PLI-GA-TIVE-LY, adv. By implication. Buck. 
IM-PLIC'IT, a. [L. implicitus.] 1. Infolded3 entangled; 

complicated. 2. Implied ; tacitly comprised 3 fairly to be 
understood, though not expressed in words. 3. Resting 
on another 3 trusting to the word or authority of another, 
without doubting or reserve, or without examining into 
the truth of the thing itself. 

IM-PLiC'IT-LY, adv. 1. By inference deducible, but not 
expressed in words 3 virtually ; in reality, but not in name. 
2. By connection with something else 3 dependenily, 
with unreserved confidence. 

IM-PLIC'IT-NESS, 71. The state of being implicit 3 the stato 
of trusting without reserve. 

IM-PLi'ED, (im-pllde') pp. Involved 3 contained virtually, 
though not expressed. 

IM-PLl'ED-LY, adv. By implication. 
IM-PLO-RA'TION, n. Earnest supplication. Bp. Hall 
IM-PLoRE', v. t. [Fr. implorer ; L. imploro.] 1. To call 

upon or for, in supplication 3 to beseech 3 to pray earnest 
ly 3 to petition with urgency; to entreat. 2. To ask 
earnestly j to beg. 

IM-PLoRE', v. i. To entreat; to beg. 
f IM-PLoRE', n. Earnest supplication. Spenser. 
IM-PLoR'ED, (im-pl5rd') pp. Earnestly supplicated. 
IM-PLoR'ER, n. One who prays earnestly. 
IM-PLoR'ING, ppr. Beseeching 3 entreating 3 praying earn

estly. 
IM-PLuM'ED, (im-plumd') \ a. Having no plumes or feath-
IM-PLU'MO US, j ers. Johnson. 
IM-PLUNGE', (im-plunj') v. t. To plunge ; to immerse. 
IM-PLY', v. t. [Fr. impliquer; L. implico.] 1. Literally, to 

infold or involve 3 to wrap up; [0J5.] 2. To involve 01 
contain in substance or essence, or by fair inference, or by 
construction of law, when not expressed in words. 

IM-PLY'ING, ppr. Involving 3 containing in substance, or 
by fair inference, or by construction of law. 

T IM-PO€K'ET, TJ. t. To pocket. 
IM-POIS'ON, v. t. [Fr. emvoisonner.] 1. To poison 3 to im

pregnate with poison ; to corrupt with poison. 2. To 
imbitter 3 to impair. 3. To kill with poison ; [rare.] 

IM-POIS'ONED, pp. Poisoned 3 corrupted ; imbittered. 
IM-POIS'ON-ING, ppr. Poisoning 3 corrupting 3 imbittering. 
IM-POIS'ON-MENT, n. The act of poisoning, 
f IM'PO-LAR-LY, adv. Not according to the direction ot 

the poles. Brown. 
IM-POL'I-CY, n. Inexpedience 3 unsuitableness to the end 

proposed 3 bad policy 3 defect of wisdom, 
t IM-POL'ISHED, a. Unpolished 3 rude. T. Hudson. 
IM-PO-LiTE'j a. Not of polished manners 3 unpolite; un

civil rude in manners. 
IM-PO-LITE'L Y, adv. Uncivilly. 
IM-PO-LiTE'NESS, re. Incivility 3 want of good manners. 
IM-POLtf-TIC, a. 1. Not wise 3 devising and pursuing 

measures adapted to injure the public interest. 2. Un
wise 3 adapted to injure the public interest. 3. Not wise 
in private concerns 3 pursuing measures ill suited to 
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<• cromote private welfare ; not prudent. 4. Not suited to 

promote private interest. 
t IM-PO-LIT'I-€AL, for impolitic. 
J IM-PO-LIT'I-€AL-LY, adv. Without art or forecast. 

Bacon. 
IM-PO L'I-TI€-LY, adv. Not wisely ; not with due forecast 

and prudence j in a manner to injure public or private 
interest. 

IM-PON-DER-A-BIL'I-TY, n. Absolute levity j destitution 
of sensible weight. 

IM-PON'DER-A-BLE, \ a. Not having sensible weight. 
IM-PON'DER-OUS, ] Brown. 
t IM-POOR', v. t. To impoverish. Browne. 
IM-PO-ROS'I-T Y, n. Want of porosity ; closeness of tex

ture ; compactness that excludes pores. 
IM-Po'ROUS, a. Destitute of pores j very close or compact 

in texture ; solid. Brown. 
IM-PoRT', v.t. [Fr. importer; L. imp or to.] 1. To bring 

from a foreign country or jurisdiction, or from another 
state, into one's own country, jurisdiction or state. 2. 
To bear or convey, as signification or meaning ; to mean; 
to signify; to imply. 3. To be of weight to; to be of 
moment or consequence to ; to bear on the interest of, or 
to have a bearing on. 

IM'PoRT,». 1. That which is borne or conveyed in words; 
meaning; signification; the sense which words are in
tended to convey. Import differs from implication in this, 
that the meaning of a term or number of words in connec
tion is less obscurely expressed. Import depends less on 
inference or deduction than implication, and is also applied 
more frequently to a single word. 2. That which is im
ported or brought into a country from another country or 
state ; generally in the plural. 3. Importance ; weight; 
consequence ; [,formerly accented on the second syllable.] 
JDryden. 

IM-PoRT'A-BLE, a. 1. That may be imported. 2. Insup
portable ; not to be endured; [obs.] Spenser. 

* IM-PORT'ANCE, n. [Fr. ; Sp. importancia.] 1. Weight; 
consequence ; a bearing on some interest; that quality of 
any thing by which it may affect a measure, interest or 
result. 2. Weight or consequence in the scale of being. 
3. Weight or consequence in self-estimation. 4. Thing 
implied ; matter ; subject; importunity ; [o&s.] Shak. 

* IM-PORT'ANT, a. [Fr.] 1. Weighty ; momentous ; of 
ence; having great consequence ; having a bearing on some interest, 

measure or result by which good or ill may be produced. 
2. Bearing on ; forcible ; driving. 3. Importunate; [not 
used.] 

IM-PORT'ANT-LY, adv. Weightily ; forcibly. 
IM-POR-TA'TION, n. [Fr.] I. The act or practice of im

porting, or of bringing from another country or state. 2. 
The wares or commodities imported. 3. Conveyance. 

LM-PoRT'ED, pp. Brought from another country or state. 
IM-PoRT'ER, 72.. He that imports; the merchant who, by 

himself or his agent, brings goods from another country or 
state. 

IM-PoRT'ING, ppr. 1. Bringing into one's own country or 
state from a foreign or distant state. 2. Bearing, as a 
signification ; meaning. 3. Having weight or conse
quence. 

t IM-PoRT'LESS, a. Of no weight or consequence. 
IM-PORT'U-NA-CY, n. The act of importuning; importu-

IM-PORT'U-NATE, a. [L. iviportunus.] 1. Bearing on; 
pressing or urging in request or demand ; urgent and per
tinacious in solicitation. 2. Pressing; urgent. 3. Incit
ing urgently for gratification. 

IM-PORT'U-NATE-LY, adv. With urgent request; with 
pressing solicitation. 

IM-PORT'U-NATE-NESS, n. Urgent solicitation. 
11M-PORT'U-NA-TOR, n. One that importunes. 
LM-POR-TuNE , v. t. [Fr. importuncr.] To request with 

urgency ; to press with solicitation ; to urge with frequent 
or unceasinc application. 

f IM-POR-TuNE', a. [L. importunus.] 1. Pressing in re
quest ; urgent; troublesome by frequent demands ; vexa
tious ; unreasonable. 2. Unseasonable. 

f IM-POR-TuNE'LY, adv. 1. With urgent solicitation ; in
cessantly ; continually; troublesomely. 2. Unseasonably; 
improperly. 

IM-POR-TuN'ER, n One who is importunate. Waterhouse. 
IM-POR-TU'NI-TY, n. [Fr. importunite ; L. importunitas.] 

Pressing solicitation; urgent request; application for a 
claim or favor, which is urged with troublesome frequen
cy or pertinacity. 

IM-PoRT'U-OUS, a. [L. importuosus.] Without a port, 
haven or harbor. 

IM-PoS A-BLE, a. That may be imposed or laid on. 
IM-PoSE', v. t. [Fr. imposer.] 1. To lay on ; to set on; to 

lay on, as a burden, tax, toll, duty or penalty. 2. To 
place over by authority or by force. 3. To lay on, as a 
command ; to enjoin, as a duty. 4. To fix on; to impute. 
5. To lay on, as hands in the ceremony of ordination, or 
of confirmation. 6. To obtrude fallaciously.—7. Among 

printers, to put the pages on the stone, and fit on the chase, 
and thus prepare the form for the press.— To impose on, to 
deceive; to mislead by a trick or false pretense, 

f IM-PoSE', 7i. Command ; injunction. Shak. 
IM-PoS'ED, (im-pozd') pp. Laid on, as a tax, burden, duty 

or penalty; enjoined. 
iM-PoS'ER, n. One who lays on ; one who enjoins. 
IM-PoS'ING, ppr. 1. Laying on ; enjoining; deceiving. 

2. a. Commanding; adapted to impress forcibly. Bp. 
Hobart. 

IM-PoS'ING-STONE, n. Among printers, the stone on 
which the pages or columns of types are imposed or made 
into forms. 

IM-PO-Sl"TION, n. [Fr., from L. impositio.] 1. In a gen
eral sense, the act of laying on. 2. The act of laying on 
hands in the ceremony of ordination. 3. The act of set
ting on or affixing to. 4. That which is imposed ; a tax, 
toll, duty or excise laid by authority. 5. Injunction, as 
of a law or duty. 6. Constraint; oppression; burden. 
7. Deception; imposture. 8. A supernumerary exercise 
enjoined on students as a punishment. 

IM-POS-SI-BIL'I-TY, ti. 1. That which cannot be; the 
state of being not possible to exist. 2. Impracticability, 
the state or quality of being not feasible or possible to be 
done. 

IM-POS'SI-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. impossibilis.] 1. That can
not be. 2. Impracticable; not feasible; that cannot be 
done. 

f IM-POS'SI-BLE, 72. An impossibility. Chaucer. 
IM'PoST, 72. [Sp., It. imposta.] 1. Any tax or tribute im

posed by authority.—2. In architecture, that part of a pil
lar, in vaults and arches, on which the weight of the 
building rests. 

IM-POS'THU-MATE, (im-pos'tu-mate) v. i. To form an 
abscess; to gather; to collect pus or purulent matter in 
any part of an animal body. 

IM-POS'THU-MATE, v. t. To affect with an imposthume 
or abscess. 

IM-POS'THU-MA-TED, pp. Affected with an impos
thume. 

IM-POS-THU-MA'TION, 72 . The act of forming an abscess , 
also, an abscess ; an imposthume 

IM-POS'TIIUME, (im-pos'tume) n. [This word is a corrup
tion of apostem, L. apostcma.] An abscess; a collection 
of pus or purulent matter in any part of an animal body. 

IM-POS'THUME, v.i. The same as imposthumate. 
IM-POS'TOR, n. [Fr. imposteur ; Sp., Port, impostor ; Low 

L. impostor.] One who imposes on others ; a person who 
assumes a character for the purpose of deception; a de
ceiver under a false character. 

flM-POST'U-RAGE, 72. Imposition. Bp. Taylor. 
IM-POST'URE, 72. [Fr.; L. imposture.] Deception prac

ticed under a false or assumed character; fraud or impo
sition practiced by a false pretender. 

IM-POST'URED, a. Having the nature of imposture. 
IM-POST'U-ROUS, a. Deceitful. Beaumont. 
IM'PO-TENCE, \ n. [L. impotentia.] 1. Want of strength 
IM'PO-TEN-CY, i or power, animal or intellectual ; 

weakness; feebleness; inability ; imbecility; defect of 
power. 2. Moral inability; the want of power or incli
nation to resist or overcome habits and natural propensi
ties. 3. Inability to beget. 4. Ungbvernable passion. 
Milton. 

IM'PO-TENT, a. [Fr., from L. impotens.] 1. Weak ; fee
ble ; wanting strength or power; unable by nature, or 
disabled by disease or accident to perform any act. 2. 
Wanting the power of propagation, as males. 3. Want
ing the power of restraint; not having the command 
over. 

IM'PO-TENT, 7i. One who is feeble, infirm or languishing 
under disease. Shak. 

IM'PO-TENT-LY, adv. Weakly; without power over the 
passions. 

IM-POUND', v. t. 1. To put, shut or confine in a pound or 
close pen. 2. To confine ; to restrain within limits. 

IM-POUND'ED, pp. Confined in a pound. 
IM-POUND'ER, 72. One who impounds the beasts of an

other. 
IM-POUND'ING, ppr. Confining in a pound ; restraining. 
IM-POV'ER-ISH, v. t. [Fr. appauvrir.f 1. To make poor; 

to reduce to poverty or indigence 2. To exhaust strengtn, 
richness or fertility. , . 

IM-POV'ER-ISHED, pp. Reduced to poverty ; exhaustea. 
IM-POV'ER-ISII-ER, n. 1. One who makes others pour. 

2. That which impairs fertility _ 
IM-POV'ER-ISH-ING. ppr. Making poor; exhaustin^. 
IM-POV'ER-ISH-MENT, 72. Depauperation; a reaucm m 

indigence; exhaustion; dram of wealth, nc 
tility. 

IM-POW'ER. See EMPOWER. . _|RRT f \ TJT "P VPCSC 
IM-PRAC-TI-CA-BIL'I-TY, LM-PRAC'TI-CA-BM-FTE& 

72. 1. The state or quality of J«ng J JonJ UnSictaKe er, or the means proposed ; infeasibility. 2. UntracUb.e-
ness; stubbornness. 
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1M-PR A€'TI-€ A-BLE, a. 3. That cannot be done or per

formed ; infeasible; not to be effected by the means pro
posed. 2. Untractable; unmanageable 3 stubborn. 3. 
That cannot be passed or traveled. 

IM-PRA€'TI-€A-BLY, adv. In a manner or degree that 
hinders practice. 

IM'PRE-€ATE, v. t. [L. imprecor.J To invoke, as an evil 
on any one 3 to pray that a curse or calamity may fall on 
one's self or on another person. 

pp' Invoked on one, as some evil 
IM PRE-€A-TING, ppr. Calling for evil 011 one's self or 

another. 
IM-PRE-EA'TION, n. [L. imprecatio.] The act of impre

cating, or invoking evil on any one 3 a prayer that a curse 
or calamity may fall on any one. 

* IM'PRE-€A-TO-RY, a. Containing a prayer for evil to 
befall a person. 

IM PRE-CIS'ION, n. Want of precision or exactness : de
fect of accuracy. Taylor. 

IM-PREGN', (im-preen') v. t. [It. impregnare ; Fr. imprecrn 
er.l Po imnrpfrnntp • tr» infnoo tVi/a ccorl .7, _ 

IMP 

- f ™ .  ' v. 1. [xi. impregnare ; r r. impregn-
er'J,i° uupregnate 3 to infuse the seed of young or other 
prolific principle. 

IM-PREG'NA-BLE, a. [Fr. imprenable.] 1. Not to be 
stormed, or taken by assault 3 that cannot be reduced by 
lorce 3 able to resist attack 2. Not to be moved, impress
ed or shaken; invincible. 

IM-PREG'NA-BLY, adv. In a manner to resist penetration 
or assault 3 m a manner to defy force. 

IM-PREG'NATE, v. t. [It. impregnare.] 1. To infuse the 
principle of conception 3 to make pregnant, as a female 
animal. 2. To deposit the fecundating dust of a flower 
on the pistils of a plant 3 to render prolific. 3. To infuse 
particles of one thing into another; to communicate the 
virtues of one thing to another. 

^rStftil> NATE' Q' ImPreSnated 5 rendered prolific or 

fGmiAaTE!l' a' Mai?e preSnant or prolific 3 fecun-with something by mixture, &c. 
I M-PREG'N A-TING, ppr. Infusing seed or pollen ; render-

smn o?mixt^e fying5 fecundatingi by infu-
FM-PREG-NA'TION, n. [Fr.] I. The act of fecundating 

and rendering fiuitful. 2. The communication of the 
particles or virtues of one thing to another. 3. That with 

j m ppVtciivr^ is h^Pregnated. 4. Saturation. 
22 BI-GATE, a. [L. in, prce and judico.] Not 
Brown ' unprejudiced i not prepossessed 3 impartial. 

IM-PREP-A-RA'TION, n. Want of preparation 3 unprepar-
' unreadiness. [Little used.] u»piepar 

IM-PRE-S€RIP-TI-BI3yt-TY, n [Fr. imprescrmtihiliU 1 
whthate °Iboing independent of prescription 3 the state 
which renders a thing not liable to be lost or impaired bv 

eSS™„rer' or by the claims of another found-

M-PRESS , V. t. [L. impressum.] 3. To imnrint • tr. 
nr»mp<i a mark or figure on any thing by press 
To a To pr?Vs b00ks- 3" T° murk; to indent I To fix deep. 5. To compel to enter into public service' 
as seamen; to seize and take into service by commtilion' 
aa nurses in s.ckness. 6. To seize; to take^ puffic ser-

I5uretE9S'Th'e fi A mark °r inrtentnti.,n5 made by press-
Z-, sLn r̂te kTf 

tCoh:r[nto4pn^mKtt°' 5' 
IM-PRESS'ED, (im-prest') pp. Imprinted ; stamped • mirk 

ed by pressure 3 compelled to enter public JS ' arkT 
ftMjjMie use; fixed in the mind 

yields to pressure; that may receive impressions 2* That 
SherZr ! " mayhaVe its figure"tamped^m 

IM-PRKSSTOG. ppr.Imprinting; stamping; fixinv in the 
mmd; compelling into service. «-"ug m uie 

IM-PRES'SION, n. [Fr. ; L. impressio.] 3. The act of im 
pressing, as one body on another. 2. Mark ; indentation • 
stamp made by pressure. 3. The effect which ontl' 
produce on the mind. 4. Image in the mind • idea £ 
Sensible effect. 6. A single edition of a book 'th* i 
printed at once. 7. Slight, indistinct remembrance 

IM-PRESS'IVE, a.I. Making or tending to Se an im 
pression ; having the power of affecting, orof excitin* at 
tention and feeling; adapted to touch sensibility or th* 
conscience. 2. Capable of being impressed ; suscemihii 

. M-PRESS'I VE-LY, adv. In a manner to touch sens/bi Rv' 
or to awaken conscience; in a manner to produce a nni' 
erful effect on the mind. pow-

IM-PRESS'IVE-NESS, n. The quality of being impressive. 

IM PRESte'MENT, n. 1. The act of impressing men into 
public service. 2. The act of compelling into any ser 
vice. 3. The act of seizing for public use? y 

IM-PRESS'URE, (im-presh'ur) n. The mark made by 
TuP/oD^fn' lndeTntation 3 denti impression. Shak. 
IMPREST, n. [It. imprestare. J A kind of earnest-money • 

loan ; money advanced. Burke. 
v' f' To advance on loan. 

IM-PREV'A-LENCE, n. Incapability of prevailing 

'SSX'."' [L"Iet"be p,inted'] A * 
f ™rint™; hoileAprim;impre6Si™! 

1^orderJ MiS' <**V' imprimis'] In tIie first place; first in 
IM-PRINT', v. t. [It. imprimere.] 1. To impress; to mark 

by pressure. 2. To stamp letters and words on paper by 
means of types ; to print. 3. To fix on the mind or mem
ory ; to impress. 

^printed^' U' "^es^na^ori a place where a work 

°t i,2^TED'PP' Marked by Pressure ; printed; fixed in the mind or memory. 
I]V?n22nNthlING'fpr' Marking by pressure; printing; fixing on the mind or memory. 
m-PRIS'ON, (im-priz'n) t. [Fr. emprisonner.] 1. To 

EHf T 2 a P/,S°"' t0 co"rine in a Prison or jail, or to ar
rest and detain in custody in any place. 2. To confine-

t0r restKVn from escaPe i '0 deprive of the lib? 
T1.»^y move from place to place. 
2 ?IS °NEr>' PI>'r Confined I" a prison or jail; restrain-

IM PR7? oeNFR °r nm g°lng at ,arge' 
In prLo?. VVh° CaUSeS unotherto be confined 

Oa phice'0N"IAG'PPr' ShUtting up in Prison 5 confining in 
n^lZ°N~UB£T>n' J' The act of putting and confin-

dvg Vnrn^Jhe acfl of nesting and detaining in custo
dy. 2. Confinement in a place; restraint of liberty : the 
confinement of a criminal or debtor within the walls 'of a pnson. 

IM-PROB-A-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being improbable 
* y t0 be tme ; unlikelihood, 

fv tnh t E' f; ^?P"' Fr*» L* imProbabilis.] Not like-
If the ctise.®5 " e*Pe«ed under the circumstances 

Iitm?0?'AtB,jY' adv' '' In a ,nanner not likely to be true. 2. In a manner not to be approved • U/k? 1 
not to 

is disap Wam °f mtegrity °r rectItulle «' 
tJM-PRO-Dfj'CED, a. Not produced. Ran 

-Fi"CIEN-CY, n. Want of proficiency 
t r^PRO^'TF/i^BLEMa* UnProfitable. Elyot.' 
1 ArS0t prol}£c 5 unfruitful. Waterhouse 
IM PROMPrrTT ^T^i To ^mPreguate ; to fecundate 

prevSfs study. C' [L •« rr^tu band; without 

I^rrPw,'rboMfTni f A P,'eHe made "ffhand> at the moment, wwtthout previous study; an extemporaneous composi' 

1 &aid^°imf adantlJl''.] ]. Not proper; not suit-able , not adapted to its end ; unfit. 2. Not becoming : 
not decent; not suited to the character, time or place 3 
^°ae|CC°4 Nn/?,1-!16/?"1611 USages or Principles of alan-
quafified & partlcu,ar Place or office; un-

1 to^h^end ^'u^n"' Not fit}y > .in a manner not suit-
timp nHpp -xn'/i rnanner not suited to the company, time,^place and circumstances ; unsuitably; incongruous-

In a manner not according with established 
IM-plo i>l™Trn7rlte,y i »"?™>™tieallr eStab,1S,le<l 

IM-PRO PoR'TTOA? A'PT°^ PROPA?LOUS ' unPropitious. 
IM-PRO pSr T?OM"A^E} a<rNot proportionable. 
IM-PRCTRT^ATP r J rV*1' -Not proP°"ionate. 

rirraravVof r - ' [L- 171 and proprius.] 3. To ap 
propriate to private use ; to take to one's self; [not used.] 
a layman" possessIons of the church or a benefice to 

IJVman.° PRI"ATE' Devolved into the hands of a lay-
r^PntRi? PRI'A"TED^ppx lm Appropriated to one's self. 2 
T Put in possession of a layman. 
IM-PRO'TOI-A-WNG, ppr. 1.Appropriating to one's self 

<*• Annexing to a Jay proprietor. 
IM-PRO-PRI-A'TION, n. 1. The act of putting an ecclesi 

astical benefice into the hands of a layman. « 
l he benefice impropriated. ^ ~ 

* IM-PRo'PRI-A-TOR, n. A layman who has possession of 
lands of the church or an ecclesiastical living " of 

IM-PROTRPE-TY, n. [Fr. impropriety ^ Unfitness : _ _ _ _ ___ > * ««,c.j x. unntnes 
* See Synopsis A. E. I. O. U. Y, lontr.—FAR FATT wrr A 

' * ' FALT'' «HAT;-PREY;-PIN. MARINE, BiRDlTTo^; 
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ansuitableness to character time, place or circumstances. 
2. Inaccuracy in language ; a word or phrase not accord
ing with the established usages or principles of speaking 
or writing. 

f M-PROS-PER'I-TY, n. Unprosperity; want of success. 
IM-PROS'PER-OUS, a. Not prosperous; not successful; 

unfortunate ; not yielding profit; not advancing interest. 
IM-PROS'PER-OUS-LY, adv. Unsuccessfully; unprosper-

ously; unfortunately. Boyle. 
IM-PROS'PER-OUS-NESS, n. Ill success. 
IM-PROV-A-BIL I-TY, n. The state or quality of being ca

pable of improvement; susceptibility of being made bet
ter. 

FM-PROV'A-BLE, a. 1. Susceptible of improvement; ca
pable of growing or being made better; that may be ad
vanced in good qualities. 2. That may be used to advan
tage, or for the increase of any thing valuable. 3. Capable 
of tillage or cultivation. 

IM-PROV'A-BLE-NESS, n. Susceptibility of improvement; 
capableness of being made better, or of being used to ad
vantage. 

IM-PROV'A-BLY, adv. In a manner that admits of melio
ration. 

IM-PROVE', (im-proov') v. t. [Nonn. prover.] 1. To make 
better; to advance in value or good qualities. 2. To use 
or employ to good purpose ; to make productive ; to turn 
to profitable account; to use for advantage; to employ for 
advancing interest, reputation or happiness. Addison. 3. 
To apply to practical purposes. Owen. 4. To advance or 
increase by use; in a bad sense; [ill.] Porteus. 5. To 
use, to employ. T. Scott. 6. To use; to occupy; to cul
tivate ; as, the house or farm is now improved by an in
dustrious tenant. This application is perhaps peculiar to 
some parts of the U. States. It however deviates little 
from that in some ot the foregoing definitions. 

IM-PROVE', (im-proov ) v. i. To grow better or wiser; to 
advance in goodness, knowledge, wisdom or other excel
lence. 2. To advance in bad qualities; to grow worse. 
Milner. 3. To increase; to be enhanced; to rise.—To 
improve on, to make useful additions or amendments to ; 
to bring nearer to perfection. 

LH-PROV'ED, (im-proovd') pp. 1. Made better, wiser or 
more excellent; advanced in moral worth, knowledge or 
manners. 2. Made better; advanced in fertility or other 
good qualities. 3. Used to profit or good purpose. 4. 
Used ; occupied. 

UVI-PROVE'MENT, (im-proov'ment) n. 1. Advancement 
in moral worth, learning, wisdom, skill or other excel
lence. 2. Melioration; a making or growing better or 
more valuable. 3. A valuable addition ; excellence add
ed, or a change for the better. 4. Advance or progress 
from any state to a better. 5. Instruction; growth in 
knowledge or refinement; edification. 6. Use or em
ployment to beneficial purposes; a turning to good ac
count. 7. Practical application. Tillotson. 8. The part 
of a discourse intended to enforce and apply the doctrines, 
is called the improvement. 9. Use; occupancy. 10. Im
provements, plu. ; valuable additions or melioration, as 
buildings, clearings, drains, fences, Sec., on a farm. Kent. 

IM-PROV'ER, n. 1. One who improves; one who makes 
himself or any thing else better. 2. That which im
proves, enriches or meliorates. 

f IM-PRO-VID ED, a. [L. improvisus.] Unforeseen; unex
pected ; not provided against. 

tAI-PROV'I-DENCE, 7i. [L. in and providens.] Want of 
providence or forecast; neglect of foresight, or of the 
measures which foresight might dictate for safety or ad
vantage. 

IM-PROV'I-DENT, a [L. in and providens.] Wanting 
forecast; wanting care to make provision for future exi
gences. 

IM-PROV'I-DENT-LY, adv. Without foresight or forecast; 
without care to provide against future wants. 

d-PROV'ING, ppr. Making better; growing better; using 
to advantage. 

IM-PRO-VIS'ION, n. Want of forecast; improvidence. 
[Little used. ] Brown. 

IM-PRu DENCE, 7i. [Fr., from. L. imprudentia.] Want of 
piudence ; indiscretion ; want of caution, circumspection 
or a due regard to consequences ; heedlessness ; inconsid-
erateness; rashness. 

IM-PRU'DENT, a. [Fr.; L. imprudens.] Wanting pru
dence or discretion; indiscrete ; injudicious; not atten
tive to the consequences of words or actions; rash ; heed
less. 

IM-PRu'DENT-LY, adv. Without the exercise of pru
dence ; indiscretely. 

Dl'PU-DENCE, n. [Fr.; L. impudens.] Sliamelessness; 
want of modesty; effrontery; assurance accompanied 

a disregard of the opinions of others. 
IM PU-DENT, a. [Fr.; E. impudens.] Shameless; want-

modesty ; bold, with contempt of others ; saucy. 
IM ru-DENT-LY, adv. Shamelessly ; with indecent assur

ance. Sandys. 

IM-PU-DIC'I-TY, 77. [L. impudicitia.] Immodesty 
*IM-PuGNy, (im-pune') v. t. [Fr. impugner ; L. impugno. J 

To oppose; to attack by words or arguments ; to contra
dict. 

IM-PUG-NA'TION, 71. Opposition. Bp. Hall. 
*IM-PuGN'ED, (im-pund') pp. Opposed ; contradicted. 
*IM-PuGN'ER, (im-pii'ner) n. One who opposes or contra 

dicts._ 
* IM-PuGNTNG, (im-pu'ning) ppr. Opposing; attacking; 

contradicting. 
* f IM-PU'-IS-SANCE,/i. [Fr.] Impotence; weakness. 
lM'PULSE, (im'puls) n. [L. impulsus.] 1. Force commu

nicated ; the effect of one body acting on another. 2. In
fluence acting oil the mind; motive. 3. Impression • 
supposed supernatural influence on the mind. 

IM-PUL'SION, 7i. [Fr.; L. impulsio.] 1. The act of driv
ing against or impelling; the agency of a body in motion 
on another body. 2. Influence on the mind ; impulse. 

IM-PULS'IVE, a. [Fr. impulsif.] Having the power of driv
ing or impelling ; moving ; impellent. 

IM-PULS'IVE-LY, adv. With force ; by impulse, 
f IM-PO'NI-BLY, adv. Without punishment. Ellis. 
IM-PU'NI-TY, ri. [Fr. impunite ; L. impunitas.] 1. Exemp

tion from punishment or penalty. 2. Freedom or ex
emption from injury. 

IM-PuRE', a. [Fr. impur ; L. impurus.] 1. Not pure ; foul; 
feculent; tinctured ; mixed or impregnated with extrane
ous substance. 2. Obscene. 3. Unchaste; lewd; un
clean. 4. Defiled by sin or guilt; unholy* 5. Unhal
lowed; unholy. 6. Unclean; in a legal sense; not 
purified according to the ceremonial law of Moses, 

f IM-PuRE', v. t. To render foul; to defile. Bp. Hall. 
IM-PuRE'LY, adv. In an impure manner ; with impurity. 
IM-PuRE NESS, ) 7i. [Fr. impurete ; L. impuritas.] 1. Want 
IM-Pu'RI-TY, $ of purity ; foulness ; feculence ; the 

admixture of a foreign substance in any thing. 2. Any 
foul matter. 3. Unchastity ; lewdness. 4. Want of sanc
tity or holiness ; defilement by guilt. 5. Want of cere
monial purity; legal pollution or uncleanness. 6. Foul 
language; obscenity. 

IM-PUR'PLE, v. t. To color or tinge with purple ; to make 
red or reddish. 

IM-PUR'PLING, ppr. Tinging or coloring with purple. 
IM-Pu'TA-BLE, a. 1. That may be imputed or charged to 

a person ; chargeable. 2. That may be ascribed to ; in a 
good sense. 3. Accusable ; chargeable with a fault; [7m£ 
proper.] 4. That may be set to the account of another. 

IM-Pu'TA-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being imputable 
IM-PU-TA'TION, n. [Fr.] 1. The act df imputing or charg

ing ; attribution ; generally in an ill sense. 2. Sometimes 
in a. good sense. 3. Charge or attribution of evil; censure; 
reproach. 4. Hint; slight notice. Shak. 

IM-Pu'TA-TIVE, a. That may be imputed. 
IM-Pu'TA-TIVE-LY, adv. By imputation. Encyc. 
IM-PuTE', v. t. [Fr. imputer ; L. impulo.] 1. To charge ; to 

attribute; to set to the account of. 2. To attribute; to 
ascribe. 3. To reckon to one what does not belong to 
him. JUlton. 

IM-PuT ED, pp. Charged to the account of; attributed ; 
ascribed. 

IM-PuT'ER, tj. One that imputes or attribute?. 
IM-PuT'ING,ppr. Charging to the account of; attributing; 

ascribing. 
IM-PU-TRES'CI-BLE, a. [in, and L. putresco.] Not subject 

to putrefaction or corruption. 
IN, a prefix, [L. m,] is used in composition as a particle of 

negation, like the English un, of which it seems to be a 
dialectical orthography; or it denotes within, into, or 
among, as in inbred, incase ; or it serves only to augment 
or render emphatical the sense of the word to which it is 
prefixed, as in inclo'se, increase.—In, before I, is changed 
into il, as in illusion ; and before r, into ir, as In irregu
lar ; and into im, before a labial, as in imbitter, immaterialt 
impatient. 

IN, prep. [L. in ; Gr. ev; Goth, and Sax. in ; Fr. en ; Sp. 
en; It. in ; G. in, or ein; D. in ; Dan. ind; Sw. in ; W. yn.] 
In denotes present or inclosed, surrounded by limits ; as, 
in a house. It denotes a state of being mixed; as, sugar in 
tea. It denotes present in any state; as, in sickness or 
health. It denotes present in time ; as, in that hour or 
day. The uses of in, however, cannot, in all cases, be de
fined by equivalent words, except by explaining the phrase 
in which it is used ; as, in fact; in reason, &e.—In the 
name is used in phrases of invoking, swearing, declaring, 
praying, &c.—In, m many cases, is equivalent to on.— 
In signifies by or through.—In that is sometimes equiva
lent to because.—In as much, seeing ; seeing that; this 
being the fact; as, I will ride for health, inasmuch as I am 
infirm.—In is often used without the noun to w Inch it 
properly belongs ; as, I care not who is in, or who is out; 
that is, in office, or out of office.—To be or keep in imth, to 
be close or near ; as, keep the shipi mi- wtA-the land. 

IN-A-BIL'I-TY, ti. [Fr. inhabiliU.] 1. Want of sufficient 
physical power or strength. 2. Want of adequate means. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE BULL, UNITE.—€ as K ; G as J ; $ as Z ; CH as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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3. Want of moral power 4. Want of intellectual strength 
or force. 5. Want of knowledge or skill. 

• IN-A'BLE-MENT, n. Ability. Bacon. 
LN-AB'STI-NENCE, n. A not abstaining; a partaking; in

dulgence of appetite. Milton. 
rN-A-BuSIVE-LY, adv. Without abuse. L. North 
IN-AC-CESS-I-BIL'I-TY, orIN-AC-CESS'I-BLE-NESS, n. 

The quality or state of being inaccessible, or not to be 
reached. 

IN-A€-CESS'I-BLE, a. 1. Not to be reached ; as an inac
cessible height or rock. 2. Not to be obtained. 3. Not to 
be approached ; forbidding access. 

IN-AC-OESS'I-BLY, adv. So as not to be approached. 
IN-AC'CU-RA-CY, n. Want of accuracy or exactness ; mis

take ; fault; defect ; error. 
1N-AC CU-RATE, a. Not accurate; not exact or correct; 

not according to truth ; erroneous. 
IN-AC'CU-RATE-LY, adv. Not according to truth ; incor

rectly ; erroneously. 
IN-AOTION, n. [Fr.] Want of action ; forbearance of la

bor ; idleness ; rest. Pope. 
JN-AC'TIVE, a. 1. Not active : inert; having no power to 

move. 2. Not active; not diligent or industrious ; not 
busy ; idle ; indolent; sluggish. 

IN-ACTIVE-LY, adv. Idly ; sluggishly ; without motion, 
labor, or employment. 

IN-AE-TIV'I-TY, 71. 1. Inertness. 2. Idleness, or habitual 
idleness ; want of action or exertion ; sluggishness. ~ " 

t IN-ACT'U-ATE, v. t. To put in action. Glanville. 
t IN-ACT-U-A'TION, n. Operation. Glanville. 
IN-ADE-QUA-CY, n. I. The quality of being unequal or 

insufficient for a purpose. Dwight. 2. Inequality. Burke. 
3. Incompleteness; defectiveness. 

IN-AD'E-GIUATE, a. [L.] 1. Not equal to the purpose ; in
sufficient to effect the object; unequal. 2. Not equal to 
the real state or condition of a tiling; not just or in due 
proportion ; partial; incomplete. 3. Incomplete ; defec
tive ; not just. 

LN-AD'E-Q.UATE-LY, adv. Not fully or sufficiently: not 
completely. 

IN-AD'E-Q,UATE-NESS, n. The quality of being inade
quate ; inadequacy ; inequality ; incompleteness. 

IN-AD-E-Q-Ua'TION, ti. Want of exact correspondence. 
IN-AD-He'SION, 71. Want of adhesion: a not adher

ing. 
IN-AD-MISS-I-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being inadmiss

ible, or not proper to be received. 
IN-AD-MISS'I-BLE, a. Not admissible; not proper to be 

admitted, allowed or received. 
|N-AD-VERT'ENCE, >ti. [Fr. inadvertance.1 1. A not 
lN-AD-VERT'EN-CY, [ turning the mind to ; inattention : 

negligence ; heedlessness. 2. The effect of inattention ; 
any oversight, mistake or fault which proceeds from negli
gence of thought. ° 

IN-AD-VERT'ENT, a. [L. in and advertens.] Not turning 
the mind to ; heedless; careless ; negligent. 

LN-AD-VERT'ENT-LY, adv.Heedlessly; carelessly; from 
want of attention : inconsiderately. 

SiF;PLLLE;;T^oTaffSrre""vJl̂ Verea,i0n 

I a• That cannot be assisted. Shak. 
t «ram ' adv. Without affectation. Cock-

IN-aL'IEN-A-BLE, (in-ale'yen-a-bl) a. [Fr.] Unalienable-
mio\her.n0t legalIy °r juStly alienated or transferred to 

U' ThC State of being inaliena-

IPtiomIEN A BLY' °dV' In & manner that forbids aliena-
(N-AL-I-MENT'AL, a. Affording no nourishment 
(N-AL-TER-A-BIL'1-TY, n. The quahty of not being 

alterable or changeable. Fourcrov. J1& 
[N-AL'TER-A-BLE, a. That cannot or may not be altered 

or changed ; unalterable. reu 
t IN-a'MI-A-BLE, a. Unamiable. 
*IN-A'MI-A-BLE-NESS, 7?. Unamiableness. 
IN-A-MISS'I-BLE, a. Not to be lost. Hammond 
.N-A-MISSTBILE-NESS, ». The state of not being liable to 

* IN-AM-O-RATO, 7t. A lover. Marston. 
IN-aNE', a. [L. inanis.] Empty; void ; sometimes used as 

a ?io7/n, to express a void space. a 

IN-AN'GU-LAR, a. Not angular. [Little used.1 
IN-AN'I-MATE, v. t. To animate. [Little used.] 
IN-AN'I-MATE, a. [L. inanimatus.) 1. Destitute of animal 

life. 2. Destitute of animation or life. 
IN- AN'I-MA-TED, a. Destitute of animal life. 2. Not ani

mated ; not sprightly, 
f IN-AN-I-MA'TION, n. Animation. Donne. 
IN-A-Nf"TION, 7i. [Fr.; L. inanis.] Emptiness ; want of 

fullness. 

11 IN-AN'I-TY, n. [L. inanitas.] Emptiness; void space; va 
cuity. Digby. 

IN-AP'PE-TENCE, ) n. [L.] 1. Want of appetence or of 3 
IN-AP'PE TEN-CY, j disposition to seek, select 01 imbibe 

nutriment. 2. Want of desire or inclination. 
IN-AP-PLI-€A-BIL'I-TY, n The quality of not being ap

plicable; unfitness. 
IN-AP'PLI-€A-BLE, a. Not applicable ; that cannot be ap

plied ; not suited or suitable to the purpose. 
IN-AP-PLI-€A'TION, n. Want of application; want of 

attention or assiduity ; negligence ; indolence. 
IN-AP'PO-SITE, a. Not apposite; not fit or suitable; not 

pertinent. 
IN - AP-PRe'CI A-BLE, a. 1. Not to be appreciated; that 

cannot be duly valued. 2. That cannot be estimated. 
IN-AP-PRE-HENS'I-BLE, a. Not intelligible. Milton. 
IN-AP-PRE-HENS'IVE, a. Not apprehensive. 
IN-AP-PRoACH'A-BLE, a. Not to be approached. 
IN-AP-PRo'PRI-ATE, a. 1. Not appropriate; unsuited; 

not proper. J. P. Smith. 2. Not appropriate; not belong
ing to. 

IN-APT'I-TUDE, 71. Want of aptitude; unfitness; unsuit-
ableness. Burke. 

IN-a'Q,UATE, a. Embodied in water. Cranmer. 
IN-A-QUA'TION, The state of being inaquate. Gardner 
IN-AR'A-BLE, a. Not arable ; not capable of being tilled. 
IN-ARCH', v.t. To graft by appproach. 
IN-ARCH'ED, (in-archt') pp. Grafted by approach. 
IN-ARCH'ING, ppr. Grafting by approach. 
IN-ARCH'ING, n. A method of ingrafting, by which a cion, 

without being separated from its parent tree, is joined to a 
stock standing near. 

IN-AR-TICU-LATE, a. Not uttered with articulation or 
junction of the organs of speech ; not articulate; not dis
tinct, or with distinction of syllables. 

IN-AR-TIC'U-LATE-LY, adv. Not with distinct syllables; 
indistinctly. 

IN-AR-TIC'U-LATE-NESS, n. Indistinctness of utterance 
by animal voices ; want of distinct articulation. 

IN-AR-TIC-U-La'TION, 71. Indistinctness of sounds in 
speaking. 

IN-AR-TI-Fi"CIAL, a. 1. Not done by art; not made or 
performed by the rules of art; formed without art. 2. Sim
ple ; artless. 

IN-AR-TI-FF'CIAL-LY, adv. Without art; in an artless 
manner; contrary to the rules of art. Collier. 

IN-AS-MUCH', adv. [in, as, and much.] Seeing; seeing 
that; this being the fact. 

IN-AT-TEN'TION, n. The want of attention, or of fixing 
the mind steadily on an object; heedlessness; neglect. 

IN-AT-TENT'I YE, a. Not fixing the mind on an object 
heedless; careless; negligent: regardless. 

IN-AT-TENT'IVE-LY, adv. Without attention; careless 
ly ; heedlessly. Johnson. 

IN-AUD'I-BLE, a. 1. That cannot be heard. 2. Making nc 
sound. Shak. 

IN-AUD'I-BLY, adv. In a manner not to be heard. 
IN-AUG'U-RAL, a. [L. inauguro.] 1. Pertaining to inaug 

uration. 2. Made or pronounced at an inauguration. 
IN-AUG'U-RATE, y. t. 1. To introduce or induct into ar 

office with solemnity 01*suitable ceremonies; to invest wit! 
an office in a formal manner. 2. To begin with goof 
omens; [ok?.] 

IN-AUG'U-RATE, a. Invested with office. Drayton. 
IN-AUG'U-RA-TED, pp. Inducted into office with appro 

priate ceremonies. 
IN-AUG'-U-RA-TUNG,ppr. Inducting into office with so

lemnities. 
IN-AUG-U-RA'TION, 71. The act of inducting into office 

with solemnity; investiture with office by appropriate 
ceremonies. 

IN-AUG'U-RA-TO-RY, a. Suited to induction into office; 
pertaining to inauguration. Johnson. 

IN-AU-RA'TlON, ?? . [L. inauratus.] The act or process of 
gilding, or covering with gold. Jlrbuthnot. 

IN-AUS'PI-GATE, a. Ill-omened. Buck. 
IN-AU-SPI"CIOUS, a. Ill-omened; unfortunate; unlucky; 

evil ; unfavorable. 
IN-AU-SPI"CIOUS-LY, adv. With ill omens; unfortunate

ly ; unfavorably. 
IN-AU-SPI"CIOUS-NESS, n. Unluckiness; unfavorable 

ness. 
IN-BE'ING, n. Inherence; inherent existence; insepara-

bleness. Watts. 
a- Innate I implanted by nature. Dryden. 

REATH-ED, a.Infused by inspiration. Milton. 
IN'BRED, a. Bred within; innate; natural. Dryden. 
IN-BREED', v. t. To produce or generate within. 
IN'CA, 71. The title formerly given by the natives of Peru 
t J° tbtir kings and t0 the Pri.nces of the blood. 
IN-CAGE', v. t. To confine in a cage ; to coop up; to con

fine to any narrow limits. Shak. 
IN-CA'GED, (in-kajd') pp. Cooped up ; confined to a cage or 

to narrow limits. _ uairuw 1 ilium. 
* See S^. A, E, I, 0, ?, lovg. FAR, FAU~^T._pREY ,_pIN> MAE1NE> BSRD._ f ~ 
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IN-CAG'ING, ppr. Confining to a cage or to narrow limits. 
IN-€AGE'MENT, n. Confinement in a cage. 
IN-CAL'CU-LA-BLE, a. That cannot be calculated. 
IN-C AL'CU-L A-BLY, adv. In a degree beyond calcula-

IN-CA-LES'CENCE, )n. [L. incalescens.] A growing 
IN-€A-LES'CEN-CY, $ warm; incipient or increasing 

IN-CA-LES'CENT, a. Growing warm; increasing in lieat. 
IN-CAM-ER-ATION, n. The act or process of uniting 

lands, revenues or other rights to the pope's domain. 
IN-CAN-DES'CENCE, n. [L. incandescens.] A white heat, 

or the glowing whiteness of a body caused by intense 

I^CAN-DES'CENT a. White or glowing with heat. 
IN-C AN-TA TION, n. [L. incantatio.] The act of enchant

ing : enchantment; the act of using certain formulas ot 
words and ceremonies, for the purpose of raising spirits. 

IN-CANT'A-TO-RY, a. Dealing by enchantment; magical, 
t IN-CANT'ING, a. Enchanting. 
IN-CAN TON, v. t. [in and canton.'] To unite to a canton 

or separate community. Addison. 
IN-CA-PA-BIL I-TY, or IN-€A'PA-BLE-NESS, n. 1. The 

quality of being incapable; natural incapacity or want of 
uower. 2. Want of legal qualifications or of legal power. 

IN-CA'PA-BLE, a. 1. Wanting capacity sufficient; not 
having room sufficient to contain or hold. 2. Wanting 
natural power or capacity to learn, know, understand or 
comprehend. 3. Not admitting; not in a state to receive; 
not susceptible of. 4. Wanting power equal to any pur
pose. 5. Wanting moral power or disposition, b. Un
qualified or disqualified, in a legal sense; not having the 
legal cr constitutional qualifications.—Incapable properly 
denotes a want of passive power, the power of receiving, 
and is applicable particularly to the mind ; unable denotes 
the want of active power or power of performing, and is 
applicable to the body or the mind. 

! N-G A-PA'CIOUS, a. Not capacious ; not large or spacious; 
narrow ; of small content. . 

IN-€A-PA'CIOUS-NESS, n. Narrowness; want of contam-

In"!A?PAC'I-TATE, v. t. 1. To deprive of capacity or 
natural power. 2. To render or make incapable, o. lo 
disable; to weaken; to deprive of competent power or ] 
ability. 4. To render unfit. 5. To disqualify ; todepnve 
of legal or constitutional requisites. 

IN-CA-PAC-I-TA'TION, n. Want of capacity. Burke. 
IN-EA-PAC'I-TY, n. 1. Want of capacity. 2. Want of 

qualification or legal requisites ; inability. 3. Disqualifi
cation ; disability by deprivation of power. 

IN-CAR'CE-RATE, v. t. [L. incarcero.] 1. To imprison ; to 
"confine in a jail. 2. To confine; to shut up or inclose. 

IN-CAR CE-RATE, a. Imprisoned ; confined. More. 
IN-CAR-CE-RA'TION, n. The act of imprisoning or con

fining ; imprisonment. . 
IN-CARN', v. t. [L. incarno.] To cover with flesh; to invest 

with flesh. Wiseman. 
IN-CARN' v. i. To breed flesh. Wiseman. 
IN-€ARN'A-DINE, a. [Fr. incarnadin.j Flesh-colored; ot 

a carnation color ; pale red. Shak. 
IN-CARN'A-DINE, v. t. To dye red or flesh-color. 
IN-€ARN'ATE, v. t. [Fr. inearner ; L. incarno.J loclotlie 

' w i t h  f l e s h  ;  t o  i m b o d y  i n  f l e s h .  M i l t o n .  . . . . . .  
IN-€ARN'ATE, a. 1. Invested with flesh; imbodied in 

flesh.—g. in Scotland, of a red color ; flesh-colored. 
IN-CARN-A'TION, n. 1. The act of clothing with flesh. 

2 The act of assuming flesh, or of taking a human body 
and the nature of man.—3. In surgery, the process of 
healing wounds and filling the part with new flesh. 

IN-CARN'A-TIVE, a. [Fr. incamatif.] Causing new flesh 
to grow ; healing. Encyc. . .. 

IN-CARN'A-TIVE, n. A medicine that tends to promote the 
growth of new flesh, and assist nature in the healing of 

IN-CASE'", v.t. 1. To inclose in a case. 2. To inclose; to 
cover or surround with something solid. Pope. 

IN-€AS'ED, (in-kasfl) pp. Inclosed as m a case, sheath or 
box. 

IN-CAS'ING, ppr. Inclosing as in a case. 
IN-C ASK', v. t. To put into a cask. Sherwood. 
IN-C AS''TEL-LA -TED, a. Confined or inclosed in a cas-

tic • • 
IN-C AT-E-N A 'TION, n. [L. catena.] The act of linking 

together. Goldsmith. . . 
IN-C ACTIO US, a. Not cautious; unwary; not circum
spect; heedless; not attending tc the circumstances on 
which safety and interest depend. . 

IN-CAU'TIOUS-LY, adv. Unwarily ; heealessly ; without 
due'circumspection. „ .. • 

IN-CAU'TIOUS-NESS, n. Want of caution; unv arm ess; 
want of foresight. . 

lN'CA-V A-TED, a. Made hollow ; bent round or in. 
IN-CA-VA'TION, n. 1. The act of making hollow. 2. A 

hollow made. 

IN-CEND', 
Mar st on. 

[L. incendo.] To inflame , to excite 

* IN-C END'I-A-RY, n. [L. incendiarius.] 1. A person who 
maliciously sets fire to another man's dwelling-house, or 
to any out-house, being parcel of the same, as a barn or 
stable ; one who is guilty of arson. 2. Any person who 
sets fire to a building. 3. A person who excites or in
flames factions, and promotes quarrels. 4. lie or that 
which excites. 

* IN-CEND'I-A-RY, a. I. Pertaining to the malicious burn
ing of a dwelling. 2. Tending to excite or inflame fac
tions, sedition or quarrels. 

IN-CEND'I-OUS, a. Promoting faction or quarrel. Lord 
Bacon. 

IN'CENSE, (in'sens) n. [E.inccnsum.] 1. Perfume exhaled 
by fire ; the odors of spices and gums, burnt in religious 
rites, or as an offering to some deity. 2. The materials 
burnt for making perfumes. 3. Acceptable prayers and 
praises.—4. In materia mcdica, a dry, resinous substance, 
known by the name of thus and olibanum. 

IN'CENSE, (in'sens) v. t. To perfume with incense. 
IN-CENSE', (in-sense') v. t. To enkindle or inflame to vio

lent anger ; to excite angry passions ; to provoke ; to irri
tate ; to exasperate ; to heat; to fire. 

IN-CENS'ED, (in-sensf) pp. Inflamed to violent anger; 
exasperated. , ...» 

IN-CENSE MENT, (in-sens'ment) n. Violent irritation of 
the passions ; heat; exasperation. 

IN-CENS'ING, ppr. Inflaming to anger ; irritating. 
IN-CEN'SION, 71. [L. incensio.] The act of kindling; the 

state of being on fire. Bacon. 
IN-CENS'IVE, a. Tending to excite or provoke. 
IN-CENS'OR, 7i. [L.] A kindler of anger. 
* IN-CENS'O-RY, 71. The vessel in which incense is 

burnt and offered. Ainsworth. 
IN-CEN'TIVE, a. [Low L. inccntivus.] Inciting ; encour

aging or moving. m 
IN-CEN'TIVE, 7i. [Low L. incentivum.] 1. That which 

kindles or inflames. 2. That which moves the mind, or 
operates on the passions ; that which prompts to good or 
ill; motive ; spur. 

IN-CEP'TION, TI. [L. inceptio.] Beginning. 
IN-CEP'TIVE, a. [L. inceptivus.] Beginning; noting be

ginning. 
IN-CEP'TOR, 7i. A beginner; one in the rudiments. 
IN-CER-A'TION, 7i. [L. incero.] The act of covering with 

wax. 
IN-CER'TAIN, a. Uncertain ; doubtful; unsteady. Fairfax. 
IN-CER'TAIN-LY, adv. Doubtfully. 
IN-CER'TAIN-TY, n. Uncertainty ; doubt. Davies. 
IN-CER T1-TUDE,n. [L.incertitudo.] Uncertainty; doubt

fulness ; doubt. 
IN-CES'SA-BLE, a. Unceasing; continual. [Little used.] 

Shelton. 
IN-CES'SAN-CY, n. Unintermitted continuance; unceas-

ingness. Dpvight. 
IN-CES'SANT, a. [L. in and cesses.] Unceasing; unin

termitted ; uninterrupted ; continual. Pope. 
INCES'SANT-LY, adv. Without ceasing ; continually. 
IN'CEST, n. [Fr. inceste; L. in cesium.] The crime of co

habitation or sexual commerce between persons related 
within the degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by the 
law of a country. 

IN-CEST'U-OUS, a. 1. Guilty of incest. 2. Involving the 
crime of incest. 

IN-CESTU-OUS-LY, adv. In an incestuous manner; in 
a manner to involve the crime of incest. 

IN-CEST'U-OUS-NESS, n. The state or quality of being 
incestuous. Bp. Hall. 

INCH, n. [Sax. incc.] 1. A lineal measure, being the 
twelfth part of a foot, and equal to the length of three bar
ley corns. 2. Proverbially, a small quantity or degree ; 
as, to die by inches. 3. A precise point of time ; [unu
sual.] ri.JsT 

INCH, v.t. 1. To drive by inches or small degrees ; [little 
used.] Dryden. 2. To deal out by inches; to give spar-
ingly; [little used. ] . 

INCH, v. i. To advance or retire by small degrees. [Little 
used.1 Johnson. . . , , 

INCHED is added to words of number; as, /0ur-inc/terf. 
Shah. But in America the common practice is to add only 
inch ; as, a seven-inch cable. . . „ • , 

F IN-CHAM'BER, v. t. [Fr. enchambrer.] To lodge in a 
chamber. 

IN-CHAR'I-TA-BLE, a. Uncharitable. 
IN-CHAS'TI-TY, n. [in and chastity.] Lewdness , impuri

ty ; unchastity. J. Edwards. 

{.] Mere. lJVt^ttU-A± U, 7J. t. L1-1* ""''""'•J W°T>nleirrh 
IN'€HO-ATE, a. Begun j commenced. Ka^. 
TN'FHO-\TE-LY, adv. Iu an incipient aegree. 
IN-CHO-AQTON, n. The act of beginning; commerce-

ment; inception. [Little used.] a 

' SecSynopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE j-BJJLL, UNITE.-C as K • <5 as J ; S as Z CH as SH; Til as m this, f 
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nv™?iS£~TroE' a' ?°£inS beginning; inceptive, 
tmpfnv? n' ?Tre °-f ? 1,nsr!1de of a deer- Ainsworth. 
f icines. ® J-Ll'«£? ] CU'; t0 Separate I as' med" 
IN'CI-DENCE, w. [L. incidens.] Literally, a falling on • 
weof' an,rcc!!le"t ?r ca.s«a'ty- 2. The manner of fan-
strikes another. Ion >" wWch body falls on or 

L .Fallin»i casual j fortuitous: coming 
or liappening occasionally. 2. Happening • ant to lian-
?ipai. 3' Appertainins to or following the chfef or prin-

,N-ihv **oN?!,1'h^ri'a,t which fa!'3 out; an event; casu-
„aity*.2' Tda which happens aside of the main design : 

r v nf nn\mv a ®ubordinate action. Dry den. h ' 
IN-CX-DEATAL, a. 1. Happening: coming without de 

sign; casual; accidental. 2. Notnecessarf the chief 
purpose; occasional. Rogers. 

IVCIDPWT^'rv Anincident. [Little used.] Pope. 
Ll-DLNI AL-LY, adv. 1. Casually: without inten-

ally ' accidentaI1^- 2- Beside the main design 5 occasion-
adv' Occasionally; by the way 

A™' *• '• [L"in and ci™'l buTn to ashes. 

Ia' Burnt to ashes. Bacon. 
r > pp' Burnt to ashes. 
[N^rN ER^Trnv' ^•.Reduci"g ashes. 
IN CiP'I FW rv r ' • • aCt of reducing t0 ashes. IN-CIFi"ent ; commencement. 
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or from a parallel line, towards another body -o rn ^ 
ometry, the angle made by two lines or nlZ, tw 5 

3. A leaning of the mind or will? Pionension nr n meet 

sity ; a disposition more favorable to one thing thantoan 
other. 4. Love ; affection; regard- desire ?ni -

with inclina-

IA-Crp/f tot ' "• ; commencement. c—<-
rS~S-S ̂ hET' 71' A small circle. Sidney. 
nssaswas - •— 

Want circumspection. 
IN crlpn Vf; c?a,!n<nserrJ To cut in; t0 carve-

Ntinglm's}2n } [L* ^ made ^ cut" 
ivrri«nni?' InTtllf? ma?iner of incisions. 

cutting into?Za substance?^!.'^^uf- Tgash'- the^a 
ration of the surface of any substance m2 hi « cnP 

instrument. 3. Separation ^SP 

[N^FSOr '^ hTa' "1? tlie the^cutters. 
bSsmfepLS0 ACUWer; S f0rc t0°">> -bich cuts, 

w'"! 'batiaabty of cutting. 
rN°g^| by cutting; ^ incision.'^™! ACl"5 ap'aCe 

I S, T"at action 

ysssssA^gse Mew* 
rmt^es'or prompts?1 ^ CICiteS a«ion ;?ha't S 

*by perauMion [or motives pi^Mt^to ai ™up? to ro M°n 
to spur on. 2. To move to anion hvt V p».t0 rouse >' 

IN- CTT'Fnmate ;M° encourase. P °r mfluence-
uSS?™fe8?p.^ &ahacriic&up' fuma 

IVCIT'ER motivej incentive; impulse nd,°rmoves 

lion ' "• He °r "'M which incit^ or moves to ac-

i ' [^r. incivilite.] 1. want . 
rudeness of manners towards others - imnUL COUrtesy 1 

" S S S A a x s s f e " . . . . . .  
IN-CLASP', v. t. To clasp : to hold fast rs, i n 
IN'€LA-VA-TED, a. SetSVast fixed 
IN'GLE, ti. A kind of tape made of linen varn 
IN-eLEM'EN-CY, n.[Fr. inclemence?™ , , 

Want of clemency ; want of mildness ohemMr unl 
cifulness; harshness; severity. 2. Roughness "n??r~ 
—- ; stormmess; or simply raininess ; severe" 

IN-CLEM'ENT, a. 1. Destitute of a mild and kind tem 
per; void of tenderness j unmerciful ; severe- hS~ 
|cRough; stormy; boisterous; rainy;' rigorously^Sid,' 

IN-CLIN'A-BLE, a [L. inclinabilis.] 1. Leaning • tend 
ing. 2. Having a propension of will; leaning in disn^i 
tion somewhat disposed. Milton. p 

n* Favorable disposition. Bmdn IN-€L1-Na'TION, n. [Fr.; L. inclinatl A leaninv'-
any deviation of a body or line from an upright position,' 

* IAT-
tion. 

"• Havl*nS the quality of leaning c. 

To lean ; m a moral sense-, to have a propension tn t 
me-; or d--" 3. To bave a5 

» C T  g  j B f r f i a f  

sCenSga;a°nWe:qUe^a"g,e^^ 016 P'-e^'tLZ'^ 
M* An inclined dial. 

,KS; riea^lg"8 J CaUSi,lg 10 k'aa-
m-eLO^TEhTrf%P; U> to surround. 
IN-€Lfilp?7 ; rr ° s?ut "P ln a cloister. 

in; to confine Asides i To Sh"' 
grounds bv a fence seParat,e Horn common .a^jssiBtSiMsass 

IN€L5saNG °m COfmo" g^undVbySce.116 Wh° S6P" 
InSScS?"6; encompassing; abutting 

Tbe?eo™tfon(nf Hnd'f'r) L The act«f inclosing, a 
posseSons v u fence 7 Themonn?r^ int°cdistinc' 
common. 4. yState of being indosed^ Z'"'0" "f thin^ 
passed. Ray.5. A space indosed ^ fenced 6 GrnZ 
inclosed or separated from common land. 7 That whir? 
^.°Sed °r C°ntained in an enTClop.« a paper. 

IN €LOUD'Fr>t' T° dar)?en; to obscure. Shale. 
IN €LOmvn?r PP' rnrTol7ed ln obscurity. 
IN~eL^T)Ft ^ 7 ^tt" Dar!te:""g; Obscuring, 

hold'- to contain 2 'ta". J' To con,i»e witbin; b 
contain? 2" To compr,sei l" comprehend;' b 

IN €1 OD?l?r* PP' Cnn'aine<r; oomprebended. 
IN It-VPr- Containing; comprising. 

I IN-€LO'SIVE,' o.' fl? SdSf'l TjheacI of including. 

f IN-€0-A€T'ED, ( a' fL- incoactus.] Unrestrained. 

IN-CO-ER'CrMLE^'Not t^be Cannot.be coagulated. 
cannot be LcetBlac/T coe^edor compelled ; that 

w-' A "ot existing together IN-eOG- ode. :[--racfedfrom7^ytfy-co„ceal. ment; in disguise d a mannS In conc' 
f IN-€0<j'I-TA-BT F « rinanner.not to be known. 

' "• 1-L.mUnthougbt 
IN-C06 

of Dean King. 

or wam|;hN;^r; 1 
-TANT, a. Notthlnkinl -

IN-UOG'I-TA-TIVE, a. Not thinkhL ?f ™tlon' of thought. ' "unfang; wanting the power 
IAT-€OG'NI-TO, cdu. [L. incognitas 1 In eon , 

a disguise of the real person.& concealment; in 
IN-€OGN'I-ZA-BLE, (in-koff'ne-^ ni • , 

f- That cannot be recognized, known oTd Sin°n'e~za:bl) IN-UO-Hk'RENCE, )n. 1. Want lgms]led-
IN-€0-He'REN-CY, \ cohesion or^^dbemn"?.517''' °f 

or unconnected state of parts, as of a p?wd« ' o° wes! 
Of connectioh; incongruity; inconsistency • wantL 
ment or dependence of one part on another' ? i °f gr.ee 

S!th?„agtWhiCl1 ^ "0t 3gree With 

IN-GO-He'RENT, a. 1. Wanting cohesion • 
nected ; not fixed to each other. 2. Wanting rnhUnCOn 

or agreement; incongruous; inconsistent'?•coherenc« 
pendence of one part on anotl er ' hav,ng *o de-* v* ^UAt KJXl cuiuti cr. 

mammeTwri^ t Obsolete. 
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IN €0-HE'RENT-LY, adv. Inconsistently ; without cohe

rence of parts. 
IN-EO-IN'CI-DENCE, n. Want of coincidence. 
IN-€0-IN'CI-DENT, a. Not coincident. 
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ing; incongruous. 3. Legally or constitution illy incon 
sistent; that cannot be united in the same person, with 
out violating the law or constitution. 

IN-€0-LU'MI-TY, n. [L. incolumitas..] Safety, 
IHAilifliiiif, v. t. To * 

J 
Kg b 

:N-€OM-BUST I-BLE, a. Not to be burnt, decomposed or 

IN-EOM-BINE', v'. i. ?o differ. [Ill formed.} Milton 
, n. The quality of being in IN-€OM-BUST-I-BIL'I-TY. 

able of being burnt or consumed. Ray. 

consumed by fire. 
IN-€OM-BUST'I-BLE-NESS, n. Incombustibility. 
1N'€6ME, (inkum) n. [in and come.] 1. That gain which 

proceeds from labor, business or property of any kind; the 
produce of a farm ; the rent of houses ; the proceeds of 
professional business; the profits of commerce or of occu
pation ; the interest of money or stock in funds.—Income 
is often used synonymously with revenue, but income is 
more generally applied to the gain of private persons, and 
revenue to that of a sovereign or of a state. We speak of 
the annual income cf a gentleman, and the annual revenue 
of the state. 2. A coming in ; admission ; introduction ; 
[not in use.1 

IN'COM-ING, a. Coming in. Burke. 
IN'EOM-ING, n. Income ; gain. Tooke. 
* IN-COM-MEN-SU-RA-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality or state 

of a thing, when it has no common measure with another 
tiling. 

* IN-COM-MEN'SU-RA-BLE, a. Having no common meas
ure. 

* IN-€OM-MEN'SU-RATE, a. 1. Not admitting of a com
mon measure. 2. Not of equal measure or extent j not 
adequate. 

*IN-€OM-MEN'SU-RATE-LY, adv. Not in equal or due 
measure or proportion. Cheyne. 

IN-€OM-Mi©!CI-BLE, a. [in and commix.] That cannot be 
commixed or .mutually mixed. 

IN-COM-MIXT'URE, n. A state of being unmixed, 
T IN-COM'MO-DATE, v. t. To incommode. 
IN-€OM-MO-DA'TION, n. Inconvenience. Annot. on Glanr-

vUle. 
IN-€OM-MoDE', v. t. [L. incommodo.] To give inconven

ience to j to give trouble to ; to disturb or molest. 
IN-€OM-MoD'ED, pp. Put to inconvenience, 
f IN-€OM-M6DE'MENT, n. Inconvenience. Cheyne. 
IN-COM-MoD'ING, ppr. Subjecting to trouble. 
* IN-COM-Mo'DI-OUS, a. [L. incommodus.] Inconvenient; 

not affording ease or advantage ; unsuitable ; giving trou
ble, without much injury. 

* IN-€OM-Mo'DI-OUS-LY, adv. In a manner to create in
convenience ; inconveniently; unsuitably. 

* IN-€OM-Mo'DI-OUS-NESS, n. Inconvenience ; unsuita-
bleness. 

IN-OOA1 MOD I-TY, n. [Fr. incommodite ; L. incommodi-
tas. 1 Inconvenience; trouble. [Little used.] Bacon. 

IN-€OM-MU-NI-€A-BILT-TY, or IN-EOM-Mu'NI-GA-
BLE-NESS, n. The qualitv of not being communica
ble. 

IN-€OM-MO'NI-€A-BLE, a. That cannot be communicat
ed or imparted to others. 

lN-€OM-Mu'NI-€A-BLY, adv. In a manner not to be im
parted or communicated. Hckewill. 

IN-€OM-Mu i\T-€A-TED, a. Not imparted. 
IN-€OM-Mu'NI-€A-TING, a. Having no communion or in

tercourse with each other. Hale. 
IN-€OM-MU'NI-€A-TIVE, a. 1. Not communicative. 2. 

Not disposed to hold communion, fellowship or intercourse 
with. Buchanan. 

IN-€OM-MU-TA-BIL'I-TY, or IN-€OM-Mu'TA-BLE-
NESS, ?i._The quality of being incommutable. 

IN-EOM-Mu'TA-BLE, a. Not to be exchanged or commut
ed with another. 

IN-€OM-Mu'TA-BLY, adv. Without reciprocal change. 
IN-€OM-PA€T', ) a. Not compact; not having the 
IN-€0M-PA€T'ED, | parts firmly united ; not solid. 
IN-€OM'PA-RA-BLE, a. That admits of no comparison 

with others. 
IN-€OM'PA-RA-BLE-NESS, n. Excellence beyond com

parison. 
IN-COM'PA-RA-BLY, adv. Beyond comparison; without 

competition. 
IN-EOM-PAR'ED, (in-kom-pard') a. Not matched ; peer

less. Spenser. 
t IN-€OM-PAS'SION, n. Want of compassion or pity. 
IN-€OM-PAS'SION-ATE, a. Void of compassion or pity ; 

destitute of tenderness. Johnson . 
IN-€OM-PAS'SION-ATE-LY, adv. Without pity. 
IN-€OM-PAS'SION-ATE-NESS, n. Want of pity. 
IN-GOM-PAT-I-BIL I-TY, n. 1. Inconsistency ; that qual

ity or state of a thing which renders it impossible that it 
should subsist or be consistent with something else. 2. 
Irreconcilable disagreement. 

IN-€OM-PAT'I-BLE, a. [Fr. It was formerly incom-
petible.] 1. Inconsistent; that cannot subsist with 
something else. 2. Irreconcilably different or disagree-

IN-COM-PAT'I-B.LY, adv. Inconsistently. 
IN UOM'PE-TENCE, 1 n. [Fr. incompetence.] 1 Inabili-
IN-GOM'PE-TEN-CY, j ty; want of sufficient intellec

tual powers or talents. 2. Want cf natural adequate 
strength of body, or of suitable faculties. 3. Want of le
gal or constitutional qualifications. 4. Want of adequate 
means. 5. Insufficiency : inadequacy. 

IN-UOM'PE-TENT, a. [Fr.; L. in and competens.] 1 
Wanting adequate powers of mind or suitable faculties 
2. Wanting due strength or suitable faculties; unable 
3. Wanting the legal or constitutional qualifications. 4 
Destitute of means; unable. 5. Inadequate; insuffi
cient. 6. Unfit; improper; legally unavailable. 

IN-COM'PE-TENT-LY, adv. Insufficiently; inadequately 
not suitably. 

IN-COM-PLETE', a. [in and complete.] 1. Not finished 
2. Imperfect: defective. 

IN-€OM-PLETE'LY, adv. Imperfectly 
IN-€OM-PLETE'NESS, n. An unfinished state; imper-

fectness; defectiveness. 
IN-€OM-PLEX', a. Not complex; uncompounded ; sim 

pie. 
IN-EOM-PLFA.NCE, n. 1. Defect of compliance; refusal 

to comply with solicitations. 2. Untractableness; un
yielding temper or constitution. TiUotson. 

IN-€OM-PLi'ANT, a. Unyielding to request or solicitar 
tion ; not_disposed to comply. 

IN-€OM-PoS'ED, (in-kom-pozd') a. Disordered ; disturbed 
IN-UOM'PO-SITE, (in-kom'po-zit) a. Uncompounded, 

simple. 
IN-UOM-POS-SI-BILT-T Y, n. The quality of not being pos 

sible but by the negation or destruction of something ; in 
consistency with something. [Little used.] 

IN-€OM POS'SI-BLE, a. Not possible to be or subsist witb 
something else. VLittle used.T 

IN-€OM-PRE-HEN-SI-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being 
incomprehensible; inconceivableness. Campbell. 

IN-UOM-PRE-HENS I-BLE, a. [Fr.] 1. That cannot b* 
comprehended or understood ; that is beyond the reach o> 
human intellect; inconceivable. 2. Not to be container 
[Little used.] 

IN-OOM OOM-PRE-IIENS'I-BLE-NESS, n. Incomprehensibility 
IN-€OM-PRE-HENS'I-BLY, adv. Inconceivably. 
IN-€OM-PRE-HEN'SION, n. Want of comprehension. 
IN-UOM-PRE-HENS'IVE, a. Not comprehensive. 
IN-EOM-PRESS-I-BIL'I-TYy n. The quality of resisting 

compression. 
IN-UOM-PRESST-BLE, a. Not to be compressed ; not ca 

pa*ble of being reduced by force into a smaller compass 
resisting compression. 

IN-€ON-CEAL'A-BLE, a. Not conceaLble; nottobehii* 
or kept secret. Brown. 

IN-CON-CEIV'A-BLE, a. 1. That cannot be conceived B* 
the mind ; incomprehensible. 2. That cannot be under 
stood. 

IN-€ON-CEIV'A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being in 
" conceivable; incomprehensibility. 
IN-EON-CEIV'A-BLY, adv. In a manner beyond compre 

hension, or beyond the reach of human intellect. 
IN-€ON-CEP'TI-BLE, a. Inconceivable. [L. u.] Hale. 
IN-OON-CIN'NI-TY, n. [L. inconcinnitas.] Unsuitable 

ness; want of proportion. More. 
IN-€ON-€LuD'ENT, a [L. in and concludens.] Not infer 

ring a conclusion or consequence. [Little used. 1 Ayliffe. 
IN-€ON-€LuD'ING, a. Inferring no consequence. 
IN-€ON-€Lu'SIVE, a. Not producing a conclusion; no* 

closing, concluding or settling a point in debate or 9 
doubtful question. 

IN-CON-ULU'SIVE-LY, adv. Without such evidence ar 
to determine the understanding in regard to truth or tais* 
hood. 

IN-€ON-€LuySIVE-NESS, n. Want of such evidence at 
to satisfy the mind of truth or falsehood. 

IN-€0N-€0€T', a. Inconcocted. 
IN-EON-EOUT'ED, a. Not fully digested ; not matured , 

unripened. Bacon. 
IN-EON-UOG'TION, n. The state of being indigested ; ua 

ripeness; immaturity. Bacon. 
IN-€ON-€UR'RING, a. Not concurring ; not agreeing. 
IN-UON-UUS'SI-BLE, a. That cannot be shaken. 
IN-UON-DEN-SA-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being no. 

condensable. 
IN-€ON-DENS'A-BLE, a. 1. Not capable of condensation 

that cannot be made more dense or compact. 2. Not to 
be converted from a state of vapor to a fluid. . 

* IN-€ON'DITE, a. [L. inconditus.] Rude ; unpolished ; ir
regular. [Little used.] Philips. 

fIN-€ON-DI"TION-AL, a. Without any condition, ex
ception or limitation ; absolute. See UNCONDITIONAL. 

t IN-€ON-DI"TION-ATE, a. Not limited or restrained bv 
conditions; absolute. 
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f IN-CON FiRM'ED. (in-kon-furmd') for unconfirmed. 
IN-CON-FORM'A-BLE, a. Wot conformable. Heylin. 
IN-CON-FORM'1-TY, «. Want of conformity; non-con

formity. [The latter word is more commonly used.] 
IN-€OM-FCs,'ED, (in kon-fuzd') a. Not confused; distinct. 

Bacon. 
IN CON-FU'SION, n. Distinctness. Bacon. 
SN-CON-GE'LA-BLE, a. Not to be frozen. Cockeram. 
IN-CON-GE'N1AL, a. Not congenial; not of a like nature; 

unsuitable. 
IN-CON-GE-NI-AL'I-TY, n. Unlikeness of nature ; unsuit-

ableness. 
TN-CON'GRU-ENCE, n. Want of congruence, adaptation 

or agreement; unsuitableness. [Little iLsed.] Boyle. 
IN-CON'CRU-ENT, a. Unsuitable ; inconsistent. 
IN-CON-GRu'I-TY, n. 1. Want of congruity; improprie

ty ; inconsistency ; absurdity ; unsuitableness of one thing 
to another. 2. Disagreement of parts ; want of symme
try. 

IN KON'GRU-OUS, a. [L. incongruus.] Not congruous; 
unsuitable ; not fitting; inconsistent; improper. 

IN-CON'GBU-OUS-LY, adv. Unsuitably ; unfitly. 
IN-CON-NEC'TION, n. Want of connection; loose, dis

jointed state. Bp. Hall. 
f IN-CON-NEX'ED-LY, adv. Without any connection or 

dependence. 
IN CON'SCION-A-BLE, a. Having no sense of good and 

evil. Spenser. 
IN-CON'SE-QdJENCE, n. [L. inconsequential Want of 

just inference; inconclusiveness. 
IN-CON'SE-QUENT, a. Not following from the premises ; 

with ut regular inference. Brown. 
IN-CON-SE-GIUEN'TIAL, a. 1. Not regularly following 

from the premises. 2. Not of consequence; not of im
portance ; of little moment. 

IN-CON-SID'ER-A-BLE, a. Not worthy of consideration 
or notice ; unimportant; small; trivial. 

IN-GON-SID'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. Small importance. 
IN-€ON-SID'ER-A-P LY, adv. In a small degree ; to a small 

amount; very little 
IN-CON-SID'ER-A-CY, n. Thoughtlessness ; want of con 

sideration. [Unusual.] Chesterfield. 
IN-CON-SIDER-ATE, a. [L. inconsideratus.] 1. Not 

considerate; not attending to the circumstances which 
regard safety or propriety; hasty; rash; imprudent; 
careless; thoughtless; heedless ; inattentive. 2. Proceed
ing from heedlessness ; rash. 3. Not duly regarding. 

IN-CON-SID'ER-ATE-LY, adv. Without due consideration 
or regard to consequences; heedlessly ; carelessly ; rashlv • 
imprudently. 3 J 3 

IN-CON-SID ER-ATE-NESS, a. Want of due regard to 
consequences; carelessness; thoughtlessness; inadvert
ence ; inattention ; imprudence. 

IN-CON-SID-ER-A'TION, n. Want of due consideration • 
of th°ught: inattention to consequences. 

rv~S2£f~SJST/ENCE> 111' 1* Such opposition or disagree-
"fi EN"^Y't ment 35 tIiat one Proposition infers the negation of the other; such contrariety be

tween tilings that both cannot subsist together. 2. Ab
surdity in argument or narration ; argument or narrative 
where one part destroys the other; self-contradiction 3 
incongruity ; want of agreement or uniformity. 4. Un
steadiness ; changeableness. 

IN-€ON-SIST'ENT, a. 1. Incompatible; incongruous; not 
suitable. 2. Not consistent; contrary, or so that the truth 
of one proves the other to be false. 3. Not uniform be 
mg contrary at different times. 3 De 

IN-CON-SIST'ENT-LY, adv. With absurdity; incongru-
Snifo^i^ °°n; without stei"Jines3g or 

11N-€ON-SIST;ENT-NESS, n. Inconsistency More 
| IN-GON-SIST'ING, a. Inconsistent. ZWm.' * 
f IN-CON-SoL'A-BLE, a. Not to be consoled; grieved be

yond susceptibility of comfort. * 
IN-€OX-SoL'A-BL\ 0 adv. In a manner or degree that does 

not admit of consolation. ueb 

IN CON SO-NANCE, n. Disagreement of sounds ; discord 
ance. Busby. 3 wru" 

IN-CON'SO-NAN-CY,n. Disagreement; inconsistency Tn 
music, disagreement of sounds; discordance. 

IN-CON SO-N ANT, a. Not agreeing ; inconsistent; discord
ant. 

IN-UON-SPIG'U-OUS, a. 1. Not discernible; not to be 
perceived by the sight. 2. Not conspicuous. 

IN COX STAN-CY, n. [L. inconstantia.] 1. Mutability or 
instability of temper or affection ; unsteadiness; fickle
ness. 2. Want of uniformity; dissimilitude. 

IN-CON'STANT, a.. [L. inconstans.] 1. Mutable ; subject 
to change of opinion, inclination or purpose ; not firm in 
resolution; unsteady; fickle. 2. Mutable ; changeable • 
variable. 3 

LVCONSTANT-LY, adv. In an inconstant manner. 
IN-€ON-SuM'A-BLE, a. Not to be consumed ; that cannot 

be wasted. 

IN-CON-SUM'MATE, a. Not consummate; not finished 
not complete. 

IN-0ON-SUM MATE-NESS, n. State of being incomulete 
f IN-CON-SUMP'TI-BLE, «. 1. Not to be spent, wasted or 

destroyed by fire. Digby. 2. Not to be destroyed, 
f IN-CON-TAMT-NATE, a. Not contaminated; not adul

terated. 
IN-CON-TEST'A-BLE, A. [Fr.] Not contestable; not to 

be disputed; not admitting debate; too clear to be contro
verted ; incontrovertible. 

IN-CON-TEST'A-BLY, adv. In a manner to preclude de
bate ; indisputably ; incontrovertibly ; indubitably. 

IN-CON-TIG'U-OUS, a. Not contiguous; not adjoining-
not touching; separate. Boyle. 

IN-CONTI-NENCE, ) n. [L. incontinentia.] 1. Want of 
IN-CON'TI-NEN-CY, j restraint of the passions or appe

tites. 2. Want of restraint of the sexual appetite; free 
or illegal indulgence of lust; lewdness ; used of either 
sex, but appropriately of toe male sex. Incontinence in 
men is the same as unchastity in women.—3. Among phy
sicians, the inability of any of the animal organs to re
strain discharges of their contents, so that the discharges 
are involuntary. 

IN-€ON/rPI-NENT, a. [L. incontinens.] Not restraining 
the passions or appetites, particularly the sexual appetite: 
unchaste; lewd. 2. Unable to restrain discharges.—In 
the sense of immediate, or immediately. [ois.l 

°ne who is urichaste. B. Jonson. 
IN-CON TI-NENT-LY, adv. 1. Without due restraint of the 
T1vTP^s^Tn^?.r.appetites^ ""chastely. 2. Immediately; [0fo.] 

>*• Not contracted ; not siiortened. 
IN-CON -TRoLL'A-BLE, a. Not to be controlled ; that can

not be restrained or governed ; uncontrollable. 
IN-CON-TRoLL'A-BLY, adv. In a manner that admits of 

no control. 
IN-CON-TRO-VERTT-BLE, a. Indisputable; too clear or 

certain to admit of dispute. 
IN-CO N-TRO-VERT'I-BLY, adv. In a manner or to a de

gree that precludes debate or controversy. 
S E' \ n' Conveniens.] 1. Unfit 

IN-CON-VE'NI-EN-CY,! ness; unsuitableness; inexpe-
dience. 2. That which gives trouble or uneasiness; dis
advantage ; any thing that disturbs quiet, impedes pros-

T or ̂ increases the difficulty of action or success. 
IN-CON-VE'NI-ENCE,®. t. To trouble; to put to incon

venience^ 
IN-CON-VE'NI-ENT, a. [Fr.] 1. Incommodious; unsuit

able ; disadvantageous; giving trouble or uneasiness; 
increasing the difficulty of progress or success. 2. Unfit: 
unsuitable. 

IN-CON-VE'NI-ENT-LY, adv. Unsuitably; incommodi-
I ln a man"er to give trouble ; unseasonably. 

IN-CON-VERS'A-BLE, a. Not inclined to free conversa
tion ; incommunicative ; unsocial; reserved. 

IN-CON'VERS-ANT, a. Not conversant; not familiar. 
IN-CON-VERT-I-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of not being 

changeable or convertible into something else. Walsh. 
IN-CON-VERTT-BLE, a. Not convertible; that cannot be 

transmuted or changed into something else. 
IN-CON-VIN'CI-BLE, a. Not convincible ; that cannot be 

convinced ; not capable of conviction. 
IN-CON-VIN'CI-BLY, adv. In a manner not admitting of 

conviction. 
IN-Co'NY, a. or n. [qu. in, and con, to know.] Unlearned; 

5%aA;SS > an accomplished person, in contempt. [III.J 

IN-COR/PORAL, a. Not consisting of matter or body; 
immaterial. Raleia-h. . 

m-COR-PaRALT-^Y w. The quality of not consisting 
of matter; immateriality. 

IN-COR'PO-RAL-LY, adv. Without matter or a body; im
materially. J 3 

IN-CORTO-RATE, a. 1.Not consisting of matter; not hav
ing a material body ; [little used.] 2. Mixed ; united in 
one body; associated. 3 

IN-COR'PO-RATE,y. t. JFr. incorporer; L. incorporo.] 1. 
In pharmacy, to mix different ingredients in one mass or 
body ; to reduce dry substances to the consistence of paste 
by the admixture of a fluid, as in making pills &c 2 
To mix and imbody one substance in another 3* To 
unite ; to blend; to work into another mass or body! 4. 
To unite ; to associate in another government or empire 
5. To imbody; to give a material form to. 6. To form 
into a legal body, or body politic. 

IN-COR'PO-RATE, v. i. To unite so as to make a part of 
another body; to be mixed or blended ; to grow into. 

IN-COR'PO-RA-TED, pp. Mixed or united in one body • 
associated in the same political body; united in a le<*al 
body. ® 

IN-CORTO-RA-TING, ppr. Mixing or uniting in one body 
or mass; associating in the same political body ; forming 
a legal body. ° 

IN-COR-PO-RA'TION, n. 1. The act of incorporating 2 
Union of different ingredients in one mass. 3. Association 
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In the same political body. 4. Formation of a legal 
or political body by the union of individuals, constituting 
an artificial person. . , „ 

IN-COR-PO RE-AL, a. [L. incorporalis.] Not consisting 
of matter ; not having a material body j immaterial. 

IN-COR-PO RE-AL-LY, adv. Without body 3 immaterially. 

IN^COR-PO-RE'I-TY, n. The quality of being not material3 

immateriality. m r t n 
IN-GORPSE', (in-korps') v. t. To mcorporate. [Barbarous.J 
IN-€OR-RE€T', a. 1. Not correct ; not exact ; not according 

to a copy or model, or to established rules 3 inaccurate 3 
faulty. 2. Not according to truth; inaccurate, 3. J\ot 
according to law or morality. 

IN-€OR-RE€'TION, n. Want of correction. Jlrnway. 
IN-COR-RECTLY, adv. Not in accordance with truth or 

other standard 3 inaccurately 3 not exactly. 
IN-€OR-RE€T NESS, n. Want of conformity to truth or 

to a standard ; inaccuracy. 
IN-€OR'RI-GI-BLE, a. 1. That cannot be corrected or 

amended; bad beyond correction. 2. Too depraved to 

IN-eOmfeVBifes, or IN-eon-RI-GI-BIL'I-TY, n. 
The quality of being bad, erroneous or depraved beyond cor
rection : hopeless depravity in persons and error in things. 

lN-€OR'RI-GI-BLY, adv. To a degree of depravity beyond 
all means of amendment. Roscommon. 

IN-COR-RUPT', ) a. [L. incorruptus.] Not corrupt 3 not 
IN-€OR-RUPT'ED, \ marred, impaired or spoiled; not 

defiled or depraved 3 pure 3 sound 3 untainted. 
IN-€OR-RUPT-I-BIL'l-TY, n. The quality of being inca

pable of decay or corruption. 
IN-COR-RUPT'I-BLE, a. i. That cannot corrupt or decay; 

not admitting of corruption. 2. That cannot be bribed 3 
inflexiblyjust and upright. . 

IN-€OR-RUPT'I-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being in
corruptible, or not liable to decay. Boyle. 

IN-COR-RUP'TION, n. Incapacity of being corrupted. 
IN-€OR-RUP'TI VE, a. Not liable to corruption. 
IN-€OR-RUPT'NES3, n. 1. Exemption from decay .or cor

ruption. 2. Purity of mind or manners 3 probity 3 mteg-

IN-€RAS°SATE, v. t. [L. incrassatus.] 1. To make thick 
or thicker 3 to thicken 3 the contrary to attenuate.—2. In 
•pharmacy, to make fluids thicker by the mixture ot other 
substances less fluid, or by evaporating the thinner parts. 

IN-€RAS'SATE, v. i. To become thick or thicker. 
IN-ERAS'SATE, \ a. 1. In botany, thickened or becom-
IN-€RAS'SA-TED, \ ing thicker towards the flower. 2. 

Fattened. 
IN-CRAS SA-TED, pp. Made thick or thicker. 
IN-CRASSA-TING, ppr. Rendering thick or thicker; 

growing thicker. . . 
IN-€RAS-SA'TION, 11. The act of thickening, or state of 
* becoming thick or thicker. Brown. 

IN-€R AS'SA-TIVE, a. Having the quality of thickening. 
IN-€RAS'§A-TIVE, n. That which has the power to thick-

IN-€R^AS'A-BLE, a. That may be increased. Sherwood. 
IN-CREASE', V. i. [L. incresco.] 1. To become greater m 

bulk or quantity ; to grow ; to augment 3 as plants : to be
come more in number ; to advance in value, or in any 
oualitv, good or bad. 2. To become more violent. 3. To 
become more bright or vivid. 4. To t(? nse* % 
To swell 3 to become louder, as sound. 6. To become of 
more esteem and authority. 7. To enlarge, as the enlight
ened part of the moon's disk. . 

IN-€ReASE', V. t. 1. To augment or make greater in bulk, 
"quantity or amount. 2. To advance in quality 3 to add to 

any qualitv or affection. 3. To extend 3 to lengthen. 4. 
To extend"; to spread. 5. To aggravate. 

1X-€ReASE' n. 1. Augmentation; a growing larger 3 ex
tension. 2. Increment 3 profit 3 interest 3 that which is 
added to the original stock. 3. Produce, as of land. 4. 
Progeny: issue 3 offspring. 5. Generation, b. ine 
waxing of the moon .3 the augmentation of the luminous 
part of the moon, presented to the inhabitants of the earth. 
7. Augmentation of strength or violence. 8. Augmenta
tion of degree. , , 

IN-CREAS ED, (in-kreest') pp. Augmented 3 made or grown 

IN-€RSASE'FUL, a. Abundant of produce. Shah. 
IN-€REAS ERj n. He or that which increases. 
IN-€REAS'ING, ppr. Growing ; becoming larger 3 advanc

ing in any quality, good or bad. 

lN-€RE-AT^b, | a' UllCreated' wlllch se® 
IN €RED-I-BIL'I-TY, n. [Fr. incredibihte.J The quality 

of surpassing belief, or of being too extraordinary to ad
mit of belief. , 

IN-ERED'I-BLE, a. [L. incredibilis.] That cannot be 
believed ; not to be credited 3 too extraordinary and im
probable to admit of belief. 

IN-CUED I-BLE-NESS, n. Incredibility, which see. 

IN-CRED'I-BLY, adv. In a manner to preclude belief 
IN-CRE-Du'LI-TY, 11. [Fr. increduhte.J The quality of u©4 

believing 3 indisposition to believe 3 a withholding or 
fusal of belief. 

IN-€RED'U-LOUS, a. [L. ncredulusNot believing 
indisposed to admit the truth of what is related 3 refusing 
or withholding belief. 

IN-CREDU-LOUS-NESS, 71. Incredulity, which see. 
f IN-€REM'A-BLE, a. That cannot be burnt. 
IN'€RE-MENT, n. [L. incrementum.] 1. Increase 3 a grow

ing in bulk, quantity, number, value or amount 3 augiuei 
tation. 2. Produce 3 production. 3. Matter added 3 ii 
crease.—4. In mathematics, the quantity by which ? 
variable quantity increases 3 a differential q;»antity. 

f IN'CRE-PATE, v. t. [L. increpo.'] To chide 3 to rebuke 
IN-€RE-PA'T10N, n. [It. incrcpazione.] A chiding or re 

buking ; rebuke 3 reprehension. Hammond. 
IN-CRES CENT, a. [L. increscens.] Increasing 3 growing 3 

augmenting ; swelling-
IN-CRIM'I-N ATE, V. t. [L. in and criminor.] To accuse 3 

to charge with a crime or fault. 
jlN-CRU-ENT'AL, a. [L. incrueidus.] Unbloody 3 njt 

attended with blood. 
IN-CRUST', v. t. [L. incrusto.] To cover with a crust or 

with a hard coat 3 to form a crust on the surface of any 
substance. 

IN-CRUST'ATE, v. t. To incrust. 
IN-CRUST-A'TION, n. [L. incrustatio.] 1. A crust or 

rough coat of any thing on the surface of a body. 2. A 
covering or lining of marble or other stone. 

IN-CRYS TAL-IZ-A-BLE, a. That will not crystalize 3 that 
cannot be formed into crystals. 

IN'CU-BATE, v. i. [L. incubo.] To sit, as on eggs fo* 
hatching „ . . 

IN-CU-BA'TION, W. [L. incubatio.] The act of sitting or 
eggs for the purpose of hatching young. Ray. 

t IN-Cu'BA-TURE, n. Incubation. 
IN'CU-BUS, n. [L.] 1. The nightmare 3 an oppression of the 

breast in sleep, or sense of weight, with an almost tota' 
loss of the power of moving the body, while the imagina 
tion is frightened or astonished. 2. A demon 3 an im 
aginary being or fairy. 

IN-CULC'ATE, v. t. [L. inculcoJ] To impress by frequen) 
admonitions ; to teach and enforce by frequent repetitions 3 
to urge on the mind. 

IN-CULC'A-TED, pp. Impressed or enforced by frequent 
admonitions. 

IN-CULC A-TING, ppr. Impressing or enforcing by repeat-
ed instruction. 

IN-€UL€-A'TION, n. The action of impressing by repeated 
admonitions. 

IN-GULPA-BLE, a. Without fault 3 unblamable 3 that can 
not be accused. South. 

IN-CULP'A-BLE-NESS, n. Unblamableness. Jlountagu. 
IN-GULP A-BLY, adv. Unblamably ; without blame. 
IN-GULT', a. [L. incultus.] Untilled 3 uncultivated. 
IN-€UL'TI-VA-TED, a. Not cultivated ; uncultivated. 
IN-€UL-TI-YA'TION, n. Neglect or want of cultivation. 
IN-GULT'UIiE, n. Want or neglect of cultivation. 
IN-GUM'BEN-CY, n. I. A lying or resting on something. 

2. The state of holding or being in possession of a bene
fice, or of an office. 

IN-€UM'BENT, a. [L. incumbensJ 1. Lying or resting on 
2. Supported 3 buoyed up. 3 Lean jug on, or resting 
against. 4. Lying on, as duty or obliga? ion ; imposed 
and emphatically urging or pressing to performance 3 in 
dispensable. 

IN-GUM BENT, n. The person who is in present posses 
sion of a benefice, or of any office. 

IN-GUM'BER, v. t. [Fr. encombrer.] To burden with a 
load ; to embarrass. See ENCUMBER, and its derivatives. 

IN-GUM BRANCE, n. I. A burdensome and troublesome-
load ; any thing that impedes motion or action, or render* 
it difficult or laborious 3 clog ; impediment 3 embarrass 
ment. 2. A legal claim on the estate of another. 

IN-GUM BRAN-CER, n. One who has an incumbrance, o 
some legal claim on an estate. Kent. 

t IN-GUM BROUS, a. Cumbersome 3 troublesome. Chaucer 
IN-CUR' v. t. [L. incurro.f 1. To become liable to 3 to 

become subject to 2. To bring on. 3. To occur, u 
meet; to press on; [ofts.j „ 

IN-CU-RA-BIL'I-TY, n. [Fr. incurabilite.}, The state of 
being incurable ; impossibility of cure 3 insusceptibility 
of cure or remedy. . 

IN-CuR'A-BLE, a. 1. That cannot be cured^ not admit
ting of cure 3 beyond the power of skill or bie - «m-
Not admitting remedy or correction 3 irrem > 

IN-CuR'A-BLE, 71. A person diseased beyond the reach of 

IN-€OR'A-BLE-NESS, ti. The state of not admitting cure 

LN-€Off A-ELY, ad,. In a manner or degree that renders 
cure impracticable. -
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"iSS'rfcWant°f CUri°8ity; Wtiveness, 

CW i ** cwious or 

JZrfl RI OUS^LY' adv' VVithout inquisitiveness. 
LVnS^i5SfS' "• WaW °f ™y « in»e-
WUURRnS' (in-kurrd')pp. Brought on. 

ingon. ^ BecominS subJect or liable to; bring-
71. [Fr. incursion; L. incursio.l 1. An 

aSd*t '"tf a terr!fory with hostile intention : an inroad; applied to the expeditions of small parties or detachments 
dl V^Y3 «*»*"* a territory for attack, pS 
df£ r dest{uctlon of a Post or magazine. Hence it 
aJmTf lnvasiQn> ™hich is the hostile entrance of an 
army for conquest. 2. Attack; occurrence; unusr^l. 

IJV-UURV'ATE, v. t. [L. incurvo.] To bend ; to crook • to 
%nSht lilie or st.raight course. 5 

I N D  

IN~f*UJ{ v/^'St?' CUio6d in^ards or upwards. 
re^tYonT ' turned from a rectilinear di-

I^£fi^'A-TING» PPT' BendinSJ turning from a right 
r^fYtYR7KA-Tl?N' n' lm The act of bending. 2. The ^eofhemghent, or turned from a rectilinear course 

urvi.y; ciookedness. 3. The act of bowing or bend 
. '"S l'C body iu respect or reverence. B' 
IN€EmT(v"k°rlV; '• 7" !>end; to make crooked. n\-t>L RV I-1 Y, n. A state of being bent or crooked • rmnt 
+ A a bending inward. Brown. 5 Cr°°k~ 
I  g Y ^ r r o '  U  f r , *  i l l d a g ° ' }  T o  s e e k  o r  s e a r c h  o u t .  

n,d«, -N».n- The act of searching; search - in-
IN'DA GATOP A [Little used.] Boyle. 

Tl̂ T̂ TB"0 seeks or in4Uires 

IN DEBT' Vn L T° dart in ' t0 thrust or strike in rv"rSSrE ls never used. 
dYh? nfr-' C|n~det'ted) a. [It. indebitato. 1 1. Being in 

lncnn"ed a debt; held or obliged to pay ^ 
gratitude is due6 received, for which restitu^A oi 

LlSeiED"NESS' (^euted-n^The state of being 
T h e — « -

K 9E^:CY> n- [Fr. indecence.] That which is im 

S H ^ " B & u r J B  
INtoDt£'2S^T' U frr* 5 L- indecens.] Unbecoming • unfit 
CN-Dg/cENt'lv"^ °^"ensive to modesty and delicacy, 

delicacy In a manner to offend modesty, 

dosetr uUima;ea-i4eN°2d^Sed0t a final 
ating ;_hesitating. settled, wavering; vacil-

IN-DE-CIS1 VE-NESsf«. ^h?stateTf^b"' 

Mmlagu. 
or of being resolved into the primarrrrIra5fdeCOmposition} 

fN-DE-€OM-Po SA-BLE-NESS n Inrihfnt e,ements. 
composition. ' n' IncaPabIeness of de-

* IN-DE€'0-R0US, or IN-DE-Co'ROIJS n tt • j 
Unbecoming; violating good manners'-rifr' mdec°rus.] i 
established rules of good breeding, or to theE»tofthe 

spect which age and station require!—/nSej^ J? of re~ 
times equivalent to indecent; but it is less frenn^t? S°m®~ ' 
ed to actions which offend modesty anTchS? 7 &Ppl1' 

* IN-DEG O-ROUS-LY, or IN-DE-€o'ROul-UY * t 
an unbecoming manner. » adv' In 

MN-DE€'0-R°US-NESS, or IN-DE-€o'ROUS-NESS * 
Violation ot giod manners in words or behavior ' 

IN-DE-€o'RUM, 71. [L.] Impropriety of behavior • that 
in behavior or manners which violates the establish 
rules of civility, or the duties of respect whi^a^ 
station requires ; an unbecoming action. It is somefim 
synonymous with indecency; but indecency, more freouent 
Jy than indecorum, is applied to words or actions wliirh 
refer to what nature and propriety require to be concealed 
or suppressed. cu 

1N-DEED', adv. [in and deed.] In reality ; in truth; in fact. 

Indeed is usually emphatical, but in some cases more 
than in others; as, this is true; it is indeed ItTuaX 
as an expression ot surprise, or for the purpose of bhfS, 

IN^E-FATTG™ BLE"?'1 Y>^ 

ISiST"WA-mi-Tr^ Unwearines, Llf,;efTlp 

^ ~eSSi ~ 
In de fIt-A «Y ' n' ^nwcariedness. 

not subject to'be ^adevtrj. 6 qUa"ty °' £tate of W"S 
'SSBLE'8- Not l" be defeated; that ca„n„t 

morDmadeEvo!d:BLY' ^ In a mannef not'« "e defealed 
INt?nEo1ef™deEayTY' T"e o{ bei"8 object 

E> U"fai""^ »<* 'b'b,e to defect, 

•"Si'swstas^ 

ha^no T«ietTinMe '' or Stain°ThS 
afflxnone.13"' "m'tS'°r '° Which t,le 

"m"ed by our 

ss-Wor pre 

SfbeinS todelible. 

jSMt4̂ ûstsai 
effaced H0! ?' • a.man,ner not to be blotted out or 

IN-DE? a pi nv imprinted to Le effaced, 
rv in , n' Want of delicacy ; want of decen 
cy m language or behavior. 2. Want of a nice sense nf 

2-

damage or penalty. Reimbursement of loss, 
L1™D' Sa™d Was; -secured against 

^S^IinVor^y83! to secure 
im burse to one what he has lost ' make good; to re-

IN-DEM'NI-FY-ING, ppr. Savin- harml^, 
against loss ; reimbursing loss ° Jlarmlessi 

™hZSl\n. i^'toZfeile L Which y giren 10 

secured'agarast future loss. 2. .•flcur^ agains/'punSh! 

IN-DE-MON'STRA-BLE, a. Thatcannnr h« a 
IN-DEN-I-Za'TION, n.The act of latSahvfrf^^H®'6'1-

tent by which a person is made free. ' pa 

IJJ-DEN'IZE, V. t. To endenize, which see 
IN-DEN'I-ZEN v.t To invest' with the privileges of a free citizen. Overbury. vneges of a 
IN-DENT', V. t. [in, and Fr. dent.] 1. To notch • tn in,, • 

cut any margin into points or inequalities like a in! ? 
teeth. 2. To bind out by indentures or contract f 

IV W a' T,° COntraCt; 10 ^""' Sat. Ii\-DENT', n. 1. Incisure ; a cut or notch in the rrnrmn c 
any thing, or a recess like a notch. 2. \ stamn 

T) F!7V'P « A nnrtiflnntn J . _ ."̂  P.* 

securing 

Synopsis. A, E. I, o, U, Y. ionv. FAR, FALL, WHAT ;-PREY ;-PIN, MARINE, BIRD ;~ 

IiN:Lde.nt' 1A «rufii;"f;ssued hy 
Lnited States, at the close of the 

t Obsolete. 

the government of the 
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revolution, for the principal or interest of the public debt. 
Hamilton. 

IN-DENT- A'TION. or IN-DENT'MENT, n. 3. A notch ; 
a cut in the margin of paper or other things. 2. A recess 
or depression in any border. 

IN-DENT'ED, pp. 1. Cut in the edge into points, like teeth. 
2. Bound out by indented writings. 3. Bound out by 
writings, or covenants in writing. 

IN-DEN f'lNG, ppr. 1. Cutting into., notches. 2. Binding 
out by covenants in writing. 

IN-DENT'MENT, n. Indenture. 
IN-DENT URE, 71. A writing containing a contract. 
IN-DENT'URE, v. t. To indent ; to bind by indentures. 
IN-DENT URE, v. i. To run in and out 3 to indent. Iley-

VDOOd. 
I N-DE-PEND'ENCE, n. 1. A state of being not dependent; 

complete exemption from control, or the power of others. 
2. A state in which a person does not rely on others for 
subsistence 5 ability to support one's self. 3. A state of 
mind in which a person acts without bias or influence 
from others; exemption from undue influence; self-di
rection. 

IN-DE-PEND'ENT, a. 1. Not dependent; not subject to 
the control of others ; not subordinate. 2. Not holding or 
enjoying possessions at the will of another; not relying 
on others; not dependent. 3. Affording the means of 
independence. 4. Not subject to bias or influence; not 
obsequious; self-directing. 5. Not connected with. 6. 
Free ; easy ; self-commanding; bold ; unconstrained. 7. 
Separate from ; exclusive. 8. Pertaining to an independ
ent or congregational church. 

IN-DE-PEND'ENT, n. One who, in religious affairs, main
tains that every congregation of Christians is a complete 
church, subject to no superior authority. 

IN-DE-PEND'ENT-LY, adv. 1. Without depending or re
lying on others; without control. 2. Without undue bias 
or influence; not obsequiously. 3. Without connection 
with other things. 

IN-DEP'RE-CA-BLE, a. That cannot be deprecated. 
IN-DEP-RE-HENS'I-BLE, a. That cannot be found out. 
IN-DE-PRIV'A nLE, a. That cannot be deprived. 
IN-DE-S€RiB'A-b.\F. a. T'hat cannot be described. 
IN-DE-SCRIP'TIVE, a. Not descriptive or containing just 

description. 
IN-DE-SERT', 7t. Want of merit or worth. 
IN-DES'I-NENT, a. Not ceasing * perpetual. 
IN-DES'1-NENT-LY, adv. Withou 'cessation. Ray. 
IN-DE-STRUGT-I-BIL'I-TY, 11. The quality of resisting de

composition, or of being incapable of destruction. 
IN-DE-STRUC;TI-BLE, a. That cannot be destroyed; 

incapable of decomposition; as a material substance. 
IN-DE-TERM'I-NA-BLE, a. 1. Thai, cannot be determined, 

ascertained or fixed. 2. Not to be determined or ended. 
IN-DE-TERM'I-NATE, a. 1. Not determinate; not settled 

or fixed ; not definite; uncertain. 2. Not certain; not 
precise. 

IN-DE-TERM'I-NATE-LY, adv. 1. Not in any settled 
manner; indefinitely; not with precise limits. 2. Not 
with certainty or precision of signification. 

IN-DE-TERM'I-NATE-NESS, 71. Jndefiniteness ; want of 
certain limits ; want of precision. Paley. 

IN-DE-TERM-I-NA'TION, n. 1. Want of determination; 
an unsettled or wavering state. 2. Want of fixed or stated 
direction. 

IN-DE-TERM'INED, a. Undetermined; unsettled; un
fixed. 

IN-DE-VoTE', a Not devoted. Bentley. 
IN-DE-VoT'ED, a. Not devoted. Clarendon. 
IN-DE-Vo'TION, 11. [Fr.; in and devotion.'] Want of devo

tion ; absence of devout affections. 
1N-DE-VOUT', a. [Fr. indevot.] Not devout; not having 

devout affections. Decay of Piety. 
IN-DE-VOUT'LY, adv. Without devotion. 
IN'DEX, 71.; plu. INDEXES, sometimes INDICES. [L.] 1. 

That which points out; that which shows or manifests. 
2. The hand that points to any thing, as the hour of the 
day, the road to a place, &c. 3. A table of the contents 
of a book. Watts. A table of references in an alphabet
ical order.—4. In anatomy, the fore finger, or pointing fin
ger.—5. In arithmetic and algebra, that which shows to 
what power any quantity is involved ; the exponent.—6. 
The index of a globe, or the gnomon, is a little style fitted 
on the north pole, which, by turning with the globe, serves 
to point to certain divisions of the hour circle.—7. In music, 
a direct, which see.—Index expurgatory, in catholic coun
tries, a catalogue of prohibited books. 

IX-DEX'I-€AL, a. Having the form of an index; pertaining 
to an index. 

IN-DEX I-GAL-LY, adv. In the manner of an index. 
1X-DEX-TER'I-TY, n. 1. Want of dexterity or readiness 

in the use of the hands ; clumsiness ; awkwardness. 2. 
ivr^111 or readiness in any art or occupation. 

I d '  n '  A  c o u n t r y  * n  - A ^ a ,  s 0  n a m e d  f r o m  t h e  r i v e r  

INTIAN, (ind'yan) a. Pertaining to either of the Indies 
East or West. 

IN'DIAN, (ind'yan) n. A general name of any native of the 
Indies ; a native of the American continent. 

ji^^IAN Arrow Rooty n. A plant of the genus maranta. 
IN'DIAN Berryy n. A plant. 
IN'DIAN Brcady n. A plant of the genus jatropha. 
IN'DIAN Corny n. A plant, the maize, of the genus zea ; 

a native of America. 
IN'DIAN Cress, n. A plant of the genus tropccolum. 
IN'DIAN Figy n. A plant of the genus cactus. 
IN'DIAN Inky n. A substance brougiit from China, nsed 

for water-colors. 
IN'DIAN-ITE, 71. A mineral of the color of wiiite or gray. 
IN'DIAN Reedy n. A plant of the genus canna 
IN'DIAN Redy n. A species of ochre. Hill. 
IN'DIA Rubbery n. The caoutchouc, a substance of extraor

dinary elasticity, called also clastic gum or resin. 
IN'Dl-CANT, a. [L. indicans.] Showing; pointing out 

what is to be done for the cure of disease. 
IN'DI-€ATE, v. t. [L. indico.] 1. To show ; to point out; 

to discover; to direct the mind to a knowledge c some
thing. 2. To tell; to disclose—3. In medicine, to show or 
manifest by symptoms ; to point to as the proper remedies. 

IN'DI-CA-TED,pp. Shown ; pointed out; directed. 
IN'DI-CA-TING, ppr. Showing; pointing out; directing. 
IN-DI-€A'TION, 71. 1. The act of pointing out. 2. Mark ; 

token; sign ; symptom.—3. In medicine, any symptom or 
iccurrence in a disease, which serves to direct to suita
ble remedies. 4. Discovery made; intelligence given 
5. Explanation; display; [little used.] 

IN-DIC'A-TIVE, a. [L. indications.] I. Showing; giving 
intimation or knowledge of somethmg not visible or obvi
ous.—2. In grammar, the indicative mode is the form of 
the verb that indicatesy that is, which affirms or denies. 

IN-DICA-Ti VE-LY , adv. In a manner to show or signify 
IN'DI-€A-TOR, 71. he or that which shows or points out. 
IN'DI-CA-TO-RY, a. Showing; serving to show or make 

known. 
IN'DICE. See INDEX. 
IN'DI-CO-LITE, 71. [indigOy or indicoy and Gr. Ai0oj.] In 

mineralogy, a variety of shorl or tourmalin. 
IN-DlCT', (in-dlte') v. t. [L. indicLus.] In law, to accuse 

or charge with a crime or misdemeanor, in writing, by a 
grand jury under oath. 

IN-DICT'A-BLE, (in-dlt'a-bl) a. 1. That may be indicted. 
2. Subject to be presented by a grand jury; subject to in
dictment. 

IN-DiCT'ED, (in-dlt'ed) pp. Accused by a grand jury. 
IN-DICT'ER, (in-dlfr), 71. One who indicts. 
IN-DICT'ING, (in-dlt'ing) ppr. Accusing, or making a 

formal or written charge of a crime by a grand jury. 
IN-DI€ TION, TI. [Fr.; Low L. indixtio.] 1. Declaration 

proclamation. Bacon.—2. In chronology, a cycle of fifteen 
years, instituted by Constantine the Great; it was begun 
Jan. 1, A. D. 313 ; originally, a period of taxation. 

IN-DIG'TIVE, a. Proclaimed ; declared. Kennet. 
IN-DICT'MENT, (in-dlte'ment) n. 1. A written accusation 

or formal charge of a crime or misdemeanor, preferred by 
a grand jury under oath to a court. 2. The paper or 
parchment containing the accusation of a grand jury 

IN'DIES, 71.; plu. of INDIA. 
IN-DIF'FER-ENCE, n. [Fr.; L. indifferentia.] 1. Equipoise 

or neutrality of mind between different persons or things : 
a state in which the mind is not inclined to one side more 
than the other. 2. Impartiality; fieedom from prejudice, 
prepossession or bias. 3. Unconcernedness; a state of 
the mind when it feels no anxiety or interest in what is 
presented to it. 4. State in which there is no difference, 
or in which no moral or physical reason preponderates. 

IN-DIF'FER-ENT, a. [Fr.; L. indifferens.] 1. Neutral ; 
not inclined to one side, party or thing more than to an
other. 2. Unconcerned ; feeling no interest, anxiety or 
care respecting any thing. 3. Having no influence or pre
ponderating weight; having no difference that gives a 
preference. 4. Neutral, as to good or evil. 5. Impartial; 
disinterested; as an indifferent judge, juror or arbitrator 
6. Passable; of a middling state or quality ; neither good, 
nor the worst. 

IN-DIF'FER-ENT-LY, adv. 1. Without distinction or pre 
ference. 2. Equally ; impartially ; without favor, preju 
dice or bias. 3. In a neutral state ; without concern 
without wish or aversion. 4. Not well; tolerably ; pass
ably. 

IN'DI-GENCE, ) 71. [Fr. indigence.] Want of esti te, 01 
IN'DI-GEN-CY, j means of comfortable subsistence; pen

ury ; poverty. 
IN'DI-GENE, TI. [L. indigena.] One born in a country; a 

native animal or plant. Evelyn. t 
IN-DIG'E-NOUS, a. 1. Native ; born in a country. 2. Na

tive ; produced naturally in a country ; . 
IN'DI-GENT, a. [L. indigens ; Fr. indigent.] Destitute of 

property or means of subsistence ; needy ; poor, 
t IN-DI-GEST', TI. A crude mass. Shak. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE;—B^LL, UNITE.-U as K ; G as J ; S as Z ; OH as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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EN'DU-R ATE, a. Impenitent; hard of heart; Hard; dried. 
IN'DU-RA-TED, pp. Hardened; made obdurate. 
iN DU-RA-TING, ppr. Hardening; rendering insensible. 
IN-DIJ-It A'TTON, 71. 1. The act of hardening, or process 

of growing hard. 2. Hardness of heart; obduracy. 
IX-DLS'TRI-OUS, a. [L. industrius.] 1. Diligent in busi

ness or study; constantly, regularly or habitually occu
pied in business; assiduous. 2. Diligent in a particular 
pursuit, or to a particular end. 3. Given to industry; 
characterized hj diligence. 4. Careful; assiduous. 

IN-DUS TRI-OUS-LY, adv. 1. With habitual dilig ence; 
with steady application of the powers of body or of mind. 
2. IiihgenJy; assiduously; with care. 

[N'DUS-TRY, n. [L. industria.] Habitual diligence in any 
employment, either bodily or mental; steady attention to 
business; as* duity. 

IN-DWELL'ER, 71. An inhabitant. Spenser. 
IN-I/VVELL'ING, a. Dwelling within; remaining in the 

heart, even after it is renewed. Macknight. 
IN-DWELL'ING, n Residence within, or in the heart or 

soul. 
IN-E'BRI-ANT, a. [See Inebriate.] Intoxicating. 
IN-e'BRI-ANT, n. Any thing that intoxicates, as opium. 
IN-E'BRI-ATE, v. t. [L. inebriatus.] 1. To make drunk ; 

to intoxicate. 2. To disorder the senses ; to stupefy, or 
tojnake furious oi frantic. 

IN-Il'BRI-ATE, v.i. To be or become intoxicated. 
I \T-K BRI-ATE, n. An habitual drunkard. Darwin. 
IjV-E BRI-A-TED, pp. Intoxicated. 
Iff ppTm Making drunk ; intoxicating. 
Iff IfE - TIO-k» n' Drunkenness, intoxication. 
Jtr'S lr E~TY' n' Drunkenness; intoxication. 
J™™, "'iS and cdited-l Unpublished. Warton. 
I^-Eb-FA-BIL'I-TY, n. Unspeakableness. 
IN-EF'FA-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. ineffabilis.J Unspeakable ; un-

' tIiat cannot be expressed in words. 
IN-EI'FA-BLE-NESS, n. Unspeakableness; quality of be

ing unutterable. Scott. 
IN EF'FA-BLY, adv. Unspeakably; in a manner not to be 

expressed in words. Milton. 
IiV-EF-FECT JVE, a. 1. Not effective ; not producing any 

effect, or the effect intended ; inefficient; useless. 2. 
Not able; not competent to the service intended. 3. Pro
ducing no effect. 

IN-EF-FEGT'U-AL, a. Not producing its proper effect, or 
n®1 ahje to produce its effect; inefficient; weak. 

IN-EP-FE6TU-AL-LY, adv. Without effect; in vain 
IN-EF-FEGT'U-AL-NESS, n. Want of effect, or of power 

to produce it; inefficacy. Wake. 
IxV-EF-FFR-VESCENCE, n. Want of effervescence; a 

state of noi effervescing. Kirwan. 
p^n?nTEV^S CENT' a' Not effervesciiig, or not sus-ceptible of effervescence. 

IN-EF-FER-VES-CI-BIL'I-TY, «. The quality of not ef-
rr|SUSCe^tAT>I6 of effervescence. 

cence capable of efferves-

«• rf- Not efficacious; 
not having power to produce the effect desired, or the 
proper effect; of inadequate power or force.—Ineffectual 
says Johnson rather denotes an actual failure, and ineffi
cacious an habitual impotence to any effect But the 
distinction is not always observed. e 

IN-EF'FI-GA-CY, n. [L. efficacia.] 1. Want of power to 
produce the desired or proper effect; inefficiency. 2 In 
effectualness ; iailure of effect. y 

IN -EF-FI 'CIEN -CY, n. Want of power or exertion of power to produce the effect; inefficacy exertion of 
IN-EF-FP/CIENT, <z. 1. Not' efficient f not producing the 

effect; inefficacious. 2. Not active • effecting 

'nTLASOSSB^ i Cocwt ' elaborate; not wrought with | 
[N-E-LAS'TIG, a. Not elastic ; wanting elasticity 
IN-E-LAS-Ticll-TY, a. The' absence^ eias &ty; the 

want of elastic power. y J ie 

[^-DUE-GANCE, j «. Want of elegance ; want of beauty 
IN-EL'E-G AN-CY, j or polish m language, composition 

or manners ; want of symmetry or ornament in build in" • 
want of delicacy in coloring, &c. ° ' 

IN-EL'E-G ANT, a. [L. inelegans.] Not elegant ; wanting 
beauty or polish, as language, or refinement, as manners • 
wanting symmetry or ornament, as an edifice. 3 

IN-EL'E-GANT-LY, adv. In an inelegant or unbecoming 
manner; coarsely ; roughly. Chesterfield. 

1N-EL-I -Gl -BIL'I-T Y, n. 1. Incapacity of being elected to 
an office. 2. State or quality of not being worthy of 
choice. 

IN-EL'I-GI-BLE, a. 1. Not capable of being elected to an 
office. 2. Not worthy to be chosen or preferred ; not ex
pedient. 
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IN-EL/O-QUENT, a. 1. Not eloquent; not speaking with 

fluency, propriety, grace and pathos ; not pereuasive 2 
Not fluent, graceful or pathetic; not persuasive as'lin 

/ guage or composition. ' 
[j IN-EL'O-QUENT-LY, adv. Without eloquence 

t IN-E-LU€T'A^BLE, a. [L. ineluctable.] Not to be re-
sisted by struggling; not to be overcome. 

IN-E-LuD'I- BLE, a. That cannot be eluded. 
I IAnarr^^^foldLE' inenarrabllis^ That cannot be 
I IN-EPT' a. [L. ineptus.] 1. Not apt or fit; unfit; unsuit-
i able. 2. improper; unbecoming; foolish. 
IN-EPT.-TUDE, n. Unfitness; inaptitude; unsuitable-

Jff~£E;£/LY> adv' Unfitly : unsuitably; foolishly. 
IN-EPT'NESS, n. Unfitness. More. 

uneven ; various. Shenstone. 
IN-L-Q,UAL'I-TY, 71. [L. inccqualitas.] 1. Difference or 

want of equality in degree, quantity, length or quality of 
any kind. 2. Unevenness; want of levelness: the al
ternate rising and falling of a surface. 3. Disproportion 
to any office or purpose ; inadequacy; incompetency. 4. 

3 want of uniformity in different times or p'laces. 
rw.T V.PrT?rence tank, station or condition. 
{NEQUILA™ AT°* beillgequally distant* TM Havillg unequal sides. 

J equitable; not just. 
IN-E-aUI-VAL Vu'-LAR, j a' Having unequal valves. 
TN FRM/nTTc: l tL; incrmif] Unarmed ; destitute of 
IN FO AmT r rrPv ck]eior tilorns, as a leaf. 
SiSnf r 3 n-' Dxemptmn from error or from tlie possibility of erring ; infallibility. 

^ ' CXemPt " 

enWi inra'"Wy-IN-ER/RINO-LY, adv. Without error or mistake. 
1JN-EK1', a. [L. tilers.] 1. Destitute of the power of mo

ving itself or of active resistance to motion impressed. 
tat ^SSfTk®iuSglsili indisposed to move or act. 
IN Efflav WanrL0f activity,5 want of exertion. 
TN FPT/? v P' The state of being inert. Good. 
iv-DRTflLY^, adv. Without activity ; sluggish]v. 

51''1JE®S» 1- The state or quality of being inert. 
2. Want of activity or exertion; habitual indisposition to 
action or motion ; sluggishness. 

IN ESSE, [L.] In being; actually existing ; distinguished 
irom in posse, or in potentia9 which denote that a thin* is 
not, but may be. 3 

In'es^fi'Tr'nN U f>inc5cf0-] To bait; to lay a bait for. 
IN F^tt M1 m' 1 hfraCt °f b.aitlnS' Hallowell. IN ESTI-MA-BLE, a. [L. incesttmabilis.] I. That cannot Z , ' j. rnai cannot 

be estimated or computed. 2. Too valuable or excellent 
to be rated ; being above all price. 

IN-ES'TI-MA-BLY, adv. In a manner not to be estimated 
or rated. 

w. Want of evidence ; obscurity. 
IN-EVT-DENT, a. Not evident; not clear or obvious; ob

scure. Brown. 3 

"•™ILETY'« n* XmPossibility to be avoided; 
certainty to happen. BramhaU. 

IN-EY I-ff A-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. inevitabilis.] Not to be 
avoided; that cannot be shunned ; unavoidable; that ad
mits of no escape or evasion. 

INaWeV'I TA"BLE NESS' The State of beinS unavoid-
IN-EV'I-TA-BLY, adv. Without possibility of escape or evasion ; unavoidably ; certainly. canape ur 
IN FX Af exact; not precisely correct or true. 
IN FxItttTa RT f' n' prcorrectness; want of precision. 

lifeS; totpfd ' ^ot susceptible of excitement; dull, 
[L' ifNot to be ex-

™"SSor Ut QUaIity 0f not 

IN-EX-Gu'SA-BLY, adv. With a degree of guilt or folly 
beyond excuse or justification. y 

IJformance^U'TI°N, n. Neglect of execution ; non-per-

-ER'TION, ti. Want of exertion; want of effort-
defect of action. Darwin. nort, 

IN-EX-HAL'A-BLE, a. Not to be exhaled or evanorated • not evaporable. Broicn. evaporated , 
IN-EX-HAUST'ED, a. 1. Not exhausted; not emptied • 

unexhausted. 2. Not spent; not having lost all strength 
or resources; unexhausted. & 

IN-EX-HAUST'I-BLE, a. 1. That cannot be exhausted or 
emptied ; unfading. 2. That cannot be wasted or snent 

IN-EX-HAUST'I-BLE-NESS, n. The state of beine fne* 
haustible. nex* 

* See A, E, I, o, t, Y, long.-Fun, FALL, WHAT ;-PREY;-PfN, MARINE, BiRD;- t ObJutT 
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IN-EX-HAUST'IVE, a. Not to be exhausted or spent. 
IN-EX-IS'T'ENCE, n. 1. Want of being or existence. 

Broome. 2. Inbsrsnoe. 
£N-EX-IST'ENT, a. 1. Not having being; not existing. 

2. Existing in something else. Boyle. 
[N-EX-O-RA-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being inexorable 

or unyielding to entreaty. Paley. 
f N-EX'O-RA-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. inexorabilis.] 1. Not to 

be persuaded or moved by entreaty or prayer3 too firm 
and determined in purpose to yield to supplication. 2. 
Unyielding; that cannot be made to bend. 

IN-EX'O-RA-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being inexorable. 
JN-EX'O-RA-BLY, adv. So as to be immovable by entrea

ty. 
IN-EX-PEG-TA'TION, n. State of having no expectation, 
f IN-EX-PE€T'ED, a. Not expected. 
1N-EX-Pe'DI-ENCE, ) n. [in and expedience.] Want of 
IN-EX-PE'DI-EN-CY, ) fitness ; impropriety ; unsuitable-

ness to the purpose. 
IN-EX-PE'DI-ENT, a. Not expedient3 not tending to pro

mote a purpose; not tending to a good end 3 unfit 3 im
proper ;_unsuitable to time and place. 

IN-EX-PE'RI-ENCE, n. Want of experience or experi
mental knowledge. 

IN-EX-PE'RI-ENCED, a. Not having experience J un
skilled. 

IN-EX-PERT', a. Not expert; not skilled; destitute of 
knowledge or dexterity derived from practice. 

IN-EX'PI-A-BLE, a. [Fr.3 L. inexpiabilis.] 1. That ad
mits of no atonement or satisfaction. 2. That cannot be 
mollified or appeased by atonement. 

IN-EX'PI-A-BLY, adv. To a degree that admits of no 
atonement. Roscommon. 

IN-EX-PLA IN'A-BLE, a. That cannot be explained3 in
explicable. 

f IN-EX-PLE'A-BLY, or IN-EX'PLE-A-BLY, adv. Insa
tiably. Sandys. 

IN-EX'PLI-€A-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. inexplicabilis.] That can
not be explained or interpreted ; not capable of being ren
dered plain and intelligible. 

IN-EX'PLI-GA-BLE-NESS, n. The state or quality of being 
inexplicable. 

IN-EX'PLI-€A-BLY, adv In a manner not to be explained 
IN-EX-PLo'RA-BLE, a. That cannot be explored, search 

ed or discovered. 
IN-EX-PRESS'I-BLE, a. Not to be expressed in words 

not to be uttered ; unspeakable3 unutterable. 
IN-EX-PRESS'I-BLY, adv. In a manner or degree not to 

be expressed ; unspeakahly ; unutterably. 
IN-EX-PRESS'IVE, a. Not tending to express ; not express

ing ; inexpressible. 
IN-EX-PoS'URE, n. A state of not being exposed. 
IN-EX-PUG'NA-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. inexpugnabilis.] Not to 

be subdued by force 3 not to be taken by assault5 impreg
nable. 

TN-EX-SU'PER-A-BLE, a. [L. inexsuperabilis.] Not to be 
£* passed over or surmounted. 
IN-EX-TEND'ED, a. Having no extension. Good. 
IN-EX-TEN'SION, n. Want of extension. 
IN-EX-TER'MI-NA-BLE, a. That cannot be exterminated, 
IN-EX-TINCT', a. Not quenched ; not extinct. 
IN-EX-TIN'GUISH-A-BLE, a. That cannot be extinguish

ed ; unquenchable. 
lN-EX-TiR'PA-BLE, a. That cannot be extirpated. 
IN-EX'TR[-€A-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. inextricabilis.] 1. Not 

to be disentangled ; not to be freed from intricacy or per
plexity. 2. Not to be untied. 

iN-EX'TRI-CA-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being inextri
cable. Donne. 

IN-EX'TRI-€A-BLY, adv. To a degree of perplexity not 
to be disentangled. Pope. 

IN-EYE', v. t. To inoculate, as a tree or a bud. Philips. 
T IN-FAB'Rl-CA-TED, a. Uhfabricated ; unwrought. 
tN-FAL-LI-BIL'I-TY, or IN-FAL'LI-BLE-NESS, n. The 

quality of being incapable of error or mistake5 entire ex
emption from liability to error3 inerrability. 

IN-FAL'LI-BLE, a. [Fr. infaillible.] 1. Not fallible 5 not 
capable of erring. 2. Not liable to fail, or to deceive con
fidence ; certain. 

IN-FAL'LI-BLY, adv. 1. Without a possibility of erring 
or mistaking. 2. Certainly 3 without a possibility of fail
ure. 

j IN-FA ME', v. t. To defame. Bacon. 
lN'FA-MOUS, a. [Fr. infame; L. infamis.J 1. Of ill re

port, emphatically ; having a reputation of the worst 
kind; publicly branded with odium for vice or guilt3 
base ; scandalous ; notoriously vile. 2. Odious 3 detesta
ble ; held in abhorrence 3 that renders a person infamous. 
3. Branded with infamy by conviction of a crime. 

IN'F A-MOUS-LY, adv. 1. In a manner or degree to ren
der infamous 3 scandalously 3 disgracefully 3 shamefully. 
2-With open reproach, 

r ^ESS, I n. [Fr. infamie ; L. infamia.] 1. 
LiW A-MY, \ T0tal loss of reputation 3 public 

disgrace. 2. Qualities which are detested and despised ; 
qualities notoriously bad and scandalous.—3. In law, that 
Joss of character or public disgrace which a convict incurs, 
and by which a person is rendered incapable of being a 
witness or juror. 

IN'FAN-CY, 7i. [L. infantia.] 1. The first part of life, be 
gin rung at the birth.—2. In law, infancy extends to the 
age of twenty-one years. 3. The first age of any thing; 
the beginning, or early period of existence, 

f IN-FAND'OUS, a. [L. infandus.] Too odious to be ex
pressed. Howell. 

IN-FANG'TIIEF, n. [Sax. in, fangan and thcof.] In Eva-
lish law, the privilege granted to lords to judge thievet 
taken on their manors, or within their franchises. 

IN'FANT, n. [Fr. enfant; L. infans.] 1. A child in the 
first period of life, beginning at his birth 3 a young babe. 
—2. In law, a person under the age of twenty-one year* 
who is incapable of making valid contracts. 

IN'FANT, a. 1. Pertaining to infancy or the first period ok' 
life. 2. Young 3 tender j not mature 3 as, infant strength 

IN-FANT'A, 71. In Spain and Portugal, any princess of tin 
royal blood, except the eldest daughter when heiress ap 
parent. 

IN-FANT'E, 71. In Spain and Portugal, any son of the king, 
except the eldest or heir apparent. 

IN-FANT'I-CIDE, n. [Low L. infanticidium.l 1. The in
tentional killing of an infant. 2. The slaughter of infants 
by Herod. _ 3. A slayer of infants. 

*IN'FAN-TiLE, a. [L. infantilis.] Pertaining to infancy, 
or to an infant 3 pertaining to the first period of life. 

IN'FAN-TINE, a. Pertaining to infants or to young chil
dren. 

IN'FANT-LIKE, a. Like an infant. Shak. 
IN'FANT-LY, a. Like a child. Beaumont. 
IN'FANT-RY, n. [Fr. infanterie.] I11 military affairs, the 

soldiers 'or troops that serve on foot, as distinguished from 
cavalry. 

f IN -FARCE', (in-f ars') v. t. To stuff. 
IN-FARC'TION, n. [L. infarcio.] The act of stuffing or 

filling 5 constipation. Harvey. 
f IN-FASH'ION-A-BLE, a. Unfashionable. Beaumont. 
t IN-FAT'I-GA-BLE, a. Indefatigable. 
| IN-FAT'U-ATE, v. t. [L. infatuo.] 1. To make foolish 3 

to affect with folly 5 to weaken the intellectual powers, 
or to deprive of sound judgment. 2. To prepossess or in 
cline to a person or thing in a manner not justified by 
prudence or reason j to inspire with an extravagant 01 
foolish passion, 

f IN-FAT'U-ATE, a. Stupefied. Phillips. 
IN-FAT'U-A-TED, pp. Affected with folly. 
IN-FAT'U-A-TING, ppr. Affecting with folly. 
IN-FAT-U-A'TION, n. I. The act of affecting with foliv 

2. A state of mind in which the intellectual powers are 
weakened, so that the person affected acts without his 
usual judgment, and contrary to the dictates of reason, 

f IN-FAUST'ING, 11. [L. infaustus.] The act of making 
unlucky. Bacon. 

1N-FEAS-I-BIL'I-TY, or IN-FEAS'I-BLE-NESS, n. Im
practicability 3 the quality of not being capable of being 
done or performed. 

IN-FEAS'I-BLE, a. Not to be done 3 that cannot be accom
plished ; impracticable. 

IN-FECT', V .  t. [Fr infecter.] 1. To taint with disease ; 
to infuse into a healthy body the virus, miasma or morbid' 
matter of a diseased body, or any pestilential or noxious 
air or substance by which a disease is produced. 2. To 
taint or affect with morbid or noxious matter. 3. To 
communicate bad qualities to j to corrupt 3 to taint by the 
communication of any thing noxious or pernicious. 4. 
To contaminate with illegality, 

f IN-FECT', a. Infected. 
IN-FECT'ED, pp. Tainted with noxious matter 5 corrupted 

by poisonous exhalations 3 corrupted by bad qualities com 
municated. 

IN-FE0T'ER, n. He or that which infects. 
IN-FECT'ING, ppr. Tainting ; corrupting. 
IN-FEC'TION, n. [Fr.] 1. The act of infecting. The 

words contagion and infection are frequently confounded 
The proper distinction between them is this. Contagion 
is the virus or effluvium generated in a diseased body, and 
capable of producing the specific disease in a healthy body 
by contact or otherwise. Infection is any thing that taints 
or conrupts 3 hence it includes contagion, and any other 
morbid, noxious matter which may excite disease in a 
healthy body. 2. The morbid cause which excites disease 
in a healthy or uninfer ted body. 3. That which taints, 
poisons or corrupts by communication from one to anoth
er. 4. Contamination by illegality, as in cases of contra
band goods. 5. Communication of like qualities. 

IN-FEC'TIOUS, a. I. Having qualities that may taint or 
communicate disease to. 2. Corrupting; tending to taint 
by communication. 3. Contaminating with illegiility 3 
exposing to seizure and forfeiture. 4. Capable of being 
communicated by near approach, 
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ING 452 1NH 
Witty 3 well formed 3 well adapted. 4. Mental j intel 
iectual: [065.] 

* IN-GE'NI-OUS-LY, adv. With ingenuity 3 with readiness 
in contrivance 3 with skill. 

* IN-GE NI-OUS-NESS, n. 1. The quality of being ingenious 
or prompt in invention 3 ingenuity. 2. Curiousness of 
design or mechanism. 

IN-GEN'ITE, a. [L. ingenitus.] Innate ; inborn 3 inbred 3 
native 3 ingenerate. 

IN-GE-NuI-TY, n. [Fr. ingenuity.] 1. The quality or 
power of ready invention 3 quickness or acuteness in 
combining ideas, or in forming new combinations; in-
geniousness 3 skill. 2. Curiousness in design, the effect 
of ingenuity. 3. Openness of heart j fairness 3 candor. 

IN-GEN'U-OUS, a. [L. ingenuus.] 1. Open 3 frank 3 fair 
candid 3 free from reserve, disguise, equivocation or dis-RIMIILNTIAN O TMAVIIO • ft ON V/~> 1»RI O f~\& 1_ 1 _ simulation. 2. Noble 3 generous. 3. Of honorable ex
traction 5 freeborn. 

IN-GEN'U-OUS-LY. adv. Openly 3 fairly 3 candidly ; with 
out reserve or dissimulation. Dry den. 

IN-GEN'U-OUS-NESS, n. 1. Openness of heart 3 frank
ness 3 fairness j freedom from reserve or dissimulation. 
2. Fairness 3 candidness. 

f IN'GE-NY, n. Wit 3 ingenuity. Bacon 
IN GEST', v. t. [L. ingestus.] To throw into the stomach 

[Little used.] Brown. 
lA-GES'TION, n. The act of throwing into the stomach, 
t IN'GLE, n. [qu. L. igniculus.] 1. Flame j blaze. Ray.— 

2. In^Scottish, a fire, or fireplace. Burns. 
IN-GLo'RI-OUS, a. [L. inglorius.] 1. Not glorious ; not 

bringing honor or glory 3 not accompanied with fame or 
celebrity. 2. Shameful 3 disgraceful. 

IN-GLo'RI-OUS-LY, adv. With want of glory ; dishonor 
ably j_ with shame. 

IN-GLo'ltl-OUS-NESS, n. State of being inglorious. Bp. 
Oauden. 

IN'GOT, n. [Fr. lingot.] A mass or wedge of gold or silver 
cast in a mold 3 a mass of unwrought metal. 

IN-GRAFT', v. t. 1. To insert a cion of one tree or plant 
into another for propagation. 2. To propagate by insition. 
3. To plant or introduce something foreign into that which 
is native, for the purpose of propagation. 4. To set or fix 
deep and firm. 

IN-GRAFT'ED, pp. Inserted into a stock for growth and 
propagation 3 introduced into a native stock ; set or fixed 
deep. 

IN-GRAFT'ING, pgr. Inserting, as cions in stocks ; intro
ducing and inserting on a native stock what is foreign -
fixing deep. b 

INtWnK/in^,ftfdNT' *" 1- The aCt °f inSrafting' 2" The 

* I^'GRAIN, or IN-GRAIN', v. t. [in and grain.] To dye 
111 the gram, or before manufacture. 

* IN'GRAINED, or IN-GRaIN'ED, (in-grand') pp. Dyed in 
^ the gram or in the raw material. 

rawmtteria^5 °r IN-°RAIN'ING' W' ^eing in the 
TM/rn a™?LED' a: GraPP,ed 1 seized on3 intwined. 
INGRATF/Wr 1°'^ J^at7lSJ 1- Ungrateful; un-

nt. c ' thankful 3 not having feelings of kind-
WGRATE J°UeC*1Ved: A UnPleasinS ̂  the sense. 
J TN PR ifej*/Fr-in^at'l A» ungrateful person, F UN-GKATE'LI , adv. ungratefully. Sylvester 
iN-GRATE'FU^LY, adv. Ungratefully 
IIS-GRATE'FIJLI-NESS, n. Ungratefulness 
INITIATE, (i„-grk'shatefv.t. [Sand gratia i 1 

To commend one's self to another's good will, ^nfidence 
•N0rGRS^A-TINrr° recommend ; rend«"- ea's® dence 

ftvor of anot™ * ^ Comm one's self to the 

TIS5 "• Th6 « °f one's self 
IN-GRAT'I-TUDE, n. [Fr.jin and gratitude.] 1. Want of 

gratitude or sentiments of kindness for favors received 
insensibility to favors and want of a disposition to re 
good 3 unthankfulness. 2. Retribution of evil for 

+ IN-GRAVE', v.t. To bury. 
IN-GRAV'I-DATE, v. t. [L. gravidus.] To impregnate 
•f IN-GREAT', v. t. To make great. Fotherby. S ' 
IN-GRE'DI-ENT, n. [Fr. 3 L. ingrediens.] That which en 

ters into a compound, or is a component part of anv mm 
pound or mixture. 3 ^U1"~ 

IN'GRESS, 71. [L. ingressus.] 1. Entrance. 2. Power nf 
entrance ; means of entering. UI 

IN-GRES'SION, 71. [Fr.; L. morwsto.] The act of enter 
ing; entrance. Digby 

IN'GUI-NAL, a. [L. inguen.] Pertaining to the groin 
IN-GULF', v. t 1. To swallow up in a vast deep, gulf or 

whirlpool. Milton. 2. To cast into a gulf. Hay-ward 
IN-GULF'ED, (in-gulft') pp. Swallowed up in a gulf or Vast 

deep; cast into a gulf. 
IN-G ULF'ING, ppr. Swallowing up in a gulf, whirlpool or 

vast deep. 

IN-GUR'Gl-TATE, v. t. [L. ingurgito. 1 To swallow greed. 
ily or in great quantity. Diet. 

IN-GUR'Gl-TATE, v. i. To drink largely 3 to swill. 
IN-GUR-Gl-TA'TION, 71. The act of swallowing greedily 

or in great quantity. Darwin. ' 
IN-GUST'A-BLE, a. That cannot be tasted [Little used.] 
* IN-HAB'ILE, a. [Fr.; L. inhabilis.] 1. Not apt or fit 

unfit 3 not convenient. 2. Unskilled 3 unready; unqual' 
ified 3 [little used.] See UNABLE. 

IN-HA-BIL'I-TY, n. Unaptness 3 unfitness 3 want of skill, 
[Little used.] See I N A B I L I T Y .  

IN-HAB'IT, v. t. [L. inhabito.J To live or dwell in 3 to oc
cupy as a place of settled residence. 

IN-HAB'IT, v. i. To dwell 3 to live 3 to abide. 
IN-HABI-TA-BLE, a. 1. Habitable 3 that may be inhabit

ed 3 capable of affording habitation to animals. 2. [Fr 
inhabitable. 1 Not habitable 3 [ods.] Shak. 

U^-HAB'UTANCE,n' Residence of dwellers. [L. u.] Carew. 
IN-HAB'I-TAN-CY, n. Residence 3 habitancy 3 permanent 

or legal residence. 
IN-HAB'I-TANT, n. 1. A dweller j one who dwells or re

sides permanently in a place, or who has a fixed resi
dence, as distinguished from an occasional lodger or visit
or. 2. One who has a legal settlement in a town, city or 
parish. 

IN-HAB-I-TA'TION, n. 1. The act of inhabiting, or state 
of being inhabited. 2. Abode; place of dwelling. 3, 
Population ; whole mass of inhabitants 3 [little used.] 

IN-HAB'IT-ED, pp. Occupied by inhabitants, human or 
irrational. 

IN-HAB'IT-ER, n. One who inhabits 3 a dweller 3 an in 
habitant. Derham. 

IN-HAB'IT-ING, ppr. Dwelling in 3 occupying as a settled 
or permanent inhabitant 3 residing in. 

J£J~HAB'IT-RESS, n. A female inhabitant. 
IN-HALE', v. t. [L. inhalo.J To draw into the lungs : to 

inspire. b ' 
(in h5Id') pp. Drawn into the lungs. 

UN-HAL'ER, 71. 1. One who inhales—2. In medicine, a ma
chine for breathing or drawing warm steam into the 

TATTTIV ,R!£REMEDYT/OR C0USHS AND catarrhal complaints 
IN-HAR-MONdE * iWing int° the IUngS ' breathi"g-
IN-HAR-MON'I-CAL, i a* Unharmonious 3 discordant. 
IN-HAR-Mo'NI-OUS, a. Not harmonious 3 unmusical; dis

cordant. Broome. ' 
^^cordantly^1 EY, adv. Without harmony; dis-
IN-HERE , v. i. [L. inhareo.] To exist or be fixed ill 

something else. 
In'hIIr fnC^- < U' 5*is?ten?e in something 3 a fixed state 
tw wS » K £ *?emg m anotber body or substance. 
IN-HE RENT, a. 1. Existing in something else, so as to be 
JnTSnt ?V Vn-nlte 3 ftatural!y pertaining to. 
tS"?y mhtrence- Bentley. 
mIS™ £55®* Vfr. fxistmo or fixed insomething else. 
IN-LER'IT, v. t. [Sp. heredar ; Fr. heritor.] I. To take by 

descent from an ancestor 3 to take by succession • to re
ceive, as a right or title descendible by law from an an
cestor. 2. 1 o receive by nature from a progenitor. 3 

TJ' *? e"joy ' 10 take as a possession, by gift. 
r£tr22 ' v'1' 0 take or have possession or property 
IN-HER IT-A-BLE a 1. That may be inherited 

missible or descendible from the ancestor to the lieir. 2 
That may be transmitted from tlie parent to the child. 3 
descent5 takmS inheritance, or of receiving by 

IN HER'TT ANPF^' ?y inheritance- Sherwood. 
^ IT 5* n' • estate derived from an ances-

tor to an heir by succession. 2. The reception of an 
estate by hereditary right, or the descent by which an 
estate or title is cast 011 the heir. 3. The estate or nos-

m'l-v defcend.to an heir, though if has not 
descended. 4. An estate given or possessed by donation 
enjoyed? appropr,atlon 5" That which is posseS o, 

IWnr'-";R'tJ"Er>' w' Keceived "y de«ant from an ancestor, 
IN-HER'IT-ING, pjrr.Taking by succession or right ofrep-
Bra™? ancestors; possessfng 

herit ' °ne 'nherits or may in-

In"hIrt"™xS' i female wh0 inherits, 
death of"ancestor. "led t0 ,Dherit' 

IN-HERSE', (in-hers') v. t. [in and herse.] To inclose in a funeral monument. Shak. J ° wclose ™ a 

IN-HE'SION, n. [L. inhcesio.] Inherence 3 the state of ex 
istmg or being fixed m something, 

t~'TI°N, 71. [L. inhiatio.] A gaping after; eager 

IN-HIB'IT, V . t. [Fr. inhiber ; L. inhibeo.] I. To restrain 
to hinder 3 to check or repress. 2. To forbid 3 to prohibit • to interdict. 5 proniDit, 
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INJ 4 
IN-HIB'IT-EB, pp. Restrained ; forbid. 
IN-HIB'IT-ING, ppr. Restraining ; repressing ; prohibiting. 
IN-HI-BI TION, n. [Fr. j L. inhibition] 1. Prohibition ; 

restraint; embargo.—2. In lawy a writ to forbid or inhibit 
a judge from farther proceedings in a cause depending 
before him. 

JN-HoLD', v. t. } pret. and pp. inheld. To have inherent; 
to contain in itself. [Little used.] Raleigh. 

t IN-IIoLD'ER, n. An inhabitant. Spenser. 
IN-HOQP', v. t. To confine or inclose in any place. 
IN-IIOS'PI-TA-BLE, a. 1. Not hospitable 5 not disposed to 

entertain strangers gratuitously. 2. Affording no con
veniences, subsistence or shelter to strangers. Dry den. 

IN-HOS'PI-TA-BLY, adv. Unkindly to strangers. Milton. 
IN-HOS PI-TA-BLE-NESS, \ n. Want of hospitality or 
IN-HOS-PI-TAL'I-TY, j kindness to strangers. 
IN-Hu'MAN, a. [Fr. inhumain ; L. mhumanus.] 1. Desti

tute of the kindness and tenderness that belong to a hu
man being; cruel; barbarous ; savage ; unfeeling. 2. 
Marked with cruelty. 

IN-I1U-MANI-TY, 71. [Fr. inhumanite.] 1. Cruelty in dis
position ; savageness of heart. 2. Cruelty in act 5 bar
barity. 

IN-Hu'MAN-LY, adv. With cruelty ; barbarously. Swift. 
IN-HU'MATE, | v. t. [Fr inhumer ; L. inhumo.] 1. To 
IN-HuME', | bury ; to inter; to deposit in the earth, 

as a dead body. 2. To digest in a vessel surrounded with 
warm earth. 

IN-HU-MA'TION, 71. 1. The act of burying ; interment.— 
2. In chemistry, a method of digesting substances by bury
ing the vessel containing them in warm earth, or a like 
substance. 

IN-HuM'ED, (in-humd') pp. Buried; interred. 
IN-HuM'ING, ppr. Burying; interring. 
IN-IM-AG'IN-A-BLE, 'a. Unimaginab inconceivable. 

Pearson. 
* IN-IM'I-CAL, a. [L. inimicus.] 1. Unfriendly ; having 

the disposition or temper of an enemy. 2. Adverse ; hurt
ful ; repugnant. Ward. 

IN-IM-I-TA-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being incapable 
of imitation. Morris. 

IN-IM'I-TA-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. inimitabilis.~\ That cannot be 
imitated or copied ; surpassing imitation. 

IN-IM'I-T A-BLY, adv. In a manner not to be imitated ; 
to a degree beyond imitation. Broome. 

IN-ia'UI-TOUS, a. Unjust; wicked. 
IN-IQ.'UI-TY, ?i. [Fr. iniquite ; L. iniquitas.] 1. Injustice; 

unrighteousness; a deviation from rectitude. 2. Want 
of rectitude in principle. 3. A particular deviation from 
rectitude ; a sin or crime ; wickedness ; any act of injus
tice. 4. Original want of holiness. 

tlN-IQ'U-OUrf, a. Unjust. 
lN-IR-RI-TA-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being inimita

ble, or not susceptible of contraction by excitement. 
IN-IR'RI-TA-BLE, a. Not irritable; not susceptible of irri

tation, or contraction by excitement. 
IN-IR'RI-TA-TIVE, a. Not accompanied with excitement, 
f IN-lSLE', (in-Ile ) v. t. To surround ; to encircle. 
IN-t 'TIAL, a. [Fr.; L. initialis.] 1. Beginning; placed at 

the beginning. 2. Beginning; incipient. 
IN-L'TIAL, n. The first letter of a name. 
IN-U'TIAL-LY, adv. In an incipient degree. Barrow. 
IN-I"TIATE, v. t. [Low L. initio.] 1. To instruct in rudi

ments or principles ; or to introduce into any society or 
sect by instructing the candidate in its principles or cero-
inonies. 2. To introduce into a new state or society. 3. 
To instruct; to acquaint with. 4. To begin upon. 

IN-I 'TJATE, v. i. To do the first act; to perform the first 
rite. Pope. 

IN-I"TIATE, a. 1. Unpracticed. 2. Begun; commenced. 
IN-I'TIATE, n. One who is initiated. J. Barlow. 
IN-I"TIA-TED, pp. Instructed in the first principles ; en

tered. 
IX-I 'TIA-TING, ppr. Introducing by instruction, or by ap

propriate ceremonies. 
IN-I-TI-A'TION, n. [L. initiatio. J 1. The act or process of 

introducing one into a new society, by instructing him in 
its principles, rules or ceremonies. 2. The act or process 
of making one acquainted with principles before un
known. 3. Admission by application of ceremonies or 
use of symbols. 

IN-I"TIA-TO-RY, a. Initiating or serving to initiate; in
troducing by instruction, or by the use and application of 
symbols or ceremonies. 

IN-I"TIA-TO-RY, n. Introductory rite. L. Addison. 
t IN-I'TION, n. Beginning. JVaunton. 
INJECT', v. t. [L. injectus.] 1. To throw in ; to dart in. 

2. To cast or throw on. 
IN-JE€T'ED, pp. Thrown in or on. 
IN-JE€T'ING, ppr. Throwing in or on 
INJECTION, n. [Fr.; L. injectio.] 1. The act of throw

ing in, particulai\' that of throwing a liquid medicine 
into the body by a syringe or pipe. 2. A liquid medicine 
thrown into the body by a syringe or pipe ; a clyster.—3. 

3 INL 
in anatomy, the act of filling the vessels of an animal body 
with some colored substance, in order to render visible 
their figures and ramifications 

IN-JOIN'. See ENJOIN. 
IN-JU-€UND'I-TY, n. [L. injucunditas.] Unpleasantness; 

disagreeableness. [Little used.] 
IN-Ju'DI-CA-BLE, a. Not cognizable by a judge. \L.u. J 
IN-JU-Di"CIAL, a. Not according to the forms of law. 
IN-JU-Dl"CIOUS, a. 1. Notjudicous; void of judgment; 

acting without judgment; unwise. 2. Not according to 
sound judgment or discretion ; unwise. 

IN-JU-Dl"CIOUS-LY, adv. Without judgment; unw'selv. 
IN-JU-DI"CIOUS-NESS, n. The quality of being injudi

cious or unwise. Whitlock. 
INJUNCTION, n. [L. injunctio.J 1. A command; or

der ; precept, the direction of a superior vested with au
thority. 2. Urgent advice or exhortation of persons not 
vested with absolute authority to command.—3. In lawi 
a writ or order of the court of chancery, directed to an infe
rior court, or to parties and their counsel, directing them 
to stay proceedings, or to do some act, as to put the plain-
tiffin possession for want of the defendant's appearance, 
to stay waste or other injury, &c. 

INJURE, v. t. [Fr. injure.] 1. To hurt 01* wound, as the 
person ; to impair soundness. 2. To damage or lessen the 
value of. 3. To slander, tarnish or impair. 4. To im
pair or diminish; to annoy. 5. To give pain to; to 
grieve. 6. To impair, as the intellect or mind. 7. To 
hurt or weaken. 8. To impair; to violate. 9. To make 
worse.—2 ). In general, to wrong the person, to damage 
the property, or to lessen the happiness of ourselves or 
others. 

INJURED, pp. Hurt; wounded; damaged; impaired ; 
weakened; made worse. 

IN'JUR-ER, n. One who injures or wrongs. 
IN'JUR-ING, ppr. Hurting; damaging; impairing; weak-

eniiig ; rendering worse. 
IN-JU'RI-OUS, a. [L. injurius.] 1. Wrongful; unjust; 

hurtful to the rights of another. 2. Hurtful to the person 
or health. 3. Affecting with damage or loss. 4. Mis
chievous ; hurtful. 5. Lessening or tarnishing reputa
tion. 6. Detractory; contumelious; hurting reputation. 

IN-Ju'RI-OUS-LY, adv. Wrongfully; hurtfully ; with in
justice ; mischievously. 

IN-Ju'RI-OUS-NESS, 71. The quality of being injurious or 
hurtful; injury. 

IN'JU-RY, 77. [L. injuria.] 1. In general, any wrong or 
damage done to a man's person, rights, reputation or 
goods. 2. Mischief; detriment. 3. Any diminution of 
that which is good, valuable or advantageous. 

IN-JUS'TICE, 71. [Fr.; L. injustitia.] 1. Iniquity ; wrong; 
any violation of another's rights. 2. The withholding 
from another merited praise, or ascribing to him unmerit
ed blame. 

INK, n. [D. inkt; Fr. encre.J 1. A black liquor or substance 
used for writing. 2. Any liquor used for writing or form
ing letters, as red ink, &x. 3. A pigment. 

INK, v. t. To black or daub with ink. 
INK'HORN, 77. [ink and horn.] 1. A small vessel used to 

hold ink. 2. A portable case for the instruments of writ
ing. 

f INK'HORN, a. A reproachful epithet, meaning affected, 
pedantic or pompous. Bale. 

INK'I-NESS, 77. The state or quality of being inky 
INTCLE, 77. A kind of narrow fillet; tape. Shah. 
INK'LING, 77. A hint or whisper; an intimation. [L. u.] 
INK'MA-KER, 77. One whose occupation is to make ink 
IN-KNOT', (in-nof) v. t. To bind as with a knot. 
INK'STAND, 77. A vessel for holding ink. 
INK'-STONE, 77. A kind of small round stone used m 

making ink. Encyc. 
INK'Y, a. 1. Consisting of ink; resembling ink; black 

2. Tarnished or blackened with ink. 
IN-LACE', V. t. To embellish with variegations. 
IN-LAID', pp. of inlay, which see. 
INLAND, a. 1. Interior; remote from the sea. 2. With 

in land ; remote from the ocean. 3. Carried on within a 
country ; domestic, not foreign. 4. Confined to a coun
try ; drawn and payable in the same country. 

INLAND, 77. The interior part of a country. JWilton. 
INLAND-ER, n. One who lives in the interior of a coun

try, or at a distance from the sea. Broicn. 
IN-LAND'ISH, a. Denoting something inland ; native. 
IN-LAP'I-DATE, v. t. To convert into a stony substance • 

to petrify. [Little used.] Bacon. 
IN-LAY', V. t.; pret. and pp. inlaid. To veneer; to diversi

fy cabinet or other work by laying in thin slices of fine 
wood. 

INLAY, ?7. Matter or pieces of wood inlaid. Milton. 
IN-LAY'ER, 77. The person who inlays. 
IN-LAY'ING, ppr The operation of diversifying or orna-

menting work wkh thin pieces of wood. 
IN-LAW', v. t. To clear of outlawry or attainder. 
INLET, 77. 1. A passage or opening by which an inclosed 
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place may be entered ; place of ingress; entrance. 2. A 
bay or recess in the shore of the sea or of a lake or large 
river, or between isles. 

IN LIM'I-NE. [L.J At the threshold ; at the beginning or 
outset. 

IN-LIST', v. i. To enter into military service by signing 
articles ar.d receiving a sum of money. 

IN-LIST', v. t. To engage or procure to enter into military 
service. See ENLIST. 

IN-LIST'ED, pp. Engaged in military service. 
IN-LIST'ING, ppr. Entering or engaging in military ser

vice. 
IN-LIST'MENT, n. 1. The act of inlisting. Marshall. 2. 

The writing containing the terms of military service, 
and a list of names of those who enter into the service. 

IN-LOGK', v. t. To lock or inclose one thing within an
other 

TN'LY, a. [in and like.] Internal; interior; secret. Shak. 
IN'LY, adv. Internally; within; in the heart; secretly. 

Milton. 
IN MATE, n. [in or inn, and mate.] 1. A person who 

lodges or dwells in the same house with another. 2. A 
lodger; one who lives with a family. 

IN'MATE, a. Admitted as a dweller. Milton. 
IN'MoST, a. [in and most.] Deepest within ; remotest from 

the surface or external part. Addison. 
INN, n. [Sax. inn.] 1. A house for the lodging and enter

tainment of travelers. In America, it is often a tavern, 
where liquors are furnished to travelers or others.—2. In 
England, a college of municipal or common law professors 
and students—Inns of court, colleges in which students 

of law reside and are instructed. The principal are the 
Inner Temple, the Middle Temple, Lincoln's Inn, and 
Gray's Inn.—Inns of chancery, colleges in which young 
students formerly began their law studies. 

INN-HoLD'ER, n. [inn and hold.] 1. A person who 
keeps an inn or house for the entertainment of travel
ers ; also, a taverner. 2. An inhabitant; [o&s.] Spenser. 

INN'KEEP-ER, n. [inn and keep.] An mnholder. In 
America, the innkeeper is often a tavernkeeper or tavern
er, as well as an innkeeper. 

INN, v. i. To take up lodging ; to lodge. Donne. 
INN, v. t. To house ; to put under cover. Bacon. 
IN'NATE, a. [L. innatus.j Inborn; native; natural. En-

cyc. 
f IN'NA-TED, for innate. 
INNATE-LY, adv. Naturally. 
IN'NATE-NESS, n. The quality of being innate. 
IN-NAV'I-G A-BLE, a. [L. innavigabilis.] That cannot 

be navigated ; impassable by ships or vessels. Dryden. 
IN'NER, a. [from m.l 1. Interior; farther inward than 

something else. 2. Interior; internal; not outward. 
IN'NER-LY, adv. More within. Barret. 
IN'NER-MoST, a. Farthest inward ; most remote from the 

outward part. Prov. xviii. 
IN-NERVE', (in-nerv') v. t. [in and nerve.] To give nerve 

to ; to invigorate ; to strengthen. Dioight. 
IN'NING, n. 1. The ingathering of grain. 2. A term in 

cricket, a turn for using the bat. 
INN'INGS, v. Lands recovered from the sea. 
IN'NO-CENCE, ) n. [Fr.; L. innocentia.] 1. Properly 
IN'NO-CEN-CY, \ freedom from any quality that can in

jure ; innoxiousness; harmlessness.—2. In a moral sense 
freedom from crime, sin or guilt; untainted purity of 
heart and life; unimpaired integrity. 3. Freedom from 
guilt or evil intentions ; simplicity of heart. 4. Freedom 
from the guilt of a particular sin or crime. 5. The state 
of being lawfully conveyed to a belligerent, or of not be
ing contraband. 

IN'NO-CENT, a. [Fr.; L. innocens.] I. Properly, not 
noxious; not producing injury; free from qualities that 
can injure ; harmless; innoxious. 2. Free from guilt • 
not having done wrong or violated any law ; not tainted 
with sin ; pure ; upright. 3. Free from the guilt of a par
ticular crime or evil action. 4. Lawful; permitted 5 
Not contraband ; not subject to forfeiture. 

IN'NO-CENT, n. 1. One free from guilt or harm. Shak. 2 
A natural; an idiot; [unusual.] Hooker. 

IN'NO-CENT-L\ , ado. 1. Without harm ; without incur
ring guilt. 2. With simplicity ; without evil design. 3 
Without incurring a forfeiture or penalty. 

IN-NOCU-OUS, a. [L. mnocaus.] Harmless; safe; pro
ducing no ill effect; innocent. 

IN-NOG'U-OUS-LY, adv. Without harm; without injuri
ous effects. 

IN-NOC'U-OUS-NESS, n. Harmlessness; the quality of 
being destitute of mischievous qualities or effects. Dio-by. 

IN-NOM'I-NA-BLE, a. Not to be named. Chaucer. 
IN-N OMI-NATE, a. Having no name ; anonymous. 
IN'NO-VATE, v. t. [Fr. innover ; innovo.] 1. To change 

or alter by introducing something new. 2. To bring in 
something new. 

IN'NO-VATE, v. i. To introduce novelties; to make 
changes in any thing established. 

I 1NO 

IN'NO-VA-TED, pp. Changed by the introduction of some
thing new. 

IN'NO-VA-TING, ppr. Introducing novelties. 
IN-NO-VA'TION, n. Change made by the introduction of 

something new; change in established laws, customs, 
rites or practices. 

IN'NO-VA-TOR, n. 1. An introducer of changes. 2. One 
who introduces something new. South. 

IN-NOX'JOUS, a. [L. innozius.] 1. Free from mischiev
ous qualities; innocent; harmless. 2. Not producing 
evil; harmless in effects. 3. Free from crime; pure; in
nocent. 

IN NOX'IOUS-LY, adv. 1. Harmlessly; without mischief 
2. Without harm suffered. Brown. 

IN-NOXIOUS-NESS, n. Harmlessness. Tooke. 
IN-NU-END'O, n. [L. innuo.] 1. An oblique hint; are-

mote intimation or reference to a person or thing not 
named.—2. In law, a word used to point out the precise 
person. 

IN'NU-ENT, a. [L. innuens.] Significant. Burton. 
IN-NU-MER-A-BIL'I-TY, or IN-NU'MER-A-BLE-NESS, 

71. State of being innumerable. Fothcrby. 
IN-Nu'MER-A-BLE, a. [L. innumerabilis.] 1. Not to be 

counted ; that cannot be enumerated or numbered for 
multitude.—2. In a loose sense, very numerous. 

IN-Nu'MER-A-BLY, adv. Without number. 
IN-Nu'MER-OUS, a. [L.innumerus.] Too many to be count

ed or numbered ; innumerable. Pope. 
IN-NU-TRi"TION, n, [in and nutrition.] Want of nutri

tion ; failure of nourishment. Darwin. 
IN-NU-TRI"TIOUS, a. Not nutritious; not supplying 

nourishment; not nourishing. Darwin. 
IN-O-BE'DI-ENCE, n. Disobedience ; neglect of obedi 

ence._ 
IN-O-BE'DI-ENT, a. Not yielding obedience; neglecting 

to obey. 
IN-OB-SERV'A-BLE, a. That cannot be seen or observed 
IN-OB-SERV'ANCE, n. Want of observance; neglect of 

observing; disobedience. Bacon. 
IN-OB-SERV'ANT, a. Not taking notice. Beddoes. 
IN-OB-SER-VA'TION, n. Neglect or want of observation 
IN-0€'U-LATE, v. t. [L. inoculo.] 1. To bud ; to insert 

the bud of a tree or plant in another tree or plant, for th» 
purpose of growth on the new stock. 2. To communi 
cate a disease to a person by inserting infectious matte? 
in his skin or flesh. 

IN-0€'U-LATE, v. i. To propagate by budding; to prac 
tice inoculation. 

IN-0€'U-LA-TED, pp. 1. Budded. 2. Inserted in anothe 
stock, as a bud. 3. Infected by inoculation with a pai 
ticular disease. 

IN-OG'U-LA-TING, ppr. 1. Budding; propagating by in 
serting a bud on another stock. 2. Infecting by inocula 
tion. 

IN-OG-U-LA'TION, n. [L. inoculatio.] 1. The act or prac
tice of inserting buds of one plant under the bark of an
other for propagation. 2. The act or practice of commu
nicating a disease to a person in health, by inserting con
tagious matter in his skin or flesh. 

IN-OG'U-LA-TOR, n. A person who inoculates; one who 
propagates plants or diseases by inoculation, 

t IN-o'DI-ATE, v. t. To make hateful. South. 
iN-o'DO-RATE, a. Having no scent or odor. 
IN-o'DO-I!OUS, a. [L. inodorus.] Wanting scent; having 

no smell. Arbuthnot. 
IN-OF-FENS'IVE, a. 1. Giving no offense or provocation. 

2. Giving no uneasiness or disturbance. 3. Harmless ; 
doing no injury or mischief. 4. Not obstructing; pre
senting no hinderance. 

IN-OF-FENS'IVE-LY, adv. Without giving offense; with
out harm ; in a manner not to offend. 

IN-OF-FENS'IVE-NESS, n. Harmlessness; the quality 
of being not offensive either to the senses or to the 
mind. 

IN-OF-FI"CIAL, a. Not official; not proceeding from the 
proper officer; not clothed with the usual forms of au
thority, or not done in an official character. 

IN-OF-FI"CIAL-LY, adv. Without the usual forms, or not 
in the official character. 

IN-OF-Fi"CIOUS, a. 1. Unkind ; regardless of natural ob
ligation ; contrary to natural duty. 2. Unfit for an office 
3. Not civil or attentive. 

tIN-OP-ER-A'TION, n. Agency; influence; production 
of effects. Bp. Hall. 

IN-OP'ER-A-TIVE, a. Not operative ; not active ; having 
no operation; producing no effect, 

f IN-OP'IN-ATE, a. [L. inopinatus.] Not expected. 
IN-OP-POR-TuNE', a. [L. inopportunus.] Not opportune. 

inconvenient; unseasonable in time. 
IN-OP-POR-TuNE'LY, adv. Unseasonably; at an incon

venient time. 
IN-OP-PRESS'IVE, a. Not oppressive; not burdensome. 
IN-OP'U-LENT, a. Not opulent; not wealthy. 
IN-OR'DI-NA-CY, n. Deviation from order or rule pre-
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scribed ; irregularity; disorder j excess or want of mod-
eration. , _ , 

IN-OR'DI-NATE, a. [L. inordinatus.] Irregular ; disor
derly ; excessive ; immoderate; not limited to rules pre
scribed, or to usual bounds. . 

IN-OR'DI-NATE-LY, adv. Irregularly; excessively ; im
moderately. Skelton. 

IN-OR'D I-N ATE-NESS, n. Deviation from order; excess, 
want of moderation; inordinacy. 

IN-OR-DI-NA'TION, 71. Irregularity; deviation from rule 
or right. South , . e , 

1N-OR-G AN 'IE, ) a. Devoid of organs; not formed 
IN-OR-GAN'I-CAL, I with the organs or instruments ot 

life. 
IN-OR-G AN'I-€AL-LY, adv. Without organs. 
IN-ORGAN-IZED, a. Not having organic structure ; void 

of organs; as earths, metals and other minerals. 
IN-OSCU-LATE, v. i. [L. in and osculatus.] In anatomy, 

to unite by apposition or contact; to unite, as two vessels 
at their extremities. i ' • „ 

IN-OS'CU-LATE, v. L To unite, as two vessels m an am-

IN^S'GU-LA-TING, ppr. Uniting, as the extremities of 
t w o  v e s s e l s .  . . .  .  *  „  

IN-OS-CU-LA'TION, 71. The union of two vessels of an 
animal body at their extremities, by means of which a 
communication is maintained ; anastomosy. ..... 

IN'QUEST, 71. [Fr. enquite.] 1. Inquisition; judicial in
quiry ; official examination. 2. A jury. 3. Inquiry ; 

tlN^QUFET, v. t. To disturb; to trouble. 
' IN-QUI-ET-A'TION, 71. Disturbance. 
N-QUI'E-TUDE, n. [Fr.; L. inqiuetudo.] Disturbed state ; 
want of quiet; restlessness; uneasiness, either of body or 
mind ; disquietude. 

TN'O-UI-NATE, v. t. [L. inquino.] To defile; to pollute ; 
to contaminate. [Little used.] Brown. . 

IN-QUI-NA'TION, n. The act of defiling, or state of being 
defiled ; pollution ; corruption. [Little used.] Bacon. 

IN-QUIR'A-BLE, a. That may be inquired into ; subject to 
i n q u i s i t i o n  o r  i n q u e s t .  B a c o n .  .  . . .  .  

IN-Q.UIRE', v. i. [Fr. enquerir; Sp. mquinr ; L. inquiro.] 
1 To ask a question ; to seek for truth or information by 
asking questions. 2. To seek for truth by argument or 
the discussion of questions, or by investigation.— To in
quire into, to make examination ; to seek for particular in
formation. _ _ , . 

IN QUIRE', v. t. To ask about; to seek by asking. 
IN-QUIR'ENT, a. Making inquiry. 
IN-QUIR'ER, n. One who asks a question ; one who inter

rogates ; one who searches or examines ; one who seeks 
for knowledge or information. 

IN-Q.UiR'ING, ppr. Seeking for information by asking 
questions; asking ; questioning; interrogating ; examin-

IN^QUI'RY, 7I. [Norm, enquerre.] 1. The act of inquir
ing ; a seeking for information by asking questions ; in
terrogation. 2. Search for truth, information or knowl-
ed°el research; examination into facts or principles. 

IN-QUI-$I"TION, 71. [Fr.; L. inquisitio.] 1. Inquiry ^ex
amination ; a searching or search. 2. Judicial inquiry ; 
official examination ; inquest. 3. Examination; discus
sion. 4. In some Catholic countries, a court or tribunal 
established for the examination and punishment of here-

IN-QUI-ST"TION-AL, a. Making inquiry ; busy in inquiry. 
IN-Q.UIS'1-TIVE, a. 1. Apt to ask questions ; addicted to 
"inauiry ; inclined to seek information by questions. 2. In
clined to seek knowledge by discussion, investigation or 
observation : given to research. 

IN-QUIS'I-TiVE, n. A person who is inquisitive ; one cu
rious in research. Temple. . , . . _ 

IN-QUIS'I-TIVE-LY, adv. With curiosity to obtain infor
mation ; with scrutiny. 

IN-QUIS'I-TIVE-NESS, n. The disposition to obtain in
formation ; curiosity to learn what is not known. 

IN-QUIS'I-TOR, n. [L.l 1. One who inquires; particu
larly. one whose official duty it is to inquire and examine. 
2. A member of the court of inquisition in Catholic coun-

IN^QUIS-I-To'RI-AL, a. 1. Pertaining to inquisition. 2 
Pertaining to the Catholic court of inquisition. 

IN-QUIS-I-To'RI-OUS, a. Making strict inquiry. Milton. 
IN-RAIL', V. t. To rail in ; to inclose with rails. Gay. 
IN-RAIL'ED, (in-rald') pp. Inclosed with rails. 
IN-RAIL'ING, ppr. Inclosing with rails. 
IN-RE&'IS-TER, V. t. [Fr. enregistrer.] To register; tore-

cord ; to enter in a register. Walsh. . 
IN'RoAD, n. 1. The entrance of an enemy into a country 

with purposes of hostility ; a sudden or desultory incur
sion or invasion. 2. Attack ; encroachment. 

IN-SAFE'TY, n. Want of safety. [Ill-] Naunton. ^ 
iN-SA-LCBRI-OUS, a. Not salubrious ; not healthful; un

favorable to health ; unwholesome. 

INS 
IN-SA-LC'BRI-TY, TI. Want of salubrity ; unliealthful-

ness; unwholesomeness. 
IN-SAL'U-TA-RY, a. I Not salutary; not favorable to 

health or soundness. 2. Not tending to safety ; produc 
live of evil. 

IN-SAN'A-BLE, a. [L. insanabilis.] Incurable ; that can 
not be healed. Johnson. 

IN-SANE', a. [L. insanus.J J. Unsound in mind or in 
tellect; mad; deranged HI mind ; delirious ; distracted 
2. Used by or appropriated to insane persons. 

IN-SANE', n. An insane person. 
lN-SANE'LY, adv. Madly ; foolishly ; without reason 
IN-SANE'NESS, 1 n. The state of being unsound in mind; 
IN-SAN'I-TY, \ derangement of intellect; madness. 
tIN-SAPO-RY, a. Tasteless; wanting flavor. 
IN-SA'TIA-BLE, (in-sa'sha-bl) a. [Fr.; L. insatiahilis.] 

Incapable of being satisfied or appeased; very greedy. 
IN-SA'TIA-BLE-NESS, (in-sa'sha-bl-nes) v. Greediness 

of appetite that cannot be satisfied or appeased. 
IN-SA'TIA-BLY, (in-sa'sha-bly) adv. With greediness not 

to be satisfied. South. 
IN-SA'TIATE, (in-sa'shate) a. [L. insatiatus.] Not to be 

satisfied ; insatiable. Philips. 
IN-SA'TIATE-LY, adv. So greedily as not to be satis-

fied. 
IN-SA-TI'E-TY, TI. Insatiableness. Granger. 
IN-SAT-IS-F ACTION, n. Want of satisfaction. Bacon. 
IN-SAT'U-RA-BLE, a. [L. insaturabilis.] Not to be satu

rated, filled or glutted. Johnson. 
IN-SCI'ENCE, 7i. Ignorance ; want of knowledge. 
IN-SCRIBE', v. t. [L. inscribo.] 1. To write on ; to en

grave on for perpetuity or duration. 2. To imprint on. 
3. To assign or address to ; to commend to by a short ad
dress. 4. To mark with letters, characters or words. 5 
To draw a figure within another. 

IN-S€R?B'ED, (in-skrlbd') pp. Written on; engraved; 
marked ; addressed. 

IN-SCRlB'ER, n. One who inscribes. Pownall. 
IN-SCRIBING, ppr. Writing on; engraving; marking; 

addressing. ^ 
IN-S€RIP'TION, TI. [Fr.; L. inscriptio.] 1. Something 

written or engraved to communicate knowledge to after 
ages ; any character, word, line or sentence written or 
engraved on a solid substance for duration. 2. A title. 
3. An address or consignment of a book to a person. 

IN-SCRTP'TIVE, a. Bearing inscription. 
IN-SGRoLL', v. t. To write on a scroll. Shah. 
IN-SGRU-TA-BIL'i-TY, or IN-S€ftU'TA-BLE-NESS, n. 

The quality of being inscrutable. 
IN-SGRU'TA-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. inscrutabilis.] 1. Unsearch

able ; that cannot be searched into and understood by 
inquiry or study. 2. That cannot be penetrated, discov
ered or understood by human reason. 

IN-SCRU'TA-BLY, adv. In a manner or degree not to be 
found out or understood. 

IN-SCULP', v. t. [L. insculpo.] To engrave; to carve. 
IN-S€ULP'TION, TI. Inscription. [L. u.] Tourneur. 
IN-SCULPT'URE, n. An engraving ; sculpture. Shak. 
IN-SEAM', v. t. To impress or mark with a seam or cica

trix. 
f IN-SE ARCH', (in-serch') v. t. To make search. Elyot. 
IN-SECA-BLE, a. [L. insecabilis.] That cannot be divided 

by a cutting instrument; indivisible. 
IN'SECT, 7t. [L. insecta.] 1. In zoology, a small invertebral 

animal, breathing by lateral spiracles, and furnished with 
articulated extremities and movable antennce. 2. Any 
thing small or contemptible. 

IN'SECT, a. Small; mean ; contemptible. 
IN-SEC-TA'TOR, 7i. [L.] A persecutor. [Little used.] 
IN-SE€T'ED, a. Having the nature of an insect. 
IN-SE€T'ILE, a. Having the nature of insects, 
F IN-SECT1LE, n. An insect. Wotton. 
IN-SECTION, 7i. A cutting in ; incisure ; incision. 
IN-SEC-TIV'O-ROUS, a. [insect, and L. voro.] Feeding oi 

subsisting on insects. Diet. Nat. Hist. 
flN-SEC-TOL'O-GER. n. One who studies insects. 
IN-SE-CuRE', a. 1. Not secure ; not safe; not confident of 

safety. 2. Not safe; not effectually guarded or protected ; 
unsafe ; exposed to danger or loss. 

IN-SE-CuRE'LY, adv. Without security or safety. 
IN-SE-Ctj'RI-TY, TI. 1. Want of safety, or want of confi

dence in safety. 2. Uncertainty. 3. Want of safety, 
danger ; hazard ; exposure to destruction or loss. 

IN-SE-Gu'TlON, TI. [L. insecutio.] Pursuit. Chapman. 
IN-SEM'I-N ATE, v. t. [L. insemino.] To sow. [L. u.j 
IN-SEM-I-NA'TION, TI. The ACT of sowing. [Little ̂ d.] 
IN-SENS'ATE, a. [Fr. insense.] Destitute of sense, stu

pid ; foolish ; wanting sensibility, . k t 
f IN-SENSE', v. t. To instruct; to inform , to make to un-

IN^ENS-I-BIL'I-TY, ». 1, want of |e™l>mty or the 

of emotion and passion. 3. Dnllness; stup.dity; torpor 
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TN-SENS'I-BLE, a. [Fr., Sp., from L. in and sensus. 1 1 

Imperceptible ; that cannot be felt or perceived 2 TW 
titute of the power of feeling or perceiving; wanting cor-

wl7tSof7ensmityS- ' 
tN;-SLN?:i:BLY' «*• \Imperceptibly; in a" manner not 

l ^ t e h 7 ^ % b y t b e £  B y  
IN «EFA R^RT v Not, D,avinS perception. 

• if A-RA-BLE, a. I Fr. ; L. inseparabilis. 1 That ran 
IN SEFAISTWS^ 5 not to be pane l. "~ 

F INST.^ PREVENTS 

f arZy* ?° as not t0 be separated. 
r in; Se!tose in'oramong! 
T K1AWNW££}L PP' SET IN 0R AMONS-ppr' Setting in or among. 
n'SI • 1 W* ^Fr'' L* insertio-l 1- The act of setting 
or placing m or among other things. 2. The thing insert 

IN»LFE:V.[LCOXCT? T° BE 0F USE 10 AN END-

IN SHsk/p'n T°1infi? °I imP,ant- Chaucer. 
I ' a; ^arfed Wlth different shades. 

IN SHPFTpr To hide in a shell. Shak. 
rS'cSF™ ER<>£* *• To shelter. Shak. 

r U 1° ~hip ' t0 emhark. Shak. 
?SJISNE- ENSHRINE. 

ternal nnrt Fj *** ̂  The interior part of a ^ing; m-nsr i?^«rP°PP°sed to outside. h' 
IN~SID/T~A^rnR* U fr* insi^ior;] To lie in ambush for. 
*IN srm OTT? ' tr 9ne. who lies in ambush. Barrow. 

nlffA J -ft a' [^-msidiosus.J 1. Properly,lying in wait • 
cehfnl'-^fir ain °PPortunity to msnare or entrap 3 de-

*IN^a'l i°Uw l' Intended toentrap. P' 
fhliv. tr~2 h adv' Whh intention toinsnare; deceit-

*IN^h/r5?™.w2SZ' W1Jh artifice or stratagem. 
ins"nw d^^ , 5 U' A watching for an opportunity to 

IMST deceitfulness; treachery. Barrow. 
Interior &At'] ®ight or -view °.f tlle 

IN sTg/Ni' A'"Tl11 fn^lei'4n^®hhhn SpectatZ.' 

fr TQ Irnntxm 

JNS 
and stealing on the affections. 4. A hint • a 
or intimation by distant allusion. 1 3"S8estl°o 

InJin'u ATORE' a-nStealil?S on !he affections. 
INJIP'ID U ?FR'^. ,? WI? 'nsniuates ; one that hints 

; ' C. fr msiPlde > L. insipidus.] 1. Tasteless 
or^n r? r'6 ; ™tinS the qualities which S i' 
organs of taste; vapid. 2. Wanting spirit, life °"1" . 

IN-SIPW-NESS, n. [Fr. insipidite.] j. 
• the nowpr of ^Yfitisirr cAnn...f~_ • J., 

USS®^ ,\5»4IRSSR' 
of mean in cr ©rV •  - ° d  o f  s i g n i f i c a t i o n  3  d e s t i t u t e  or meaning. 2. Unimportant: answering no nnmnsp . 

, SSRSSB; »• ™""«WW®* 

INJIG-NIF'UPA An insignificant thing. 

signs. IVE' a' Not exPressing by external 
IN-SIN-CERE', a. [L. insincerus.] 1. Not sincere • nnt HA 

mg in truth what one appears to be : dissembling • b!rS 
sound 5 2' Deceitfuli hypocritical; false!'3.Na 

XN-S1NJeRE-T?', "rf."i. Di'SmuIaHonwkhtyp?cr!tica"y• 
or of being in reality what one appears to be -°hv™^lty 

2. Deceitfulness; hollowness. P be' hyPoc"sy. 

INJIW AVT Tr°FSrtre IS£HEN 510 GITE vigor to-•' .» ' L . 1 h" tnsinuans.l Insinuating • ha,r 

IN^SIN'UTTE r ^Uol'. IXV-CSIIN'U-AIE, v.t. [fr. msinucr ; L. instnuo 11 .• 
troduce gently, or into a narrow passage ; to wind in o" 

IVTnUe r^eSZlnt3°. 

duce a'rtfuUy?n' T°inS""J l°infuSe ge'ntly»5^ 
IN-SIN'U-ATE, V. i. 1. To creep in 5 to wind in • to flow 

in 5 to enter gently, slowly, or imperceptibly as infA 
crevices. 2. To gain on the affections by gentle or artfni 
means. 3. To wind along. * h e or artfuI 

FN-SIN'U-A-TED, pp. Introduced or conveyed gently im 
perceptibly or by winding into crevices : hinted. 

IN-SIN'U-A-TING, ppr. 1. Creeping or winding in; flowing 
m ; gaining on gently ; hinting. 2. a. Tending to enter 

r.Sontly; insensibly winning favor and confidence. 
IN-SIXM-U-A'TION, n. [Fr.; L. insinuate.} 1. The act of 

insinuating; a creeping or winding in; a flowing into 
ZeZlces' 2- The act of gaining on favor or affections, bv 
gentle or artful means. 3. The art or power of pleasin^ 

°r n- [Fr- insipidite 1 ] 
to«gue?f t\Pz ssffsas^rciti»« —> & 

W£TTASTE;W,TH0UT 

f-^'r'hCE' n' ^E* insipientia.J Want of wisdom • fol-
TAi^jTam/^lishness ; want of understanding. 5 

5 V'l' ^Fr,r insister i L- insisto.j 3. Litera'lv to 
and07est 011 / [rarely used.]—2. In geometry, an angle 

is said to insist upon the arc of the circle intercented 
b~ he, two lines which contain the angle ?? 
tZ li? discourse.— To insist on, to press or urcefo! 

Tivfqrci'r/S vm immovable firmness. 
M SIS^URFA; TAANIDLNF1°R reSting 0n* u-l Wotton, 
IxN ^FTIEN rv A dwelhng or standing on ; fixedness. 
IN ST//TTAW ,r?i Freedam from thirst. Grew. 
r stockftaMen tTxay}Theinsen'™ «f a cion to , 

t' catch in a snare ; to entrap; to take 
toVkfbTlrr/ ?' T° inv?igIe 1 t0 seduce by artifice; to take by wiles, stratagem or deceit. 3. To entangle • to 

IN Sm/pn ?CUltled°r perplexities. g ' 
IN-SNAR'ED, (in-snard') pp. Caught in a snare ; entranned-

mvo,ved in perplexities. ' 
n' 0ne that in snares. 

IN-SNAR'ING, ppr. Catching in a snare : entrapping • se 
TAT ^n&i-avolvinS in difficulties. ' PP g; Se 

IN-SO-BRI'E-TY, w. [in and sobriety.] Want of sobriety • 
IN SSACIA^tV ^enness. Decay of Piety. 

2-That cannot be j°ined °<Z: 

IN'SO-LATE, v. t. [L. insolo.] To dry in the sun's nv« • 
rxjar °f tbe sun; to ripen °r 

lr5u?hefu"n'f?ayf" Exposed ^ J dried or matured 
I]SbeSniA"TING' PPV' ExposinS t0 the action of sun-
IN-SO-LA'TION, n. 1. The act of exposing to the rays of 

heat8on the brain! °f the SUn' the action of exlreme 

-LENCE, n. [Fr.; L. insolentia.] Pride or baughti-
Jt?£ted ln c?ntemptuous and overbearing treat 

tSo T ?fc Petulant contempt; impudence. 
IN^SO U'FNT ' 1' P T^TREAF ^ith haughty contempt. 

nrtZrt •' j and haughty, with contempt of 
others ; overbearing; domineering in power. 2. Proceed
ing from insolence ; haughty and contemptuous. 3. Un-
accustomed j fobs•! 

INtVi? Lr^Z7~ ' ^ith contemptuous pride; haugh-rudely J saucily. Dryden. 3 S 

IN SOTLnDm7YTV Want °f solidity ; weakness. 
IJV-SOL-U-BILI-TY, n. The quality of not being soluble ot 

dissolvable, particularly in a fluid. ~ 
-BEE, a. [Fr., from L. insolubilis.l 1. That cannot 

be dissol ved, particularly by a liquid. 2. Not to be solved 
rS5l' BOt t0 be resoIved i 38 a doubt or difficulty; 

IJV-SOLV'A-BLE, u. [Fr.] 1.Not to be cleared of difficulty 
or uncertainty; not to be solved or explained : not admit 
discharged?" °f expIlCation- 2* Tha? cannot be paid or 

1 Vn^th"pCJn'Z' f' Inability of a person to pay all his debts , or the state of wanting property sufficient for such 
owner" Insufficiency to discharge all debts of the 

IN-SOLV/ENTja. [Ui/iand solvens.] f. JVGt having money 
goods or estate sufficient to pay all debts. 2 hSt suf
ficient to pay all the debts of the owner. 3. Respecting 
insolvent debtor; relieving an insolvent debtor from im? 
pnsonment for debt.—Insolvent law, or act of insofreii™ 
a law which liberates a debtor from imprisonment or ex' 
empts him from liability to arrest and imprisonment on 
account of any debt previously contracted. 

IN-SOLV'ENT, n. A debtor unable to pay his debts 
IN-SOM'NI-OUS, a. [L. insomniosus.] Troubled with dreams-

restless in sleep. ' 
IN-SO-MUCIF, adv. [in, so, and much.] So that; to that de

gree. [Obsolescent.] 
IN-SPEGT', v. t. [L. inspectum.] 1. To look on ; to view or 

oversee for the purpose of examination. 2. To look into 
to view and examine, for the purpose of ascertaining the 
quality or condition of a thing. 3. To view and examine * e " o* auu examii 
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fbr the purpose of discovering and correcting errors. 4. 
To superintend, 

f IN-SPEGT', 71. Close examination. Thomson. 
JN-SPE€T'ED, pp Viewed with care; examined. 
IN-SPECT'ING, ppr Looking on or into 3 viewing with 

care; examining. 
IN-SPECTION, 71. [L. inspectio.] 1. A looking on or into; 

prying examination; close or careful survey. 2. Watch ; 
guardianship. 3. Superintendence; oversight 4. Of
ficial view ; a careful viewing and examining of commodi
ties or manufactures, to ascertain their quality. 5. Official 
examination, as of arms, to see that they are in good or
der for service. 

JN-SPEGT'OR, n. 1. One who inspects, views or oversees. 
2. A superintendent; one to whose care the execution of 
any work is committed. 3. An officer whose duty is to 
examine the quality of goods. 4. An officer of the cus
toms. 5. A military officer whose duty is to inspect the 
troops and examine their arms. 

IN-SPECT'OR-ATE, ) n. The office of an inspector. Wash-
IN-SPE€T'OR-SHIP, J ington. 
IN-SPERS'ED, (in-soerst') a. Sprinkled on. 
IN-SPER'SION, 71. [L. inspersio.] The act of sprinkling on. 

Ainsworth. 
IN-SPEX'I-MUS, 71. [L. we have inspected ; the first word 

of ancient charters, &c.] An exemplification. 
IN-SPHERE', V. T. To place in an orb or sphere. 
LN-SPLR'A-BLE, a. 1. That may be inspired. 2. That may 

be drawn into the lungs ; inhalable 5 as air or vapors. 
IN-SPI-RA'TION, TI. [Fr.] 3. The act of drawing air into 

the lungs; the inhaling of air; a branch of respiration, 
and opposed to expiration. 2. The act of breathing into 
any thing. 3. The infusion of ideas into the mind by the 
Holy Spirit; the conveying into the minds of men ideas, 
notices or monitions by extraordinary or supernatural in
fluence. 4. The infusion of ideas or directions by the 
supposed deities of pagans. 5. The infusion or commu
nication of ideas or poetic spirit, by a superior being or 
supposed presiding power. 

IN'SPI-RA-TO-RY, a. Pertaining to inspiration, or inhaling 
air into the lungs. Med. Repos. 

IN-SPlRE', v. i. [L. inspiro. 1 To draw in breath; to inhale 
air into the lungs ; opposed to expire. 

IN-SPlRE', v. t. 1. To breathe into. Pope. 2. To infuse 
by breathing. 3. To infuse into the mind ; as, to inspire 
with new life. 4. To infuse or suggest ideas or monitions 
supernaturally : to communicate divine instructions to the 
mind. 5. To infuse ideas or poetic spirit. 6. To draw 
into the lungs. 

lN-SPIR'ED, (in-splrd') pp. 1. Breathed in ; inhaled 3 in
fused. 2. Informed or directed by the Holy Spirit. 

IN-SPIR'ER, 71. He that inspires. 
IN-SPIR'ING, ppr. 1. Breathing in; inhaling into the lungs; 

infusing into the mind supernaturally. 2. a. Infusing 
spirit or courage; animating. 

IN-SPIR'IT, v. t. To infuse or excite spirit in ; to enliven; 
to animate ; to give new life to; to encourage ; to invig
orate. Pope. 

IN-SPIR'IT-ED, pp. Enlivened; animated ; invigorated. 
IN-SPIR'IT-ING, ppr. Infusing spirit; giving new life to. 
IN-SPIS'SATE, v. t. To thicken, as fluids ; to bring to 

greater consistence by evaporating the thinner parts, 
Sec. 

IN-SPIS'SATE, a. Thick. GreenhM. 
IN-SPIS'S A-TED, pp. Thickened, as a liquor. 
IN-SPIS'SA-TING, ppr. Thickening, as a liquor. 
IN-SPIS-SA'TION, n. The act or operation of rendering a 

fluid substance thicker by evaporation, &c. 
IN-STA-BIL'I-TY, n. [Fr. instability ; L. instabilitas.~\ 1. 

Want of stability; want of firmness in purpose; incon
stancy ; fickleness ; mutability of opinion or conduct. 2. 
Changeableness; mutabiiity. 

LN-STA'BLE, a. [L. instabilis.] 1. Inconstant; prone to 
change or recede from a purpose; mutable. 2. Not 
steady or fixed ; changeable. See UNSTABLE. 

IN-STA'BLE-NESS, TI. Unstableness; instability. 
IN-STALL', v. t. [Fr. installer.] To set, place or instate, 

in an office, rank or order; to invest with any charge, 
office or rank, with the customary ceremonies. 

IN-STALL-A'TION, 11. The act of giving possession of an 
office, rank or order, with the customary ceremonies. 

IN-STALL'ED, (in-stawld') pp. Placed in a seat, office or 
order. 

tN-STALL ING, ppr. Placing in a seat, office or order. 
IN-STALL'MENT, n. 1. The act of installing, or giving 

possession of an office with the usual ceremonies or so
lemnities. 2. The seat in which one is placed.—3. In 
commerce, a part of a large sum of money paid or to be 
Paid at a particular period. 

xN STANCE, TI. [Fr.] 1. Urgency; a pressing; solicitation; 
importunity ; application. 2. Example ; a case occurring; 
a case offered. 3. Time ; occasion ; occurrence. 4. Mo-

LVSTkNCpenCe-; 5- Process of a suit; [ate.] 
v. t. To give or offer an example or case. 

. ^ ^ J perceive no succession, or a part 
that occupies the time of a single thought. 2 A Darticu-
lar time. __ v 

' n' ^nPremeditated production. 
IN-ST AN-TA'NE-OUS, a. [Fr. instantanc.l Done in an in

stant ; occurring or acting without a. / perceptible succes
sion ; very speedily. 

IN-STAN-TA'NE-OUS-LY, adv. In an instant; in a mo
ment ; in an indivisible point of duration. 

IN-ST AN-TA'NE-OUS-NESS, n The quality of being done 
in an instant. 

f IN'STAN-TA-NY, a. Formerly used for instantaneous. 
IN-STANT'ER, adv. [L.] In law, immediately; at the 

present time ; without delay. 
INSTANT-LY, adv. 1. Immediately ; without any inter

vening time ; at the moment. 2. With urgent importu 
nity. 3. With diligence and earnestness. 

IN-STAR', v. t. [in and star.] To set or adorn with stars, 
or with brilliants. J. Barlow. 

IN-STATE', V . t. [i?I and state.] 1. To set or place; to 
establish, as in a rank or condition. South. 2. To invest; 
[obs.] 9 

IN-STAT'ED, pp. Set or placed. 
IN-STAT'ING, ppr. Setting or placing. 
IN-ST AU'RATE, v. t. [L. instauro.] To reform; to repair. 

Smith. 
IN-STAU-RA'TION, n. [T.instauratio.] Renewal; repair. 

re-establishment; the restoration of a thing. 
IN-STAU-RA'TOR, n. One who renews or restores to a 

former condition. More. 
IN-STEAD', (in-sted') adv. [in and stead.] In the place 01 

room of. 
IN-STEEP', v. t. 1. To sleep or soak ; to drench; to macer

ate in moisture. Shak. 2. To keep under or in water. 
IN-STEEP'ED, (in-steept') pp. Steeped ; soaked ; drench

ed ; lying under water. 
IN-STEEP'ING, ppr. Steeping; soaking. 
INSTEP, 71. 1. The instep of the human foot is the fore 

part of the upper side of the foot near its junction with 
the leg. 2. The mstep of a horse is that part of the hind 
leg, wliich reaches from the ham to the pastern joint. 

IN'STI-GATE, v. t. [L. instigo.J To incite ; to set on; to 
provoke ; to urge. 

IN'STI-GA-TED, pp. Incited or persuaded, as to evil. 
IN'STI-GA-TING, ppr. Inciting; tempting to evil. 
IN-STI-GA'TION, n. 1. Incitement, as to evil or wicked

ness ; the act of encouraging to commit a crime or some 
evil act. 2. Temptation ; impulse to evil. 

IN'STI-GA-TOR, n. 1. One who incites another to an evil 
act; a tempter. 2. That which incites ; that which 
moves persons to commit wickedness. 

IN-STILL', v. t. [L. instillo.] 1. To infuse by drops. Mil
ton. 2. To infuse slowly, or by small quantities. 

IN-STIL-LA'TION, 71. [L. instillatio.] 1. The act of infus
ing by drops or by small quantities. 2. The act rf infus
ing slowly into the mind. 3. That which is instilled ox 
infused. 

IN-STILL'ED, (in-stild') pp. Infused by drops or by slow 
degrees. 

IN-STILL'ER, n. He that instills. 
IN-STILL'ING, ppr. Infusing by drops or by slow de

grees. 
UJTSTILL'MENT, n. Any thing instilled. Shak. 
t v' u To stimulate ; to excite. 

VW' Not stimulating. Cheyne. 
IN-STIM-U-LA'TION, ??. [£71 and stimulation.] The act of 

stimulating, inciting or urging forward, 
f IN-STINGT', a. [L. instinctvs.] Moved ; animated; ex

cited ; as, instinct with spirit. Milton. 
IN'STINCT, 71. [Fr., from L. instinctus ] A certain powei 

or disposition 01 mind, by which, independent of all in 
struction or experience, animals are unerringly directed 
to do spontaneously whatever is necessary for the'preser
vation of the individual, or the continuation of the kind. 

IN-STINCT'ED, a. Impressed. [Little used.] Bentley. 
t IN-STINU'TION, n. Instinct. Elyot. 
IN-STIN€T'IVE, a. Prompted by instinct; spontaneous; 

acting without reasoning, deliberation, instruction or ex
perience ; determined by natural impulse or propensity. 

IN-STIN€T'IVE-LY, adv. By force of instinct; without 
instruction or experience ; by natural impulse. 

IN STI TUTE, -0. t. [L. instituo.] 1. To establish ; to ap
point ; to enact; to form and prescribe. 2. To frund ; to 
originate and establish. 3. To ground or establish in 
principles ; to educate ; to instruct. 4. To begin ; to com
mence ; to set in operation. 5. To invest with the spirit
ual part of a benefice or the care of souls. 
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tN STI-TUTE, n. JTL. institutum.] J Established law 3 

settled order. 2. Preceptj maxim ; principle. 3. A book 
of elements or principles ; particularly, a work containing 
the principles of the Roman law.—4. In Scots law, when 
a number of persons in succession hold an estate in tail, 
the first is called the institute, the others substitutes. 

IN'STI-TU-TED, pp. Established 3 appointed; founded ; 
enacted ; invested with the care of souls. 

IN'fc>TI-TLT-TING, ppr. Establishing3 founding j enacting; 
investing with the care of souls. 

IN-STI-TU'TIOJV, n. [L. institutio.] 1. The act of estab
lishing. 2. Establishment 3 that which is appointed, pre
scribed or founded by authority, and intended to be per
manent. 3. A system, plan or society established, either 
by law or by the authority of individuals, for promoting 
any object, public or social. 4. A system of the elements 
or rules of any art or science. 5. Education ; instruction. 
C. The act cj ceremony of investing a clerk with the 
spiritual part of a benefice. 

I N-STI-Tu'TION-AL, a. Enjoined; instituted by author
ity. 

IN-STI-Tu'TION-A-RY, a. Elementalj containing the 
first principles or doctrines. Brown. 

JN'STl-TU-TIST, 71. A writer of institutes or elementary 
rules and instructions. Harvey. 

IN'STI-TU-TIVE, a. 1. That establishes; having power 
to establish. 2. Established : depending on institution. 

IN'STI-TU-TOR, 71. [L.j 1. The person who establishes ; 
one who enacts laws, rites and ceremonies. 2. The per
son who founds an order, sect, society or scheme. 3. An 
instructor j one who educates. 

IN-STOP', v. t. To stop ; to close ; to make fast. [L. «..] 
1 iN-STRAT'I-FIED, a. Stratified within something else. 
IN-STRUGT', v. t. [L. instruo, instrucium.] 1. To teach ; 

to inform the mind ; to educate j to impart knowledge to 
one who was destitute of it. 2. To direct 3 to enjoin 3 to 
persuade or admonish. 3. To direct or command ; to fur-
nis.. with orders. 4. To inform ; to advise or give notice 
to. 5. To model 3 to form 3 to prepare 3 [riot used.] 

IN-STRUGT'ED, pp. Taught 3 informed j trained up 3 edu-

IN-STRUOT'I-BLE, a. Able to instruct. [III.] Bacon. 
IN-STR UGT'ING, ppr. Teaching 3 informing the mind 3 

directing. 
IN-STRUU'TION, n. [L. instructio.] 1. The act of teach

ing or informing the understanding in that of which it 
was before ignorant 5 information. 2. Precepts convey
ing knowledge. 3. Direction 3 order 3 command 3 man
date. 

IN-STRUCT'I VE, a. [Sp. instructivo ; Fr. instructif.] Con
veying knowledge ; serving to instruct or inform. 

IN-STRUOT'IVE-LY, adv. So as to afford instruction. 
IN-STRUCTTYE-NESS, n. Power of instructing. 
IN-STRUUT'OR, n. 1. A teacher ; a person who imparts 

knowledge to another by precept or information. 2. The 
preceptor of a school or seminary of learning 3 any pro
fessional man who teaches the principles of his profession. 

IN-STRL ET'RESS, n. A female who instructs 3 a precep
tress ; e tutoress. 

I PSTRU-MENT, n. [L. instrumentum.1 2. A tool 3 that by 
which work is performed or any thing is effected. 2. 
That which is subservient to the execution of a plan or 
purpose, or to the production of any effect 3 means used 
or contributing to an effect. 3. An artificial machine or 
body constructed for yielding harmonious sounds.—4 In 
law, a writing containing the terms of a contract, as a 
deed of conveyance, a grant, a patent, an indenture, &c 
5. A person who acts for another. 

IN-STRU-MENT'AL, a. 1. Conducive as an instrument or 
means to some end j contributing aid ; serving to promote 
or effect an object; helpful. 2. Pertaining to instru
ments 3 made by instruments. 

LN-STRU-MENT-AL'I-TY, n. Subordinate or auxiliary 
agency ; agency of any thing as means to an end. 

IN-STRU-MENT'AL-LY, adv. 1. By way of an instru
ment ; in the nature of an instrument 3 as means to an 
end 2 With instruments of music. 

IN-STRU-MENT'AL-NESS, 71. Usefulness, as of means to 
an end_; instrumentality. Hammond. 

F IN-STYLE', V. t. To call 3 to denominate. Crashaw 
IN-SUAV'I-TY, 7I. [L. insuavitas.] Unpleasantness. 
IN-SUB-JEC'TION, 71. State of disobedience to govern

ment. 

order 3 disobedience to lawful authority. 
IN-SUB-STAN'TIAL, a. Unsubstantial 3 not real. Shak 
IN-SUC-CA'TION, TI. [L, insucco.] The act of soaking or 

moistening ; maceration; solution in the juice of herbs. 
IN-SUF'FER-A-BLE, a. 1. Intolerable 3 that cannot be 

bor le or endured. 2. That cannot be permitted or toler
ated. 3. Detestable 3 contemptible j disgusting beyond 
efidurance. 

IN-SUF'FER-A-BLY, adv. To a degree beyond endurance, 
IN-SUF-FF'CIEN-CY, n. 1. Inadequateness ; want of suffi

ciency 3 deficiency. 2. Inadequacy of power or skill: 
inability 3 incapacity; incompetency. 3. Want of the 
requisite strength, value or force 3 defect. 

IN-SUF-FP'CIENT, a. 1. Not sufficient 3 inadequate to any 
need, use or purpose. 2. Wanting in strength, power, 
ability or skill 3 incapable 3 unfit. 

IN-SUF-FI"CIENT-LY, adv. With want of sufficiency; 
with want of proper ability or skill 3 inadequately. 

IN-SUF-FLA'TION, TI. 1. The act of breathing on. 2. 
The act of blowing a substance into a cavity of the 
body. 

IN-SuIT'A-BLE, a. Unsuitable. [Little used.] Burnet. 
*IN'SU-LAR, a. [L. insularis.] Belonging to an isle 3 sur

rounded by water. 
* IN'SU-L AR, tu One who dwells in an isle. Berkeley. 
* IN-SU-LAR'I-TY, n. The situation of an island, or state 

of being an island. Pickering's Vocabulary. 
* IN SU-LAR-Y, a. The same as insular. 
* IN'SU-L A1E, v. t. [L. insula.] 1. To place in a detached 

situation, or in a state to have no communication with 
surrounding objects.—2. In architecture, to set a column 
alone or not contiguous to a wall.—3. In electrical experi
ments, to place on a non-conducting substance, or in a 
situation to prevent communication with the earth. 4. 
To make an isle 3 [little used.] 

* IN'SU-L A-TED, pp. or a Standing by itself; not being 
contiguous to other bodies. 

* IN'SU-LA-TING, ppr. Setting in a detached position. 
*IN-SU-LA'TION, n. 1. The act of insulating 3 the state of 

being detached from other objects.—2. In electrical exper
iments, that state in which the communication of elec
trical fluid is prevented by the interposition of an electric 
body. 

* IN'SU-L A-TOR, 71. In electrical experiments, the substance 
or body that insulates, or interrupts the communication of 
electricity to surrounding objects 3 a non-conductor or 
electric* 

f IN-SULSE', (in-suls') a. [L. insulsus.] Dull 3 insipid, 
t IN-SULS'I-TY, TI. Stupidity. Cockeram. 
IN'SULT, n. [Fr. insulte ; L. insultus.] 1. The act of leap

ing on; [l.u.] 2. Any gross abuse offered to another, 
either by words or actions 3 act or speech of insolence or 
contempt. 

IN-SULT', v. t. [Fr. insulter ; L. insulto.] To treat with 
gross abuse, insolence or contempt, by words or actions.— 
To insult over, to triumph over with insolence. 

IN-SULT', v. i. To behave with insolent triumph. 
IN-SULT-A'TION, n. The act of insulting 3 abusive treat

ment. 
IN-SULT'ED, pp. Abused or treated with insolence. 
IN-SULT'ER, n. One who insults. Rowe. 
IN-SULT'ING, ppr. Treating with insolence or contempt 
IN-SULT'ING-LY, adv. With insolent contempt; with 

contemptuous triumph. Dryden. 
flN-SuME', v. t. [L. insumo.] To take in. Evelyn. 
IN-SU-PER-A-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality of being insuper

able. 
IN-Su'PER-A-BLE, a. [L. insuperabilis.] 1. That cannot 

be overcome or surmounted; insurmountable. 2. That 
cannot be passed over. 

IN-S€T/PER-A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being insuper
able or insurmountable. 

IN-Su'PER-A-BLY, adv. In a manner or degree not to be 
overcome 3 insurmountably. Grew. 

IN-SUP-PoRT'A-BLE, a. [Fr.] 1. That cannot be support
ed or borne. 2. That cannot be borne or endured; insuf
ferable ; intolerable. 

IN-SUP-PoRT'A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being in
supportable ; insufferableness. 

IN-SUP-PoRT'A-BLY, adv. In a manner or degree that 
cannot be supported or endured. Dryden. 

IN-SUP-PRESS'I-BLE, a. Not to be suppressed. 
IN-SUP-PRESS'IVE, a. Not to be suppressed. Shak. 
IN-SuR'A-BLE, (in-sliur'a-bl) a. That may be insured 

agajnst loss or damage 3 proper to be insured. 
IN-SuR'ANCE, (in-sliur'ans) n. 1. The act of insuring or 

assuring against loss or damage 3 or a contract by which 
one engages for a stipulated consideration or premium per 
cent, to make up a loss which another may sustain. 2 
The premium paid for insuring property or life.—Insur
ance company, a company or corporation whose business 
is to insure against loss or damage, 

F IN-SuR'AN-CER, TI. An underwriter. 
IN-SuRE', (in-shure') v. t. To make sure or secure 3 to con 

tract or covenant for a consideration to secure a person 
against loss. 

IN-SuRE', v. i. To underwrite 3 to practice making insur
ance. 

IN-SuR'ED, (in-shurd') pp. Made sure 3 assured ; secureu 
against loss. 

IN-SuR'ER, (in-shur'er) n. One who insures 3 an under
writer. 
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[N-SUR6;ENT, a. [L. msur^eiis.] Rising in opposition to 

lawful civil or political authority. Stephens. . 
iN-SURG'ENT, n. A person who rises in opposition to civil 

or political authority , one who openly and actively resists 
the execution of laws. An insurgeht differs from a rebel. 
The insurgent opposes the execution of a particular law 
or laws : the rebel attempts to overthrow or change the 
government, or he revolts and attempts to place his coun
try under another jurisdiction. All rebels are insurgents, 
but all insurgents are not rebels. 

IN-SuR'ING, (in-shur'ing) ppr. Making secure; assuring 
against loss ; engaging to indemnify for losses. 

IN-SUR-MOl/NT'A-BLE, a. [Fr. insurmontable.] 1. Insu
perable ; that cannot be surmounted or overcome. 2. Not 
to be surmounted; not to be passed by ascending. 

IN-SUR-MOUNT'A-BLY, ado. In a manner or degree not 
to be overcome. . . 

IN-SUR-REG'TION, n. [L. insurgo.] 1. A rising against 
civil or political authority ; the open and active opposition 
of a number of persons to the execution of law in a city or 
state. It is equivalent to sedition, except that sedition ex
presses a less extensive rising of citizens. It differs from 
rebellion, for the latter expresses a revolt, or an attempt to 
overthrow the government, to establish a different one, or 
to place the country under another jurisdiction. It differs 
from mutiny, as it respects the civil or political govern
ment ; whereas a mutiny is an open opposition to law in 
the army or navy. 2. A ris ng in mass to oppose an en
emy : [little used.] 

IN-SUR-KEG'TION-AL, a. Pertaining to insurrection 3 
consisting in insurrection, dmer. Review. 

IN-SUR-REU'TION-A-RY, a. Pertaining or suitable to in
surrection. Burke. 

IN-SCJS-CEP-TI-BIL'I-TY, n. Want of susceptibility, or 
capacity to feel or perceive. Med. Repos. 

IN-SUS-OEPT'I-BLE, a. 1. Not susceptible ; not capable 
of being moved, affected or impressed. 2. Not capable of 
receiving or admitting. „ , . 

IN-SUS-UR-R A'TION, n. [L. insusurro.] The act of whis
pering into something. , ^ _ 

IN-TA€T'A-BLE, a. [L. intactum.] Not perceptible to the 
touch. Diet. j 

IN-T AGLIA-TED, (in-tal'ya-ted) a. Engraved or stamped 
on. Warton. 

IN-TAGD'IO, (in-tal'yo) n. [It.] Anything engraved, or a 
precious stone with ahead or an inscription engraved on it. 

IN-TANG I-CLE, a. 1. That cannot or may not be touched. 
2. Not perceptible to the touch. 

IN-TANG'1-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being mtangi-
IN-TANG-I-BIL'I-TY, ] ble. 
IN-TAST'A-BLE, a. That cannot be tasted ; that cannot 

affect the organs of taste. Grew. ... 
IN'TE-GER,n. [L.] The whole of any thing ; particularly, 

in arithmetict a whole number, in contradistinction to a 

IN^TE-GRAL, a. [Fr.] 1. Whole; entire. 2. Making part 
of a whole, or necessary to make a whole. 3. Not frac
tional. 4. Uninjured; complete ; not defective. 

IN'TE-GRAL, n. A whole ; an entire thing, 
t IN-TE-GRAL'I-TY, n. Entireness. Whitaker. 
IN'TE-GRAL-LY, adv. Wholly ; completely. Whitaker. 
IN'TE-GRANT, a. Making part of a whole ; necessary to 

constitute an entire thing. Burke. 
INTE-GRATE, v.t. [L. integro.] To renew ; to restore; 

to perfect; to make a thing entire. Soxith. 
IN'TE-GRA-TED, pp. Made entire. 
IN-TE-GR A'TION, n. The act of making entire. 
IN-TEG'R.I-TY, n. [Fr. integrite ; L. integritas.j 1 hoie-

ness; entireness; unbroken state. 2. The entire, unim
paired state of any thing, particularly of the mind ; moral 
soundness or purity ; incorruptness ; uprightness ; hon
esty. 3.'Purity; genuine, unadulterated, unimpaired state. 

IN-TEG-U-MA'TION, n. [L. intego.] That part of physiol-
ogy, which treats of the integuments of animals and 

IN-TEG'U-MENT, n. [L. integumentum.] That which 
naturally invests or covers another tiling. 

IN'TEL-LEGT, n [Fr., from L. intellectus.] That faculty 
of the human soul or mind, which receives or compre
hends the ideas communicated to it by the senses or by 
perception, or by other means; the faculty of thinking ; 
the understanding. ^ _ , 

IN-TEL-LE€'TION, n. [L. intellect™.] The act of under
standing ; simple apprehension of ideas. Bentley. 

IN-TEL-LE€T'IVE, a. [Fr. intellectsf.] 1. Having power 
to understand. Glanville. 2. Produced by the under
standing. 3. To be perceived by the understanding, not 
t)y the senses. 

IN-TEL-LEGT'U-AL, a. [Fr. intellcctuel.] 1. Relating to 
the intellect or understanding; belonging to the mind; 
performed by the understanding ; mental. 2. Ideal; per
ceived by the intellect; existing in the understanding. 
3. Having the power of understanding. 4. Relating to 
the understanding; treating of the mind 

IN-TEL-LE€T'U-AL, n. The intellect or understanding 
[Little used.1 Milton. 

IN-TEL-LE€T'U-AL-IST, n. One who overrates the uti 
derstanding. Bacon. 

f IN-TEL-LE€T-U-AL'I-TY, n. The state of intellects 
power. Hallywell. 

IN-TEL-LEOT'U-AL-LY, adv. By means of the under 
standing. 

IN-TEL'LI GENCE, n. [L. intelligentia.] 1. Understand 
ing ; skill. 2. Notice ; information communicated ; ai 
account of things distant or before unknown. 3. Com 
merce of acquaintance ; terms of intercourse. 4. A spir 
itual being 

information may be obtained. 
IN-TEL'LI-GEN-CER, n. One who sends or conveys intel

ligence ; a messenger. Addison. 2. A public paper; a 
newspaper. 

IN-TEL'Ll-GEN-CING, ppr. or a Giving or conveying no
tice to from a distance. 

IN-TEL'LI-GENT, a. [L. intelligens.] 1. Endowed with 
the faculty of understanding or reason. 2. Knowing 
understanding; well informed; skilled. 3. Giving in
formation ; [o£>s.] Shak. 

IN-TEL-LI-GEN'TIAL, a. 1. Consisting of unbodied mind 
2. Intellectual; exercising understanding. Milton. 

IN-TEL-LI-GI-BIL'I-TY, (n. The quality or state of 
IN-TEJL'LI-GI-BLE-NESS, \ being intelligible ; the pos

sibility of being understood. Tooke. 
IN-TEL'LI-GI-BLE, a. [L. intelligibilis.] That may be 

understood or comprehended. 
IN-TEL'LI-G I-BL Y, adv. In a manner to be understood 

clearly; plainly, 
t IN-TEM'ER-ATE, a. [L. intemeratus.] Pure ; undefiled 
t IN-TEM'ER-ATE-NESS, n. State of being unpolluted. 
IN-TEM'PER-A-MENT, n. A bad state or constitution. 
IN-TE M'PER-ANCE, n. [Fr.; L. intempcrantia.~\ 1. In * 

general sense, want of moderation or due restraint; ex 
cess in any kind of action or indulgence. 2. Habitual in 
dulgence in drinking spirituous liquors, with or withou 
intoxication. L. Beecher. 

IN-TEM'PER-ATE, a. [L. intemperatus.] 1. Not moderab 
or restrained within due limits; indulging to excess an* 
appetite or passion, either habitually or in a particula 
instance ; immoderate in enjoyment or exertion. 2. Ac 
dieted to an excessive or habitual use of spirituous liquor* 
3. Passionate; ungovernable. 4. Excessive; exceeding 
the convenient mean or degree, 

f IN-TE M'PER-ATE, v. t. To disorder. Whitaker. 
LN-TEM'PER-ATE-LY, adv. With excessive indulgence 

of appetite or passion; with undue exertion; immoder 
ately ; excessively. 

IN-1EM PER-ATE-NESS, n. 1. Want of moderation ; ex
cessive degree of indulgence. 2. Immoderate degree of 
any quality in the weather, as in cold, heat or storms 

IN-TEM'PER-A-TURE, n. Excess of some quality, 
f IN-TEM-PEST'IVE, a. [L. intempestivus.] Untimely, 
t IN-TEM-PEST'IVE-LY, adv. Unseasonably, 
t IN-TEM-PES-TIV'I-TY, n. Untimeliness. 
IN-TEN'A-BLE, a. That cannot be held or maintained; 

that is not defensible. Warburton. 
IN-TEND', v. t. [L. intendo.] 1. To stretch ; to strain ; to 

extend ; to distend. 2. To mean ; to design ; to purpose 
that is, to stretch or set forward in mind. 3. To regard 
to fix the mind on ; to attend ; to take care of; [ote.] 4 
To enforce ; to make intense. Brown. 

IN-TEND'ANT, n. [Fr.] 1. One who has the charge, over 
sight, direction or management of some public business 
2. In Charleston, South Carolina, the mayor or chief mu 
nicipal officer of the city. 

IN-TEND'ED, pp. 1. Designed; purposed. 2. Stretcned; 
made intense ; [little used.] 

IN-TEND'ED-LY, adv. With intention or purpose 5 by de
sign. Milton. 

IN-TEND'ER, n. One who intends, 
f IN-TEND'I-MENT, n. Attention ; understanding. 
IN-TENDING, ppr. 1. Meaning; designing; purposing 

2. Stretching ; distending; [little used. 1 
IN-TENDMENT, n. [Fr. entendement^ Intention; de

sign ; in law. the true meaning of a person or of a law or 
of any legal instrument. 

IN-TEN 'ER-ATE, v.t. To make tender ; to soften 
IN-TEN'ER-A-TED, pp. Made tender or soft 
IN-TEN'ER-A-TING, ppr. Making tender. -
IN-TEN-ER-a'TION, n. The act of making soft or ten-

f IN-TEN'I-BLE, a. [in and tenible.] That cannot hold. 

INTENSE', (in-tens') a. [L. intent 
ed, stretched; hence, very close, stnct as when the 
mind is fixed or bent on a particular subjeet. !2. Rais;ed 
to a high degree ; violent; vehement. 3. \ ery seveie oj 
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Keen. 4. Vehement; ardent. 5. Extreme in degree. 
6. Kept cn the stre ch ; anxiously attentive. 

fN-TENSE'LY, (in-tensly) adv. 1. To an extreme de
gree; vehemently. 2. Attentively; earnestly. 

IN-TENSE'NESS, (in-tens'nes) n. 1. The state of being 
strained or stretched; intensity. 2. The state of being 
raised or concentrated to a great degree, extreme vio
lence. 3. Extreme closeness. 

TN-TEN SION, n. [L. intensio.] 1. A straining, stretching 
or bending; the state of being strained. 2. Increase of 
power or energy of any quality. 

IN-TENS'I-TY, u. [Fr. intensite.] 1. The state of being 
strained or stretched ; intenseness, as of a musical chord. 
2. The state of being raised to a great degree; extreme 
v'olence. 3. Extreme closeness. 4. Excess; extreme 
degree. 

IN TENS'IVE, a. 1. Stretched, or admitting of extension. 
2 Intent; unremitted; assiduous. 3. Serving to give 
force or emphasis. 

IN-TENS'IVE-LY, adv. By increase of degree; in a man
ner to give force. Bramhall. 

IN-TENT', a. [L. intentus.] Literally, having the mind 
strained or bent on an object; hence, fixed closely; sedu
lously applied ; eager in pursuit of an object; anxiously 
diligent. 

IN-TENT', TI. Literally, the stretching of the mind to
wards an object; hence, a design ; a purpose ; intention ; 
meaning; drift; aim.— To all intents, in all senses; 
whatever may be designed. 

IN-TEN'TION, -n. [L. intent io.] 1. Primarily, a stretching 
or bending of the mind towards an object; hence, un
common exertion of the intellectual faculties; closeness 
of application; fixedness of attention; earnestness. 2. 
Design ; purpose; the fixed direction of the mind to a 
particular object, or a determination to act in a particular 
manner. 3. End or aim ; the object to be accomplished. 
4. The state of being strained. 

IN-TEN'TION-ALL, a. Intended; designed; done with 
design. 

IN-TEN'TION-AL-LY, ado. By design ; of purpose ; not 
casually. 

IN-TEN'TIONED, in composition; as, well-intentioned, 
having good designs ; ill-intentioned, having ill designs. 

IN-TENT'IVE, a. Attentive ; having the mind closely ap
plied. Bacon. 
-TENT'IVE-LY, adv. Closely ; with close application. 

IN-I ENTIVE-NESS, n. Closeness of attention. 
IN-TENT'LY, adv. With close attention or application ; 

with eagerness or earnestness. 
IN-TENT'NESS, n. The state of being intent; close appli

cation ; constant employment of the mind. 
IN'TER, a Latin preposition, signifying among or between ; 

used as a prefix. ' 
IN-TER, v. t. [Fr. enterrer.] 1. To bury ; to deposit and 

111 the earth. 2. To cover with earth. 
INTER-ACT, n. [inter and act.] Intermediate employ -

ra®nt time ; a snort piece between others. 
IN-TER-AM'NI-AN, a. [L. inter and amnis.] Situated be

tween rivers. Bryant. 
^TER^AJY'I-AIATE, V. t. To animate mutually. [Little 

T ' T I O N ,  TI. [Sp. bastear.] Patch-work. 
^NTF^PA ^f'pv la' [L-wtefcrtarius.] Inserted; an 

IN-1ER CA-LA-RY, j epithet given to the odd day in
serted m leap year. * 

* IN'TER-CAL-ATE, or IN-TER'CAL-ATE, t. [L. in-
oftime lnSGrt ^ extraordinaiY day or other portion 

* IN'TER-CAL-A-TED, or IN-TER'CAL-A-TED, vv In
serted. " 

* I^TER-CAL-A-TmC, or IN-TER'CAL-A-TING, ppr. 

IN-TER-€AL-A'TION? «. [L. intercalation The insertion 
of an odd or extraordinary day in the calendar 

IN-TER-CeDE', v.i. [L. intercede.] 1. To pass between. 
2. To mediate ; to interpose; to make intercession • to 
act between parties with a view to reconcile those who 
differ or contend. 3. To plead in favor of one. 

2N-TER-CED'ENT, a. Passing between; mediating-
pleading for. b ' 

IN-TER-CED'ER, n. One who intercedes or interposes be
tween parties, to effect a reconciliation; a mediator • an 
intercessor* ^ 

IN-TER CEDING, ppr. Mediating; pleading. 
IN-TER-CEPT', V. t. [Fr. intercepter.] 1. To take or seize 

on by the way ; to stop on its passage. 2. To obstruct • 
to stop in progress. 3. To stop, as a course or passing' 
4 To interrupt communication with, or progress towards. 
5. To take, include or comprehend between. 

IN-TER-CEPT'ED, pp. Taken on the way ; seized in pro
gress ; stopped. 

IN-TER-CEPT'ER, n. One who intercepts. 
IN -TER-CEPT'ING, ppr. Seizing on its passage; hinder

ing from proceeding ; comprehending between. 

IN-TER-CEP'TION, n. The act of seizing something on 
its passage ; a stopping; obstruction of a course or pro
ceeding ; hinderance. 

IN-TER-CES'SION, n. [L. intercessio.] The act of inter
ceding ; mediation ; interposition between parties at va
riance, with a view to reconciliation ; prayer or solicita
tion to one party in favor of another, sometimes against 
another 

f IN-TER-CES'SION-ATE, v i. To entreat. Nash. 
IN-TER-CES'SOR, n. [L.J 1. A mediator; one who in

terposes between parties at variance, with a view to rec
oncile them ; one who pleads in behalf of another. 2. A 
bishop who, during a vacancy of the see, administers the 
bishopric till a successor is elected. 

IN-TER-CES'SO-RY, a. Containing intercession; inter 
ceding. 

IN-TER-CHAIN', V. t. To chain ; to link together. 
IN-TER-CIIAIN'ED, pp. Chained together. 
IN-TER-CHAIN'ING, ppr. Chaining or fastening together 
IN-TER-CHANGE', V. t. 1. To put each in the place c/ 

the other; to give and take mutually; to exchange: to 
reciprocate. 2. To succeed alternately. 

IN'TER-CHANGE, n. 1. Mutual change, each giving and 
receiving; exchange ; permutation of commodities; bar
ter. 2. Alternate succession ; as the interchange of light 
and darkness. 3. A mutual giving and receiving; re
ciprocation. 

IN-TER-CHANGE'A-BLE, a. I. That may be interchang
ed ; that may be given and taken mutually. 2. Follow
ing each other in alternate succession. 

IN-TER-CHANGE'A-BLE-NESS, n. The state of being 
interchangeable. 

IN-TER-CHANGE'A-BLY, adv. Alternately; by recipro
cation ; in a manner by which each gives and receives. 

IN-TER-CHANG'ED, (in-ter-chanjd7) pp. Mutually ex
changed; reciprocated. 

IN-TER-CHANGE'MENT, n. Exchange; mutual transfer. 
[Little used.] Shak. 

IN-TER-CHANG'ING, ppr. Mutually giving and receiving; 
taking each other's place successively : reciprocating. 

IN-TER-Cl'DENT, a. [L. intcrcido.] Falling or coming 
between. Boyle. 

IN-TER-CIPI-ENT, a. [L. intercipiens.1 Intercepting; 
seizing by the way ; stopping. 

IN-TER-CIP'I-ENT, n. He or that which intercepts or 
stops on the passage. Wiseman. 

IN-TER-CISION, TI. [L. intercido.] Interruption. [L. a.] 
IN-TER-CLtjDE', v. t. [L. intercludo.] 1. To shut from a 

place or course by something intervening; to intercept 
2. To cut off ; to interrupt. 

IN-TER-€LUD'ED, pp. Intercepted ; interrupted. 
IN-TER-CLUD'ING, ppr. Interrupting. 
IN-TER-CLU'SION, n. Interception ; a stopping. 
IN-TER-CO-LUM-NI-A'TION, 71. [L. inter and columna.] 

In architecture, the space between two columns, 
f IN-TER-COME', V. i. [inter and come.] To interpose : to interfere. J E J 
IN-TER-COM'MON, v. i. [inter and common.] 1. To feed 

at the same table. 2. To graze cattle in a common pas
ture ; to use a common with others. 

IN-TER-COM'MON-ING, ppr. Feeding at the same table, 
or using a common pasture; enjoying a common field 
with others. 

IN-TER-COM-Mu'NI-CATE, v. i. To communicate mu-
tually; to hold mutual communication. 

IN-TER-COM-MU-NI-CA7 TION, n. Reciprocal communi
cation. 

n' Mutual communion. Faber. 
IN -TER-COM-Mu'NI-TY, n. A mutual communication or 

community. 
a. [Fr.] Lying between the ribs 

I^;TER-€OST'AL, n. A part lying between the ribs. 
IJ\ lEK-COLKbE, n. [L. intercursus.] 1. Communication; 

commerce; connection by reciprocal dealings between 
s™rT™ **on-s'r ®^ent communication or exchange 

IN-TER-CUR', v. i. [ju. intercurro.] To intervene; to come 
in the mean time. Shelton. 

IN-TER-CURFRENCE, n. [L. intercurrens.] A passing or 
running between. Boyle. 

IN-TER-CUR'RENT, a. [X*.intercurrens.] 1. Running be
tween or among. Boyle. 2. Occurring; intervening. 
Barrow. 

IN-TER-CU-TA'NE-OUS, a. Being within or under the 
skin. 

IN'TER-DEAL, TI. Mutual dealing ; traffick. 
IN-TER-DICT', V. t. [L. interdico.) 1. To forbid ; to pro

hibit. 2. To forbid communion ; to cut off from the en
joyment of communion with a church. 

INTER-DICT, n. [L. interdictum.] 1. Prohibition; a pro
hibiting order or decree. 2. A papal prohibition by which 
the clergy are restrained from performing divine service; 
a species of ecclesiastical censure. 3. A papal prohibition 
by which persons are restrained from attending divine 
service, or prevented from enjoying some privilege. 
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iN-TER-DI€T'ED, pp. Forbid ; prohibited. 
IN-TER-DI€T'ING, ppr. Forbidding ; prohibiting; cutting 

off from the enjoyment of some privilege. 
IN-TER-DIE'TION, n. [L. interdictio.] The act of inter

dicting ; prohibition 3 prohibiting decree3 curse. Milton. 
1N-TER-DI€T'IVE. a. Having power to prohibit. 
IN-TER-Di€T'0-RY, a. Serving to prohibit. 
. N-TER-E-Q,UI-£fO€'TIAL, a. [1inter and equinox.] Com

ing between the vernal and autumnal equinoxes. 
t IN-TER-ESS', for interest. 
IN'TER-EST, v.t. [Fr. interesser.] 1. To concern; to 

affect; to excite emotion or passion, usually in favor, but 
sometimes against a person or thing. 2. To give a share 
in. 3. To have a share. 4. To engage.— To interest 
one's self, is to take a share or concern in. 

t IN'TER-EST, v.i. To affect j to move, to touch with 
passion 

IN'TER-EST, n. 1. Concern j advantage 3 good. 2. In
fluence over others. 3. Share j portion 3 part; participa
tion in value. 4. Regard to private profit. 5. Premium 
paid for the use of money. 6. Any surplus advantage. 

IN'TER-EST-ED, pp. 1. Made a sharer. 2. Affected; 
moved ; having the passions excited. 3. a. Having an 
interest 3 concerned in a cause or in consequences j liable 
to be affected. 

IN'TER-EST-ING, ppr. 1. Giving a share or concern. 2. 
Engaging the affections. 3. a. Engaging the attention or 
curiosity £ exciting emotions or passions. 

IN-TER-FERE', V. i. [L. inter and fero.] 1. To interpose 3 
to intermeddle 3 to enter into or take a part in the con
cerns of others. 2. To clash 3 to come in collision 3 to be 
in opposition. 3. A horse is said to interfere, when one 
hoof or shoe strikes against the fetlock of the opposite leg, 
and breaks the skin or injures the flesh. 

IN-TER-FER ENCE, n. 1. Interposition 3 an intermed
dling 3 mediation. 2. A clashing or collision. 3. A strik
ing of one foot against the other. 

IN-TER-FER'ING, ppr. 1. Interposing; meddling. 2. 
Clashing 5 coming in collision. 3. Striking one foot 
against the fetlock of the opposite leg. 

IN-TER-FER'ING, n. Interference. Bp. Butler. 
IN-TER'FLU-ENT, ) a. [L. interfl 
IN-TER'FLU-OUS, \ Boyle. 
IN-TER-FO-LI-A'CEOUS, a. [L. i, inter and folium.] Being 

between opposite leaves, but placed alternately with 
them. 

IN-TER-FcVLI-ATE, v. t. To interleave. Evelyn. 
IN-TER-FULG'ENT, a. [L. inter and fulgens.] Shining 

between. Johnson. 
IN-TER-FuS'ED, (in-ter-f uzd') a. [L. interfusus.] Poured 

or spread between. Milton. 
IN'TER-IM, n. [L.l The mean time; time intervening, 
IN-TE'RI-OR, a. [L.l 1. Internal 3 being within any 

limits, inclosure or substance ; inner; opposed to exterior. 
2. Ijiland ; remote from the limits, frontier or shore. 

IN-TE'RI-OR, n. 1. The internal part of a thing ; the in
side. 2. The inland part of a country, state or kingdom. 

IN-TE'RI-OR-LY, adv. Internally 3 inwardly. Donne. 
IN-TER-Ja'CEN-CY, 71. [L. interjacens.] 1. A lying be

tween ; a being between 3 intervention. 2. That which 
lies between ; [little used.] 

JA'CENT? a. [L. in IN-TER-JA'( interjacens.] Lying or being be-

IN-TER-JECT', V. t. [L. interjicio.] To throw between 3 to 
throw in between other things 3 to insert. 

t IN-TER-JECT', v. i. To come between 3 to interpose. 
Sir G. Buck. 

1N-TER-JE€T'ED, pp. Thrown in or inserted between. 
IN-TER-JECT'ING, ppr. Throwing or inserting between. 
IN-TER-JEC'TION, n. 1. The act of throwing between. 

2. A word in speaking or writing, thrown in between 
words connected in construction, to express some emotion 
or passion. 

IN-TER-JEC'TION-AL, a. Thrown in between other 
words or phrases. Observer. 

IN-TER-JOIN', v. t. To join mutually 5 to intermarry. 
[ Little used. ] 

IN-TER-KNOWL'EDGE, n. Mutual knowledge. [L. «.] 
IN-TER-LACE', V. t. [Fr. entrelacer.] To intermix J to 

put or insert one thing with another. 
IN-TER-LA'CED, (in-ter-last') pp. Intermixed; inserted 

between other things. 
IN-TER-LA'CING, ppr. Intermixing ; inserting between. 
IN-TER-LAPSE', (in-ter-laps') n. The lapse or flow of time 

between two events. 
IN-TER-LARD', v. t. [Fr. entrelarder.] 1. Primarily, to 

mix tat with lean 3 hence, to interpose 3 to insert between. 
r 2. 'To mix; to diversify by mixture. Hale. 
IN-TER-L ARD'ED, pp. Interposed ; inserted between 3 

mixed. 
IN-TER-LARD'ING, ppr. Inserting between 3 intermix-

IN'TER-LEAF, 71. A leaf inserted between other leaves 3 a 
blank leaf inserted. Chesterfield. 

IN-TER-LEAVE', V. t. To insert a leaf; to insert a Llank 
_ J e i £ j l e a v e s  i n  a  b o o k ,  b e t w e e n  o t h e r  l e a v e s .  
IN-1 ER-LEAV'ED, (in-ter-leevd ) pp. Inserted between 

leaves, or having blank leaves inserted between other 
leaves. 

IN-TER-LEAV'ING, ppr. Inserting blank leaves between 
other leaves. 

IN-TER-LINE', V. t. 1. To write in alternate lines. 2. Tt 
write between lines already written or printed. 

IN-TER-LIN'E-AR, ) a. Written between lines before 
IN-TER-LIN'E-A-RY, j written or printed. 
IN-TER-LIN'E-A-RY, 71. A book having insertions be-

IN-TER-LIN-E^^TION, n. [inter and lineation. 1 1. The 
act of inserting words or lines between lines before writ
ten or printed. 2. The words, passage or line inserted 
between lines before written or printed. 

IN-TER-LIN'ED, (in-ter-llnd') pp. 1. Written between 
lines. 2. Containing a line or lines written between 
lines. 

IN-TER-LIN'ING, ppr. Writing between lines already 
written or printed. 

IN-TER-LIN'ING, n. Correction or alteration by writing 
between the lines. Burnet. 

IN-TER-LINK', v. t. To connect by uniting links 3 to join 
one chain to another. Dryden. 

IN-TER-LINK'ED, (in-ter-linkt') pp. Connected by union 
of links 3 joined. 

IN-TER-LINK'ING, ppr. Connecting by uniting links; 

-TER-LO-CA'TION, TI. A placing between 3 interposi
tion. , 

IN-TER-l.O-Cu'TION, 7t. [L. interlocutio.] 1. Dialogue 3 
conference 3 interchange of speech.—2. I11 law, an inter
mediate act or decree before final decision. 

IN-TER-LOC'U-TOR, n. [L. interloquor.] 1. One who 
speaks in dialogue 3 a dialogist.—2. In Scots law, an in
terlocutory judgment or sentence. 

IN-TER-LOG'U-TO-RY, a. [Fr. interlocutoire.] 1. Con
sisting of dialogue.—2. In law, intermediate 3 not final or 
definitive^ 

IN-TER-LoPE', v. i. [inter, and D. loopen.] To run between 
parties, and intercept the advantage that one should gain 
from the other; to traffick without a proper license3 to 
forestall ;_to prevent right. 

IN-TER-LoP;ER, n. One who runs into business to which 
he has no right 3 one who interferes wrongfully 3 one who 
enters a country or place to trade without license. 

IN-TER-LoP'ING, ppr. Interfering wrongfully. 
IN-TER-Lu'CATE, 1 t. To let in light by cutting away 

branches of trees. 
IN-TER-LU-CA'TION, n. The act of thinning a wood to 

let in light. Evelyn. 
IN-TER-Lu'CENT, a. [L. interlucens.l Shining between. 
IN'TER-LUDE, 71. [L. inter and ludus.J An entertainment 

exhibited on the stage between the acts of a play, or be
tween the play and the afterpiece. In ancient tragedy, 
the chorus sung the interludes. 

IN'TER-LU-DER, n. One that performs in an interlude. 
IN-TER-Lu'EN-CY, n. [L. inter luens.l A flowing be

tween 3 water interposed. [Little used.] Hale. 
IN-TER-Lu'NAR, ) a. [L. inter and luna.] Belonging to 
IN-TER-Lu'NA-RY, j the time when the moon, at or 

near it3 conjunction with the sun, is invisible. Milton. 
IN-TER-MAR'RIAGE, (in-ter-mar'ridje) n. Marriage be

tween two families, where each takes one and gives an
other. Addison. 

IN-TER-MAR'RIED, pp. Mutually connected by mar
riage. 

IN-TER-MAR'RY, v. i. 1. To marry one and give another 
m marriage, as two families. 2. To marry some of each 
order, family, tribe or nation with the other. 

IN-TER-MAR'RY-ING, ppr. Mutually giving and receiv
ing^ marriage 3 mutually connecting by marriage. 

F IN-TER-MEAN, TI. [inter and mean.] Interact 3 some
thing done in the mean time. Todd. 

F IN-TER-ME-A'TION, 71. A flowing between. 
IN-TER-MED'DLE, v. i. To meddle in the affairs of oth 

ers 3 to meddle officiously 3 to interpose or interfere im
properly. 

f IN-TER-MED'DLE, v. t. To intermix 3 to mingle. Spenser. 
IN-TER-MED'DLER, n. One that interposes officiously 

one who intermeddles. Swift. 
IN-TER-MED'DLING, ppr. Interposing officiously. 
IN-TER-MED'DLING, n. Officious interposition. 
IN-TER-ME'DI-A-CY, 71. Interposition ; intervention 

[ Unauthorized.] 
IN-TER-ME'DI-AL, a. [L. inter and medius.] Lying be

tween 3 intervening; intervenient. Evelyn 
IN-TER-ME'DI-A-RY, TI. 1. Interposition 3 intervention 

[little used.] 2. Something interposed. 
IN-TER-ME'DI-ATE, a. [Fr .intermedial.] Lying or being 

in the middle place or degree between two extremes 3 in
tervening; interposed. 
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\ IN-TER-ME'Dl-ATE, v. i. To intervene; to interpose. 

Sir II. Slicere. 
LN-TER-ME'DI-ATE, n. in chemistry? a substance which 

is the intermedium or means of chemical affinity. 
IN-TER-ME'DI-ATE-LY, adv. By way of intervention. 
t N-TER-ME-DI-A'TION, n. Intervention ; common means. 
IN-TER-ME'DI-UM, n. 1. Intermediate space. Ash. 2. 

An intervening agent. Cowper. 
f IN-TER-MELL', V. t. or t. [Fr. entremiler.] To intermix 

or mtermeddle. Fisher. 
IN-1 ER'MENT, n The act of depositing a dead body in 

the earth; burial; sepulture. 
\ IN-TER-MEN TION, v. t. To mention among other 

things. 
IN-TER-MI-€A'TION, n. [L. intermico.] A shining be

tween or among. 
IN-TER-MI-GRA'TION, n. Reciprocal migration; removal 

from one country to another. 
rN-TERJVfl-NA-BLE, a. [L. in and terminus.] Boundless; 

endless ; admitting no limit. 
f IN-TERM'I-NA-BLE, n. He whom no bound or limit can 

confine. 
1N-TERM'I-NA-BLE-NESS, n. State of being intermina

ble ; endlessness. 
IN-TERM'I-NATE, a. [L. interminatus.] Unbounded; un

limited ; endless. Chapman. 

INT 

f IN-TERM'I-NATE, v. t. [L. interminor.] To menace. 
IN-TERM-I-NA'TION, n. [L. in V * 

threat. Hall. 
. interminor.J A menace or 

IN-TER-MIN'GLE, V. t. To mingle or mix together; to put 
some things with others. Hooker. 

IN-TER-MIN'GLE, v. i. To be mixed or incorporated. 
F N-TER-MIN'GLED, pp. Intermixed. Pope. 
IN-TER-MIN'GLiNG, ppr. Mingling or mixing together. 
IN-TER-MIS'SION, n. [L. inter mis sio.~\ 1. Cessation for 

a time; pause; intermediate stop. 2. Intervenienttime. 
3. The temporary cessation or subsidence of a fever; the 
space of time between the paroxysms of a disease. Inter
mission is an entire cessation, as distinguished from re
mission or abatement of fever. 4. The state of being neg
lected ; disuse, as of words ; [little used. I 

TN-TER-MIS'SIVE, a. Coming by fits or after temporary 
cessations ; not continual. Howell. 

IN-TER-MIT', v. t. [L. intermitto.] To cause to cease for a 
time; to interrupt; to suspend. 

IN-TER-MIT', v. i. To cease for a time; to go off at inter
vals, as a fever. 

TN-TER-MIT'TED, pp. Caused to cease for a time. 
IN-TER-MIT'TENT, a. Ceasing at intervals. 
IN-TER-MIT'TENT, n. A fever which entirely subsides 

or ceases at certain intervals. 
IN-TER-MIT'TING, ppr. 1. Ceasing for a time : pausing. 

2. Causing to cease. 
IN-TER-MIT'TING-LY, adv. With intermissions. 
IN-TER-MIX', v. t. To mix together, to put some things 

with others ; to intermingle Milton. 
IN-TER-MIX', V. i. To be mixed together ; to be intermin

gled. 
™£fi5~MIX'ED' (in-ter-mixt') pp. Mingled together. 
IN-TER-MIX'ING, ppr. Intermingling. 
IN-TER-MIXT'URE, n. 1. A mass formed by mixture : a 

mass of ingredients mixed. 2. Admixture: something 
additional mingled in a mass. 

J^~£ER-MONT'ANE, a' between mountains. 
IN-TER-MUND'ANE, a. [L. inter and mundanus.] Being 

between worlds, or between orb and orb 

IJetween^he^usdesr^^^' 
rN~TER~MfVTir'ai°^f' r"le;chanBe i mutual change. 
N-TpS ? mutual, is an illegitimate word. 

IN Xv 'A T  ,7 l^0t m?ch Howell. IN-IERN'AL, a. [L. mternus.j 1. Inward; interior; be
ing within any limit or surface; not external 2 Per 
taining to the heart. 3. Intrinsic: real. 4. Confined to 
a country ; domestic; not foreign. 

1N-TERN AL-LY, adv. 1. Inwardly; within the body; 
beneath the surface. 2. Mentally; intellectually. 3 
Spiritually. J 

IN-TER-NA'TION-AL, [See* NATIONAL.] a. and 
national.] Existing and regulating the mutual intercourse 
between different nations. Baring. 

IN-TER-NE'CI NE, a. [L. intemecinus.] Deadly. 
IN-TER-Ne'CION, n. [L.internecio.] Mutual slaughter or 

destruction. [Little used.] Hale. 
[N-TER-NEC'TION, n. Connection. W. Mountami. 
IN-TER-NODE, n. [L. internodium.] In botanri the SDace 

between two joints of a plant. F 

IN-TER-NUN'CIO, n. [L. internuncius.J A messenger be
tween two parties. Johnson. 

I N-TER-OS'SE-AL, ) a. [L. inter and os.] Situated be-
IN-TER-OS'SE-OUS, ] tween bones. 
f IN-TER-PeAL', V. t. [L. interpello.] To interrupt. 
f IN-TER-PEL', V. t. To set forth. B. Jonson. 
IN-TER-PEL-LA'TION, n. [L. interpellate.] 1. A sum-

i mons, a citation. 2. Interruption. 3. An earnest ad 
dress; intercession. 

IN-TER-PLEAD', V. i. In law, to discuss a point incident 
ally happening, before the principal cause can be tried. 

IN-TER-PLeAD'ER, 71. A bill of interpleader, in chancery 
is where a person owes a debt or rent to one of the parties 
in suit, but, till the determination of it he knows not to 
which. 

IN-TER-PLEDGE', (in-ter-plej') v. t. To* give and take as 
a mutual pledge. Davenant. 

IN-TER-POINT', V. t. To point; to distinguish by stops. 
*IN'TER-PO-LATE, or IN-TER'PO-LATE, v.t. [Fr. in, 

terpoler ; L. interpolo.] 1. To renew; to begin again; to 
carry on with intermission ; [o&s.J 2. To foist in; to in
sert, as a spurious word or passage in a manuscript or 
book ; to add a spurious word or passage to the original. 

* IN'TER-PO-LA-TED, or IN-TER'PO-LA-TED, pp. ln. 
serted or added to the original. 

*IN'TER-PO-LA-TING, or IN-TER'PO-LA-TING, ppr. 
Foisting in what is spurious. 

IN-TER-PO-LA'TION, 71. 1. The act of foisting a word or 
passage into a manuscript or book. 2. A spurious word 
or passage inserted in the genuine writings of an author. 
—3. In mathematics, a branch of analysis. 

* IN'TER-PO-LA-TOR, or IN-TER'PO-LA-TOR, n. [L.j 
One who foists into a book or manuscript spurious words 
or passages; one who adds something to genuine writ 
ings. 

IN-TER-POL'ISH, v. t. To polish between, 
f IN-TER-PoNE', v. t. To set or insert between. 
iN-TER-PoS'AL, n. 1. The act of interposing; interposi

tion ; interference ; agency between two persons. 2. In
tervention ; a coming or being between. 

IN-TER-PoSE', v. t. [Fr. interposer.] 1. To place be
tween ; as, to interpose a body between the sun and the 
earth. 2. To place between or among; to thrust in ; to in
trude, as an obstruction, interruption or inconvenience 
3. To offer, as aid or services, for relief or the adjustment 
of differences. 

IN-TER-PoSE-, v. i. 1. To step in between parties at va
riance ; to mediate. 2. To put in by way of interruption. 
| IN-TER-PoSE', 7i. Interposal. Spenser. 

IN-TER-PoS'ED, (in-ter-p5zd') pp. Placed between or 
among; thrust in. 

IN-TER-PoS'ER, 71. One that interposes or comes between 
others ; amediator or agent between parties. 

IN-TEK-PoS'ING,ppr. Placing between; coming between; 
offering aid or services. 

IN-TER-POS'IT, n. A place of deposit between one com
mercial city or country and another. Mitford. 

IN-TER-PO-Sl"TION, n. [L. interpositio.] 1. A being, 
placing or coming between ; intervention. 2. Interveni-
ent agency 3. Mediation; agency between parties. 4. 
Any thing interposed, 

T IN-TER-POS'URE, n. Interposal. Glanville 
IN-TER'PRET, v. t. [Fr. interpreter ; L. interpretor.] 1. 

To explain the meaning of words to a person who does 
not understand them ; to expound; tr translate unintelli
gible words into intelligible ones. 2. To explain or un
fold the meaning of predictions, visions, dreams or enig
mas; to expound. 3. To decipher. 4. To explain some
thing not understood. 5. To define ; to explain words by 
other words in the same language. 

IN-TER'PRE-TA-BLE, a. That may be interpreted. 
IN-TER-PRE-TA'TION, n. [L. interpretatio.] 1. The act 

of interpreting ; explanation of unintelligible words in 
language that is intelligible. 2. The act of expounding 
or unfolding what is not understood or not obvious. 3. 
The sense given by an interpreter; exposition. 4. The 
power of explaining. 

IN-TER'PRE-TA-TIYE, a. 1. Collected or known by in
terpretation. 2. Containing explanation. 

IN-TER'PRE-TA-TIVE-LY, adv. As may be collected by 
interpretation. Bay. 

IN-TER'PRET-ED, pp. Explained ; expounded. 
IN-TljR'PRET-ER, n. 1. One that explains or expounds; 

an expositor. 2. A translator. 
IN-TER'PRET-ING, ppr. Explaining; expounding ; trans

lating. 
IN-TER-PUNCTION, n. [L. interpunctio.] The making 

of points between sentences or parts of a sentence. 
IN-TER-REG'NUM, n. [L. inter and regnum.] The time in 

which a throne is vacant, between the death or abdica
tion of a king and the accession of his successor. 

IN-TER-REIGN', (in-ter-rane') n. An interregnum, or va
cancy of the throne. Bacon. 

IN-TER'RER, n. One that inters or buries. 
IN'TER-REX, 7i. [L. inter and rex.] A regent; a magistrate 

that governs during an interregnum. 
IN-TER'RO-GATE, V. t. [Fr. interroger ; L. interrogo.] To 

question; to examine by asking questions. 
IN-TER'RO-GATE, v. i. To ask questions. Bacvn. 
f IN-TER'RO-GATE, n. Question put; inquiry. Bp. Hall 
IN-TER'RO-GA-TED, pp. Examined by questions. 
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1N-TER'RO-G A-TING, ppr. Asking questiqns of one3 ex

amining by questions. . . 
IN-TER-RO-GATION, n. 1. The act of questioning j ex

amination by questions. 2. A question put; inquiry. 3. 
A note that marks a question. ^ 

IN-TER-ROG'A-TIVE, a. [Fr. interrogatif.] Denoting a 
question ; expressed in the form of a question. 

IN-TER-ROG'A-TIVE, n. A word used in askmg ques
tions: as, Toho 7 what 7 m 

IN-TER-ROG'A-TIVE-LY, adv. In the form of a question. 
IN-TER'RO-GA-TOR, n. One who asks questions. 
IN-TER-ROG'A-TO-RY, n. [Fr. vUcrrogatoire.] A ques

tion or inquiry.—In law, a particular question to a wit
ness, who is to answer it under The solemnities of an oath. 

IN-TER-ROG'A-TO-RY, a. Containing a question; ex
pressing a question. 

IN-TER-RUPT', v. t. [L. interruptus.] 1. To stop or hin
der by breaking in upon the course or progress of any 
thing ; to break the current or motion of. 2. To divide; 
to separate ; to break continuity or a continued series. 

IN-TER-RUPT', a. Broken ; containing a chasm. 
IN-TER-RUPT ED, pp. Stopped; hindered from proceed-

IN^TER-RUPT'ED-LY, adv. With breaks or interruptions. 
IN-TER-RUPT'ER, n. One that interrupts. 
IN-TER-RUPTTNG, ppr. Hindering by breaking in upon. 
IN-TER-RUP'TION, ti. [L .interruption 1. The act of in

terrupting, or breaking in upon progression. 2. Breach 
of any thing extended 3 interposition. 3. Intervention: 
interposition. 4. Stop j liinderance j obstruction caused 
by breaking in upon any course, current, progress or mo
tion. 5. Stop 3 cessation3 intermission. 

IN-TER-SCAP'U-LAR, a. [L. inter and scapula.] Situated 
between the shoulders. 

IN-TER-SCIND', v. t. [L. inter and scindo. J To cut off. 
IN-TER-SCRIBE' v. t. To write between. Diet. 
1N-TER-SE'€ANT, a. [L. intersecans.] Dividing into 

parts; crossing. Diet. 
IN-TER-SECT', v. t. [L. interseco.] To cut or cross mutu

ally 3 to divide into parts. 
IN-TER-SECT', v. i. To meet and cross each other. 
IN-TER-SEGT'ED, pp. Cut or divided into parts 3 crossed. 
IN-TER-SECT'ING, ppr. Cutting 3 crossing, as lines. 
IN-TER-SEC'TION, n. [L. intersectio.] 1. The act or 

state of intersecting. 2. The point or line in which two 
lines or two planes cut each other. 

IN-TER-SEM'I-NATE, v. t. [L. interseminatus.] To sow 
between or among. [Little used.] 

IN-TER-SERT', v. t. [L. intersero.] To set or put m be
tween other things. Brerewood. 

IN-TER-SER'TION, n. An insertion, or thing inserted be
tween other things. Hammond. 

IN TER-SPACE, n. A space between other things. 
IN-TER-S PERSE', (in-ter-spers') v. t. [L. inter spersus.] 

To scatter or set here and there among other things. 
IN-TER-SPERS'ED, (in-ter-sperst') pp. Scattered or situ

ated here and there among other things. 
IN-TER-SPERS'ING, ppr. Scattering here and there among 

other things. 
IN-TER-SPER'SION, n. The act of scattering or setting 

here and there among other things. 
IN-TER-STEL'LAR, a. [L. inter and Stella.J Situated be

yond the solar system. Bacon. 
* IN'TER-STICE, or IN-TER'STICE, n. [Fr., from L. in-

terstitium.] 1. A space between things ; but chiefly, a 
narrow or small space between things closely set, or the 
parts which compose a body. 2. Time between one act 
and another 3 interval, 

f IN-TER-STINCT'IVE, a. Distinguishing. Wallis. 
IN-TER-STP'TIAL, a. Pertaining to or containing inter

stices. 
IN-TER-STRAT'I-FiED, a. Stratified among or between 

other bodies. Encyc. 
t IN-TER-TALK', (in-ter-tawk') v t. To exchange conver

sation. * 
IN-TER-TAN'GLE, v. t. To intertwist; to entangle. 
lN-TER-TEXT'URE, n. [L. intertextus.] The act of inter

weaving, or the state of things interwoven. 
IN'TER-TIE, or IN'TER-DUCE, n. In carpentry, a small 

timber between summers. 
lN-TER-TROP'I-CAL, a. Situated between the tropics. 
IN-TER-TWINE', v.t. To unite by twining or twisting 

one with another. Milton. . . 
IN-TER-TWIN'ED, (in-ter-twlnd') pp. Twined or twisted 

one with another. 
IN-TER-TWIN'ING, ppr. Twining one with another. 
IN-TER-TWIST', v. t. To twist one with another. 
IN-TER-TWIST'ED, pp. Twisted one with another. 
IN-TER-TWIST'ING, ppr. Twisting one with another. 
IN'TER-VAL, 71. [Fr. intervalle ; L. interna Hum.] 1. A 

space between things ; a void space intervening between 
any two objects. 2. Space of time between any two 
points or events. 3. The space of time between two par
oxysms of disease, pain, or delirium 3 remission. 4. The 

distance between two given sounds in music, or the dif
ference in point of gravity or acuteness. 5. A tract of 
low or plain ground between hills, or along the banks of 
rivers, usually alluvial land of rivers Hutchinson 

IN-TER-VEIN'ED, a. Intersected as with veins. 
IN-TER-VeNE', V. i. [L. intervevio.] 1. To come or be 

between persons or things 3 to be situated between. 2. 
To come between points of time or events. 3. To happen 
in a way to disturb, cross or interrupt. 4. To interpose 
or undertake voluntarily for another. 

IN-TER-VENE', 7?. A coming between. Wotton. 
IN-TER-VEN'I-ENT, a. Coming or being between J inter

ceded 3 interposed. {Little used.] Bacon. 
IN-TER-VEN'ING, ppr. or a. Coming or being between 

persons or things, or between points of time. 
N-TER-VEN'TION, n. [L. intcrventio.] 1. A state of 

coming or being between 3 interposition. 2. Agency of 
persons between persons 3 interposition 3 mediation 3 any 
interference that may affect the interests of others. 3 
Agency of means or instruments. 4. Interposition in fa
vor of another j a voluntary undertaking of one party for 
another. 

flN-TER-VEN'UE, 71. [Fr. intervenu.] Interposition 
IN-TER-VERT', v. t. [L. interverto.] To turn to another 

course or to another use. {Little used.] Wotton. 
IN'TER-VIEW, (in'ter-vu) n. {inter and view.] A mutual 

sight or view 3 a meeting 3 a conference or mutual com
munication of thoughts. 

IN-TER-VOLVE', (in-ter-volv') v. t. [L. intervolvo.] To 
involve one within another. Milton. 

IN-TER-VOLV'ED, (in-ter-volvd') pp. Involved one with
in another; wrapped together. 

IN-TER-VOLV'ING, ppr. Involving one within another 
IN-TER-WEAVE', v. t.; pret. interwove 3 pp. interwoven. 

I. To weave together 3 to intermix or unite in texture or 
construction. 2. To intermix 3 to set among or together. 
3. To intermingle 5 to insert together. 

IN-TER-WEAV'1NG, ppr. Weaving together. 
IN-TER-WEAV'ING, 71. Intertexture. Milton. 
IN-TER-WISH', v. t. To wish mutually to each other 

{Little used.] 
IN-TER-WORK'ING, n. The act of working together. 
IN-TER-WREATIL'ED, (in-ter-reethd') a. Woven into a 

wreath. 
IN-TEST' A-BLE, a. [L. intestabilis.] Not capable of mak

ing a will; legally unqualified or disqualified to make a 
testament. 

IN-TEST'A-CY, 71. The state of dying without making a 
will or disposing of one's effects. 

IN-TEST'ATE, a. [Fr. intestat; L. intestatus.] 1. Dying 
without having made a will. 2. Not devised 3 not dis
posed of by will. 

IN-TEST'ATE, n. A person who dies without making a 
will. Blackstone. 

IN-TEST'I-NAL, a. Pertaining to the intestines of an ani
mal body. Arbuthnot. 

IN-TEST'INE, a. [Fr. intestin; L. intestinus.] 1. Inter
nal ; inward 3 opposed to external; applied to the human 
or other animal body. 2. Internal with regard to a state 
or country 3 domestic, not foreign 3 as, intestine feuds. 
This word is usually or always applied to evils. 

IN-TEST'INE, n.; usually in the plural, INTESTINES. The 
bowels. 

f IN-THiRST', v. t. To make thirsty. Bp. Hall. 
IN-THRALL', v. t. [in and thrall.] To enslave 3 to reduce 

to bondage or servitude 3 to shackle. 
IN-TIIRALL'ED, (in-thrawld') pp. Enslaved j reduced to 

servitude. 
IN-THRALL'ING, ppr. Enslaving. 
IN-THRALL'MENT, n. Servitude 3 slavery 3 bondage 

Milton. 
IN-THRoNE', v. t. To seat on a throne j to raise to royalty 

or supreme dominion. See ENTHRONE. 
| IN-THRO-Nl-ZA'TION, n. The act of enthroning, 

f IN-THRoN'IZE, v. t. To enthrone. 
IN'TI-MA-CY, n. Close familiarity or fellowship 3 nearness 

in friendship. Rogers. 
IN'TI-MATE, a. [L.intimus.] 1. Inmost 5 inward j inter

nal. 2. Near 3 close. 3. Close in friendship or acquaint
ance ; familiar. 

IN'TI-MATE, n. A familiar friend or associate 3 one to 
whom the thoughts of another are intrusted without re-

f IN'TI-MATE, v. i. To share together. Spenser. 
IN'TI-MATE, v.t. [Fr. intimer.] To hint; to suggest ob

scurely, indirectly or not very plainly 3 to give slight no
tice of. , . . 

INTI-MA-TED, pp. Hinted j slightly mentioned or signi-

IN'TI-MATE-LY, adv. I. Closely ; with close intermixt-
ure and union of parts. 2. Closely; with nearness of 
friendship or alliance. 3. Familiarly ; particularly. 

IN'TI-M A-TING, ppr. Hinting; suggesting. 
IN-TI-MA'TION, n. [Fr.] Hint; an obscure or indirect 

k Ses Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE 3—BULL, UNITE.—€ as K 3 0 as J ; S as Z; CH as SH 3 TH as in this, f Obsolete. 
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suggestion or notice ; a declaration remark communi
cating imperfect information. 

J IN'TIME, a. [Li. intimus.] Inward : internal. Dl N-TIM I-DATE, v. t. [Fr. intimider.) To make FeaVful 
to 'nspire with fear; to dishearten ; to abash. IN-1 M I-DA-TED, pp. Made fearful; abashed. IIV-TIM'I-D A-TING, ppr. Making fearful: abashing. IN-TIM-I-Da'TION, n. The act of making fearful; the 
state of being abashed. 

IN TJ XC-TIV1-TY, n. The want of the quality of coloring 
or tinging other bodies. Kirwan. 

IN-TiRE', IN-TlRE L Y. See Entire and its derivatives, IN-TI'TLE. See Entitle. 
IN'TO, prep. [in and to.] 1. Noting entrance or a passing 

from the outside of a thing to its interior parts. It follows 
verbs expressing motion. 2. Noting penetration beyond 
the outside or surface, or access to it. 3. Noting insertion. 
4. Noting mixture. 5. Noting inclusion. 6. Noting the 
passing of a thing from one form or state to another. 

IN-TOL'ER-A-BLE, a. [Fr. from L. intolerabilis.] 1. Not 
to be borne ; that cannot be endured. 2. Insufferable. 

IN-TOL'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being not 
tolerable or sufferable. 

|N-T°L/ER-A-BLY, adv• To a degree beyond endurance. 
IN-TOL'ER-ANCE, n. Want of toleration ; the not en-

dttnng at all, or not suffering to exist without persecution. 
IN-TOL'ER-ANT, a. [Fr.] 1. Not enduring; not able to 

endure. 2. Not enduring difference of opinion or wor
ship ; refusing to tolerate others. 

n' °ne wbo does not favor toleration IN-TOL'ER-A-TBD, a. Not endured ; not tolerated. UN-TOL-ER-a'TION, n. Intolerance ; refusal to tolerate 
others in their opinions or worship. 

L To deposit in a tomb; to bury. 
rwTm n/i^ (m-toomd ) pp Deposited in a tomb; buried. 
TK/rrr! (^-toom'ing) ppr. Depositing in a tomb. 
IN TO-NATE, v. i. [L. intonatus.] 1. To sound; to sound 
n\5 of tbe musical scale. 2. To thunder. 1N-T O-Na'TION, n. 1. In music, the action of sounding the 

notes of the scale with the voice, or any other given order 
of musical tones. 2. The manner of sounding or tuning 
the notes of a musical scale.—3. In speaking, the modula 
tioii_of the voice in expression. 

I V-ToNE',v. i. [L. intono.] To utter a sound, or a deep 
protracted sound. Pope. F 

i71' A winding, bending or 
of a plant botanVy the bending or twining of any part 

tNwTn°d®To' T° tWi9t 5 t0 Wrcath i 10 

IN TORT/flVr7'''" Tw,Ste'L; made wil»ling. Pope. r^r'rra^; JNG, ppr. Winding; twisting. 
ate to'makpd u[in an\L- 1. To inebriate, toi make drunk; as with spirituous liquor. 2. To 
«£«!? V spints to a kind °F delirium; to elate to enthu-

TJia?m> frenzy or madness. 
rS 3<S5?"SATE a' Inebriated. More. 

to frenzyf 'PP' Inebliated i made drunk; excited 
I^"rTf?enzv^9_TITiG'?pr' lm *?ebriating 5 elating to excess 
IN-TOX^EA T*rAvVlng qTUautie! that produce inebriation. ION» 71 • Inebriation : ebrietv; drunken 

j. 
;indocUern ; °bSthMte i J™: 

S | "•u^oJehrenarity„b°sffbeing 

T^6foerf-„2- XndocUity. ° ' ote"nacy; 

[n'tRAn"^ENTL«"TN 'tl' ^n.quietness 5 want of rest. lNaZ »ottr*ns,ent;not passing suddenly 
Dr-TRANS I-TIVE, a. [L. intran&itii'n i t*. 

tntraosUive verb is one which eipressraan acfioTor^ate 
that is limited to the agent, or, in other words, an action 

in the manner of an intransitive verb. owing' 
I3JTP ̂ l^IISSIBLE' a' That Cannot be transmitted. 

INt™faSrm,I"TY>n-TheqUabty0fn0t^ 
IN-TRANS-Mu TA-BLE, a. That cannot be transmuted 

or changed into another substance. Ray. IN'TRANT, a. [L. intrans.] Entering ; penetrating IN-TREAS'URE, (in-trezhur) v. t. To lay up as iiia treas
ury. [Little used.] Shak IN-TRe^T'FLL, a. See Entreatful. 

IN-TRENCH',' V. t. [in, and Fr. trancher. J 1. To dig or 
cut a trench around a place, as in fortification ; to fortify 

w th a ditch and parapet. Q. To furrow: to makr 
hollows in.—To intrench on, liter alhj, to invade- tn 
croach. ' w fcli' 

IN-TRENCH', v. t. [Fr. in and trancher.] To invade • tn 
encroach. > w 

| IN-TRENCH'ANT, a. Not to be divided or wounded • in 
divisible. Shak. > 

IN-TRENCII'ED, (in-trenchf) pp. Fortified with a ditch 
and parapet. 

^TRENCHaNC, ppr. Fortifying with a trench and par-

IN'TRPP-fn'»I3WT' n; A're"ch i a djtch and Parapet. IN-IRLFID, a. [L. mtrepidus.] Fearless: bold: brave 
undaunted. ' 

IN-TRE-PID'I-TY, n. [Fr. intrepidite.] Fearlessness. 
fearless bravery m danger; undaunted courage. 

IN-TREP'ID-LY, adv. Without trembling or shrinking 
from danger; fearlessly; daringly : resolutely, 

f IN'TRI-CA-BLE, a. Entangling! Shelton. 
IN' TRI-CA-C Y, 7i. The state of being entangled: perplex

ity J involution; complication. Addison. 
IN'TRI-CATE, a- [L. intricatus.] Entangled : involved • 

perplexed ; complicated j obscure. 
L To Perplex > t0 make obscure. [L. u.] 

IN'TRI-CATE-LY, adv. With involution or infoldings; 
with perplexity or intricacy. Wotton. 

IN'TRI-GATE-NESS, n. The state of being involved: in
volution ; complication; perplexity. Sidney. |IN-TRI-€a'TION, ti. Entanglement. 

IN-TRi'GUE', (in-treeg') n. [Fr. j It. intrigo.] 1. A plot 
or scheme of a complicated nature, intended to effect 
some purpose by secret artifices usually applied to affairs 
of love or government. 2. The plot of a play or romance 

rv m rlcacy' complication 5 [ohs.] Hale. 
IN-TRIGUE', (in-treeg') v. i. To Form a plot or scheme, 

usually complicated, and intended to effect some purpose 
by secret artifices. 
| IN-IR'iGUE', (in-treeg') v. t. To perplex or render intri

cate. 
IN-TRiGU'ER, (in-treeg'er) n. One who intrigues: one 

or pursues an object by secret artifices. 
lN-IRiGu'ING (m-treeg'ing) ppr. 1. Forming secret plots 

or schemes. 2. a. Addicted to intrigue: given to secret 
machinations. 

m-TRIGUlNG-LY, (in-treegfing-ly) adv. With intrigue; 
with artifice or secret machinations, t lN-TEIN'SE-CATE, a. Entangled ; perplexed. 

T¥ TRTV/^r^ a t f a> -fFr* in}rins.e(luc i L- intrinsecus.] 1. 1N-IRIN tol-CAL, f Inward j internal j hence, true ; 
genuine ; real; essential ; inherent; not apparent oracci-

closely familiar; [obs.] Wotton. 
IN-TRIN'SI-CAL-LY, adv. Internally; in its nature : real

ly ; trulyL South. 
IN-TRO-DuCE', v. t. [L. iniroduco.] 1. To lead or bring 

in ; to conduct or usher into a place. 2. To conduct and 
make known; to bring to be acquainted. 3. To bring 
something new into notice or practice. 4. To bring in; 
to import. 5. To produce ; to cause to exist. 6. To be
gin to open to notice. 7. To bring before the public by 
writing or discourse. 

IN-TRO-JDu'CED, (in-tro-dust*)pp. Led or conducted in; 
brought in ; made acquainted; imported. 

IN-PRO-DuCER, n. One who introduces; one who con
ducts another to a place or person; one who makes stran
gers known to each other. 

IN-TRO-DtJ'CING,ppr. Conducting or bringing in; mak-
mg known, as one stranger to another; bringing any 
thing into notice or practice. 

IN-TRO-DUCTION, n. [L. introductio.] 1. The action of 
conducting or ushering into a place. 2. The act of bring
ing into a country. 3. The act of bringing something 
into notice, practice or use. 4. The part of a book which 
precedes the main work; a preface or preliminary dis-
course. 5. The first part of an oration or discourse, in 
which the speaker gives some general account of his 
design and subject. 

IN-TRO-DUC'TIVE, a. Serving to introduce; serving as 
the means to bring forward something, 

f IN-TRO-DUCTOR, n. An introducer. 
IN-TRO-DUC'TO-RY, a. Serving to introduce something 

else ; previous ; pretatory : preliminary, 
t IN-TRO-GRES'STON, 71. [L. introgressio.] Entrance 
IN-TR9IT', 77. [Old Fr iktroite.] A psaL wS from 

its being sung whilst the priest made his entrance within 
the rails of the altar, was called introitus or introit 
Wheatlcy. 

IN-TRO-MIS'SION, n. [L. intromissus.] 1. The action of 
sending in.—2. In Scottish laic, an intermeddling with the 
effects of another. 

IN-TRO-MIT', v. t. [L. intromitto.] To send in ; to let in • 
to admit. 2. To allow to enter; to be the medium bv 
which a thing enters. ' 

IN-TRO-MIT', v. 1. To intermeddle with the effects of 
another. 

* See Synopsis I, E, I, O, U. Y. long. FAR. FALL. WHATPREY ;~PIN, MARINE, BIRD;- f Obsolete. 
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TRO-RE-CEP'TION, n. The act of admitting into or 

within. 
IN-TRO-SPEGT', v. t. [L. introspicio.] To look into or 

within ; to view the inside. 
n. A view of the inside or interior, 

f TN-1RO-SUME', v. t. [L. intro and sumo.l To sink in. 
Evelyn. 

1 N-TRO-SUS-CEP'TION, or IN-TUS-SUS-CEP'TlON, n. 
The falling of one part of an intestine into another. 

IN-TRO-VE'NI-ENT, a. [L. intro and veniens.] Coming 
in or between; entering. [Little used.] Brown. 

ER'SION, n. The act of turning inwards. 
JN-TRO-VERT', v. t. [L .intro and verto. ] To turn in

wards. Cowper. 
fN-TRuDE', v. i. [L. intrudo.] 1. To thrust one's self in ; 

to come or go in without invitation or welcome. 2. To 
encroach ; to enter or force one's self in without permis
sion. 3. To enter uncalled or uninvited, or without iust 
right._ 

IN-TRuDE', V . t. 1. To thrust one's self in, or to enter 
into some place without right or welcome. 2. To force 
or cast in. 

IN-TRuD'ED, pp. Thrust in. 
IN-TRuD'ER, n. One who intrudes; one who thrusts him

self in, or enters where he has no right or is not welcome. 
IN-TRuD'ING, ppr. Entering without invitation, right or 

welcome. 
IN-TRU'SION, n. [L.intrusio.] 1. The action of thrusting 

in, or of entering into a place or state without invitation, 
right or welcome. 2. Encroachment; entrance without 
right on the property or possessions of another. 3. Volun
tary entrance on an undertaking unsuitable for the person. 

lN-TRu'SIVE, a. Thrusting in or entering without right 
or welcome ; apt to intrude. 

IN-TRUST', v. t. To deliver in trust; to confide to the care 
of; to commit to another with confidence in his fidelity. 

IN-TRUST'EDjpp. Delivered in trust; committed to the 
hands or care of another, in confidence that he will be 
faithful in discharging his duty. 

IN-TRUSTING, ppr. Delivering in trust; confiding to the 
care of. 

1N-TU-I"TI0N, n. [L. intuitus.] A looking on ; a sight or 
view; the act by which the mind perceives the agree
ment or disagreement of two ideas, or the truth of 
things, the moment they are presented. 

IN-TU'I-TIVE, a. [Sp. and It. intuitivo ; Fr. intuitif] 1. 
Perceived by the mind immediately, without the inter
vention of argument or testimony ; exhibiting truth to the 
mind on bare inspection. 2. Received or obtained by in
tuition or simple inspection. 3. Seeing clearly. 4. Hav
ing the power of discovering truth without reasoning. 

IN TOI-TIVE-LY, adv. By immediate perception ; with
out reasoning, 

INV 

INTU-MESCE', (in-tu-mes') v. i. [L. intumesco. 1 To 
swell ; to enlarge or expand with heat. 

IN-TU-MES'CENCE, n. 1. The action of swelling. 2. A 
swell; a swelling with bubbles; a rising and enlarging ; 
a tumid state. b b' 

f IN-Tu'MU-LA-TED, a. [L. intumulatus.] Unburied. 
Cocker am. 

IN-TUR-GES'CENCE, n. [L. in and turgesco.] A swell
ing ; the action of swelling or state of being swelled, 

t IN-TOSE', n. [L. intusus.] A bruise. Spenser. 
IN-TWTNE', v. t. To twine or twist together ; to wreath. 
IN-TWIN'ED, (in-twlnd') pp. Twisted together. 
IN-TWINING, ppr. Wreathing together. 
IN-TWIST', v. t. To twist together; to interweave. 
IN-TWIST'ED, pp. Twisted together. 
IN-TWrSTING, ppr. Twisting together. 
TN'U-LIN, n. A peculiar vegetable principle extracted 
iVr0Tn ^nu^a helenium, or elecampane. Ure. 
IN-UM'BRATE, V. t. [L. inumbro.1 To shade. 
IN-UNGTED, a. Anointed. Cockeram. 

RN-UNG'TION, n. [L. inunctus.] The action of anointing; 
unction. Ray. 

IN-UNE-TU-OS'I-TY, n. [L. in and unctus.] The want 
ot unctuosity; destitution of greasiness or oiliness which 

.^Perceptible to the touch, 
ra' [L. inundans.] Overflowing. 

~ i DATE, v.t. [L. inundatus.] I. To overflow; to 
deluge; to spread over with a fluid. 2. To fill with an 

rv TTWW™1"" abundance or superfluity. 
i-w-UA DA-TED, pp. Overflowed ; spread over with a fluid; 
rVT?ivmly suPPlied-

over ppr. Overflowing; deluging ; spreading 

IN-UN-DA'TION, n. [L. inundatio.] 1. An overflow 
ot water or other fluid ; a flood ; a rising and spreading 
or water over low grounds. 2. An overspreading of any 

* TTV TTLT^?THYerdowinS or superfluous abundance. 
a• Void of understanding. 

^ n' Incivility; rude, unpolished man-
tat Tip^,deportment; want of courteousness. 

'v- L [in and ure.] 1. To habituate ; to accustom 

no nam ur inrnn n use or practice till use gives little or 
IN URe" v "convenience, or makes little impression. 

aoDhed' to seTv/r Hin 1136' to take or have effect i to ** 
IN UR'FT) e fe or benefit of. 
N MP'mVwt " Accustomed ; liardened by use 

INURING^' Wi U« L Practice 5 babit; custom * 
^ng in'use'to^ benefit orU"gi 2. 

INToput''int^;umT° bU1T; '° inter; 10 entoI»b- »<*• 2 

TN TrnS/TMr' ^m~ur"d/) PP.- Deposited in a tomb. IN-URNING,ppr. Interring; burying 
™ ultiON OI?E--Want of "Misuse. 

o n f'"' [L. znustw.] 1. The action of burning 

quality IN-U-TIL I-n, n. [L. inutihtas.] Uselessness ; the < 
TA?TTm,™&JPprcfita°le ; unprofitableness. 
IN-UT TER-A-BLE, a. That cannot be uttered. TAT -Tr-TCTTT eunnoc De unerea. 
liN VADE ,  V .  t. [L. myado.] 1. To enter a country, as an 

army with hostile intentions; to enter as an enemy; 
to attack. 2. To attack; to assail; to assault. 3. To at
tack ; to infringe; to encroach on ; to violate. 4. To go 
into; a Latinism,- [ofc?.] Spenser. 5. To fall on; to at
tack ; to seize ; as a disease. 

IN-VAD'ED, pp. Entered by an army with a hostile design , 
T attacked ; assaulted ; infringed; violated. 
IA-VaD ER, n. 1. One who enters the territory of another 

with a view to war, conquest or plunder. Swift. 2. An 
assailant. 3. An encroaclier; an intruder; one who in
fringes the rights of another. 

m-VADING,pp, Entering on the possessions of another 
with a view to war, conquest or plunder; assaulting : in
fringing ; attacking. B' 

T\" vlrL?TSr^-E^rCE' n' IL* invalesco.] Strength; health. 
u NA"RV, a- Wanting health. 

IN-VALID, a. [lu.invalidus.] 1. Weak; of no force, 
weight or cogency.—2. In law, having no force, effect or 
efficacy ; void; null. 

^INWA-LID, n. [Fr. invalide ; L. invalidus.] 1. A per
son who is weak and infirm; a person sickly or indisposed. 
2. A person who is infirm, wounded, maimed, or other
wise disabled for active service; a soldier or seaman worn 
out m service. 

IN-VAL'L-DATE, v. t. [Fr. invalider.] 1. To weaken or 
lessen the force of; to destroy the strength or validity of; 
to render of no force or effect. 2. To overthrow; to prove 
to be of no force. 

pP' Rendered invalid or of no force, 
of A-TING, ppr. Destroying the force and effect 

IN-VA-LID'I-TY, n. [Fr. invalidity.] Weakness; want 
™?CTc,°l>ency > want of legal force or efficacy. 
IN-VAL'ID-NESS, n. Invalidity. 
IN-VAL'U-A-BLE, a. Precious above estimation; so val-
TA?T/IV/TT 1 Allm worth cannot be estimated ; inestimable. 

~ Y, adv. Inestimably. Bp. Hall. 
IN-Va'RI-A-BLE, a. [Fr.] Constant in the same state; 

immutable; unalterable; unchangeable; that does not 
vary; always uniform. 

IN-Va'RI-A-BLE-NESS, n. Constancy of state, condition 
T^^duality; immutability ; unchangeableness. 
IN-VA RI-A.-BLY, adv. Constantly; uniformly; without 

alteration or change. 
a' Jinvaried; not changing or altering. 

IN-Va SION, n. [L. invasio.] 1. A hostile entrance into 
the possessions of another; patticularly, the entrance of 
a hostile army into a country for the purpose of conquest 
or plunder, or the attack of a military force. 2 An at-

i err^^-ts another; infringement or violation, 
jja^it C 3 sease ' 95 die invasion of the plague in 

IN-\ a'SIVE, a. [from invade.] 1. Entering on another's 
in^a^UieVTriglits5^6 <'es*^ns 'agSressjve* 2. Infring-

fN-^e;Ti0N, n. Invective, which see. 
~ v±jy IIVE, n. [Fr. invective.] A railing speech or ex

pression ; something uttered or written, intended to cast 
opprobrium, censure or reproach on another ; a harsh or 
reproachful accusation. It differs from reproof, as the 
latter may come from a friend, and be intended for the 
good of the person reproved ; but invective proceeds from 

T-a^T^n?ra}r' and is intended to give pain or to injure. 
IN-VEe'TIVE, a. Satirical; abusive; railing. 

' Satirically; abusively. 
IN-VglGH/, (in-vV) v. i. [L. inveho.] To exclaim or rail 

against; to utter censorious and bitter language against 

J^-YIIGH'ER^Cinwa'lr) n. One who rails , a railer. 
IN-VETGH/TTsrn /i«Exclaiming against; rail-

Drds. 
ln-veI'-GLE, V . t. [Norm, enveogler.] To entice; to seduce; 
to wheedle; to persuade to something evil by deceptive 
arts or flattery. 

• See Synopsis MOVE, BOOK. DoVE ; BIJLL, UNITE.-O as K ; G as J ; S as Z ; CII as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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IN-VEI-GLED, pp. Enticed 5 wheedled3 seduced from 

IN-V&I'GLE-MENT, n. Seduction to evil3 enticement. 
IN-VEFGLER, 7I. One who entices or draws into any de

sign by arts and flattery. 
1N-VEI'GLING, ppr. Enticing3 wheedling J persuading 

to any thing bad. 
IN-VE LIVED, (in-vald') a. Covered as with a veil. 
IN-VENT', v. t. [Fr. inventer.] 1. To find out something 

new ; to devise something not before known 3 to contrive 
and produce something that did net before exist. 2. To 
forge : to fabricate 5 to contrive falsely. 3. To feign 3 to 
frame by the imagination. 4. To light on 3 to meet with. 

IN^VENT'ED, pp. Found out3 devised 3 contrived 3 forged 3 
fabricated. 

IN-VENT'ER. See INVENTOR. 
IN-VENT'FUL, a. Full of invention. Gifford. 
IN-VENT'I-BLE, a. Discoverable 3 capable of being found 

IN-VENT'ING, ppr. Finding out what was before un
known 3 devising or contriving something new 3 fabri
cating. „ 

IN-VEN'TION, n. [L. inventio.] 1. The action or opera
tion of finding out something new; the contrivance of 
that which did not before exist. Invention differs from 
discovery. Invention is applied to the contrivance and 
production of something that did not before exist. Dis
covery brings to light that which existed before, but which 
was not known. We are indebted to invention for the 
thermometer and barometer. We are indebted to discovery 
for the knowledge of the isles in the Pacific ocean, and 
for the knowledge of galvanism. 2. That which is in
vented. 3. Forgery 5 fiction.—4. In painting, the finding 
or choice of the objects which are to enter into the com
position of the piece.—5. In poetry, it is applied to what
ever the poet adds to the history of the subject.—6. In 
rhetoric, the finding and selecting of arguments to prove 
and illustrate the point in view. 7. The power of invent
ing ; that skill or ingenuity which is or may be employed 
in contriving any thing new. 8. Discovery ; the finding 
of things hidden or before unknown 3 [less proper.] Ray. 

IN-VENT'IVE, a. [Fr. inventif. 1 Able to invent j quick 
at contrivance j ready at expedients. Dryden. 

IN-VENT'OR, n. One who finds out something new ; one 
who contrives and produces any thing not before existing 3 
a contriver. 

IN-VEN-To'RI-AL-LY, adv. In the manner of an inven
tory. 

IN'VEN-TO-RIED, pp. Inserted or registered in an inven
tory. 

IN'VEN-TO-RY, n. [Sp., It. inventario.] 1. An account, 
catalogue or schedule of all the goods and chattels of a 
deceased person. 2. A catalogue of movables. 3. A 
catalogue or account of particular things. 

IN'VEN-TO-RY, v. t. [Fr. inventorier.] 1. To make an 
inventory of 3 to make a list, catalogue or schedule of. 
2. To insert or register in an account of goods. 

IN-VENT'RESS, n. A female that invents. 
IN-VERSE', (in-vers') a. [L. inversus.] Inverted ; recip

rocal. 
IN-VERSE'LY, (in-versdy) adv. In an inverted order or 

manner; when more produces less, and less produces 
more ; or when one thing is greater or less, in proportion 
as another is less or greater 

IN-VER'SION, n. [L. inversio.] 1. Change of order, so that 
the last becomes first, and the first last 3 a turning or change 
of the natural order of things. 2. Change of places, so 
that each takes the place of the other. 3. A turning back
wards 3 a contrary rule of operation.—4. In grammar, a 
change of the natural order of words.-—5. In music, 
the change of position either of a subject or of a 
chord. 

IN-VERT', v. t. [L. inverto. 1 1. To turn into a contrary 
direction; to turn upside down. 2. To place in a con
trary order or method.—3. In music, to change the order 
of the notes which fonn a chord, or the parts which 
compose harmony. 4. To divert 3 to turn into another 
channel; to embezzle ; [o5s.] 

IN-VEf T'E-BRAL, a. Destitute of a vertebral column. 
IN-VERT'E-BRA-TED, a. Destitute of a back bone or ver

tebral chain. Good. 
IN-VERT'ED, pp. Turned to a contrary direction 3 turned 

" upside down ; changed in order. 
IN-VERT'ED-LY, adv. In a contrary or reversed order. 
IN-VERT'ENT, 11. A medicine intended to invert the nat-

A ural order $f the successive irritative motions. 
IN-VERT'ING, ppr. Turning in a contrary direction 3 

changing the order. . 
IN-VEST' v. t. [Fr. mvestir; L. mvestio.] 1. To clothe 3 

to dress •' to put garments on 3 to array. 2. To clothe with 
office or authority 3 to place in possession of an office, 
rmk or dienitv. 3. To adorn; to grace. 4. To clothe 3 
to eur round*. 5. To confer j to give ; [I. it.] 6. To inclose 3 

to surround 3 to block up 3 to lay siege to. 7. To cloth# 
money in something permanent or less fleeting. 

IN-VEST'ED, pp. Clothed ; dressed ; adorned ; inclosed. 
IN-VEST'IENT, a. Covering; clothing. Woodward. 
IN-VEST'I-GA-BLE, a. That may be investigated or 

searched out; discoverable by rational search or disquisi
tion. 

IN-VEST'I-GATE, v. t. [L. investigo.] To search into; 
to inquire and examine into with care and accuracy; to 
find out by careful disquisition. 

IN-VEST'I-GA-TED, pp. Searched into; examined witli 
care. 

IN-VEST'I-GA-TING, ppr. Searching into 3 inquiring into 
with care. 

IN-VES-TI-GA'TION, 71. [L. investigatio.] The action or 
process of searching minutely for truth, facts or prin
ciples ; a careful inquiry to fin'd out what is unknown. 

IN-VEST'I-GA-TIVE, a. Curious and deliberate in re
searches. Pegge. 

IN-VEST'I-GA-TOR, n. One who searches diligently into 
a subject. 

IN-VEST'I-TURE, n. [Fr.] 1. The action of giving pos 
session, or livery of seizin. 2. The right of giving poa 
session of any manor, office or benefice. Raleigh. 

IN-VEST'IVE, a. Clothing ; encircling. 
IN-VEST'MENT, n. 1. The action of investing. 2. 

Clothes 3 dress; garment ; habit. Shah. 3. The act of 
surrounding, blocking up or besieging by an armed force. 
4. The laying out of money in the purchase of some spe
cies of property. 

IN-VET'ER-A-CY, n. [L. inveteratio.] Long continuance, 
or the firmness or deep-rooted obstinacy of any quality or , 
state acquired by time. 

IN-VET'ER-ATE, a. [L. inveteratus."] 3. Old ; long-estab
lished. 2. Deep-rooted ; firmly established by long con
tinuance ; obstinate. 3. Having fixed habits by long con
tinuance. 4. Violent 5 deep-rooted ; obstinate. 

IN-VET'ER-ATE, v. t. [L. invetero.] To fix and settle by 
long continuance. [Little used.] Bacon. 

IN-VET'ER-ATE-LY, adv. With obstinacy ; violently. 
IN-VET'ER-ATE-NESS, n. Obstinacy confirmed by time, 

inveteracy. Locke. 
•IN-VET-ER-A'TION, TI. The act of hardening or confirm

ing by long continuance. 
* IN-VID'I-OUS, a. [L. invidiosus.] 1. Envious; malig

nant. 2. Likely to incur ill-will or hatred, or to provoke 
envy 3 hateful. 

* IN-VID'I-OUS-LY, adv. 1. Enviously 3 malignantly. 2, In 
a manner likely to provoke hatred. 

* IN-VID'I-OUS-NESS, n. The quality of provokingenvj 
or hatred. 

IN-VIG'I-LANCE, n. Want of vigilance 5 neglect of watch 
ing. 

IN-VIG'OR, v. t. To invigorate 3 to animate 3 to encour 
age. 

IN-VIG'O-RATE, v. t. [It. invigorire.] To give vigo, 
to 3 to strengthen 3 to animate ; to give life and energy to 

IN-VIG'O-RA-TED, pp. Strengthened ; animated. 
IN-VIG'O-RA-TING, ppr. Giving fresh vigor to; strength

ening. 
IN-VIG-O-RA'TION, n. The action of invigorating, or 

state of being invigorated. 
IN-VIL'LAGED, a. Turned into a village. 
IN-VIN'CI-BLE, a. [Fr. invincible.] 1. Not to be conquer

ed or subdued ; that cannot be overcome 3 unconquera
ble. 2. Not to be overcome ; insuperable. 

IN-VIN'CI-BLE-NESS, or IN-VIN-CI-BIL'I-TY, n. The 
quality of being unconquerable ; insuperableness. 

IN-VIN'CI-BLY, adv. Unconquerably 3 insuperably. 
IN-VI'O-LA-BLE, a. [L. inviolabilis.] 1. Not to be pro

faned ; that ought not to be injured, polluted or treated 
with irreverence. 2. Not to be broken. 3. Not to be in
jured or tarnished. 4. Not susceptible of hurt or wound. 

IN-VI'O-LA-BLE-NESS, or IN-VI-O-LA-BIL'I-TY, n. 
1. The quality or state of being inviolable. 2. The qual
ity of not being subject to be broken. 

IN-VI'O-LA-BLY, adv. Without profanation 3 without 
breach or failure. 

IN-VI'O-L ATE, a. [L. inviolatus.] Unhurt j uninjured ; 
unprofaned ; unpolluted 3 unbroken. 

IN-Vl'O-LA-TED, a. Unprofaned ; unbroken j unviola-
ted. 

IN'VI-OUS, a. [L. invius.] Impassable 3 untrodden. 
IN'VI-OUS-NESS, 7i. State of being impassable. Ward. 
IN-VI-RIL'I-TY, n. Absence of manhood. Prynne. 
IN-VISCATE, v. t. [L. in and viscus.] 3. To lime ; to 

daub with glue. 2. To catch with glue or birdlime. 
[Little «,sed.] 

IN-VIS'CER-ATE, v. t. To breed 3 to nourish. [A bad 
word. 1 

IN-VIS-I-BIL'I-TY, or IN-VIS'I-BLE-NESS, n. The 
state of being invisible ; imperceptibleness to the sight. 

IN-VIS'I-BLE, a. [L. invisibilis.] That cannot be seen, 
imperceptible by the sight. 
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4N-VI$'I-BLY, adv. In a manner to escape the sight ; im

perceptibly to the eye. Venham 
IN-VIS'ION, n. Want of vision, or the power of seeing. 
IN-VI-TA'TION, n. [L. invit&tio.] The act of inviting 3 

solicitation. 
IN-VITA-TO-RY, a. Using or containing invitations. 
IN-Vi'T A-TO-RY, n. A part of the service in the Catholic 

church ; a psalm or anthem sung in the morning. 
IN-VITE', v. t. JL. invito.] 1. To ask to do some act or 

to go to some place; to request the company of a person. 
2. To allure; to draw to; to tempt to come; to induce 
by pleasure or hope. 3 To present temptations or allure
ments to. 

IN-ViTE', v. i. To ask or call to any thing pleasing. Milton. 
IN-ViTED, pp. Solicited; requested to come or go in per

son ; allured. 
f IN-VITE'MENT, n. Act of inviting; invitation. B. Jon-

son. 
IN-ViT'ER, n. One who invites. Pope. 
IN-VIT'ING, ppr. 1. Soliciting the company of; asking 

to attend. 2. a. Alluring; tempting; drawing to. 
IN-VIT'ING,«. Invitation. Shak. 
IN-ViT'ING-LY, adv. In such a manner as to invite or al

lure. 
IN-ViT'ING-NESS, 71. The quality of being inviting. 
IN-VIT'RI-FI-A-BLE, a. That cannot be vitrified or con

verted into glass. Kirwan. 
IN'VO-€ATE, v. t. [L. invoco.] Tojjvoke; to call on in 

supplication; to implore ; to address in prayer. 
' IN'VO-€A-TED, pp. Invoked ; called on in prayer. 
IN'VO-CA-TING, ppr. Invoking. 
IN-VO-CA'TION, 7i. [L. invocatio.] 1. The act of ad

dressing in prayer. 2. The form or act of calling for the 
assistance or presence of any being, particularly of some 
divinity. 3. A judicial call, demand or order. Wheaton's 
Rep. 

IN'VOICE, 71. [Fr. envoi.] 1. In commerce, a written ac
count of the particulars of merchandise, shipped or sent 
to a purchaser, consignee, factor, &c., with the value or 
prices and charges annexed. 2. A written account of 
ratable estate. Laws of Mew Hampshire. 

IN'VOICE, v. t. To make a written account of goods or 
property with their prices. 

IN'VOICED, ~ * _ pp. Inserted in a list with the price or value 
annexed. Robinson. 

IN'VOIC-ING, ppr. Making an account in writing of goods, 
with their prices or values annexed; inserting in an in
voice. 

IN-VoKU, v. t. [L. invoco.] 1. To address in prayer; to 
call on for assistance and protection. 2. To order ; to call 
judicially. Wirt. 

IN-VoK'ED, (in-vokt') pp. Addressed in prayer for aid ; 
called. 

IN-VoK'ING, ppr. Addressing in prayer for aid ; calling. 
IN-VOL'U-CEL, n. [dim. of involucre.] A partial involu

cre ; an involucret. Eaton. 
IN-VO-Lu'CEL-LATE, a. Surrounded with involucels. 
IN-VO-Lu'€RUM, 1 71. [L. from involvo.] In botany, a 
IN-VO-Lu'€RE, ] calyx remote from the flower. 
IN-VO-Lu'CRED, a. Having an involucre, as umbels. 
IN-VO-Lu'CRET, n. A small or partial involucrum. 
IN-VOL'UN-TA-RI-LY, adv. 1. Not by choice; not spon

taneously ; against one's will. 2. In a manner independ
ent of the will. 

IN-VOL'UN-TA-RI-NESS, n. 1. Want of choice or will. 
Bp. Hall. 2. Independence on the will. 

IN-VOL'UN-TA-RY, a. [Fr. involontaire.] 1. Not hav
ing will or choice; unwilling. 2. Independent of will or 
choice. 3. Not proceeding from choice; not done will
ingly ; opposed to the will. 

IN'VO-LUTE, 77. [L. involutus.] A curve traced by the 
end of a string folded upon a figure, or unwound from it. 

IN'VO-LUTE, I a. [L. involutus.] In botany, rolled spi-
IN'VO-LU-TED, \ rally inwards. 
IN-VO-Lu'TION, 71. [Fr.; L. involutio.] I. The action 

of involving or infolding. 2. The state of being entan
gled or involved ; complication.—3. In grammar, the in
sertion of one or more clauses or members of a sentence 
between the agent or subject and the verb.—4. In alge
bra, the raising of a quantity from its root to any power 
assigned. 

IN-VOLVE', (in-volv') v. t. [L. involvo.] 1. To envelop ; 
to cover with surrounding matter. 2. To envelop in 
any thing which exists on all sides. 3. To imply; to 
comprise. 4. To intwist; to join; to connect. 5. To 
take in; to catch; to conjoin. 6. To entangle. 7. To 
plunge; to overwhelm. 8. To inwrap; to infold ; to 
complicate or make intricate. 9. To blend; to mingle 
confusedly.—10. In algebra, to raise a quantity from the 
root to any assigned power. 

IN-VOLV'ED, (in-volvd') pp. Enveloped 5 implied; in-
wrapped ; entangled. 

IN-VOLV'ING, ppr. Enveloping; implying; comprising; 
entangling; complicating. 

IN-VUL-NER-A-BIL'I-TY, or IN-VUL'NER-A-BLE 
NESS, 71. The quality of being invulnerable. 

IN-VUL'NER-A-BLE, a. [L. invulnerabilis.] That cannot 
? e wounded ; incapable of receiving injury. 

IN W ALL', v. t. To inclose or fortify with a wall. 
IN'WARD, a. [Sax. inweard ] 1. Internal; interior; placed 

or being within. 2. Intimate; domestic; familiar. 3. 
Seated in the mind or soul. Shak. 

IN'WARD, or IN'WARDS, adv. 1. Toward the inside; as, 
turn the attention inward. 2. Toward the centre or in
terior. 3. Into the mind or thoughts. 

IN'WARD-LY, adv. 1. In the inner parts ; internally. 2. 
In the heart; privately ; secretly. 3. Towards the cen 
tre. 

fIN'WARD-NESS,n. 1. Intimacy; familiarity. Shak. 2 
Internal state; [unusual.] 

IN'WARDS, 7i. plu. The inner parts of an animal ; the 
bowels; the viscera. Milton. 

IN-WEAVE', V. t.; pret. inwove ; pp. inwoven, inwove 
To weave together; to intermix or intertwine by weav 
ing. 

IN-WHEEL', v. t. [in and wheel.] To encircle. Beau, 
inont. 

f IN'WIT, 71. [in and wit.] Mind ; understanding. 
IN-WOOD', v. t. To hide in woods. Sidney. 
IN-WoRK'ING, ppr. or a. Working within. 
IN-WoRK'ING, 71. Internal operation ; energy within. 
IN-WOV'EN, \ PP* Woven in; intertwined by weaving 
IN-WRAP', (in-rap') v. t. 1. To involve; to infold; tc 

cover by wrapping. 2. To involve in difficulty or per 
plexity ; to perplex. 3. To ravish or transport. 

IN-WREATHE', (in-reeth') v. t. To surround or encom
pass as with a wreath, or with something in the form of a 
wreath. 

IN-WROUGHT', (in-rawt') pp. or a. Wrought or worked 
in or among other things ; adorned with figures. 

I'O-DATE, 71. A compound consisting of oxygen, iodinand 
a base. Henry. 

I'O-DIG, a. Iodic acid is a compound of iodin and oxygen. 
I'O-DIDE, w. A compound of iodin with a metal or other 

substance. 
I'O-DIN, ) 71. [Gr. ioj5j7s.] In chemistry, a peculiar sub-
I'O-DINE, \ stance obtained from certain sea-weeds or 

marine plants. 
I'O-DOUS, a. lodous acid is a compound of iodin and oxy

gen, containing less of the latter than iodic acid. 
I-OD'U-RET, n. A compound of iodin and a base. 
I'O-LITE, 7?. [Gr. tov and \idog.] A mineral. 
I-ON'I€, a. 1. The Ionic order, in architecture, is that spe

cies of column named from Ionia. It is more slender 
than the Doric and Tuscan. Encyc.—2. The Ionic dialect 
of the Greek language is the dialect used in Ionia.—3. 
The Ionic sect of philosophers was that founded by Thd>es 
of Miletus, in Ionia. 4. Denoting an airy kind of music 

I-O'TA, 71. A tittle. Barrow. 
IP-E-€A€-U-AN'HA, n. A root produced in South Ameri 

ca, much used as an emetic. 
I-RAS-CI-BIL'1-TY, or I-RAS'CI-BLE-NESS, 71. The qual

ity of being irascible, or easily inflamed by anger; irrita
bility of temper. 

I-RAS'CI-BLE, a. [Fr.] Very susceptible cf anger; easily 
provoked or inflamed with resentment; irritable. 

IRE, 71. [Fr.; L. ira.] Anger; wrath; keen resentment. 
IRE'FEL, a. Angry; wroth; furious with anger. 
iRE'FIJL-LY, adv. In an angry manner. 
I'RE-NAR€II, 71. [Gr. eiprjvap^r/g.] An officer formerly 

employed in the Greek empire, to preserve the public 
tranquillity. 

I-REN'I-CAL, a. Pacific; desirous of peace. 
I-RI-DES'CENCE, n. Exhibition of colors like those of the 

rainbow. 
I-RI-DES'CENT, a. Having colors like the rainbow. 
I-RID'I-UM, 71. [from iris.] A metal of a whitish color. 
I'RIS, 71.; plu. Irises. [L. ms.] 1. The rainbow. 2* An 

appearance resembling the rainbow. 3. The colored cir
cle which surrounds the pupil of the eye. 4. The change
able colors which sometimes appear in the glasses of tele
scopes, microscopes, &c. 5. A colored spectrum which a 
triangular glass prism casts on a wall, when placed at a 
due angle in the sun-beams. 6. The flower-de-lis, 01 

_ flag-flower, a genus of many species. 
I'RI-SA-TED, a. Exhibiting the prismatic colors; resem-
_ bling the rainbow. Phillips. 
I'RISED, a. Containing colors like those of the rainbow. 
I'RISH, a. Pertaining to Ireland. m 
I'RISII, it. 1. A native of Ireland. 2. The language of 

the Irish ; the Hiberno-Celtic. 
I'RISH-ISM, 71. A mode of speaking peculiar to the 

Irish. . T» , 
ITISH-RY, 71. The people of Ireland. Bryskett. 
IRK, v. t. [Scot, irk.] To weary; to give pain to; used 

only impersonally. Shak. [Obsolescent.] 
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IEK'S6ME, a. Wearisome; tedious ; tiresome; giving un

easiness. Addison. 
tRK'SOME-LY, adv. In a wearisome or tedious manner. 
IRK'SoME-NESS, n. Tediousness ; wearisomeness. 
IR'ON, (I'urn, or I'm) n. [Sax. iren ; Scot, irne, yrn, or 

aim; Isl. iarn; Dan. iern.l 1. A metal, the hardest, 
most common and most useful of all the metals ; of a livid 
whitish color inclined to gray, internally composed, to 
appearance, of small facets, and susceptible of a fine pol
ish. 2. An instrument or utensil made of iron.—3. Fig
uratively, strengthpower. Dan. ii. 4. Irons, plu., fet
ters: chains ; manacles ; handcuffs. Ps. cv. 

IR'ON, (I'urn) a. 1. Made of iron; consisting of iron. 2. 
Resembling iron in color. 3. Harsh ; rude; severe ; mis
erable. 4. Binding fast; not to be broken. 5. Hard of 
understanding ; dull. 6. Firm ; robust. 

IR'ON, (I'urn) v. t. 1. To smooth with an instrument of 
iron. 2. To shackle with irons; to fetter or handcuff. 3. 
To furnish or arm with iron. 

TR'ON-€LAY, (l'urn-kla) n. A substance intermediate 
between basalt and wacky, of a reddish-brown color, and 
occurring massive or vesicular. 

IK'ONED, (I'urnd) pp. Smoothed with an iron ; shackled ; 
armed with iron. 

TR'ON-FLINT, n. Ferruginous quartz. 
IR'ON-HEART'ED, a. Hardhearted ; unfeeling ; cruel. 
IR'ON-MoLD, n. A spot on cloth made by applying rusty 

iron to the cloth when wet. 
IR'ON-M6N-GER, n. A dealer in iron wares or hardware. 
IR'ON-SICK, a. In seamen's language, a ship is said to be 

ironsick, when her bolts and nails are so much corroded 
or eaten with rust that she has become leaky. 

TR'ON-STONE, n. An ore of iron. 
IR'ON-WOOD, n. The popular name of a genus of trees 

called sideroxylon, of several species. 
IR'ON WORK, n. A general name of the parts or pieces 

of a building which consist of iron ; any thing made of 
iron. 

IR'ON-W6RKS, n. plu. The works or establishment where 
pig-iron is wrought into bars, &c. 

IR'ON-W6RT, n. A genus of plants called sideritis, of 
several species. 

I-RON'I€, a. Ironical. B. Jonson. 
I-RON'I-CAL, a. [Fr. ironique.\ Expressing one thing and 

meaning another. 
T-RON'I-€AL-LY, adv. By way of irony; by the use of 

irony. 
' n' ^ne w^° deals in irony. Pope. 

IR'ON-Y, (I'urn-y) a. 1. Made or consisting of iron: par-
lron* 2. Resembling iron : hard. 

IRON-Y, n. [Fr. ironie ; L. ironia.J A mode of speech ex
pressing a sense contrary to that which the speaker in
tends to convey. 

i of rays 
n,'1!1? emitted "; lustre 7spIendor.™* * Beams of 
IR-RA'DI-ATE, t. [L. irradio.} 1. To illuminate • to 

' *° mfke splendid ; to adorn with lustre. 2.' To 
enli hten intellectually; to illuminate. 3. To animate 
by heat or !,ght. 4. To decorate with shining oS 

Ir k \ 7° en2it mys 5t0 shl'ne-

SnVsh^.' deCOrated light or whh 
IR-RA'DI 

lg shining. 
beKam"inr™G' n,Dmin?«°g; decorating with 

IRnglifBkAinSatlonVb^htn\1s° ê7S °f 
4. The act of emitting W!nnte mrticL "teIffl"u?1 %ht-some substance. particles or effluvia from 

* ^TION-AL, a. [L. irrationalis.l 1 Not ratirm 1 
void of reason or understanding. 2. Not accor l ^I ^ ; 
dictates of reason ; contrary to reason • ahsnrrf ° he 

* IR-R A-TION-AL'I-TY, n. Want of reason n?'tn 
of understanding. t^1® Powers 

* IR Ra'TION-AL-LY, adv. Without reason • in o 
contrary to reason; absurdly. ' manner 

IK-RE-ELaIM'A-BLE, a. 1. Not to he , 
cannot be recalled from error or vice • fhm e6<J 5 ,hat 

^at cannot betamed. Cann0t be 

tion ' S° as not t0 admi« of reforma-
IR-REG ON-CIL'A-BLE, a. 1. Not to be recalled • 

or a state of friendship and kindness • retail?!™ amity, 
that cannot be appeased or subdued. 2. That Mn12Sliiy 

appeased or subdued. 3. That cannot be made to »» be 

IR-k^SL&El'l; nnC°ThPeatquaTity of b 
IrTfThK-t5 , An<S?UUity 5 Compatibility. g 

In a manner that precludes 

IR-RECON-CILE, V. t. To prevent from being recc^ 
ciled. 

IR-REC-ON-CIL'ED, (ir-rek-on-slld') a. [in and reconcil 

lEE'MENT, n. Want of 
[reement. 

* See Synopsis• 
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ed.] I. Not reconciled. 2. Not atoned for. Shak 
IR-RE€-ON-CILE'MENT, n. Want of reconciliation - <fe 

agreement. 
IR-RE€-ON-CIL-I-A'TION, n. Want of reconciliation. 
IR-RE-€ORD'A-BLE, a. Not to be recorded. Cockcrm 
IR-RE-€oV'ER-A-BLE, a. 1. Not to be recovered or re

paired. 2. That cannot be regained. Rovers. 3 That 
cannot be obtained by demand or suit. 4. Not tote rem 
edied. 

IR-RE-COV'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. The state o 
coverable. Donne. 

IR-RE-€6 V'ER-A-BLY, adv. 1. Beyond recovery: be
yond the possibility of being regained, repaired or rime 
died. 2. Beyond the possibility of being reclaimed. 

IR-RE-CU'PER-A-BLE, a. Irrecoverable. 
IR-RE-Gu'PER-A-BLY, adv. Irrecoverably. 
IR-RE-CUR'ED, (ir-re-kurd') a. [in and recur ed.] Not to 
be cured. 

IR-RE-DEEM'A-BLE, a. 1. That cannot be redeemed, 
2. Not subject to be paid at the pleasure of government. 

IR-RE-DEEM'A-BLE-NESS, or IR-RE-DEEM-A-BILb 
TY, n. The quality of being not redeemable. 

IR-RE-Du'CI-BLE, a. 1. Not to be reduced; that cannot 
be brought back to a former state. 2. That cannot be re
duced or changed tqflii different state. 

IR-RE-DO'CI-BLE-NESS, v. The quality of being irredu
cible. 

* IR-RE-FRA'G A-BLE, or IR-REF'RA-GA-BLE, a. That 
cannot be refuted or overthrown; incontestable; undeni
able. 

* IR RE-FRA'G A-BLE-NESS, or IR-RE-FRA-GA-BIL'I-
TY, n. The quality of being irrefragable or incapable of 
refutation. 

* IR-RE-FRA'GA-BLY, adv. With force or strength that 
cannot be overthrown; with certainty beyond refuta
tion. 

* IR-RE-FuT'A-BLE, a. [Low L. irrcfutabilis.] That earn 
not be refuted or disproved. Bp. Hall. 

* IR-RE-FCT'A-BLY, adv. Beyond the possibility of refuta-

IR-RE-GEN'ER-A-CY, n. Unregeneracy. J. M. Mason. 
IR-REG'U-LAR, a. [Fr. irrcgulier; L. irregularis.} 1. 

Not regular ; not according to common form or rules. 2. 
Not according to established principles or customs; devi
ating from usage. 3. Not conformable to nature or the 
usual operation of natural laws. 4. Not according to the 
rules of art: immethodical. 5. Not in conformity to laws, 
human or divine ; deviating from the rules of moral recti
tude ; vicious. 6. Not straight. 7. Not uniform.--8. In 
grammar, an irregular noun or verb is one which devi
ates from the common rules in its inflections. 

iR-REG'U-LAR, n. A soldier not in regular service. 
IR-REG-U-LAR'I-TY, n. [Fr. irrcgulariie.] 1. Deviation 

from a straight line or from any common or established 
rule; deviation from method or order. 2. Deviation from 
law, human or divine, or from moral rectitude; inordinate 
practice : vice. 

IR-REG'U-L AR LY, adv. Without rule, method or order, 
t IR-REG'U-LATE, v. t. To make irregular; to disorder. 
IR-REL'A-TIYE, a. Not relative ; unconnected.—ItrtU-

^®e chords, in music, have no common sound. 
IS~££^ d~T*VE-LY, adv. Unconnectedly. Boyle. 
IR-RLL'E-VAN-CY, n. Inapplicability; the quality of not 
T JaPP'lcable, or of not serving to aid and support. 
IR-REL'E-VANT, a. [in, and Fr. relevcr.] Not relevant; 

or Pertinent; not serving to support. 
EL'EYANT-LI, adv. Without being to the purpose-

tS a* Not admitting relief. Hargr•act, 
IR-RE-LIG'ION, (ir-re-Iid'jun) 7i. [Fr.; in 'and re/i/nkn.j 

' or contempt of it; impiety. Bryden. 
IR-RE-LIG'ION-IST, TI. One who is destitute of religious 
TTPCl^clPie^ ' a ^esP'ser of religion. Nott. . . 
IR-RE-LIG'IOUS, (ir-re-lid'jus) a. [Fr. irreligic^-] 

Destitute of religious principles; contemning religion, 
impious; ungodly. 2. Contrary to religion; profane, 
impious : wicked. 

TU ndv' With impiety : wickedly. 
IR-RE-LIG'IOUS-NESS, 71 Want of religious principles or 
TT>p^?~tlces 5 imgodliness. 

ME-A-BLE, a. [L. irrcmeabilis.lr Admitting no 
Vryden. J r . 

IR-DLE-M&'DI-A-BLE, a. [Fr.l 1. Not to be remedied 
ri> «i,c,annot 1x5 cured- 2. Not to be corrected or redressefl 
Tu"SS"Jj5'1,r-A-EEE-NESS, TI. State of being irremediable 
IR-RE-Me'DI-A-BLY, adv. In a manner or degree TIL* 
tt>PtT£^?es remedy, cure or correction. Bp. Taylor. 
IR-RE-MIS'SI-BLE, a. [Fr.] Not to be pardoned; tnai 
TT>C?»rV?(it,be forKiven or remitted. JVhiston. . 
IR-RE-MIS'SI-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being unpar 

donable. Hammond. 
~ E-MIS'SI-BLY, adv. So as not to be p 
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IR-RE-MOV A-BIL'I-TY, n. The quality or state of being 
irremovable, or not removable from office. 

IR-RE-MOV'A-BLE, a. That cannot be moved, removed, 
or changed. Shak. 

IR-RE-Mu'NER-A-BLE, a. That cannot be rewarded. 
IR-RE-NOWN'ED, (ir-re-nownd') a. Not renowned; not 

[R-REP-A-R A-BIL'I-TY, «. The quality or state of being 
irreparable, or beyond repair or recovery. 

IR-REP'A-RA-BLE, a. [L. irreparabilis.] 1. That cannot 
be repaired or mended. 2. That cannot be recovered or 
regained. 

[R-REP'A-RA-BLY, adv. In a manner or degree that pre
cludes recovery or repair. 

IR-RE-PEAL-A-BIL'I-TIf, n. The quality of being irre-
pealable. 

IR-RE-PE AL'A-BLE, a. That cannot be repealed. 
IR-RE-PE AL'A-BLE-NESS, n. Irrepealability. 
IR-RE-PEAL'A-BLY, adv. Beyond the power of repeal. 
IR-RE-PENT ANCE, n. Want of repentance. 
IR-RE-PLEV'I-A-BLE, a. That cannot be replevied. 
IR-RE-PLEV'I-SA-BLE, a. That cannot be replevied. 
IR-REP-RE-HENS'I-BLE, a. Not reprehensible ; not to be 

blamed or censured; free from fault. 
JR-REP-RE-HENS'I-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being 

irreprehensible. 
IR-REP-ltE-HENS'I-BLY, adv. In a manner not to incur 

blame ; without blame. Sherwood. 
IR-REP-RE-SENT'A-BLE, a. Not to be represented 3 that 

cannot be figured or represented by any image. 
IR-RE-PRESSI-BLE, a. That cannot be repressed. 
IR-RE-PROACH'A-BLE, a. That cannot be justly re

proached: free from blame 3 upright 3 innocent. 
IR-RE-PRoACH'A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality or state of 

being not reproachable. 
IR-RE-PRoACH'A-BL Y, adv. In a manner not to deserve 

reproach 3 blamelessly. 
IR-RE-PROV'A-BLE, a. That cannot be justly reproved 3 

blameless; upright. 
IR-RE-PROV'A-BLY, adv. So as not to be liable to reproof 

or blame. Weevet 
IR-REP-TI TIOUS, a. Encroaching 3 privately intro

duced. 
IR-RE-SIST'ANCE, n. Forbearance to resist 3 non-resist

ance ; passive submission. Paley. 
IR-RE-SIST-I-BIL'I-TY, ) n. The quality of being irre-
IR-RE-SIST'I-BLE-NESS, \ sistible 3 power or force be

yond resistance or opposition. 
IR-RE-SIST'I-BLE, a. [Fr.] That cannot be successfully 

resisted or opposed 3 superior to opposition. 
IR-RE-SIST'I-BLY, adv. With a power that cannot be suc

cessfully resisted or opposed. Dryden. 
IR-RES'O-LU-BLE, a. [L. in and resolvo.] Not to be dis

solved 3 incapable of dissolution. Boyle. 
IR-RES'O-LU-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being indisso

luble 5 resistance to separation of parts by heat. 
IR-RES'O-LUTE, a. Not firm or constant in purpose 3 not 

decided j not determined 3 wavering 3 given to doubt. 
IR-RES'O-LUTE-LY, adv. Without firmness of mind 5 

without decision. 
IR-RES'O-LUTE-NESS, n. Want of firm determination or 

purpose ; vacillation of mind. 
IR-RES-O-Lu'TION, n. [Fr.] Want of resolution j want 

of decision in purpose j a fluctuation of mind. 
IR-RE-SOLV'ED-LY, adv. Without settled determination. 

[Little tiscd.] Boyle. 
IR-RE-SPE€T'IVE, a. Not regarding circumstances. 
IR-RE-SPEGT'IVE-LY, adv. Without regard to circum

stances, or not taking them into consideration. 
IR-RES'PI-RA-BLE, a. Unfit for respiration 3 not having 

the qualities which support animal life. 
IR-RE-SPONS-I-BIL'I-TY, n. Want of responsibility. 
IR-RE-SPONS'I-BLE, a. Not responsible ; not liable or 

able to answer for consequences ; not answerable. 
IR-RE-TEN'TIVE, a. Not retentive or apt to retain. 
IR-RE-TRIEV'A-BLE, a. Not to be recovered or repaired 3 

irrecoverable j irreparable. 
ER-RE-TRIEV'A-BLE-NESS, 71. The state of being irre

trievable. 
I R-RE-TRIE V' A-BLY, adv. Irreparably 3 irrecoverably J 

in a manner not to be regained. Woodward. 
IR-RE-TURN'A-BLE, a. Not to be returned. 
IR-REV'ER-ENCE, n. [L. irreverentia.] 1. Want of rever

ence, or want of veneration ; want of a due regard to the 
authority and character of the Supreme Being. Irrever
ence toward God is analogous to disrespect toward man. 
2. The state of being disregarded 3 applied to men. 

IR-REV'ER-ENT, a. [Fr.] 1. Wanting in reverence and 
veneration; not entertaining or manifesting due regard to 
the Supreme Being. 2. Proceeding from irreverence 3 ex
pressive of a want of veneration. 3. Wanting in respect 
to superiors. 

IR-REV'ER-ENT-LY, adv. 1. In an irreverent manner. 2. 
Without due respect to superiors. 

) ISH 

IR-RE-VER S' 1-BLE, a. That cannot be reversed 3 that can
not be recalled, repealed or annulled. 

IR-RE-VERS'I-BLE-NESS, n. State of being irreversible. 
IR-RE-VERS'I-BLY, adv. In a manner which precludes a 

reversal or repeal. 
IR-REV-0-€A-BIL'I-TY, or IR-RE V'O-UA-BLE-NESS, n. 

State of being irrevocable. 
IR-REV'O-EA-BLE, a. [L. irrevocabilis.] Not to be recall

ed or revoked 3 that cannot be reversed, repealed or an
nulled. 

IR-REV'O-GA-BLY, adv. Beyond recall 3 in a manner pre
cluding repeal. 

IR-RE-VoK'A-BLE, a. Not to be recalled 3 irrevocable, 
j- IR-RE V'O-LU-BLE, a. That has 110 revolution. Milton. 
IR'RI-GATE, v. t. [L. irrigo.] 1. To water 3 to wet 3 to 

moisten ; to bedew. 2. To water, as land, by causing a 
stream to flow upon it and spread over it. 

IR'RI-GA-TED, pp. Watered 3 moistened. 
JR'RI-GA-TING, ppr. Watering 3 wetting 3 moistening 
IR-RI-GA'TION, n. 1. The act of watering or moistening 

—2. In agriculture, the operation of causing water to flow 
over lands for nourishing plants. 

IR-RIG'U-OUS, a. [L. irriguus.] 1. "Watered 3 watery 3 
moist. Milton. 2. Dewy ; moist. Philips. 

IR-RIS'ION, 71. [L. irristo.] The act of laughing at another. 
IR-RI-T A-BIL'I-TY, 71. 1. Susceptibility of excitement 3 the 

quality of being easily irritated or exasperated.—2. In 
physiology, one of the four faculties of the sensorium, by 
which fibrous contractions are caused in consequence of 
the irritations excited by external bodies. 

IR'RI-T A-BLE, a. 1. Susceptible of excitement, or of heat 
and action, as animal bodies. 2. Very susceptible of anger 
or passion 3 easily inflamed or exasperated.—3. In physiol
ogy, susceptible of contraction, in consequence of the ap-
pulse of an external body. 

IR'RI-TANT, a. Irritating. 
IR'RI-TANT, n. That which excites or irritates. Rush. 
IR'RI-TATE, v. t. [L. b-rito.] 1. To excite heat and redness 

in the skin or flesh of living animal bodies, as by friction ; 
to inflame ; to fret. 2. To excite anger 3 to provoke ; to 
tease ; to exasperate. 3. To increase action or violence ; 
to heighten excitement in. 4. To cause fibrous contrac
tions in an extreme part of the sensorium, as by the ap-
pulse of an external body, 

j IR'RI-TATE, part.' a. Heightened. Bacon. 
j IR'RI-TATE, v. t. [Low L. irritare.] To render null and 

void. 
IR'RI-TA-TED, pp. Excited 3 provoked 3 caused to contract. 
IR'RI-TA-TING, ppr. Exciting 3 angering 3 provoking 3 

causing to contract. 
IR-RI-T A'TION, n. 1. The operation of exciting heat, 

action and redness in the skin or flesh of living animals, 
by friction or other means. 2. The excitement of action 
in the animal system by the application of food, medicines 
and the like. 3. Excitement of anger or passion 3 provo
cation 3 exasperation 3 anger.—4. In physiology, an exer
tion or change of some extreme part of the sensorium re
siding in the muscles or organs of sense, in consequence 
of the appulses of external bodies. 

IR'RI-TA-TiVE, a. 1. Serving to excite or irritate. 2. Ac
companied with or produced by increased action or irrita
tion. 

IR'RI-TA-TO-RY, a. Exciting; stimulating. Hales. 
IR-RO-RA'TION, ti. [L. irroratio.] The act of bedewing ; 

the state of being moistened with dew. 
Ilt-RUP'TION, n. [L. irruptio.] 1. A bursting in 3 a break

ing, or sudden, violent rushing into a place. 2. A sudden 
invasion or incursion 3 a sudden, violent inroad, or en
trance of invaders into a place or country. 

IR-RUP'TIVE, a. Rushing in or upon. 
IS, v. i. [Sax. is; G.ist; D.is; L. est.'] The third per

son singular of the substantive verb, which is composed of 
three or four distinct roots, which appear in the words am, 
be, are, and is. 

IS'A-BEL, n. [Fr. isabelle.] Isabel yellow is a brownish-
yellow, with a shade of brownish-red. Kirwan. 

IS-A-GOGTU, I a. [Gr. eiaayooyiKos•] Introductory. 
IS-A-G OG'I-UAL, j Gregory. 
IS'A-GON, n. [Gr. tcros and ywvia.] A figure whose angles 

are equal. 
IS'A-TIS, 71. In zoology, the arctic fox or canis lagopus. 
IS-€JHI-AD'IC, a. [L. ischiadious.] Pertaining to the hip. 

—The ischiadic passion is a rheumatic affection of the hip 
joint. It is called also sciatica. . , 

IS-€HU-RET'I€, a. Having the quality of relieving ischury. 
IS-€HU-RET'I€,ti. A medicine adapted to relieve ischury. 
IS'GHU-RY, 71. [Gr. nr^oupta.] A stoppage or suppression 

of urine. Coxe. ,, , 
IS'E-RIN, ) n. [G. eisen.] A mineral of an iron-black 
IS'E-RINE, j ccW. Ure. 
ISH, a termination of English words, is in Sax. isc, Pan. isk, 

G. isch. Annexed to English adjectives, ish denotes 
diminution, or a small degree of the quality 3 as, whitish, 
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from white. Ish, annexed to names, forms a possessive 
adjec.ive ; as in Swedish, Danish^ English. Ish, annex
ed to common nouns, forms an adjective denoting a parti-, 
cipation of the qualities expressed by the noun ; as foolish, 
from fool. 

I'SI-CLE, a pendant shoot of ice, is more generally written 
icicle. See Ice and Icicle. 

I'SIN-GLASS, n. [that is, ise or ice-glass.] A substance 
consisting chiefly of gelatin, of a firm texture and whitish 
color, prepared from the sounds or air bladders of certain 
fresh water fishes. It is used as an agglutinant, and in 
fining wines. 

T'SIN-G LASS-STONE. See Mica. 
IS'LAM-ISM, n. [from the Ar. salama, to be free, safe or 

devoted to God.] The true faith, according to the Mo
hammedans ; Mohammedanism. 

TSL'AND, ) (I'land) n. [Sax. ealond; D., G. eiland.] 1. A 
I'LAND. } tract of land surrounded by water. 2. A 

large mass of floating ice is called an island of ice. 
ISL AND ER, (I'land-er) n. An inhabitant of an island. 

ISLAND-Y, a. Full of, or belonging to islands. Cotgrave. 
SL£, ) (He) n. [Fr. isle, or tie J] 1. A tract of land, sur-

ILE, ) rounded by water, or a detached portion of land, 
imbosomed in the ocean, in a lake or river. 2. A passage 
in a church. 

rS'LET, (I'let) n. A little island. 
1-SOGH'RO-NAL, ) a. [Gr. iaog and x?0V°S'] Uniform in 
I-SO€II'RO-NOUS, \ time ; of equal time j performed m 

equal times. , . 
IS'O-LATE, v. t. [It. isola.] To place in a detached situa

tion ; to place by itself; to insulate. 
IS'O-LA-TED, pp. or a. [Fr. isole.] Standing detached from 

others of a like kind ; placed by itself or alone. 
IS'O-LA-TING, ppr. Placing by itself or detached like an isle. 
I-SO-MORPH'ISM, ?i. [Gr. icog and poprprj.] The quality of 

a substance by which it is capable of replacing another in 
a compound, without an alteration of its primitive form. 

1-SO-MORPH'OUS, a. Capable of retaining its primitive 
form in a compound. Ed. Rev. 

IS'O-NO-MY, 71. [Gr. laog and vopog.] Equal law ; equal 
distribution of rights and privileges. Mitford. 

I-SO-PER-I-MET'RI-CAL, a. Having equal boundaries. 
I-SO-PE-RIM'E-TRY, n. [Gr. tarog, nepi and psrpov.] In 

geometry, the science of figures, having equal perimeters 
or boundaries. 

T-SOS'CE-LES, a. [Gr. t<roo*£A77£.] Having two legs only 
that are equal. 

[S'RA-EL-lTE, n. A descendant of Israel or Jacob ; a Jew. 

IS-RA-EL-I'TISH \ a' PertaininS t0 Israel. J. P. Smith. 
IS-O-THERM'AL, a. [Gr. iaog and 9eppa.] Having an 

equal degree of heat or a like temperature. Ure. 
IS-O-TON'IC, a. [Gr. toog and rovog.] Having equal tones. 
IS'SU-A-BLE, (ish'u-a-bl) a. That may be issued.—In law, 

an issuable term is one in which issues are made up. 
IS'SUE, (ish'u) 7i. [Fr. issue.] 1. The act of passing or 

flowing out; a moving out of any inclosed place; egress. 
2. A sending out. 3. Event; consequence ; end or ulti
mate result. 4. Passage out; outlet. 5. Progeny ; a 
child or children; offspring. 6. Produce of the earth, or 
profits of land, tenements or other property.—7. In sur
gery, a fontanel; a little ulcer made in some part of an an-
lmsd body, to promote discharges. 8. Evacuation ; dis
charge ; a flux or running.—9. In law, the close or result 
of pleadings; the point of matter depending in suit, on 
which the parties join, and put the case to trial by a jury. 
10. A giving out from a repository ; delivery. 

IS'SUE, (ish'u) v. i. [It. uscire.] 1. To pass or flow out; to 
run out of any inclosed place ; to proceed, as from a source. 
2. To go out; to rush out. 3. To proceed, as progeny; to 
spring. 4. To proceed ; to be produced ; to arise ; to grow 
or accrue.—5. In legal pleadings, to come to a point in 
fact or law, on which the parties join and rest the deci
sion of the cause. 6. To close : to end. 

V J AC 
IS'SUE, (ish'u) v. t. 1. To send out; to put into circulation 

2. To send out j to deliver from authority 3. To delivej 
for use. 

IS'SUED, (ish'shud) pp. Descended ; sent out. Shalt. 
IS'SUE-LESS, (ish'u-les) a. Having no issue or progeny 

wanting childien. 
IS'SU-ING, ppr. Flowing or passing out ; proceeding fr-«n 

sending out. 
IS'SU-ING, 72. 1. A flowing or passing out. 2. Emission 

a sending out ; as of bills or notes. 
ISTH'MUS, (ist'mus) n. [L.] A neck or narrow slip of land 

by which two continents are connected, or by which a 
peninsula is united to the main land. 

IT, pron. [Sax. hit; D. het; G. es ; L. i<L] 1. A substitute 
or pronoun of the neuter gender, sometimes called demon
strative, and standing for any thing except males and fe
males. 2. It is much used as the nominative case or word 
to verbs called impersonal; as, it rains ; it snows. 

I-TAL IAN, a. Pertaining to Italy. 
I-TAL'IAN, 72. 1. A native of Italy. 2. The language used 

in Italy, or by the Italians. 
I-TAL'IAN-ATE, v. t. To render Italian, or conformable to 

Italian customs. 
I-TAL'IAN-IZE, v. i. To play the Italian ; to speak Ital

ian. 
I-TAL'I€, a. Relating to Italy or its characters. 
I-TAL'I-ClZE, v. t. To write or print in Italic characters. 
I-TAL'IGS, 72. plu. Italic letters or characters; characters 

first used in Italy, and which stand inclining. 
ITCH, 72. [Sax. gict/ia.] 1. A cutaneous disease. 2. The 

sensation in the skin occasioned by the disease. 3. A 
constant teasing desire. 

ITCH, v. i. [G. jucken.] 1. To feel a particular uneasiness 
in the skin which inclines the person to scratch the part 
2. To have a constant desire or teasing inclination. 

ITCH'ING, ppr. 1. Having a sensation that calls for 
scratching. 2. Having a constant desire. 

ITCH'Y, a. Infected with the itch. 
ITEM, adv. [L.] Also; a word used when something is 

to be added. 
I'TEM, 7i. 1. An article; a separate particular in an ac

count. 2. A hint; an innuendo. 
I'TEM, v. t. To'make a note.or memorandum of. 
t IT'ER-A-BLE, a. That may be repeated. Brown. 
IT'ER-ANT, a. Repeating. Bacon. 
IT'ER-ATE, v. t. [L. itero.] To repeat j to utter or do a 

second time. 
IT'ER-A-TED, pp. Repeated. 
IT'ER-A-TING, ppr. Repeating; uttering or doing ove? 

again. 
IT-ER-A'TION, 7i. [L. iteratio.] Repetition; recital or per

formance a second time. Bacon. 
IT ER-A-TIVE, a. Repeating. 
1-TIN'ER-ANT, a. [L. iter.] Passing or traveling about a 

country ; wandering; not settled. 
I-TIN'ER-ANT, n. One who travels from place to place 

particularly a preacher ; one who is unsettled. 
I-TIN'ER-A-RY, n. [Fr. itineraire ; Low L. itinerarium.3 

An account of travels or of the distances of places. 
I-TIN'ER-A-RY, a. Traveling; passing from place to place, 

or done on a journey. Bacon. 
I-TIN'ER-ATE, v. i. [Low L. itinero.] To travel from place 

to place, particularly for the purpose of preaching j to 
wander without a settled habitation. 

IT-SELF', pron. [it and self.] The neutral reciprocal pro
noun, or substitute applied to things. 

ITTRI-UM, v. The undecomposable base of yttria. 
I'VO-RY, 72. [Fr. ivoire.] The tusk of an elephant, a hard, 

solid substance, of a fine white color. 
I'VO-RY, a. Consisting of ivory; as, an ivory comb. 
i'VO-RY-BLA€K, n. A fine kind of soft blacking. 
I'VY, 72. [Sax. ifig.] A parasitic plant of the genus hedera, 

which creeps along the ground. 
IVYED, a. Overgrown with ivy. Warton 

J. 

J This letter has been added to the English Alphabet in 
• modern days; the letter I being written, formerly, in 
words where J is now used. It seems to have had the 
sound of 7/, in many words, as it still has in the German. 
The Enelish sound of this letter may be expressed by dzh, 
or edzh, a compound sound coinciding exactly with that 

JAB&ER^tf?^tU galberen, or Fr. jaboter ] To talk rapid
ly or indistinctly ; to chatter ; to prate. Swift. 

JAB'BER, 7i Rapid talk with indistinct utterance. 

JAB'BER-ER, n. One that talks rapidly, indistinctly or un
intelligibly. 

JAB'BER-ING, ppr. Prating ; talking confusedly. 
f JAB'BER-MENT, n. Idle prate. Milton. 
JAB'I-RU, ti. An aquatic fowl of the crane kind. 
JAC'A-MAR, 72. A kind of fowls. 
JA'CENT, a. [L. jacens.] Lying at length. Wotton. 
Ja'CINTH, 72. [a different orthography of hyacinth.] 1. A 

genus of plants. [SreHyacinth.] 2. A species of pellucid 
gems. 
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JA€K, n. 1. A nickname or diminutive of John, used as a 

general term of contempt for any saucy or paltry tellovv. 
2. The name of an instrument that supplies the place of a 
boy; an instrument to pull off boots. 3. An engine to 
turn a spit. 4. A young pike. 5. [Sp.xaco, xaqueta.] 
A coat of mail. 6. A pitcher of waxed leather. 7. A 
small bowl thrown out for a mark to the bowlers. 8. Part 
of a musical instrument called a virginal. Bacon. J. lhe 
male of certain animals, as of the ass. 10 A horse or 
wooden frame on which wood or timber is sawed.—11. In 
sea-Ian wage, a flag, ensign or colors, displayed from a 
staff on the end of a bowsprit.—12. In Yorkshire, half a 
pint. Grose. A quarter of a pint. Pegge.—Jack at all 
trades a person who can turn his hand to any kind of busi
ness .—Jack by the hedge, a plant.—Jack in a box. 1. A 
plant. 2. A large, wooden, male screw, turning in a fe
male one.—Jack with a lantern, an ignis fatuus, a meteor 
that appears in low, moist lands.—Jack of the clock-house, 
a little man that strikes the quarters in a clock. 

JACK-A-DANDY, n. A little, impertinent fellow. See 
DANDIPIUT. „ .  ,  ,  .  .  -  .  

5 A€K'A-LENT, n. [ Jack in lent.] A simple, sheepish fel
low. Shak. „ „ » 

J A€K'A-NAPES, n. [jack and ape.] 1. A monkey; an ape. 
2. A coxcomb; an impertinent fellow. 

JACK' ASS, n. The male of the ass. 
JACK'-BLOCK, n. A block attached to the top-gallant-tie 

of a ship, to sway up or to strike the yard. 
JACK'BOOTS, n. Boots that serve as armor for the legs. 
JACK'DAW, n. [ jack and daw.] A fowl. 
JACK'FLAGJ n. A flag hoisted at the spnt-sail top-mast

head. Encyc. 
JACK'PUD-DING, n. [jack and pudding. J A merry-an-

drew ;"a buffoon ; a zany. Gay. 
JACK'SAUCE, n. An impudent fellow ; a saucy Jack. Shak. 
JACK'SAIITH, n. A smith who makes jacks for the chim-

• J^ek'AL, n. [Sp. chacal.] An animal of the genus canis, 
resembling a dog and a fox. 

JACK'ET, n. [Sp. xaqueta; Fr. jaquette.] A short close 
garment worn by males, extending downwards to the 
hips ; a short coat. 

JACK'ET-ED, a. Wearing a jacket. 
- S'O-BIN, n. [So named from the piace oi meeting, WIM^I  

was the monastery of the monks called Jacobines.J The 
Jacobins, in France, during the late revolution, were a 
society of violent revolutionists. 

JAC'O-BIN, a. The same with jacobinical. 
J AC'O-BINE, n. 1. A monk of the order of Dominicans. 2. 

A pigeon with a high tuft. Ainsworth. 
JAC-O-BIN'IC, \ a. Resembling the Jacobins of France ; 
JAC-O-BIN'I-CAL, J turbulent. 
J AC O-BIN'ISM, n. Jacobinic principles; popular turbu-

J Ic'cYBIN-IZE, v. t. To taint with Jacobinism. Burke. 
JACO BITE, n. [from Jacobus.] 1. A partisan or adherent 

of James II. king of England, after he abdicated the 
throne, and of his descendants. 2. One of a sect of Chris
tians in Syria and Mesopotamia. 

JAC'O-BITE, a. Pertaining to the partisans of James if. 
JAC'O-BIT-ISM, n. The principles of the partisans of 

James II. Mason. 
JA'COB'S-LAD'DER, n A plant. 
JA'COB'S-STAFF, TI . 1. A pilgrim's staff. 2. A staff con

cealing a dagger. 3. A cross staff; a kind of astrolabe. 
JA-CO'BUS, n. [Jacobus.] A gold com, value twenty-five 

shillings sterling, struck in the reign of James I. 
JAC-O-NET', n. A kind of coarse muslm. 

JAGG, v. t. To notch ; to cut into notches or teeth like those 
of a saw. 

JAGG, or JAG, n. A tooth of a saw ; a denticulation.—In 
botany, a cleft or division. Martyri. 

JAG'GEDj pp. 1. Notched ; uneven. 2. a. Having notches 
or teetli; cleft; divided ; laciniate. 

JAG'GED-NESS, n. The state of being denticulated; un-
evenness. Peacham. 

JAG'GING,ppr. Notching; cutting into teeth ; dividing. 
JAG'GY, a. Set with teeth ; denticulated ; uneven 
JAG-U-AR', n. The American tiger., or ounce of Brazil. 
J All, n. Jehovah. 
JAIL, n. [Fr. geole : sometimes written, improperly, gaol.] 

A prison ; a building or place for the confinement of per
sons arrested for debt or for crime. 

JAIL'BiRD, n. A prisoner; one who has been confined in 
prison. 

JAIL'ER, n. The keeper of a prison. 
JAIL'FE-VER, n. A contagious and fatal fever generated 

in jails and other places crowded with people. 
JAKES, n. A house of office or back-house ; a privy. 
* JAL'AP, ?i. [Port, jalapa; Fr. jalap; Sp. xalapa: so 

called from Xalapa, in Mexico.] The foot of a plant, much 
used as a cathartic. 

JAM, TI. 1. A conserve of fruits boiled with sugar and 
water. 2. A kind of frock for children. 

JAM, v. t. [Russ. jem.] 1. To press; to crowd; to wedge 
in.—2. In England, to tread hard or make firm by tread
ing, as land by cattle. Grose. 

JAM, or JAMB, n. Among the lead miners of Mendip, a 
thick bed of stone which hinders them when pursuing tho 
veins of ore. 

JA-MAI'€A Pepper. See ALLSPICE. 
JAMB, (jam) n. [Fr. jambe.] In architecture, a supporter . 

the side-piece or post of a door ; the side piece of a fire 
place. 

J AM-BEE', n. A name formerly given to a fashionable cane 
Tatler. 

t JAM'BEUX, 7i. Armor for the legs. Dryden. 
JANE, 71. 1. A coin of Genoa. Spenser. 2. A kind of fustian 
JAN'GLE, v. i. [G. zanken.] To quarrel in words; to alter 

cate ; to bicker; to wrangle. Shak. 
JAN'GLE, v. t. To cause to sound discordantly. 

JAW-MIL n'. [So'named^rom the place of meeting, which 1 JAN'GLE, n. [Old Fr. jar,-fie.] Prate; babble ; discordant 
' *- . f j.1 Tn js O c* 1 TVlA II SOUDu* 

JAN'GLER, TI. A wrangling, noisy fellow. 
JAN'GLING, ppr. Wrangling; quarreling; sounding dis

cordantly. 
J AN'GLING, 71. A noisy dispute ; a wrangling. 
J 4N'I-TOR, n. [L.] A door-keeper; a porter. Warton. 
JAN-I-ZA'RI-AN, a. Pertaining to the Janizaries. 
JAN'I-ZA-RY, 77. [Turkish, ycniskeri.] A soldier of the 

Turkish foot guards. 
JAN'NOEK, T?. Oat-bread. [Local.] 
JAN'SEN-ISM, 77. The doctrine oFJansen in regard to free 

will and grace. 
JAN'SEN-IST, TI. A follower of Jansen, bishop of Ypres, in 

Flanders. 
JANT, v. i. To ramble here and there; to make an excur

sion. Shak. * 
JANT, n. An excursion ; a ramble; a short journey. 
JANT'I-LY, adv. Briskly ; airily ; gavly. 
JANT'I-NESS, 77. Airiness ; flutter; briskness. 
JANT'Y, a. Airy; showy; fluttering; finical. Hobbcs. 
JAN'U-A-RY, 71. [Fr. janvier ; Port, janeiro E. januarius.] 

The first month of the year, according to the present com
putation. , 

JA PAN', 77. This name is given to work varnished and 
figured in the manner practiced by the natives of Japan. 

JA-PAN'-EARTH, n. Catechu, a combination of gummy 
and resinous matter, obtained from the juice of a species 
of palm tree. 

JA PAN', v. t. 1. To varnish in the manner of the Japanese. 
2. To black and gloss, as in blacking shoes or boots. 

JAP-A-NESE', a. Pertaining to Japan or its inhabitants. 
JAP-A-NESE', 77. A native of Japan ; or the language oi tne 

inhabitants. 
JA-PAN'NED, (ja-pand') pp. Varnished m a particular 

JA-PAN^'NER, n. 1. One who varnishes in the manner of 
the Japanese. 2. A shoe-blacker. 
\-PAN NING. vvr. Varnishing in the manner ot the Jaj>-

AO-u-;im y -
t JA€'TAN-CY, TI. [L. jactantia.] A boasting. 
JA€-TI-TA'TION, 77. [L .jactatio.] 3. A tossing of the body; 

restlessness. 2. A term in the canon law, for a false pre
tension to marriage ; vain boasting. 

JAC'U-LATE, V. t. [L.jaculor.] To dart. 
JAC-U-LA'TION, n. The action of darting, throwing or 

lanching, as missive weapons. Milton. 
JAC'U-LA-TOR, 77. The shooting fish. ^onUr 
JAC'U-LA-TO-RY, a. Darting or throwing out suddenly, 

or suddenly thrown out; uttered in short sentences. See 
EJACULATORY. ,  

JADE, TI. 1. A mean or poor horse ; a tired horse; a worth
less nag. 2. A mean woman ; a word of contempt, noting 
sometimes age, but generally vice. 3. A young woman; 
in irony or slight contempt. . 

JADE, n. A mineral called also nephrite. 
JADE, v. t. 1. To tire ; to fatigue ; to weary with hard ser

vice. 2. To weary with attention or study ; to tire. 3. 
To harass ; to crush. 4. To tire or wear out m mean of
fices, 5. To ride; to rule with tyranny. . 

JADE v. i. To become weary ; to lose spirit; to sink. 
JAD<LD, pp. Tired ; wearied ; fatigued ; harassed. 
JADER-Y, 77. The tricks of a jade. Beaumont. 
JADING,p?r. Tiring; wearying; harassing. 
1AD ISII, a. 1. Vitious ; bad, like a jade. 2. Unchaste. 
I AG, TI. [Sp. zaga.] A small load. Mew England. 

JAPANNING, ppr. Varnishing i 
anese ; giving a glossy black surface. 

JA-PAN'NING, 77. The art of varnishing, 
f JAPE, v. i. [Ice. geipa.] To jest. Chaucer. 
f JAPE, v. t. [Sax. geap.] To cheat. Chaucer. 
f JAPE, 77. A jest; a trick. Chaucer. 

JAApHE^'?e,Aipeertraining to Japheth, the eldest son of 

A Wrd or tremu-JAR, v. 1. 1. To striketogether m haRh|y . ^ 8trike djs 

cordanUy. 's To clash ; to interfere; to act in opposition; 

* See Synopsis.MOVE, BOQK, DOVE BULL. UNITE.—€ as K; 6 as J; S as Z; CH as SII, TH as rn this, f Oisolett 
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to be inconsistent. 3. To quarrel; to dispute; to clash in 
words 4. To vibrate regularly; to repeat the same sound. 

JAR, v. t. lo shake ; to cause to tremble: to cause a short 
tremulous motion in a thing. 

JAR, n. 1. A rattling vibration of sound; a shake. 2. A 
harsh sound; discord. 3. Clash of interests or opinions ; 
collision; discord ; debate. 4. The state of a door half 
open, or ready to move and strike the post. 5. Repetition 
of the noise made by the pendulum of a ciock. 

fAH,n [Sp. jarra, jarro.] J. A vessel with a large bellv 
and broad mouth, made of earth or glass. 2. A certain measure. 

+ A species of serpent in America. 
TARnpJ' °rJ i n'n ' V' L To bemire- Spenser. 
IS?" ̂ J.£aLIous tumors on the leg of a horse, be . J25T bend °*the ham on the outside. 

i • d7^£atE' V' To emit a harsh or shrill sound. 
JAR GOJ\, ji. [Fx. jargon.] 1. Confused, unintelligible talk 
t a n onglS i |^bble ' glbherish ; cant. 2. A mineral. 
JABrnS i (jar-go-neli) A species of pear. 
UDDPn Vc Pertaining to the Mineral jargon. 

Shaken. 
ant PPr' Shaking> making a harsh sound; discord 

V" A shaking ; discord ; dispute. 
JAbEY, n. [corrupted from jarsey or jersey.] A worsted 
IAShawv11 S0^e Places5 a colloquial term for a wig. 

' n' A y°ung hawk. Ainsworth. 
ja|S n. [Fx. jasmin. It is sometimes written jessa-
tgTeaut'Ju, flowers. P'ant °f th<5 bear-

J ASP. The same as jasper. 
JAe«^a™^.Ac"re andently g'Ven 10 801,16 ™ri" , 

[Fr- jaspe.] A mineral which admits of an ele-
JasS a tfu 13 UM fAr vafs' seals> snuff-boxes, &c. 1 

Mlxed with jasper. 
JXS'PONVY Like jasper; consisting of jasper. 
+ y e Purest horn-colored onyx. 
J A UN WrFW E rtaf ] .To bustle; to jaunt. Shale. 

7.V, * ? •' (Jaj1^18) n.[Fr. jaunisse.] A disease which is 
characterized by a suffusion of bile oVrI ^TV»T— " °U11US1UJ1 ui Due over the coats of the 
eye and the whole surface of the body, by which tnev are 

??IIow colM- H™-=e its name. y 

7r P P» (jan dist) a. 1. Affected with the iaundice • 
disco 1 ored'organs."owcolor* 2- Prejudiced, 

JAUNT. See Jaxt. 

and'339 MMH,a 
• (j.avlm) n. [Fr. javeline.] A sort of spear about 

the Shaft °f'waKSS! 

d/w/rr«f &ssfixs&cIamor-
jXWFiri'' £ abu?e by scolding. [Vulgar.] 

depres 

i JXY J'rp-^^HItothejawB. Gayton. 
MyET.[F^fS.8p-«'-]Abi,d-
"rPATE/ni^ r ffm,ofan azure blue color. 

hensive o'f rfvalship'; feS'tST J 

has withdrawn or may withdraw from « another 
of a person he loves, or Sme Zd wh ch „aff6c"ons 

to obtain. 2. Suspicious that we do not"niov L T^ 
tion or respect of others. 3. Emulous • S L affe<T 
tion. 4. Solicitous to defend the honor nf 1. comPeti-
the character of. 5. SuspiciSus^ f?r 

careful and concerned for. 6. Suspicions!wU ?axiously 
JEAL'OUS-LY, (jel'us-ly) adv.WW?eSouay^S'snicion 

emulously ; with suspicious fear or vigilant -usPlclon 5 
JEAUOUS-NESS, (jei'us-nes) rr. The ImL" rf bein„ ,eal 

ous; suspicion; suspicious vigilance. Kincr ChaSlf J 

JEAL'OUS-Y, (jel'us-y) [Fr.Jalol^hat^Ln or 
peculiar uneasiness, whr.h arises from the fear tha?a nVal 
may rob us of the affect on of one whom we lovf or the 
suspicion that he has toady done it; or it is the ummI 
ness which arises from the fear that another does o? win 
enjoy some advantage which we desire for oursel^s 
Jealousy is nearly allied to envy, fox jealousy, before a good 
islostbyourselves is converted into envy, after it if ob
tained by others. Suspicious fear or apprehension 3 
Suspicious caution or vigilance ; an earnest concern or so' 

0Tthewelfareorhonorofothers- 4- Indignation 
In sea-language, an assemblage of tackles by 

ip7"c}1 thf lower yards of a ship are hoisted or lowered. 
» n' A fossil of a fine black color. See JET. 

i JEER, v. i. [G. scheren.J To utter severe, sarcastic rpflp/» 
JEER3 v l°t STnt t0tderihe ' ^ fl0Ui' t0 make a mock of. •{LER, V. t. To treat with scofls or derision. Howell. 
JEER, n., Railing language; scoff; taunt; biting iest 
jeeker>;pp! SSi; daSedn.; ridicu!e withscLi'' 

g||||^S4a s^rsircte-JEEIl'ING, n. Derision. 
JEER'ING-LY,adv. With raillery; scornfully; contemntu 

ously; in mockery. Derham. *' tuIuemPlu 

H Sp t 0 ^ ' ^ m i l i e r a I -  ™Mps. 
tt. A klnd of sausage. A ins worth. 
JE-Ho VAH, 71. The Scripture name of tlie Supreme Bern* 

iieb. mni. ° 
JE-Ho'VIST, n. Among critics, one who maintains that 

the vowel-points annexed to the word Jehovah, in He
brew, are the proper vowels of the word, and express the 
true pronunciation. 

JE-JuNE', a. [L. jejunus.] 1. Wanting; empty; vacant 
2. Hungry ; not saturated. 3. Dry ; barren ; wanting in
teresting matter. ' 6 

JE-JuNE'NESS, n. Poverty; barrenness; partic.ula.rlv, 
TT^Tn™£mterrestmS matter- [Jejunity is not used.l ' 

sistenfeJfjety? ^ J BrouSht t0 the «>"• 
[ JEL/LY, n. [Sp. jalea.] I. The inspissated juice of fruit, 

boded wuh sugar. 2. Something viscous or glutinous 
something of the consistency of jelly; a transparent, sizv 
portableCsou m animaI substances by decoction ' 

ilM™i.iP^eh„re™gh Wl'iChje"y iS di8tm6d-
JgJf'MV a. spruce. Whiter. [A low word.] 
TFN/S N' AA dlffeneSt ortbography ofyenite, which see. 
JFN/NFT'T^ir^ smr .®Panifh h°rse, properly genet. JENNET-ING, n. [said to be corrupted from juneting, at 

!̂ee.T îU.ne' °r at St- Jea"-J A ̂  of ikrT, 

|,^^^1S^attg'm°Ved by WM6r ° 
Sat?6/- W-A.fish:lbeblue chub, found in the Danube 

' °eLfail) n' tFj'J'™ faMi'] An oversight h 
I pleading or other proceeding at law ; oi the acknowleda 

ment ot a mistake. 3 

JF™ AR,D', (j6p'ard). "• u To hazard i to pit in danger; Ic expose to loss or injury. h ' 
JFnPABnfvp (jop'ard-er) nOne who puts to hazard. 
JEOP'ARD-IZE, Oep'ard-ize) v. t. To expose to loss or inju-

ry , to jeopard. [This is a modern word, used in America 
but synonymous with jeopard, and therefore useless 1 

JEouf;AhRa?a?d"S.(jep,ard-US)a- Exp°Sedt0 daoger; peri. 
J3dan^eriD^°US LY' ^ep/ard_us"1y) adv- With risk or 
JEOP'ARD-Y, (jep'ard-y) n. [Fr. j^ai perdu, I have lost, o 
SfiT?' a St garae| G* gffakri danger.] Exposure U 

l0SS orA]nJury 5 hazard; danger ; peril. 
TFP^ J WVaA ^"^d^ped having very short fore legs. 
JERK, v. t. [Sax. hroecan, herca.] 1. To thrust out • to 

thrust with a sudden effort; to give a sudden pull twitch 
t JERK °J ?Tnn^°thrT 4? 8 1Uick. T JERK, v. t. To accost eagerly. Dryden. 
JERK, 71. I. A short, sudden thrust, push or twitch; r 

fA^ddTsp^r g with a short'quick 

jprktv'»• ?nAw;i7st,rikes rth a quick'smart 
Si \ A tiiS 'ia S5®rt coat' a cIose waistcoat. South• 2. A kind of faciwk. •flvuswovth. 

JER'SEY, 71. [from the island so called.] 1. Fine varn of 
rmtd2w0rfi,,est of vv°o186Parat6d 

JE-Ru'SA-LEM AR'TI-CHOKE, n. A plant 
JESS, 72. 1. A short strap of leather tied round the le^ nf s 

hawk, by which she is held on the fist. 2. A ribbon thm 
hangs down from a garland or crown in falconrv 
jTsm'fIN' W' A g6nUS °f PlantS and ^ir Sowers. 

JES'SE, n. A large brass candlestick branched into many 
Cowl'*' hangmg n m the middIe of a church or choir. 

dEgSED, a. Having jesses on ; a term in heraldry 
JEST, 7i. [Sp. and Port, chiste.] 1. A joke; something IU-

dicrous uttered and meant only to excite laughter" 2 
The object of laughter or sport; a laughing stock 3 A 
mask. 4. A deed; an action ; [ohs.] ' 

JEST, v. i. 1. To divert or make merry by words or actions -
to joke. 2. To utter in sport; to say what is not true' 
merely for diversion. 3. To play a part in a mask ' 

JEST'ER, 7i. 1. A person given to jesting, sportive talk and 
merry pranks. 2. One given to sarcasm. 3. A buffoon • 
a merry-andrew, a person formerly retained by nrinceq f« 
make sport for them. 

See Synopsis. A, £, I, 0, tj, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WH£T PREY ;-PIN, MARINE, BIRD j— j Obsolete 
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lEST'ING, ppr. Joking 3 talking for diversion or merri

ment. 
JEST'lNG, 71. A joking ; concise wit. Encyc. 
JEST'ING-LY, adv. In a jocose manner3 not in earnest. 
JESTING-STOCK, n. A laughing-stock 3 a butt of ridi

cule. 
JES'U-IT, 71. One of the society of Jesus, so called, founded 

by Ignatius Loyola. 
JES'U-IT-ED, a. Conforming to the principles of the Jesu

its. White. 
JES'U-IT-ESS, 7i. A female Jesuit in principle. Bp. Hall. 
JE$-U-IT'I€, ) a. 1. Pertaining to the Jesuits or their 
JES-U-IT'I-€AL, j principles and arts. 2. Designing 3 

cunning ; deceitful 3 prevaricating. 
JES-U-IT'I-€AL-LY, adv. Craftily. 
JES'U-IT-ISM, 71. I. The arts, principles and practices of 

the Jesuits. 2. Cunning j deceit; hypocrisy; prevarica
tion 3 deceptive practices to effect a purpose. 

JES'U-ITS'-BARK, n. Peruvian bark 3 the bark of the cin
chona, a tree of Peru. 

JET, 71. [D. git; Fr.jayet.] A solid, dry, black, inflamma
ble fossil substance. 

JET, 71. [Fr.jrt ; It. gctto.] 1. A spout, spouting or shoot
ing of water. 2. A yard. Tusser. 3. Drift 3 scope 3 [not 
in use, or local.] 

JET, v.i. 1. To shoot forward 3 to shoot out 3 to project 3 
to jut; to intrude. 2. To strut; to throw or toss the body 
in haughtiness. 3. To jerk 3 to jolt 3 to be shaken. See 
JUT. 

JET'TEAU, (jet'to) n. [FT. jet d'eau.] A throw or spout of 
water. Addison. 

JET'SAM, JETTON, or JET TI-SON, n. [Fr. jetter.] In 
law and commerce, properly, the throwing of goods over
board in order to lighten a ship in a tempest for her pres
ervation. 

JET'TEE, 71. A projection in a building. 
JET'TER, 71. A spruce fellow 5 one who struts. 
JETTY, v. i. To jut. 
JET'TY, 71. A small pier or projection into a river for nar

rowing it and raising the water above that place. 
JET'TY, a. Made of jet, or black as jet. Pope. 
JET'TY-HEAD, n. The projecting part of a wharf; the 

front of a wharf whose side forms one of the cheeks of a 
dock. 

JEW, 71. [a contraction of Judas or Judah.] A Hebrew or 
Israelite. 

JEW'EL, 71. [It. gioiello , Fr. joyau; Sp. joy a, joyel; G. 
juwel; D. juwecl.] 1. An ornament worn by ladies, usu
ally consisting of a precious stone, or set with one or 
more 3 a pendant worn in the ear. 2. A precious stone. 
3. A name expressive of fondness. 

JEW'EL, v. t. To dress or adorn with jewels 
JEW'EL-HOUSE, or JEW'EL-OF'FICE, 7?. The place 

where the royal ornaments are reposited. Shak. 
JEW'EL-LIKE, a. Brilliant as a jewel. Shak. 
JEWELED, pp. Adorned with jewels, 
JEW'EL-ER, TI. One who makes or deals in jewels and 

other ornaments. 
JEW'EL-ING, ppr. Adorning with jewels. 
JEW'EL-RY, 71. Jewels in general. 
JEW'ESS, TI. A Hebrew woman. Acts, xxiv. 
JEWISH, a. Pertaining to the Jews or Hebrews. 
JEW'JSH-LY, adv. In the manner of the Jews. Donne. 
JEW'ISH-NESS, 71. The rights of the Jews. Martin. 
JEW'RYJ 71. Judea 3 also, a district inhabited by Jews. 
JEWS'-EAR, 71. The name of a species of fungus. 
JEWS-FRANK-IN'CENSE, 71. A plant. 
JEWS'-HARP, 71. [Jew and harp.] An instrument of music 

shaped like a harp, which, placed between the teeth, and 
by means of a spring struck by the finger, gives a sound 
which is modulated by the breath into soft melody. It is 
called, also, Jews-trump. 

JEWS'-MAL-LOW, 7i. A plant, a species of corchorus. 
JEWg'-PlTCH, n. Asphaltum, which see. 
JEWS'-STONE, n' The davated spine of a very large egg-

shaped sea urchin petrified. 
JEZ'E-BEL, 7?. An impudent, daring, vicious woman. 
JIB, 71. The foremost sail of a ship, being a large stay-sail 

extended from the outer end of the jib-boom towards the 
fore-topmast-head. 

JIB, v. t. To shift a boom-sail fror.. one side of the mast to 
tile other. 

JIB-BOOM, 71. A spar which is run out from the extremity 
of the bowsprit, and which serves as a continuation of it. 

TT5?Y/A, n' An American serpent of the largest kind. 
JI€K'A-JOG, 71. [a cant word from jog.] A shake 3 a push. 

B. Jons on. 
JIF'FY, 71. An instant. 
J1G, 71. [It. giga ; Fr. gigue.l 1. A kind of light dance, or 

a tune or air. 2. A ballad. 
JTfi/rp'* To dance a jig. 

th v?71 I*1 sea~layiguage, a machine used to hold on 
tne cable when it is heaved into the ship, by the revolu
tion of the windlass. 

JOH 
JIG'GISH, a. Suitable to a jig. 

n\Airinket 3 a knick-knack. Hudibras 
o a t 11 j ' n\ ne w,1° makes or plays jigs. Shak 
2. A ballad maker. Dekker. 

JIG'PIN, 71. A pin used by miners to hold the turn-beami 
and prevent them from turning. 

4^OUng ^"Lan» in c°ntempt. See C,ILL. 
•{{LL'-FLIRT, 71. A light, wanton woman. Guardian. 
JILT, 71. 1. A woman who gives her lover hopes, and ca

priciously disappoints him 3 a woman who trifles with her 
lover. 2. A name of contempt for a woman. 

JILT, v. t. To encourage a lover, and then frustrate his 
hopes ; to trick m love 3 to give hopes to a lover, and then 
reject him. Dryden. 

JILT, v.i. To play the jilt3 to practice deception in love, 
and discard lovers. Congreve. 

JIM'MERS, n. Jointed hinges. Bailey. 
JIMP, a. Neat; handsome 3 elegant of shape. 
JIN'GLE, v. i. To sound with a fine, sharp rattle 3 to clink. 
JIN'GLE, v. t. To cause to give a sharp sound, as a little 

bell, or as pieces of metal. Pope. 
JIN'GLE, 71. 1. A rattling or clinking sound, as of little 

bells or pieces of metal. 2. A little bell or rattle. 3 
Correspondence of sound in rhymes. 

JIN'GLING, ppr. Giving a sharp, fine, rattling sound, as a 
little bell, or as pieces of metal. 

JIP'PO, 71. [Fr. jupe.] A waistcoat or kind of stays for fe
males. 

JOB, TI. 1. A piece of work ; any thing to be done, whether 
of more or less importance. 2. A lucrative business 3 an 
undertaking with a view to profit. 3. A sudden stab 
with a pointed instrument.—To do the job for one, to kill 
him. 

JOB, v. t. 1. To strike or stab with a sharp instrument. 2. 
To drive in a sharp-pointed instrument. Moron. 

JOB, v. i. To deal in the public stocks 3 to buy and se" a 3 
a broker. Pope. 

JOB'BER, 71. 1. One who does small jobs. 2. A dealer in 
the public stocks or funds 3 usually called a stock-joober. 
3. One who engages in a low, lucrative affair. 

JOB'BER-NOWL, n. [F1 .jobbe, and Sax. knol.] A logger-
_head ; a_blockhead. [A low word.] Hudibras. 

JOB'S'-TEARS, 71. A plant of the genus coix. 
JOCK'EY, 71. [said to be from Jackey, a diminutive of Jack, 

John ; primarily, a boy that rides horses.] 1. A man that 
rides horses in a race. 2. A dealer in horses 3 one who 
makes it his business to buy and sell horses for gain. 3. 
A cheat 3 one who deceives or takes undue advantage in 
trade. 

JOCK'EY, v. t. 1. To cheat 3 to trick 3 to deceive in trade. 
2. To jostle by riding against one. Johnson. 

JOCK'EY-SHIP, n. The art or practice of riding horses. 
Cowper 

JO-€oSE', a. [L .jocosus.] 1. Given to jokes and jesting; 
vvag^sl1* 2- Containing a joke 3 sportive 3 merry. 

JO-CoSE'LY, adv. In jest 3 for sport or game 3 waggishly. 
Broome. 

JO-€oSE'NESS, n. The quality of being jocose 3 waggery : 
merrment. [Jocosity is not used.] 

JO-CO-SE'RI-OUS, a. Partaking of mirth and seriousness. 
Green. 

JOC'U-LAR, a. [L. jocularis.] 1. Jocose 3 waggish 3 merry 
given to jesting. 2. Containing jokes 3 sportive ; not 
serious. 5 

n- Merriment 3 jesting. Brown. 
+ t^Vtt ui J' adv' In iest 7 f°r sport or mirth, 
t JOC'U-LAR-Y, a. Jocular. Bacon. 

A iester 7 a droll 3 a minstrel. 
011 5 merrily said. 

UiND, a. [L. jocundus.] Merry 3 gay 3 airy ; lively 3 
sportive. Prior. • ' ' J 3 

JO-€UND'I-TY, or JOC'UND-NESS, «. State of being 
merry 3 gayety. 

JCC'UND-LY, adv. Merrily; gayly. 
JOG, v. t. To push or shake with the elbow or hand 3 to 

give notice or excite attention by a slight push. 
JUG, v.i. L To move by jogs or small shocks, like those of 

a slow trot. Milton. 2. To walk or travel idly, heavily 
or slowly. 

J0G7 »• i- A push; a slight shake; a shake or push in
tended to give notice or awaken attention. 2. A rub 3 a 
small stop 3 obstruction. 

JOG'GER, 71. 1. One who walks or moves heavily and 
slowly. 2. One who gives a sudden push. 

^CG'CHTO, ppr. Pushing slightly. 
JOG'GING, 71. A slight push or shake. 
JOG'GLE, v. t. [from jog.] To shake slightly ; to give a 

sudden but slight push. 
JOG'GLE, v.i. To shake. Derham. 
JOG'GLED, pp. Slightly shaken. 
JOG'GLING, ppr. Shaking slightly. 
JO-HAN'NES, 71. [John, Latinized.] A Portuguese gold 

coin of the value of eight dollars 3 contracted often into 
joe; as, a joe, or half-joe. 
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JOHN, n. A word often used in contempt; as, a country 
Jihn 

JOHX'AP-PLE, n. A sort of apple, good for spring use, 
when other fruit is spent. Mortimer. 

JOIN, v. t. [Fr. joindre.J 1. To set or bring one thing in 
contiguity with another 2. To couple; to connect; to 
combine. 3. To unite in league or marriage. 4. To as
sociate. 5. To unite in any act 6. To unite in concord. 

JOIN, t. i. 1. To grow to; to adhere. 2. To be contigu
ous close or in contact. 3. To unite with in marriage, 
league, confederacy, partnership cr society. 

JOIN'DER, n. A joining; as, a joinder in demurrer. 
JOINED,Added; united; set or fastened together; 

associated; confederated. 
JOIN'ER, n. One whose occupation is to construct vhings 

by joining pieces of wood ; but appropriately and usually, 
a mechanic who does the wood-work in the covering and 
finishing of buildings. 

JOIN'ER-Y, n. The art of fitting and joining pieces of tim
ber in the construction of utensils or parts of a building, 
so as to form one entire piece. 

JOLNHAND, n. Writing in which letters are joined in 
words ; as distinguished from writing in single letters. 

JOIN'ING, ppr. Adding ; making contiguous ; uniting ; con
federating. 

JOINT, 7i. [Fr. joint.] 1. The joining of two or more 
things.—2. In anatomy, the joining of two or more bones; 
an articulation ; as the elbow, the knee, or the knuckle. 
3. A knot; the union of two parts of a plant; or the space 
between two joints; an internode. 4. A hinge; a junc
ture of parts which admits of motion. 5. The place where 
two pieces of timber are united.—6. In joinery, straight 
lines are called a joints when two pieces of wood are 
planed. 7. One of the limbs of an animal cut up by the 
butcher.—Out of joint, luxated ; dislocated. 

JOINT, a. 1. Shared by two or more; as joint property. 
2. United in the same profession ; having an interest in 
the same thing. 3. United ; combined ; acting in concert. 

JOINT, v. t. 1. To form with joints or articulations. 2. 
To form many parts into one. 3. To cut or divide into 
joints or quarters. 

JOINTED, pp. 1. Formed with articulations, as the stem 
of a plant. 2. Separated into joints or quarters. 

JOINT'ER, 7i. A long plane, a joiner's utensil. 
JOINT'-IIEIR, (joint'-are) n. [joint and heir.] An heir hav

ing a joint interest with another. 
JOINT'LY, adv. 1. Together; unitedly ; in concert; with 

cooperation. 2. With union of interest. 
JOINT'RESS, n. A woman who has a jointure. 
JOINT'-STOGK, n. Stock held in company. 
JOINT'-STOOL, n. A stool consisting of parts united. 
JOINT-TEN'AN-CY, n. A tenure of estate by unity of in

terest, title, time and possession. 
JOINT-TEN'ANT, n. [joint and tenant.] One who holds 

an estate by joint tenancy. 
JOINT'URE, 7i. [Fr.] An estate in lands or tenements, 

settled on a woman in consideration of marriage, and 
which she is to enjoy after her husband's decease. 

JOINT'URE, v. t. To settle a jointure upon. Cowley. 
JOINT'URED, pp. Endowed with a jointure. 
JOIST, 7i. [Scot, gcist, or gest.] A small piece of timber, 

such as is framed into the girders and summers of a build
ing to support a floor. 

JuiST, v. t. To fit in joists ; to lay joists. 
JOKE, ?i. [L. jocus.] 1. A jest; something said for the sake 

of exciting a laugh; something witty or sportive ; raillery. 
2. An illusion ; something not real, or to no purpose. In 
joke, in jest; for the sake of raising a laugh ; not in 
earnest. 

JOKE, v. i. [L. jocor.] To jest; to be merry in words or 
actions. 

JOKE. v. t. To rally ; to cast jokes at; to make merry with. 
JOK'ER, TI. A jester ; a merry fellow. Dennis. 
JoK'ING, ppr. Jesting ; making merry with. 
JoK'ING-LY, ado. In a jesting, merry way. 
JOLE, TI. 1. The cheek ; used in the phrase, cheek by jole, 

that is, with the cheeks together, close, tete k tete. Dry-
den. 2. The head of a fish. Pope. 

t JOLE, or JoLL, v.t. To strike the head against any 
thing ; to clash with violence. Shak. 

JOE LI-LY, ado. With noisy mirth; with a disposition to 
noisy mirth. Dryden. 

\ JOL'LI-MENT, 71. Mirth; merriment. Spenser. 
JOLLI-NESS, 17i. 1. Noisy mirth ; gayety ; merriment; 
JOL'LI-TY, i festivity. 2. Elevation of spirit; gayety. 
JOL'LY, a. [Fr. jolU] 1. Merry ; gay ; lively ; full of life 

and mirth ; jovial. 2. Expressing mirth or inspiring it. 
3. Exciting mirth and gayety. 4. Like one in high 
health; pretty. South. 

JOL'LY-BoAT, 7i. A small boat belonging to a ship. 
J6LT, v. i. To shake with short, abrupt risings and fallings. 
JOLT, v. t. To shake with sudden jerks, as in a carriage on 

rough ground, or on a high trotting horse. 
JOLT, n. A shock or shake by a sudden jerk. Swift. 
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JoLT'ER, v. He or that which jolts. 
JoLT'HEAD, n. A greathead; a dunce ; a blockhead 
JoLT'ING, ppr. Giving sudden jerks or shakes. 
* JON'QUIL, n. [Fr. jonquille.] A plant of the genus nar

cissus or daffodil, bearing beautiful flowers. 
JOR'DEN, n. A vessel for chamber uses. Swift. 
Jo'RUM, n. A colloquial term, in several parts of England, 

for a bowl or drinking vessel with liquor in it. 
Jo'SEPII, n. A riding coat or habit for women, with but

tons down to the skirts, formerly much in use. 
JOSEPH'S FLOW-ERS, n. A plant. 
JO'SO, n. A small fish of the gudgeon kind. 
JOS'TLE, (jos'sl) v. t. [Fr. jouter. Written also justle.] To 

run against; to push. 
JOS'TLED, pp. Run against; pushed. 
JOSTLING, ppr. Running against; pushing. 
JOS'TLING, 7i. A running against; a crowding. 
JOT, n. [Gr. twra.] An iota; a point; a tittle ; the least 

quantity assignable. 
JOT, v. t. To set down ; to make a memorandum of. 
JOT'TING, 71. A memorandum. Todd. 
| JOU-IS'SANCE, 71. [Fr.] Jollity ; merriment. Spenser. 
JOUNCE, v. t. To shake ; to jolt. Used as a noun, for a 

jolt or shake. 
JOUP, v. t. To shake up ; to dash. Grose. 
JOUR'NAL, (jur'nal) n. [Fr. journal; It. giornale ; L. di-

urnum.] I. A diary; an account of daily transactions and 
events ; or the book containing such account.—2. Among 
merchants, a book in which every particular article or 
charge is fairly entered from the waste-book or blotter.— 
3. In navigation, a daily register of the ship's course and 
distance, the winds, weather, and other occurrences. 4. 
A paper published daily, or other newspaper ; also, the 
title of a book or pamphlet published at stated times. 

f JOUR'NAL, a. [Fr. journale.] Daily ; quotidian. Spenser 
JoUR'NAL-IST, (jur'nal-ist) n. The writer of a journal or 

diary. 
JoUR'NAL-IZE, (jur'nal-ize) v. t. To enter in a journal. 
JOUR'NEY, (jur'ny) n. [Fr. journee.] 1. The travel of a 

day; [obs.] 2. Travel by land to any distance and for 
any time, indefinitely. 3. Passage from one place to 
another. 4. It may sometimes include a passing by water. 

JoUR'NEY, (jur'ny) v. i. To travel from place to place ; to 
pass from home to a distance. 

JoUR'NEY-ING, ppr. Traveling; passing from place to 
place. 

J6UR'NEY-ING, n. A traveling or passing from one place 
to another. 

JoUR'NEY-MAN, n. A mechanic who is hired to work for 
another in his employment. 

JoUR'NEY-WoRK, n. Work done for hire by a mechanic 
in his proper occupation. 

JOUST. See JUST. 
JOVE, n. [L. Jovis, gen. of Jupiter.] J. The name of the 

supreme deity among the Romans. 2. The planet Jupi-
_ter. 3. The air or atmosphere, or the god of the air. 

Jo'VI-AL, a. Under the influence of Jupiter, the planet. 
JO'VI-AL, a. [Fr. and Sp. jovial; It. gioviale.] 1. Gay; 

merry ; airy ; joyous ; jolly. 2. Expressive of mirth and 
hilarity. 

Jo'VI-AL-IST, TI. One who lives a jovial life. Hall. 
Jo'VI-AL-LY, ado. Merrily ; gayly ; with noisy mirth. 
Jo'VI-AL-NESS, n. Noisy mhth ; gayety. 
Jo'VI-AL-TY, n. Merriment; festivity. Barrow. 
JOWL, n. The cheek. See JOLE. 
JOWL'ER, n. The name of a hunting dog, beagle or other 

dog. Dryden. 
JOW'TER, 7t. A fish driver. Carew. 
JOY, TI. [Fr. joie.] 1. The passion or emotion excited by 

the acquisition or expectation of good ; gladness ; exulta
tion ; exhilaration of spirits. 2. Gayety ; mirth; festivi
ty. 3. Happiness ; felicity. 4. A glorious and triumph
ant state. 5. The cause of joy or happiness. 6. A term 
of fondness ; the cause of joy. 

JOY, v. i. To rejoice ; to be glad ; to exult. 
JOY, v.t. 1. To give joy to; to congratulate ; to entertain 

kindly. 2. To gladden; to exhilarate. 3. [Fr. jouir.] 
To enjoy ; to have or possess with pleasure, or to have 
pleasure in the possession of; [little used. See ENJOY.] 
Milton. Dryden. 

f JOY'ANCE, TI. [Old Fr.joiant.] Gayety; festivity. 
JOYED, pp. Gladdened ; enjoyed. 
JOY'FUL, a. Full of joy ; very glad ; exulting. 
JOY'PTIL-LY, adv. With joy ; gladly. Dryden. 
JOY'FUL-NESS, 7t. Great gladness ; joy. 
JOY'LESS, a. 1. Destitute of joy ; wanting joy. 2. Giving 

no joy or pleasure. 
JOY'LESS-LY, adv. Without joy. Milton. 
JOY'LESS-NESS, n. State of being joyless. Donne. 
JOY'OUS, a. [Fr. joyeux.] 1. Glad ; gay ; merry ; joyful. 

2. Giving joy. , , 
JOY'OUS-LY, adv. With joy or gladness. 
JOY'OUS-NESS, n. The state of being joyous. 
f JUB, 71. A bottle or vessel. Chaucer. 
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JO BI-LANT, a. [L.jubilans.] Uttering songs of triumph 3 
rejoicing ; shouting with joy. Milton. 

JU-BI-LA'TION, n. [L. jubilatio.] The act of declaring 
triumph. 

JU'BI-LEE, n. [Fr. jubile; L. jubilum.] 1. Among the 
Jews, every fiftieth year, being the year following the re
volution of seven weeks of years, at which time all the 
slaves were liberated, and all lands which had been alien
ated during the whole period reverted to their former 
owners. This was a time of great rejoicing. 2. A season 
of great public joy and festivity. 3. A church solemnity 
or ceremony celebrated at Rome, in which the pope grants 
plenary indulgence. 

JU-CUND'I-TY, 71. [L. jucunditas.] Pleasantness 3 agree-
ableness. [Little used.] Brown. 

JU-DA'UCAL i a' Pertaining t0 Uie Jew5,> Milner-
JU-DA I-CALMLY, adv. After the Jewish manner. 
JU*DA-ISM, 71. [Fr. judaismc.) 1. The religious doc.trines 

and rites of the Jews, as enjoined in the laws of Moses. 
2. Conformity to the Jewish rites and ceremonies. 

Ju'DA-IZE, v.i. [Fr. judaiser.] To conform to the reli
gious doctrines and rites of the Jews. 

Ju DA-iZ-ER, 71. One who conforms to the religion of the 
Jews. Macknight. 

Jfj'DA-IZ-ING, rtpr. Conforming to the doctrines and rites 
of the Jews. 

Ju'DAS-TREE, 71. A plant of the genus cercis. 
JUD'DOCK, 71. A small snipe, called, also, jack-snipe. 
JUDGE, 71. [Fr.juge.] 1. A civil officer who is invested 

with authority to hear and determine causes, civil or 
criminal, between parties. 2. The Supreme Being. 3. 
One who presides in a court of judicature. 4. One who 
has skill to decide on the merits of a question, or on the 
value of any thing 3 one who can discern truth and pro
priety.—5. In the history of Israel, a chief magistrate, 
with civil and military powers. 6. A juryman or 
juror. 

JUDGE, v.i. [Fr.juger.] 1. To compare facts or ideas, and 
perceive their agreement or disagreement, and thus to 
distinguish truth from falsehood. 2. To form an opinion 3 
to bring to issue the reasoning or deliberations of the 
mind. 3. To hear and determine, as in causes on trial; 
to pass sentence. 4. To discern 3 to distinguish ; to con
sider accurately for the purpose of forming an opinion or 
conclusion. 

JUDGE, v. t. 1. To hear and determine a case 3 to examine 
and decide. 2. To try 5 to examine and pass sentence 
on. 3. Rightly to understand and discern. 4. To cen
sure rashly ; to pass severe sentence. 5. To esteem 3 to 
think ; to reckon. 6. To rule or govern. 7. To doom to 
punishment j to punish. 

JUDGED, pp. Heard and determined 3 tried judicially j 
sentenced 3 censured 3 doomed. 

JUDG'ER, 7t. One who judges or passes sentence. 
JUDGE'SHIP, (judj'ship) n. The office of a judge. 
JUDG'ING, ppr. Hearing and determining 3 forming an 

opinion ; dooming. . 
lUDG'MENT, 71. [Fr. jugement.] 1. The act of judging 3 

the act or process of the mind in comparing its ideas, to 
find their agreement or disagreement, and to ascertain 
truth. 2. The faculty of the mind by which man is ena
bled to compare ideas and ascertain the relations of terms 
and propositions. 3. The determination of the mind, 
formed from comparing the relations of ideas, or the com
parison of facts and arguments.—4. In law, the sentence 
or doom pronounced in any cause, civil or criminal, by 
the judge or court by which it is tried. 5. The right or 
power of passing sentence. 6. Determination 5 decision. 
7. Opinion j notion.—8. In Scripture, the spirit of wisdom 
and prudence, enabling a person to discern right and 
wrong, good and evil. 9. A remarkable punishment 5 an 
extraordinary calamity inflicted by God on sinners. 10. 
The spiritual government of the world. 11. The right
eous statutes and commandments of God are called his 
judgments. 12. The doctrines of the gospel, or God's 

word. 13 Justice and equity. Luke xi. Is. i. 14. The 
decrees and purposes of God concerning nations. Rom. xi. 
15. A court or tribunal. Matt. v. 16. Controversies, or 
decisions of controversies. 1 Cor. vi. 17. The gospel, or 
kingdom of grace. Matt. xii. 18. The final trial of the 
human race, when God will decide the fate of every indi
vidual, and award sentence according to justice. 

JUDG'MENT-DAY, n. The last day, or day when final 
judgment will be pronounced on the subjects of God's 
moral government. 

JUDG'MENT-HALL, 71. The hall where courts are held. 
JUDGMENT-SEAT, W. 1. The seat or bench on which 
^judges sit in court. 2. A court 3 a tribunal. 

Hammond. 

j A court of jus
tice 3 a tribunal.' 2. Distribution of justice. 

JUDI-EA-TURE, 71. [Fr ] 1. The power of distributing 

justice by legal trial and determination. 2. A court of 
justice 3 a judicatory. 

JU-DI"CIAL, a. 1. Pertaining to courts of justice 2 
Practiced in the distribution of justice. 3. Proceeding 
from a court of justice. 4. Issued by a court under its 
seal. 5. Inflicted, as a penalty or in judgment. 

JU-DD'CIAL-LY, adv. 1. In the forms of legal justice. 2. 
By way of penalty or judgment. 

JU-DI"CIA-RY, a. [Fr. judiciaire.] 1. Passing judgment 
or sentence. 2. Pertaining to the courts of judicature. 

JU-Di"CIA-RY, 71. That branch of government which is 
concerned in the trial and determination of controversies 
between parties, and of criminal prosecutions 3 the system 
of courts of justice in a government. United States. 

JU-DI"CIOUS, a. [Fr. judicieux.] 1. According to sound 
judgment 3 wise ; prudent 3 rational j adapted to obtain a 
good end by the best means. 2. Acting according to 
sound judgment 3 possessing sound judgment 3 wise 3 di
rected by reason and wisdom. 

JU-DP'CIOUS-LY, adv. With good judgment 3 with dis
cretion or wisdom 3 skillfully. 

JU-Di"CIOUS-NESS, 71. The quality of acting or being ac
cording to sound judgment. 

JUG, n. [D. jugge.] A vessel, usually earthen, with a 
swelling belly and narrow mouth, used for holding li
quors. 

JUG, v. i. To emit or pour forth a particular sound, as 
birds. 

JUG, v. t. To call or bring together by a particular sound. 
JUG'GLE, v. i. [D. guichelen, or goochelcn 3 It. giocolare J 

1. To play tricks by slight of hand j to amuse and make 
sport by tricks, which make a false shew of extraordinary 
powers. 2. To practice artifice or imposture. 

JUGGLE, v. t. To deceive by trick or artifice. 
JUG'GLE, n. 1. A trick by legerdemain. 2. An impos

ture 3 a deception. Tillotson. 
JUG'GLER, n. [Sp. juglar; Fr. jongleur.] 1. One wno 

practices or exhibits tricks by slight of hand; one who 
makes sport by tricks of extraordinary dexterity. 2. A 
cheat; a deceiver ; a triekish fellow. Shak. 

JUGGLING, ppr. Playing tricks by slight of hand; de
ceiving. 

JUG'GLING, 71. The act or practice of exhibiting tricks of 
legerdemain. 

JUG'GLING-LY, adv. In a deceptive manner. 
Ju'GU-LAR, a. [L. juguhim.] Pertaining to the neck 01 

throat 3 as the jugular vein. 
Ju'GU-LAR, n. A large vein of the neck. 
JUICE, I ( n. [D. juys j Fr. jus.] The sap of vege-
JUSE, j Uusw j tables 3 the fluid part of animal sub

stances. 
JUICE, v.t. To moisten. 
JuICE'LESS, (juse'Ies) a. Destitute of juice 3 dry 3 with

out moisture. More. 
Jul CI-NESS, (ju'se-nes) n. The state of abounding with 

juice 3 succulence in plants. 
JuI'CY, (ju'sy) a Abounding with juice 3 moist; succu

lent. Bacon. 
fJUlSE, 71. [L. jus.] Judgment 3 justice. Oower. 

JU'JUBE | n' The name of a plant and of itS fruit* 
f JUKE, 'v. i.[Fr.jucher.j To perch. 
Ju'LEP, n. [Fr. julep.] In pharmacy, a medicine serving 

as a vehicle to other forms of medicine. 
Ju'LI-AN, a. Noting the old account of the year, as regu

lated by Julius Cesar. 
Ju'LI-AN ALPS, called, also, Carnian, between Venetia 

and Noricum. D'Jlnville. 
Ju'LIS, 71. A small fish with a green back. 
Ju'LUS, 71. [Gr. tooXos.] 1. In botany, a catkin or ament, 

a species of calyx or inflorescence. 2. A genus of multi-
pedinsects. 

JU-LY', 71. The seventh month of the year, so called from 
Julius, the surname of Caius Cesar, who was bom in this 
month. Before that time, this month was called Q,uintihs, 
or the fifth month from March. e 

JU-LY-FLOW-ER, n. The name of certain species of 
plants. 

Ju'MART, 71. [Fr.] The offspring of a bull and a mare. 
JUMBLE, v. t. [Chaucer, jombre.] To mix in a confused 

mass; to put or throw together without order. 
JUM'BLE, v. i. To meet, mix or unite in a confused man-

JUJVPBLEfu. Confused mixture, mass or collection without 
order. Swift. . . 

JUMBLED, pp. Mixed or collected in a confused mass, 
f JUM'BLE-MENT, n. Confused mixture. 
JUM BLER, 71. One who mixes things in conmsion. 
JUMBLING, ppr. Putting or mixing m a cof used mas.. 
f Ju'MENT, 71. [Fr. 5 L. jumentum.] A beast of?bur<*en. 
JUMP, i.' 1. to leap 3 to skip ; to spring. 2. TospimjS 

over any thing 3 to pass to at a lefP*T ' ree. t0 tal'ly 
pass from object to object 3 to jolt. 4. S > / 
to coincide. 
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JUMP v. t. To pass by a leap; to pass over eagerly or 

hastily. 
JUMP, n. 1. The act of jumping; a leap; a spring; a 

bound. 2. A lucky chance. Shak. 
JUMP, n. [Fr.jupe; It. giubba.] A kind of loose or limber 

stays or waistcoat, worn by females. 
T JUMP, adv. Exactly; nicely. Hooker. 
JUMP'ER, n. One who jumps. 
JUMP'ING, jrpr. Leaping; springing; bounding. 
JUNC'ATE, n. [It. giuncata.] 1. A cheese-cake; a kind 

of sweetmeat of curds and sugar. 2. Any kind of deli
cate food. 3. A furtive or private entertainment; [it is 
now written junket.] ITTVfzrwi-* rrci .. rr • . .. 

JUT 

. » . tVXl J J 
JUNCOUS, a. [L. junccus, or juncosus.] Full of bulrushes. 
FUNCTION, n. fFr.; L.juuctio.] 1. The act or operation 

of joining. 2. Union; coalition; combination. 3. The 
place or point of union! 

JUNCTURE, n. [L. junctura.] 1. A joining; union; 
amity. 2. A union of two bodies ; a seam ; particularly, 
a joint or articulation. 3. The line or point at which two 
bodies are joined. 4. A point of time; particularly, a 
point rendered critical or important by a concurrence of 
circumstances. 

JUNE, n. [L.junius; Fr. juin.] The sixth month of the 
year, when the sun enters the sign Cancer. 

JUN'GLE, n. [Hindoo.] In Hindostanf a thick wood of 
small trees or shrubs. Asiat. Res. 

JUN'GLY, a. Consisting of jungles; abounding with jun
gles. Asiat. Res. 

* Ju'NI-OR, a. [L.] Younger; not as old as another. 
* Ju'NI-OR, n. A person younger than another. 
JU-NI-OR'I-TY n. The state of being junior. Bulloltar. 
JO'NI-PER, n. [L. juniperus.] A tree or shrub bearing ber

ries of a bluish color. 
JUNK, n. [Ij.juncus.] 1. Pieces of old cable orold cordage, 

used for making points, gaskets, mats, &c., and, when 
untwisted and picked to pieces, it forms oakum for filling 
the seams of ships. 2. A small ship used in China: a 
Chinese vessel; [an eastern word.] 

JUNK'ET, n. [See JUNCATE.] 1. A sweetmeat. Shak. 2. 
A stolen entertainment. 

JUNK'ET, v. i. I. To feast in secret; to make an enter
tainment by stealth. Swift. 2. To feast. 

J UN'TO, n. [Sp. junta,- It. giunto.~\ A cabal; a meeting or 
collection of men combined for secret deliberation and 
intrigue for party purposes ; a faction. 

JUPI TER, 71. [L.] 1. The supreme deity among the 
Ureeks and Romans. 2. One of the superior planets, re
markable for its brightness. 

JUP-PON', n. [Fr.jupon.] A shor* close coat. 
JU'RAT, n. [Fi.] In England, a magistrate in some corpo-

rations ; an alderman, or an assistant to a bailiff, 
rn[Fr.^wratoire.] Comprising an oath. 
JU-KIU'1-CAL, a. [L. juridicus.] 1. Acting in the distribu

tion of justice ; pertaining to a judge. 2. Used in courts 
of law or tribunals of justice. 

JU-Rip'I-CAL-LY, adv. According to forms of law, or pro-
of jrStiCe > with legal authority. 

D ' n' tL-Juris consultus.] Among the 
Romans, a man learned in the law ; a counselor at law • 
a master of Roman jurisprudence. 

JU-RIS-DIC'TION, 7i. fFr.; L. jurisdictio.] 1. The legal 
power or authority of doing justice in cases of complaint • 
he power of executing the laws and distributing justice' 

2. Power of governing or legislating. 3. The power or 
right of exercising authority. 4. The limit within which 
power may be exercised. 

JU-RIS-DICTION-AL, a. Pertaining to jurisdiction 
JU-RIS-DIOTIVE, a. Having jurisdiciion Sn 
JU-EIS-PROWb n. [Fr. ; ju ^prZtZ.] 

science of law ; the knowledge of the laws, customs and 

dLhtXfSa;ronaofTusUcCe0mmUn,ty' 
Ju"Rrs"pRU DFNo'rAi UndU®ru,in8Iaw- West-fftiRIST^^. a- Perta "[jurisprudence. JURIST, 77. [Fr. juriste.] l. A man who professes the 

science of law : one versed in Uie law, or, more particu
larly, in the civil law; a civilian, a. One versed in the 
law of nations, or who writes on the subject. 

Ju'ROR, 71. [L. jurator.] One that serves on a jury 
JURY, 71. [Fr. jure.] A number of freeholders, selected in 

the manner prescribed by law, empanneled and sworn to 
inquire into and try any matter of fact, and to declare the 
truth on the evidence given them in the case. 

J O'RY-MAN, 71. One who is empanneled on a jury, or who 
serves as a juror. 

Ju'RY-M\ST, 71. A mast erected in a ship to supply the 
place of one carried away in a tempest or an engage-
men*, &c. 

JUST a. [Fr.juste; L.justus.] 1. Regular; orderly; due-
suitable. 2. Exactly proportioned; proper. 3. Full • 
complete tr the common standard. 4. Full; true; a 
sense allien to the preceding, or the same.—5. In a moral 
senje, upright; honest; having principles of rectitude • 

or conforming exactly to the laws, and to principles of 
rectitude m social conduct; equitable in the distribution 
of justice.—6". In an evangelical sense, righteous • reli
gious ; influenced by a regard to the laws of God 7 
Conformed to rules of justice; doing equal justice. 8* 
Conformed to truth ; exact; proper; accurate. 9. True • 
founded in truth and fact. 10. Innocent; blameless-
without guilt. 11. Equitable; due; merited. 12. True 
to promises ; faithful. 13. Impartial; allowing what is 
due ; giving fair representation of character, merit or de
ment. 

JUST, adv. 1. Close or closely; near or nearly, in place 
2. Near or nearly, in time ; almost. 3. Exactly : nicely -
accurately. 4. Merely; barely; exactly. 5. Nar
rowly. 

JUST, n. [Fr. joust e, nowjoute; Sp.justa.] A mock en
counter on horseback ; a combat for sport or for exercise 
in which the combatants pushed with lances and swords' 
man to man, in mock fight; a tilt; one of the exercises 
at tournaments. 

JUST, v.i. [Fr. jouter; Sp.justar.] 1. To engage in mock 
TT?g^on horeeback. 2. To push ; to drive ; to justle. 
JUST'ICE, ti. [Fr.; Sp .justiciar L. justitia.) 1. The virtue 

which consists in giving to every one what is his due; 
practical conformity to the laws and to principles of recti
tude in the dealings of men with each other ; honesty; 
integrity in commerce or mutual intercourse. 2. Impar
tiality ; equal distribution of right in expressing opinions; 
fair representation of facts respecting merit or demerit. 
3. Equity; agreeablen ess to right. 4. Vindictive retribu
tion ; merited punishment. 5. Right; application of 
equity.—6. [Low L. justiciarius.l A person commission
ed to hold courts, or to try and decide controversies and 
administer justice to individuals. 

JUST'ICE, v.t. To administer justice. [L. u.l Bacon. 
JUST'ICE-A-BLE, a. Liable to account in a court of just

ice. [Little used.] Hayward. 
t JUST'ICE-MENT, n. Procedure in courts. 
JUST'I-CER, 71. An administrator of justice. [Little used. 1 
. Bp. Hall. L J 

iKaSrl1??' n' The office or di8nity of a justice. 
JUS-Ti"CI A-BLE, a. Proper to be examined in courts of 

justice. 
JUS-TI"CIA-RY, or JUS-Tl"CIAR, n. [L. justiciarius.1 

L An administrator of justice. 2. A chief justice. 3. 
boasts of the Juatice of his own act; [not used.] 

JUST'I-Fl-A-BLE, a. That may be proved to be just; that 
may be vindicated on principles of law, reason, rectitude 
or propriety ; defensible; vindicable. 

JUST 'I-FI-A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality of being justifi
able ; rectitude ; possibility of being vindicated. 

JUST'I-FI-A-BLY, adv. In a manner that admits of vindi
cation or justification; rightly. 

JUSP-I-FI-CA'TION, n. [Fr.j 1. The act of justifying; a 
showing to be just or conformable to law, rectitude or 
propriety ; vindication ; defense. 2. Absolution.—3. In 
law, the showing of a sufficient reason in court, why a 
defendant did what he is called to answer.—4. In theol
ogy, remission of sin and absolution from guilt and pun
ishment. 

JUS-TIF'I-€A-TIVE, a. Justifying; that has power to 
justify. 

<-)ne wbo justifies. [Little used.] 
JUS-TIF'I-GA-TO-RY, a. Vindicatory; defensor)'. John

son. 
JUST'I-Fr-ER, n. 1. One who justifies; one who vindi

cates, supports or defends. 2. He who pardons and ab 
solves from guilt and punishment. 

JUST'I-Fy, v.t. [Fr. justifier.] 1. To prove or show to be 
just, or conformable to law, right, justice, propriety or 
duty; to defend or maintain ; to vindicate as right.—2. 
Jn theology, to pardon and clear from guilt. 3. To cause 
another to appear comparatively righteous, or less guilty 
than one's self. 4. To judge rightly of. 5. To accept as 
just and treat with favor. 

JUST'l- FY, v. i. In printing, to agree ; to suit; to conform 
exactly ; to form an even surface or true line with some
thing else. 

JUS'TLE, (jus'sl) v.i. [See JOSTLE.] TO run against; to 
encounter ; to strike against; to clash. 

JUS'TLE, (jus'sl) v. t. To push ; to drive ; to force by rush
ing against. 

JUST'LING, n. Shock; the act of rushing against each 
other. 

JUST'LY, adv. 1. In conformity to law, justice or propri
ety ; by right. 2. According to truth and facts. 3. Hon
estly ; fairly; with integrity. 4. Properly ; accurately : 
exactly. 

JUST'NESS, TI. 1. Accuracy; exactness. 2. Conformity 
to truth. 3. Justice; reasonableness; equity. 

JUT, v. i. [a different spelling of jet.] To shoot forward 
to project beyond the main body. 

JUT, 71. A shooting forward; a projection. 
JUT'TING, ppr. Shooting out; projecting. 

• See Synopsis a, E, f O, U, Y, long. FAR, FALL, .VH^T PREYPIN, MARINE, BIRD ;— j Obsolete 
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f JUT'TY, v i To jut Shah. 
JUT'TY, n. Aprojecti m in a building ; also, a pier or mole. 
JUT'-WIN-DoW, 7i. A window that projects from the line 

of a building. 
JuVE-NILE, a. [L .juvenilis.] 1. Young; youthful; as, 

juvenile years or age 2. Pertaining or suited to youth; 

1. Youthfulness; youthful age. 2. 
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Light and careless manner; the manners or customs of 

is, juvenile sports. 
JU-VE-NIL'I-T Y 

youth. 
JUX-TA-POS'I-TED, a. [L. j\ata, and posited.] Placed 

near; adjacent or contiguous. JVIacuucr. 
JUX-TA-PO-Sl"TION. 71. [L.juzta, and position.] Apia 

cing or being placed in nearness or contiguity; as the 
parts of a substance or of a composition. 

JY'MOLD. SeeGiMMAL. 

K. 

Kthe eleventh letter of the English Alphabet, is borrow-
> ed from the Greeks, being the same character as the 

Greek kappa, answering to the oriental kaph. It repre
sents a close articulation, formed by pressing the root of 
the tongue against the upper part of the mouth, with a de
pression of the lower jaw and opening of the teeth. It is 
usually denominated a guttural, but is more properly a 
palatal. Before all the vowels it has one invariable sound, 
corresponding with that of c before a, o and u, as in keel, 
ken. K is silent before n, as in know, knife, knee. 

As a numeral, K stands for 250; and, with a stroke over it, 
thus, K, for 250,000. 

KAALING, n. A bird, a species of starling. 
KAB'BOS, 71. A fish of a brown color, without scales. 
KALE, n. [L caulis.] Sea-cale, an esculent plant. 
KA-LEPDO-SGOPE, n. [Gr. *a\os, etSos, and gkottcW.] An 

optical instrument, invented by Dr. Brewster, for the pur
pose of creating and exhibitinga variety of beautiful colors 
and perfectly symmetrical forms. New Ed. Enc. 

KAL'EN-DAR. See CALENDAR. 
KAL'EN-DER, n. A sort of dervise. 
KA'LI, n. A plant, a species of salsola, or glass-wort, the 

ashe3 of which are used in making glass. Hence alkali, 
which see. 

KA'LIF. See CALIF. 
KAL-LIG'RA-PHY. See CALLIGRAPHY. 
KAL'MI-A, n. The name of a genus of evergreen shrubs, 

natives of North America, called laurel. 
KAL'O-YER, 71. A monk of the Greek church. See CALO-

YER. 
tKAM, a. [W. cam.] Crooked. Shak. 
KAN, KAUN, or KHAN, n. In Persia, an officer answer

ing to a governor in Europe or America.—Among the 
Tartars, a chief or prince. See KHAN. 

KAN-GA-ROO'J, n. A singular animal found in New Hol
land, resembling, in some respects, the opossum. 

KA'O-LIN, n. A species of earth or variety of clay. 
KAR'A-GANE, n. A species of gray fox. Tooke. 
KARPH'O-LTTE, n. [Gr. Kapebos and Atfloj.] A mineral. 
KA'TA, n. In Sijria, a fowl of the grous kind. 
KAW, v. i. [from the sound.] To cry as a raven, crow or 

rook. Locke. 
KAW, n. The cry of the raven, crow or rook. Dnjden. 
KAWN, 7I. In Turkey, a public inn. 
KAYLE, n. [Fr. quille.] J A nine-pin, a kettle-pin; some

times written keel. 2. \ kind of play, in Scotland, in 
which nine holes, rarged in threes, are made in the 
ground, and an iron bail rolled in among them. 

KAZ'ARD-LY, a. Unlucky; liable to accident. North of 
Eng. 

KECK, v. i. [G. k'dken.j To heave the stomach; to reach, 
as in an effort to vomit. [Little used.] Swift. 

KECK, n. A reaching or heaving of the stomach. 
KECR'ER, n. The gullet; a provincial term in England. 
KECKLE, V. t. To wind old rope round a cable to preserve 

its surface from being fretted, or to wind iron chains 
round a cable to defend it from the friction of a rocky bot
tom or from the ice. 

KECK'SY, (commonly pronounced kex) n. [qu. Fr. eigne.] 
H'emloc; a hollow jointed plant. Shak. 

KECK'Y, a. 1. Resembling a kex. 2. n. An Indian 
sceptre. 

KEDGE, n. A small anchor, used to keep a ship steady 
when riding in a harbor or river. 

KEDGE, v. t. To warp, as a ship ; to move by means of a 
sedge, as in a river. 

KEDGE, or KEDG'Y, a. Brisk; lively. Ray. Suffolk in 
^England. 

KEDG'ER, n. [from hedge.] 1. A small anchor used in a 
ir?ner' 2* A fish-man. Grose. 
ivED'LACK, n. A weed that grows among wheat and rye; 

charlock. Tusser. 
+ VT^'TI Cow. [Local in England.] Gay. 
IS ' RAASS OR LUMP- Percy. 
Kfpt 'V' Vc 0 peeP 5 to look Pryingly* Brockctt. 

timiki71-' ^ x\cmle' G* and kiel.] 1. The principal 
r m a ship, extending from stem to stern at the bot

tom, and supporting the whole frame. 2. A low, flat-boi 
tomed vessel, used in the river Tyne, to convey coal 
from Newcastle for loading the colliers.—3 In botany 
the lower petal of a papilionaceous corol, inclosing the sta 
mens and pistil.—OTI an even keel, in a level or horizontrfc 
position. 

fKEEL, v. t. [Sax. cadan.] To cool. Goicer. 
KEEL, v. t. 1. To plough with a keel; to navigate. J. 

Barlow. 2. To turn up the keel; to show the bottom 
Shak.— To keel the pot, in Ireland, to scum it. Shak. 

KEEL'AGE, n. Duty paid for a ship entering at Hartle
pool, Eng. 

KEELED, a. In botany, carinated; having a longitudinal 
prominence on the back. Mart7jn. 

KEEL'ER, or KEEL'MAN, n. One who works in the 
management of barges or vessels: the old word is heeler , 
the modern, keelman.—Keeler, a shallow tub. Ray. 

•f KEEL'FAT, n. [Sax. calan, and fat.] A cooler; a vessel 
in which liquor is set for cooling. 

KEEL'HAUL, v. t. [D. kielhaalen.] To haul under the 
keel of a ship. Keelhauling is a punishment inflicted in 
the Dutch navy for certain offenses. 

KEEL'ING, n. A kind of small cod, of which stock fish ii 
made. 

* KEEL'SON, (kel'sun) n. A piece of timber in a ship, laii 
on the middle of the floor-timbers over the keel, fastenei 
with long bolts and clinched. 

KEEN, a. [Sax. ce7te ; D. kocn.] 1. Eager;. vehement 
2. Eager; sharp. 3. Sharp; having a very fine edge 
4. Piercing; penetrating; severe; applied to cold or t 
wind. 5. Bitter; piercing; acrimonious. 

KEEN, v. t. To sharpen. [Unusual.] Thomson. 
KEEN'LY, adv. 1. Eagerly; vehemently. 2. Sharply 

ssverely ; bitterly. 
KEEN'NESS, n. 1. Eagerness; vehemence. 2. Sharp 

ness; fineness of edge. 3. The quality of piercing; rigor 
sharpness. 4. Asperity; acrimony; bitterness. 5. Acute 
ness; sharpness. 

KEEP, v. t.; pret. and pp. kept. [Sax. cepan.] 1. To hold 
to retain in one's power or possession ; not to lose or par* 
with. 2. To have in custody for security or preservation 
3. To preserve; to retain. 4. To preserve from falling 
or from danger; to protect; to guard or sustain. 5. Tc 
hold or restrain from departure ; to detain. 6. To tend 
to have the care of. 7. To tend ; to feed ; to pasture. 8 
To preserve in any tenor or state. 9. To regard; to at 
tend to. 10. To hold in any state. 11. To continue any 
state, course or action. 12. To practice; to do or per 
form ; to obey; to observe in practice ; not to neglect o. 
violate. 13. To fulfill; to perform. 14. To practice ; to 
use habitually. 15. To copy carefully. 16. To observe 
or solemnize. 17. To board; to maintain; to supply 
with necessaries of life. 18. To have in the house; to 
entertain. 19. To maintain; not to intermit. 20. To 
hold in one's own bosom; to confine to one's own knowl
edge; not to disclose or communicate to others; not to 
betray. 21. To have in pay. 

To keep back. 1. To reserve ; to withhold; not to disclose 
or communicate. 2. To restrain ; to prevent from advan
cing. 3. To reserve; to withhold; not to deliver.— To 
keep company with. 1. To frequent the society of; to as
sociate with. 2. To accompany; to go with—To keep 
down, to prevent from rising; not to lift or suffer to be 
raised.— To keep in. 1. To prevent from escape ; to hold 

t in confinement. 2. To conceal; not to tell or disclose 
* 3. To restrain; to curb.— To keep off, to hinder fromi ap 

proach or attack.— To keep under, to restrain ; to hold m 
subjection.—To keep up. 1. To maintain; to prevent 
from falling or diminution. 2. To maintain ; to continue ; 
to hinder from ceasing.—To keep out, to hinder from en
tering or taking possession.— To keep bed, to remain m 
bed without rising; to be confined to one's bed lo keep 
house. 1. To maintain a family state. 2. To remain m 
the house; to be confined.—To keep from, to restrain to 
prevent approach.—To keep a school, to " 
port it; more properly, to govern and instiuct or teach a 
school, as a preceptor. ^ n , .. . 

KEEP, v. i. 1. To remain in any state. 2. To last, to en-

* See Synopsis MOVE BQQK DOVE ;—BJJLL UNITE € as K ; G as J ; S as Z ; CH as SH ; TH as in this, f ObsoleU 
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£ure ; not to perish or be impaired. 3. To lodge; to 
dwell; to resi le for a time.— To keep to, to adhere strict
ly 3 not to neglt^t or deviate from.— To keep on, to go for
ward ; to proceed 3 to continue to advance.— To keep up, 
to remain unsubdued 3 or not to be confined to one's bed. 
—In popular language, this word signifies to continue 3 
to repeat continually 3 not to cease. 

K EEP, to. 1. Custody 3 guard 3 [little used.'] 2. Colloqui
ally, case 3 condition. 3. Guardianship 3 restraint 3 [little 
used.] 4. A place of confinement 3 in old castles, the 
dungeon. 

K EEP'ER, n. 1. One who keeps 3 one that holds or has 
possession of any thing. 2. One who retains in custody j 
one who has the care of a prison and the custody of pris
oners. 3. One who has the care of a park or other inclo-
sure, or the custody of beasts. 4. One who has the care, 
custody or superintendence of any thing. 

KEEP'ER-SHIP, n. The office of a keeper. [L. to.] Carew. 
KEEPING, ppr. Holding 3 restraining j preserving 3 guard

ing 3 protecting 3 performing. 
KEEP ING, n. 1. A holding 3 restraint 3 custody ; guard 3 

preservation. 2. Feed 3 fodder.—3. In painting, a repre
sentation of objects in the manner they ap.>ear to the eye 
at different distances from it, hence just proportion. 

KEEP ING-ROOM, n. A parlor 3 a provincial term of J\Teio 
England. Pick. Vocal). 

KEEP'SAKE, n. Any thing kept or given to be kept for 
the sake of the giver 3 a token of friendship. 

KEEVE, 71. 1. A large vessel to ferment, liquors in. Grose. 
2. A large tub or vessel used in brewing 3 a mashing-tub. 

KEEVE, v. t. 1. To put the wort in a keeve for some time 
to ferment. 2. To overturn or lift up a cart, so as to un
load it all at once. Ray. 

KEFFE'KILL, n. A stone, white or yellow, which hardens 
in the fire, and of which Turkey pipes are made. 

KEG, n. [Fr. caque.] A small cask or barrel 3 written more 
correctly cag. 

KELK, TO. 1. A blow. 2. Large detached stones. Craven 
dialect. 

KELK, v. t. To beat heartily. Brockett. 
KELL, TO. A sort of pottage. Ainsroorth. 
KELL, TO. 1. The caul or omentum. [See CAUL. 1 2. The 

^ chrysalis of the caterpillar. B. Jonson. 
KELP, TO. [Ar. and Pers.] The calcined ashes of sea-weed, 

used in the manufacture of glass. 
KEI.P'Y, TO, An imaginary spirit of the waters, in the form 

of a horse. [Local and vulgar.] 
KEL'SON. See KEELSON. 
KELT'ER, TO. [Dan. kilter.] The phrase he is not in kelter 

signifies, he is not in a proper dress or equipage, or n't in 
readiness. 

f KEMB, v. t. [Sax. cemban.] To comb, which see. 
tKEM'E-LIN, n. A tub 5 a brewer's vessel. Chaucer. 
KEN, v. t. [W. ceniaw ; G. kennen ; D. kennen 3 Sax. con-

nan, cunnan; Goth, kunnan.] 1. To see at a distance-
to descry. 2. To know : to understand 3 [o&s.l Shak. ' 

KEN, v. i. To look round. Burton. 
KEN, TO. View; reach of sight. Dryden. 
KEN'DAL-GREEN, to. A species of green cloth 3 made at 

Kendal. Shak. 3 

KEN'MARKED, or KEN'SPEGKED, part. a. Marked or 
branded so as to be known; blemished. Grose. North of 
Eng. J 

KEN NEL, TO. [Fr. chenil,- It. canile.] 1. A house or cot 
for dogs, or for a pack of hounds. 2. A pack of hounds 

(CPWPTCry' rifTne h05e of Ifox or other beast ia "aunt. KEN'NEL, n. [It. canale ; Fr. canal.] 1. The water
course of a street; a little canal or channel. 2 A nuddlp 

KEN'NEL, v.i. To lodge; to He; to dwell; as a log or a 

E EN'NEL, v. t. To keep or confine in a kennel. Tatlrr 
KEN NEL GOAL. See CANNEL COAL. 
KEN'NING, TO. View; sight. Bacon. 
KEN'TLE, 71. [YV. cant; L. centum.] In commerce, a hun

dred pounds in weight. [It is written and pronounced 
also, quintalA ' 

KENT'LEDGE, TO. In seamen's language, pigs of iron fnr 
ballast, laid on the floor of a ship. J\lar. Diet. 

KEP, v. t. To catch. Grose. 
KEPT, pret. and pp. of keep. 
KERB'-STONE, KiRB'-STONE. See CURB-STONE 
IvER'CHlEF, n. [contracted from cover-chief; Fr. couvrir 

and chef. Chaucer.] 1. A liead-dress; a cloth to cover 
the head. 2. A cloth used in dress. 

KIRICHIEF™' | "• Dressei1; Hooded; covered. 
KERF, n. [Sax.cyr/; D. kerf.] The cut of an axe, a saw, or 

other instrument 5 the notch or slit made in wood by cut-
ting. 

KERM'ES, TO. In zoology, an insect produced in the excres
cences of a species of small oak, or the body of an insect 
transformed into a grain, berry, or husk. This body is 
full of reddish juice, which is used in dying red. 

KERM'ES-MJN'ER-AL, TO. A mineral substance. 
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KERN, n. 1. An Irish footman or foot-soldier. Spenser. 2. 

In English laws, an idle person or vagabond. Encyc. 
KERN. w. 1. A hand-mill consisting of two stones, one of 

which is turned by the hand; usually written quern 
which see. 2. A churn; [06s.] 

KERN, v. i. [G. and D. kern.] 1. To harden, as corn in 
ripening. 2. To take the form of corns; to granulate. 

KE11N'-BA-BY, TO. [corn-baby.] An image dressed with 
corn, and carried before reapers to their harvest-home. 

KERN'EL, TO. [Sax. cyrnel; G. and D. kern.] 1. The edi
ble substance contained in the shell of a nut. 2. Any 
thing included in a shell, husk or integument; a grain or 
corn. 3. The seed of pulpy fruit. 4. The central part 
of any thing; a small mass around which other matter is 
concreted; a nucleus. 5. A hard concretion in the flesh. 

KERN'EL, v. i. To harden or ripen into kernels, as the 
seeds of plants. 

KERN'EL-L Y, a. Full of kernels; resembling kernels. 
KERN'EL-WoRT, TO. An herb. Ainsworth. 
KER'SEY, TO. [D. kerzaai.] A species of coarse woolen 

clcth. 
f KERVE, v. t. To carve, 
f KERV'ER, TO. A carver. 
f KE'SAR, TO. [from Cesar.] An emperor. Spenser. 
KES'LOP, TO. I'lie stomach of a calf prepared for rennet, 

the substance used in curdling milk. Grose. 
t KEST. The preter tense of cast. Spenser. 
KES'TREL, TO. A fowl of the genus falco, or hawk kind, 
f KES'TREL, a. Like a kestrel; base. 
KET, TO. Carrion ; any sort of filth. Brockett. 
KETCH, TO. [Fr. quaiche; G. and D. kits.] A vessel with 

two masts, amain and mizzen-mast. 
KETCH'UP, 71. A sauce. See CATCHUP. 
KET'TLE, 71. [Sax. cetl, cetel, or cytel; D. ketel.] A vessel 

of iron or other metal, with a wide mouth, usually with
out a cover, used for heating and boiling water or other 
liquor. 

KET'TLE-DRUM, TO. An instrument of martial music. 
KET'TLE-DRUM'MER, TO. The man who beats tiie kettle

drum. 
KET'TLE-PINS, TO. Nine-pins ; skittles. 
KET'TY, a. Filthy; dirty 3 worthless. Grose. 
KEV'EL, TO. In ships, a piece of timber serving to belay the 

sheets or great ropes by which the bottoms of the foresail 
and mainsail are extended. 

KEX, to. Hemloc 3 the stem of the teasel; a dry stalk. See 
KECKSY. 

KEY, (ke) TO. [Sax. cag.] 1. In a general serise, a fastener; 
that which fastens. 2. An instrument for shutting or 
opening a lock. 3. An instrument by which something 
is screwed or turned. 4. The stone which binds an arch. 
[Sec KEYSTONE.] 5. In an organ ox harpsichord, thekey, 
ox finerer key, is a little lever or piece in the fore part, by 
which the instrument is played on by the fingers.—6. In 
music, the key, or key note, is the fundamental note or 
tone, to which the whole piece is accommodated. 7. An 
index, or that which serves to explain a cipher. 8. That 
which serves to explain any thing difficult to be under
stood.—9. In the Romish church, ecclesiastical jurisdic
tion, or the power of the pope. 10. A ledge or lay of 
rocks near the surface of the water. 11. The husk con
taining the seed of an ash. 

KEY, (kS) TO. [lr. ceigh ; G. kai; Fx. quai.] A bank or 
wharf built on the side of a river or harbor, for the con
venience of loading and unloading ships, and securing 
them in their stations. It is sometimes written quay. 

KEY'AGE, TO. Money paid for the use of a key or quay. 
|KEY'-COLD, a. Lifeless. 
F KEY'-COLD-NESS, TO. Want of animation or activity. 
KEY'ED, a. 1. Furnished with keys. 2. get to a key, as 

a tune. 
KkY'HOLE, TO. A hole or aperture in a door or lock, for re

ceiving a key. 
KEY'STONE, TO. The stone on the top or middle of an arch 

or vault, which, being wider at the top than at the bot
tom, enters like a wedge and binds the work 3 properly, 
the fastening-stone. 

KHAN, (kawn) TO. 1. In Asia, a governor; a king; a 
prince ; a chief. 2. An inn. 

KHAN'ATE, (kawn'ate) TO. The dominion or jurisdiction 
of a khan. Tooke. 

KIBE, 71. A chap or crack in the flesh occasioned by cold; 
an ulcerated chilblain; as in the heels. 

KIBEI), a. Chapped; cracked with cold; affected with 
chilblains. Darwin. 

Kl'BY, a. Affected with kibes. 
KICK, v. t. [W. ciciaic.] To strike with the foot 
KICK, v. i. 1. To practice striking with the foot or feet. 

2. To thrust out the foot or feet with violence, either in 
wantonness, resistance, anger or contempt; to manifest 
opposition. 

KICK, TO. A blow with the foot or feet; a striking or thrust 
of the foot. > 

KICKED, (kikt) pp. Struck with the foot or feet. 

" See Synopsis. A, E, I, O, U, long.—FAR, FALL, WH£TFR£YPIN, MARINE, BiRD | Obsol# 
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KICK'ER, n. One that kicks. 
KICK ING, ppr. Striking with the foot; thrusting out the 

foot with violence. 
KICK'ING, n. The act of striking with the foot, or of yerk-

ing the foot with violence. 
KICK'SEY-WICK'SEY, n. [from kick and wince.] A made 

word in ridicule and disdain of a wife. 
KICK'SHAW, n. [corrupted from Fr. quelque chose.] 1. 

Something fantastical or uncommon, or something that 
has no particular name. 2. A dish so changed by cook
ing that it can scarcely be known, 

f KICK'SHOE, n. A dancer, in contempt; a caperer; a buf
foon. 

KID, n. [Dan. kid; Sw. kid, kidling.] 1. A young goat. 
2. A fagot; a bundle of heath and furze. 

KID, v. t.ori. 1. To bring forth a young goat. 2. To 
make into a bundle, as fagots. 
| KID, v. t. [Sax. cijthan.] To show, discover or make 

known. Qower. 
KID DED, a. Fallen as a young kid. Cotgrave. 
KID'DER, ?i. [Sw. kyta.] An engrosser of corn, or one who 

carries corn, provisions and merchandise about the coun
try for sale. . „ 

KID'DLE, 71. A kind of wear in a river for catching fish; 
corruptly pronounced kittle. Mag. Charta. 

KID'DoW, n. A web-footed fowl, called also guillemot, 
sea-hen, or skout. Chambers. 

KID'LING, a. [Sw.] A young kid. Browne. 
KID'NAP, v. t. [G. kinderdieb.] To steal a human being, 

man, woman or child; or to seize and forcibly carry 
away any person whatever from his own country or state 
into another. 

KID'NAPPED, pp. Stolen or forcibly carried away, as a 
human being. 

KID'NAP-PER, n. One who steals or forcibly carries away 
a human being; a man-stealer. 

KID'NAP-PING, ppr. Stealing or forcibly carrying away 
human beings. 

KID'NAP-PING, 71. The act of stealing, or forcible ab
duction of a human being from his own country or state. 

KID'NEY, 71. 1. The kidne7js are two oblong flattened 
bodies, extending from the eleventh and twelfth ribs to 
the fourth lumbar vertebra, behind the intestines. 2. 
Sort; kind; [a ludicrous use of the word.] 3. A cant 
term for a waiting servant. 

KID'NEY-BEAN, ?I. A sort of bean. 
KID'NEY-FORM, ) a. Having the form or shape of a 
KID'NEY-SHAPED, \ kidney. Kirwan. 
KID'NEY-VETCH, n. A plant of the genus anthyllis. 
IvID'NEY-WoRT, n. A plant of the genus sazifraga. 
t KIE, n. Kine. See also KEE and KY. 
KIF-FE'KILL, or KEF-FE'KILL, n. A mineral, the 

meerschaum, which see. See, also, KEFFEKILL. 
KIL, n. A Dutch word, signifying a channel or bed of a 

river, a»d, hence, a stream. 
KIL DER-KIN, n. [qu. D. kinderkin.] A small barrel. 
KILL, v.t. [Sax. cwellan.] 1. To deprive of life, animal 

or vegetable, in any manner or -by any means. 2. To 
butcher; to slaughter for food. 3. To quell; to appease; 
to calm ; to still. 

KIL'LAS, n. An argillaceous stone. 
KILL'DEE, n. A small bird in America, so called from its 

voice or note ; a species of plover. 
KILLED, pp. Deprived of life ; quelled ; calmed. 
KILL'ER, n. One who deprives of life ; he or that which 

kills. 
KILL'ING, ppr. Depriving of life; quelling. 
KIL'LI-NITE, 77. A mineral. Taylor. 
KIL'LoW, 77. An earth of a blackish color. 
KILN, (kil) n. [Sax. cyln.] 1. A large stove or oven; a 

fabric of brick or stone which may be heated for the 
purpose of hardening, burning or drying any thing. 
2. A pile of brick constructed for burning or harden
ing. 

KILN'-DRTED, pp. Dried in a kiln. 
KILN'-DRY, (kil-drl) v. t. To dry in a kiln. 
KILN'-DRY-ING, ppr. Drying in a kiln. 
KIL'O-GRAM, 71. [Fr. kilogramme.] In the new system of 

French 7ceiahts and measures, a thousand grams. 
KIL'O-LIT-ER, ?i. [Fr. kilolitre.] In the new French meas

ures. a thousand liters. 
KI-LOM'E-TRE, n. [Fr. kilometre.] In the French system 

of measures, a thousand metres. 
KILT, a. A kind of short petticoat worn by the highlanders 

of Scotland. 
tKILT, pp. Killed. „ 7 
KILT, 7*. t. To tuck up ; to truss up the clothes. Brockctt. 
KBI'BO, ) a. [Celtic, cam.] Crooked ; arched; bent.— 
KIM'BoW, \ To set the arms a kimbo, is to set the hands 

on the hips, with the elbows projecting outward. 
KIN, 7i. [Sax. cyn, cy7I77., or cind ; Ir. cine ; G. kind; D. kind.] 

1. Relation, properly by consanguinity or blood. 2. Rela
tives ; kindied ; persons of the same race. 3. A relation ; 
a relative. 4. The same generical class ; a thing related. 

479 KIN 
5. As a termination, kin is used as a diminutive, denoting 
small, from the sense of child ; as in manilcin. 

KIN, a. Of the same nature ; kindred ; congenial. 
KIN'ATE, ?i. A salt formed by the union of kinic acid with 

a base. Ure. 
*KIND, 7i. [Sax. cyn, or cynn. See Ki.v.] 1. Race ; genus; 

generic class. 2. Sort, in a sense m >re loose than genus. 
3. Particular nature. 4. Natural state ; produce or ct :n-
modity, as distinguished from money. 5. Nature ; natu
ral propensity or determination. 6. Manner; way. 7. 
Sort; as, he spoke with a kind of scorn or contempt. 

*IvIND, a. [W. and Arm. cun.] 1. Disposed to do good to 
others, ana to make them happy by granting their re 
quests, supplying their wants or assisting them in dis 
tress ; having tenderness or goodness of nature ; benevo 
lent; benignant. 2. Proceeding from tenderness or good 
ness of heart; benevolent. 

fKIND'ED, a. Begotten. [SeeKiw.] Spenser. 
KIND-HEART'ED, a. [kind and heart.] Having great be

nevolence. 
KIN'DLE, v. t. [W. cynneu.] 1. To set on fire ; to cause 

to burn with flame ; to light. 2. To inflame, as the pas
sions ; to exasperate ; to rouse ; to provoke ; to excite to 
action ; to heat; to fire; to animate. 3. [Sax. cennan.] 
To bring forth ; [o&s.] 

KIN'DLE, v. i. 1. To take fire; to begin to burn with 
flame. 2. To begin to rage, or be violently excited ; to be 
roused or exasperated. 

KIN'DLED, pp. Set on fire ; inflamed ; excited into action. 
KIN'DLER, 71. He or that which kindles or sets on fire. 
KIND'LESS, a. Destitute of kindness ; unnatural. 
KIND'LI-NESS, n. I. Affection; affectionate disposition ; 

benignity. 2. Natural disposition. Milton. 
KIN'DLING, ppr. Setting on fire; causing to burn witn 

flame ; exciting into action. 
KIND'LY, a. 1. Homogeneal; congenial; kindred ; ol the 

same nature. 2. Mild ; bland ; softening. 
KIND'LY, adv. With good-will; with a disposition to make 

others happy, or to oblige ; benevolently ; favorable. 
KIND'NESS, ti. 1. Good-will; benevolence ; that temper or 

disposition which delights in contributing to the happi
ness of others ; benignity of nature. 2. Act of good-will 
beneficence ; any act of benevolence which promotes the 
happiness or welfare of others. 

KIN'DRED, 7I. [from kin, kind ; Sax. cijnren.] 1. Relation 
by birth ; consanguinity. 2. Relation by marriage ; affin
ity. 3. Relatives by blood or marriage, more properly the 
former. 4. Relation ; suit; connection in kind. 

KIN'DRED, a. Related; congenial; of the like nature or 
properties. Dryden. 

KINE, plu. of Cow ; D. koeyen. But cows, the regular plu
ral, is now in general use. 

KING, 77. [Sax. cyng, cynig, or cyning; G. Iconig; D. kon-
ing ; Sw. konung, hung ; Dan. konge.] 1. The chief or 
sovereign of a nation; a man invested with supreme au
thority over a nation, tribe or country ; a monarch. 2. A 
sovereign ; a prince ; a ruler. 3. A card having the pic
ture of a king. 4. The chief piece in the game of chess. 
—King at arms, an officer in England of great antiquity, 
and formerly of great authority, whose business is to di
rect the heralds, preside at their chapters, and have the 
jurisdiction of armory. There are three kings at arms, 
viz. garter, clarencicux, and norroy. 

KING, v. t. In ludicrous language, to supply with a klOg, 
or to make royal; to raise to royalty. Shak. 

KING'AP-PLE, 77. A kind of apple, so called. 
KING'S-BENCH, TI. A high court or tribunal in Eng

land. 
KING'BiRD, TI. A fowl of the genus paradisea. 
KING'CRAFT, 77. The craft of kings ; thyirt of governing ; 

usually in a bad sense. King James. 9-
KING'CUP, 71. A flower, crowfoot. Gay. 
KING'S-E-VIL, 77. A disease of the scrofulous kind 
KING'FISH-ER, 77. A fowl of the genus alcedo. 
KING'S-SPEAR, 77. A plant of the genus 1 
KING'STONE, n. A fish. Ainsworth. 
KING'DoM, ??. [king and dovu] 1. The territory or coun

try subject to a king; an undivided territory uruier i* 
dominion of a king or monarch. 2. The h[habitants 
population subject to a king.—3. In natural nwory,v- -
vision ; as the animal, vegetable and mineral 
4. A region ; a tract; the place where any tlnnj*P 
and holds sway.—5. In Scripture, the governmt; _ 
versal dominion of God. 6. The power o« Heaven 
ministration. 7. A princely nation or sta«.e. • 
Matt. xxvi. 9. State of glory in heaven. Matt.v^ u 
The reign of the Messiah. Matt. 111. U. Government, 
rule; supreme administration. 

KING'DOMED, a. Proud of royalty. Shak. 
f KING'HOOD, 77. Stale ofbeing a king, uowcr. 
TTTNafr.ESS a. Havintr no king- Byron. KING'LESS, a. Having no king. Byron. 
KING'LIKE, a. Like a king. 
KING'LING, 77. A little king. . c„itab!e to a kirc KING'LY, a. 1. Belonging to a king, suitable to a King 
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Sha*. 2. Roya!; sovereign ; monarchical. 3. Noble ; au
gust ; splendid ; becoming a king. 

R ING'LY, adv. With an air of royalty; with a superior dig
nity. 

KliwJ'SHTP, 71. Royalty _ the state, office or dignity of a 
king. iYmg Charles. 

Ki N'I€, a. Pertaining to cinchona. Urc. 
KINK 7i. [Sw. kink ; D. kink.] The twist of a rope or 

threa I, occasioned by a spontaneous winding of the rope 
or traead when doubled. 

KINK, v. i. To wind into a kink ; to twist spontaneously. 
KINs v. i. Jo labor for breat.i, as in the hooping cough. 

R .  i f .  
KINK, n. A fit of coughing, or a convulsive fit of laughter, 
f KJNK'HA'JST, n. The chin cough. 
KI'NO, n. 'An astringent resin. Hooper. 
f KINS FOLK, (kinz'foke) n. [kin and folk.J Relations ; 

Kindred ; persons of the same family. 
KIN&'MAN, n. [kin and man ] A man of the same race or 

family ; one related by blood. Dryden. 
KINS'WQM-AN, n. A female relation. Dennis. 
KIP'PER, n. A term applied to salmon, when unfit to be 

taken, and to the time when they are so considered. 
England. 

KIRK, n. [Sax. cyrc, or ciric.J In Scotland, a church. This 
is the same word as church, differently written and pro
nounced. SEE CHURCH. 

^tRK'MAN, 71. One of the church of Scotland. 
KlR'TLE, n. [Sax. cyrtel.] ]. An upper garment; a gown ; 

a pettic* at; a short jacket; a mantle. 2. A quantity of 
flax, about a hundred pounds. 

KiR'TLED, a. Wearing a kirtle. 
KISS, v. t. [Sax. cyssan ; G. kilsscn.] 1. To salute with 

th^ lips. 2. To treat with fondness; to caress. 3. To 
touch gently. 

KISS, 71. A salute given with the lips ; a common token of 
affection. 

KISSED, pp. Saluted with a kiss. 
KTSS'ER, n. One that kisses. 
KISS'ING, ppr. Saluting with the lips. 
KiSS'ING-COM-FIT, n. Perfumed sugar plums to sweeten 

the breath. Shak. 
KISS'ING-CRUST, n. In cookery, the crust of a loaf that 

touches another. 
' KIST, n. A chest. 
KIT, n. [D. kit.] 1. A large bottle. 2. A small fiddle. 3. 

A kind of fish tub. and a milk-pail. 
KIT'-CAT, n. A term applied to a club in London, to which 

Addison and Steele belonged ; so called from Christopher 
Cat, a pastry cook, who served the club with mutton pies; 
applied also to a portrait three fourths less than a half 
length, placed in the club-room. Todd. 

KITCH'EN, 7i. J Sax. cycene ; G. knehe.] 1. A cook-room : 
the room of a uouse appropriated to cookery.—2. In ships. 

galley or caboose. 3. A utensil for roasting meat. 
KITCH'EN, v. t. To use thriftily. Grose. 
KITCH'EN-GAR'DEN, n. A garden or piece of ground ap-

propriated to the raising of vegetables for the table. 
KITCH'EN-MAID, n. A female servant whose business is 

to do the work of a kitchen. 
KITCH'EN-STUFF, n. Fat collected from pots and drip

ping pans. Donne. 
AITCH'EN-WENCH, n. The woman who cleans the 

kitchen and utensils of cookery. 
KITCH'EN-WoRK, n. Work done in the kitchen, as cook

ery, washing, &c. 
KITE, n. [Sax. cyta.] 1. A rapacious fowl of the "enus 

falco, or hawk. 2. A 'name of reproach, denoting rapaci
ty. 3. Alight frame of wood and paper constructed for 
flying in the air fbr the amusement of boys. 

KITE, 7i.. In the nmkli of England, the belly. 
RITE'FOOT, 7i. A sort of tobacco, so called. 
KITES'FOOT, 7i. A plant. Ainsworth. 
f KITH, 7i".'[Sax. cyththe.] Acquaintance. Gower. 
KIT LING, 71. [L. catulus.] A whelp ; the young of a 

beast. B. Jonson. 

. or a 
things 

a toy. 2. A readiness; habitual facility of performance 
^ dexterity ; adroitness. 3. A nice trick. 

KNACK, (nak) v. i. [G. knaclten.] To crack; to make a 
sharp, abrupt noise. [Little used.] 

KNACK'ER, (nak'er) n. 1. A maker of knacks, toys or 
small work. 2. A rope-maker, or collar-maker ; fofo.l 

KNACK'ISII, a. Tnekish ; knavishly artful. J[lore. 
RNACK'ISH-NESS, n. Artifice ; trickery. More. 
KNACK'Y, a. Handy; having a knack ; cunning} craft} 

Provincial in England. 
KNAG, (nag) n. [Dan. knag.] 1. A knot in wood, 

protuberant knot; a wart. 2. A peg for hanging t 
on. 3. The shoot of a deer's horns. 

KNAG'GY, (nag'gy) a. Knotty; full of knots; rough with 
knots 3 hence, rough in temper. 

KNAP, (nap) n. [Sax. cnoep.] A protuberance ; a swelling. 
[Little used. See KNOB.] Bacon. 

KNAP, (nap) v. t. [D. knappen. See KXAB.] 1. To bite: 
to bite off} to break short; [little used.] 2. To strike 
with a sharp noise ; [little used.] 

KNAP, (nap) v. i. To make a short, sharp sound. 
KNAP'BOT-TLE, (nap'bot-tl) n. A plant. 
KNAP'PISH, (nap'pisli) a. Snappish. See SNAP. 
KNAP'PLE, (nap'pl) v. i. To break off with an abrupt, 

sharp noise. 
KNAP'PY, a. Full of knaps or hillocs. Huloet. 
KNAP'SACK, (nap'sak) n. [G. knappsack.] A soldier's 

bag, carried on his back, and containing necessaries of 
food and clothing. 

KNAPWEED, ^riap'weed) n. A plant of the genus ccntau-
rea, so called, probably, from knap, a button. 

KNAR, (n&r) n. [G. knor.] A knot in wood. 
KNARLED, a. Knotted. See GNARLED. 
KNAR'RY, a. Knotty. Chaucer. 
KNAVE, (nave) n. [Sax. cnapa; G. knabc.] I. A boy; a 

man-child j [obs.] 2. A servant} [ofo.J 3. A false, de
ceitful fellow } a dishonest man or boy. 4. A card with 
a soldier painted on it. 

KNAV'ER-Y, (na'ver-y) n. 1. Dishonesty • deception in 
traffickj trick; petty villainy; fraud. 2. Mischievous 
tricks or practices. 

KNAVISH, (na'vish) a. 1. Dishonest; fraudulent. 2. Wag
gish ; mischievous. 

KNAV'ISII-LY, (na'vish-ly) adv. 1. Dishonestly ; fraudu 
leut.ly. 2. Waggishly; mischievously. 

KNAV'ISH-NESS, (na'vish-nes) n. The quality or habit of 
knavery; dishonesty. 

KNAW'EL, (naw el) n. A species of plant. 
KNEAD, (need) v. t. [Sax. enwdan.] To work and press 

ingredients into a mass, usually with the hands ; particu 
larly, to wofrk into a well-mixed mass the materials of 
bread, cake or paste. 

KNEAD'ED, pp. Worked and pressed together. 
KNEAD'ER, n. A baker. Huloet. 
KNEAD'ING, ppr. Working and mixing into a well-mixed 

mass 

KITTEN, (kit'n) n. [D. katje.] A young cat, or the young 
of the cat. B 

KIT'TEN, (kit'n) v. i. To bring forth young, as a cat 
KTT'TI-WAKE, n. A fowl of the gull kind! 
f KIT'TLFi, v. t. [Sax. citelan.] To tickle. Sherioood. 
KIT TUSH, a. Ticklish. Grose. 
KIVE, u. The tub-hole is a hollow place in the ground over 

which the kive (mashing fat) stands. Petty. 
KIV'ER, v. t. To cover. Huloet. 
KLI€K, v.i. [a different orthography or diminutive of 

clack.] 1. To make a small, sharp sound by striking two 
things together.—2. In Scotland, to pilfer, by taking with 
a snatch. 

KLT€K, 7i. A stroke or blow. [A word in vulgar use.] 
K'VAB, (nab) v. t. [D. knappen.] To bite ; to gnaw ; to nib-

oie. 
f KNAB'BLE, v. i. To bite or nibble. Brown. 
KNACK, (nak) n. 1. A little machine ; a petty contrivance; 

KNEAD'ING-TROUGH, (need'ing-trawf) n. A trough or 
tray in which dough is worked and mixed. 

KNEB'EL-iTE, (neb'el-Ite) n. A mineral. 
KNEE, (ne) n. [Sax. cneow; G. knie ; Dan. knee.] 1. In 

anatomy, the articulation of the thigh and leg bones.—2. 
In ship-building, a piece of timber somewhat in the shape 
of the human knee, and used to connect the beams of a 
ship with her sides or timbers, 

f KNEE, (ne) v. t. To supplicate by kneeling. Shak. 
KNEE'-CROOK-ING, (ne'kruk-ing) a. Obsequious. Shak. 
KNEED, (need) a. J. Having knees.—2. In botany, genicu-

lated; forming an obtuse angle at the joints, like* the knee 
when a little bent. 

KNEE'-DEEP, (ne'deep) a. 1. Rising to the knees. 2. 
Sunk to the knees. 

KNEED'-GRASS, n. An herb. 
KNEE -IIIGII, (ne'hl) a. Rising to the knees; as water 

knee-high. 
KNEE'HOL-LY, (ne'hol-Iy) n. A plant of the genus ruscus 
KNEE'IIoLM, (ne'home) n. Kneeholly. 
KNEE'PAN, (ne'pan) n. The round bone on the fore part of 

the knee. 
KNEEL, (neel) v. i. [D. knielen; Dan. knceler.] To bend 

the knee ; to fall on the knees. 
KNEEL'ER, (ne'ler) n. One who kneels. 
KNEEL'ING, (neel'ing) ppr. Falling on the knees. 
KNEE'TRIB-UTE, (ne'trib-ute) n. Tribute paid by kneel

ing^ worship or obeisance by genuflection. Milton. 
KNELL, (nel) n. [Sax. cnyll.] The sound of a bell rung at 

a funeral; a tolling. 
KNEW, (nu) pret. of know. 
KNICK'KNACK, n. Any trifle or toy. 
KNIFE, (nife) v . ;  p l u .  KNIVES, (nlvz) [Sax. cnif; Dan. 

kniv; Sw. knif.] 1. A cutting instrument with a sharp 
edge. 2. A swurd or dagger. 

KNIGHT, (nlte) n. [Sax. cniht, cneoht; G. knecht.] I. In 
feudal times, a knight was a man admitted to military 
rank by a certain ceremony. This privilege was confer-

* See Synopsis. A, E, I, O, ti, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WHA.T ;—PRgY;—PIN, MARINE, BiRD f Obsolete 
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4. 1 Jie pare of a tree where a branch shoots. 5. The pro-
SSnl?11? nffi a plant. 6. A cluster; a collection ; a 
group. 7. Difficulty; intricacy; something not easily 
solved. 8. Any intrigue or difficult perplexity of affairs 
9. A bird of the genus trxnga. 10. An epaulet.—11. In 
seamen's language, a division of the logline, which an 
swers to halt a minute, as a mile does to an hour, or it i& 
the hundred and twentieth part of a mile. 

KNOT, (not) v. t. 1. To complicate or tie in a knot oi 
kr.ots; to form a knot. 2. To entangle : to perplex. 3 
To unite closely. 

KNOT, (not) v. i. 1. To form knots or joints, as in plants 
2. To knit knots for fringe. y 

KNOT'BER-RY, (not'ber-ry) n. A plant of the genus rubiu 

red on yoinhs of family and fortune, and hence sprung 
the' " . - .... 
has. o # ^ 
3. A champion.—Knight of the post, a knight dubbed at 
the whipping-post or pillory ; a hireling witness.—Knight 
of the shire, in England, one of the representatives of a 
county in parliament, originally a knight, but now any 
gentleman having an estate in land of six hundred pounds 

^ a year is qualified. 
KNIGHT, (nlte) v. t. To dub or create a knight, which is 

done by the king, who gives the person kneeling a blow 
wjth a sword, and says, rise, Sir. 

KNIGHT-ER'RANT, n. [knight, and L. errans, erro, to 
wander.] A wandering knight; a knight who traveled 
in search of adventures, for the purpose of exhibiting 
military skill, prowess and generosity. 

KNTGHT-ER'RANT-RY, n. The practice of wandering in 
quest of adventures ; the manners of wandering knights. 

KNIGHT-HEADS, n. In ships, bollard timbers, two pieces 
of timber rising just within the stem. 

KNIGHT'HOOD, n. 1. The character or dignity of a knight. 
2. A military order, honor, or degree of ancient nobility, 
conferred as a reward of valor or merit, 

f KNlGIIT'LESS, a. Unbecoming a knight. Spenser. 
KNIGHT'LI-NESS, n. Duties of a knight. Spenser. 
KNIGHT'LY, a. Pertaining to a knight; becoming a knight. 

Sidney. 
KNIGHT'LY, adv. In a manner becoming a knight. Sher

wood. 
KNIGHT'-MAR-SHAL, n. An officer in the household of 

the British king. 
KNTGHT'-SER-VICE, n. In English feudal law, a tenure 

of lands held by knights on condition of performing mili
tary service. 

KNIT, (nit) v. t.; pret. and pp. knit, or knitted. [Sax. cnyt-
tan; Sw. knyta.] 1. To unite, as threads by needles ; to 
connect in a kind of net-work. 2. To unite closely. 3. 
To join or cause to grow together. 4. To tie ; to fasten. 
5. To draw together; to contract. 

KNIT, (nit) v.i. 1. To unite or interweave by needles. 2. 
To unite closely ; to grow together. 

KNIT, (nit) n. Union by knitting ; texture ; [little used.] 
KNIT'TA-BLE, (nit'ta-bl) a. That may be knit. 
KNIT'TER, (nit'ter) n. One that knits". 
KNIT'TING, (nit'ting) ppr. Uniting by needles; forming 

texture ; uniting in growth. 
KNIT TING, n. Junction. Wotton. 
KNIT'TING-NEE-DLE, (nit'ting-nee-dl) n. A long needle 

usually made of wire, used for knitting threads into stock
ings, garters, &c. 

KNIT'TLE, (nit'l) n. I. A string that gathers or draws to
gether a purse. 2. A small line used in ships to sling 
hammocs. 

KNOB, (nob) n. [Sax. eneep : G. knopf.] A hard protuber
ance ; a hard swelling or rising ; a bunch. 

KNOB, v. i. To bunch out ; to grow into knobs. Hersey. 
KNOB'BED, a. Containing knobs; full of knobs. 
KNOB'BI-NESS, (nob'be-nes) n. The quality of having 

knobs, or of being full of protuberances. 
KNOB'B Y, (nob'by) a. Full of knobs or hard protuberances; 

hard. 
KNOCK, (nok) v.i. [Sax. cnucian; Sw. knacka.] 1. To 

strike or beat with something thick or heavy. 2. To 
drive or be driven against; to strike against; to clash.— 
To knock under, to yield ; to submit; to acknowledge to 
be conquered. 

KNOCK, (nok) v. t. 1. To strike; to drive against. 2. To 
strike a door for admittance ; to rap.— To knock down, to 
strike down ; to fell ; to prostrate by a blow or by blows. 
—To knock out, to force out by a blow or by blows.— To 
knock up, to arouse by knocking. In popular use, to beat j 
out.—To knock off, to force off by beating. At auctions, 
to assign to a bidder by a blow on the counter.—To knock 
on the head, to kill by a blow or by blows. 

KNOCK, (nok) n. 1. A blow; a stroke with something 
thick or heavy. 2. A stroke on a door, intended as a re
quest for admittance ; a rap. 

KNOCK'ER, (nok'er) n. 1 One that knocks. 2. An instru
ment or kind of hammer, fastened to a door. 

KNOCK'ING, (nok'ing) ppr. Beating; striking. 
KNOCK'ING, (nok'ing) n. A beating ; a rap. 
KNoLL, (nole) v. t. [Sax. cnyllan.] To ring a bell, usually 

for a funeral. Shak. 
KNoLL, (nole) v. i. To sound, as a bell. Shak. 
KNoLL, (nole) n. [Sax. cnoll.] The top or crown of a hill; 

but more generally, a little round hi)l or mount; a small 
elevation of earth. 

I^^LL'ER, n. One who tolls a bell. Sherwood. 
v V (noP) n' fa different spelling of knap or 7ioh.] A 

t0P 5 a bu(* j a bunch ; a button, 
buttons C' **avin£ knoPfl or kn°hs ; fastened as with 

knot' ?* tGer-] A knot. 
, (not) n. [Sax. cnotta ; D. knot.] I. The complica-

KNOT'GRASS, (not'gras) n. The name of several species 
of plants, so denominated from the joints of the stem. 

KNOT'LESS, (not'les) a. Free from knots; without knots. 
KNOT'TED, (not'ted) a. 1. Full of knots; having knots. 

Dryden. 2. Having intersecting figures. Shak. 
KNOT'TI-NESS, (not'te-nes) n. 1. Fullness of knots; the 

quality of having many knots or swellings. 2. Difficulty 
of solution; intricacy. 

KNOT'TY, (not'ty) a. 1. Full of knots; having many 
knots; as, knotty timber. 2. Hard; rugged. Rowe. 3. 
Difficult; intricate ; perplexed. 

KNOUT, (nout) n. A punishment in Russia, inflicted with 
a whip. 

KNOW, (no) v. t. j pret. knew ; pp. known. [Sax. cnawan.] 
1. To perceive with certainty; to understand clearly ; to 
have a clear and certain perception of truth, fact, or any 
thing that actually exists. 2. To be informed of; to l» 
taught. 3. To distinguish. 4. To recognize by recollec
tion, remembrance, representation or description. 5. To 
be no stranger to; to be familiar.—6. In Scripture, to have 
sexual commerce with. Gen. iv. 7. To approve. 8. To 
learn. Prov. i. 9. To acknowledge with due respect. 
1 Thess. v. 10. To choose ; to favor or take an interest 
in. Amos Hi. II. To commit; to have. 2. Cor. 12. To 
have full assurance of; to have satisfactory evidence of 
any thing, though short of certainty. 

KNOW, (n5) v. i. 1. To have clear and certain perception 
not to be doubtful. 2. To be informed. 3. To take cog. 
*:<zance ofj to examine. 

KNoW'A-BLE, (noa-bl) a. That may be known ; that may 
be discovered, understood or ascertained. 

KNoW'ER, (no'er) n. One who knows. 
KNOWING, (nb'ing) ppr. 1. Having clear and certain per

ception of. 2. a. Skillful; well informed ; well instruct
ed. 3. Conscious; intelligent. 

KNOWING, (no'ing) n. Knowledge. Shak. 
KNOWING-LY, (no'ing-ly) adv. With knowledge. 
* KNOWL'EDGE, (nol'lej)?t. 1. A clear and certain percep

tion of that which exists, or of truth and fact; the percep
tion of the connection and agreement, or disagreement 
and repugnancy of our ideas. 2. Learning; illumination 
of mind. 3. Skill. 4. Acquaintance with any fact or 
person. 5. Cognizance; notice. Ruth ii. 6. Informa
tion ; power of knowing. 7. Sexual intercourse. But it 
is usual to prefix carnal. 

f KNOWL'EDGE, for acknowledge or avow. Bacon. 
f KNUB, ) (nub) [v. t. To beat; to strike w'th 
t KNUB'BLE, \ (nub'bl) j the knuckle. 
KNUCKLE, (nuk'l) n. [Sax. cnucl; G. knb'chel.] 1. The 

joint of a finger, particularly when protuberant by the 
closing of the fingers. 2. The knee joint of a calf. 3. 
The joint of a plant; [ois.] Bacon. 

KNUCKLE, (nuk'l) v. i. To yield; to submit in contest to 
an antagonist. 

KNUCKLED, a. Jointed. Bacon. 
(nuff) 71 - A lout; a clown. 

xRttttH t-. I (nur> \n' knorren.] A knot; a hard sub-
' (nurl) ' stance. Woodward. 

KNURL'ED, a. Full of knots. 
(nur^y) a' FuN of knots; hard. 

FNUR'RY, (nur'ry) a. Full of knots. 
£9 ®A, n. An antelope, with horns close at the base. 
Ko'KOB, n. A venomous serpent of America. 
KOL'LY-RITE, 7i. [Gr. xoXXuptov.] A variety of clay. 
KOM'MA-NIC, 7i. The crested lark of Germany. 
KON'IL-ITE, n. [Gr. /covo? and Xi0oj.] A mineral. 
Ko NITE. See CONITE. 
KO'PECK, N. A Russian coin, about the value of a cent. 
KO'RAN, ti. (pronounced by oriental scholars korawn) n 

[Ar.] The Mohammedan book of faith ; the alkoran 
KO'RET, 7i. A delicious fish of the East Indies. 
Ko'RIN, 71. An antelope with slender, smooth horns. 
KOUPH'O-LITE, TI. [Gr. /cov<pos and Xt0o?.] A mineral. 
KRAAL, TI. In the southern part of Africa, among the Hot

tentots, a village ; a collection of huts. 
KRAG, 71. A species of argillaceous earth. 

• See Synopsis MOVE, BOQK, DOVEBULL, UNITE.-U as K ; G as J; S as Z; CH as SH; TH as in this, f Obsolett 
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KRATOEN, n. A supposed enormous sea animal. 
KRu KA, n. A bird of Russia and Sweden. 
KU'FIG, a. The ICufic letters were the ancient letters of 

the Arabic, so called from Kufa, on the Euphrates. 
Ku'MISS, n. A liquor or drink made from mare's milk 

fermented and distilled ; milk spirit. Tooke, 
Ku'RIL, 7i. A bird, the black petrel Pennant 

LAC 
KU-RIL'I-AN, a. The Kurilian isles are a chain of islands 

in the Pacific, 
f KY, ?i._Kine. 
KY'A-NlTE, 71. [It is written, also, cyanitc.] A mineral 
KY-AN'O-GEN, n. [Gr. Kvavog and ycvvaw.] Carbureted 

azote ; the compound base of prussic acid, called, also, 
pj'ussine. 

L. 

Lthe twelfth letter of the English Alphabet, is usually 
j denominated a semi-vowel, or a liquid. It has only one 

sound in English, as in like, canal. At the end of mono
syllables, it is often doubled, as in fall, f ull, tell, bell; but 
not after diphthongs and digraphs ; foul, fool, prowl, growl, 
foul, &c. being written with a single I. In English words, 
the terminating syllable le is unaccented, the e is silent, 
and I has a feeble sound ; as in able, eagle, pronounced 
abl, eagl. _ 

As a numeral, L denotes 50, and with a dash, L, 50,000. 
LA, (law) exclam. Look ; see; behold. Shak. 
LA, in music, the syllable by which Guido denotes the last 

sound of each hexachord. Encyc. 
f LAB, n. A great talker ; a blabber. Chaucer. 
LAB A-DIST, n. A follower of Jean de Labadie. 
LAB'DA-NUM. See LADANOM. 
LAB-E-FACTION, n. [L. labefactio.] A weakening or 

loosening; a failing ; decay ; downfall; ruin. 
t LAB E-FY, V. t. To weaken or impair. Diet. 
LA'BEL, n. [W. llab, a strip; labed, a label.] 1. A narrow 

slip of silk, paper or parchment, containing a name or ti
tle, and affixed to any thing, denoting its contents. 2. 
Any paper annexed to a will by way of addition ; as a 
codicil.—3. In heraldry, a fillet usually placed in the mid
dle, along the chief of the coat, without touching its ex
tremities. 4. A long, thin brass rule, with a small sight 
at one end, and a centre-hole at the other, commonly used 
with a tangent-line on the edge of a circumferentor, to 
take altitudes, &c. 

LA'BEL, V. t. To affix a label to. 
LA'BELED, pp. Furnished with a label. 
LA'BEL-ING, ppr. Distinguishing by a label. 
LA BENT, a. FL. labens.] Sliding; gliding. Diet. 
LA'BI-AL, a [Fr.] Pertaining to the lips; formed by the 

lips. 
LA'BI-AL, TI. A letter or character representing an articula

tion of the lips ; as b, f, m, p, v. 
LA'BI-ATE, | a. [from L. labium.] In botany, a labiate 
LA'BI-A-TED, ( corol is irregular, monopetalous, with 

two lips, or monopetalous, consisting of a narrow tube 
with a wide mouth, divided into two or more segments 
arranged in two opposite divisions or lips. 

f LA'BILE, a. [Low L. labilis.] Liable to err, fall or apos
tatize. Cheyne. 

LAB-I-O-DENT'AL, a. [labium and dens.] Formed or 
pronounced by the cooperation of the lips and teeth • as 
/ and v. 

LA'BOR, n. [L. labor.] 1. Exertion of muscular strength, 
or bodily exertion which occasions weariness; toilsome 
work ; pains ; travail; any bodily exertion which is at
tended with fatigue. 2. Intellectual exertion ; application 
of the mind which occasions weariness. 3. Exertion of 
mental powers, united with bodily employment. 4. 
Work done, or to be done; that which requires weari
some exertion. 5. Heroic achievement. 6. Travail; the 
pangs and efforts of childbirth. 7. The evils of life ; tri
als ; persecution, &c. 

LA'BOR, v. i. [L. laboro.] 1. To exert muscular strength ; 
to act or move with painful effort, particularly in servile 
occupations ; to work ; to toil. 2. To exert one's powers 
of body or mind, or both, in the prosecution of any de
sign •, to strive ; to take pains. 3. To toil; to be burden
ed. 4. To move with difficulty. 5. To move irregularly 
with little progress ; to pitch and roll heavily. 6. To be 
in distress ; to be pressed. 7. To be in travail; to suffer 
tlie pangs of childbirth 8. To journey or march. 9. To 
perform the duties of the pastoral office. 1 Tim. v. 10. 
To perform Christian offices.— To labor under, to be afflict
ed with ; to be burdened or distressed with. 

LA'BOR, v. t. 1. To work at; to till; to cultivate. 2. To 
prosecute with effort; to urge. 3. To form or fabricate 
with exertion. 4. To beat; to belabor. 5. To form with 
toil and care, 

f LA'BO-RANT, n. A chemist. Boyle. 
LAB'O-RA-TO-RY, n. [Fr. laboratoire.] 1. A house or 

place where operations and experiments in chemistry, 
pharmacy,vpyrotechnv, &c., are performed. 2. A place 
where arms are manufactured or repaired, or fire-works 

prepared. 3. A place where work is performed, or any 
tiling is prepared for use. 

LA'BORED, pp. Tilled ; cultivated ; formed with labor 
LA'BOR-ER, n. One who labors in a toilsome occupation , 

a man who does work that requires little skill, as distin-
' guished from an artisan. 

LA'BOR-ING, ppr. 1. Exerting muscular strength or intel
lectual power; toiling; moving with pain or with diffi
culty ; cultivating. 2. A laboring man, or laborer, is often 
used for a man who performs work that requires no ap
prenticeship or professional skill, in distinction from an 
artisan. 

LA-Bo'RI-OUS, a. [L. laboriosus.] 1. Using exertion; 
employing labor ; diligent in work or service; assiduous 
2. Requiring labor; toilsome; tiresome; not easy. 3 
Requiring labor, exertion, perseverance or sacrifices. 

LA-Bo'RI-OUS-LY, adv. With labor, toil or difficulty. 
LA-Bo'Rl-OUS-NESS, n. I. The quality of being labori 

ous, or attended with toil; toilsomeness; difficulty. 2 
Diligence ; assiduity. 

LA'BOR-LESS, a. Not laborious. Brerewood. 
F LA'BOR-OUS, a. The old word for laborious. Spenser 
J LA'BOR-OUS-LY, adv. Laboriously. Sir T. Elyot. 
T LA'BOR-S6ME, a. Made with great labor and diligence 
LA'BRA, n. [Sp.] A lip. Shak. 
LA-BURN'UM, n. A tree of the genus cytisus. 
LAB'Y-RINTH, 7i. [L. labyrinthus.] 1. Among the an

cients, an edifice or place full of intricacies, or formed 
with winding passages, which rendered it difficult to find 
the way from the interior to the entrance. 2. A maze ; 
an inexplicable difficulty.—3. Formerly, an ornamental 
maze or wilderness in gardens. 4. A cavity in the ear. 

LAB-Y-RINTH'I-AN, a. Winding ; intricate; perplexed. 
LAG, 77.. [Sp. laca ,• G. lack.] Gum-lac, so called, but im

properly, not being a gum, but a resin. 
LAG CIG, a. Pertaining to lac, or produced from it. 
LACE, n. [Sp. lazo ; Fr. lacet.; It. laccio.] 1. A work com

posed of threads interwoven into a net, and worked on a 
pillow with spindles or pins. 2. A string; a cord. 3. A 
snare; a gin. 4. A plaited string with which females 
fasten their clothes. 

LACE, v. t. 1. To fasten with a string through eyelet holes 
2. To adorn with lace. 3. To embellish with variega
tions or stripes. 4. To beat; to lash. 

LACE'-BARK, TI. A shrub in the West Indies. 
LACED, pp. or a. Fastened with lace or a string ; also, tricked 

off with lace.—Laced coffee, coffee with spirits in it. Ad
dison.—Laced mutton, an old word for a whore ; [065.] 
Shak. 

LACE'MAN, 7?. A man who deals in lace. Addison. 
LACE'WOM-AN, 7?. A woman who makes or sells lace. 
LAC'ER-A-BLE, a. That may be torn. Harvey. 
LAC'ER-ATE, V. t. [L lacero.] To tear; to rend ; to sep

arate a substance by violence or tearing. 
LAC'ER-ATE, )pp. or a. 1. Rent; torn.—2. In botany, 
LAC'ER-A-TED, ( having the edge variously cut into 

irregular segments. 
LAC-ER-A'TION, re. The act of tearing or rending ; the 

breach made by rending. Arbuthnot. 
LAC'ER-A-TTVE, a. Tearing; having the power to tear. 
LAC'ER-TINE, a. [L. lacertus.] Like a lizard. 
LA-CER'TUS, 71. Thegirrock,a fish; the lizard-fish. 
LACHE, ) n. [Norm. Fr. lachesse.] In law, neglect; neg-
LACH'ES, 1 ligence. J 

LACH'ES, 77. plu. Boggy places. Craven dialect. 
LAGH'RY-MA-BLE, a. Lamentable. Morley. 
LACH'RY-MAL, a. [Fr.; L. lachryma.] 1. Generating 

or secreting tears. 2. Pertaining to tears ; conveying 
tears. 

LAGH'RY-MA-RY, a. Containing tears. Addison 
LA€H-RY-MA'TTON, n. The act of shedding tears. 
LAGH'RY-MA-TO-RY, n. [Fr. lachrymatoire.] A vessel 

found in sepulchres of the ancients, in which it has been 
supposed the tears of a deceased person's friends were 
collected and preserved with the ashes and um. 

LA'CING, ppr. Fastening with a string; adorned or trim
med with lace. 

LA-CIN'I-ATE, \ a. [L. lacinia.] 1. Adorned with 
LA-CIN'I-A-TED,) fringes.—2. In botany, jagged. 

* See Synopsis. A, E, I, 5, "0, Y, long -FAR, FALL, WHA.T ;-PREY;-PIN, MARINE, BIRD;— f Obsolete 
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LACK v. t. [D. leeg, Icegen ; Dan. lak.] 1. To want; to 

be destitute of; not to have or possess. 2. To blame . 
[obs.] ' 

LACK, v. i. 1. To be in want. 2. To be wanting, 
LACK, ?i. Want; destitution; need; failure.—Lack of ru

pees is one hundred thousand rupees, which, at 55 cents 
each, amount to fifty-five thousand dollars. 

LACK-A-DAY, exclamation of sorrow or regret; alas. 
LACK'BRAIN, 71. One that wants brains, or is deficient in 

understanding. Shak. 

LACQUER, j n' tFr* laVu'1 A kind of varnish. 
LAGK'ER, v. t. To varnish; to smear over with lacker, for 

the purpose of improving color or preserving from tarnish
ing and decay. 

LA€K ER, n. One who is wanting. Davies. 
' LACK'ERED, pp. Covered with lacker ; varnished. 
LAGK'EY, 71. [Fr. laquais.] An attending servant; a foot-

boy or footman. 
LACK'EY, v. t. To attend servilely. Milton. 
LACK'EY, v. i. To act as footboy ; to pay servile attend

ance. 
LA€K'LIN-EN, a. Wanting shirts. [Little used.] Shak. 
LAGK'LUS-TRE, a. Wanting lustre or brightness. 
LA-CON'1C, I a. [Fr. laconique ; L. laconicus; from 
LA-CON'I-CAL, J Laconia.] 1. Short; brief; pithy ; 

sententious; expressing much in few words. 2. Pertain
ing to Sparta or Lacedemonia. 

LA-CON'I-CAL-LY, adv. Briefly; concisely. 
LA-CON'ICS, n. A book of Pausanias, which treats of Lac

edemonia. 
* LA CON-ISM, ) n. [L. laconismus.] 1. A concise style. 
LA-€ON'I-CISM, j 2. A brief, sententious phrase or ex

pression. 
LAC'TAGE, n. The produce of animals yielding milk. 
LACTANT, a. [L. lactans.] Suckling; giving suck. [Lit

tle used.1 
LAC'TA-R Y.a. [L. lactarius.] Milky; full of white ji*'ce 

like milk. [Littleused.] Brown. 
LAC'TA-RY, n. [L. lactarius.J A dairy-house. 
LAC'TATE, 7i. In chemistry, a salt formed by tAe lactic 

acid, or acid of milk, with a base. Fourcroy. 
LAC-TA'TION, ti. [L. lacto.] The act of giWhg suck; or 

the time of suckling. Johnson. 
LAC'TE-AL, a. 1. Pertaining to milk 2. Conveying 

chyle. 
LAC'TE-AL, 71. A vessel or slender t*be of animal bodies, 

for conveying chyle from the intestines to the common 
reservatory. 

LAC'TE-AN, a. [L. lacteus.] IVUky; having the color of 
milk. Moxon. 

LAC'TE-OUS, a. [L. lactys.] L Milky • resembling 
milk. 2. Lacteal; con^yingchyle. 

LAC-TES'CENCE, n- (E. lactescens.] I. Tendency to 
milk; milkiness or milky color.—2. In botany, milki-
ness; the liquor which -flows abundantly from a plant, 
when wounded. 

LAC-TES'CENT, a. 1. Producing milk or white juice. 2. 
Abounding with a thick colored juice. 

LACTIC, a. Pertaining to milk, or procured from sour 
milk or whey ; as, the lactic acid. Fourcroy. 

LAC-TIfER-OUS, a. [L. lac and fero.] 1. Bearing or 
conveying milk or white juice. 2. Producing a thick col
ore/ juice. 

LACU-NAR, 71.^ [L.] An arched roof or ceiling. 

LA&U-N6SE', I a' lacunosus.] Furrowed or pitted. 
LAD, n. [W. Uaiod; and Sax. leod.] A young man or boy; 

a stripling. 
LAD'A-NUM, n. [Ar.] The resinous juice which exsudes 

from the leaves of the cistus ladanifera. 
LAD'DER, n. [Sax. Madder; D. ladder, or leder.] 1. A 

frame of wood, consisting of two side-pieces, connected 
by rounds inserted in them at suitable distances, and thus 
forming steps, by which persons may ascend a building, 
&c. 2. That by which a person ascends or rises; means 
of ascending. 3. Gradual rise ; elevation. 

LADE, v. t.; pret. laded; pp. laded, laden. [Sax. ladan, and 
hladan ; G. laden.] 1. To load ; to put on or in, as a bur
den or freight. 2. To dip; to throw in or out, as a fluid, 
with a ladle or dipper; as, to lade water out of a tu6 or 
into a cistern. 3. To draw water; [obs.] 

T LADE, n. The mouth of a river. Gibson. 
LaD'ED, ) pp. l. Loaded; charged with a burden or freight. 
"JD'EN,) 2. a. Oppressed ; burdened. 
LA Dl-FV,®. t. [E.Jio, and lady.] To make a lady of. Mas-

singer. 
L^P'ING,ppr. Loading; charging with a burden or freight; 
T H[0Wln5 or diPPing out. 
LAD ING, n. That which constitutes a load or cargo ; 

freight; burden. 6 ' 
r t m F '  7 1  *  A  i i t t l e  l a d  ;  a  y o u t h .  [ Little used.] 

s» a >T' "• 1. A utensil somewhat like 
3">WItk a long handle, used for throwing or dipping 

out liquor from a vesse.. 2. The receptacle of a mfl 
wheel, which receives the water which moves it.—3 
In gunnery, an instrument for drawing the charge of a 
cannon. 

JJA'DLE-FyL, n. The quantity contained in a ladle. 
,n* [®ax. hlafdig, hlafdiga. hlafdia.] 1. A woman 

of distinction.—Originally, the title of Lady was given to 
the daughters of earls and others in high rank, but by 
custom, the title belongs to any woman of genteel educa
tion. 2. A word of complaisance; used of women. 3 
Mistress ; the female who presides or has authority over 
a manor or a family. 

LA'DY-BUT?' 1 n' A sma,1> red? vaginopennous or sheath-
LA'DY-COW H winged insect. Gay. A coleopterous 
LA'D YFLY ' J insect of the genus coccinella. Liune 
LA'DY'S BED-STRAW, n. A plant of the genus galium 
LA'DY'S BOW-ER, n. A plant of the genus clematis. 
LA'DY'S €oMB, n. A plznt of the genus scandix. 
LA'DY'S GUSH-ION, n/ A plant of the genus saxifraga. 
LA'DY'S FIN-GER, n< A plant of the genus anthyllis. 
LA'DY'S MAN-TLR, n. A plant of the genus alchemilla 
LA'DY'S SKAL, A. A plant of the genus tamus. 
LA'DY'S SLIP-PGRj n. A plant of the genus cypripedium 
LA'DY'S SMO^K, n. A plant of the genus cardaminc. 
LA'DY'S TR7-CES, n. A plant of the genus ophrys. 
LA'DY-DAY? ». The day of the annunciation of the holy 

virgin, Much 25th. 
LA'DY-KEE, a. 1. Like a lady in manners; genteel ; 

well-Ked. 2. Soft; tender; delicate. 
LAW-SHIP, ti. The title of a lady. Dryden. 
fLA^j a. [Goth, laggs; W. llag,llac.] 1. Coming after 

a behind ; slow; sluggish; tardy. 2. Last; long-delay
ed. Shak. 

| LAG, n. 1. The lowest class; the rump; the fag end. 2. 
He that comes behind; [obsJ Shak. 

LAG, v. i. [W.llag, llac.J To walk or move slowly ; to 
loiter; to stay behind, 

f LAG'GARD, a. Slow ; sluggish; backward. Collins. 
LAG'GER, a. A loiterer; an idler; one who moves slowly 

and falls behind. 
LAG'GING, ppr. Loitering; moving slowly and falling be

hind. Dryden. 
LA-GOON', ) 77. [It., Sp. lagunn.] A fen, moor, marsh, 
LA-GuNE', j shallow pond or lake. 
LA'IC, or|pA'I-€AL, a. [It. laico, laicale; Fr. laique.] Be

longing to the laity or people, in distinction from the 
clergy. 

LA'ie, TI. A layman. Bp. Morton. 
LAID, pret. and pp. of lay ; so written for layed. 
LAID'LY, a. [Sax. lathlic.] Ugly; loathsome; foul. 
LAIN, pp. of lie. 
LAIR, TI. [G. lager.] 1. A place of rest; the bed or couch 

of a boar or wild beast. Dryden. 2. Pasture ; the ground. 
LAIRD, 77. [Sax. hlaford.] In the Scots dialect, a lord ; the 

proprietor of a manor. 
LAI'TER, or LAW'TER, n. The whole quantity of eggs 

which a hen lays before she incubates. Brockett. 
LA'I-TY, 77. [Gr. Aao?.] 1. The people, as distinguish

ed from the clergy; the body of the people not in or
ders. 2. The state of a layman, or of not being in or
ders; [ofo.l 

LAKE, v. i. [Sw. leka.] To play ; to sport. North of Eng
land. 

LAKE, 77. [G. lache; Fr. lac; L. locus.] 1. A large and 
extensive collection of water contained in a cavity or hol
low of the earth. It differs from a pond in size, the latter 
being a collection of small extent; but sometimes a collec
tion of water is called a pond or a lake indifferently. 2. A 
middle color between ultramarine and vermilion, made 
of cochineal. 

LAK'Y, a. Pertaining to a lake or lakes. Sherwoo I. 
LA'MA, 77. 1. The sovereign pontiff, or rather Lie god ol 

the Asiatic Tartars. 2. A small species of camel. 
LAM'AN-TIN, or LAM'EN-TIN, n. A species of the wal

rus or sea-cow, the trichechus manatus. 
LAMB, (lam) n. [Goth, and Sax. lamb.] 1. The young 

of the sheep kind. 2. The Lamb of God, in Scripture, the 
Savior Jesus Christ, who was typified by the paschal 
lamb. 

LAMB, v. t. To bring forth young, as sheep. 
LAMB'ALE, n. A feast at the time of shearing lambs. 

Warton. 
LAM'BA-TIVE, a. [L. lambo. 1 Taken by licking. 
LAM'BA-TIVE, 77. A medicine taken by licking with the 

tongue. Wiseman. . . 
LAM'BENT, a. [L. lamb ens.] Playing about; touching 

lightly; gliding over. ^ 
LAMB'KIN, (lam kin) 77. A small lamb. Gay. 
LAMB'LIKE, (lam'llke) a. Like a lamb ; gentle; humble 

meek. 7 
LAMB'S'-WOOL, n. [a corruption of la mas ubhal, that is 

the day of the apple fruit.] Ale mixed with sugar, nut 
meg and the pulp of roasted apples. Burton. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE BIJLL, UNITE.-C as K ; 0 as J ; S as Z; CH as SH 5 TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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LAM-DOID'AL. a. [Gr. \apSa. ] In the form of the Greek A, 

the English Li Sharp. 
LAME, a. [Sax. lame, or lama."] 1. Crippled or disabled in 

a limb, or otherwise injured so as to be unsound and im
paired in strength. 2. Imperfect; not satisfactory. 3. 
Hobbling ; not smooth ; as numbers in verse. 

LAME, v. t. To make lame ; to cripple or disable ; to ren
der imperfect and unsound. Dryden. 

LAM EL, n. [L. lamella.'] A thin plate or scale. 
LAM'EL-LAIt, a. Disposed in thin plates or scales. 
LAM'EL-LAR-LY, adv. In thin plates or scales. 
LAM EL-LATE, ) a. Formed in thin plates or scales, or 
LAM'EL-LA-TED, [ covered with them. 
LAM-EL-LIF'ER-OuS, a. " 

LAN 

ing plates. 
IM'EI * ' 

[L. lamella and fero.] Produc-

LAM'EL-LI-FORM, a. [L. lamella and form.] Having 
the form of a plate. Journ. of Science. 

LaME'LY, adv. 1. Like a cripple; with impaired strength : 
in a halting manner. 2. Imperfectly ; without a com
plete exhibition of parts. 3. Weakly ; poorly ; unsteadi
ly : feebly. ' ' 

LaME'NESS, n. 1. An impaired state of the body or limbs • 
loss of natural soundness and strength by a wound or bv 
disease. 2. Imperfection ; weakness ; as the lameness 
of an argument or of a description. 

LA-MENT', v. i. " ' - ' 
to weep or wail ; to express sorrow. 2. To regret deej> 

L. lamcntabilis.]' 1 
ing sorrow. 2. Mournful: auupiea ^ 

3. Expressing sorrow. 4. Miserable ; pit-

To be la-
adapted 

i. [L. lamentor.] 1. To motm . to grieve : 
ll ; to express sorrow. 2. To recret deeo-

ly; to feel sorrow. 6 * 
LA-MENT', v. t. To bewail; to mourn for: tohernmn • 

to deplore. Dryden. "emoan , 
LA-MENT', n. [L. lamentum.] Grief or sorrow expressed 

in complaints or cries ; lamentation ; a weeping. 
LAM'EN-TA-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. lamcntabilis* " 

mented ; deserving sorrow. 2. Mournful 
awaken grief. 3 
iful ; low ; poor. 

LAM'EN-TA-BLY, adv. 1. Mournfully; with expressions 
or tokens of sorrow. 2. So as to cause sorrow. 3. Piti 
fully ; despicably. 

LAM-EN-Ta'TION, n. [L. lamentatio.] 1. Expression of 
sorrow j cries of grief; the act of bewailing.—2. In the 
plural, a book of Scripture, containing the lamentations 
of Jeremiah. 

LA-MENT ED, pp. Bewailed; mourned for. 
LA-MENT'ER, n. One who mourns, or cries out with sor

row. 
LAM'EN-TIN. See Lamantjit. ® 

Bewailing; mourning; weeping. 
T'-m f r?' in\ mournil?g i lamentation. La'MI-A, n. [L.] A hag; a wifch 
LAM'I-NA, ) n. [L. lamina.] I. x 
LAM'IN { layer or coat lying over'another"1 to 

the plates of minerals, bones, &c. 2. A bone, or part of a 
4l"n plate, such as the cri" 

3- The lap of the ear. 

. a demon. 
1. A thin plate or scale ; a 

bone, resembling a thin plate, such as the cribriform plate 
of the ethmoid bone. 3. The lap of the ear. 4. The h 
a pol"AeioUuPs^o'rorad °' spreadinS part of Petal, 

4. The bor-
the petal, in 

Lpi?te^"A"BLE' CapabIe of be'iS formed into tliin 
Tj<^I I ^AR' a• In Plates consisting of thin plates or lay-

iSSFiFlf a>a^~e"a^ofhe^8' 
^AMM"'e?iN^geT1S„tblinS- ^ 

Bacon. [>~ax. hlammcBsse.] The first day of August. 

ing oil tot^;Sed^V'SMof'aAtS^IOTaCrnSin" 

lamp, a lamp for lighting coal mines with ^ °r safetV 
workmen to the explosion of inflimmn'w^ nXposillg 

LAM'PAS, n. [Fr.] A lump of flesh^th ?lr* ?avV' 
the roof of a horse's mouth, and risingaW*6*!! a nut' in 

LAMP'BLACK, n. A fine soot foS bv thl® the,teeth* 
of the smoke of burning pitch or resin™« k ensation 

chimney terminating in a cone of cloth Substaace«, in a 
LAMP'I-ATE, ti. A compound salt IL. , 

acid and a base. Ure. ' comP°sed of lampic 
LAMP'IC, a. The lampic acid is obtained hv 

of ether by means of a lamp. Tjrp combustion 
t LAMP'ING, a. [It. tampante ] Shini™ 
LAM-POON', n. tqu. Old Fr. hereon'?g\ • 

writing; abuse; censure written to reproach » Jre m 
rather than to reform. Dryden Proach and vex 

LAM-POON', v. t. To abuse with person 
proach in written satire. Phonal censure ; to re-

lu"Sa'i:mp™:t*Bea With peraona' sat're; 

^iM:?8S™;^buAseU3ing with p™ 

L gulmS™ fl^[s!Srg;.hDe £?.TnlA geana °f aa-

LAM PREL, or L.\M'PRON. See LiMnn. 
LA'NATE. ) a. [L. lanatus.] Woolv.—In botanv m«r 
LAN'A-TED, j e& with asulitance likecurledhair' * 
LANCE, (Una) n. [L. laneta , Fr. lance.] A SewL 

fensive weapon in form of a half pike used bv the i,i 
cients and thrown by the hand. yuieui-

LANCE, v. t. [Ann. lanfia.] 1. Tc pierce with a lance or 
with a sharp-pointed instrument, i To pierce orcut 
open witii a lancet. 10 

LANCE'LY, (litns'ly) a. Suitable to a lance. Sidmy 
atV'' '? '""all"' towards each raj. LAN'CB-O-LATE. ) a. Shaped like a lanee; oblon?am) 

LAN'CE-O-LA -l tiD, j gradually tapering towK 
extremity ; spear-shaped. 

LANCE-PE-SADE', n. [It. lanciaspeiiata.] AnofficeniD 
der the corporal. J. Hall. 

LAN'CER, n. One who lances; one who carries a lance. 
LAN'CET, n. [Fr. lancette.] 1. A surgical instrument, 

sharp-pointed and two-edged ; used in venesection, and 
in opening tumors, abscesses, tec. 2. A pointed window, 

LANCH, t>. t. [Fr. lancer.] I. To throw, as a lance;to 
dart; to let fly. 2. To move, or cause to slide from the 
land into the water. 

LANCH, v. i. To dart or fly off; to push off. 
LANCH, *. 1. The sliding or movement of a ship from the 

land into the water, on ways prepared for the purpose. 
2. A kind of boat, longer, lower, and more flat bottomed 
than a long-boat. , 

LAN'CI-N ATE, v. t. [L. lancino.] To tear: to rend: to 
lacerate. Johnson. 

LAN-CI-NA'TION. n. Tearing ; laceration. 
LAND, n. [Goth., Sax., G., D.,Dan., 8w. land.] 1. Earth, 

or the solid matter which constitutes the fixed part of the 
surface of the globe, in distinctioQ from water. 2. Any 
portion of the solid, superficial part of the globe, whether 
a kingdom or country, or a particular region. 3. Any 
«mall portion of the superficial part of the earth or ground, 
"j* Ground ; soil, or the superficial part of the earth in re-
hivt10 nalure or fiuai'ty. 5. Real estate. 6. Thein-
namtMihi of a country or region ; a nation or people. 1. 

ne grt'ihd left unploughed between furrows is by some 
called a land.— To make the land, otto 

aon 1} fumen's language, is to discover land from 
approac hes it.— To shut in the land, to lose 

nrnmnntilnf Ieft' lhe Intervention of a point or 
!t beara f"7mTheVb'to 8ce by ",c 

* See Synods. A, £, I, Q, tj, y, 

the sir*,. 
f exm£iion {U^\1hlan\ or hlond'l Urine 1 whence the old expression land damt toi^m. Shak. 
i" a I' • * ®et °" f5^or, •lo disembark; to debark. 

bark' g° °" * l,,>m R Bh'Por 1,0315 todiseID 

Lbe^nei a„A,khrn„tnbacbCh °' ̂  Wh« 
LAN Ii'-BREEZE, «. [land and brecu. \ \ current of air 

setting from the land towards the sea. 
LAND'ED, pp. 1. Disembarked ; set on shore from a ship 

or boat. 2. a. Having an estate i* land. 3. Consisting 
in roal estate or land. 

LAND'FALL, n. 1. A sudden tramslaiion of property in 
land by the death of a rich man.—2. In seamen's Imwagt, 
the first land discovered after a voyage. 

LAND'FL60D, n. An overflowing of land by water; an 
inundation. 

LAND'-FORCE, v. A military force, army or troops serving 
_ S>nrlan(^» Rs distinguished from a naval force. 
LAND'GRAVE, n. [G. landgraf; D. landgraaf.] IttOer-

many, a count or earl. 
LAND-GRA'VI-ATE, w. The territory held by a landgraf 

or his office, jurisdiction or authority. 
LAND'lloLD-ER, v. A holder or proprietor of land. 
t * PP7"' ^etting on shore : coming on shore. 
kANIMNG, ) v. A place where persons land, a 

I P^ACE, \ where goods are set on shore. 
AND'JOB-BER, n. A man xvho makes a business of bay
ing land on speculation. 

LAND'LA-DY, n. ]. A woman who has tenants holding 
T ir1?r,S ber* 2* The mistress of an inn. Swift. 
r Axtra J a* I)cst>tute of land ; having no land. 
t L To inclose or encompass by Jand. 
LAND'LOCKED, pp. Encompassed by land, so that 
t tbe compass is open to the sea" , 
LAND'LO-PER, v. A landman; literally, a rWTf® h(J 

a term of reproacli among seamen to designate a man " 
passes his life on land. ^ 

LAND I.ORD, n.[Sax. lani-hlaford.] I. The tori«'» 
manor or of land ; the owner of land who has tenant 
t The master of an inn or tavern. 

T ORD-RY, n. State of a landlord. Bp. Hm-
r a i^AN, n. A man who serves on land. n. 
LAND MARK, n. 1. A mark to designate the bounda 

land ; any mark or fixed object.—2. In navigtW** ' 
elevated object on land that serves as a guide to seam 

i—PR£Y PIN, MARINE, BIRD tob8oleiC 
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LAND'-OF-FICE, n In the United States, an office in 

which the sales of new land are registered. 
LAND'SCAPE, ti. [D. landschap ,• Sw. landskap.] 1. A 

portion of land or territory which the eye can comprehend 
in a single view, including mountains, rivers, lakes, and 
whatever the land contains. 2. A picture, exhibiting the 
form of a district of country, as far as the eye can reach. ^ A t" f n i..f HI of ^ r. 

, which 
LAND'SLIP, ) sZips or SZMZ&S down; or the sliding down 

of a considerable tract of land from a mountain. Gold
smith. 

LANDS'MAN, n. In seamen's language, a sailor on board 
a ship, who has not before been at sea. 

t LAND'STREIGIIT, n. A narrow slip of land. 
LAND'-TAX, n. A tax assessed on land and buildings. 
LAND'-TURN, n. A land breeze. Encyc. 
LAND'-WAIT-ER, n. An officer of the customs, whose 

duty is to wait or attend on the landing of goods. 
LANIVWARD, adv. Toward the land. Sandys. 
LAND -WIND, ». A wind blowing from the land. 
LAND'-WORK-ER, n. One who tills the ground. 
LANE, n. [D. laan.] 1. A narrow way or passage, or a 

private passage, as distinguished from a public road or 
highway. 2. A passage between lines of men, or people 
standing on each side. 

LANG, a. The word in the North of England fbr long; 
langsome. also, for long some, tedious. 

LAN'GRAGE, I n. Langrel shot, or langrage, is a particular 
LANGREL, J kind of shot used at sea for tearing sails 

and rigging, and thus disabling an enemy's ship. 
LANG'SET-TLE, n. A Jong bench to sit on. North of Eng. 
LANG-TER-A-LOO', n. A game ai cards. Tatler. 
LAN GUAGE, n. [Fr. langage ; Sp. lengua, lenguage.] 1. 

Human speech; the expression of ideas by words' or sig
nificant articulate sounds, for the communication of 
thoughts. 2. Words duly arranged in sentences, written, 
printed or engraved, and exhibited to the eye. 3. The 
speech or expression of ideas peculiar to a particular na
tion. 4. Style ; manner of expression. 5. The inarticu
late sounds by which irrational animals express their 
feelings and wants. 6. Any manner of expressing 
thoughts. 7. A nation, as distinguished by their speech. 
Dan. iii. 

f LAN'GUAGE, V .  t. To give language to; to express. 
Lovelace. 

L ANGU AGED, a. Having a language. Pope. 
LIAN'GUAGE-MAS-TER, n. One whose profession is to 

teach languages. Spectator. 
LANGUET, n. [Fr. languette.] Any thing in the shape of 

the tongue. [Not English.] 
LANGUID, a. [L. languidus.] 1. Flagging; drooping; 

hence, feeble; weak ; heavy ; dull; indisposed to exer
tion. 2. Slow. 3. Dull; heartless ; without animation. 

LANGUID-LY, adv. Weakly ; feebly ; slowly. 
LANGUID-NESS, n. 1. Weakness from exhaustion of 

strength ; feebleness ; dullness ; languor. 2. Slowness. 
LANGUISH, v. i. [Fr. languir, languissaht.] 1. To lose 

strength or animation ; to be or become dull, feeble or 
spiritless ; to pine ; to be or to grow heavy. 2. To wither; 
to fade ; to lose the vegetating power. 3. To grow dull; 
to be no longer active and vigorous. 4. To pine or sink 
under sorrow or any continued passion. 5. To look with 
softness or tenderness, as with the head reclined and a 
peculiar cast of the eye. 

LANGUISH, v. t. To cause to droop orpine. [L. u.l Shak. 
LANGUISH, n. Act of pining; also, a soft and tender look 

or appearance. Pope. 
LANGUISH-ER, n. One who languishes or pines. 
LANGUISH-ING, ppr. J. Becoming or being feeble; losing 

strength; pining; withering; fading. 2. a. Having a 
languid appearance. 

LAX'GUISH-ING-LY, adv. 1. Vfeakly; feebly; dully; 
slowly. 2. With tender softness. 

LAX'GUISH-MENT, n. 1. The state of pining. 2. Soft-
ness of look or mien, with the head reclined. 

LANGUOR, 71. [L. languor; Fr. langueur.] 1. Feeble
ness ; dullness ; heaviness ; lassitude of body ; that state 
of the body which is induced by exhaustion of strength. 
2. Dullness of the intellectual faculty; listlessness. 3. 
Softness; laxity, 

t LAN'GUOR-OUS, a. Tedious ; melancholy. Spenser. 
T "AN'GURE, V. t. To languish. Chaucer. 
LANIARD, (lan'yard) n. [Fr. lanierc.] A short piece of 

^Peor line, used for fastening something in ships, 
t » n' JLL. lanio.] A shambles. Cockeram. 
T A V' L [L* lanio.] To tear in pieces. [L..»] 
f * Nml ' n' ^ tear'ng in pieces. [Little used.~\ 
I AWTW [L. lanifer.] Bearing or producing wool. 
T ^ n* J-k* lanificiumA Manufacture of wool, 
r A wr EIj::PuS> a.]L. lanigerA Bearing or producing wool. 

i,nil •' a' tSax* Manca.l 1. Loose or lax and easily yield
ing to pressure ; not distended ; not stiff or firm by dis

tension ; not plump. 2. Thin ; slender meager; not full 
r v 2* L^nguid; drooping. 
LANK LY, adv. Thinly ; loosely ; laxly. 

wivE?S r™" J flabbiness; leant ess; slenderoesa ijAiNiv Y, a. Lank. [ Pulgar. 1 
LAN'NER, ) L, f J 

L ANNER-ET, \ n' LFr- tenter.] A species of hawk. 
L ANS'QUE-NET, n. [Fr.] 3. A common foot soldier. 2. 

A game at cards. 
LANT, TI. I. The old name for the game of loo. 2. Urine. 

Brockett. 
LANTERN, n. [Fr. lanteme; L. Interna.] 1. A case or 

vessel made of tin perforated with many holes, or of some 
transparent substance, used for carrying a light 2 A 
light-house or light to direct the course of ships.—3. In 
architecture, a little dome raised over the roof of a build
ing to give light, and to serve as a crowning to the fabric. 
4. A square cage of carpentry placed over the ridge of a 
corridor or gallery, between two rows of shops, to illu
minate them.—Magic lantern, an optical machine, by 
which painted images are represented so much magnified 
as to appear like the effect of magic. 

LANTERN-FLY, 7i. An insect of the genus fulgora. 
LANTERN-JAWS, TI. A thin visage. Spectator. 
LA-Nu'Gl-NOUS, a. [L. lanuginosus.] Downy; covered 

with down, or fine, soft hair. 
LAN'YARD. See LANIARD. 
LA-OD-I-CE'AN, a. Like the Christians of Laodicea; luke 

warm in religion. 
LA-OD-I-CE'AN-ISM, 7i. Lukewarmnes3 in religion. E. 

Stiles. 
LAP, n. [Sax. Iceppe ; D., Dan. Zap.] 1. The loose part of a 

coat; the lower part of a garment that plays loosely. 2. 
The part of clothes that lies on the knees when a person 
sits down ; hence, the knees in this position. 

LAP, v. t. 1. To fold ; to bend and lay over or on. 2. To 
wrap or twist round. 3. To infold ; to involve. 

LAP, v. i. To be spread or laid ; to be turned over. 
LAP, v. i. [Sax. lappian.] To take up liquor or food with 

the tongue ; to feed or arink by licking. 
LAP, v. t. To take into the mouth with the tongue ; to lick 

up. Shak. 
LAP'DOG, 71. A small dog fondled in the lap. Dryden. 
LA-PEL', n. That part of the coat which wraps over the 

facing. 
LAP'FULL, v. As much as the lap can contain, 
f LAFI-CIDE, n. A stone-cutter. Diet. 
LAP-I-DA'RI-OUS, a. [L. lapidarius.] Stony ; consisting of 

stones. 
LAP'I-DA-RY, 71. [Fr. lapidaire ; L. lapidarius.] 1. An ar

tificer who cuts precious stones. 2. A dealer in precious 
stones. 3. A virtuoso skilled in the nature and kinds of 
gems or precious stones. 

LAP I-DA-RY, a. Pertaining to the art of cutting stones 
f LAP'I-DATE, v. t. [L. lapido.) To stone. 
LAP-I-DA'TION, n. The act of stoning a person to death. 
LA-PID'E-OUS, a. [L. lapideus.] Stony; of the nature of 

stone. [Little used.] Ray. 
LAP-I-DES'CENCE, n. [L. lapidesco.] 1. The process of 

becoming stone ; a hardening into a stony substance. 2. 
A stony concretion. 

LAP-t-DES'CENT, a. Growing or turning to stone; that* 
has the quality of petrifying bodies. Encyc. 

LAP-I-DES'CENT, n. Any substance which has the quality 
of petrifying a body, or converting it to stone. 

LAP-I-DIF'I€, a. [L. lapis and facio.] Forming or convert
ing into .stone. 

LA-PID-I-FI-CA'TION, n. The operation of forming or 
converting into a stony substance. 

EA-PID'I-FY, 7?. z. [X. lapis and facio.] To form into stone 
T Amr mJp ' V'K' turn int0 stone > to bacome stone. 
T - NORCS . ' N: A DEALER in precious stones. See LAPIDARY 
LA PIS, in Latin, a stone.—Lapis Bononiensis, the Bolognian 

stone.—Lapis hepaticus, liver stone.—Lapis lazuli, azure 
stone, an aluminous mineral, of a rich blue color, resem-Klinr* tlio T\1 u a />n r r~t r i r ' , 

wrapped up in sensual delights. Hewyt. 
LAPPED, pp. [See LAP.] Turned or folded over. 
LAP PER, TI. 1. One that laps ; one that wraps or fcIds. 2 

One that takes up with his tongue. 
LAP'PET, n. [dim. of lap.] Apart of a garment or dress 

that hangs loose. Swift. 
LAP'PING, ppr. 1. Wrapping; folding; laying on. 2. 

Licking ; taking into the mouth with the tongue. 
LAPSE, (laps) n. [L. lapsus.] 1. A sliding, gliding or flow

ing ; a smooth course. 2. A falling or passing. 3. A slip ; 
an error; a fault; a failing in duty; a slight deviation 
from truth or rectitude.—4. In ecclesiastical lawy the slip 
or omission of a patron to present a clerk to a benefice, 
within six months after it becomes void. 5. In theology, 
the fall or apostasy of Adam. 

LAPSE, (laps) v. i. 1. To glide ; to pass slowly, silently, ox 
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by degrees. 2. To slide or slip in moral conduct3 to fail 
in duty 3 to deviate from rectitude 3 to commit a fault. 3. 
To slip or commit a fault by inadvertency or mistake. 4. 
To fall or pass from one proprietor to another, by the 
omission or negligence of the patron. 5. To fall from a 
state of innocence, or from truth, faith or perfection. 

JAPSED, pp. Fallen ; passed from one proprietor to another 
by the negligence of the patron. 

LAP'SID-ED, a. [lap and side.] Having one side heavier 
than the other, as a ship. Mar. Diet. 

LAPS'ING, ppr. Gliding; flowing ; failing3 falling to one 
person through the omission of another. 

LAP'STONE, n. A cobbler's stone on which he hammers 
his leather. Brockett. 

LAPWING, n. A bird of the genus tringa ; the tewit. 
LAP'WORK, n. Work in which one part laps over another. 
LARTM. ; phi. LA'RES. [L.] A household deity. Lovelace. 
LAR'BoARD, n. The left-hand side of a ship, when a per

son stands with his face to the head 3 opposed to star
board. 

LAR'BoARD, a. Pertaining to the left-hand side of a ship. 
LA R'CE-NY, n. [Fr. larcin.] Theft; the act of taking and 
'carrying away the goods or property of another feloniously. 

LARCH, TO. [L. larix.] The common name,of a division of 
the genus pinus. 

LARD, n. [Fr. lard ; L. lardum.] 1. The fat of swine, after 
being melted and separated from the flesh. 2. Bacon 3 
the flesh of swine. Drydcn. 

LARD, v. t. [Fr. larder.] 1. To stuff with bacon or pork. 
2. To fatten ; to enrich. 3. To mix with something by 
way of improvement. 

LARD, v. i. To grow fat. Drayton. 
LAR-DA'CEOUS, a. Of the nature of lard j consisting of 

lard. 
LARD'ED, pp. Stuffed with bacon ; fattened ; mixed. 
LARD'ER, n. A room where meat is kept or salted. 
LARD'ER-ER, n. One who has the charge of the larder. 
LAR'DON, n. [Fr.] A bit of bacon, 
t LARD'RY, n. A larder. 
\ LARE, n. [Sax. lare, Icere.] Learning ; scholarship. 
LARGE, (lifrj) a. [Fr. large ; L. largus.] 1. Big ; of great 

size 3 bulky. 2. Wide ; extensive. 3. Extensive or pop
ulous 3 containing ma»y inhabitants. 4. Abundant; plen
tiful 3 ample. 5. Copious 3 diffusive.—6. In seamen's 
language, the wind is large when it crosses the line of a 
ship's course in a favorable direction, particularly on the 
beam or quarter. 7. Wide 3 consisting of much water. 
8. Liberal 3 of a great amount.—At large. 1. Without 
restraint or confinement. 2. Diffusely 3 fully 3 in the full 
extent. 

LARGE, n. Formerly, a musical note equal to four breves, 
f LARGE-HEART'ED-NESS, n. Largeness of heart 3 liber

ality. Bp. Reijnolds. 
LARGE'LY, adv. 1. Widely j extensively. 2. Copiously; 

diffusely 3 amply. 3. Liberally 3 bountifully. 4. Abund
antly. 

LARGE'NESS, n. 1. Bigness j bulk ; magnitude. 2. Great
ness; comprehension. 3. Extent 3 extensiveness. 4. 
Extension j amplitude 3 liberality. 5. Wideness ; ex
tent. 

LAR'GESS, 7?. [Fr. largesse.] A present 3 a gift or dona
tion ; a bounty bestowed. Drydcn. 

LARG'ISH, a. Somewhat large'. [Unusual.] Cavallo. 
LAR'GO, or LAR-GHET'TO. [It.] Musical terms, directing 

to slow movement. 
LAR-Gl"TION, n. [L. largitio.] The act of giving. Diet. 
LARK, 7i. [Sax. laferc, lauerce ; Scot, laverok, lauerok.] A 

bird of the genus alauda. 
LARK'ER, 7?. A catcher of larks. Diet. 
LARK'LlKE, a. Resembling a lark in manners. 
LARK'S'-HEEL, n A flower called Indian cress. 
LARK'SPUR, n. A plant of the genus delphinium. 
LAR'MIER, 71. [Fr. ] The flat, jutting part of a cornice 3 

literally, the dropper ; the eave or drip of a house. 
LAR'UM,??. [G. Vdrm.] Alarm 5 a noise giving notice of 

danger. See ALARM. 
LAR'VA, or LARVE, n. [L. larva.] An insect in the 

caterpillar state ; eruca. > 
LARVA-TED, a. Masked ; clothed as with a mask 
LA-RYN'GE-AN, a. Pertaining to the larynx. 
LAR-YN-GOT'O-MY, 71. [L. larynx, and Gr. reuva).] The 

operation of cutting the larynx, or windpipe 3 tracheotomy. 
LAR'YNX, n. [Gr. Xapuy£.] In anatomy, the upper part of 

the windpipe or trachea, a cartilaginous cavity. 
LAS'CAR, 71. In the East Indies, a native seaman, or a 

t LAS-CIV'I-EN-CY, LAS-CIVT-ENT. See the next 
words. 

LAS-CIV'I-OUS, a. [Fr. lascif; It., Sp. lascivo ; L. lasci-
•m/s.] 1. Loose; wanton 3 lewd; lustful. 2. Soft; wan
ton ; luxurious. 

LAS-CIV'I-OUS-LY, adv. Loosely ; wantonly ; lewdly. 
LAS-CIV'I-OUS-NESS, n. 1. Looseness ; irregular indul

gence of animal desires; wantonness 3 lustfulness. 2. 

6 0 LAT 
Tendency' to excite lust, and promote irregular indulgen
ces. 

LASH, 71. [G. lasche.] 1. The thong or braided cord of a 
whip. 2. A leash or string. 3. A stroke with a whip, or 
any thing pliant and tough 4. A stroke of satire 3 a sar
casm 3 an expression or retort that cuts or gives pain. 

LASH, v. t. 1. To strike with a lash or any thing pliant, 
to whip or scourge. 2. To throw up with a sudden jerk. 
3. To beat, as with something loose 3 to dash against 4. 
To tie or bind with a rope or cord ; to secure or fasten by 
a string. 5. To satirize 3 to censure with severity. 

LASH, v. i. To ply the whip 3 to strike at. Dryden.— To lash 
out, is to be extravagant or unruly. 

LASHED, pp. 1. Struck with a lash; whipped; tied; 
made fast Ify a rope.—2. In botany, ciliate 3 fringed. Lee. 

LASII'ER, n. One that whips or lashes. 
LASH ER, or LASH ING, n. A piece of rope for binding or 

making fast one thing to another. 
LASH'FREE, a. Free from the stroke of satire. B. Jon-

son. 
LASH'ING, n. Extravagance; unruliness. South. 
L ASK, 71. [L. laxus.] A looseness 3 a lax 3 a flux. Burton. 
LASS, ti. fqu. from laddess.] A young woman ; a girl. 
LAS'SI-TUDE, n. [Fr.; L. lassitudo.] 1. Weakness; dull

ness 3 heaviness; weariness ; languor of body or mind.— 
2. Among physicians, lassitude is a morbid sensation of 
languor which often precedes disease. 

LASS'LORN, a. Forsaken by his lass or mistress. 
LAST, a. [contracted from latest; Sax. last.] 1. That 

comes after all the others ; the latest. 2. That follows all 
the others 3 that is behind all the others in place 3 hind
most. 3. Beyond which there is no more. 4 Next 
before the present. 5. Utmost. 6. Lowest; meanest.—At 
last, at the last, at the end; in the conclusion.— To the 
last, to the end ; till the conclusion. 

LAST, adv. J. The last time 3 the time before the present. 
2. In conclusion ; finally. 

LAST, v. i. [Sax. lastan, lastan.] 1. To continue in time ; 
to endure ; to remain in existence. 2. To continue unim
paired ; not to decay or perish. 3. To hold out 3 to con
tinue unconsumed. 

LAST, 71. [Sax. hlceste; G., Sw., D., Dan. last.] A load 3 
hence, a certain weight or measure. 

LAST, TI. [Sax. laste, loeste. 1 A mold or form of the human 
foot, made of wood, on wnich shoes are formed. 

f LAST'AGE, 71. [Fr. lestage.] 1. A duty paid for freight 
or transportation. 2. Ballast. 3. The lading of a ship. 

LAST'AGED, a. Ballasted. Huloet. 
t LAST'ER-Y, n. A red color. Spenser. 
LAST'ING, ppr. 1. Continuing in time; enduring; re

maining. 2. a. Durable ; of long continuance 3 that may 
continue or endure. 

LAST'ING-LY, adv. Durably; with continuance. 
LAST'ING-NESS, n. Durability; the quality or state of 

long continuance. Sidiiey. 
LAST'LY, adv. 1. In the last place. 2. In the conclusion; 

at last; finally. 
LATCH, n. [Fr. loquet.] 1. A small piece of iron or wood 

used to fasten a door. 2. A small line like a loop, used 
to lace the bonnets to the courses, or the drabblers to the 
bonnets. 

LATCH, v. t. 1. To fasten with a latch j to fasten. 2. [Fr 
lecher.j To smear; [o&s.] 

LATCH'ET, n. [from latch, Fr. lacet.] The string that 
fastens a shoe. Mark i. 

LATE, a. [Sax. Icet, lat; Goth .lata. This adjective has 
regular terminations of the comparative and superlative 
degrees, later, latest, but it has also latter, and latest is 
often contracted into last.] 1. Coming after the usual 
time ; slow 3 tardy; long delayed. 2. Far advanced to
wards the end or close. 3. Last, or recently in any place, 
office or character. 4. Existing not long ago, but now 
decayed or departed. 5. Not long past; happening not 
long ago 3 recent 

LATE, adv. 1. After the usual time, or the time appointed; 
after delay. 2. After the proper or usual season. 3. Not 
long ago ; lately. 4. Far in the night, day, week, or other 
particular period.—Of late, lately, in time not long past, 
or near the present.—Too late, after the proper time 3 not 
in due time. 

LATE, v. t. [Icel. Icita.] To seek ; to search. 
f LAT'ED, a. Belated; being too late. Shak. 
LAT'EEN, a. A lateen sail is a triangular sail, extended by 

a lateen yard. 
LATE LY, adv. Not long ago ; recently. 
LA'TEN-CY, TI. The state of being concealed 3 abstruse-

ness. Paley. 
LATE'NESS, n. 1. The state of being tardy, or of coming 

after the usual time. 2. Time far advanced in any par
ticular period. 3. The state of being out of time, or after 
the appointed time. 

LA'TENT, a. [L. latens.] Hid ; concealed ; secret; not 
seen ; not visible or apparent.—Latent heat is heat in 
combination, in distinction from sensible heat. 
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LAT'ER, a. [comp. deg. of late.] Posterior; subsequent. 
LAT'ER-AL, a. [Fr.; L. lateralis.] 1. Pertainmg to the 

side. 2. Proceeding froir. the side, 
t LAT-ER-AL'I-TY, n. The quality of having distinct sides. 
LAT'ER-AL-LY, adv. 1. By the side; sideways. Holder. 

2. In the direction of the side. 
LAT'E-RAN, n. One of the churches at Rome. 
A LAT'E-RE, [L.] A legate a latere is a pope's legate or 

envoy, so called because sent from his side, from among 
his favorites and counselors, 

f LAT'ERED, a. Delayed. Chaucer. 
LAT-ER-I-Fo'LI-0US, a. [L. latus and folium.] In 

botany, growing on the side of a leaf at the base. Lee. 
LAT-ER-I'TIOUS, a. [L. lateritius.] Like bricks 3 of the 

color of bricks. Med. Repos. 
| LATE'WARD, a. [Sax. weard, and late.] Backward. 

Huloet. 
t LATE'WARD, adv. Somewhat late. 
LATII, n. [Fr. latte.] 1. A thin, narrow board or slip of 

wood nailed to the rafters of a building to support the 
tiles or covering. 2. A thin, narrow slip of wood nailed 
to the studs, to support the plastering. 

LATH, v. t. To cover or line with laths. Mortimer. 
LATH, n. [Sax. leth.] In some parts of England, a part 

or division of a county. . 
LATHE, 71. [qu. lath.] An engine by which instruments 

of wood, ivory, metals and other materials, are turned 
and cut into a smooth round form. 

LATH'ER, v. i. [Sax. lethrian.] To form a foam with wa
ter and soap 3 to become froth, or frothy matter. 

LATH'ER, v. t. To spread over with the foam of soap. 
LATH'ER, 71. 1. Foam or froth made by soap moistened 

with water 2. Foam or froth from profuse sweat, as of 
a horse. _ 

LlTH'Y, a. Thin as a lath ; long and slender. Todd. 
LATII'Y, a. [W. lleth. 1 Flabby ; weak. Mew England. 
LA-TIB'U-LIZE, v. i. [L. latibulum.] To retire into a den, 

burrow or cavity, and lie dormant in winter j to retreat 
and lie hid. 

LAT'I-GLAVE, n. [L. laticlavium.] An ornament of dress 
worn by Roman senators. 

LAT IN, a. Pertaining to the Latins, a people or Latium, m 
Italy ; Roman.—Latin church, the western church. 

LAT'IN, TI. 1. The language of the ancient Romans. 2. 
An exercise in schools, consisting in turning English into 

LATTN-LY, adv. So as to understand or write Latin. Hey-

LAT'IN-ISM, 71. A Latin idiom 3 a mode of speech pecul
iar to the Latins. Addison. 

LAT'IN-IST, n. One skilled in Latin. 
LA-TIN'I-TY, 71. Purity of the Latin style or idiom ; the 

Latin tongue. . 
LAT'IN-IZE, v. t. To give to foreign words Latih termina

tions, and make them Latin. Watts. 
LAT'IN-TZE, v. i. To use words or phrases borrowed from 

the Latin. Dryden. 
LAT-I-ROS TROUS, a. [L. latus and rostrum.] Having a 

broad beak, as a fowl. Brown. 
LAT'ISII, a. [from late.] Somewhat late. 
LAT'I-TAN-CY, n. [L. latitans.] The state of lying con

cealed ; the state of lurking. Brown. 
LAT I-TANT, a. Lurking 3 lying hid 5 concealed. Boyle. 
L YT'I-TAT, n. [L.] A writ by which a person is sum

moned into the king's bench to answer, as supposing he 
lies concealed. . , . 

LAT-I-TATION, n. The state of lying concealed. 
LAT I-TUDE, 71. [Fr. 3 L. latitudo.] 1. Breadth ; width j 

extent from side to side. 2. Room 3 space.—3. In astrono
my, the distance of a star north or south of the ecliptic. 
4. In geography, the distance of any place on the globe, 
north or south of the equator. 5. Extent of meannig or 
construction 3 indefinite acceptation. 6. Extent of devia
tion from a settled point 3 freedom from rules or limits 3 
laxity. 7. Extent. . . .. 

TJAT-I-Tu'DI-NAL, a. Pertaining to latitude j in the direc
tion of latitude. Gregory. . 

LAT-I-TU-DI-NA'RI-AIN, a. [Fr. latitudmarrc.] Not re
strained ; not confined by precise limits 3 free 3 thinking 
or acting at large. , , . . 

LAT-I-TU-DI-NA RI-AN, n. 1. One who is moderate in 
his notions, or not restrained by precise, settled limits m 
opinion ; one who indulges freedom in thinking. 2. In 
theology, one who departs in opinion from the strict prm-
cipWof orthodoxy 3 or one who indulges a latitude of 
thinking ana interpretation ; a moderate man. 

LAT-I-TU-DI-NA'RI-AN-ISM, 7J. Freedom or liberality of 
opinion, particularly in theology. 2. Indifference to re
ligion. 

LA'TRANT, a. [L. latro.] Barking. TicTtell. 
t LA TRATE, V. i. To bark as a dog. 
[ LA-TRA TION, 7i. A barking. 
LA'TRI-A, 77. [L.l The highest kind of worship, or that 

paid to God 3 distinguished by the Catholics from dvlia. 

LAU 
LA-TRo'BITE, n. [from Latrobe.J A mineial. 
tLAT RO-CLN-Y, 77. [L. latrocinium.] Theft} larceny 
LAT'TEN, 77. [Fr. leton.] Iron plate covered with tin. 
LAT'TEN-BRASSj n. Plates of milled brass. 
LATTER, a. [an irregular comparative of late.] 1. Com

ing or happening after something else; opposed to former 
2. Mentioned the last of two. 3. Modern : lately done or 
past. 

LAT'TER-LY, adv. Of late ; in time not long past 3 lately. 
LAT'TER-MATH, 77. The hitter mowing} that which is 

mowed after a former mowing. 
LATTICE, 77. [Fr. lattis.] Any work of wood or iron, 

made by crossing laths, rods or bars, and forming open 
squares like net-work. 

LAT TICE, a. 1. Consisting of cross pieces. 2 Furnished 
with lattice work. 

LATTICE, v. t. 1. To form with cross bars, and open 
work. 2. To furnish with a lattice. 

LATTICED, pp. Furnished with a lattice. 
LAUD, 77. [L. laus, laudis.] 1. Praise} commendation: 

an extolling in words; honorable mention ; [little used.] 
2. That part of divine worship which consists in praise. 
3. Music or singing in honor of any one. 

LAUD. v. t. [L. laudo.] To praise in words alone, or with 
Words and singing ; to celebrate. BcnUey. 

LAUD'A-BLE, a. [L. laudabilis.] 1. Praiseworthy j com
mendable. 2. Healthy ; salubrious. 3. Healthy j well 
digested. 

LAUD A-BLE-NESS, 71. The quality of deserving praise 3 
praiseworthiness. [Laudability, in a like sense, has been 
used, but rarely.] 

LAUD'A-BLY, adv. In a manner deserving praise. 
* LAUD'A-NUM, (lod'a-num) n. [from L. laudo.] Opium 

dissolved in spirit or wine 3 tincture of opium. Coxe. 
f LAU-DA TION, 77. [L. laudatio.] Praise ; honor paid. 
LAUD'A-TIVE, n. [L. laudativus.] A panegyric; a eulo

gy. [Little used.] Bacon. 
LAUD'A-TO-RY, a. Containing praise ; tending to praise. 
LAUD'A-TO-RY n. That which contains praise. 
LAUD'ER, 77. One who praises. 
LAUGH, (1'aff) v.i. [Sax. hlihan ,* G.lachen; D. lachen.] 

1. To make the noise and exhibit the features which are 
characteristic of mirth in the human species.—2. In poetry, 
to be gay 5 to appear gay, cheerful, pleasant, lively or 
brilliant.—To laugh at, to ridicule 3 to treat with some 
degree of contempt.— To laugh to scorn, to deride j to 
treat with mockery, contempt and scorn. 

LAUGH, (l'aff) n. An expression of mirth peculiar to the 
human species. 

LAUGH A-BLE, (laf fa-bl) a. That may justly excite laugh
ter. 

LAUGH-AND-LAY DOWN, n. A game at cards. Skelton. 
LAUGH'ER, (lafifer) n. One who laughs, or is fond of 

merriment. Pope. 
LAUGH'ING, (I'affing) ppr. Expressing mirth in a particular 

manner. 
LAUGH'ING-LY, (l'affing-ly) adv. In a merry way; with 

laughter. 
LAUGH'ING-STOCK, n. An object of ridicule. 
LAUGHTER, (faffter) 71. Convulsive merriment; an ex

pression of mirth peculiar to man. 
LAUGH'WoR-TflY, a. Deserving to be laughed at. 
LAU'MON-lTE, n. Efflorescent zeolite. , 
LAUNCH. See LANCH. 
fLAUND, 77. A lawn. Chaucer. 
LAtFND'ER, (l'and-er) 71. [from L. lavo.] A washer-wom

an; also a long and hollow trough, used by miners to 
receive the powdered ore from the box where it is beaten. 

LAUND ER, (land'er) v. t. To wash; to wet. Shak. 
LAUND'ER-ER, (land'er-er) n. A man who follows the 

business of washing clothes. Butler. 
LAUN DRESS, (lan'dres) n. [Fr. lavandiere.] A washer

woman ; a female whose employment is to wash clothes. 
LAUN'DRESS, (lan'dres) v. i. To practice washing. 
LAUN'DRY, (fan'dry) n. [Sp. lavadero.] 1. A washing. 

2. The place or room where clothes are washed. 
LAU'RE-ATE, a. [L. laureatus.) Decked or invested 

with laurel.—Poet laureate, in Great Britain, an officer 
of the king's household, whose business is to compose an 
ode annually for the king's biith-day, and for the new 
year. . 

LAU'RE-ATE, v. t. To honor with a degree in the univer
sity, and a present of a wreath of laurel. Warton. 

LAU'RE-A-TED, pp. Honored with a degree and a laurel 

LAU-RE-A'TION, 77. The act of conferring a degree in the 
university, together with a wreath of laurel. 

*LAU'REL, 77. [L. laurus.] The bay-tree 
*LAU'RELED, a. Crowned or decorated with laurel, 01 

with laurel wreath ; laureate. Prru1r,«tnr. LAU-RIF'ER-OUS, a. [L. laurus and fero.] Producing 
or bringing laurel. - . 

LAU'RUS-TIN, TI. [L. laurustimis.] A plant. 
LAUS'KRAUT, n. [G. Idusekraut.] A plant. 
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LAU'TU, n. A band of cotton, twisted and worn on the 

head of ;he mca of Peru, as a badge of royalty. 
* LA'VA, TO. [ft. laua.] 1. A mass or stream of melted min

erals or stony matter which bursts or is thrown from the 
mouth or sides of a volcano. 2. The same matter when 
cool and hardened. 

5^™ ? fylavatio.] A washing or cleansing, 
"o a 9 ,' 7-' t EAVE .] L A place for washing. 

A wash or lotion for a diseased part. 3. A place where 
gold is obtained by washing. 

V' •" JJ?r' laver > L. lavo.] To wash ; to bathe. 
Tr u 0 bathet t0 wash one's self. Pope. 
f iS ' ^Fr- leVer-'] To throw up or out ; to lade out. 
L.Ay±j, TO. The remainder or leaving. Grose. 
r A^)SS?^EED,r?; HavinS large, pendent ears. Bp. Hall. 

• i.. ' LFr* louvoyer.] In seamen's language, to 
tack j to sail back and forth. 

5 w. [L. ZareitduZa.] A plant, 
basin W* ^avoir4 A vessel for washing; a large 

LAV'ER-OEK. See LARK. 
LAV'ING, ppr. Washing; bathing. 
LAVISH, a. 1. Prodigal; expending or bestowing with 

profusion; profuse. 2. Wasteful; expending without 
r ' *iberal to a fault. 3. Wild ; unrestrained. 

m 5 v't" E Fo expend or bestow with profusion. 2. 
r A exPend without necessity or use; to squander, 
r a pp' ExPended profusely ; wasted, 
r av/icu t ' n' A Prodi»al j a profuse person. 
LA V'ISH-ING, ppr. Expending or laying out with profu

sion ; wasting. 1 

LAV'ISH-LY, adv. With profuse expense; prodigally; 
wastefully. Dryden. Pope. ° r ' 

LAV'ISH-MENT, ) „ * . 
LAVISH-N ESS, 1 n' Profusion; prodigality. Spenser. 
EA-VOL'TA, n. [It. la volta.] An old dance in which 
r YSr5 much turning and capering. Shak. 
LAW, TO. [Sax. laga, lage, lag, or lah ; Sw. lag ; Dan. lov s 

llV K P* icy ' Fr* loi•] 1' A rule, particularly, an 
established or permanent rule, prescribed by the supreme 
power of a state.—2. Municipal law is a rule of civil con
duct prescribed by the supreme power of a state, com-
!??• 1?^ what its subjects are to do, and prohibiting 
what they are to forbear; a statute.—3. Law of nature is 
a rule of conduct arising out of the natural relations of 
human beings established by the Creator, and existing 
thl°f u anp Pcs?^w.e precept.—4. Laws of animal nature, 

e inherent principles by which the economy and func
tions of animal bodies are performed.—5. Laws ofvegeta-
£I<?TO, the principles by which plants are produced!—6. 
Physical laws, or laws of nature. The invariable tendency 
fUJrHwX11?1!01? of any sPecies of matter to a particular 
form vvith definite properties, and the determination of a 

, certain motions, changes, and relations, which 
uniformly take place in the same circumstances, is called 
a physical laic.—7. Laws of nations, the rules that regulate 
the mutual intercourse of nations or states.—8. Moral 
So? Ja]Y whlfrh prescribes to men their religious and 
s!Shid fbVth Ecclesiastical law, a rule of action pre-

for the government of a church ; otherwise called 
sKiT ^r^ten law' a law or ruIe of action pre-
rSnla ^ enacted by a sovereign, and promulgated and 
nf artinn Unwritten or common law, a rule 
*lt M- u 7 Ch denves Its authority from long usage, or 
established custom.-12. By-law, a law of a city, town ol 
tSS°ratl0n^^ Br.]-13. Mosaic law*the insti
tutions of Moses.—14. Ceremonial law, the Mosaic institu
tions which prescribe the external rites and ceremonies 
15. A rule of direction ; a directory ; as reason and nat' 
ural conscience. 16 That which governs or has a ten
dency to rule. 17. The word of God ; the doctrines and 
precepts of God, or his revealed will. 18. The Old 
Testament. 19. The institutions of Moses, as distinct 
from the other parts of the Old Testament ; as the law 
and the prophets. *,0. A rule or axiom of science or art • 
settled principle. 21. Law martial, or martial law, the 
rules ordained for the government of an army or military 
force.—22. Maime laws, rules for the regulation of navi 
gation, and the commercial intercourse of nations.—23 
Commercial law, law-merchant, the system of rules bv 
which trade and commercial intercourse are regulated 
between merchants. 24. Judicial process; prosecution 
of right in courts of law. Spectator. 25. Jurisprudence. 
Civil law, criminal law ; [see CIVIL and CRIMINAL.] Law's 
of honor ; [SEE HONOR.] Law language, the language used 
in legal writings and forms, particularly, the Norman dia
lect, or Old French, which was used in judicial proceed
ings from the days of William the Conqueror to the 36th 
year of Edward III.— Wager of law, a species of trial 
formerly used in England. 

LAW'-BREAK-ER, TO. One who violates the law. 
LAW-DAY, TO. 1. A day of open court. Shak. 2. A leet 

or sheriff's tourn. 
LAWFUL, a. I. Agreeable to law ; conformable to law; 

i allowed by law; legal; legitimate. 2. Constituted by 
law ; rightful. 

LAW'FUL-LY, adv. Legally; in accordance with law, 
without violating law. 

LAWFL L-NESS, TO. The quality of being conformable to 
law ; legality. 

LAWGIV-ER, TO. [law and give.] One who makes or enacts 
a law ; a legislator. Swift. 

LAWGIV-ING, a. Making or enacting laws; legislative. 
LA WING, TO. Expeditation ; the act of cutting ofTthe claws 

and balls of the fore feet of mastiffs. 
LAW/LESS, a. I. Not subject to law ; unrestrained bylaw. 

2. Contrary to law; illegal; unauthorized. 3. Not sub
ject to the ordinary laws of nature; uncontrolled. 

LAWLESS-LY, adv. In a manner contrary to law. Shak. 
LAWLESS-NESS, TO. The quality or state of being unre

strained by law ; disorder. Spenser. 
LAW-MA-KER, TO. One who enacts or ordains laws; a 

legislator; a lawgiver. 
LAW-MoN-GER, TO. A low dealer in law; a pettifogger. 
LAWN, TO. [W. llan.] An open space between woods, or a 

plain in a park or adjoining a noble seat. 
LAWN, 71. [Fr. linon.] A sort of fine linen, used in the 

sleeves of bishops. 
LAWN, a. Made of lawn. 
LAWN'Y, a. 1. Level, like a lawn. 2. Made of lawn. 
LAW'SuIT, TO. A suit in law for the recovery of a supposed 

right; a process in law instituted by a party to compel 
another to do him justice. 

LAWYER, n. [that is, lawer, contracted from law-wer, 
law-man.] One versed in the laws, or a practitioner of 
law; one whose profession is to institute suits in courts 
of law, and to prosecute or defend the cause of clients. 

LAW'YER-LlKE, a. Like a real lawyer. 
LAWYER-LY, a. Judicial. Milton. 
LAX, a. [L. laxus.] 1. Loose; flabby; soft; not tense, 

firm or rigid. 2. Slack ; not tight or tense. 3. Not firm
ly united ; of loose texture. 4. Not rigidly exact. 5. Not 
strict. 6. Loose in the bowels ; having too frequent dis
charges. 

LAX, TO. 1. A looseness; diarrhea. 2. [Sax. Icex.] A spe
cies of fish or salmon ; [not in use.] 

LAX-A'TION, TO. [L. laxatio.] The act of loosening ; or the 
state of being loose or slackened. 

LAX'A-TL VE, a. [Fr. laxatif.] Having the power or quali
ty of loosening or opening the bowels, and relieving from 
constipation. 

LAX'A-TIVE, TO. A medicine that relaxes the bowels and 
relieves from costiveness ; a gentle purgative. 

LAX'A-TIVE-NESS, TO. The quality of relaxing. 
LAX'I-TY, TO. [L. laxitas. 1 1. Looseness; slackness. 2. 

Looseness of texture. 3. Want of exactness or precision. 
4. Looseness; defect of exactness. 5. Looseness, as of 
the bowels. 6. Openness ; not closeness. 

LAX'LY, adv. Loosely ; without exactness. Rees. 
LAX'NESS, TO. 1. Looseness; softness ; flabbiness. 2. Lax

ity. 3. Looseness. 4. Slackness, as of a cord. 
LAY, pret. of lie. 
LAY, v. t.; pret. and pp. laid. [Sax. lecgan, legan; D. leg-

gcnf] 1. Literally, to throw down ; hence, to put or place. 
2. To beat down; to prostrate. 3. To settle ; to fix and 
keep from rising. 4. To place in order; to dispose with 
regularity in building. 5. To spread on a surface. 6. To 
spread or set. 7. To calm ; to appease ; to still; to allay. 
8. To quiet; to still; to restrain from walking. 9. To 
spread and set in order; to prepare. 10. To place in the 
earth for growth. 11. To place at hazard; to wage; to 
stake. 12. To bring forth ; to exclude. 13. To add; to 
join. 14. To put; to apply. 15. To assess; to charge; 
to impose. 16. To charge; to impute. 17. To impose, 
as evil, burden, or punishment. 18. To enjoin as a duty. 
19. To exhibit; to present or ofler. 20. To prostrate ; to 
slay. 21. To depress and lose sight of, by sailing or de
parting from. 22. To station ; to set. 23. To contrive \ 
to scheme; to plan. 

To lay a cable, to twist or unite the strands.— To lay apart, 
to put away ; to reject.— To lay aside. 1. To put off or 
away; not to retain. 2. To discontinue.— To lay away, 
to reposit in store; to put aside for preservation.— To lay 
before, to exhibit; to show ; to present to view.— To lay 
by. 1. To reserve for future use. 2. To put away; to 
dismiss. 3. To put off.—To lay down. 1. To deposit, as a 
pledge, equivalent or satisfaction ; to resign. 2. To give 
up; to resign; to quit or relinquish. 3. To quit; to sur
render the use of. 4. To offer or advance.— To lay one's 
self doion, to commit to repose.—To lay hold of, to seize ; 
to catch. To lay hold on, is used in a like sense To lay 
in, to store; to treasure; to provide previously.— To lay 
on, to apply with force; to inflict.— To lay open, to open ; 
to make bare; to uncover; also, to show; to expose ; to 
reveal.—To lay over, to spread over ; to incrust; to cover 
the surface.— To lay out. 1. To expend; as, to layout 
money, or sums of money. 2. To display; to discover 
3. To plan; to dispose in order the several parts. 4. To 
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dress in grave clothes, and place in a decent posture. 5. 
To exert.— To lay to. 1. To charge upon ; to impute. 2. 
To apply with vigor. 3. To attack or harass; 4. 
To check the motion of a ship, and cause her to be sta
tionary.— To lay together, to collect; to bring to one place; 
also, to bring into one view.— To lay to heart,to permit to 
affect greatly.— To lay under, to subject to.— To lay up. 
1. To store ; to treasure ; to reposit for future use. 2. To 
confine to the bed or chamber.— To lay siege, to besiege ; 
to encompass with an army.—To lay wait, to station for 
private attack ; to lay in ambush for.—To lay the course, 
in sailing, is to sail towards the port intended, without 
gibing.— To lay waste, to destroy j to desolate ; to deprive 
of inhabitants, improvements and productions.— To lay 
the land, in seamen's language, is to cause the land ap
parently to sink or appear lower by sailing from it; the 
distance diminishing the elevation. 

9m im 1' To bring or produce eggs. 2. To contrive ; 
to form a scheme ; [unusual.]—To Lay about, to strike or 
throw the arms on all sides; to act with vigor.—To lay at, 
to strike, or to endeavor to strike.— To lay in for, to make 
overtures for; to engage or secure the possession of.—To 
lay on. 1. To strike; to beat; to deal blows incessantly 
and with vehemence. 2. To act with vehemence ; used 
of expenses. Shah.—To lay out. 1. To purpose ; to intend. 
2. To take measures.—To lay upon, to importune ; [ofto.] 

LAY, n. 1. That which lies or is laid ; a row ; a stratum; 
a layer j one rank in a series reckoned upward. 2. A 
bet ; a wager ; [little used.] 3. Station ; rank ; [obs.] 

LAY, n. [Sax. leag, leak, lege.] A meadow: a plain or 
plat of grass land. 

..AY, n. [Sax. legh, or ley.] A song ; as a loud or soft lay. 
Milton. 

LAY, a. [Fr. lai; L. laicus.j "^rtaining to the laity or peo
ple, as distinct from the clergy ; not clerical. 

LAY-CLERK', n. A vocal officiate in a cathedral. 
LAY'ER, (LA'er) n. 1. A stratum; a bed; a body spread 

over another. 2. A shoot or twig of a plant, not detached 
from the stock, laid under ground for growth or propaga
tion. 3. A hen that lays eggs. 

LAY'ER out, n. One who expends money ; a steward. 
LAY'ER up, n. One who reposits for future use ; a treas

urer. 
LAY'ING, ppr. Putting; placing; applying; imputing; 

wagering. 
LAY'LAND, n. Land lying untilled ; fallow ground. 
LAY'MAN, n. 1. A man who is not a clergyman ; one of 

the laity or people, distinct from the clergy. 2. An image 
used by painters in contriving attitudes. 3. A lay-clerk. 

LA Y'STALL, n. [lay and stall.] A heap of dung, or a place 
where dung is laid. Ash. 

LA'ZAR, n. [from Lazarus ; Sp. lazaro.] A person infected 
with nauseous and pestilential disease. Dryden. 

LAZ-A-RET', ) n. [It. lazzeretto ; Fr. lazaret.] A public 
LAZ-A-RET'TO, $ building, hospital or pest-house for the 

reception of diseased persons, particularly for those affect
ed with contagious distempers. 

LA'ZAR-HOUSE, n. A lazaretto; also, a hospital for quar
antine. 

LA'ZAR-LY^' | a' FtdI oP sores i leprous. Bp. Rail. 
LA'ZAR-Wt^RT, or LA'SER-W6RT, n. Laserpitium, a 

genus of plants of several species. 
LAZE, v. i. To live in idleness. [Vulgar.] 
LAZE, v. t. To waste in sloth. [ Vulgar.] 
LA'ZI-LY, adv. In a heavy, sluggish manner; sluggis 
LA'Zr-JVESS, n. The state or quality of being lazy; indis 

position to action or exertion ; indolence ; sluggishness; 
heaviness in motion ; habitual sloth.—Laziness differs 
from idleness ; the latter being a mere defect or cessation 
of action, but laziness is sloth, with natural or habitual 
disinclination to action. 2. Slowness ; tardiness. 

LA'ZING, a. Spending time in sluggish inaction. 
LAZ'U-LI. Lapis lazuli is a mineral of a fine, azure-blue 
r A?!0r' usua"y amorphous. Cleaveland. 
LAZ'U-LITE, n. A mineral of a light, indigo-blue color. 
LA'ZY, a. [G. lass, Vdssig.] 1. Disinclined to action or exer

tion ; naturally or habitually slothful; sluggish ; indolent; 
averse to labor; heavy in motion. 2. Slow; moving 
slowly or apparently with labor. 

LD, stands for lord. 
LEA, or LEY, (1§) n. A meadow or plain. 
EEACH, v. t. [Sw. laka.] To wash, as ashes, by percola

tion, or causing water to pass through them, and thus 
T P°Anuarate **rom them the alkali. 
t-'EACH, n. A quantity of wood-ashes, through which wa-
T and thus "nhibes the alkali. 
^EALH'TUB, n. A wooden vessel or tub in which ashes 
r 11 is sometimes written letch-tub. 

(ted) n. [Sax. Iced. ] 1. A metal of a dull white color, 
itn a cast of blue. 2. A plummet or mass of lead, used 

"riding at sea.—3. Leads, a flat roof covered with 
thiwi £e lead> the oxyd of lead, ground with one third pan of chalk. 

I Fad' i n • ° Sover w,tIs ,ead 5 t0 fit with ead. 
iZT' r • ',Pret' and PP- [Sax. ledan ; G. Iciten , D 
Inden.] 1. To guide by the hand. 2. To guide or com 

YW' ^ direct. 3. To conduct to 
To conduct,'as a chief or commander, im-

n. " 

7°#odraw; to entice-; 

plying authority j to direct'and govern. 5 To p,ecedV" 
«• To guide; to show U.e' 

'rv. i • To induce; to prevail on ; to influence. 
To pass; to spend, that is, to draw out.— To lead astray, 
to guide in a wrong way or into error; to seduce from 

I FAD °« 7c;itadeolead captive, to carry into captivity. 
LEAD, d. 1. 1 Togo betore and show the way. 2. To con

duct, as a chief or commander. 3. To draw; to have a 
tendency to. 4. To exercise dominion.— To lead off or 
out, to go first, to begin. 

Pf,ecf(d®nce Soi?g before ; guidance. 
LEAD'EN, (led'n) a. 1. Made of lead. 2. Heavy : indis

posed to action. 3. Heavy; dull. 
a' StuPid 5 destitute of feeling. 

LEAD'Eh-HEELED, a. Moving slowly. Ford. 
LEAD'EN-STEP'PING, a. Moving slowly. Milton. 
LEAD'ER, n. 1. One that leads or conducts; a guide ; a 

conductor. 2. A chief; a commander; a captain. 3. 
One who goes first. 4. The chief of a party or faction. 
5. A performer who leads a band or choir in music. 

LEADDING,ppr. 1. Guiding; conducting; preceding; draw
ing ; alluring; passing life. 2. a. Chief; principal; cap-firaV m°St uen * 3* Showing the way by going 

LEAD'ING, n. Guidance; the act of conducting; direc-
tion. 

LEAD'ING-STRINGS, n. Strings by which children are 
supported when beginning to walk. Dryden.—To be in 
leading strings, to be in a state of infancy or dependence 
or_m pupilage under the guidance of others. * 

t LEAD'MAN, n. One who begins or leads a dance. 
t F ^,RTh(1f d waIt), n- lumbago, a genus of plants. 
LEAD'Y, (led'dy) a. Of tlie color of lead. 
LEAF, n. ,• plu. LEAVES. [Sax. leafe.] 1. In botany, leaves 

are organs of perspiration and inhalation in plants. 2. 
The thin, extended part of a flower; a petal. 3. A part of a 
book containing two pages. 4. The side of a double door. 
5. Something resembling a leaf in thinness and extension; 

T - 7£ry thin plate* 6* The movable side of a table. 
LEAF, v.i. To shoot out leaves; to produce leaves. 
LEAF'AGE, n. Abundance of leaves. 
LEAFED, pp. Having leaves. 
LEAF'LESS, a. Destitute of leaves. Pope. 
LEAF'LET, it. 1. A little leaf.—2. In botany, one of the 

divisions of a compound leaf; a foliole. 
LEAF'-STALK, n. The petiole or stalk which supports a 

leaf. Martyn. 
rLf^fl),FuI1 oflreaves 5 leafy forest. Dryden. 

^ n' fFr* li$ue> lega.] 1. An alliance or 
confederacy between princes or states for their mutual 
aid or defense; a national contract or compact. 2. A 
combination or union of two or more parties for the pur
pose ot maintaining friendship and promoting their mutual 

T inA^rfTSi' or OR EXECUTMG ANY design in concert. 
tiEAbUli, (leeg) v. i. 1. To unite, as princes or states in a 

contract of amity for mutual aid or defense; to confed-
mutu'al aid Unite or c°nfederate, as private persons for 

LEAGUE, (leeg) n. [Sp. legua; It. lega ; Fr. lieue.] 1. Orig
inally, a stone erected on the public roads, at certain dis
tances, m tlie manner of the modern inile-stones. 2. The 
distance between two stones. With the English and 

T A LE%rue is length of three miles. 
T S A^RI,W United in mutual compact; confederated, 

emifederate 6 6 U' Wh° Ullites in a leaSue 1 a 

Lf^GU'E?\7l' tD' helegger^1-] Siege; investment of a 
T PAT 01 an army. |.Little used.] Shak. 
LEAK, n. [D. lek; G. leek.J 1. A crack, crevice, fissure or 

nole in a vessel, that admits water, or permits a fluid to 
escape. 2. The oozing or passing of water or other fluid 
or liquor through a crack, fissure or aperture.— To spring 
a leak, is to open or crack so as to let in water; to begin 
to let in water. 

tLdSAK, a. Leaky. Spenser. 
LEAK, v. i. To let water or other liquor into or out of a 

vessel, through a hole or crevice in the vessel.— To leak 
out, to find vent; to escape pri\ ately. 

LEAK'AGE, n. 1. A leaking; or the quantity of a liquor 
that enters or issues by leaking. 2. An allowance, in 
commerce, of a certain rate per cent, for the leaking of 
casks. 

LEAK'Y, a. 1. That admits water or other liquor to pass in 
or out. 2. Apt to disclose secrets ; tattling; not close. 

LEAM'ER, n. A dog ; a kind of hound. 
LEAN, V. i. [Sax. hlinian, hleonian.] 1. To deviate or move 

from a straight or perpendicular line; or to be in a po
sition thus deviating. 2. To incline or propend; to tend 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, D6YE -BULL, UNITE.-G as K; G as J ; S as Z ; CH as SH ; TII as in this, f Obsolete. 
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lov. ard. 3. To bend or incline so as to rest on some
thing. 4. To bend; to be in a bending posture. 

LKAN, V . t. 1. To incline ; to cause to lean. Shak. 2. [Ice. 
luna.] To conceal ; [obs.] Ray. 

LEAN. a. [Sax. lane, or lilcene.] 1. Wanting flesh J meager: 
not fat. 2. Not rich ; destitute of good qualities ; bare ; 
barren. 3. Low ; poor; in opposition to rick or great; 
[unusual.] 4. Barren of thought ; destitute of that which 
improves or entertains ; jejune. 

LEAN, n. That part of flesh which consists of muscle with
out the fat. Farquhar. 

LEAN'LY, adv. Melgerly; without fat or plumpness. 
LEAN'NESS, n. 1. Destitution of fat; want of flesh ; thin

ness of body ; meagerness. 2. Want of matter; poverty ; 
emptiness,—3. In Scripture, want of grace and spiritual 
comfort. 

LEAN'TO, n. The part of a building which appears to lean 
upon another. Fick. Vocab. 

F LEAN'Y, a. Alert; brisk; active. Spenser. 
K LEAP, V. i. [Sax. hleapan.] 1. To spring or rise from the 

ground with both feet, as man, or with all the feet, as other 
animals; to jump; to vault. 2. To spring or move 
suddenly. 3. To rush with violence. 4. To spring; to 
bound ; to skip. 5. To fly ; to start. 

*LEAP, V . t. 1. To pass over by leaping; to spring or bound 
from one side to the other. 2. To compress. 

*LEAP, n. 1. A jump ; a spring ; a bound ; act of leaping. 
2. Space passed by leaping. 3. A sudden transition or 
passing. Simjt. 4. The space that may be passed at a 
bound. 5. Embrace of animals. 6. Hazard, or effect of 
leaping. 7. A basket; a weel for fish ; [o&s.] 

LEAP'ER, TI. One that leaps. A horse is called a good 
leapcr. 

LEAP'-FROG, n. A play of children, in which tliey imi
tate the leap of frogs. Shak. 

LEAP'ING, ppr. Jumping ; springing; bounding; skip
ping 

LEAP'ING-LY, adv. By leaps. Huloet. 
LEAP'YEAR, ?I. Bissextile, a year containing 366 days; 

every fourth year, which leaps over a day more than a 
common year. 

LEARN, (lern) v. t. [Sax. leornian ; G. lernen ,* D. leeren.] 
A. To gain knowledge of; to acquire knowledge or ideas 
of something before unknown. 2. To acquire skill in any 
thing ; to gain by practice a faculty of performing. 3. To 
teach ; to communicate the knowledge of something be
fore unknown ; [improper.J Shak. 

LEARN, (lern) v. i. 1. To gain or receive knowledge ; to 
receive instruction; to take pattern; with of. 2. To 
receive information or intelligence. 

LEARN'ED, (lernd) ) pp. Obtained as knowledge or infor-
LEARNT, (lernt) ) mation. 
LEARN'ED, (lern'ed) a. 1. Versed in literature and science. 

2. Skillful; well acquainted with arts; knowing; with 
in. 3. Containing learning 4. Versed in scholastic, as 
distinct from other knowledge.—The learned, learned 
men ; men of erudition; literati 

LEARN'ED-LY, (lern'ed-ly) adv. With learning or eru
dition ; with skill. Swift. 

LEARX'ED-NESS, n. State of being learned. Abp. Laud. 
LEARN'ER, (lern'er) n. A person who is gaining knowl

edge from instruction, from reading or study, or by other 
means; one who is in the rudiments of any science or 
"rt. 

LEARN'ING, (lern'ing) ppr. Gaining knowledge by in
struction or reading, by study, by experience or observa
tion ; acquiring skill by practice. 

LEARN'ING, (lern'ing) n. 1. The knowledge of principles 
or facts received by instruction or study ; acquired knowl
edge or ideas in any branch of science or literature ; eru
dition ; literature; science. 2. Knowledge acquired by 
experience, experiment or observation. 3. Skill in any 
thing good or bad. 

LfiAS A-BLE, a. That may be leased. Sherwood. 
LEASE, 7i. [Fr. laisser.] 1. A demise or letting of lands 

tenements or hereditaments to another for life, for a term 
of years, or at will, for a rent or compensation reserved • 
also, the contract for such letting. 2. Any tenure by 
grant or permission. 

LEASE, V . t. [Fr. laisser.] To let; to demise ; to grant the 
temporary possession of lands, tenements or hereditaments 
tc another for a rent reserved, 

tLEASE, (leez) v.i. [Sax. ZesaTi.] To glean; to gather 
what harvest men have left. Dryden. 

LEASED, pp. Demised or let, as lands or tenements. 
LEASE'HOLD, a. Held by lease. Swift. 
LEAS'ER, 7i. A gleaner ; a gatherer after reapers. 
•LEASH, TI. [Fr. laisse, lesse.] 1- A thong of leather, or 

long line by which a falconer holds his hawk, or a cours
er his dog.—2. Among sportsmen, a brace and a half; 
tierce; three; three creatures of any kind, especially 
grayhounds, foxes, bucks and hares. 3. A band where
with to tie any thing. Boyle. 

LEASII, V . t. To bind; to hold by a string. Shak. 

f LEAS'ING, n. [Sax leasunge.] Falsehood ; lies, 
t LKAS'OW, n. [Sax. Iceswe.J A pasture. Wickllffe 
LEAST, a. [superl. of Sax. las, less, contracted from Icesest. 

It cannot be regularly formed from little.] Smallest; little 
beyond others, either in size or degree.—Least is often 
used without the neun to which it refers. 

LEAST, adv. 1. In the smallest or lowest degree; in a de
gree below all others.—It least, or at the least. 1. To say 
no more; not to demand or affirm more than is barely suf
ficient ; at the lowest degree. 2. To say no more.—The 
least, in the smallest degree.—At leastwise, in the sense 
of at least, is obsolete. 

LEAS'Y, a. Thin; flimsy. It is usually pronounced slea
zy. Ascham. 

LEAT, n. [Sax. lat.] A trench to conduct water to or from 
a mill. 

LEATH'ER, ) TI. [Sax. lether ,* G., D. leder. The latter or-
LETH'ER, ) thography is more accordant with etymol

ogy.] 1. The skin of an animal dressed and prepared for 
use. 2. Dressed hides in general. 3. Skin; in an iron
ical sense. 

LEATH'ER, a. Leathern; consisting of leather. 
LEATH'ER, v. t. To beat; to lash, as with a thong of 

leather; a low word 
LEATH'ER, or LETII'ER, v. i. [Sax. hleothrian.] To pro

ceed with noise or violence ; to push forward eagerly; a 
low expression. 

LEATH'ER-€oAT, n. An apple with a tough rind. 
LEATH'ER-DRESS-ER, n. One who dresses leather; one 

who prepares hides for use. Pope. 
LEATH'ER-JACK-ET, n. A fish of the Pacific ocean. 
LEATH'ER-MOUTHED, a. " J3y leather-mouthed fish, I 

mean such as have their teeth in their throat, as the 
chub." Walton. 

LEATH'ERN, a. Made of leather; consisting of leather. 
LEATH'ER-SELL-ER, n. A seller or dealer in leather. 
LEATH'ER-WINGED, a. Having wings like leather. 

Spenser. 
LEATH'ER-Y, a. Resembling leather; tough. Grew. 
LEAVE, 7i. [Sax. leaf, lefe.] 1. Permission; allowance; 

license ; liberty granted by which restraint or illegality is 
removed. 2. Farewell; adieu; ceremony of departure; 
a formal parting of friends ; used chiefly in the phrase to 
take leave. 

LEAVE, V . t. : pret. and pp. left. [Sax. lafan.] 1. To 
withdraw or depart from ; to quit for a longer or shorter 
time indefinitely, or for perpetuity. 2. To forsake; to 
desert; to abandon; to relinquish. 3. To suffer to re
main ; not to take or remove. 4. To have remaining at 
death. 5. To commit or trust to, as a deposit; or to suffer 
to remain. 6. To bequeath; to give by will. 7. To per
mit without interposition. 8. To cease to do; to desist 
from ; to forbear. 9. To refer; to commit for decision.— 
To be left to one's self, to be deserted or forsaken ; to be 
permitted to follow one's own opinions or desires.— To 
leave off. 1. To desist from; to forbear. 2. To cease 
wearing. 3. To forsake.— To leave out, to omit. 

LEAVE, V. i. To cease ; to desist.— To leave off, to cease; 
to_desist; to stop, 

f LEAVE, V. t. [Fr. lever. 1 To raise. Spenser. 
LEAVED, a. [from leaf; but leafed would be preferable.] 

1. Furnished with foliage or leaves. 2. Having a leaf, or 
made with leaves or folds. 

LEAV'EN, (lev'n) n. [Fr. levain.] 1. A mass of sour 
dough, which, mixed with a larger quantity of dough or 
paste, produces fermentation in it, and renders it light. 
2. Any thing which makes a general change in the mass. 

LEAV'EN, (lev'n) v. t. 1. To excite fermentation in; to 
raise and make light, as dough. 2 To taint; to imbue. 
Prior. 

LEAVENED, (lev'vnd) pp. Raised and made light by fer
mentation. 

LEAV'EN-ING, (lev'vn-ing) ppr. Making light by fermen
tation. 

LEAV'EN-ING, (lev'vn-ing) n. That which leavens. 
LEAV'EN-OUS, (lev'vn-us) a. Containing leaven ; tainted. 
LEAV'ER, n. One who leaves ; one who forsakes. 
LEAVES, n, plu. of leaf. 
LEAV'I-NESS, 77. State of being full of leaves. 
LEAVING, ppr. Quitting; withdrawing from; relinquish. 

ing ; suffering to remain ; ceasing ; desisting from. 
LEAV'INGS, n. plu. 1. Things left; remnant; relics. 2. 

Refuse; offal. Swift. 
LEAV'Y, a. Full of leaves; covered with leaves. [An 

improper word; it ought to be leafy.] Shak. 
f  L E C H ,  f o r  l i c k .  S e e  L I C K .  
LECH'ER, 77. [It. lecco / G. lecken.] A man given to levvd-

LECII'ER, v. i. To practice lewdness ; to indulge lust. 
LECH'ER-OUS, a. 1. Addicted to lewdness; prone to in

dulge lust; lustful; lewd. 2. Provoking lust. 
LECH'ER-OUS-LY, adv. Lustfully ; lewdly. 
LECH'ER-OUS-NESS, n. Lust, or strong propensity to in-

the sexual appetite. 
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LECIl'ER-Y, 71. Lewdness; free indulgence of lust; prac

tice of indulging the animal appetite. Shak. 
LEC TION, n. [L. lectio.] 1. A reading. 2. A difference 

or variety in copies of a manuscript or book. 3. A lesson 
or portion of Scripture read in divine service. 

LEC'TION-A-RY, n. The Romish service-book, containing 
portions of Scripture. 

LECT'URE, n. [Fr. lecture; L. lectura.] 1. A discourse 
read or pronounced on any subject; usually, a formal or 
methodical discourse, intended for instruction. 2. A 
reading ; the act or practice of reading; [little used,.] 3. 
A magisterial reprimand; a formal reproof. 4. A recita
tion: rehearsal of a lesson. 

LECT'URE, v. i. 1. To read or deliver a formal discourse. 
2. To practice reading lectures for instruction. 

LECT'URE, v. t. I. To instruct by discourses. 2. To in
struct dogmatically or authoritatively ; to reprove. 

LE€T'UR-ER, n. 1. One who reads or pronounces lec
tures ; a professor or an instructor who delivers formal 
discourses for the instruction of others. 2. A preacher in 
a church, hired by the parish to assist the rector, vicar 
or curate. 

LECT'URE-SHIP, n. The office of a lecturer. 
LEGTUR-ING, ppr. Reading or delivering a discourse; 

reproving. 
t LECT'URN, 71. A reading desk. Chaucer. 
LED, pret. and pp. of lead. 
LED'-CAP-TAIN, n. [led and captain.] A humble attend

ant ; a favorite that follows as if led by a string. 
LED'-IIORSE, n. A sumpter horse. 
t LED'EN, u. [Sax. lyden.] Language ; true meaning. 
LEDGE, ii. [Sax. leger.] 1. A stratum, layer or row. 2. 

A ridge; a prominent row. 3. A prominent part; a reg
ular part rising or projecting beyond the rest. 4. A small 
molding. 5. A small piece of timber placed athwart 
ships, under the deck between the beams. C. A long 
ridge of rocks near the surface of the sea. 

LEDG'ER, n. The principal book of accounts among mer
chants ; the book into which the accounts of the journal 
are carried in a summary form. 

LEE, n.; plu. LEES. [Fr. lie.] Dregs ; sediment. See LEES. 
LEE, n. [Sw. la ; Dan. Ice.] Literally, a calm or sheltered 

place, a place defended from the wind ; hence, that part 
of the hemisphere towards which the wind blows, as op
posed to that from which it proceeds.—Under the Ice 
denotes, properly, in the part defended from the wind.— 
Under the lee of the land is, properly, near the shore which 
breaks the force of the wind.—Under the lee of a ship, on 
the side opposite to that on which the wind blows. 

F LEE, v. i. To lie. [See LIE.] Chaucer. 
LEE'-BoARD, n. A frame of plank affixed to the side of a 

flat-bottomed vessel, to prevent it from falling to leeward 
when close-hauled. 

LEE'-GAGE, n. A greater distance from the point whence 
the wind blows, than another vessel has. 

LEE'-LURCH, n. A sudden and violent roll of a ship to 
leeward in a high sea. 

LEE'-SIIORE, n. The shore under the lee of a ship, or that 
towards which the wind blows. 

LEE'-SIDE, n. The side of a ship or boat farthest from the 
point whence the wind blows; opposed to the weather-side. 

LEE'-TIDE, 71. A tide running in the same direction that 
the wind blows. A tide under the lee is a stream in an 
opposite direction to the wind. 

LEE'WARD, a. Pertaining to the part towards which the 
wind blows ; as, a leeward ship. 

LEE'WARD, adv. Towards the lee, or that part towards 
which the wind blows ; opposed to windward. 

LEE'WAY, n. The lateral movement of a ship to the lee
ward of her course, or the angle which the line of her 
way makes with her keel, when she is close-hauled. 

LEECH, 71. [Goth, leikeis; Sax. Icec.] 1. A physician; a 
professor of the art of healing; as, cow-leech. Spenser. 
[This word in the United States is nearly obsolete : even 
cow-leech is not used.] 2. [Sax. Iceccan.] A blood
sucker; a species of aquatic worm.—3. In seamen's lan
guage, the border or edge of a sail, which is sloping or 
perpendicular ; as, the fore-leech. 

f LEECH'-CRAFT, n. The art of healing. Davies. 
LEECII'-LINE, n. Leech-lines are ropes fastened to the 

middle of the leeches of the main-sail and fore-sail. 
LEECH'-ROPE, 77. That part of the bolt-rope to which the 

skirt or border of a sail is sewed. Mar. Diet. 
fLEEF, a. Kind; fond; pleasing; willing. See LIEF. 
LEEK, 77. [Sax. leac.] A plant with a bulbous root. 
LEE'LITE, 7i. A mineral, so called from Dr. Lee. 
LEER, 75. i. [D. gluuren, begluuren.] 1. To look obliquely; 

to turn the eye and cast a look from a corner, either in 
contempt, defiance or frowning, or for a sly look. 2. To 

r with a forced countenance. 
V^£5:' To allure with smiles. Dryden. T T?rvTi w" yvimi oiiinoo. jsf yu,c,/*» 

r iV' C^ax* hleare, hleor, the cheek.] 1. The cheek; 
Iobs.] 2. Complexion ; hue ; face, [o&s.] 3. An oblique 
view. 4. An affected cast of countenance. 

I gel(Er-] Empty ; trifling ; frivolous. 
LEERING, ppr. Looking obliquely; casting a look as-

K8-J1C6, 
r"n^' adv. With an arch, oblique look or smi<e 

LEES, 77. [Fr. lie.] The grosser parts of any liquor which 
have settled on the bottom of a vessel; dregs ; sediment. 

f LEESE, v. t. To lose. [See LOSE.] B. Jonson. 
f LEESE, 75. t. [L. Ja^its.] To hurt. Wickliffe. 
LEET, a. The word in tiie north of England for light. 
LEET, 77. In Great Britain, a court. The court-lea is a 

court of record, held once a year, within a particular hun
dred, lordship or manor, before the stew ard of the leet. 

LEET'-ALE, iu A feast or merry-making in the time of 
leet. 

LEFT, pret. and pp. of leave. 
LEFT, a. [L Icevus.] 1. Denoting the part opposed to the 

right of the body. 2. The left bank of a river is that 
which is on the left hand of a person whose face is to
wards the mouth of the river. 

LEFT-HAND'ED, a. 1. Having the left hand or arm more 
strong and dextrous than the right; using the left hand 
and arm with more dexterity than the right. 2. Un
lucky ; inauspicious ; unseasonable; [ois.] 

LEFT-HAND'ED-NESS, n. Habitual use of* the left hand, 
or rather the ability to use the left hand with more ease 
and strength than the right. 

LEFT-HAND'I-NESS, n. Awkwardness. Chesterfield. 
LEG, 7I. [Dan. Iceg.] 1. The limb of an animal, used in 

supporting the body, and in walking and running ; prop
erly, that part of the limb from the knee to the foot, Lut 
in a more general sense, the whole limb, including the 
thigh, the leg and the foot. 2. The long or slender sup
port of any thing.— To make a leg, to bow ; [Z. 77.]—Tc 
stand on one's own legs, to support one's self; to trust tc 
one's own strength or efforts without aid. 

LEG'A-CY, 77. [Sp. legado.] A bequest; a particular thb g, 
or certain sum of money given by last will or testament. 

LEG'A-CY-HUNT'ER, n. One who flatters and courts foi 
legacies. 

LE'GAL, a. [Fr.; L. legalis.] 1. According to law; in 
conformity with law. 2. Lawful; permitted bylaw. 3. 
According to the law of works, as distinguished from free 
grace ; or resting on works for salvation. 4. Pertaining 
to law ; created by law. 

LE-GAL'I-TY, n. 1. Lawfulness; conformity to law.—2. 
In theology, a reliance 011 works for salvation. Scott. 

Le'GAL-IZE, V. t. 1. To make lawful; to render conform
able to law; to authorize. 2. To sanction ; to give the 
authority of law to that which is done without law 01 
authority. 

LE'GAL-LY, adv. Lawfully; according to law; in a man
ner permitted by law. 

LEG'A-TA-RY, n. [Fr. legataire; L. legataries.] A leg 
atee; one to whom a legacy is bequeathed. ° 

LEG'ATE, 77. [Fr. legat; L. legatus.] The pope's embas
sador to a foreign prince or state; a cardinal or bishop 
sent as the pope's representative or commissioner to a 
sovereign prince. 

LEG-A-TEE', n. [L. lego.] One to whom a legacy is be
queathed. Swift. 

LEG'ATE-SHIP, n. The office of a legate. 
LEG'A-TINE, a. 1. Pertaining to a legate 2. Made by 

or proceeding from a legate. Ayliffe. 
LE-GA'TION, 77. [L. legatio.] An embassy; a deputation ; 

properly, a sending, but generally, the person or persons 
sent as envoys or embassadors. 

* LE-GA'TOR, 77. [L.J A testator; one who bequeaths a 
legacy. [Little used. 1 Dryden. 

legenda.] 
a  —  —  — f o r m e r l y  

read at matins, and at the refectories of religious houses. 
2. An idle or ridiculous story told respecting saints. 3. 
Any memorial or relation. 4. An incredible, unauthentic 
narrative. 5. An inscription, particularly on medals and 
on coins. Addison. 

LEG'END, 75. t. To tell or narrate, as a legend. Hall. 
* LEG'EN-DA-RY, a. Consisting of legends ; fabulous; 

strange. 
* LEG'EN-DA-RY, n. A book of legends ; a relater of leg

ends. Sheldon. 
LEG'ER, 77. [D. leggen ,* Sax. lecgan.] Any thing that lies 

in a place; that which rests or remains ; sometimes used 
as a noun, but more frequently as an adjective ; as, a leger 
embassador, that is, resident; but the word is now obso
lete, except m particular phrases.—A leger-line, in music, 
a line added to the staff of five lines, when more lines 
than five are wanted, for designating notes ascending or 
descending.—A leger-book, or leger, a book that lies in 
the counting house, the book into which merchants carry 
a summary of the accounts of the journal; usually writ
ten ledger _ , _ 

LEG-ER-DE-MAIN', n. [Fr. leger, It. leggiero, and Fr. 
de main.] Slight of hand ; a deceptive performance which 
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defends on dexterity of hand; a trick performed with 
g"ch art and adroitness, that the manner or art eludes 
observation. The word is sometimes used adjectively; 
its, a Legerdemain, trick, 

f LE-GEIM-TY, n. " 
LEGGE, v. t. [Sax. 
LEG G ED, a. [from leg. 

[-TY, n. [Ft. legcrete.] Lightness; nimbleness. 
lecgan.l To lay. Wickliffe. 
leg.] Having legs; used in composi

tion ; as, a two-legged animal. 
LEG GIN, TI. A coyer for the leg; a garment that incloses 

the leg. Mackende. 
LEG-I-B1L [-B1LT-TY, n. Legibleness; the quality or state of 

uci.iig legible. 
LEGH-BLE, a. [L legibilis.J 1. That may be read; con

sisting of etters or figures that may be distinguished by 
the eye. 2. That may be discovered or understood by 
apj arent marks or indications 

LEG I-BLE-NESS, TI. The quality or state of being legible. 
LE&I-BLY, adv. In such a manner as may be read. 
L-E'GTON, TI. [L. legio.] 1. In Roman antiquity, a body of 

infantry consisting of different numbers of men at differ
ent periods, from three to five thousand. 2. A military 
for3e ; military bands. 3. A great number. 

LEGION-A-RY, a. 1. Relating to a legion or to legions. 2. 
Consisting of a legion or of legions. 3. Containing a great 
number. 

LK'GION-A-RY, TJ. One of a legion. Milton. 
LEG'IS-LATE, v. i. [L. lex, legist and fero, latum.] To 

make or enact a law or laws. 
LEG-IS-LA'TION, TI. [Fr.] The act of passing a law or 

laws ; the enacting of laws. Littleton. 
* LEG'IS-LA-TIVE, a. [Fr. legislatif.] 1. Giving or en

acting laws. 2. Capable of enacting laws. 3. Pertaining 
to the enacting of laws; suitable to laws. 4. Done by 
enacting; as, a legislative act. [Note. In this word, and 
in legislator, legislatrix, legislature, the accent is nearly 
equal on the first and third syllables, and a, in the third, 
has its long sound.] 

* LEG-IS-LA'TOR, or LEG'IS-LX-TOR, n. [L.] A law
giver ; one who makes laws for a state or community. 
This word is limited in its use to a supreme lawgiver, the 
lawgiver of a sovereign state or kingdom, and is not ap
plied to men that make the by-laws of a subordinate cor
poration. 

v LEG-1S-LATOR-SHIP, n. The office of a legislator. 
* LEG-IS-LA'TRESS, 1 n. A female who makes laws. 
* LEG-IS-LA TRIX, j Tooke. 
* LEG IS-LAT-UREJ n. [Sp. legislatura.] The body of 

men in a state or kingdom, invested with power to make 
and repeal laws ; the supreme power of a state. 

LE'GfST, n. One skilled in the laws. Marston. 
LE-GIT'I-MA-CY, ». 1. Lawfulness of birth. 2. Genuine

ness. 
LE-GLT'I-MATE, a. [Fr. legitime; L. Icgitimus.] 3, Law

fully begotten or born ; bom in wedlock. 2. Genuine; 
real; proceeding from a pure source; not false or spu
rious. 

LE-GIT'I-MATE, v. t. [Fr. legitimer.] 1. To make law
ful. 2. To render legitimate; to communicate the rights 
of a legitimate child to one that is illegitimate ; to invest 
with the rights of a lawful heir. Jlyliffe. 

LE-GIT'I-MATE-LY, adv. 1. Lawfully; according to law 
2. Genuinely ; not falsely. Dryden. 

LE-GlT'I-MATE-NESS, n. Legality; lawfulness: gen-
lincness. 

LE-GIT-I-MATION, n. [Fr.] 1. The act of rendering le
gitimate, or of investing an illegitimate child with the 
rights of one born in wedlock. 2. Lawful birth. Shak 

\n' [L- legumen; Fr. legume.] 1. In botany, 
LE-Gu'MEN, f a pericarp or seed-vessel, of two valves 

in which the seeds are fixed to one suture only 2 In 
the plural. pulse, peas, beans, &c. 

LE-GU'MI-NOUS, a. Pertaining to pulse; consisting of 
pulse. & 

* LEIS'U-RA-BLE, a. Vacant of employment; not occupied 
* LEIS'U-RA-BLY, adv. At leisure ; without hurry. 
* LEIS'URE, (lezh*ur, or Iee'zhur) n. [Fr. Zotsir.] 1. Free

dom from occupation or business ; vacant time ; time free 
from employment. 2. Convenience of time; [ofo?.] 

* IiEIS'URE-LY, a. Done at leisure ; not hasty; deliber
ate ; slow. 

* LEIS'URE-LY, adv. Not in haste or hurry : slowlv • at 
leisure; deliberately. 5 

| LE'MAN, ?7. A sweetheart; a gallant; or a mistress, 
f LEME, ni. [Sax. leoma.] A ray of light. Chaucer. 
f LEME, v i. To shine. 
LEM'MA, n. [Gr. \rjppa.] In mathematics, a previous prop

osition proved, or a proposition demonstrated for the pur
pose of being used in the demonstration of some other 
proposition. It is therefore a received truth. Day. 

LEM'MING, or LE'MING, «. A species of animal belong
ing to the genus mus ; a kind of rat. 

LEM'NIS-CATE, 71. [L. lemniscus.] A curve in the form 
of the figure 8. 

LEM'ON, n. [Fr., Sp. fiTntm.] 1. The fruit of a tree be- I 

longing to the genus citrus.—2. Lemon or lemon-tree, the 
tree that produces lemons. 

LEM-ON-ADE', n. [Fr. limonade.] A liquor consisting o/ 
jemon juice mixed with water and sweetened. B 

LE'MUR, n. [L.] A genus of quadrupeds, the makis 
LE'MURES, 71. [L.] Hobgoblins ; evil spirits. [Not Eng 

ZwrA.] ° 
LEND, v. t.; pret. and pp. lent. [Sax. Icenan.] 1. To grant 

to another for temporary use, on the express or implied 
condition that the thing shall be returned. 2. To grant a 
thing to be used, on the condition that its equivalent in 
kind shall be returned. 3. To afiord ; to grant; to fur
nish, in general. 4. To grant for temporary use, on con
dition of receiving a compensation at certain periods for 
the use of the thing, and an ultimate return of the thing, 
or its full value. 5. To permit to use for another's ben
efit. 6. To let for hire or compensation. Paley. 

LEND'A-BLE, a. That may be lent. Sherwood. 
LEND'ER, 77. I. One who lends. 2. One who makes a 

trade of putting money to interest. Dryden. 
LEND'ING, ppr. Granting for temporary use. See LEND. 
LEND'ING, n. 1. The act of loaning. 2. That which is 

lent or furnished. Shak. 
T LENDS, TI. [Sax.] Loins. Wickliffe. 
LENGTH, n. [Sax. lengthe, from leng, long.] 1. The ex

tent of any thing material from end to end ; the longest 
line which can be drawn through a body, parallel to its 
sides. 2. Extent; extension. 3. A certain extent; a 
portion of space ; with a plural. 4. Space of time ; dura
tion, indefinitely. 5. Long duration. 6. Reach or ex
tent. 7. Extent. 8. Distance.—At length. 3. At or in 
the full extent. 2. At last; at the end or conclusion, 

f LENGTH, v. t. To extend. 
LENGTH'EN, (lengtli'n) v. t. 3. To extend in length; to 

make longer; to elongate. 2. To draw out or extend in 
time; to protract; to continue in duration. 3. To ex
tend. 4. To draw out in pronunciation. 

LENGTH'EN, v. i. To grow longer; to extend in length. 
LENGTH'ENED, pp. Made longer; drawn out in length ; 

continued in duration. 
LENGTH'EN-ING, ppr. Making longer; extending in 

length or in duration. 
LENGTH'EN-ING, n. Continuation; protraction. 
LENGTH'FIJL, a. Of great length in measure. 
LENGTH'WTSE, adv. In the direction of the length ; in a 

longitudinal direction. 
LENGTH'Y, a. Being long or moderately long; not short, 

not brief; applied mostly to moral subjects, as to dis
courses, writings, &c.; as, a lengthy sermon. London 
Quarterly Review. Lord Byron. 

LE'NI-ENT, a. [L. leniens.] 1. Softening; mitigating* 
assuasive. 2. Laxative ; emollient. 

LE'NI-ENT, 77. That which softens or assuages; an emol 
lient. Wiseman. 

LEN I-FY, v. t. To assuage; to soften ; to mitigate. [L. w.] 
f LEN'I-MENT, 77. An assuasive. 
LEN'I-TIVE, a. [It. lenitivo; Fr. lenitif.] Having the 

quality of softening or mitigating ; as pain or acrimony ; 
. assuasive; emollient. 

LEN'l-TiVE, n. 1. A medicine or application that lias the 
quality of easing pain ; that which softens or mitigates. 
2. A palliative ; that which abates passion. South. 

LEN'I-TY, TI. [L. lenitas.] Mildness of temper ; softness: 
tenderness; mercy. 

LEN'NOCK, a. Slender; pliable. Lancashire Gloss. 
LENS, 77.; phi. LENSES. [L. lens.] A transparent sub

stance, usually glass, so formed that rays of light passing 
through it are made to change their direction, and tc 
magnify or diminish objects at a certain distance, 

f LENT, a. Slow ; mild. B. Jons on. 
LENT, pp. of lend. 
LENT, 77. [Sax. lencten.] The quadragesimal fast, or fast 

of forty days, observed by the Christian church before 
Easter, the festival of our Savior's resurrection. It be
gins at Ash-Wednesday, and continues till Easter. 

LENT'EN, a. Pertaining to lent; used in tent; sparing. 
LEN-TIC'U-LAR, a. [L. lenticularis.] 1. Resembling a 

lentil. 2. Having the form of a lens; lentiform. 
LEN-TIC'U-L AR-LY, adv. In the manner of a lens; with 

a curve. 
LEN-TIC'U-LITE, n. A petrified shell. 
LENT'I-FORM, a. [L. lens and forma.] Of the form of 8 

lens. 
LEN-TIG'I-NOUS, a. [L. lentigo.] Freckly, scurfy; ftir 

furaceous. 
LEN-TI'GO, 7i. A freckly eruption on the skin. 
LEN'TIL, 77. [Fr. lenlille.] A plant. 
LEN'TTSK, ) TI. [Fr. lentisque ; L. lentiscus.] A tret 
LEN-TIS'CUS, i of the genus pistacia, the mastich-tree 
f LENT'I-TUDE, n. [L. lentits.] Slowness. 
LENT'NER, n. A kind of hawk. Walton. 
LENT'OR, 7?. [L.] 1. Tenacity; viscousness. 2. Slow 

ness; delay; sluggishness. 3. Siziness; thickness of 
fluids ; viscidity; a term used in the humoral pathology. 

*See Synopsis. A, E, I, O, ti, V, long.—FAR, FALL, WHAT PREY;—PIN, MARINE, BIRD J Obsolete 
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LENTOUS, a. [L. lentus.] 

Brown. 
Viscid j viscous; tenacious. 

A mineral. 
1 sign of the zodiac. 

- . v , her, a nation; country. 
Gibson. 

LE'OF, n. Leof denotes love ; so Leofwin, a winner of love ; 
Leofstan, best beloved. Gibson. 

Le'O-NINE, a. [L. leoninus.) Belonging to a lion; resem
bling a lion, or partaking of his qualities.—Leonine verses, 
so named from Leo, the inventor, are those, the end of 
which rhymes with the middle. 

LE^-NINE-LY, adv. In the manner of a lion. 
~ ? and pardus.] A rapacious 

IiEP'ER, n. [L. lepra ; Fr. lepre.] A person affected with 
leprosy. 

LEP'ID, a. [L. lepidus.] Pleasant; jocose. [Little used.] 
LEP'I-DO-LITE, n. [Gr. Xcwj.] A mineral. 
LEP'I-DOP-TER, ) n. [Gr. Xen-i? and irrcpov.] The lep-
LEP-I-DOP'TE-RA, j idoplers are an order of insects hav

ing four wings. 
LEP-I-DOP'TE-RAL, a. Belonging to the order of lepi-

dopters. 
* LEP'OJtlNE, a. [L. leporinns.] Pertaining to a hare; hav

ing the nature or qualities of the hare. 
LE-PROS'I-TY, 7i. Squamousness. [Little used.] Bacon. 
LEP'RO-SY, n. A foul cutaneous disease, appearing in dry, 

white, thin, scurfy scabs, attended with violent itching. 
LEP'ROUS, a. [Fr. lepreux.] Infected with leprosy ; cov

ered with white scales. 
LEP'ROUS-LY, adv. In an infectious degree. 
LEP'ROUS-NESS, n. State of being leprous. Sherwood. 
f LERE, n. Learning; lesson ; lore. Spenser. 
i LERE, v. t. To leara; to teach. Chaucer. 
LERE, a. Empty. 

[from lere.] A rating; a lecture. A rustic 

[L. Icesw.] A hurting; hurt; 

LER'RY, 
word. 

LE'SION, (le'zhun) n. 
wound; injury. Rvtsh. 

LLESS, for unless. 
ESS, a terminating syllable of many nouns, and some ad
jectives, is the Sax. leas, Goth, laus, belonging to the 
verb lysan, lausyan, to loose, free, separate. Hence it is 
a privative word, denoting destitution ; as, a witless man, 
a man destitute of wit; childless, without children ; fa
therless j faithless; pennyless; lawless, &x. 

LESS, a. [Sax. lees. Less has the sense of the comparative 
degree of little.] Smaller ; not so large or great. 

LESS, adv. Not so much ; in a smaller or lower degree. 
LESS, TZ. 1. Not so much. 2. An inferior. 
t LESS, v. t. To make less. Gower. 
LES-SEE', 77. The person to whom a lease is given. 
LESS'EN, (les'n) v.t. [from Zess.] 1. To make less; to 

diminish; to reduce in bulk, size, quantity, number or 
amount; to make smaller. 2. To diminish in degree, 
state or quality. 3. To degrade; to reduce in dignity. 

LESS'EN, (les'n) v. i. 1. To become less; to shrink; to 
contract in bulk, quantity, number or amount; to be di
minished. 2. To become less in degree, quality or inten
sity ; to decrease. 

LESS'EJVED, pp. Made smaller; diminished. 
LESS'EN-ING, ppr. Reducing in bulk, amount or degree ; 

degrading. 
LESS'ER, a. [Sax. Icessa, Icesse. This word is a corrup

tion, but too well established to be discarded.] Less ; 
smaller. Authors always write the Lesser Asia. 

LESS ER, adv. Less. Shak. 
LES'SES, 77. [Fr. laissees.] The dung of beasts left on the 

ground. 
LES'SON, (les'n) n. [Fr. legon; L. lectio.] 1. Any thing 

read or recited to a teacher by a pupil or learner for im
provement ; or such a portion of a book as a pupil learns 
and repeats at one time. 2. A portion of Scripture read 
in divine service. 3. A portion of a book or manuscript 
assigned by a preceptor to a pupil to be learnt, or for an 
exercise; something to be learnt. 4. Precept; doctrine 
or notion inculcated. 5. Severe lecture; reproof; rebuke, 
o- Tune written for an instrument. 7. Instruction or 

T SSJak *aught by experience. 
i (les'n) v. t. To teach ; to instruct. L'Estrange. 
Lp!S?tED' PP• Ta«gbt; instructed-
LESSR ' P^' Teaching. 

whftiet tfrom lease.] One who leases; the person 
* T FQT> • farm) or gives a lease. Blackstone. 
I FT t \C01,J' [***' leas•] That not; for fear that. 

' ; A' P[et7 and pp. let. Letted is obsolete. [Sax. Icetan, 
to giv'p 1M To permit; to allow ; to suffer; 
w;thhnuave or power by a positive act, or, negatively, to 
SSSlreoSt?lnt 1 110t t0 Pr^nt. 2. 'To lease; to grAnt 
permit- wUh ti?86 for a compensation. 3. To suffer; to 
Permit, with the usual sign of the infinitive; [obs.]-4. 
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In the imperative mode, let has the following uses. Fol
lowed by the first and third persons, it expresses desire ot 
W,f \ followed by the first person plural, it expresses 
exhortation or entreaty. Followed by the third person, 
it implies permission or command addressed to an inferi-
°£'«• ° ret«r5-i t0 hinder; to impede; to interpose 
obstructions ; 2 Thess. u. [obs.]-To let alone, to leave ; 
to suffer to remain without intermeddling.—To ,et dcaml 
to permit to sink or fall; to lower—To let loose, to free 
trom restraint; to permit to wander at large. To let in 
or into, to permit or suffer to enter; to admit To let 
blood, to open a vein and suffer the blood to flow out.— 
To let out, to suffer to escape ; also, to lease or let to hire. 
—To let off, to discharge, to let fly, as an arrow ; or cause 
to explode, as a gun. 

f LET, v. i. To forbear. Bacon. 
LET, 77. A retarding ; hinderance; obstacle; impediment: 

delay. ' 
LET, [Sax. lyte.] A termination of diminutives ; as, hamlet 

a little house ; rivulet, a small stream. 
LicTCH, n. 1. A vessel to put ashes in, to run water through, 

for the purpose of making washing lye. Bay. [See LEACH.]  
2. A long, narrow swamp, in which water moves slowly 
among rushes and grass. Brockett. 

LE'THAL, a. [L. lethalis.] Deadly; mortal: fatal. 
LE-THAL'I-TY, n. Mortality. Akius. 
LE-THAR'GlC, ) a. [L. lethargicus.] Preterna < rally 
LE-THAR'GI-€AL, ) inclined to sleep; drowsy ; dull ; 

heavy. 
LE-THAR'Gl-GAL-LY, adv. In a morbid sleepiness. 
LE-TIIAR'GI-OAL-NESS, ) n. Preternatural or morbij 
LE-THAR'GI€-NESS, \ sleepiness. 
LETH'AR-GIED, pp. or a. Laid asleep ; entranced. Shak. 
LETH'AR-GY, n. [L. lethargia.] 1. Preternatural sleepi

ness ; morbid drowsiness; continued or profound sleep, 
from which a person can scarcely be awaked, and if 
awaked, remains stupid. 2. Dullness; inaction; inat
tention. 

LETH'AR-GY, v. t. To make lethargic or dull. Churchill 
LE'THE, 71. [Gr. Aj70»7.] Oblivion ; a draught of oblivion 
LE-THE'AN, a. Inducing forgetfulness or oblivion. 
LE-THIF'ER-OUS, a. [L. lethum and fero.] Deadly ; mor

tal ; bringing death or destruction. 
LET'TER, 77. 1. One who permits. 2. One who retards 

or hinders. 3. One who gives vent. 
LET'TER, 77. [Fr. lettre; It. lettera; L. litera.] 1. A 

mark or character, written, printed, engraved or painted; 
used as the representative of a sound, or of an articula
tion of the human organs of speech. 2. A written or 
printed message ; an epistle. 3. The verbal expression ; 
the literal meaning. 4. Type; a character formed of 
metal or wood, usually of metal, and used in printing 
books.—5. Letters, in the plural, learning; erudition.— 
Dead letter, a writing or precept which is without au
thority or force.—Letter of attorney, a writing by which 
one person authorizes another to act in his stead .—Letter 
of marque, a private ship commissioned or authorized by 
a government to make reprisals on the ships of another 
state. [See MARQUE.]—Letters patent, or overt, open, a 
writing executed and sealed, by which power and author
ity are granted to a person to do some act, or enjoy some 
right. 

LET'TER, v. t. To impress or form letters on. 
TER-GASE, 77. A case or book to put letters in. 

LET'TERED, pp. Stamped with letters. 
LETTERED, a. 1. Literate; educated; versed in liter

ature or science. 2. Belonging to learning; suitirg let-

LETTER-FOUND'ER, 77. One who casts letters; a type
founder. * 

LETJTER-ING ^ Impressing or forming letters on. 
'z* liberate ; unlettered ; not learned. 

LET'TER-PRESS, n. Print; letters and words impressed 
on paper or other material by types. 

LET'TUCE, (let'tis) n. [Fr. laitue.] A genus of plants. 
( 71' [Gr* Attj/ro?.] A peculiar white pulveru-

LEu'CIAE, | lent substance. 
LEu'CITE, 77. [Gr. Afuxoj.] A stony substance. 
LEu'€0-E-THI-0P'I€, a. [Gr. \evKog and atOioxL.] Whits 

and black; designating a white animal of a black spe 
cies, or the albino. 

LEU-OO-PHLEG'MA-CY, 77. [Gr. \CVKOS and ^Arypa*] A 
dropsical habit of body, or the commencement of anasar 
ca; paleness, with viscid juices and cold sweats. 

LEU-€0-PHLEG-MAT'I€, a. Having a dropsical habit of 
body, with a white, bloated skin. 

LEU-€o'THI-OP, 77. [See LEUCO-ETHIOPIC.] An albino; 
a white man of a black race. 

LEtJ'THRITE, n. A substance that appears to be a recom-
posed rock, of a loose texture. 

LE'VANT, a. [Fr. levant.] Eastern ; denoting the part of 
the hemisphere where the sun rises. 

LE-VANT', 77. [It. levante.] Properly, a country to the 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, 3QQK, DOVE ;-B[JLL, UNITE.-G as K; G as J; S as Z; CH as SH; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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eastward; but appropriately, the countries of Turkey, 
Syria, Asia Minor, Greece, Egypt, &c. 

LE-VANT'ER, v 1. A strong, easterly wind, so called 
by the sailors ii the Mediterranean. 2. A colloquial ex
pression applied *o one who bets at a horse race, and runs 
away without paying the wagers he has lost 

LEV'AN-TINE, a. 1. Pertaining to the Levant. 2. De
signating a particular kind of silk cloth. 

LEV'AN-TINE, n. A particular kind of silk cloth. 
LE-VA'TOR, n. [L.J 1. In ANATOMY, a muscle that serves 

to raise some part, as the lip or the eyelid. 2. A surgi
cal instrument used to raise a depressed part of the 
skull. 

LLEVE, for believe. Gower. 
EVE, a. [Sax. leof.] Agreeable; pleasing; dear; writ
ten also, tcef. lefe, lief. Sec LEVER. 

LfcJV'EE, n. [Fr.] 1. The time of rising. 2. The con
course of persons who visit a prince or great personage in 
the morning. 3. A bank or causey, particularly along a 
river to prevent inundation. 

LEVEL, a. [Sax. Iwfe.] I. Horizontal; coinciding with 
the plane of the horizon. 2. Even ; flat; not having one 
part higher than another; not ascending or descending. 
3> Even with any thing else ; of the same height; on 
the same line or plane 4. Equal in rank or degree ; hav
ing no degree of superiority. 

LEVEL, v. t. 1. To make horizontal. 2. To make even ; 
to reduce or remove inequalities of surface in any thing. 
3. To reduce or bring to the same height with something 
else. 4. To lay flat; to reduce to an even surface or 
plain. 5. To reduce to equality of condition, state or de
gree. 6. To point, in taking aim ; to elevate or depress 
so as to direct a missile weapon to an object; to aim. 7. 
To aim ; to direct. 8. To suit; to proportion. 

LEVEL, v. i. To accord; to agree ; to suit; [I. w.] 2. 
To aim at; to point a gun or an arrow to the mark. 3. 
To aim at; to direct the view or purpose. 4. To be'aim
ed ; to be in the same direction with the mark. 5. To 
aim ; to make attempts. 6. To conjecture; to attempt 
to guess ; [obs.] 

LEVEL n. 1. A horizontal line, or a plane ; a surface 
withot inequalities. 2. Rate; standard; usual eleva
tion ; customary height. 3. Equal elevation with some
thing else ,• a state of equality. 4. The line of direction 
in which a missile weapon is aimed. 5. An instrument, in 
mechanics, by which to find or draw a horizontal line, as 
ri setting buildings, or in making canals and drains. 
6. Rule ; plan ; scheme ; borrowed from the mechanic's 
level. 

LEVELED, pp. 1. Reduced to a plane; made even. 2. 
Reduced to an equal state, condition or rank. 3. Reduced 
to an equality with something else. 4. Elevated or de
pressed to a right line towards something ; pointed to an 
object. 5. Suited; proportioned. 

LE VEL-ER, n. 1. One that levels or makes even. 2. One 
that destroys or attempts to destroy distinctions, and re
duce to equality. 

LEV'EL-ING, ppr. 1. Making level or even. 2. Reduc
ing to an equality of condition. 

LEV'EL-ING, n. The art or practice of finding a horizon
tal line, or of ascertaining the different elevations of ob
jects on the surface of the earth. 

LEV'EL-NESS, n. 1. Evenness ; equality of surface. 2. 
Equality with something else. 

LEV'EN. SEE LEA VEX. 
fLEV'EN, %. [Sax. hlifian.] Lightning. Chaucer. 
* LEVER, n. [Fr. levier; It. leva.] In mechanics, a bar 

of metal, wood, or other substance, turning on a support 
called the fulcrum or prop. 

L&'VER, a. The comparative degree of leve, leef, or lief. 
More agreeable ; more pleasing. 

LE'VER, adv. Rather; as we now say, I had rather. Chau
cer. 

LEV'ER-ET, 7i. [Fr. lievret.] A hare in the first year of 
tier age. 

LEV'ER-OCK, TI. A bird ; a lark. See LARK. 
| LEV'ET, n. [qu. Fr. lever.] A blast of a trumpet; prob

ably that by which soldiers are called in the morning 
LEV'I-A-BLE, a. That may be levied; that may be as

sessed and collected. Bacon. 
LE-VrA-THAN, n. [Heb. trpV?.] 1. An aquatic animal, 

described in the book of Job, ch. xli. It is not agreed 
what animal is intended, whether the crocodile, the 
w hale, or a species of serpent. 2. The whale, or a great 
whale. Milton. 

LEVI-GATE,®. t. [L. Icevigo.] 1. In pharmacy and chem
istry, to rub or grind to a fine, impalpable powder ; to 
make fine, soft and smooth. 2. To plane; to polish. 

LEV'I-GATE. a. Made smooth. 
LEV'I-GA-TED, pp. Reduced to a fine, impalpable pow

der- , . 
LEV'I-GA-TING, ppr. Rendering very fine, soft and 

smooth, by grinding or rubbing. 

LEV-I-GA'TION, n. The act or operation of gnndn 
or rubbing a solid sul stance to a fine, impalpable powder 

LLEV'IN, TI. TSax. hlifan.] Lightning. See LEVEN. 
EV-I-TA'TI£)N, n. [Ii. levis, levitas.] Lightness; buoy 
ancy ; act of making light. 

LE'VITE, n. [from Levi.] One of the tribe or family of 
Levi; a descendant of Levi; an officer in the Jewish 
church, who was employed in manual service. 

LE-VIT'I-€AL, a. 1. Belonging to the Levites, or descend-
ants of Levi. 2. Priestly. Milton. 

LE-VIT'I-€AL-LY, adv. After the manner of the Le 

LE-VIT'I-€US, TI. A canonical book of the Old Testa 
ment, containing the laws and regulations which relate 
to the priests and Levites. 

LEV'I-TY, n. [L. levitas.] 1. Lightness; the want of 
weight in a body, compared with another that is heavier. 
2. Lightness of temper or conduct; inconstancy ; change-
ableness ; unsteadiness. 3. Want of due consideration ; 
vanity ; freak. 4. Gayety of mind ; want of seriousness; 
disposition to trifle. 

LEVY, v. t. [Fr. lever.] 1. To raise; to collect. 2. To 
raise ; to collect by assessment.— To levy war, is to raise 
o? begin war; to take arms for attack; to attack.—To 
levy a fine, to commence and carry on a suit for assuring 
the title to lands or tenements. 

LEVY, 71. 1. The act of collecting men for military or 
other public service, as by enlistment, enrollment or other 
means. 2. Troops collected ; an army raised. 3. The 
act of collecting money for public use by tax or other im
position. 4. War raised ; [a&s.J 

fLEW, a. [Dan. laauw. J Tepia; lukewarm; pale ; wan. 
LEWD, a. [W. llodig.] 1. Given to the unlawful indul

gence of lust; addicted to fornication or adultery ; dis
solute ; lustful ; libidinous, 2. Proceeding from unlaw
ful lust. 3. Wicked ; vile ; profligate ; licentious, 

j- LEWD, a. [Sax. Icewed, lewd.] Lay ; laical; not cler
ical. 

LEWD'LY, adv. 1. With the unlawful indulgence of lust; 
lustfully. 2. Wickedly ; wantonly. 

LEWD'NESS, TI. 1. The unlawful indulgence of lust; for
nication, or adultery.—2. In Scripture, it generally de
notes idolatry. 3. Licentiousness ; shamelessness. 

j- LEWTD'STER,7i. One given to the criminal indulgence of 
lust; a lecher. Shak. 

LEX-I-COG'RA-PHER, n. The author of a lexicon or dic
tionary. 

LEX-I-€0-GRAPH'I€, a. Pertaining to the writing or com
pilation of a dictionary. Boswell. 

LEX-I-€OG'RA-PHY, n. [Gr. Xc|txov and ypaipio.] 1. 
The act of writing a lexicon or dictionary, or the art of 
composing dictionaries. 2. The composition or compila 
tion of a dictionary. 

LEX-I-GOL'O-GY, n. [Gr. \C^IKOV and \oyos.] The sci
ence of words; that branch of learning which treats 
of the proper signification and just application of words. 

LEX'I-€ON, n. [Gr. AcltKov.] A dictionary ; a vocabulary 
or book containing an alphabetical arrangement of the 
words in a language, with the definition of each. 

LEX'I-€ON-IST, 7i. A writer of a lexicon. [Little used.] 
LEX'I-GRAPH-Y, n. [Gr. Aand yp«0w.] The art or 

practice of defining words. 
LEY, a different orthography of lay and lea, a meadow or 

field. 
LHER'ZO-LITE, n. A mineral. 
LI'A-BLE, a. [Fr. lier.] 1> Bound; obliged in law or 

equity ; responsible; answerable. 2. Subject; obnox
ious ; exposed. 

LI'A-BLE-NESS, or LI-A-BIL'ITY, n. 1. The state of 
being bound or obliged in law or justice; responsibil
ity. 2. Exposedness ; tendency ; a state of being sub
ject. 

LI'AR, n. 1. A person who knowingly utters falsehood ; 
one who declares to another as a fact what he knows to be 
not true, and with an intention to deceive him. 2. One 
who denies Christ. 1 John ii. 

t LI'ARD, a. Gray. Chaucer. 
LP AS, n. A species of limestone. Encyc. 
f LIB, v. t. [D. lubben.] To castrate. Chapman. 
LI-BA'TION, n. [L. libatio.] 1. The act of pouring a li

quor, usually wine, either on the ground, or on a victim 
in sacrifice, in honor of some deity. 2. The wine or 
other liquor poured out in honor of a deity. 

LIB'BARD, an obsolete spelling of leopard. 
LIB'BARD'S-BANE, n. A poisonous plant. B. Jonson. 
LI'BEL, n. [L. libellus. 1 1. A defamatory writing, L. 

libellus famosus. Any book, pamphlet, writing or pic^ 
ture, containing representations, maliciously made or pub
lished, tending to bring a person into contempt, or expose 
him to public hatred and derision.—2. In the civil law, 
and in courts of admiralty, a declaration or charge in wait
ing exhibited in court, particularly against a ship or goods, 

1 for violating tbe laws of trade or of revenue. 

y See A, E, I, O, U, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WHAT ;—PREY ;— PIN, MARINE, BiRD t Obsolete. 
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U'BEL, v. t. 1. To defame or expose to public hatred ar*l 

contempt by a writing or picture ; to lampoon. 2. To ex
hibit a charge against any thing in court, particularly 
against a ship or goods, for a violation of the laws of 
trade or revenue, 

f LI'BEL, v. i. To spread defamation, written or printed. 
LI'BEL-ANT, n. One who libels ; one who brings a libel 

or institutes a suit in an admiralty court. 
LT'BEliED, pp. 1. Defamed by a writing or picture made 

public. 2. Charged or declared against in an admiralty 
court. 

LI'BEL-ER, v. One who libels or defames by writing or 
pictures; a lampooner. 

LI'BEIi-ING,ppr. 1. Defaming by a published writing or 
picture. 2. Exhibiting charges against in court. 

Li'BEL-OUS, a. Defamatory; containing that which ex
poses a person to public hatred, contempt and ridicule. 

LIB'ER-AL, a. [Fr.; L. liber alls.] 1. Of a free heart; free 
to give or bestow ; not close or contracted ; munificent; 
bountiful; generous; giving largely. It expresses less 
than profuse or extravagant. 2. Generous ; ample; large. 
3. Not selfish, narrow or contracted ; catholic ; enlarged ; 
embracing other interests than one's own. 4. General ; 
extensive; embracing literature and the sciences gener
ally. 5. Free; open; candid. 6. Large; profuse. 7. 
Free; not literal or strict. 8. Not mean; not low in birth 
or mind. 9. Licentious; free to excess.—Liberal arts, as 
distinguished from mechanical arts, are such as depend 
more on the exertion of the mind than on the labor of 
the hands. 

LIB-ER-AL'I-TY, n. [L. liberalitas.] 1. Munificence; 
bounty. 2. A particular act of generosity; a donation ; 
a gratuity. 3. Largeness of mind; Catholicism. 4. Can
dor; impartiality. 

LIB ER-AL-iZfh v. t. To render liberal or catholic; to en
large ; to free from narrow views or prejudices. 

LIB ER-AL-iZED, pp. Freed from narrow views and prej
udices; made liberal. 

LIB'ER-AL-IZ-ING, ppr. Rendering liberal; divesting of 
narrow views and prejudices. 

LIB'ER-AL-LY, adv. 1. Bountifully ; freely; largely ; 
with munificence. 2. With enlarged views; without 
selfishness or meanness. 3. Freely; not strictly; not 
literally. 

LIBER-ATE, v. t. [L. libero.] 1. To free; to release 
from restraint or bondage ; to set at liberty. 2. To man
umit. 

LIB'ER-A-TED, pp. Freed; released from confinement, 
restraint or slavery ; manumitted. 

LIB'ER-A-TING, ppr. Delivering from restraint or sla
very. 

LIB-ER-A'TION, n. [L. Uberatio.] The act of delivering 
from restraint, confinement or slavery. 

LIB'-E-RA-TOR, n. One who liberates or delivers. 
LIB-ER-TA' RI-A N, a. [L. liber.] Pertaining to liberty, or 

to the doctrine of free will, as opposed to the doctrine of 
necessity. 

LIB'ER-TIN-AGE, n. Libertinism, which is most used. 
LIB'ER-TINE, n. [L. libertinus.] 1. Among the Romans, 

a freedman ; a person manumitted or set free from legal 
servitude. 2. One uncoil fined; one free from restraint. 
3. A man who lives without restraint of the animal pas
sion ; one who indulges his lust without restraint ; one 
who leads a dissolute, licentious life ; a rake ; a debau
chee. 

LIB'ER-TINE, a. Licentious; dissolute; not under the re
straint of Jaw or religion ; as, libertine principles. 

LIB'ER-TIN-ISM, n. 1. State of a freedman; [I. u.] 2. 
Licentiousness of opinion and practice; an unrestrained 
indulgence of lust; debauchery; lewdness. 

LIB'ER-TY, ?i. [L. libertas.] 1. Freedom from restraint, 
in a general sense, and applicable to the body, or to the 
will or mind.—2. Natural liberty consists in the power 
of acting as one thinks fit, without any restraint or con
trol, except from the laws of nature.—3. Civil liberty is 
the liberty of men in a state of society, or natural liberty, 
so far only abridged and restrained, as is necessary and 
expedient for the safety and interest of the society, state 
or nation.—4. Political liberty is sometimes used as sy
nonymous with civil liberty. But it more properly desig
nates the liberty of a nation, the freedom of a nation or 
state from all unjust abridgment of its rights and independ
ence by another nation.—5. Religious liberty is the free 
right of adopting and enjoying opinions on religious sub
jects, and of worshipping the Supreme Being according 
to the dictates of conscience, without external control.— 
6. Liberty, in metaphysics, as opposed to necessity, is the 
power of an agent to do or forbear any particular action, 
according to the determination or thought of the mind, by 
which either is preferred to the other. Locke. 7. Privi-
ege; exemption; immunity enjoyed by prescription or 
by grant; with a plural. 8. Leave ; permission granted. 
9. A space in which one is permitted to pass without re
straint, and beyond which he may not lawfully pass; 

with a plural. 10. Freedom of action or speech beyond 
the ordinary bounds of civility or decorum.—To take the 
liberty to do or say any thing, to use freedom not special
ly granted.— To set at liberty, to deliver from confine
ment; to release from restraint.—To be at libertv, to be 
free from restraint.—Liberty of the press is freedom from 

T faXon the power to publish books 
t n' °r"e ^ven to lewdness. Junius. 
Ll-BiD'l-NOUb, a. [L. libidinosus.] Lustful; lewd; hav

ing an eager appetite for venereal pleasure. 
LI-BID'I-NOUJ>-LY, a. Lustfully ; with lewd desire. 
LI-BID'I-NOUS-NESS, «. The state or quality of b-ing 

lustful; inordinate appetite for venereal pleasure. 
Ll'BRA, ?i. [L.] The Balance ; the seventh sign in the zo

diac, which the sun enters at the autumnal equinox, in 
September. 

LI'BRAL, a. [L. libralis.] Of a pound weight. Diet. 
LI-BRA'RI-AN, n. [L. librarius.] 1. The keeper or one 

who has the care of a library or collection of books. 2. 
One who transcribes or copies books ; fobs.] 

LI-BRA'RI-AN-SHIP, n. The office of a librarian. 
LL'BRA-RY, n. [L. libravium. i 1. A collection of books 

belonging to a private person' or to a public inst tution or 
a company. 2. An edifice or an apartment for holding a 
collection of books. 

LIBRATE, v. t. [L. libro.] To poise ; to balance ; to hold 
jn equipoise. 

LI'BRATE, V. i. To move, as a balance ; to be poised. 
LI-BRA'TION, n. 1. The act of balancing or state of being 

balanced ; a state of equipoise, with equal weights on 
both sides of a centre.—2. In astronomy, an apparent ir
regularity of the moon's motions, by which it seems to li-
brate about its axis. 3. A balancing or equipoise between 
extremes. 

Ll'BR A-TO-RY, a. Balancing ; moving like a balance, as it 
tends to an equipoise or level. 

LICE, plu. of louse. 
LICE'-BANE, n. A plant. 
LI'CEN-SA-BLE; a. That may be permitted by a legal 

grant. 
Ll'CENSE, n. [Fr.; L. licentia.] 1. Leave; permission; 

authority or liberty given to do or forbear any act. 2. Ex
cess of liberty ; exorbitant freedom; freedom abused, or 
used in contempt of law or decorum. 

Ll'CENSE, 75. t. 1. To permit by grant of authority ; to re
move legal restraint by a grant of permission. 2. To au
thorize to act in a particular character. 3. To dismiss 

JA&.S.] 
LI'CEN-SER, n. One who grants permission ; a person au

thorized to grant permission to others. 
* LI-CEN'TIATE, N. [L. licentia.] 1. One who has a li

cense.—2. In Spain, one who has a degree. 
LI-CEN'TIATE, v. t. To give license or permission. 
LI-CEN-TI-A'TION, n. The act of permitting. Freeman. 
LI-CEN'TIOUS, a. [L. licentiosus.] I. Using license ; in 

dulging freedom to excess; unrestrained by law or moral
ity ; loose; dissolute. 2. Exceeding the limits of law or 
propriety ; wanton ; unrestrained. 

LI-CEN'TIOUS-LY, adv. With excess of liberty; in con 
tempt of law and morality. 

LI-CEN'TIOUS-NESS, n. Excessive indulgence of liberty 
contempt of the just restraints of law, morality and deco
rum. 

F LICH, a. [Sax. lie. See LIKE.] Like; even; equal. 
Ooicer. 

LICH, TI. [Sax. lie, or lice.] A dead body or corpse ; licha-
ma, a living body; hence lichwake, watching with the 
dead ; Lichfield, the field of dead bodies. 

LP CIIEN, n. [L.j 1. In botany, the name for an extensive 
division of cryptcgamian plants, which appear in the form 
of thin, flat crusts, covering rocks and the bark of trees 
—2. In surgery, a species of impetigo, appearing in the 
form of a red, dry, rough, and somewhat prurient spot, 
that gives off small furfuraceous scales. 

LI-CHEN-O-GRAPH'IC, \ a. Pertaining to lichenog-
LI-CHEN-O-GRAPH'I-GAL, ( raphy. 
LI-CHEN-OG'RA-PIIIST, n. One who describes the lich

ens. 
LI-CHEN-OG'RA-PHY, n. [lichen, and Gr. ypa(pu>.] A de

scription of the vegetables called lichens ; the science 
which illustrates the natural history of the lichens. 

LICH'-OWL, n. A sort of owl, by the vulgar supposed to 
foretell death. 

LICIT, a. [L. licitus.] Lawful. 
LIC'IT-LY, adv. Lawfully. 
LIC'IT-NESS, n. Lawfulness. , 
LICK, 75. t. [Sax. liccian ; D. likken.] 1. To pass or draw 

the tongue over the surface. 2. To lap ; to take in by the 
tongue.— To lick up, to devour ; to consume entirely.— Tc 
lick the dust, to be slain ; to perish in battle. 

LICK, n. In America, a place where beasts of the forest lick 
for salt, at salt springs. _ 

LICK, n. [W. llac.] 1. A blow ; a stroke; [not an elegant 
word.] 2. A wash ; something rubbed on ; [obs.J 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BQQK, DOVE;—BULL, UNITE.—C as K, G as J; S as Z; CH as SII TH as in this, t Obsolete 
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LICK, v> t. To strike repeatedly for punishment: to flog 3 

to chastise with blows. [Not an elegant word. 1 
LIGK'ER, n. One that licks. 
LIGK'ER-ISII, a [D., Dan.leklzer; G.lecker.1 1. Nice 

in the choice of food 3 dainty. 2. Eager; greedy to swal
low 3 »ager to taste or enjoy 3 having a keen relish. 3. 
Dain, s ; tempting the appetite. 

LIGK'ER-ISH-LY, adv. Daintily. 
LIGK'ER-I 3H-NESS, n. Niceness of palate ; daintiness. 
LIC O-RICJ, n. [It. liquirizia.] A plant, 
t LIG'O-ROUS, fXlG'O-ROUS-NESS. for lickerish, &c. 
LIG'TOR, n. [L.J \n officer among the Romans, who bore 

an axe and fasces or rods, as ensigns of liis office. 
LID, n. [Sax. Mid.] A cover 3 that which shuts the opening 

of a vessel or box. 
•LIE, water impregnated with alkaline salt, is written lye, 

to distinguish it from lie, a falsehood. 
LIE, n. [Sax. lig, or lyge.] 1. A criminal falsehood ; a 

falsehood uttered for the purpose of deception j an inten
tional violation of truth. 2. A fiction. 3. False doctrine. 
4. An idolatrous picture of God, or a false god. 5. That 
which deceives and disappoints confidence.— To give the 
lie, to charge with falsehood. 

(JE, v. i. [Sax. ligan, leogan.] 1. To utter falsehood with 
an intention to deceive, or with an immoral design. 2. 
To exhibit a false representation ; to say or do that which 
deceives another, when he has a right to know the truth, 
or when morality requires a just representation. 

LIE, v. i.; pret. lay ; pp. lain, [lien, obs.] [Sax. ligan, or 
licgan ; Goth, ligan.] 1. To be in a horizontal position, 
or nearly s^, and to rest on any thing lengthwise, and not 
on the en 2. To rest in an inclining posture 3 to lean. 
3. To res'. , to press on. 4. To be reposited in the grave. 
5. To rest 011 abed or couch 3 to be prostrate. 6. To be 
situated. 7. To be ; to rest; to abide 3 to remain ; often 
followed by some word denoting a particular condition. 
8. To consist. 9. To be sustainable in law ; to be capa
ble of Ving maintained. 

To lie at, to tease or importune j [little used.]— To lie at 
the heart, to be fixed as an object of affection or anxious 
desire.— To lie by. 1. To be reposited, or remaining with. 
2. To rest 3 to intermit labor.— To lie in the way, to be an 
obstacle or impediment.— To lie hard or heavy, to press ; 
to oppress 3 to burden.—To lie on hand, to be or remain in 
possession 3 to remain unsold or undisposed of.— To lie on 
the hands, to remain unoccupied or unemployed ; to be 
tedious.— To lie on the head, to be imputed.—To lie in 
wait, to wait for in concealment 3 to lie in ambush 3 to 
watch for an opportunity to attack or seize.—To lie in one, 
to be in the power of 3 to belong to.—To lie down, to lav 
the body on the ground, or other level place j also, to go to 
rest. 7 0 lie in, to be in childbed 3 to bring forth young. 
— To lie under, to be subject to ; to suffer 3 to be oppressed 
hy'~T.° lie on or upon, to be a matter of obligation or duty. 

To lie ivith. 1. To lodge 01* sleep with ; also, to have 
carnal knowledge of. 2. To belong to.—To lie over, to 
remain unpaid, after the time when payment is due.— To 
lie Jo, to be stationary, as a ship. 

a; [Sax. leaf; D. lief.] Dear; beloved. 
,?ladiy 5 Wrlin§Iy' freely 5 used ^ familiar speech, in the phrase, I had as lief go as not. 

LIEGE, a. [It. ligio ; Fr. lige.] 1. Bound by a feudal ten
ure j obliged to be faithful and loyal to a superior, as a 
vassal to his lord ; subject; faithful 3 as, a liege man. 2 
Sovereign 3 as, a liege lord. s 

LIEGE, TI. 1. A vassal holding a fee by which he is bound 
to perform certain sendees and duties to his lord 2 4 
lord or superior 5 a sovereign. ' ' 

Avassali a subject. Shak. 
LIEGER,n. [more properly legier, or ledger.] A resident 

embassador. Denham. 
t LFEN. The obsolete^participle of lie. See LAIN. 

„ . Grew. 
.. . ,. j-J a flux of the bowels, in 

which the aliments are discharged undigested. 
LI'ER, v. One who lies down 3 one who rests or remains 
LIEU, [lu] n. [Fr.] Place 3 room 3 stead. It is used only 

with in. 
* LIEU-TEN'AN-CY, (lu-ten'an-sy) n. 1. The office or com

mission of a lieutenant. 2. The body of lieutenants 
* LIEU-TEN'ANT, (lu-ten'ant) n. [Fr.] 1. An officer'who 

supplies the place of a superior in liis absence.—2. In mil
itary affairs, the second commissioned officer in a compa
ny of infantry, cavalry or artillery—3. In ships of war 
the officer next in rank to the captain. ' 

* LIEU-TEN'ANT-SHIP. See LIEUTENANCY. 
LIEVE, for lief, is vulgar. See LIEF. 
LIfiV'RITE, n. A mineral, called also yenite. 
LIFE, n. ,• plu. LIVES. [Sax. lif, lyf; Sw. lif.] 1. In a gen

eral sense, that state of animals and plants, or of an or
ganized being, in which its natural functions and motions 
are performed.—2. In animals, animation ; vitality ; and j 
in man, that state of being in which the soul and body are I 

united.—3. In plants, the state in which they growor]are 
capable of growth, by means of the circulation of the sap. 
4. The present state of existence ; the time from birth to 
death. 5. Manner of living 3 conduct; deportment, in 
regard to morals. 6. Condition ; course of living, in re
gard to happiness and misery. 7. Blood, the supposed ve 
hide of animation. 8. Animals in general 3 animal being 
9. System of animal nature. 10. Spirit; animation 3 brisk
ness ; vivacity 3 resolution. 11. The living form; real 
person or state 3 in opposition to a copy. 12. Exact re 
semblance. 13. General state of man, or of social man
ners. 14. Condition 3 rank in society. 15. Common oc
currences 3 course of tilings 3 human aflhirs. 16. A per
son 3 a living being 3 usually, or always, a human being. 
17. Narrative of a past life 3 history of the events of life ; 
biographical narration.—18. In Scripture, nourishment; 
support of life. 19. The stomach or appetite. 20. The 
enjoyments or blessings of the present life. 21. Supreme 
felicity. 22. Eternal happiness in heaven. Rom. v. 23. 
Restoration to life. Rom. v. 24. The Author and Giver 
of supreme felicity. 25. A quickening, animating and 
strengthening principle, in a moral sense. 26. The state 
of being in force, or the term for which an instrument has 
Jegal operation. 

LiFE'-BLoOD, n. 1. The blood necessary to life j vital 
blood. Dryden. 2. That which constitutes or gives 
strength and energy. 

LiFE'-BLoOD, a. Necessary as blood to life ; essential. 
LIFE-E-STATE', n. An estate that continues during the 

life of the possessor. 
LIFE-EV-ER-LAST'ING, n. A plant of the genus gnapha-

lium.. 
LIFE'-GIV-ING, a. Having power to give life 3 inspiriting j 

invigorating. JYIilton. 
LIFE'GUARD, 71. A guard of the life or person 3 a guard 

that attends the person of a prince, or other person. 
LTFE'LESS, a. 3. Dead 3 deprived of life. 2. Destitute of 

life 3 unanimated. 3. Destitute of power, force, vigor or 
spirit; dull; heavy ; inactive. 4. Void of spirit 3 vapid ; 
as liquor. 5. Torpid. 6. Wanting physical energy. 

LTFE'LESS-LY, adv. Without vigor 3 dully 3 frigidly j 
heavily. 

LTFE'LESS-NESS, 71. Destitution of life, vigor and spirit j 
inactivity. 

LTFE'LIKE, a. Like a living person. Pope. 
LIFE'RENT, n. The rent of an estate that continues foi 

life. 
LIFE'STRING, n. A nerve or string that is imagined to be 

essential to life. 
LTFE'TIME, n. The time that life continues 3 duration of 

life. Addison. 
LTFE'WEA-RY, a. Tired of life ; weary of living. 
LIFT, v. t. [Sw. lyfta ,* Dan. Wfter.] 1. To raise 3 to ele 

vate. 2. To raise ; to elevate mentally. 3. To raise in 
fortune. 4. To raise in estimation, dignity or rank. 5 
To elate ; to cause to swell, as with pride. 6. To bear 
to support. 7. To steal, that is, to take and carry away 
—8. In Scripture, to crucify. 

To lift up the eyes. 1. To look j to fix the eyes on. 2. To 
direct the desires to God in prayer. Ps. exxi.— To lift up 
the head. 1. To raise from a low condition ; to exalt. 
Gen. xl. 2. To rejoice. Luke xxi.— To lift up the hand. 
1. To swear, or to confirm by oath. Gen. xiv. 2. To 
raise the hands hi prayer. Ps. xxviii. 3. To rise in op
position to 3 to rebel 3 to assault. 2 Sam. xviii. 4. To in
jure or oppress. Job xxxi. 5. To shake off sloth and en
gage in duty. Heb. xii.— To lift up the face, to look to 
with confidence, cheerfulness and comfort. Job xxii.— 
To lift up the heel against, to treat with insolence and 
contempt.— To lift up the horn, to behave arrogantly or 
scornfully. Ps. Ixxv.— To lift up the feet, to come speedi
ly to one's relief. Ps. Ixxiv.— To lift up the voice, to cry 
aloud ; to call out, either in grief or joy. Gen. xxi 

LIFT, v. i. 1. To try to raise ; to exert the strength for the 
purpose of raising or bearing. 2. To practice theft ; [oZw.] 

LIFT, 71. 1. The act of raising 3 a lifting. 2. An effort to 
raise ; [popular use.] 3. That which is to be raised. 4. 
A dead lift, an ineffectual effort to raise 3 or the thing 
which the strength is not sufficient to raise. 5. Any thing 
to be done which exceeds the strength 3 or a state "of ina
bility. 6. A rise ; a degree of elevation.—7. [Sax. lyft; 
Sw. luft.] In Scottish, the sky ; the atmosphere ; the firma
ment.—8. In seamen's language, a rope descending from 
the cap and mast-head to the extremity of a yard. 

LIFT'ED, jip. Raised ; elevated 3 swelled with pride. 
LTFT'ER, n. One that lifts or raises. 
LIFT'ING, ppr. Raising ; swelling with pride. 
LIFT'ING, 71. The act of lifting ; assistance. 
T LIG, v. i. To lie. [See LIE.] Chaucer. 
LIG'A-MENT, v. [L. ligamentum.] 1. Any thing that ties 

or unites one tiling or part to another.—2. In anatomy, a 
strong, compact substance, serving to bind one bone to 
another. 3. Bond 3 chain 3 that which binds or re 
strains. 

• See Synopsis. A, E, T, O, U, Y, long.-F&R, FALL, WHAT ;—PRgY i-PIN, MARINE, BiRD f Obsolete. 
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LIG-A-MENT'AL, ) a. Composing a ligament3 of the na-
LIG-A-MENT'OUS, ^ ture of a ligament3 binding. 
LI-GA'TION, n. [L. ligatio.] The act of binding, or state 

of being bound. Addison. 
LIG'A-TURE, n. [Fr.j L. ligatura.] 1. Any thing that 

binds ; a band or bandage. 2. The act of binding. 3. 
Impotence induced by magic.—4. In music, a band or line 
connecting notes.—5. Among printers, a double character, 
or a type consisting of two letters or charaters united ; as 
fit f, in English. 6. The state of being bound.—7. In 
medicine, stiffness of a joint.—8. In surgery, a cord or 
string for tying the blood vessels, particularly the arteries, 
to prevent hemorrhage. 

LIGHT, (lite) n. [Sax. leolit, Wit; D., G. licht.] 1. That 
ethereal agent or matter which makes objects perceptible 
to the sense of seeing, but the particles of which are sepa
rately invisible. 2. That flood of luminous rays which 
flows from the sun, and constitutes day. 3. Day ; the 
dawn of d.1V- 4- T.ifV* ^ Anv thir»IT that rrirno lirrVt* r»o. 

luunuua'.cu pait ui a piuiurt: ; uppuseu 10 siiat 
mination of mind 3 instruction j knowledge. 8. Means 
of knowing. 9. Open view ; a visible state. 10. Public 
view or notice. 11. Explanation ; illustration j means of 
understanding. 12. Point of view ; situation to be seen 
or viewed. 13. A window j a place that admits light to 
enter. 14. A pane of glass.—15. In Scripture, God, the 
Source of knowledge. 16. Christ. John i. 17. Joy 3 
comfort 3 felicity. 18. Saving knowledge. 19. Prosperi
ty 3 happiness. 20. Support 3 comfort 3 deliverance. Mic. 
vii. 21. The gospel. Matt. iv. 22. The understanding 
or judgment. Matt. vi. 23. The gifts and graces of 
Christians. Matt. v. 24. A moral instructor, as John the 

' Baptist. John v. 25. A true Christian, a person enlight
ened. Eph. v. 26. A good king, the guide of his people. 
«&zm. xxi.— The light of the countenance, favor 3 smiles. 
Ps. iv.— To stand in one's own light, to be the means of 
preventing good, or frustrating one's own purposes.— To 
come to light, to be detected ; to be discovered or found. 

LIGHT, (lite) a. 1. Bright; clear 3 not dark or obscure.—2. 
In colors, white or whitish. 

LIGHT, (lite) a. [Sax. liht, leoht; D. Ugt; G.leiclil; Fr. 
leger.j 1. Having little weight 3 not tending to the centre 
of gravity with force ; not heavy. 2 Not burdensome ; 
easy to be lifted, borne or carried by physical strength. 
3. Not oppressive ; easy to be suffered or endured. 4. 
Easy to be performed ; not difficult; not requiring great 
strength or exertion. 5. Easy to be digested 3 not oppres
sive to the stomach. 6. Not heavily armed, or armed 
with light weapons. 7. Active 3 swift 3 nimble. 8. Not 
encumbered 3 unembarrassed 3 clear of impediments. 9. 
Not laden 3 not deeply laden ; not sufficiently ballasted. 
10. Slight 3 trifling 3 not important. 11. Not dense 5 not 
gross. 12. Small j inconsiderable 3 not copious or vehe
ment. 13. Not strong 3 not violent; moderate. 14. Easy 
to admit influence 3 inconsiderate 3 easily influenced by 
trifling considerations 3 unsteady 3 unsettled j volatile. 
15. Gay j airy; indulging levity 3 wanting dignity or so
lidity ; trifling. 16. Wanton 3 unchaste 3 as, a woman of 
light carriage. 17. Not of legal weight 3 clipped 3 dimin
ished.—To set light by, to undervalue 3 to slight 3 to treat 
as of no importance 3 to despise.—To make light of, to 
treat as of little consequence j to slight 3 to disregard. 

LIGHT, (lite) v. t. 1. To kindle ; to inflame 3 to set fire to. 
2. To srive lierht to. 3. To illnminnt^ • tn fill nr cnmcrt 

LIK 

P' a' Dextroua in taking and convey 
LTCHT'vnhv1* ? ' addlcted Petty thefts. 
LIGHT' PfffiTPn I ^imWe in running or dancing, 
T > actlve* tLltLle 

a' J* Thoughtless 3 heedless; weak 
delfrioui.unsteady 2. Disordered in the head 3 dizzy 

deMou™^®' f DiSorder of tile head 5 dizzi 

LcTeefn"tn'err™' Free from erief or a,>iiet>' i 
J^HT'-HQRSE, n. Light-armed cavalry. 
LIGHT -HOUSE, n. A pharos 3 a tower or building with 0 

dglit or number of lamps on the top intended to direc' 
seamen in navigating ships at night. 

a; hiindde • swift of foot. Sidney. 
^SSS' (1Ite Ies) a' Destitute of light 3 dark. 

LlGHT'LY, (llte-ly) ado. 1. Witii little weight. 2. With 
out deep impression. 3. Easily 3 readilv; without diffi 
culty 3 of course. 4. Without reason, or for reasons of 
little weight. 5. Without dejection 3 cheerfully. 6. Not 
chastely; wantonly. 7. Nimbly 3 with agility 3 not heav
ily or tardily. 8. Gayly; airily 3 with levity; without 
heed or care. 

LlGIIT'MIND-ED, a. Unsettled ; unsteady 3 volatile ; not 
_consi derate. 

LIGHT'NESS, (llte'nes) n. 1. Want of weight; levity. 2. 
Inconstancy 3 unsteadiness 3 the quality of mind which 
disposes it to be influenced by trifling considerations. 3. 
Levity 3 wantonness ; lewdness; unchastity. 4 Agilitv • 
nimbleness. b J 5 

LIGHT'NING, (llte'ning) n. 1. A sudden discharge of elec
tricity from a cloud to the earth, or from the earth to a 
cloud, or from one cloud to another, producing a vivid 
flash of light, and usually a loud report, called thunder. 

_2. Abatement; alleviation ; mitigation. Spectator. 
LIGHT'ROOM, n. In a ship of war, a small apartment, 

having double glass windows towards the magazine, and 
containing lights by which the gunner fills cartridges. 

LIGHTS, (lltes) n. plu. The lungs 3 the organs of breathing 
jn animals. ® 

LlGHT'SoME, a. 1. Luminous 3 not dark 3 not obscure. 2. 
Gay 3 airy ; cheering 3 exhilarating. Hooker. 

LIGHT'SoME-NESS, n. 1. Luminousness 3 the quality of 
being light. 2. Cheerfulness 3 merriment; levity. 

LIG-NAL'OES, n. [L. lignum, and aloes.] Aloes-wood. 
Numb, xxiv 

LIG'NE-OUS, a L. ligneus.] Wooden 3 mad^of wood : 
consisting of wood : rasf>mhlinnr wnnd consisting of wood ; resembling wood. 

LIG-NI-FI-€A'TION, n. The process of converting into 
wood, or the hard substance of a vegetable. 

LIG'NI-FORM, a. [L. lignum, exidfoi-m.] Like wood ; re
sembling wood. Kirwan. 

LIGhVI-FY, v. t. [L. lignum and facio.l To convert into 
wood. 

LIG'NL-FY, v. i. To become wood. 
LIG'NITE, n. [L. lignum.] Fossil or bituminous wood, a 

mineral combustible substance. 
LIG'NOUS, a. Ligneous. [Little used.] Evelyn. 
LIG'NUM-VI'TAE, n. [L.l Guaiacum, or pockwood a 

genus of plants, natives or warm climates. 
LIG'U-LATE, ) RT R 1 T "V , , 
LIG'U-LA-TED, j a' LL- hSula-J Like a bandage or strap 
LIG'URE, 71. A kind of precious stone. Ex. xxviii. 
LIG'U-RITE, n. [from Liguria.] A mineral. 
LIKE, a. [Sax. lie, gelic ; Goth, leiks ; Sw. life.] 1. Equal in 

quantity, quality or degree. 2. Similar 3 resembling ; 
having resemblance. 3. Probable ; likely, that is, having 
the resemblance or appearance of an event: giving reason 
to expect or believe. & 

LIKE, 7?. [elliptically, for like thing, like person.] 1. Some 
person or thing resembling another; an equal. 2. Had 
like, in the phrase " he had like to be defeated," seerns to 

t Trr corruP^on > but ^ is authorized by good usage. 
LIKE, ado. I. In the same manner. 2. In a manner be

coming. 3. Likely 3 probably. 
LIKE, v. t. [Sax. licean, licianGoth, leikan.] 1. To be 

pleased with in a moderate degree 3 to approve. It ex
presses less than love and delicrht. 2. To please; to be 
a#reeableto; [cis.] 3. To liken ; [0&5.] 

LIKE, v. i. 1. To be pleased 3 to choose ; as, " he may go 
or stay, as he likes." Locke. 2. To like of, to be pleased 
Jobs.] Knolles. 

LlKE'Ll-HOOD, n. 1. Probability j verisimilitude ; ap
pearance of truth or reality. 2. Appearance ; show ; re
semblance; [o£s.] 

LIKE'LI-NESS, n. 1. Probability. 2. The qualities that 
please. 

LiIKE'LY, a. [that is, like-like 
rationally thought or believed to 1 

lixwax, [iiivj €7. 1. imian, auman, geuntan.j 1. 10 
fall on 3 to come to by chance 3 to happen to find 3 with 
on. 2. To fall on 3 to strike. 3. To descend, as from a 
horse or carriage. 4. To settle 3 to rest 3 to stoop from 
flight. 

LIGHT, adv. Lightly; cheaply. Hooker. 
LIGHT'-ARMED, a. Armed with light weapons. 
LIGHT'-BEAR-ER, n. A torch-bearer. B. Jonson. 
LiGHT'-BRAIN, n. An empty headed person. Martin. 
LiGHT'ED, (li'ted) pp. Kindled 3 set on fire 3 caused to 
, burn. [Lit, for lighted, is inelegant.] 
-JGHT'EN, (ll'tn) v. i. [Sax. lihtan.] 1. To flash ; to burst 

forth or dart, as lightning 3 to shine with an instantaneous 
illumination. 2. To shine like lightning. 3. To fall 3 to 
Jight; [ofo.] 

LIGHT'EN, (ll'tn) v. t. 1. To dissipate darkness; to fill 
with light 3 to spread over with light 3 to illuminate 3 to 
enlighten. 2. To illuminate with knowledge. 3. To free 

^ from trouble and fill with joy. 
AAGHT'EN, (ll'tn) v. t. [Sax. lihtan.] 1. To make lighter 3 

to reduce in weight; to make less heavy. 2. To allevi
ate ; to make less burdensome or afflictive. 3. To cheer 3 
to exhilarate. 

^HT'ER, (li'ter) n. 1. One that lights. 2. A large, open, 
bat-bottomed boat, used in loading and unloading 

LTGHT'ER-MAN, (ll'ter-man) n. A man who manages a 
lighter; a boatman. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE 3—BULL, UNITE.—€ as K : G as J; S as Z 3 OH as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete• 

please. 
LIKE'LY, a. [that is, like-like.] Probable ; that may be 

rationally thought or believed to have taken place in time 
past, or to be true now or hereafter 3 such as is more 
reasonable than the contrary. 2. Such as may be liked; 
pleasing.—In England, likely is equivalent to handsome, 
well-formed; as a likely man, a likely horse. In America, 
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ill 

the word is applied to the endowments of the mind, 
and a likely man denotes a man of good character and 
talents. , ,, ... 

LIKE'LY, adv. Probably. Glanville. 
LIKE'MIND-FD, a. Having a like disposition or purpose. 

R OTltm XV. 
LI'KEN, (1*1 kn) v. t. [Sw. likna.J To compare 3 to represent 

as resembling or similar. 
LI'KENED, pp. Compared. . _ . . _ 
LIKE'NESS, n. 1. Resemblance in form 3 similitude. 2. 

Resemblance 3 form 3 external appearance. 3. One that 
resembles another 3 a copy 3 a counterpart. 4. An image, 
picture or statue, resembling a person or thing. 

LI'KEN-ING, ppr. Comparing 3 representing as similar. 
LIKEWISE, adv. In like manner 3 also 3 moreover j too. 
LIK'ING, ppr. of like. 1. Approving j being pleased with. 

2. a. Plump 3 full 3 of a good appearance ; [065.] 
LIK'ING, n. 1. A good state of body 3 healthful appearance 3 

plumpness. 2. State of trial 3 [ote.] 3. Inclination 3 pleas
ure. 4. Delight in 3 pleasure in ; with to. , , „ 

LI'LAC, n. [Fr. lilas Sp. lilac.) A plant or shrub of the 
genus syringa, a native of Persia. 

LIL A-LITE, IU A species of argillaceous earth. 
LIL-I-A'CEOUS, a. [L. liliaceus.] Pertaining to lilies 3 lily-

like. Martyn. . ^ .... 
LIL'IED, a. Embellished with lilies. Milton. 
LILL, v. t. [See LOLL.] Spender. 
LILT v. i. 1. To do any thing with dexterity or quickness; 

[local. 1 Pcggc. 2. To sing or play on the bagpipe. 
LIL Y, 71. [L. lilium.] A genus of plants of many species, 

producing flowers of great beauty and variety of colors.— 
Lily of the valley, a plant of the genus convallana. 

LIL'Y-DAF'FO-DIL, n. A plant and flower. 
LIL'Y-HAND-ED, a. Having white, delicate hands. 

Spenser. 
LIL'Y-IIY'A-CINTH, n. A plant. Miller. 
LIL'Y-LIV-ERED, a. White-livered 3 cowardly. Shak. 
LI-MA'TION, n. [L. limo.] The act of filing or polishing. 
LI'MA-TURE, 7i. [L. limo.J 1. A filing. 2. Filings; parti

cles rubbed off by filing. Johnson. 
LIMB, (lim) 71. [Sax. lira ,• Dan., Sw. lem ; L. limbus.] 1. 

Edge or border.—2. In anatomy, and in cominonuse, an ex
tremity of the human body j a member 3 a projecting part; 
as the arm or leg j that is, a shoot. 3. The branch of a 
tree j applied only to a branch of some size, and not to a 
small twig—4. In botany, the border or upper spreading 
part of a monopetalous corol. 

LIMB, (lim) v. t. To supply with limbs. Milton. 2. To 
dismember 3 to tear off the limbs. 

LIM'BAT, 71. A cooling periodical wind in Cyprus. 

LLIM'BEC, 71. [contracted from alembic.'] A still 
IM'BEC, V. t. To strain or pass through a still. I 

LIMBED, a. In composition, formed with regard to limbs, 
LIM'BER, a. Easily bent 5 flexible ; pliant 3 yielding.—In 

America, it is applied to material things 3 as a limber rod. 
LIM'BER, n. In a ship, a square hole cut through the 

floor timbers, as a passage for water to the pump-
well. 

UM'BER-NESS, n. The quality of being easily bent 3 flex 
ibleness ; pliancy. 

LIM'BERS, 7i. 1. A two-wheeled carriage, having boxes 
for ammunition. 2. Thills 3 shafts of a carriage; [local.] 

LIM'BI LITE, 71. A mineral from Limbourg in Swabia. 
LIMB'LESS, a. Destitute of limbs. Massinger. 
LIMB'-MEAL, a. Piece-meal. Shak. 
LIM'BO, ) 72. [L. liinbus.] 1. A region bordering on hell 
LIM'BUS, ) or hell itself. 2. A place of restraint. 
LIME, 7i. [Sax. lim ; Sw., Dan. lim ; L. li?nus.] 1. A vis 

cous substance, sometimes laid on twigs for catching 
birds. 2. Calcarious earth, oxyd of calcium. 3. The 
linden tree. 4. [Fr. lime.] A species of acid fruit, smaller 
than the lemon. 

LIME, v. t. [Sax. geliman.] 1. To smear with a viscous 
substance. 2. To entangle 3 to ensnare. 3. To manure 
with lime. 4. To cement. 

LIME-BURN-ER, n. One who burns stones to lime. 
LIMED, pp. Smeared with lime 3 entangled 3 manured with 

lime. A , , . , 
LIME'-HOUND, n. A dog used in hunting the wild boar j 

alimer Spenser. 
LIME'-KILN, (lime'kil) n. A furnace m which stones 

or shells are exposed to a strong heat and reduced to 

LIME'STONE, n. Stone of which lime is made by the ex
pulsion of its carbonic acid, or fixed air. 

LIME1 TWIG, 71. A twig smeared with lime. Milton. 
LIME'TWIGGED, a. Smeared with lime. Addison. 
LIME'WA-TER, n. Water impregnated with lime. 
LlM'ING,ppr. Daubing with viscous matter 3 entangling 3 

manuring with lime. . _ , 
LIM'IT, 71. [L. limes.] 1. Bound ; border ; utmost extent 3 

the part that terminates a thing. 2. The thing which 
bounds ; restraint.—3. Limits, plu. the extent of the liber
ties of a prison. 

LIM'IT, v. t. 1. To bound ; to set bounds to. 2. To Corp. 
fine w'ithin certain bounds j to circumscribe j to restrain. 
3. To restrain from a lax or general signification. 

LIM'I-TA-BLE, a. That may be limited, circumscribed, 
bounded or restrained. Hume. 

LIM-I-TA'NE-OUS, a. Pertaining to bounds. Diet. 
LIM-I-T A'llI-AN, a. That limits or circumscribes. 
LIM-I-TA'RI-AN, TI. One that limits 3 one who holds the 

doctrine that a part of the human race only are to be 
saved. Huntington. 

LIM'I-TA-RY, a. Placed at the limit, as a guard. 
LIM-I-TA'TION, 71. [L. limitatio.] 1. The act of bounding 

or circumscribing.—2. Restriction 3 restraint 5 circumscrip 
tion. 3. Restriction 3 confinement from a lax, indeterm 
inate import. 4. A certain precinct within which friars 
were allowed to beg or exercise their functions. 

LIM'IT-ED, pp. 1. Bounded 3 circumscribed 3 restrained. 
2. a. Narrow 5 circumscribed. 

LIM IT-ED-LY, adv. With limitation. 
LIM'IT-ED-NESS, n. State of being limited. Parker. 
LIM'IT-ER, 71. 1. He or that which limits or confines. 2 

A friar licensed to beg within certain bounds, or who* 
duty was limited to a certain district. 

LIM'IT-LESS, a. Having no limits 3 unbounded. 
LIM'MER, n. 1. A limeliound 3 a mongrel. 2. Adogengen 

dered between a hound and a mastiff. 3. A thill 01 
shaft 3 [local. See LIMBER.] 4. A thill-horse; [local] 

LIMN, (lim) v. t. [Fr. enluminer; L. lumino.] To draw 01 
paint 3 or to paint in water-colors. Encyc. 

LIMNED, (limd) pp. Painted. 
LIM'NER, n. [Fr. enlumineur ; L. illummator.] 1. One that 

colors or paints on paper or parchment j one who deco 
rates books with initial pictures. 2. A portrait painter. 

LIMN'ING, ppr. Drawing 3 painting 3 painting in water 
colors. . . . 

LIM'NING, n. The act or art of drawing or painting m 
water-colors. Addison. 

LI'MOUS, a. [L. limosus.] Muddy j slimy j thick. 
LIMP, v. i. [Sax. lemp-liealt.] To halt J to walk lamely 
LIMP, 71. A halt 3 act of limping. 
|LIMP, a. Vapid ; weak. Walton. 
LIMP'ER, 71. One that limps. 
LIM'PET, TI. [L. lepas.] A univalve shell of the genus 

patella,, adhering to rocks. 
LIM'PID, a. [L. limpzdus.] Pure ; clear j transparent 
LIM'PID-NESS, TI. Clearness 3 purity. 
LIMP ING, ppr. Halting 3 walking lamely. 
LIMP'ING-LY, adv. Lamely ; in a halting manner. 
LIM'SY, a. [W. llymsi.] Weak ; flexible. Mew England. 
LI'MY, a. [See LIME.] 1. Viscous; glutinous. 2. Con

taining lime. 3. Resembling lime j having the qualities of 
lime. 

f LIN, v. i. [Ice. linna.] To yield, 
f LIN, 71. [Celtic.] A pool or mere. 
LINCH, TI. A ledge ; a rectangular projection. Jemnngs. 
LIN'COLN-GREEN, n. The color of stufl* or cloth made for

merly at Lincoln. Spe7iser. 
LINCH'PIN, n. [Sax. lynis.] A pm used to prevent the 

wheel of a carriage from sliding off the axle-tree. 
LINGT'URE, 77. [L. linctus.] Medicine taken by licking. 
LIN'DEN, or LIND, 71. [Sax., Sw., Dan. lind.] The lime 

tree, or teil-tree, of the genus tilia. Dryden. 
LINE, 71. [L. linea ,• Fr. ligne.] 1. In ^eoTnefi-t/, a quantity ex

tended in length, without breadth or thickness; or a limit 
terminating a surface. 2. A slender string 3 a.small cora 
or rope. 3. A thread, string or cord extended to Qireci 
any operation. 4. Lineament 3 a mark in the nana or 
face. 5. Delineation 3 sketch. 6. Contour ; outline; ex
terior limit of a figure.—7. In writing, printing,^ en
graving, the words and letters which stand on a level m 
one row, between one margin and another.—8. In P°etrh 
a verse, or the words which form a certain number 0 
feet, according to the measure. 9. A short letter; a note. 
10. A rank or row of soldiers, or the disposition ol a 
army drawn up witli an extended front; or the like ais-ftllliy U.1 a. VV 11 up VTIWJ Ull V/AtCllUVU XXKSA*" , -
position of a fleet prepared for engagement. 11. A trencn 
rampart 3 an extended work in fortification. 12. Metmw j 
disposition. 13. Extension 5 limit 3 border. 14.1 
equinoctial circle. 15. A series or succession of progeiy 
or relations, descending from a common progenitor. • 
The twelfth part of an inch. 17. A straight 'cxteno 
mark. 18. A straight or parallel direction. 19. Occup -
tion; employment 3 department or course of ^usl1?, ' 
20. Course 3 direction. 21. Lint or flax.—22. In heratla h 
lines are the figures used in armories to divide the sin 
into different parts, and to compose different figures.— • 
In Scripture, line signifies a cord for measuring 3 a,s0> 
struction, doctrine. Is. xxviii. .. 0 

A right line, a straight or direct line j the shortest 1 
that can be drawn between two points.— 
line, a line drawn parallel to the horizon.— 
tial line, in geography, a great circle on the ear 
surface, at 90 degrees distance from each pole, a11?' 
secting the earth at that part.—In astronomy, the cir 

* See Synopsis. A, E, I, 5, U, Y, long.—FAR, FA.LL, WHAT j—PREY j—PIN, MARINE, BIRD 3- \ Obsolete' 
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which tne sun seems to describe in March and September, 
when the days and nights are of equal length.—Meridian 
line, an imaginary circle drawn through the two poles of 
the earth, and any part of its surface.—A ship of the line, 
a ship of war large enough to have a place in the line of 
battle 3 a ship carrying 74 guns or more. 

LINE, v. t. [L. /tnuwi.l 1. To cover on the inside. 2. To 
put in the inside. 3. To place along by the side of any 
thing for guarding. 4. To strengthen by additional 
works or men. 5. To cover 3 to add a covering. 6. To 
strengthen with any thing added. 7. To impregnate 3 ap
plied to irrational animals. 

LIN'E-AGE, n. [Fr. lignage.] Race ; progeny 3 descend
ants in a line from a common progenitor. 

LIN'E-AL, a. [L. linealis.] 1. Composed of lines 3 deline
ated. 2. In a direct line from an ancestor. 3. Hereditary 3 
derived from ancestors. Shak. 4. Allied by direct de
scent. 5. In the direction of a line.—Lineal measure, the 
measure of length. 

LIN-E-AL'I-TY, n. The state of being in the form of a line. 
Am. Review. 

LIN'E-AL-LY, adv. In a direct line. 
LIN'E-A-MENT, n. [Fr. 3 L. lineamentum.] Feature ; form 3 

make ; the outline or exterior of a body or figure, particu
larly of the face. 

LIN'E-AR, a. [L. linearis.] 1. Pertaining to a line 3 consist
ing of lines 3 in a straight direction.—2. In botany, like a 
line 3 slender 3 of the same breadth throughout, except at 
the extremities. 

LIN'E-ATE, a. In botany, marked longitudinally with de
pressed parallel lines 3 as a lineate leaf. 

LIN-E-A'TION, n. Draught 3 delineation, which see. 
LINED, pp. Covered on tiie inside. 
LIN'EN, n. [L. linum / Ir. lin.] 1. Cloth made of flax or 

hemp. 2. An under garment. 
LIN'EN, a. [L. linens.] 1. Made of flax or hemp. 2. Re

sembling linen cloth 3 white j pale.—Fossil-linen, a kind 
of amianth. 

LIN'EN-DRA-PER, n• A person who deals in linens.— 
Linener and linenman, in a like sense, are obsolete. 

LING, n. [D. leng 3 Ir. long.] A fish. 
LING, n. [Ice. ling.] A species of long grass 3 heath. 
LING, a Saxon termination, as in darling, firstling, denotes, 

primarily, state, condition or subject. 
LIN'GER, v.i. [Sax. leng.] 1. To delay ; to loiter 3 to 

remain or wait long ; to be slow. 2. To hesitate 5 to be 
slow in deciding 3 to be in suspense. 3. To remain long 
in any state. 

LIN'GER, v. t. To protract. Shak. 
LIN'GER-ER, n. One who lingers. 
LIN'GER-ING, ppr. 1. Delaying 3 loitering. 2. a. Drawing 

out in time 3 remaining long 3 protracted. 
LIN'GER-ING, 71. A delaying 3 a remaining long 3 tardi

ness 3 protraction. Irving. 
LIN'GER-ING-LY, adv. With delay 3 slowly 3 tediously. 

Hale 
LIN'GET, n. [Fr. lingot.] A small mass of metal. 
LIN'GLE, n. [Fr. ligneul.] Shoemaker's thread. 
LIN'GO, n. [L. lingua.] Language 3 speech. [ Vulgar.] 
fLIN-GUA'CIOUS, a. [L. linguaz.] Full of tongue j loqua

cious. 
LIN-GUA-DENT'AL, a. [L. lingua and dens.J Formed or 

uttered by the joint use of the tongue and teeth 3 as the 
letters d and t. Holder. 

UN-GCA-DENT'AL, n. An articulation formed by the 
tongue and teeth. 

LIN'GUA-FORM, a. [L. lingua and form.] Having the form 
or shape of the tongue. Martyn. 

LIN GUAL, a. [L. lingua.] Pertaining to the tongue. 
LIN'GUIST, 7i. [L. lingua.] A person skilled in lan

guages. 
LIN'GU-LATE, a. [L. Ungulatus.] Shaped like the tongue 

or a strap. 
LING'WoRT, 71. An herb. 
LIN'GY, a. 1. Limber 3 tall 5 flexible. Craven dialect. 2. 

Active ; strong 3 able to bear fatigue. Brockett. 
LIN'I-MENT, n. [Fr. j L. linimentum.] A species of soft 

ointment. 
LIN'ING, ppr. Covering on the inside, as a garment. 
LIN'ING, n. 1. The inner covering of any thing, as of a 

garment or a box. 2. That which is within. 
LINK, ?I. [G. gelenk : Dan. lenke.] 1. A single ring or di

vision of a chain. 2. Any thing doubled and closed like a 
link. 3. A chain ; any thing connecting. 4. Any single 
constituent part of a connected series. 5. A series 3 a chain. 

LINK, n. [Gr. \v%yos 3 L. lychnus.] A torch made of tow 
or hards, &c., and pitch. Dryden. 

LINK, v. t. 1. To complicate. 2. To unite or connect by 
something intervening or in another manner. 

T T^TS' v' *• To be connected. Burke. 
LINK'BOY, or LINK'MAN, n. A boy or man that carries a 
r torch t0 passengers. Gay. 
T TWRFS'PP' United> connected. 
LJJNK.'ING, ppr. Uniting 3 connecting. 

ft. [Fr. Unot. J A small singing bird of the genus 

LIN'bEED. See LINTSEED. 
LIN'SE Y-VVOOL'SE Y, a. Made of linen and wool 3 hence, 
T d!^rent and unsuitable parts. 
LIN K.EY-W OOL'bEY, n. Stuff made of linen and wiol 

mixed. 
LIN'STOGK, n. A pointed staff with a crotch or fork at 
t rvmand, to hold a lighted match 3 used in firing cannon. 

77 i1-* Lax* linetj L. linteum.] Flax 3 but more rrcner-
ally, linen scraped into a soft substance, and used for 
dressing wounds and sores. 

LINT'EL, n. [Fr. linteau 3 Sp. lintel.] The head-piece of a 
door-frame or window-frame 3 the part of the frame that 
lies on the side pieces. 

LINT SEED, n. [lint and seed3 Sax. linseed.] Flaxseed. 
Ll'ON, 71. [Fr. 3 L. leo, leonis.] 1. A quadruped of the genus 

felis, very strong, fierce and rapacious. 2. A sign in the 
zodiac. 

Li'ON-ESS, TI. The female of the lion kind. 
Li'ON-UKE, or LI ON-LY, a. Like a lion 3 fierce 
LI'ON-MET-TLED, a. Having the courage and spirit of 

a lion. Ilillhouse 
Ll'ON'S FOOT, 71. A plant of the genus catananche. 
Ll'ON'S LEAF, 71. A plant of the genus leontice. 
Ll'ON'S TAIL, n A plant of the genus leonurus. 
LIP, 71. [Sax. lippa, lippe3 D. lip 3 G., Dan. lippe.] 1. The 

edge or border of the mouth. 2. The edge of any tiling.— 
3. In botany, one of the two opposite divisions of a labiate 
corol.—To make a lip, to drop the under lip in sullenness 
or contempt. 

LIP, v.t. To kiss. Shak. 
LIP-DE-Vo'TION, 71. Prayers uttered by the lips without 

the desires of the heart. 
LIP'-GQOD, a. Good in profession only. B. Jonson. 
LIP'-LA-BOR, 7i. Labor or action of the lips without con

currence of the mind 3 words without sentiments. 
LIP'O-GRAM, 71. [Gr. Xenrw and yoapua.l A writing in 

which a single letter is wholly omitted. 
LIP-O-GRAM'MA-TIST, 71. One who writes any thing, 

dropping a single letter. Addison. 
LI-POTH'Y-MOUS, a. Swooning ; fainting. 
LI-POTH'Y-MY, TI. [Gr. \u " 
LIPPED, a. 1. Having lips.-
T IP'PI-TUDE, J " '• 

ness. Bacon. 
LIP'-YVIS-DOM, n. Wisdom in talk without practice 3 wis

dom in words not supported by experience. 
LIQ/UA-BLE, a. That may be melted. 
LI-Q-UA'TION, 71. [L. liquatio.] 1. The act or operation of 

jnelting. 2. The capacity of being melted. 
Ll'dUATE, v. i. [L. liquo.] To melt 3 to liquefy 3 to be dis

solved. [Little used.] Woodward. 
LIQ.-UE-P ACTION, n. [L. liquefactio.] 1. The act or op

eration of melting or dissolving 3 the conversion of a solid 
into a liquid by the sole agency of heat or caloric. 2. The 
state of being melted. 

LIQ,' UE-FI-A-BLE, a. That may be melted, or changed 
from a sojid to a liquid state. Bacon. 

LIQ.'UE-Fl-ER, n. That which melts any solid substance. 
LIQTJE-FY, v. t. [Fr. liquefier. J To melt; to dissolve ; to 

convert from a fixed or solid form to that of a liquid 3 to 
melt by the sole agency of heat or caloric. 

LIQ/UE-FY, v. i. To be melted 3 to become liquid. 
LIO'UE-FY-ING — I----' 
LI-Q,UES'CEN-C_, ... . 
LI-Q,UES'CENT, a. Melting 5 becoming fluid. TIATT,Jfin' - 'FrV 1 ' 

LI-POTH'Y-MY, 71. [Gr. \snro6vpta.] A fainting j a swot n 
LIPPED, a. 1. Having lips.—2. In botany, labiate. 
LIP'PI-TUDE, n. [L. lippitudo.] Soreness of eyes 3 bleared 

LIU'UE-FY-ING, ppr. Melting 3 becoming liquid. 
LI-QUES'CEN-CY, V. [L. liquescentia.] Aptness to melt. 
LI-Q,UES'CENT, a. Melting 3 becoming fluid. 
^J^UEuR', (le-kure') n. [Fr.] A spirituous cordial. 
LICi'UID, (Iik'yvid) a. [L. liquidus. 1 Fluid ; flowing or ca

pable of flowing 3 not fixed or solid. But liquid is not pre
cisely synonymous with fluid. Mercury and air are fluid, 
but not liquid. 2. Soft j clear 3 flowing 3 smooth. 3 Pro
nounced without any jar 3 smooth. 4. Dissolved 3 not 
obtainable by law 3 [o&s.] 

LIQ'UID, 77. 1. A fluid or flowing substance 3 a substance 
whose parts change their relative position on the slightest 
pressure, and which flows on an inclined plane.—2. In 
grammar, a letter which has a smooth flowing sound, or 
which flows smoothly after a mute j as I and r, in bla, 
bra. M and n are also called liquids 

LIQ'UI-DATE, v. t. [Fr. liquider 3 L. liquido.] 1 • To clear 
from all obscurity. 2. To settle 3 to adjust; to ascertain 
or reduce to precision in amount. 3. To pay 3 to settle, 
adjust and satisfy; as a debt. , , . 

Lia'UI-DA-TED, pp. Settled 3 adjusted; reduced to cer
tainty ; paid. 

LLD'UI-DA-TING, ppr. Adjusting 3 ascertaining; paying. 
LIQ-UI-DA'TION, N. The act of settling and adjusting 

debts, or ascertaining their amount or the balance due. 
LIQ'UI-DA-TOR, 71. He or that which liquidates or settles. 

E. Everett. ... 
LI-Q.UID'1-TY, TI. [Fr. liquidity.] 1. The quality of being 

fluid or liquid. 2. Thinness. .. . 
Lia'UID-NESS, 71. The quality of being liquid 3 fluency. 
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LI&'UOR, (lik'ur) n. [Fr. liqueur ; L. liquor.] A liquid or 

fluid substance : commonly applied to spirituous fluids. 
LKi'UOR, v. t. To moisten ; to drench. [L. w.] Bacon. 
LlQ,'UOR-ICE. Sec LICORICE. 
LIS'BON, n. A species of wine exported from Lisbon. 
LISH, a. Stout j active: strong: nimble. Grose. 
LIR'I-€ON-FAN-CY, n. A flower. 
LIR'I-POOP, n. [Fr. liripipion.] The hood of a graduate, 
f LISNE, n. A cavity or hollow. Hale. 
LISP, v. i. [G. lispeln ; D. lispen ; Sax. vlisp, or vlips.] To 

speak with a particular articulation of the tongue and 
teeth, nearly as in pronouncing th. 

LISP, v. t. To pronounce with a lisp. 
LISP, 71. The act of lisping, as in uttering an aspirated th for s. 
LISP'ER, 71. One that lisps. 
LISP'ING, ppr. Uttering with a lisp. 
LISP'ING-LY", adv. With a lisp. Holder. 
LIS'SOM, a. [probably from Sax. lesan.] Limber; supple : 

relaxed ; loose ; free. 
LIST, n. [Sax., Sw. list; It., Sp. lista ; Fr., Dan. liste.] 1. 

In comm^ce, the border, edge or selvage of cloth ; a strip 
of cloth forming the border. 2. A line inclosing or form
ing the extremity of a piece of ground, or field of combat; 
hence, the ground or field inclosed for a race or combat. 
3. A limit or boundary ; a border.—4. In architecture a 
little square molding ; a fillet; called also a listel. 5. A 
roll or catalogue, that is, a row or line. 6. A strip of 
cloth ; a fillet.— Civil list, in Great Britain and the United 
States, the civil officers of government, as judges, embas-

, sadors, secretaries, &c. Hence it is used for the revenues 
or appropriations of public money for the support of the 
civil officers. 

LIST, v. t. 1. To enroll; to register in a list or catalogue ; 
to enlist. 2. To engage in the public service, as soldiers. 
Dry den. 3. To inclose for combat. 4. To sew together, as 
strips of cloth ; or to form a border. 5. To cover with a 
list, or with strips of cloth. 6. To hearken; to attend. 

LIST, v. i. To engage in public service by enrolling one's 
name; to enlist. 

LIST, v. i. [Sax. lystan.] Properly, to lean or incline ; to 
be propense; hence, to desire or choose. 

LIST, n. In the language of seamen, an inclination to one 
side ; as, the ship has a list to port. 

LIST'ED, pp. 1. Striped ; particolored in stripes. 2. Cov
ered with list. 3. Inclosed for combat. 4. Engaged in 
public service; enrolled. 

kJ|T'EL, n. A list in architecture ; a fillet. Encyc. 

LITHE, a. [Sax., Uth, lithe ; W. llyth.] That may be easifr 
bent ; pliant ; flexible ; limber. Alilton. 

f LITHE, v. t., 1. To smooth j to soften ; to palliate. Chau
cer. 2. To listen. See LISTEN. 

LTTHE'NESS, n. Flexibility; limberness. 
LITHE'SOME, a. Pliant ; nimble: limber. Scott. 
f LITH'ER, a. 1. Soft ; pliant. Shak. 2. [Sax. lythr.] Bad 

corrupt. Woolton. J 

f LITH'ER-LY, adv. Slowly ; lazily. Barret. 
t LTTH'ER-NESS, n. Idleness ; laziness. Barret. 
LITH'I-A, n. A new alkali, found in a mineral called pete 

lite, of which the basis is a metal called lithium. 
LITH'I-ATE, 71. [Gr. XiOog.J A salt or compound formed 

by the litluc acid combined with a base. 
LITIFIC, a. Pertaining to the stone in the bladder. LITH-O-BIB'LI-ON. See LITHOPHYI.. 
LITH'O-CARP, 71, [Gr. A tQog and Kapnog.] Fossil fruit; 

fruit petrified. Diet. Hat. Hist. 
LITH'O-COL-LA, n. [Gr. Aidog and koAAa.l A cement 

that unites stones. Ash. 

LIST'EN, (lis-n) v. i. [Sax. lystan or hlystan.] l.'To heark
en ; to give ear; to attend closely with a view to hear. 2. 

r ' t0 yield to advice ; to follow admonition. 
HimiSJW118'11) v• l' To hear 5 t0 attend. Shak. 
r rorr»Si!r • » n' °ne who listens 5 a liearkener. 
LIST'ER, n. One who makes a list or roll, 
f LIST'FIJL, a. Attentive. Spenser. 
LIST'ING, ppr. Inclosing for combat 3 covering with list: 

enlisting. ' 
LIST'LESS, a. Not listening; not attending: heedless-

inattentive ; thoughtless ; careless. 
LIST'LESS-LY, adv. Without attention ; heedlessly. 
LIST'LESS-NF.SS, n. Inattention ; heedlessness : indiffer-
r T^?Ce to w5at.is Passing and may be interesting. 
LIT, pret. of light; as, the bird lit on a tree. [Inelerra7itJ\ 
LIT A-NY, n. [Fr. litanie ; Gr. Airaveia.] A solemn°form of 

supplication, used in public worship, 
f LITE, n. A little,* a small portion. Chaucer 
( LITE, a. Little. 
LfTRE, or Li'TER, n. [Fr. litre.] A French measure of 

capacity ; equal to nearly 2i wine pints. 
LIT'ER-AL, a. [Fr.; L. litera.] 1. According to the letter ; 

primitive; real; not figurative or metaphorical 2 Fol' 
lowingfiie letter or exact words; not free. 3. Consisting 

f LIT'ER-AL, n. Literal meaning. Brown. 
LIT'ER-AL-ISM, n. That which accords with the letter 
LIT-ER-AL'I-TY, n. Original or literal meaning? Brown 
LIT'ER-AL-LY, adv. 1. According to the primSy and 

natural import of words ; not figuratively. 2. With close 
adherence to words ; word by word. 

LIT'ER-A-RY, a. [L. literarius.] 1. Pertaiping to letters ui 
literature; respecting learning or learned men. 2 De 
rived from erudition. 3. Furnished with erudition ; versed 
in letters. 4. Consisting in letters, or written or printed 
compositions 

LIT'ER-ATE, a. [L. literatus.] Learned; lettered: in
structed in learning and science. Johnson. 

LIT-ER-A'TI, n.plu. [L. literatus.] The learned ; men of 
eruditioh. Spectator. 

LIT'ER-A-TOR, n. [L.] A petty school-master. Burke. 
LIT'ER-A-TURE, n. [L. literatura.] Learning ; acquaint

ance with letters or books 
fLITH, n. [Sax.] A joint or limb. Chaucer 
LI-THAN'THRAX, n. [Gr. Ai0o? and avdpa^.] Stone-coal. 
LITH ARGE, n. fFr.] A semi-vitreous oxyd of lead 

LITH-O-DEN'DRON, n. [Gr. \iOog and SevSpov-] Coral 
LITH-O-GEN'E-SY, n. [Gr. AiQog and yevtais.] The doc 

trine or science of the origin of minerals. 
LITII-O-GLYPH'ITE, n. [Gr. Aidog and y\vd>ia.] A fossil 

I LI-THOG'RA-PHER, 71. One who practices lithography. 
LITII-O-GRAPHTC, ) v . . . , 
LITH-O-GRAPH'I-CAL, { a' PertalIlinS t0 lithography 

| LITH-O-GRAPH'I-CAL-LY, adv. By the lithographic art. 
LI-THOG'RA-PHY, n. [Gr. XiOog and ypaefxo.] The art of 

engraving, or of tracing letters, figures or other designs on 
stone, and of transferring them to paper by impression. 

LITH-O-LOG'IC, I a. Pertaining to the science of 
LITII-O-LOG'I-CAL, j stones. 
LI-THOL'O-GIST, n. A person skilled in the science of 

stones. 
Ll-THOL'O-GY, 71. [Gr. AiOog and Aoyoj.] 1. The science 

or natural history 01 stones. 2. A treatise on stones found 
in the body. Coze. 

LITH'O-MAN-CY, n. [Gr. A iOog and pavreia.] Divination 
or prediction of events by means of stones. Brown. 

LITH-O-MAR'GA, ) n. [Gr. Aidog, and L. marga.] An earth LITH'O MARGE, j of two species. 
LITH-ON-TRIP'TIC,«. [Gr. A iOog and rpj3w.] Having the 

quality of dissolving the stone in the bladder or kidneys. LITH-ON-TRIP'TIC, n. A medicine which has the power 
of dissolving the stone in the bladder or kidneys. 

LITH'ON-TRfP-TOR, or LITH'O-TRIT-OR, 71. An instru 
ment for triturating the stone in the bladder. 

LITH'ON-TRIP-TY, or LITH'O-TRIT-Y, 71. The opera
tion Of triturating the stone in the bladder. 

LI-THOPH'A-GOUS, a. [Gr. AiQog and <payo).] Eating 01 
swallowing stones or gravel, as the ostrich. 

LITH'O-PHOS-PHOR, n. [Gr. Aidog and (piocnpopog.] A 
stone that becomes phosphoric by heat. 

LITH-O-PHOS-PHOR'IC, a. Pertaining to lithophosphor; 
becoming phosphoric by heat. 

LITH 'O-PIJYL, n. [Gr. A iOog and <pv\\ov.] Bibliolite or 
litliobiblion, fossil leaves. 

LITII'O-PHYTE, n. [Gr. A iOog and <pvrov.] Stone-coral. 
LITII-O-PHYT'IC, a. Pertaining to lithophytes. 
LITH-OPH'-Y-TOUS,a. Pertaining to or consisting of lith

ophytes. 
LITH'O-TOME, n. [Gr. At&og and repvey.] A stone so 

formed naturally as to appear as if cut artificially. 
LITH-O-TOM'IG, a. Pertaining to or performed by lithoto

my. 
LI-THOT'O-MIST, n. One who performs the operation ol 

cutting for the stone in the bladder. 
LI-THOT'O-MY, 71. [Gr. A iOog and repvoo.] The operation, 

art or practice of cutting for the stone in the bladder. 
LI-THOX'YLE, n. [Gr. A iOog and |vA ov.] Petrified wood 
LT'THY, a. Easily bent; pliable. 
LIT'I-GANT, a. Contending in law : engaged in a lawsuit. 
LIT'I-GANT, 71. A person engaged m a lawsuit. 
LIT'I-GATE, v. t. [L. litigo.] To contest in law ; to prose

cute or defend by pleadings, exhibition of evidence, and 
judicial debate. 

LIT'I-GATE, v. i. To dispute in law ; to carry on a suit by 
judicial process. 

LIT'I-GA-TED, pp. Contested judicially. 
LIT'I-GA-TING, ppr. Contesting in law. LIT-I-GA'TION, n. The act or process of carrying on a 

suit in a court of law or equity for the recovery of a right 
or claim ; a judicial contest. 

LI-TIG'IOUS, a. [Fr. litigieuz ; L. litigiosus.] 1. Inclined to 
judicial contest; given to the practice of contending in 
law; quarrelsome ; contentious. 2. Disputable ; contro 
vertible ; subject to contention. 

I.I-TIG'IOUS-LY, adv. In a contentious manner. 
LI TIG'IOUS-NESS, 77. A disposition to engage in or to 

carry on lawsuits, inclination to judicial contests. 
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LIT MUS, or LAOMUS, »„ A blue pigment, formed from 

archil, a species of lichen. See ARCHIL. 
LIT'ORN, n. A bird, a species of thrush. 
LIT'OTE, n. [Gr. Airoj.] Diminution; extenuation. 
l.IT'TEN, n. [Sax. lictun.] A place where the dead are re-

posited. 
I IT'TER, n. [Fr. litiere.' . A vehicle formed with shafts 

supporting a bed between them, in which a person may 
be borne by men or by a horse. 2. Straw, hay or other 
soft substance, used as a bed for horses and for otiier pur
poses. 3. [Ice. lider..] A brood of young pigs, kittens, 
puppies, or other quadrupeds. 4. A birth of pigs or other 
small animals. 5. Waste matters, shreds, fragments and 
the like, scattered on a floor or other clean place. 

LIT'TER, v. t. 1. To bring forth young, as swine and other 
small quadrupeds. 2. To scatter over carelessly with 
shreds, fragments and the like. 3. To cover with straw 
or hay. 4. To supply with litter. 

LIT'TERED, pp. 1. Furnished with straw. 2. a. Covered 
or overspread with Jitter. 

LITTLE, a.; comp. less, lesser; sup. least. [Sax. lytel, 
lytle; Scot. litey lyte.] 1. Small in size or extent; not 
great or large. 2. Short in duration. 3. Small in quan
tity or amount. 4. Of small dignity, power or importance. 
5. Of smail torce or effect; slight; inconsiderable. 

LIT'TLE, 71. 1. A small quantity or amount. 2. A small 
space. 3. Any thing small, slight, or of inconsiderable 
importance. 4. Not much. 

LIT'TLE, adv. In a small degree; slightly. 2. Not much; 
in a small quantity or space of time. 3. In some degree; 
slightly ; sometimes preceded by a. 

LIT'TLE-NESS, n. J. Smallness of size or bulk. 2. Mean
ness ; want of grandeur. 3. Want of dignity. 4. Mean
ness ; penuriousness. 

LIT'TO-RAL, a. [L. littoralis.] Belonging to a shore. [L. u.1 
LIT'U-ITE, n. A fossil shell. 

LI-TUR GISAL, | a' PertaininS to a liturgy. 
LIT'UR-GY, n. [Fr. liturgie ; Sp., It. liturgia.] In a gen

eral sense, all public ceremonies that belong to divine 
service ; hence, among the Romanists, the mass ; and 
among Protestants, the common prayer, or the formulary 
of public prayers. 

LIVE, (liv) v. i. [Sax. liban, leofan, lifian ; Goth, liban.] 
1. To abide ; to dwell; to have settled residence in any 
place. 2. To continue ; to be permanent; not to perish. 
3. To be animated; to have the vital principle. 4. To 
have the principles of vegetable life. 5. To pass life or 
time in a particular manner, with regard to habits or con
dition. 6. To continue in life ; as, the way to live long is 
to be temperate. 7. To live, emphatically ; to enjoy life ; 
to be in a state of happiness. 8. To feed ; to subsist; to 
be nourished and supported in life. 9. To subsist ; to be 
maintained in life ; to be supported. 10. To remain un-
destroyed; to float; not to sink or founder. II. To exist; 
to have being.—12. In Scripture, to be exempt from death, 
temporal or spiritual. 13. To recover from sickness ; to 
have life prolonged. John iv. 14. To be inwardly quick
ened, nourished and actuated by divine influence or faith. 
Gal. ii. 15 To be greatly refreshed, comforted and ani
mated. 16. To appear as in life or reality ; to be mani
fest in real character.— To live with. 1. To dwell or to be 
a lodger with. 2. To cohabit; to have intercourse, as 
male and female. 

LIVE, (liv) v. t. 1. To continue in, constantly or habitual
ly. 2. To act habitually in conformity to. 

LIVE, a. 1. Having life; having respiration and other or
ganic functions in operation, or in a capacity to operate; 
not dead. 2. Having vegetable life. 3. Containing fire ; 
ignited ; not extinct. 4. Vivid, as color. 

f LIVE, 7i. Life. 
tLiVE'LESS. See LIFELESS. 
LIVE'LI-HOOD, n. [lively and hood.~\ Means of living; 

support of'life ; maintenance. 
LIVE'LI-LY. See LIVELY. 
LIVE'LI-NESSJ, n. 1. The quality or state of being lively or 

animated ; sprightliness ; vivacity ; animation ; spirit. 2. 
An appearance of life, animation or spirit. 3. Briskness; 
activity ; effervescence, as of liquors. 

f LIVE'LODE, for livelihood. Hubberd's Tale. 
LIVE'LONG, (liv'long) a. [live and long.] 1. Long in pass

ing. 2. Lasting; durable; [obs.] 3. A plant of the genus 
sedum. N 

LTVE'LY, a. 1. Brisk; vigorous; vivacious; active. 2. 
Gay ; airy. 3. Representing life. 4. Animated ; spirit
ed. 5. Strong; energetic. 

IIVELY, adv. 1. Briskly; vigorously; [Lit.] Hayward. 
2. With strong resemblance of life; [!.«.] Dryden. 

LlV'ER, TI. One who lives. Prior. 
LIV ER, n. [Sax. lifer, lifre. 1 A viseus or intestine of con-

siderable size and of a reddish color. 
LIVER-EOL-OR, a. Dark red ; of the color of the liver. 
L[V'ERED, fl. Having a liver ; as, white-livered. 
LIV'ER-GROWN, a. Having a large liver. Graunt. 

T'TTT/LMJ n'IG* leber-stcin.] A stone. 
T rvino v V11' name of many species ol plants. 
LIV ER-Y, 77. [Norm.; Fr. livrer.] 1. The act of delivering 

possession of lands or tenements ; a term of English law 
2. Release from wardship ; deliverance. 3. The writ by 
which possession is obtained. 4. The state of being kept 
at a certain rate. 5. A form of dress by which noblemen 
and gentlemen distinguish their servants. 6. A particular 
dress or garb appropriate or peculiar to particular times or 

T -The whole body of liverymen in London. 
LIV'ER-Y, v. t. To clothe in livery. Shak. 
LIV'ER-Y-MAN, n. 1. One who wears a livery ; as a ser

vant.—2. In London, a freeman of the city, of some dis
tinction. 

LIV'ER-Y-STa'BLE, 7i. A stable where horses are kept fcr 
hire. 

LIVES, n.; plu. of LIFE. 
LIVE'STOCK, n. Horses, cattle and smaller domestic ani

mals ; a term applied in America to such animals as may 
be exported alive for foreign market. 

LIV'ID, a. [Fr. livide ; L. lividus.] Black and blue; of a 
lead color ; discolored, as flesh by contusion. 

LI-VID'I-TY ) 
LIV ID-NESS, \ n' A dark color'like that of bruised flesh 
LIVING, ppr. 1. Dwelling ; residing ; existing ; subsisting ; 

having life, or the vital functions in operation ; not dead 
2. a. issuing continually from the earth ; running; flow
ing. 3. a. Producing action, animation and vigor; quick
ening. 

LIVING, 7i. He or those who are alive; usually with a 
plural signification. 

LIVING, 77. Means of subsistence; estate. 2. Power of 
continuing life. 3. Livelihood. 4. The benefice of a 
clergyman. 

LIVFNG-LY, adv. In a living state. Brown. 
LI-VON'I-CA TER'RA, n. A species of fine bole found in 

Livonia. 
LI'VRE, 'll'vur) n. [Fr.; L. libra.] A French money of 

account, equal to 20 sous, or 10 pence sterling 
LIX-IV'I-AL, or LIX-IV'I-OUS, a. [L. Zirwaus.] 1. Ob

tained by lixiviation ; impregnated with alkaline salt. 2. 
Containing salt extracted from the ashes of wood. 3. Of 
the color of lye ; resembling lye. 4. Having the qualities 
of alkaline salts from wood ashes. 

LIX-I V'l-ATE, ( a. 1. Pertaining to lye or lixivium; of 
LIX-IV'I-A-TED, $ the quality of alkaline salts. 2. Im

pregnated with salts from wood ashes. 
LlX-1 V'l-ATE, v. t. [L. lixivia, lixivium.] To form lye ; to 

impregnate with salts from wood ashes. 
LIX-IV-I-A'TION, 77. The process of extracting alkaline 

salts from ashes by pouring water on them. 
LIX-IV'I-UM, it. [L.] Lye; water impregnated with alka

line salts imbibed from wood ashes. 
LIZ'ARD, 77. [Fr. leiarde; L. lacertus.] In zoology, a ge

nus of amphibious animals, called lacerta, and "compre 
hending the crocodile, alligator, chameleon,salamander, 

LIZ'ARD-TAIL, 7?. A plant of the genus saururus. 
LL. D. Letters standing for Doctor of Laws, the title of a* 

honorary degree. 
LO, exclam. [Sax. la.] Look ; see; behold ; observe. 
LoACH, or LoCHE, n. [Fr. loche.] A small fish of the ge 

nus cobitis, inhabiting small clear streams. 
LOAD, n. [Sax. hlad, or lade.] 1. A burden ; that which is 

laid on or put in any thing for conveyance. 2. Any heavy 
burden; a large quantity borne or sustained. 3. That 
which is borne with pain or difficulty ; a grievous weight; 
encumbrance ; in a literal sense. 4. Weight or violence 
of blows. 5. A quantity of food or drink that oppresses, 
or as much as can be borne.—6. Among miners, the quan
tity of nine dishes of ore, each dish being about half a 
hundred weight. 

LoAD, V. t. ,* pret. and pp. loaded; [loaden, formerly used, 
is obsolete.] 1. To lay on a burden ; to put on or in some
thing to be carried, or as much as can be carried. 2. To 
encumber; to lay on or put in that which is borne with 
pain or difficulty. 3. To make heavy by something added 
or appended. 4. To bestow or confer on in great abund
ance. 

LoAD ED, pp. 1. Charged with a load or cargo ; having a 
burden. 2. Burdened with any thing oppressive. 

LOAD'ER, 7i. One who puts on a load. 
LOAD'ING, ppr. Charging with a load; burdening; en

cumbering ; charging, as a gun. 
LOAD ING, 77. A cargo; a burden ; also, any thing that 

makes part of a load, 
t LOAD'MAN-AGE, 77. Pilotage ; skill of a pilot. 
fLOADSLMAN, 77. [load and 7777771.] A pilot, 
f LOAD STAR, or LODESTAR, 77. [lead and star.] The 

star that leads ; the polestar ; the cynosure. 
LOAD'STONE, 77. [from the verb lead and stone. 1 he old 

orthography, lodestone, is most correct.] " he native mag
net, an ore of iron in the lowest state of oxydation, which 
hast; 'iMi M 

LOAF, 

»J1 UI OX UUU 11* . 0 T 
has the powei of attracting metallic iron. See LODESTONE. 

',77.; plu LOATEI. [Sax. hlaf, or laf.] 1. A mass OF 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE ;—BIJLIJ, UNITE.—€ as K ; G as J ; $ as Z; CH as SH ; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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breal when baked. 2. A mass or lump, as of sugar. 3. 
Any thick mass. 

L£)AF'-SIJG-AR, (lofe'shug-ar) n. Sugar refined and formed 
into a conical mass. 

LoAM, n. [Sax. lam / D. leem.] A natural mixture of sand 
and clay with oxyd of iron ; a species of earth or soil of 
different colors. 

LOAM, v. t. To cover with loam. Moxon. 
LoAM'Y, a. Consisting of loam ; partaking of the nature of 

loam, or resembling it. 
JiOAN, n. [Sax. Icen, hloen.] 1. The act of lending ; a lend

ing. 2. That which is lent. 3. Something furnished for 
temporary use, on the condition that it shall be returned 
or its equivalent, but with a compensation for the use. 4. 
A furnishing; permission to use ; grant of the use. 

LOAN, V. t. [Sax. Icenan; G. lehnen.] To lend ; to deliver 
to another for temporary use ; or to deliver for temporary 
use, on condition that an equivalent in kind shall be re
turned, with a compensation for the use, as in the case of 
money at interest. Ramsay. Kent. 

LoAN'-OF-FICE, n. In America, a public office in which 
loans of money are negotiated for the public. 

LoAN'-OF-FI-CER, n. A public officer empowered to su
perintend and transact the business of a loan-office. 

LOATH, [ a. [Sax. lath, lathian. See LOTH.1 Disliking : 
LOTH, j unwilling; reluctant. 
LoATHE, 1 v. t. To hate ; to look on with hatred or abhor-
LoTHE, ) rence; particularly, to ffeel disgust at food or 

drink. See LOTHE. 
LOATH'ER, n. One that loathes. 
LOATH'FIJL, a. 1. Hating ; abhorring through disgust. 2. 

Abhorred ; hated. Spenser. 
LoATH'ING, ppr. Hating from disgust; abhorring. 
LOATH'ING-LY, adv. In a fastidious manner. 
LoATH'LI-NESS, n. The quality of exciting disgust or 

abhorrence. 
t LOATH'LY, a. Hateful 3 exciting hatred. Spenser. 
LoATII'LY, adv. Unwillingly ; reluctantly. See I OTHLY. 
LoATH'NESS, n. Unwillingness; reluctance. See LOTH-

NE3S. 
LOATH'SOME, a. 1. Disgusting; exciting disgust. 2. 

Hateful; abhorred; detestable. 3. Causing fastidiousness. 
See LOTHESOME. 

LgATH'SOME-LY, adv. In a loathsome manner. 
LoAFH'SOME-NESS, n. The quality which excites dis

gust, hatred or abhorrence. Addison. 
LOAVES, n. plu. of LOAF. 
LOB, n. [W. llob.] 1. A dull, heavy, sluggish person. 2. 

Something thick and heavy. Walton. 
LOB, v. t. To let fall heavily or lazily. Shak. 
LO'BATE, or LOBED, a. Consisting of lobes.—In 

fj I V 1 f? t A tllA TY11 rl r? T n T\nvtn X? v 

LOCH, n. [Gaelic.] A lake; a bay or arm of the sea j used 
in Scotland. 

LOCH, n. Loch, or lohoch, is an Arabian name for the forms 
of medicines called eclcgmas. lambatives, linctures, and 
the like. 

LOCII'AGE, n. [Gr. Ao^ayoj.} I11 Greece, an officer who 
commanded a loclius or cohort. Mitfard. 

LOCHE. See LOACH. 
LO^€HI-A^ n. [Gr. \o%aa.] Evacuations which follow 

Lo'CHI-AL, a. Pertaining to evacuations from the womo 
after childbirth. 

LOCK, n. [Sax. loc, or loce.] 1. An instrument used to fas
ten doors, chests and the like. 2. The part of a musket 
or fowling-piece or other fire-arm, which contains the 
pan, trigger, &c. 3. The barrier or works of a canal, 
which confine the water. 4. A grapple in wrestling. 5 
Any inclosure. 6. A tuft of hair ; a plexus of wool, hay 
or other like substance ; a flock ; a ringlet of hair. 

LOCK'-KEEP-ER, n. One who attends the locks of a canal. 
LOCK'-PAD-DLE, n. A small sluice that serves to fill and 

empty a lock. 
LOCK'-SIL, 71. An angular piece of timber at the bottom of 

a lock, against which the gates shut. 
LOCK'-WEIR, 71. A paddle-weir, in canals. 
LOCK, v. t. 1. To fasten with a particular instrument. 2. 

To shut up or confine, as with a lock. 3. To close fast. 
4. To embrace closely. 5. To furnish with locks, as a 
canal. 6. To confine; to restrain.—7. In fencing, to 
seize the sword-arm of an antagonist. 

LOCK, v.i. I. To become fast. 2. To'unite closely by 
mutual insertion. Boyle. 

LOCK'AGE, n. 1. Materials for locks in a canal. 2. Works 
which form a lock on a canal. 3. Toll paid for passing 
the locks of a canal. 

LOCKED, pp. Made fast by a lock ; furnished with a lock 
or locks ; closely embraced. 

LOCK'ER, 7i. A close place, as a drawer or an apartment in 
a ship, that may be closed with a lock. 

LOCK'ET, n. [Fr. loquet.] A small lock ; a catch or spring 
to fasten a necklace or other ornament. 

LOCK'RAM, 71. A sort of coarse linen. Hanmer. 
LOCK'RON, 71. A kind of ranunculus. 
LOCK'SMITH, n. An artificer whose occupation is to make 

locks. 
LOCK'Y, a. Having locks or tufts. Sherwood. 
LO-CO-Mo'TION, n. [L. locus and motio.] 1. The act of 

moving from place to place. 2. The power of moving 
from place to place. 

LO-CO-MO'TIVE, a. Moving from place to place ; changing 
place, or able to change place. J; •. . / .Tj, > . ""'o uubuuy. piauc, ur auie IU cuange piace. 

wliif convex ^ {'°m °ther' „.The power of ehanging place. with convex margins. Martyn. 
LOB BY, n. 1. An opening before a room, or an entrance 

into a principal apartment, where there is a considerable 
space between that and the portico or vestibule. 2 A 
small hall or waiting room. 3. A small apartment taken 
from a hall or entry.—4. In a ship, an apartment close be
fore the captain's cabin.—5. In agriculture, a confined 
place for cattle, formed by hedges, trees or other fencing 
near the farm-yard. s' 

L°B^OeK, 71. A sluggish, stupid, inactive person ; a lob. 

LOBE, 71. [Fr.foJc.] 1. A part or division of the lungs liv
er, &c. 2. The lower, soft part of the ear. 3. A division 

T 4' £h,e cot^ledon or Placenta of a seed LoBED, a. Lobate, which see. 

iSSromntfL iprifof *S£2dw'- Chambers-

or l"pystre-] a cmsta— 
LOB'ULE, 71. [Sp. lobulo.] A small lobe. 
Lo'€AL, a. [Fr., Sp. local; L. localis.] 1. Pertaining tn 

a place, or to a fixed or limited portion of space 2 fim 
ited or confined to a spot, place, or definite district —3 
In law, local actions are such as must be brought in a'mr' 
ticular county, where the cause arises. p 

LO-CAL'I-TY, 7i. 1. Existence in a place, or in a certain 
portion of space. 2. Limitation to a county, district or 
place. 3. Position ; situation ; place; particularly geo 
graphical place or situation. ' 6 

Lo'€AL-LY, adv. With respect to place ; in place. 
LOCATE, v. t. [L. loco, locatus.] 1. To place ; to set in 

LOG'U-LA-MENT, n. [L. loculamentum.] In botany, the 
cell of a pericarp in which the seed is lodged. 

Lo'GUST, n. [L. locusta.] An insect of the genus gryllus 
| Lo'UUST, 71. A name of several plants and trees. 
Lo'GUST-TREE, n. A tree of the genus Hymencea. 
f LO-GU'TION, 71. Discourse ; manner of speech; phrase. 
LODE, n. [from Sax. Icedan.] 1. Among miners, a metallic 

vein, or any regular vein or course. Cyc. 2. A eut or 
reach of water. Cyc. 

LoDE'-STONE, n. [from the verb to lead, and stone.] 1 
A magnet, an ore of iron. 2. A name given by Cornish 
miners to a species of stones, called, also, tin-stones. 

f LODG'A-BLE, a. Capable of affording a temporary abode. 
LODGE, v.t. [Fr. loger •, It. loggia.] 1. To set, lav or de

posit for keeping or preservation, for a longer or'shorter 
time. 2. To place ; to plant; to infix. 3. To fix; to set
tle in the heart, mind or memory. 4. To furnish with a 
temporary habitation, or with an accommodation for a 
night. 5. To harbor; to cover. 6. To afford place to; 
to contain for keeping. 7. To throw in or on. 8. To 
throw down ; to lay flat. 

LODGE, v. i. 1. To reside ; to dwell; to rest in a place. 2. 
To rest or dwell for a time, as for a night, a week, a 
month. 3. To fall flat, as grain. 

LODGE, 71. 1. A small house in a park or forest, for a tem
porary place of rest at night; a temporary habitation : a 
hut. 2. A small house or tenement appended to a larger. 
3. A den ; a cave ; any place where a wild beast dwells. 

LODGED, pp. Plaeed at rest; deposited ; infixed : furnish
ed with accommodations for a-night or other short time; 
laid flat. 

particular spot or position. Cumberland. 2. To select, LODG'ER, n. 1. One who lives at board, or in a hired room 
survey and settle the bounds of a particular tract of land or who has a bed in another's house for a night 2 One 
or to designates a portion oftland^ States. 11 -that resides in any place for a time. ' ' 
3. To designate and determine the place of. J\r. England 

Lo'€A-TED, pp. Placed ; situated ; fixed in place. & 

Lo'CA-TING, ppr. Placing ; designating the place of. 
LO-CA'TION, 71. 1. The act of placing, or of designating 

the place of. 2. Situation with respect to place. 3. That 
which is located ; a tract of land designated in place. XJ. 
States.—4. In the civil law, a leasing on rent. 

LODG'ING, ppr. 1. Placing at rest; depositing; furnishing 
lodgings. 2. Resting for a night; residing for a time. 

LODG'ING, n. 1. A place of rest for a night, or of residence 
for a time; temporary habitation ; apartment. 2. Place 
of residence. 3. Harbor; cover; place of rest. 4. Con
venience for repose at night. 

1 LODG'MENT, 71. [Fr. logement.] 1. The act of lodging or 

* See Synopsis A, E, I, 6, t, long.-TA R, FALL, WHAT PREY ;-PIN, MARINE, BiRD f Obsolete. 
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tue sta«.e ot heing lodged •, a being placed or deposited at 
rest fo* keeping for a time or for permanence. 2. Accu
mulation or collection of something deposited or remaining 
at rest.—3. In military affairs, an encampment made by 
an army. 4. A work cast up by besiegers during their 
approaches, in some dangerous post. 

T LOFFE, v. i. To laugh. Shak. 
LOFT, n. [Dan. loft; Sax. lyfte.] 1. In a building, the el

evation of one story or floor above another. 2. A high 
2. 

room or place. Pope. 
jOFT'I-LY, adv. 1. On high ; in an elevated place. 2, 
Proudly : haughtily. 3. With elevation of language, die 
tion or sentiment; sublimely. 4. In an elevated attitude. 

LOFTI-NESS, n. 1. Height; elevation in place or position; 
altitude 2. Pride; haughtiness. 3. Elevation of atti
tude or mien. 4. Sublimity ; elevation of diction or sen
timent. 

LOFT'Y, a. 1. Elevated in place ; high. 2. Elevated in 
condition or character. 3. Proud; haughty. 4. Elevated 
in sentiment or diction ; sublime. 5. Stately; dignified. 

LOG, n. [D. logy logge, heavy.] 1. A bulky piece or stick 
of timber unnewea.—2. In navigation, a machine for 
measuring the rate of a ship's velocity through the water. 
3. [Heb. j1?.] A Hebrew measure of liquids, 

f LOG, v. i. To move to and fro. Polwhele. 
LOG'-BoARD, n. In navigation, two boards, shutting like 

a book, and divided into columns, containing the hours of 
the day and night, direction of the wind, course of the 
ship, &cc.j from wnicli is formed the log-book. 

LOG'-BOOIv, n. A book into which are transcribed the con
tents of the log-board. Mar. Diet. 

LOG'-HOUSE, In. A house or hut whose walls are com-
LOG'-HUT, j posed of logs laid on each other. 
LOG'-LLYE, n. A line or cord about a hundred and fifty 

fathoms in length, fastened to the log by means of two 
legs. 

LOG'-REEL, n. A reel in the gallery of a ship, on which 
the log-line is wound. Mar. Diet. 

LOGA-RITHM, n. [Fr. logarithme.] Logarithms are the 
exponents of a series of powers and roots. Day. 

LOG-A-RITH-MET'IG, ) 
LOG-A-RITH-MET'I-GAL, f a. Pertaining to logarithms; 
LOG-A-RITH'MIG, t consisting of logarithms. 
LOG-A-RITH'MI-€AL, 1 
» LOG'GATS, 71. The name of a play or game, the same as 

is now called kettle-pins. Hanmer. 
LOG'GER-HEAD, n. 1. A blockhead ; a dunce; a dolt; a 

thick-skull. Shak. 2. A spherical mass of iron, with a 
long handle.—To fall to loggerheads, or to go to logger
heads, to come to blows; to fall to fighting without 
weapons. 

LOG GER-HEAD-ED, a. Dull; stupid ; doltish. Shak. 
LO£'I€,n. [Fr. logique ; L., It. logica. J The art of think 

ing and reasoning justly. Watts. The purpose of logic is 
to direct the intellectual powers in the investigation of 
truth, and in the communication of it to others. Hedge. 

LOG'l-€AL, a. 1. Pertaining to logic; used in logic. 2. 
According to the rules of logic. 3. Skilled in logic; 
versed in the art of thinking and reasoning; discrim
inating. 

LOG'I-CAL-LY, adv. According to the rules of logic. 
LO-Gl"CIAN, n. A person skilled in logic. Pope. 
LO-GIS'TIG, a. Relating to sexagesimal fractions. 
LOG 'MAN, 71. 1. A man who carries logs. Shak. 2. One 

whose occupation is to cut and convey logs to a mill; 
[local.] United States. 

LF^-OJJRAPH'I-EAL, ( A' Pertaining tocography. 
LO-GOG'RA-PHY, n. [Gr. Xoyos and ypacpco.] A method 

of printing, in which a type represents a word, instead of 
forming a letter, 

t LOG'O-GRIPHE, n. [Gr. Xoyog and ypt<pog.] A sort of rid
dle. B. Jonson. , , , 

tLO-GOM'A-eiIIST, 71. One who contends about words. 
E. T. Fitch. 

LO-GOM'A-CHY, n. [Gr. Aoyosand pax*).] Contention m 
words merely, or rather a contention about words ; a war 
of words. Howell. 

L0G-0-MET;RI€, a. [Gr. Xoyog and per pew.] A logometric 
scale is intended to measure or ascertain chemical equiva-

LOG WOOD, 71. A species of tree and wood, called, also, 
Campeachy-wood. ., ,, 

LO'IIOCH, I n. [Ar.l A medicine of a middle consistence 
Lo'HOGK, j between a soft electuary and a sirup. See 

LOCH. 
LOIN, n. [Sax. lendG., D. Wade.] The loins are the space 

on each side of the vertebrae, between tbO lowest of the 
false ribs and the upper portion of the os ilium or haunch 
bone, or the lateral pprtions of the lumbar region; called, 
also, the reins. 

LOIT'ER, V .  i. [D. leuteren.] To linger; to_ be slow in 
moving ; to felay ; to be dilatory ; to spend time idly. 

LOIT'ER-ER, n. A lingerer; one that delays 01 is slow in 
motion ; an idler; one that is sluggish or dilatory. 

LOIT'ER-ING, ppr. Lingering ; delaying ; moving slowly 
LOKE, n. [qu. Ir. loch.] 1. In the Scandinavian mythology, 

the evil deity. 2. A close, narrow lane ; [/ocaZ.J 
LOLL, v. i. [Dan. laller; G. lullen.] 1. To recline ; to lean ; 

properly, to throw one's self down ; hence, to lie at ease 
2. To suffer the tongue to hang extended from the mouth, 
as an ox or a dog when heated with labor or exertion. 

LOLL, v. t. To thrust out, as the tongue. Dry den. 
LOLL'ARD, or LOLL'ER, n. [qu. G. lallen, lollen, to prate 

or to sing.] The Lollards were a sect of early reformers 
in Germany and England, the followers of Wickliffe. 

LOLL'AR-DY, n. The doctrines of the Lollards. 
LOLL'ING,ppr. Throwing down or out; reclining at ease ; 

thrusting out the tongue. 
LOL'LOP, v.i. To move heavily; to walk in a heavy, 

lounging manner ; to lean idly; and, in a general sense, 
to idle. Brockctt. A low word. 

LOM-BARDTC, a. Pertaining to the Lombards. 
Lo'MENT, 7I. [L. lomentum.] An elongated pericarp. 
LOM-EN-TA'CEOUS, a. [L. lomentum.] Furnished with 

a loinent. 
LOM'O-NITE, ?7. Laumonite, or di-prismatic zeolite. 
LOMP, 11. A kind of roundish fish. Johnson. 
LoN'DON-ER, 71. A native of London ; an inhabitant of 

London. _ 
LoN'DON-ISM, n. A mode of speaking peculiar to Lon

don. Peggc. 
LONE, a. [Dan. Ion.] 1. Solitary; retired; unfrequented; 

having no company. 2. Single ; standing by itself; not 
having others in the neighborhood. 3. Single; unmar
ried, or in widowhood. 

LONE, or LON'NIN, n. A lane. [Local.] 
LoNE'LI-NESS, n. 1. Solitude; retirement; seclusion 

from company. 2. Love of retirement; disposition to 
solitude. 

LoNE'LY, a. 1. Solitary ; retired; sequestered from com
pany or neighbors. 2. Solitary. 3. Addicted to solitude 
or seclusion from company. 

LoNE'NESS, n. Solitude ; seclusion. Donne. 
LoNE'SOME, a. Solitary ; secluded from society. 
LoNE'SoME-LY, adv. In a dismal or lonesome manner. 
LoNE'SoME-NESS, n. The state of being solitary; soli 

tude. 
LONG, a. [Sax. long, lang and leng ; G.lange; D., Dan 

lang ; L. long usIt. lungo ; Fr. long.] 1. Extended; 
drawn out in a line, or in the direction of length ; opposed 
to short. 2. Drawn out or extended in time. 3. Extend
ed to any certain measure expressed. 4. Dilatory ; con 
tinuing for an extended time. 5. Tedious ; continued to 0 
great length. 6. Continued in a series to a great extent 
7. Continued in sound; protracted. 8. Continued; lin 
gering or longing. 9. Extensive ; extending far in pros 
pect or into futurity.—Long home, the grave, or death 
Eccles. xii. 

t LONG, 77. Formerly, a musical note equal to two breves 
LONG, adv. 1. To a great extent in space. 2. To a great 

extent in time. 3. At a point of duration far distant 
either prior or posterior. 4. Through the whole extent oi 
duration of. 

f LONG, adv. [Sax. gelang.] By means of; by the fault 
of; owing to. Shak. 

f LONG, v. t. To belong. Chaucer. 
LONG, v. i. TSax. langian.] 1. To desire earnestly or ea

gerly. 2. tfo have a preternatural, craving appetite. 3. 
To have an eager appetite. 

LON-GA-NIM'I-TY, n. [L. lohganimitas.] Forbearance ; 
patience; disposition to endure long under offenses. 

LONG'BoAT, n. The largest and strongest boat belonging 
to a ship. Mar. Diet. 

LON'GER, a. [comp. of long.] More long; of greater 
length. 

LON'GER, adv. For a greater duration. 
LON'GEST, a. Of the greatest extent. 
LON'GEST, adv. For the greatest continuance of time 
LON-GE'VAL, a. [L. longus and cevum.] Long-lived. 
LON-GEV'I-TY, n. [L. longwvitas.] Length or duration 

of life ; more generally, great length of life. 
LONGEVOUS, a. [L. longwvus.] Living a long time ; ot 

LONG '-if E AD-ED, a. Having a great extent of thought. 
LON-GIM'A-NOUS, a. [L. longus and manus.] Having 

long hands. Brown. 
LON-GIM'E-TRY, 71. [L. longus, and Gr. ^TP0V'J The *** 
LoVG^^SySgT^vfna a caving o, 

An ealir desire 5 a caving or pre.ernaturni 

LONG'ING-LY, adv. With eager ^rJI^dismnce 
LON-GIN'QUI-TY, 77. [L. ^^XderilvTon«r LONG ISH, a. Somewhat long ; moderat^y Io . 
LON'GI-TLTDE, n. [L. longitudo.] 1. Property, length 
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2. The distance of any place on the globe from another 
place, eastward or westward ; or the distance of any place 
from a given meridian. 3. The longitude of a star is its 
distance from the equinoctial points, or the beginning of 
Aries or Libra. 

LON-GL-TU'DI-NAL, a. 1. Pertaining to longitude or 
length. 2. Extending in length ; running lengthwise, as 
distinguished from transverse or across. Bailey. 

LOX\T-<JI-TU DI-NAL-LY, ado. In the direction of length. 
LONG'LEGGED, a. Having long legs. 
LONGLIVED, a. Having a long life or existence ; living 

long; lasting long, 
t LONG'LY, adv. With longing desire. Shak. 
LONG'-MEAS-URE, n. Lineal measure ; the measure of 

length. 
LONG'NESS, n. Length. {Little used.] 
LONG-PRIM'ER, n. A printing type of a particular size, 

between small pica and bourgeois. 
LONG'SHANKED, a. Having long legs. Burton. 
LONG'-SlGHT, n. Long-sightedness. Good. 
LONG'-SIGHT'ED, a. Able to see at a great distance; used 

literally of the eyes, and figuratively of the mind or in
tellect. 

LONG'-SIGHT'ED-NESS, n. 1. The faculty of seeing ob
jects at a great distance.—2. In medicine, presbyopy ; that 
defect of sight by which objects near at hand are seen 
confusedly, but at remoter distances distinctly, 

j LONG'SoME, a. Extended in length; tiresome; tedious. 
{ LONG'SOME-NESS, n. Tediousness. Hist. Conformity. 
LONG'SPUN, a. Spun or extended to a great length. Ad

dison. 
LONG-SUF'FER-ANCE, n. Forbearance to punish; clem

ency ; patience. Com. Prayer. 
LONG-SUF'FER-ING, a. Bearing injuries or provocation 

for a long time ; patient; not easily provoked. 
LONG-SUF'FER-ING, n. Long endurance; patience of 

offense. 
LONG'TAIL, 7t. Cut and longtail, a canting term for one 

or another. Shak. 
LONG'-TONGUED, a. Rating; babbling. Shak. 
LONG'WAYS, a mistake for longwise. 
LONG-WIND'ED, a. Long-breathed ; tedious in speaking, 

argument or narration. 
LONG'-WISE, adv. In the direction of length ; length

wise. [Little used.] Ilakewill. 
L6NGE, 7i. [Fr.] A thrust with a sword. Smollett. 

LLo'NISH, a. Somewhat solitary. 
00. 7i. A game at cards. Pope. 

LOO, v. t. To beat the opponents by winning every trick 
at the game. Shak. 

LOOB'I-LY, adv. Like a looby; in an awkward, clumsy 
manner. LAEstrange. 

LOOB'Y, 71. [W. llabi, llob.] An awkward, clumsy fellow; 
a lubber. 

LOOF, TI. The after part of a ship's bow. 
LOOF. See LUFF, which is the word used, 
F LOOF'ED, a. [See ALOOF.] Gone to a distance. Shak. 
LOOK, v. i. [Sax. locian.] I. To direct the eye towards 

an object, with the intention of seeing it. 2. To see ; to 
have the sight or view of. 3. To direct the intellectual 
eye ; to apply the mind or understanding ; to consider • 
to examine. 4. To expect; [I. «.] 5. To take care ; to 
watch. 6. To be directed. 7. To seem; to appear; to 
have a particular appearance. 8. To have a particular 
direction or situation ; to face ; to front. 

To look about, to look on all sides, or in different directions. 
— To look about one, to be on the watch ; to be vigilant" 
to be circumspect or guarded.— To look after. 1. To at
tend ; to take care of. 2. To expect; to be in a state of 
expectation. 3. To seek ; to search.— To look for. 1 To 
expect. 2. To seek ; to search.—To look into, to inspect 
closely; to observe narrowly; to examine.—To look on 
1. To regard; to esteem. 2. To consider; to view to 
conceive of; to think. 3. To be a mere spectator.— To 
look over, to examine one by one.— To overlook has "a dif
ferent sense ; to pass over without seeing.— To look out to 
be on the watch.— To look to, or unto. 1. To watch •' to 
take care of. 2. To resort to with confidence or expecta
tion of receiving something ; to expect to receive from. 
To look through, to penetrate with the eye, or with the 
understanding ; to see or understand perfectly. 

LOOK, v. t. 1. To seek ; to search for; [oZ»s.] Spenser. 2. 
'To influence by looks or presence. Dryden.— To look out 
to search for and discover. 9 

LOOK, in the imperative, is used to excite attention. 
LDOK, n. 1. Cast cf countenance ; air of the face ; aspect. 

2." The act of looking or seeing. 3. View ; watch. 
LQOK'ER, TI. One who looks.—A looker on, a mere spec

tator. 
XJOOK'ING, 7J. Expectation. Heb. x. 
L06K'ING-GLASS, n. A glass which reflects the form of 

the person who looks on it; a mirror. 
LQOK'-OUT, n. A careful looking or watching for any 

object or event. Mar. Diet. 

i LOOL, n. In metallurgy, a vessel used to recehe th 
washings of ores of metals. Encyc. 

[ LOOM, n. [Sax. loma, geloma.] 1. In composition, heir« 
loom, in law, is a personal chattel that by special custom 
descends to an heir with the inheritance. 2. A frame in 
which a weaver works threads into cloth.—3. [Dan. lom 
or loom ; G. lolime.] A fowl of the size of a goose. 4. 
That part of an oar which is within board. 

LOOM, v.i. \<\\i. Sax. leoman.] To a ppear above the sur
face either or sea or land, or to appear larger than the real 
dimensions, and indistinctly. 

LOOM'-GALE, n. A gentle gale of wind. Encyc. 
LOOM'ING, ppr. Appearing above the surface, or indis 

tinctly, at a distance. 
LOON, n. [Scot, loun, or loon.] 1. A sorry fellow; a rogue, 

a rascal. Dryden. 2. [Icel. lunde.] A sea-fowl. 
LOOP, 71 [Ir. lubam.] 1. A folding or doubling of a string 

or a noose, through which a lace or cord may be run for 
fastening.—2. In iron-works, the part of a row or block of 
cast iron, melted off for the forge or hammer. 

LOOPED, a. Full of holes. Shak. 
LOOP'HOLE, n. 1. A small aperture in the bulk-head and 

other parts of a merchant ship, through which small arms 
are fired at an enemy. 2. A hole or aperture that gives 
a passage. 3. A passage for escape; means of escape. 
Dryden. 

LOOP'HoLED, a. Full of holes or openings for escape. 
LOOP'ING, n. [D. loopen.] In metallurgy, the running to

gether of the matter of an ore into a mass, when the ore 
is only heated for calcination. 

f LOORD, n. [D. leer; Fr. lourd.] A dull, stupid fellow ; a 
drone, r 

F LOOS, TI. Praise; renown. Chaucer. 
LOOSE, (loos) v. t. [Sax. lysan, alysan, leosan; D. loosen, 

loozen ; G. Wsen ; Dan. Wser.] 1. To untie or unbind ; to 
free from any fastening. 2. To relax. 3. To release 
from imprisonment; to liberate; to set at liberty. 4. To 
free from obligation. 5. To free from any thing that 
binds or shackles. 6. To relieve ; to free from any thing 
burdensome or afflictive. 7. To disengage ; to detach. 
8. To put off. 9. To open. 10. To remit; to absolve. 

LOOSE, v. i. To set sail; to leave a port or harbor. 
LOOSE, a. [Goth, laus ; D. los, losse ; G. los ; Dan. Ids.J 

1. Unbound ; untied; unsewed ; not fastened or confined. 
2. Not tight or close. 3. Not crowded ; not close or com
pact. 4. Not dense, close or compact. 5. Not close; not 
concise ; lax. 6. Not precise or exact ; vague ; inde
terminate. 7. Not strict or rigid. 8. Unconnected ; ram
bling. 9. Of lax bowels. 10. Unengaged ; not attached 
or enslaved. 11. Disengaged ; free from obligation. 12 
Wanton ; unrestrained in behavior; dissolute ; unchaste 
13. Containing unchaste language.— To break loose, to 
escape from confinement; to gain liberty by violence.— 
To let loose, to free from restraint or confinement; to set 
at liberty. 

LOOSE, n. Freedom from restraint; liberty. Dryden. 
LOOSED, pp. Untied ; unbound ; freed from restraint. 
LOOSE'LY, (loos'ly) adv. 1. Not fast; not firmly; that 

may be easily disengaged. 2. Without confinement. 3. 
Without union or connection. 4. Irregularly; not with 
the usual restraints. 5. Negligently ; carelessly ; heed
lessly. 6. Meanly; slightly. 7. Wantonly; dissolutely; 
unchastely. 

LOOS'EN, (loos'n) v. t. [from loose.] 1. To free from tight
ness, tension, firmness or fixedness. 2. To render less 
dense or compact. 3. To free from restraint. 4. To re
move costiveness from; to facilitate or increase alvine 
discharges. 

LOOS'EN, v.i. To become loose; to become less tight, 
firm or compact. 

LOOS'ENED, pp. Freed from tightness or fixedness; ren
dered loose. 

LOOSE'NESS, (loos'nes) n. 1. The state of being loose or 
relaxed ; a state opposite to that of being tight, fast, fixed 
or compact. 2. The state opposite to rigor or rigidness; 
laxity ; levity. 3. Irregularity ; habitual deviation from 
strict rules. 4. Habitual lewdness; unchastity 5. Flux 
from the bowels; diarrhea. 

LOOS'EN-ING, ppr. Freeing from tightness, tension or 
fixedness ; rendering less compact. 

LOOSE'STRIFE, (loos'strlfe) n. In botany, the name of 
several species of plants. Lee. 

LOOS'ING, ppr. Setting free from confinement. 
LOP, v. t. 1. To cut off, as the top or extreme part of any 

thing ; to shorten by cutting off the extremities. 2. To 
cut off, as exuberances; to separate, as superfluous parts. 
3. To cut partly off and bend down. 4. To let fall. 

LOP, n. That which is cut from trees. 
LOP, n. [Sax. loppe.] A flea. [Local.] 
t LOPE, pret. of leap. [Sw. Ibpa ; D. loopen ] Spenser. 
LOPE, n. [Sw. Ibpa ; D. loopen.] A leap; a long step. [A 

word in popular use in America.] 
LOPE, V. i. To leap; to move or run with a long step, as a 

dog. 
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LOP ING, ppr. Leaping; moving or running with a long 

step. 
LOPPED, pp. Cut off j shortened by cutting off the top or 

end ; bent down. 
LOP PER, n. One that lops. 
LOP'PING, ppr. Cutting off 3 shortening by cutting off the 

extremity; letting fall. 
LOP'PING, n. That which is ~ut off. 
LO-Q,UA'CIOUS, a. [L. loquaz.] 1. Talkative3 given to 

continual talking. 2. Speaking 3 noisy. 3. Apt to blab 
and disclose secrets. 

LO-QUA'CIOUS-NESS, ) n. [L. loquacitas.] Talkative-
LO-OUAC'I-TY, j ness3 the habit or practice of 

talking continually or excessively. 
LORD, 71. [Sax. hlaford.] 1. A master 3 a person possess

ing supreme power and authority 3 a ruler j a governor. 
2. A tyrant 3 an oppressive ruler. 3. A husband. 4. A 
baron 3 the proprietor of a manor. 5. A nobleman 3 a 
title 01 honor in Great Britain given to those who are 
noble by birth or creation j a peer of the realm. 6. An 
honorary title bestowed on certain official characters 3 as, 
lord chancellor.—7. In Scripture, the Supreme Being 3 
Jehovah. 

LORD, v. t. To invest with the dignity and privileges of a 
lord. 

LORD, v i. To domineer 3 to rule with arbitrary or des
potic sway. 

LORD'ING, n. A little lord 3 a lord, tw contempt or ridi
cule. [Little used.} Swift. 

LORD LIKE, a. 1. Becoming a lord. 2. Haughty 3 proud j 
insolent. Dryden. 

LORDLI-NESS, n. 1. Dignity 3 high station. Shak. 2. 
Pride j haughtiness. More. 

LORDLING, n. A little or diminutive lord. Swift. 
LORDLY, a. 1. Becoming a lord ; pertaining to a lord. 

2. Proud j haughty 3 imperious 5 insolent. Swift. 
LORDLY, adv. Proudly; imperiously; despotically. 
LORD'SHIP, n. 1. The state or quality of being a lord 5 

hence, a title of honor given to noblemen. 2. A titulary 
compellation of judges and certain other persons in au
thority and office. 3. Dominion3 power; authority. 4. 
Seigniory ; domain ; the territory of a lord over which he 
holds jurisdiction; a manor. 

LORE, n. [Sax. lar.] Learning; doctrine 3 lesson 3 in
struction. 
| LOR'EL, 71. [Sax. Itoran.] An abandoned scoundrel 3 a 

vagrant. Chaucer. 

LLoRES'MAN, TI. An instructor. Qower. 
OR'I-CATE, v. t. [L. lorico, loricatus.] 1. To plate over 3 
to spread over, as a plate for defense. 2. To cover with a 
crust, as a chemical vessel, for resisting fire. 

LOR'I-GA-TED, pp. Covered or plated over ; encrusted. 
LOR'I-CA-TING, ppr. Covering over with a plate or crust. 
LOR-I-CA'TION, n. The act or operation of covering any 

thing with a plate or crust for defense, 
f LOR'I-MER, 71. [L. lorum ; Fr. lormier.] A bridle-maker 3 

one that makes bits for bridles, &c. 
t LoR'ING, 71. Instructive discourse. Spenser. 
Lo'RI-OT, 71. [Fr.] A bird called witwal; the oriole. 
Lo'RIS, 71. A small quadruped of Ceylon. 
LORN, a. [Sax., Ban. for I or en. See FORLORN.] Lost3 for

saken 3 lonely. Spenser. 
Lo'RY, 71. A subordinate genus of fowls. 
LOS'A-BLE, a. That may be lost. [Little used.] Boyle. 
LOSE, (looz) v. t.; pret. and pp. lost. [Sax. losian, forlo-

*—7 .] 1. To mislay 3 to part or be separated 
from a thing, so as to have no knowledge of the place 
where it is. 2. To forfeit by unsuccessful contest. 3. 
Not to gain or win. 4. To be deprived of. 5. To forfeit, 
as a penalty. 6. To suffer diminution or waste of. 7. To 
ruin 3 to destroy. 8. To wander from 3 to miss, so as not 
to be able to find. 9. To bewilder. 10. To possess no 
longer; to be deprived of. 11. Not to employ or enjoy 3 
to waste. 12. To waste 3 to squander; to throw away. 
13. To suffer to vanish from view or perception. 14. To 
ruin; to destroy by shipwreck, <fcc. 15. To cause to 
perish. 16. To employ ineffectually ; to throw away 3 to 
waste. 17. To be freed from. 18. To fail to obtain.— To 
lose one's self to be bewildered; also, to slumber 3 to 
have the memory and reason suspended. 

LOSE, (looz) v.i. 1. To forfeit any thing in contest; not to 
win. 2. To decline ; to fail. 

* LOS'EL, n. [from the root of loose.] A wasteful fellow, 
one who loses by sloth or neglect 3 a worthless person. 
Spenser. 

I LO$'EN-GER, 71. [Sax. leas.] A deceiver. 
LoS'ER, (looz'er) n. One that loses, or that is deprived of 
T £2yrthing by defeat, forfeiture or the like. 
LOS ING, (looz'ing) ppr. Parting from; missing 3 forfeiting 3 
TRVSMTING' EMP,oyingto no good purpose. 

a \\Tn' Privation. 2. Destruction 3 ruin. 3. Defeat. 
4. Waste; useless application. 5. Waste by leakage or 
escape.—To bear a loss, to make good ; also, to sustain a 
loss without sinking under it.— To be at a loss, to be puz

zled; to be unable to determine 3 to Le in a state of un
certainty. 

t LOSS'FIJL, a. Detrimental. Bp. Hall. 
J^2§SLE??' Free from ,oss- -Milton. 
LOSTtpp. [from lose.] 1. Mislaid or left in a place un

known or forgotten 3 that cannot be found. 2. Ruined; 
destroyed 3 wasted or squandered 3 employed to no go d 
purpose. 3. Forfeited. 4. Not able to find the right way, 
or the place intended. 5. Bewildered 3 perplexed ; bein" 
111 a.^.iaze' 6. Alienated 3 insensible 3 hardened beyond 
sensibility or recovery. 7. Not perceptible to the sei'ises ; 
not visible. 8. Shipwrecked or foundered ; sunk or tie 
stroyed. 

LOT, n. [Sax. hlot, hlodd, hlet, hlyt; D., Fr. lot; Sw. lott.' 
1. That which, in human speech, is called chance, hazard j 
fortune. 2. That by which the fate or portion of one is 
determined. 3. The part, division or fate which falls to 
one by chance, that is, by divine determination. 4. A 
distinct portion or parcel. 5. Proportion or share of taxes. 
—6. In the United States, a piece or division of land. 
Franklin.— To cast lots, is to use or throw a die, or some 
other instrument.— To draw lots, to determine an event 
by drawing one thing from a number whose marks are 
concealed from the drawer, and thus determining an 
event. 

LOT, v. t. To allot; to assign; to distribute; to sort; to 
catalogue; to portion. Prior. 

LOT Upon, v. To anticipate with fondness or desire. [yJ 
colloquial phrase in Mew England.] 

LOTE, 71. [L. lotus, lotos.] 1. A plant of the genus ccltis, 
the lote-tree. 2. A little fish. 

* LOTH, a. [Sax. lath ; Sw. led; Dan. leede. I have;follow
ed Milton, Dryden, Waller, Spenser and Shakspeare in the 
orthography of the adjective, and Crudcn in that of the 
verb.j 1. Literally, hating; detesting 3 hence, 2. Un
willing 3 disliking 3 not inclined; reluctant. 

LOTHE, v. t. [Sax. lathian.] 1. To feel disgust at any 
thing 3 properly, to have an extreme aversion of tin* ap
petite to food or drink. 2^ To hate; to dislike great./ ; 
to abhor. 

t LOTHE, v.i. To create disgust. Spenser. 
LoTHED,pp. Hated; abhorred; turned from with disgust. 
LoTH'ER, 71. One that lothes or abhors. 
LoTH'FlJL, a. I. Hating 3 abhorring. 2. Disgusting; 

hated 3 exciting abhorrence. 
LoTH'ING, ppr. 1. Feeling disgust at; having extreme 

aversion to. 2. Hating; abhorring. 
LoTH ING, n. Extreme disgust 3 abhorrence. 
LoTH'ING-LY, adv. With extreme disgust or abhorrence 

in a fastidious manner. 
*LOTH'LY, adv. Unwillingly 3 reluctantly. Donne. 
* LOTH'NESS, 71. Unwillingness 3 reluctance. 
LoTH'SGME, a. [Sw. ledesam.] 1. Causing an extreme 

aversion of appetite 3 exciting fastidiousness. 2. Exciting 
extreme disgust 3 offensive. 3. Odious 3 exciting hatred 
or abhorrence; detestable. 

LoTH'SGME-NESS, n. The quality of exciting extreme 
disgust or abhorrence. Jlddison. 

Lo'TION, v. [L. lotio.] 1. A washing; particularly, a 
washing of the skin for the purpose of rendering it fair. 
2. A liquid preparation for washing some part of the body 
to cleanse it of foulness or deformity—3. In pharmacy, a 
preparation of medicines, by washing them in some li
quid, to remove foreign substances, impurities, «fcc. 

LOT'TER-Y, n. [Fr. loterie; Sp. loteria.] 1. A scheme 
for the distribution of prizes by chance, or the distribution 
itself. 2. Allotment; [ofts.l 

LOUD, a. [Sax. hlud, or lud.J 1. Having a great sound, 
high-sounding 3 noisy 3 striking the ear with great force 
2. Uttering or making a great noise. 3. Clamorous 3 
noisy. 4. Emphatical; impressive. 

LOUD'LY, adv. 1. With great sound or noise; noisily 
2. Clamorously 3 with vehement complaints or importu
nity. 

LOUD'NESS, n. 1. Great sound or noise. 2. Clamor; 
clamorousness ; turbulence 3 uproar. 

LOUGH, (lok) ??. [Ir. and Scot, loch.] A lake ; a different 
orthography of loch and lake. Fairfax. 

LOu'IS D'oR, (lu'e-dore) n. [a Lewis of gold.] A gold coin 
of France, value, twentv shillings sterling, equal to 
$4,4444. 

LOUNGE, v. i. [Fr. longis.] To live in idleness 3 to spend 
time lazily. 

LOUNG'ER, n. An idler 3 one who loiters away his time in 
indolence. 

LOUR. See LOWER. LOUSE, (lous) 71.; plu. LICE. [Sax. lus : plu. lys.] A small 
insect of the genus pediculus. 

LOUSE, (louz) v. t. To clean from lice. Srmft. 
LOUSE'-WoRT, (lous'-wurt) TI. A plant. 
LOUS'I-LY, adv. In a mean, paltry manner ; scurvily 
LOUS'I-NESS, 71. The state of abounding with lice. 
LOUS'Y, a. I. Swarming with lice 3 infested with lice 

2. Mean; low; contemptible. Shak. 

MOVE,BOOK, DOVE; 
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LOUT, n [qu. Sax. leod.] A mean, awkward fellow; a 

bumnkiri 3 a clown. Shak. 
f LOUP, v. i. [Sax. hlutan.] To bend 3 to bow 3 to stoop. 

Spenser. B. Jonson. 
LOUT'ISH, a. Clownish3 rude: awkward. Sidney. 
LOUT'lSH-LY, adv. Like a clown 3 in a rude, clumsy, 

awkward manner. 
LOUT ISH-NESS, 71. Clownishness 3 behavior of a bump

kin. 
LOU'VER, (loo'ver) n. [Fr. Pouvert.] An opening in the 

roof of a cottage for the smoke to escape. 
LOV'A-BLE. a. Worthy of love 3 amiable. Sherwood. 
LOV'AGE, n. A plant of the genus ligusticum. 
LOVE, (luv) v. t. [Sax. lufian, luvian 3 D. licven 3 G. lieben.~\ 

1. To be pleased with 3 to regard with affection, on ac
count of some qualities which excite pleasing sensa
tions or desire of gratification j to have a strong, a tender, 
or a dutiful affection for. 2. To have benevolence or 
good will for. 

LoVE, n. 1. An affection of the mind excited by beauty 
and worth of any kind, or by the qualities of an object 
which communicate pleasure, sensual or intellectual. It 
is opposed to hatred. Love between the sexes is a com
pound affection, consisting of esteem, benevolence and 
animal desire. 2. Courtship; chiefly in the phrase to 
make love, that is, to court; to woo 3 to solicit union in 
marriage. 3. Patriotism 3 the attachment one has to his 
native land. 4. Benevolence j good will. 5. The object 
beloved. 6. A word of endearment. 7. Picturesque rep
resentation of love. 8. Lewdness. 9. A thin, silk stuff3 
fete.]—Love in idleness, a kind of violet. Shak.—Free of 
love, a plant of the genus cercis. Fam. of Plants. 

LoVE'-AP-PLE, 71. A plant of the genus solanum. 
LoVE'- BRo-KER, n. A third person who acts as agent be

tween lovers. Shak. 
LoVED, pp. Having the affection of any one. 
L6VE'-DART-ING, a. Darting love. Milton. 
LOVE'-DAY, n. A day formerly appointed for an amicable 

adjustment of differences. Chaucer. 
LOVE'-FA-VOR, n. Something given to be worn in token 

of love. Bp. Hall. 
LoVE'-KNOT, (luv'-not) n. A knot so called, used as a 

token of love, or representing mutual affection. 
LoVE'-LA-BORED, a. Labored by love. Milton. 
LOVE'-LASS, 7i. A sweetheart. 
LoVE'LESS, a. Void of love 3 void of tenderness. 
Lf)VE'-LET-TER, n. A letter professing love 3 a letter of 

courtship. 
LoVE'LI-LY, adv. Amiably 3 in a manner to excite love. 
LoVE'LI-NESS, n. Amiableness; qualities of body or 

mind that may excite love. Spectator. 
LoVE'-LOCK, n. A curl or lock of hair so called 3 worn by 

men of fashion in the reigns of Elizabeth and James I. 
Lily. 

L6VE'-LORN, a. Forsaken by one's love. Milton. 
LoVE'LY, (luv'ly) a. Amiable 3 that may excite love 3 

possessing qualities which may invite affection. 
{• LoVE'-MoN-GER, n. One who deals in affairs of love. 
LoVE'-PINED, a. Wasted by love. Spenser. 
LoV'ER, n. 1. One who loves 3 one who has a tender af

fection, particularly for a female. 2. A friend ; one who 
regards with kindness. 3. One who likes or is pleased 
with any thing. 

L WER, and LOOVER. See LOUVER. 
LoVE'-SE-€RET, n. A secret between lovers. Drvden 
LOVE'-SHAFT, 71. Cupid's arrow. Shak. "rVaen' 
LoVE'-SICK, a. I. Sick or languishing with love or am

orous desire. 2. Dictated by a languishing lover or ex
pressive of languishing love. ' 

[L6VE'S0ME, a. Lovely. Dryden. 
LoVE'-SONG, 71. A song expressing love. Shak. 
LOVE'-SuIT, 71. Courtship 3 solicitation of union in mar

riage. Shak. 
LOVE'-TALE, n. A narrative of love. Addison. 
t LOVE'-THOUGIIT, 71. Amorous fancy. Shak. 
LoVE'-To-KEN, n. A present in token of love. Shak 
L6VE -TOY, n. A small present from a lover. Arbuthnot 
LOVE'TRICK, n. Art or artifice expressive of love. 
LOV'ING, ppr. 1. Entertaining a strong affection for • 

having tender regard for. 2. a. Fond 3 affectionate. 3* 
Expressing love or kindness. 

LOVING-KINDNESS, n. Tender regard 3 mercy 5 favor • 
a Scriptural v^ord. Ps. lxxxix. ' 

LOV'lNG-LY, adv. With love 3 affectionately. 
LOVING-NESS, n. Affection j kind regard. Sidney. 
LOW, a [D. laag 3 G. leg 3 Sw. lag 3 Sax. loh.] 1. Not 

high 01 elevated ; depressed below any given surface or 
place. 2. Not rising to the usual height. 3. Declining 
near the horizon. 4. Deep; descending far below the 
adjacent ground. 5. Sunk to the natural level of the 
ocean by the retiring of the tide. 6. Below the usual 
rate or amount, or below the ordinary value. 7. Not high 
or loud. 8. Grave ; depressed in the scale of sounds. 9. 
Near or not very distant from the equator. 10. Late in 

LOY 
time 3 modern. 11. Dejected ; depressed in vigor; want
ing strength or animation. 12. Depressed in condition-
in a humble state. 13. Humble in rank 3 in a mean con
dition. 14. Mean 3 abject 3 groveling 3 base. 15. Dis
honorable 3 mean. 16. Not elevated or sublime 3 not ex
alted in thought or diction. 17. Vulgar; common. 18. 
Submissive 3 humble 3 reverent. 19. Weak ; exhausted 
of vital energy. 20. Feeble 3 weak 3 without force 21 
Moderate; not inflammatory. 22. Moderate; not in 
tense. 23. Impoverished 3 in reduced circumstances. 
24. Moderate. 25. Plain 3 simple 3 not rich, high-season
ed or nourishing. 

LoW, adv. 1. Not aloft 3 not on high 3 often in composition. 
2. Under the usual price 3 at a moderate price. 3. Near 
the ground. 4. In a mean condition. 5. In time ap
proaching our own. 6. With a depressed voice; not 
loudly. 7. In a state of subjection, poverty or disgrace. 

t LoW, v. t. To sink 3 to depress. Wicklijfe. 
LoW, v. i. £Sax. hleowan.1 To bellow, as an ox or cow. 
LoW, or LoWE, [Sax. hlaw, a hill.] A termination of 

names ; as in Bed-low. 
LoW'BELL, 71. [Sw. lage 3 Scot, lowe.] A kind of fowl

ing in the night, in which the birds are wakened by a 
bell. 

LoW'BELL, v. t. To scare, as with a lowbell. 
LoW'-BORN, a. Born in low life. 
LoW'-BRED, a. Bred in a low condition or manner; vul

gar. 
LoW'ER, v.t. 1. To cause to descend 3 to let down; to 

take or bring down. 2. To suffer to sink downwards. 
3. To bring down 3 to reduce or humble. 4. To lessen; 
to diminish 3 to reduce, as value or amount. 

LoW'ER, v. i. To fall 3 to sink 3 to grow less. Shak. 
LOW'ER, v.i. 1. To appear dark or gloomy 3 to be cloud

ed ; to threaten a storm. 2. To frown 3 to look sullen. 
LOW'ER,n. I. Cloudiness; gloominess. 2. A frowning; 

sullenness. Sidney. 
LoW'ER, a. [comp. of low.] Less high or elevated. 
LOW'ER-ING-LY, adv. With clou diness or threatening 

gloom. 
LOW'ER-MoST, a. [from low.1 Lowest. 
LOWER-Y, a. Cloudy; gloomy. 
LoW'EST, a. [superl. of low.] Most low3 deepest; most 

depressed or degraded, &c. 
Low'ING, ppr. Bellowing, as an ox. 
LoW'ING, n. The bellowing or cry of cattle. 
LoW'LAND, 71. Land which is low with respect to the 

neighboring country 3 a low or level country. 
f LoW'LI-HOOD, n. A humble state. Chaucer. 
LoW'LI-LY, adv. Humbly 3 without pride 3 meanly; with

out dignity. 
LoW'LI-NESS, n. 1. Freedom from pride; humility; 

humbleness of mind. 2. Meanness 3 want of dignity; 
abject state. 

LoW'LY, a. 1. Having a low esteem of one's own worth 3 
humble 3 meek 3 free from pride. 2. Mean ; low ; want
ing dignity or rank. 3. Not lofty or sublime; humble. 
4. Not high 3 not elevated in place. 

LoW'LY, adv. 1. Humbly 3 meekly 3 modestly. 2. 
Meanly 3 in a low condition 3 without grandeur or dig
nity. 

LOWN, 71. [See LOON.] A low fellow; a scoundrel. 
LOWND, a. [Icel. logn.] Calm and mild 3 out of the wind; 

under cover or shelter. 
LoW'NESS, 7i. 1. The state of being low or depressed j 

the state of being less elevated than something else. 2. 
Meanness of condition. 3. Meanness of mind or charac
ter 3 want of dignity. 4. Want of sublimity in style or 
sentiment. 5. Submissiveness. 6. Depression of mind; 
want of courage or fortitude; dejection. 7. Depression 
in fortune 3 a state of poverty. 8. Depression in strength 
or intensity. 9. Depression in price or worth. 10 
Graveness of sound. 11. Softness of sound. 

LoW-SPIR'IT-ED, a. Not having animation and courage; 
dejected ; depressed 3 not lively or sprightly 

LoW-SPlR'IT-ED-NESS, 77. Dejection of mind or cour
age ; a state of low spirits. Cheyne. 

LoW-THOUGHT'ED, a. Having the thoughts employed 
on low subjects; not having elevated thoughts. 

LoW'-WINES, n. The liquor produced by the first distilla
tion of fermented liquors 3 the first run of the still. 

LOX-O-DROM'IC, a. [Gr. Ao|o£ and Spopog.] Pertaining to 
oblique sailing by the rhomb. 

LOX-O-DROM'ICS, n. The art of oblique sailing by the 
rhomb, which always makes an equal angle witiji every 
meridian. 

LOY'AL, a. [Fr. loyal.] Faithful to a prince or superior, 
true to plighted faith, duty or love 3 not treacherous 3 used 
of subjects to their prince, and of husband, wife and lovers. 

LOY'AL-IST, 71. A person who adheres to his sovereign; 
one who maintains his allegiance to his prince, and de
fends his cause in times of revolt. 

LOY'AL-LY, adv. With fidelity to a prince or sovereign, 
or to a husband or lover. 

* See Synopsis, A, E, I, O, TJ, Y, long.—FAR, F^LL, WH^T 3—PRgY PIN, MARINE, BiRD J— F Obsolete. 
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LOY'AL-TY n. Fidelity to a prince or sovereign, or to a 

husband or lover. Clarendon. 
LOZ'ENGE, n. [Fr. losange.] 1. Originally, a figure with four 

equal sides, having two acute and two obtuse angles; a 
rhomb.—2. In heraldry, a four-cornered figure, resembling 
a pane of glass in old casements.—3. Among jewelers, 
lozenges are common to brilliants and rose diamonds. 4. 
A form of medicine in small pieces, to be chewed or held 
in the mouth till melted.—5. In confectionary, a small 
cake of preserved fruit, or of sugar, &x. 

LOZ'ENGED, a. Made into the shape of lozenges. 
LOZ'EN-GY, a. In heraldry, having the field or charge 

covered with lozenges. 
LP, a contraction of lordship. 
LU. See Loo. 
T LUB'BARD. See LUBBER. 
LUB BER, M. [W. llabi, llobfl] A heavy, clumsy fellow; 

a sturdy drone ; a clown. Tusser. 
LUB'BER-LY, a. Properly, tall and lank without activity ; 

hence, bulky and heavy ; clumsy ; lazy. 
LUB'BER-LY, adv. Clumsily; awkwardly. Dryden. 
Lu'BRIG, a. [L. lubricus.] 1. Having a smooth surface ; 

slippery. 2. Wavering ; unsteady. 3. Lascivious 3 wan
ton 3 lewd. 

LUBRI-GANT, n. That which lubricates. 
LU'BRI-CATE, V .  t. [L. lubrico.] To make smooth or 

slippery. 
LUBRI-GA-TED, pp. Made smooth and slippery. 
LtJ'BRI-GA-TING, ppr. Rendering smooth and slippery. 
LU'BRI-€A-TOR, n. That which lubricates. 
LU-BRIC'I-TY, n. [Fr. lubricite.] 1. Smoothness of sur

face ; slipperiness. 2. Smoothness 3 aptness to glide over 
any thing, or to facilitate the motion of bodies in contact 
by diminishing friction. 3. Slipperiness 5 instability. 4. 
Lasciviousness 5 propensity to lewdness j lewdness 3 lech
ery ; incontinency. 

Lu'BRI-GOUS, a. [L. lubricus.] 1. Smooth j slippery. 2. 
Wavering; unstable. Olanvillc. 

LU-BRI-FACTION, n. The act of lubricating or making 
smooth. ^ 

LU-BRIF-I-CA'TION, n. [L. lubricus and facio.] The act 
or operation of making smooth and slippery. 

LUCE, n. A pike full grown. Shak. 
LU CENT, a. [L. lucens.] Shining 3 bright 3 resplendent. 
LU'CERN, n. A plant cultivated for fodder. 
LUCID, a. [L. lucidus.] 1. Shining 3 bright 3 resplendent. 

0. Clear; transparent3 pellucid. 3. Bright with the ra
diance of intellect; not darkened or confused by delirium 
cr madness ; marked by the regular operations of reason. 
4. Clear; distinct; presenting a clear view; easily un
derstood, 

t LU-CID'I-TY, n. Brightness. 
LUCJD-NESS, 71. Brightness ; clearness. 
LO'CI-FER, 71. [L. lux, lucis.] I. The planet Venus, so 

called from its brightness. 2. Satan. 
LU-CI-FE RI-AN, a. Pertaining to Lucifer, or to the Luci-

ferians. . . , 
LU-CI-Ffi'RI-ANS, 7i. A sect that followed Lucifer, bishop 

of Cagliari, in the fourth century. 
LU-CIFER-OUS, a. [L. lucifer.] Giving light 3 affording 

light or means of discovery. Boyle. 
LU-CIF ER-OUS-LY, adv. So as to discover. 
LU-CIF I€, a. [L. lux and facio.] Producing light. 
LU'd-FORM, a. [L. lux and forma.] Having the form 

of light; resembling light. 
LUCK, 71. [D. luk, geluk; G. gluck.] That which happens 

to a person ; an event, good or ill, affecting a man's inter
est or happiness, and which is deemed casual ; fortune. 

LUCK'I-LY, adv. Fortunately; by good fortune; with a 
favorable issue ; in a good sense. 

LUCK'I-NESS, 71. 1. The state of being fortunate. 2. Good 
fortune ; a favorable issue or event. 

LUCK'LESS, a. 1. Unfortunate 3 meeting with ill success. 
2. Unfortunate ; producing ill or no good. Dryden. 

LUCK'Y, a. 1. Fortunate ; meeting with good success. 2. 
Fortunate ; producing good by chance ; favorable. 

Lu CRA-TIVE, a. [Fr. lucratif; L. lucrativus.] Gainful; 
profitable ; making increase of money or goods. 

LUCRE, (la'ker) n. [L. lucrum; Fr. lucre.] Gain in mon
ey or goods 3 profit; usually in an ill sense, or with the 
sense 0/ something base or unworthy. 

tLU'CRE, v. i. To have a desire of pecuniary advantage. 
Anderson. . 

LU-CRfF'ER-OUS, a. [L. lucrum and fero.J Gainful; 
profitable. [Little used. 1 Boyle. n . 

tLU-CRIF'IC, a. [L. lucrum and facio.] Producing 
profit; gainful. 

LUC-TA'TION,n. [L. luctatio.] Struggle; contest; ef-
fort to overcome in contest. [Little used.] 

LUCTU-AL, a. [L. luctus.] Producing grief. 
Lu'CU-BRATE, 77. i. [L. lucubro.] To study by candle-
T or a lamP > t0 study by night. 
LU-€U-BRA TION, TI. 1. Study by a lamp or by candle

light ; nocturnal study. 2. That which is composed by 

night; that which is produced by meditation in retire
ment. 

Lu CU-BRA-TO-RY, a. Composed by candle-light or by 
night. 

LU'GU-LENT, a. [L. luculentus.J 1. Lucid ; clear; trans
parent. 2. Clear; evident; luminous. 

Lu CUL-LITE, TI. A subspecies of carbonate of lime. 
LU-DIB'RI-OUS, a. [L. ludibriosus.] Sportive ; wanton 

J. Barlow. 
LU DI-CROUS, a. [L. ludicer.] Sportive ; burlesque; adapt 

ed to raise laughter, without scorn or contempt. 
Lu'Dl-CROUS-LY, adv. Sportively ; in burlesque; in c. 

maimer to raise laughter without contempt. 
LU'DI-CROUS-NESS, n. Sportiveness ; the quality of ex

citing laughter without contempt; merry cast. 
LU-DI-FI-CA'TION, n. [L. ludificor.J The act of deriding 
LU-DIF'I-CA-TO-RY, a. Making sport; exciting derision 
LUFF, 11. [Goth, lofa.] The palm of the hand. 
LUFF, n. [Fr. lof; G. loof.] Weatlier-gage, or part towards 

the wind ; or the sailing of a ship close to the wind. 
LUFF, 7;. i. [D. loeven.] To turn the head of a ship to

wards the wind ; to sail nearer the wind. 
LUFF'-TAC-KLE, n. A large tackle not destined for any 

particular place in the ship, but movable. 
LUG, v. t. [Sax. lycean, aluccan, geluggian.] I. To haul 

to drag; to pull with force, as something heavy and mov
ed with difficulty. 2. To carry or convey with labor.— 
To lug out, to draw a sword, in burlesque. Dryden. 

LUG, 77. i. To drag ; to move heavily. Dryden. 
LUG, n. 1. A small fish.—2. In Scotland, an ear; [ota.] 

3. A pole or perch, a land-measure; [o&s.J 4. Something 
heavy to be drawn or carried ; [77ui^ar.] 

LUG'GAGE, 77. 1. Any thing cumbersome and heavy to be 
carried; traveling baggage. 2. Something of more 
weight than value. 

LUG GER, n. [D. loger.] A vessel carrying three m&rfs 
with a running bowsprit and lug-sails. 

LUGGS, 77. An insect like an earth-worm, but having legs. 
LUG'SAIL, 77. A square sail bent upon a yard that hangs 

obliquely to the mast at one third of its length. 
LU-Gu BRI-OUS, a. [L. Lugubris.] Mournful; indicating 

sorrow. Decay of Piety. 
LUKE, or LEtiKE, a. [Sax. wlcec.] Not fully hot. 
LuKE'NESS, or LEuKE'NESS, n. Moderate warmth. Ori. 

Vocab. 
LUKE'WARM, a. [Sax. vlaco, vlacian.] 1. Moderately 

warm ; tepid. 2. Not ardent; not zealous ; cool; indif 
ferent. 

LuKE'WARM-LY, adv. 1. With moderate warmth. 2 
With indifference; coolly. 

LuKE'WARM-NESS, n. 1. A mild or moderate heat. 2. 
Indifference; want of zeal or ardor; coldness. 

LULL,77. t. [Dan. luller; G., D. lullen.] To quiet; to com
pose ; to cause to rest. 

LULL, 77. i. To subside ; to cease; to become calm. 
LULL, 77. Power or quality of soothing. Young. 
LULL' A-BY, 77. [lull and by.] A song to quiet babes, L.at 

which quiets. Locke. 
LULLED, pp. Cluieted; appeased ; composed.to rest. 
LULL'ER, 77. One that lulls ; one that fondles. 
LULL'ING, ppr. Stilling; composing to rest. 
LUM, 77. [qu. Sax. leoma.] The chimney of a cottage. 
LUM'A-GHEL, ) n. A calcarious stone composed of 
LUM-A-EHEL'LA, j shells and coral. 
LUM-BAG'I-NOUS, a. Pertaining to lumbago. Cheyne. 
LUM-BA'GO, 71. [L. lumbus.] A pain in the loins and small 

of the back, such as precedes certain fevers. A rheumat
ic affection of the muscles about the loins. 

LUA1 B \R' | [^' lumbus.] Pertaining to the loins. 
LUM'BER, 77. [Sax. leoma; Sw. lump or; G. lumpen.] 1 

Any thing useless and cumbersome, or things bulky and 
thrown aside as of no use.—2. In America, timber sawed 
or split for use ; as beams, boards, &c. 3. Harm; mischief; 
[local.] Pegge. 

LUM BER, 77. t. 1. To heap together in disorder. 2. To 
fill with lumber. 

LupML'BER, 77. i. To move heavily, as if burdened with his 
own bulk. „ 

LUM'BER-ROOM, 77. A place for the reception of lumber 
or useless things. 

LUM'BRIG, 77. [L. lumbrieus.] A worm. Med. Reyes. 
LUM BRI-GAL, a. JX. lumbrieus.] Resembling a worm. 
LUM'BRI-€AL, a. Pertaining to the loins. 
LUM BRI-GAL, n. A muscle of the fingers and toes, so 

named from its resembling a worm. ,„ _ wrirm 
LUM-BRIC'I-FORM, a. [L. lumbrieus.] Resembling a worm 

LUMLNA-RY, n. [L. luminare.] lr Anybody ^at gives 
light, but chiefly one of the celestial . ' 
illustrates any subject, or enlightens manK -

fLu'MI-NATE, 77. t. [L. lumino.] To give light to, to 
illuminate. 

LU-MI-NA'TION. See ILLUMINATION. 

* See SynopsU MOVE, BOOK, D6VE ;-BULL, UNITE.-G as K; G as J; S as Z; CII as SH; TH as in this, f Obsolete 
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TLO'MiNE, v. t. To enlighten. See ILLUMINE. 
LU-MI NIF'ER-OUS, a. [L. lumen.] Producing light. 
JLU'MI-NOUS, a. [L. luminosus.J 1. Shining 5 emitting 

light; 2. Light; illuminated. 3. Bright; shining. 4. 
Clear. 

LtJMI-NOUS-LY, adv. With brightness or clearness. 
Lu'MI-NOUS-NESS, n. 1. The quality of being bright or 

shining; brightness; Encyc. 2. Clearness; perspicu-
hy. 

LUMP, n. [G., Dan. and Sw. klump.] 1. A small mass of 
matter of no definite shape. 2. A mass of things blended 
or thrown together without order or distinction. 3. A 
cluster.—In the lump, the whole together ; in gross. 

LUMP, v. t. 1. To throw into a mass; to unite in a body or 
sum without distinction of particulars. 2. To take in the 
gross. 

LUMP'EN, 71. A long fish of a greenish color, and marked 
with lines. 

LUMPFISH, ri. A thick fish of the genus cyclopterus. 
LUMP'ING, ppr. 1. Throwing into a mass or sum. 2. a. 

Bulky; heavy ; [a low word.] Arbuthnot. 
LUMPISH, a. 1. Like a lump; heavy; gross; bulky. 

Dryden. 2. Dull; inactive. Shak. 
LUMPISH-LY, adv. Heavily ; with dullness. 
LUMP ISH-NESS, n. Heaviness ; dullness ; stupidity. 
LUMP'Y, a. Full of lumps or small compact masses. 
Lu'NA COR'NE-A. Muriate of silver. Ure. 
Lu'NA-CY, 7i. [from L. luna.] 1. A species of insanity 

or madness, supposed to be influenced by the moon, or 
periodical in the month. 2. Madness in general. 

Lu'NAR, or LU'NA-RY, a. [L. lunaris.] 1. Pertaining to 
the moon. 9. Measured by the revolutions of the moon. 
3. Resembling the moon ; orbed. 4. Under the influence 
of the moon; [06s.]—Lunar caustic, nitrate of silver, 
fused in a low heat. Nicholson. 

LU-NARI-AN, n. An inhabitant of the moon. 
LU'NA-RY, 71. Moon wort, a plant of the genus lunaria. 
LO'NA-TED, a. Formed like a half-moon. 
Lu'NA-TI€, a. Affected by a species of madness, supposed 

to be influenced by the moon. 
LT7'NA-TI€,n. A person affected by insanity, supposed to 

be influenced or produced by the moon, or by its position 
in its orbit; a madman. 

LU-NA'TILN, 71. [L. lunatio ] A revolution of the moon. 
LUNCH, 171. [W.llwnc.] A portion of food taken at 
LUNCHE6N, \ any time, except at a regular meal. 
LUNE, 71. [L. luna.] 1 Any thing in the shape of a half-

moon ; [I. u.] Watts. 2. A fit of lunacy or madness, or 
a freak ; [obs.] 3. A leash. 

LO'NET, T 

LU-NgTTE' 
made beyond the second ditch~opposite to the places of 
arms.—2. In the manege, a half horse-shoe, which wants 
the spunge, or that part of the branch which runs towards 
the quarters of the foot. 3. A piece of felt to cover the 
eye of a vicious horse. 

LO'NET, 71. A little moon. Bp. Hall. 
LUNG, 71. [Sax. lungen; G., Dan. lunge.] 1. The lunn-s 

are the organs of respiration in man and many other ani
mals.—2. Formerly, a person having a strong voice, and 
a sort of servant. 

n' tSee Allonge-1 a sudden push or thrust, 
r 1 ' a: having lungs, or the nature or resemblance 

T 5 drawing in and expelling air. JDruden. 
LUN'GE-OJJS, a. Spiteful; malicious. 
L^roeJR°WN' Having lungs that adhere to the pleura. 
L™IS> 71• CFr- long is.] A lingerer , a dull, drowsy fel-

n' A ̂ nt 0f the genus Puhnonaria. 
moon form.] Resembling the 

LU-NI-So'LAR, a. [L. luna and Solaris.] Compounded 
of the revolutions of the sun and moon. 

Lu'NIS-TICE, 71. [L. Una and sto.] The farthest point of 
lion"1 8 g southing, in its monthly revolu-

LUNT, 71. [D. lont; Dan. lunte.] The match-cord used for 
firing cannon. Johnson. 

LO'NU-LAR, a. [from L. luna.] In botany, like the new 
moon ; shaped like a small crescent. 

LCNU-LATE, a. [from L. luna.] In botany, resembling 
a small crescent. ® 

LO PER-CAL, a. Pertaining to the lupercalia, or feasts of 
the Romans in honor of Pan; as a noun, the feast itself. 

LC'PtNE, 71. [Fr. lupin; L. lupinus.] A kind of pulse 
Lu'PIN, a. Like a wolf. Bp. Oauden. 
uu'PU-LIN, 71. [L. lupulus.] The fine yellow powder of 

hops. A. W. Ives. 
LURCH, 71. [W. llerc.] In seamen's language, a sudden 

roll of a ship.—To leave in the lurch, to leave in a difficult 
situation. 

LURCH, v i. 1. To roll or pass suddenly to one side, as a 
ship in a heavy sea. 2. To withdraw to one side, or to a 

i^wlrvr. ! n' CFr- lunette.] 1. In fcrtific ition, an en-fET PE', J veloped counterguard, or ele' ation of earth 
de beyond the ? J ... 

private place; to lie in ambush or in secret; to lie close, 
fSee LURK.] 3. To shift ; to play tricks. 

LURCH, v.t. J. To defeat; to disappoint, that is, to evade 
[I. u.] 2. To steal; to filch ; to pilfer; [I. u.] ' 

f LURCH, v. t. [L. lurco.] To swallow or eat greedily • 
to devour. Bacon. ' ' 

LURCHER, 71. 1. One that lies in wait, or lurks; one 
that watches to pilfer, or to betray or entrap; a poacher 
2. A dog that watches for his game. 3. [L. lurco.1 A 
glutton; a gormandizer. 

fLUR'DAN, a. Blockish. Johnson. 
f LUR'DAN, 71. A clown ; a blockhead. 
LURE, n. [Fr. leurre.] 1. Something held out to call a 

hawk; hence, 2. Any enticement; that which invites 
by the prospect of advantage or pleasure. 

LURE, v. i. To call hawks. Bacon. 
LURE, v. t. To entice ; to attract; to invite by any thing 

that promises pleasure or advantage. 
Lured, pp. Enticed; attracted ; invited by the hope of 

pleasure or advantage. 
LU'RID, a. [L. luridus.] Gloomy ; dismal. 
LuR'ING,ppr. Enticing; calling. 
LURK, v. i. [W .llercian.] I. To lie hid; to lie in wait 

2. To lie concealed or unperceived. 3. To retire from 
public observation ; to keep out of sight. 

LURK'ER, n. One that lurks or keeps out of sight. 
i#"1® concealed j keeping out of sight. 

LUKK'ING—PLACE, n. A place in which one lies conceal
ed ; a secret place ; a hiding-place; a den. 

LUR'RY, n. A crowd ; a throng; a heap. World of Won
ders. 

LUS'CIOUS, a. 1. Sweet or rich so as to cloy or nauseate: 
sweet to excess. 2. Very sweet; delicious ; grateful to 
the taste. 3. Pleasing; delightful. 4. Fullsome. 5. 
Smutty ; obscene ; [unusual.] 

LUS CIOUS-LY, adv. 1. With sweetness or richness that 
cloys or nauseates. 2. Obscenely. Steele. 

LUS'CIOUS-NESS, n. Immoderate richness or sweetness 
that cloys or offends. Mortimer. 

Lu'SERN, 7i. A lynx. Johnson. 
fLUSH, a. Of a dark, deep, full color. Shak. 
t LUSK, a. [Fr. lasche.] Lazy ; slothful, 
t LUSK, TI. A lazy fellow ; a lubber. 
LUSK'ISH, a. Inclined to be lazy. Marston. 
LUSK'ISH-LY, adv. Lazily. 
f LUSK'ISH-NESS, n. Disposition to indolence ; laziness. 
LU-So'RI-OUS, a. [L. lusorius.] Used in play; sportive. 

Little used.] Sanderson. 
Lu'SO-RY, a. [L. lusorius.] Used in play ; playful. 
LUST, n. [Sax., G., D., Sw. lust.] 1. Longing desire; eag

erness to possess or enjoy. 2. Concupiscence ; carnal 
appetite ; unlawful desire of carnal pleasure. 3. Evil 
propensity; depraved affections and desires. 4. Vigor; 
active power; [o&s.] 

LUST, v. i. [Sax. lustan.] 1. To desire eagerly; to long; 
with after. 2. To have carnal desire; to desire eagerlv 
the gratification of carnal appetite. 3. To have irregular 
or inordinate desires. 4. To list; to like. 

LUSTFUL, a. 1. Having lust, or eager desire of carnal grat
ification ; libidinous. 2. Provoking to sensuality; incit
ing to lust, or exciting carnal desire. 3. Vigorous; robust; 
stout. 

LUST'FIJL-LY, adv. With concupiscence or carnal desire. 
LUST FljL-NESS, n. The state of having carnal desires; 

libidinousness. 
f LUST'I-HEAD, \ ,r. - * 
j LUST'I-HOOD, \ n' Vlg°r of b°dy- Spenser. 
LUSTT-LY, adv. With vigor of body ; stoutly. 
LUSTT-NESS, n. Vigor of body ; stoutness; strength; ro

bustness ; sturdiness. Dryden. 
LUST'ING, ppr. Having eager desire; having carnal 

appetite. 
LUST'ING, n. Eager desire ; inordinate desire; desire of 

carnal gratification, 
f LUST'LESS, a. 1. Listless ; not willing. 2. Not vigorous. 
LUS'TRAL, a. [L. lustralis.] 1. Used in purification. 2. 

Pertaining to purification. 
LUS'TRATE, v. t. [L. lustro.] 1. To make clear or pure; 

to purify ; [see ILLUSTRATE.] 2. To view ; to survey. 
LUS-TRA'TION, TI. 1. The act or operation of making 

clear or pure ; a cleansing or purifying by water.—2. In 
antiquity, the sacrifices or ceremonies by which cities, 
fields, armies or people, defiled by crimes, were purified. 

LUS'TRE, ) TI. [Fr. lustre; L. lustrum ] 1. Brightness; 
LUS'TER, \ splendor; gloss. 2. The splendor of birth, 

of deeds, or of fame; renown; distinction. 3. A sconce 
with lights; a branched candlestick of glass. 4. [L. lus
trum.] The space of five years. 

LUS'TRI-GAL, a. Pertaining to purification. Middleton. 
* LUS'TRING, 71. A species of glossy silk cloth. [Corruptl} 

written and pronounced lutestring.] 
LUS'TROUS, a. Bright; shining; luminous. Shak. 
LUS'TRUM, n. In ancient Rome, the space of five years. 
LUST'-STAINED, a. Defiled by lust. Shak. 

* See Synopsis. a E, I, O, U, Y, long. FAR, FALL, WHATPREYPIN, MARINE, BiRD j— f Obsolete. 
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LUST'WoRT, n. A plant of the genus drosera. 
LUST'Y, a. [Dan. lustig.] 1. Stout; vigorous} robust; 

healthful; able of body. 2. Bulky; large; of great 
size. 3. Handsome ; pleasant; saucy > [o&s.j 4. Copious; 
plentiful. 5. Pregnant; a colloquial use. 

LU'TA-NIST n. A person that plays on the lute. 
LU-TA'RI-OOS, a. [L. lutarius.] 1. Pertaining to mud; 

living in mud. 2. Of the color of mud. Grew. 
LU-TA'TJON, 7i. The act or method of luting vessels. 
LUTE, 7i. [Fr. luth; It. liuto; Sp. laud; D. luit.] An in

strument of music with strings. 
LUTE, \ 7I. [L. lutum.] Among chemists, a composition 
LuT'ING, ^ or clay or other tenacious substance, used for 

stopping the juncture of vessels. 
LUTE, v. t. To close or coat with lute. Bacon. 
LuTE'CASE, 71. A case for a lute. Shak. 
LuT'ED, pp. Closed with lute. 
LuT'E-N1ST,72. A performer on the lute. Busby. 
LUT'ER, or LuTIST, n. One who plays on a lute. 
I.UTE'STRING, 71. The string of a lute. Shak. 
LFJTE'STRING. See LUSTRING. 
Lu'THER-AN, a. Pertaining to Luther, the reformer. 
Lu'THER-AN, n. A disciple or follower of Luther. 
LU'THER-AN-ISM, n. The doctrines of religion as taught 

by Luther. 
Lfj'THERN, 7I. In architecture, a kind of window over the 

cornice, in the roof of a building. 
LtJT'ING, ppr. Closing with lute. 
Lu'TU-LENT, a. [L. lutulentus.] Muddy; turbid : thick. 
LUX, ; v. t. [L. luxo; Fr. Inzer.J To displace, or re-
LUX'ATE, | move from its proper place, as a joint; to 

put out of joint; to dislocate. 
LUX'A-TED, pp. Put out of joint; dislocated. 
LUX'A-TING, ppr. Removing or forcing out of its place, as 

a joint; dislocating. 
LUX-A'TION, 7I. 1. The act of moving or forcing a joint 

from its proper place or articulation; or the state of being 
thus put out of joint. 2. A dislocation; that which is dis
located. 

f LUXE, 71. Luxury. 
LUX-U'RI-ANCF., ) n, [L. luxurious.] 1. Rank growth ; 
LUX-U'RI-AN-CY,) strong, vigorous growth; exube

rance. 2. Excessive or superfluous growth. 
LUX-U'RI-ANT, a. 1. Exuberant in growth; abundant. 

2. Exuberant in plenty; superfluous in abundance.—3. 
A luxuriant flower multiplies the covers of the fructifica
tion so as to destroy the essential parts. 

LUX-U RI-ANT-LY, adv. With exuberant growth. 
LUX-U'RI-ATE, v. i. To grow exuberantly, or to grow to 

superfluous abundance. 
LUX-U-Ri-A'TION, 71. The process of growing exuberant

ly, or beyond the natural growth. Lee. 
LUX-U'RI-OUS, a. [Fr. luxurieux; L. luxuriosus.] 1. Vo

luptuous ; indulging freely or excessively the gratification 
of appetite, or in expensive dress and equipage. 2. Ad
ministering to luxury ; contributing to free or extravagant 
indulgence in diet, dress and equipage. 3. Furnished 
with luxuries. 4. Softening by pleasure, or free indul
gence in luxury. 5. Lustful; libidinous; given to the 
gratification of lust. 6. Luxuriant; exuberant; [ofo.] 
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LUX-U'RI-OUS-LY, adv. In abundance of rich diet, dress 

or equipage ; deliciously ; voluptuously. 
LUX'U-RIST, 7i. One given to luxury. Temple. 
LUX'U-RY? 71. [L. luxuria.] 1. A free or extravagant in

dulgence in the pleasures of the table ; voluptuousness in 
the gratification of appetite ; the free indulgence in costly 
dress and equipage. 2. That which gratifies a nice and 
fastidious appetite ; a dainty ; any delicious food or di nk. 
3. Anything delightful to the senses. 4. Lust; lewd 
desire ; [ofo.j 5. Luxuriance ; exuberance of growth; 
[ofts.] 

LY, a termination of adjectives, is a contraction of Sax. lie,' 
G.lich, D. lyk, Dan. lige, Sw. lik, Eng. like; as in loi cly, 
manly, that is, love-like, man-like. 

LY'AM, 71. A leash for holding a hound. Drayton. 
LY-GAN'THRO-PY, 71. [Gr. Ai//cav0poma.] A madness. 
LY-CE'UM, a. [L.] A school; a literary association. 
LY-€OS'TOM, n. A Baltic fish resembling a herring. 
LYD'I-AN, a. [from Lydia.] Noting a kind of soft, slow 

music, anciently in vogue. Milton. 
LYD'I-AN STONE, 71. Flinty slate. Ure. 
LYE, 71. [Sax. leah.] Water impregnated with alkaline 

salt imbibed from the ashes of wood. 
LYE, 71. A falsehood. See LIE. 
LY'ING, ppr. of lie. Being prostrate. See LIE. 
LY'ING, ppr. of lie. Telling falsehood.—Lying in. 1. Being 

in childbirth. 2. n. The act of bearing a child. 
LY'ING-LY, adv. Falsely ; without truth. Sherwood. 
LYM'NITE, 71. A kind of fresh-water snail, found fossil. 
LYMPH, 71. [L. lympha.] Water, or a colorless fluid in an

imal bodies, separated from the blood and contained in 
certain vessels called lymphatics. 

LYMPH'A^FED, J A' brightened into madness ; raving. 
LYM-PHAT'I€,'o. 1. Pertaining to lymph. 2. Enthusi

astic; [o&s.l Shaftesbury. 
LYM-PHAT'lC, n. 1. A vessel of animal bodies which 

contains or conveys lymph. 2. A mad enthusiast; a lu
natic ; [o&s.l . 

LYMPH'E-DUCT, n. [L. lympha and ductus.] A vessel of 
animal bodies which conveys the lymph. 

LYM-PHOG'RA-PHY, TI. [L. lympha, and Gr. ypa<pW.] 
A description of the lymphatic vessels. 

LYN'DEN-TREE, TI. A plant. 
LYNX, 71. [L. lynx.] A quadruped of the genus felis, eel 

ebrated for the sharpness of his sight. 
LY'RATE, ) a. In botany, divided transversely into sev-
LY'RA-TED, J eial jags, the lower ones smaHer and more 

remote from each other than the upper ones. 
LYRE, 71. [Fr. lyre ; L. lyra.] A stringed instrument of 

music, a kind of harp much used by the ancients. 
J YR'IC, ) a. [L. lyricus; Fr. lyrique.] Pertaining to a 
LYR'I-CAL, \ lyre or harp. 
L YR'IC, 71. A composer of lyric poems. Addison. 
LYR'I-CISM, «. A lyric composition. Gray. 
LY'RIST, 71. A musician who plays on the harp or lyre. 
LYS, 71. A Chinese measure of length, equal to 533 yards. 
LY-Te'RI-AN, a. [Gr. >un7pio$.] I11 medical science, ter

minating a disease; indicating the solution of a disease 
LYTH'llODE, n. A mineral found in Norway 

M. 

M is the thirteenth letter of the English Alphabet, and a 
labial articulation, formed by a compression of the 

lips. It is called a semi-vowel, and its sound is uniform ; 
as in man, time, rim. 

M is a numeral letter, and, among the ancients, stood for a 
thousand ; a use which is retained by the moderns. With 
a dash or stroke over it, M, it stands for a thousand times 
a thousand, or a millkn. 

A. M. or M. A. stands for artium magister, master of arts ; 
M. D. for medicinw doctor, doctor of medicine ; A. M. for 
anno mundi, the year of the world ; MS. for manuscript; 
MSS. for manuscripts. 

MAB, n. [W. mab.] 1. In northern mythology, the queen of 
the imaginary beings called fairies. 2. A slattern. 

MAB, v. i. To dress negligently. Ray. 
MA€, in names of Scotch and Irish origin, signifies son. See 

MAID. 
MA€-A-Ro'NI, 71. [It. maccheroni.] 1. A kind of paste 

made of flour, eggs, sugar and almonds, and dressed with 
butter and spices. 2. A sort of droll or tool, and, hence, a 
fop; a fribble ; a finical fellow. 

MA€-A-RON11C, a. 1. Pertaining to or like a macaroni; 
empty ; trifling; vain ; affected. 2. Consisting of a mix
ture or jumble of ill-formed or ill-connected words. 

MAC-A-RON'I€, 71. A kind of burlesque poetry, in which 

words of different languages are intermixed, and native 
words are made to end in Latin terminations, or Latin 
words are modernized. Jones. 

MAC-A-ROON'. The same as macaroni. 
MA-CAU'CO, 71. A name of several species of quadrupeds 

of the genus lemur. Encyc. 
MA-CAW', or MA-CA'O, n. The name of a race of beauti

ful fowls of the parrot kind, under the genus psittacus. 
MA-CAW'-TREE, 71. A species of palm tree. Miller. 
MAC'CA-BEES, 71. The name of two apocryphal hooks in 

the Bible. 
MAC'CO-BOY, n. A kind of snuff. . 
MACE, 77. [It. mazza ; Sp. maza ,• Port, maga.] An ensign 

of authority borne before magistrates. 
MACE, n. [L. macis.] A spice ; the second coat which co 

ers the nutmeg. 
MACE'-ALE, TI. Ale spiced with mace. Wiseman. 
MACE'-BEAR-ER, TI. A person who carries a mace. 
MAC'ER-ATE, v. t. [L macero.] 1. To make ton, to 

wear away. 2. To mortify; to harass wi To steeD 
hardships ; to cause to pine or waste aw^J*. "norts of a 
almost to solution; to aad ®epamkv the dSstive substance by steepi'ng it in a fluid, or by the digestive 

MAC'ER-A-TED, pp. Made thin or lean ; steeped almost to 
solution. 7i. a Kind ot Burlesque poetry, in wnicu solution. 

• See Synopsis MOVE, B9OK, DOVE -.—BULL, UNITE -C as K : G as J ; S as Z ; CH as SH ; TH as m this, f Obsolete 
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MACER-A-TING; ppr. Making lean; steeping almost to 

solution ; softening. 
M AC-ER - A ' TI ON, n. 1. The act or the process of making 

thin or lean by wearing away, or by mortification. 2. 
The act, process or operation of softening and almost dis
solving by steeping in a fluid. 

MACE'-REED, or REED'-MACE, n. A plant. 
MACH-I-A-VEL'IAN, a. [from Machiavel.~\ Pertaining to 

Machiavel, or denoting his principles; politically cun
ning ; craftyj cunning in political management. 

MACH-I-A-VEL'IAN, n. One who adopts the principles of 
' Machiavel. 

MACH'I-A-VEL-ISM, n. The principles of Machiavel; po
litical cunning and artifice. 

MAGH-I-GO-LA'TION, n. [Fr. meche and couler.~\ In old 
castles, the pouring of hot substances through apertures in 
the upper part of the gate upon assailants ; or the aper
tures themselves. 

MAGH'I-NAL, a. Pertaining to machines. Diet. 
MA EH'I-NATE, v. t. [L. machinor.] To plan; to contrive j 

to form a scheme. Sandys. 
MA€H'I-NA-TED, pp. Planned; contrived. 
MAGH'I-NA-TING, ppr. Contriving ; scheming. 
MA€H-I-NA'TION, n. [Fr.| The act of planning or con

triving a scheme for executing some purpose, particularly, 
an evil purpose ; an artful design formed with delibera
tion. 

MAGH'I-NA-TOR, 71. One that forms a scheme, or who 
plots with evil designs. Glanville. 

MA-CHlNE', n. [Fr. ; L. machina.] 1. An artificial work, 
simple or complicated, that serves to apply or regulate 
moving power, or to produce motion, so as to save time or 
force. 2. An engine; an instrument of force. 3. Super
natural agency in a poem, or a superhuman being intro
duced into a poem to perform some exploit. 

MA-CHIN'ER-Y, n. I. A complicated work, or combination 
of mechanical powers in a work, designed to increase, 
regulate or apply motion and force. 2. Machines in gen
eral.—3. In epic and dramatic poetry, superhuman beings 
introduced by the poet to solve difficulty, or perform some 
exploit which exceeds human power. 

LMA-CIIIN'ING, a. Denoting the machinery of a poem. 
[A-CIil'NIST, n. [Fr. machaniste.] A constructor of ma
chine1? and engines, or one well versed in the principles of 
machines. 

MA-CIG'NO, n. [It.] A species of stone. Cyc. 
MAC'I-LEN-CY, n. [See MACIJLCNT.] Leanness. 
MAC I-LENT, a. [L. macilentus.] Lean ; thin. 
MACK, n. [a corruption of make, in the North of England.] 

A sort; a kind ; a fashion. 
MACK'ER-EL, n. [D. mackreel: G. mackrele.] A species 

of fish of the genus scomber, an excellent table fish. 
MACK'ER-EL, n._ [Old Fr. maquerel.] A pander or pimp. 
MACK'ER-EL-GALE, n., in Dryden, may mean a gale tha 

ripples the surface of the sea. 
MACK'ER-EL-SKY, n. A sky streaked or marked like a 

mackerel. Hooke. 
MAC'LE, n. A name given to chiastolite or hollow spar. 
MAG-Lu'RITE, n. A mineral. Nut tall. 
MAC'RO-COSM, n. [Gr. paicpog and Kovpog.] The great 

world ; the universe, or the visible system of worlds. 
MA-GROL'O-GY, n. [Gr. paicpog and \oyog.] Long and 

tedious talk ; prolonged discourse without matter: super
fluity or'words. 

MAG-TA'TION, n. [L. macto.] The act of killing a victim 
for sacrifice. Encyc. 

MAG'U-LA, 7I. [L.] A spot, as on the skin, or on the sur
face of the sun or other luminous orb. 

MAC'U-LATE, v. t. [L. maculo.] To spot: to stain. 
MAC'U-LATE, ) '«nntt , ' 
MACU-LA-TED, \ a' sP°tted-
MAG-U-LA'TION, n. The act of spotting ; a spot: a stain. 
MACULE, TI. A spot. [Little used.J P ' 
MAD, a. [Sax. gemaad ; Ir. amad; It. matto.] 1. Disordered 

in intellect; distracted ; furious. 2. Proceeding from dis
ordered intellect or expressing it. 3. Enraged ; furious. 
4. Inflamed to excess with desire; excited"vith violent 
and unreasonable passion or appetite ; infatuated. 5. 
Distracted with anxiety or trouble ; extremely perplexed! 
t> Infatuated with folly. 7. Inflamed with anger; very 
angry. Arbuthnot. 8. Proceeding from folly or infatua
tion. 

MAD, v. t. To make mad, furious or angry. Sidney. 
MAD, v. i. To be mad, furious or wild. Spenser. 
MAD, or MADE, n. [Sax., Goth, matha.] An earth-worm. 

Ray. 
MAD AM, 7t. [Fr. ma, and dame.] An appellation or com

plimentary title given to married and elderly ladies, or 
chiefly to them. 

MAD'AP-PLE, 7I. A plant of the genus solanum. 
MAD'BRAIN, ) a. Disordered in mind ; hot headed ; 
MAD'BRAINED, S rash. Shak. 
MAD'CAP, TI. [mad-caput or cap.] A violent, rash, hoi-

headed person; a madman. 

MAD'DEN, (mad'n) v. t. To make mad. Thomson 
MAD DEN, v. i. To become mad ; to act as if mad 
MAD'DENED, pp. Rendered mad. 
MAD'DEN-ING, ppr. Making mad or angry. 
MAD'DER, n. [Sax. mceddere.] A plant which is much used 

in dyeing red. 
MAD'DING, ppr. of mad. Raging; furious. Dryden. 
MAD'DLE, v. i. To forget; to wander; to be in a kind of 

confusion. Brockett. 
MADE, pret. and pp. of make. 
MA D-E-FACTION, n. [L. madefacio.] The act of makin" 

wet. 
MAD'E-FIED, pp. Made wet. Bacon. 
MADE-FY, v. t. [L. madefio.] To make wet or moist; to 

moisten. [Not much used.] 
MAD'E-FY-ING, ppr. Making moist or wet. 
MA-DEI'RA, n. A rich wine made on the isle of Madeira. 
MAD-EM-OI-SELLE', (mad-em-wa-zell') n. [Fr. ma and de

moiselle.] A young woman, or the title given to one: miss 
MAD'HEAD-ED, a. Hot-brained; rash. Shak. 
MAD'HOUSE, n. A house where insane persons are con

fined for cure or for restraint, 
f MAD'ID, a. [L. modulus J Wet; moist. 
MADGE-HOW'LET, n. [Fr. machette.] An owl. 
MAD'LY, adv. Without reason or understanding; rashly; 

wildly. 
MAD'MAN, 71. 1. A man raving or furious with disordered 

intellect; a distracted man. 2. A man without under
standing. 3. One inflamed with extravagant passion, and 
acting contrary to reason. 

MAD'NESS, 77. 1. Distraction; a state of disordered reason 
or intellect, in which the patient raves or is furious. 2. 
Extreme folly ; head.strong passion and rashness that act 
in opposition to reason. 3. Wildness of passion : fury ; 
rage._ 

MA-Do'NA, ) 7i. [Sp. madona ; It. madonna.] A term of 
MA-DON'NA, j compellation equivalent to madam. It is 

given to the virgin Mary. 
MAD'RE-PORE, 7i. [Fr. madre, and pore.] A submarine 

substance of a stony hardness, resembling coral. 
MAD'RE-PO-RITE, n. A name given to certain petrified 

bones found in Normandy. 
MAD'RE-PO-RITE, n. 1. A variety of limestone. 2. Fossil 

madrepore. 
MAD-RIER', TI. [Fr.] A thick plank armed with iron 

plates, with a cavity to receive the mouth of a petard; a 
plank used for supporting tire earth in mines. 

MAD'RI-GAL, n. [Sp., Port., Fr. madrigal; It. madrigale.] 
1. A little amorous poem, sometimes called a pastoral 
poem. 2. An elaborate vocal composition in five or six 
parts. 

MAD'WoRT, TI. A plant of the genus alyssum. 
MA2RE, adv. It is derived from the Saxon mert famous, 

great, noted ; so JElmere is all-famous. Gibson. 
MAES-To'SO, an Italian word signifying majestic, a direc

tion in music to play the part with grandeur and strength 
t MAF'FLE, v. i. To stammer. Barret. 
MAF'FLER, n. A stammerer. Ainsicorth. 
MAG-A-ZINE', n. [Fr. magazin; It. magazzino.] 1. A 

store of arms, ammunition or provisions ; or the building 
in which such store is deposited.—2. In ships of war, a 
close room in the hold, where the gunpowder is kept. 3. 
A pamphlet periodically published, containing miscella
neous papers or compositions. 

MAG-A-ZIN'ER, n. One who writes for a magazine. [L. u.} 
T MAGE, TI. A magician. Spenser. 
MAG-EL-LAN'IO GLOUDS, n. Whitish clouds, or appear

ances like clouds, near the south pole. 
MAG'GOT, 7i. [W. macai, plu. maceiod, magiod.] 1. A 

worm or grub ; particularly, the fly-worm. 2. A whim; 
an odd fancy. 

MAG'GOT-TI-NESS, n. The state of abounding with mag
gots. 

MAG'GOT-Y, a. Full of maggots. 
MAG'GOT-Y-IIEAD-ED, a. Having a head full of whims. 
MA'GI, 77. plu. [L.] Wise men or philosophers of the East 
MA'Gl-AN, a. [L. magus ; Gr. payog.] Pertaining to the 

Magi, a sect of philosophers in Persia. 
MA'GI-AN, n. One of the sect of the Persian Magi. 
MA'GI-AN-ISM, n. The philosophy of the Magi. 
MAG'IG, 7i. [L. magia ; Gr. payeia.] 1. The art or science 

of putting into action the power of spirits; sorcery ; en
chantment. 2. The secret operations of natural causes. 

MAG'IG, ) a. 1. Pertaining to magic; used in magic. 
MAGT-GAL, ) 2. Performed by magic, the agency of 

spirits, or by the invisible powers of nature. 
MAG'I-€AL-LY, adv. By the arts of magic ; according to 

the rules or rites of magic; by enchantment. 
MA-GI"CIAN, (ma-jish'an) n. One skilled in magic ; one 

that practices the black art; an enchanter; a necroman
cer ; a sorcerer or sorceress. 

MAG-IS-TE'RI-AL, a. 1. Pertaining to a master ; such as 
suits a master; authoritative. 2. Proud; lofty ; arrogant; 

r See Syumsis. A, E, I, O, ti, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WHAT;—PREY;—PIN, MARINE, BIRD | Obsolete 
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imperious j domineering.—3. In chemistry, pertaining to 
magistery, which see. 

MAG-IS-TE'RI-AL-LY, adv. Wi'-h the air of a master3 ar
rogantly ; authoritatively. South. 

MAG-IS-TE'RI-AL-NESS, TI. The air and manner of a 
master ; haughtiness ; imperiousness ; peremptoriness. 

f MAG'IS-TER-Y, n. [L. magisterium.] Among chemists, a 
precipitate •, a fine substance deposited by precipitation j 
usually applied to particular kinds of precipitate. 

MAG'IS-TRA-CY, n. 1. The office or dignity of a magis
trate. 2. The body of magistrates. . 

t MAG'IS-TRAL, a. Suiting a magistrate ; authoritative, 
t MAG'IS-TRAL, n. A sovereign medicine or remedy. 
{• M AG-IS-TRAL'I-TY, n. Despotic authority in opinion, 
t M AG'IS-TRAL-LY, adv. Authoritatively. Bramhall. 
MAG'IS-TR ATE, n. [L. magistratus.] A public civil offi

cer, invested with the executive or judicial authority, or 
some branch of it. 

MAG-IS-TRAT'IC, a. Having the authority of a magis
trate. 

MAG'IS-TRA-TURE, n. [Fr.] Magistracy. [Little used.] 
MAG'NA CHAR'TA, n. [ L. great charter.] 1. The great 

charter, so called, obtained by the English barons from 
King John, A. D. 1215. 2. A fundamental constitution 
which guarantees rights and privileges, 

i MAG-NAL'I-TY,n. [L. magnalia.] A great thing. Brown. 
MAG-NA-NIM'I-TY, n. [L. magnanimitas.] Greatness of 

mina , that elevation or dignity of soul, which encounters 
danger and trouble with tranquillity and firmness. 

MAG-NAN'I-MOUS, a. [L. magnanimus.] 1. Great of 
mind3 elevated in soul or in sentiment 3 brave3 disin
terested. 2. Dictated by magnanimity 3 exhibiting noble
ness of soul 3 liberal and honorable 3 not selfish. 

MAG-NANI-MOUS-LY, adv. With greatness of mind 5 
bravely; with dignity and elevation of sentiment. 

MAG NE'SIA, TI. [Fr. magnesie.] A primitive earth, hav
ing lor its base a substance called magnesium. 

MAG-NE'SIAN, a. Pertaining to magnesia. 
MAG'NE-SITE, n. Carbonated magnesia. 
MAG-N£'SIUM, 71. The base of magnesia. 
MAG'NET, 71. [L,] The lodestone ; an ore of iron which 

has the peculiar properties of attracting metallic iron, of 
pointing to the poles, and of dipping or inclining down
wards. 

MAG-NET'IC, ) a. 1. Pertaining to the magnet; pos-
MAG-NET'I-CAL, ] sessing the properties of the magnet, 

or corresponding properties. 2. Attractive. 
M AG-NET'I-€ AL-LY, adv. By means of magnetism 5 by 

the power of attraction. Burton. 
M AG-NET'I-CAL-NESS, ) n. The quality of being mag-
M YG-NET'I€-NESS, j netic. 
MAG-NET'I€S, n. The science of magnetism. 
MAG-NE-TIF'ER-OUS, a. Producing magnetism. 
MAG'NET-ISM, n. 1. That branch of science which treats 

of the properties of the magnet, the power of the lode-
stone, &c. 2. Power of attraction.—Animal magnetism, a 
sympathy supposed to exist between the magnet and the 
human body. 

MAG'NET-IZE, v. t. To communicate magnetic properties 
to any thing. 

MAG'NET-IZE, v. i. To acquire magnetic properties j to 
become magnetic. 

MAG'NET-iZED, pp. Made magnetic. 
MAG'NET-IZ-ING, ppr. Imparting magnetism to. 
MAG'NI-FI-A-BLE, a. That may be magnified 3 worthy of 

being magnified or extolled. 
MAG-NIF'IC, ) a. [L. magnificus.] Grand 3 splendid 3 
MAG-NIFI-CAL, ] illustrious. Milton. 
MA G-NIF'I-€ AL-LY, adv. In a magnificent manner, 
t MAG-NIF'I-CATE, v. t. To magnify or extol. Marston. 
MAG-NIF'I-CENCE, n. [L. magnificentia.] Grandeur of ap

pearance 3 greatness and splendor of show or state. 
MAG-NIF'I CENT, a. 1. Grand in appearance 3 splendid ; 

pompous. 2. Exhibiting grandeur. 
MAG-NIF'I-CENT-LY, adv. 1. With splendor of appear

ance, or pomp of show. 2. With exalted sentiments. 
MAG-NIF'I-CO, Ti. A grandee of Venice. Shak. 
MAG'NI-FI-ER, 71. 1. One who magnifies ; one who extols 

o: exalts in praises. 2. A glass that magnifies ; a convex 
lens which increases the apparent magnitude of bodies. 

MAG'NI-FY, v. t. [L. magnifico.] 1. To make great or great
er ; to increase the apparent dimensions of a body. 2. To 
make great in representation 3 to extol; to exalt in de
scription or praise. 3. To extol 3 to exalt 3 to elevate j to 
raise in estimation. , .. 

MAG'NI-FY-ING, ppr. Enlarging apparent bulk or dimen
sions ; extolling ; exalting. . . , . 

MAG-NIL'O-QJJENCE, n. [L. magnus and loquens.] A lolly 
manner of speaking ; tumid, pompous words or sty le. 

MAG'NI-TUDE, Ti. [L. magnitude.} 1. Extent of dimen
sions or parts 3 bulk 3 size. 2. Greatness j grandeur. 3. 
Greatness, in reference to influence or effect j import
ance. _ 

MAG-No'H-A, 71. The laurel-leafed tulip-tree. 

MAG PIE, 71. [W. piog ; L. pica, with mag.] A chattering 
bird of the genus corvus. 

MAG'UEY, n. A species of aloe in Mexico. 
MAG'Y-DARE, 71. [L. magudaris.] A plant. Ainsmoi-tti 
MA-HOG'A-NY, 71. A tree growing in the tropical climate 

of America, used for making beautiful and durable cabine 
furniture. 

MA-HOM'E-TAN, or MO-HAM'ME-DAN. This word and 
the name of the Arabian prophet, so called, are written in 
many different ways. The best authorized and most cor. 
rect orthography seems to be Mchammed, Mohammedan. 
See MOHAMMEDAN. 

MA'HOUND, 7i. Formerly, a contemptuous name for Mo
hammed and the devil, &c. Skelton. 

MAID, 71. A species of skate-fish. 
MAID, ) 71. [Sax. meegth ; G. magd.] 1. An unmarried 
MAID'EN, [ woman, or a young unmarried woman 3 a 

virgin. 2. A female servant. 3. It is used in composi
tion, to express the feminine gender, as in maid-servant. 

MAID'EN, 71. A maid 3 also, an instrument for beheading 
criminals, and another for washing linen. 

MAID'EN, a. 1. Pertaining to a young woman or virgin 
2. Consisting of young women or virgins. 3. Fresh ; 
new; unused. 

MAID'EN, v. i. To speak and act demurely or modestly. 
MAID'EN-HAIR, 71. A plant of the genus adiantum. 
MAID'EN-HOOD, n. [Sax. mcegdenhad, mcedenhad.] 1. The 

state of being a maid or virgin 3 virginity. 2. Newness • 
freshness j uncontaminated state. 

MAID'EN-LIKE, a. Like a maid ; modest. Shak. 
MAID'EN-LI-NESS, n. The behavior that becomes a maid; 

modesty ; gentleness. Sherwood. 
MAID EN-LIP, 71. A plant. Ainsworth. 
MAID'EN-LY, a. Like a maid ; gentle ; modest. 
MAID'EN-LY, adv. In a maidenlike manner. 
MAID'HOOD, 71. Virginity. Shak. 
•\ MAID-MAR'I-AN, n. A dance ; so called from a buffoon 

dressed like a man. Temple. 
MAID'PALE, a. Pale, like a sick girl. Shak. 
MAID'-SER-VANT, n. A female servant. Swift. 
MAIL, 71. [Fr. maille.] 1. A coat of steel net-work, former

ly worn for defending the body against swords, poniards, 
&.c. 2. Armor 3 that which defends the body.—3. In 
ships, a square machine composed of rings interwoven, 
like net-work, used for rubbing off the loose hemp on lines 
and white cordage. 4. [Sax. mal.1 A rent 3 also, a spot 3 
[oZ>s.j 

MAIL, 71. [Fr. malette, malle.] A bag for the conveyance 
of letters and papers, particularly letters conveyed from 
one post-office to another. 

MAIL, v. t. 1. To put on a coat of mail or armor 3 to arm 
defensively. Shak. 2. To inclose in a wrapper and direct 
to a post-office. 

MAIL'-COACH, n. A coach that conveys the public mails. 
MAILED, pp. 1. Covered with a mail or with armor 3 in

closed and directed. 2. a. Spotted 3 speckled. 
MAIL'ING, ppr. Investing with a coat of mail 3 inclosing 

in a wrapper and directing to a post-office. 
MAIM, v. t. [Old Fr. mahemer, or mahaigner.] 1. To deprive 

of the use of a limb, so as to render a person less able to 
defend himself in fighting, or to annoy his adversary. 2. 
To deprive of a necessary part 3 to cripple 3 to disable. 

MAIM, TI. [written, in law-language, mayhem.1 1. The pri
vation of the use of a limb or member of the body. 2. 
The privation of any necessary part; a crippling. 3. In
jury ; mischief. 4. Essential defect 3 as, " a noble author 
esteems it to be a maim in history [o&s.] 

MAIMED, pp. Crippled ; disabled in limbs 3 lame. 
MAIM'ING, ppr. Disabling by depriving of the use of a 

limb; crippling 5 rendering lame or defective. 
MAIM'ED-NESS, n. A state of being maimed. 
MAIN, a. [Sax. mcegn.] 1. Principal j chief 5 that widen 

has most power in producing an effect. 2. Mighty 3 vast. 
3. Important j powerful. 

MAIN, n. 1. Strength j force 3 violent effort. 2. The gross; 
the bulk ; the greater part. 3. The ocean 3 the great sea, 
as distinguished from rivers, bays, sounds and the like. 
4. The continent, as distinguished from an isle. 5. A 
hamper. 6. A course 3 a duct.—For the main, in the mam, 
for the most part. . r . i 

MAIN, n. [L. manus; Fr. main.] 1. A hand at dice : [00s.J 
2. A match at cock-fighting. , , . 

MAIN'-LAND, n. The continent 3 the principal land, as 
opposed to an isle. _ „ 

MAINLY, adv. 1. Chiefly j principally. 2. Greatly 3 to a 
great degree 3 mightily. "Bacon. 

MAIN'-MAST, n. The principal mast in a ship. . 
MAIN'-KEEL, n. The principal keel, as distinguished from 

the false keel% . -i mi.0 Ai j i 
MAIN'OR, TI. [Old Fr. manoevre, meinour.] A Be CM law 

phrase, to be taken as a thief with the If ° 
be taken in the very act ofkflDngvenisonorstealn 
wood, or in preparing so to do 5 or it denotes the being 
taken with the thing stolen uiion mm. 

• See Synopsis. MOVE, EOQK, DOVE ;-B!JEL, UNITE.-6 aaK;GasJ;SasZ; CH as SH j TH as in t Obsolete. 
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MAIN PERN'A-BLE, a. That may be admitted to give 

surety by mainpernors; that may be mainprized. 
MAiN-PERN'OR, n. [Old Fr* main, and prendre.] In law, 

a sureiy for a prisoner's appearance in court at a day. 
MAIN'PRxZE, n. [Fr. main and prts ] 1. In law, a writ 

direc d to the sheriff, commanding him to take sureties 
for the prisoner's appearance, and to let him go at large. 
2. Deliverance of a prisoner on security for his appearance 
at a day. 

MAIN'PRIZE, v. t. To suffer a prisoner to go at large, on 
his finding sureties, mainpernors, for his appearance at a 

MAIN'-SAI'L, n. The principal sail in a ship. 
M AIN'-SHEET, n. TLd sheet that extends and fastens the 

main-sail* 
MAIN'S WEAR, v. i. [Sax. manswerian.] To swear false

ly ; to perjure one's self. Blount. 
MAJN-TAIN', v.'t. [Fr. maintenir.] I. To hold, preserve 

o>- keep in any particular state or condition ; to support; 
to sustain ; not to suffer to fail or decline. 2. To hold ; to 
keep ; not to lose or surrender. 3. To continue ; not to 
suffer to cea3e. 4. To keep up 5 to uphold; to support 
the expense of. 5. To support with food, clothing and 
other conveniences. 6. To support by intellectual pow
ers, or by force of reason. 7 To support; to defend ; to 
vindicate ; to justify ; to prove to be just. 8. To support 
by assertion or argument; to affirm. 

MAIN-TAIN'A-BLE, a. 1. That may be maintained, sup
ported, preserved or sustained. 2. That may be defended 
or kept by force or resistance. 3. That may be defended 
by argument or just claim; vindicable ; defensible. 

MAIN-TAIN'ED, (mane-tand') pp. Kept in any state ; pre-
L upheld • supported ; defended; vindicated. 

MAIN-1 AIN'ER, n. One who supports, preserves, sustains 
or vindicates. 

MAIN-TAINRNG, ppr. Supporting; preserving; uphold
ing; defending; vindicating. 

MAIN rE-NANCE, n. 1. Sustenance, sustentation; sup
port by means of supplies of food, clothing and other con
veniences. 2. Means of support; that which supplies 
conveniences. 3. Support; protection ; defense; vindi
cation. 4. Continuance ; security from failure or decline. 
-—5. in law, an officious intermeddling in a suit in which 
tjie person has no interest. 

5mvrv"Dn' T™top ofJthe main-mast of a ship or brig. 
JVI AIN -YARD, 71. The yard on which the main-sail is ex-

tended, supported by the main-mast, 
f MAIS' TER, for master* Spenser. 
f MAIS'TRESS, for mistress. Chaucer. 
\t t J5E' J n' aA plant of tbe ^enus 2ea, the native corn of ) America, called Indian corn. 
fMA^"'pstaS/°U)ba' °^a beautiful yellow color. 
Mat i?«t4t7t ^t a. Great m appearance; having 
MA^FS'TTP A > dlgn'ty-. Poc°cke-rie' a' 1- August; having dignity of person or 

Appearance; grand; princely. 2. Splendid ; grand. 3. 
itr? ' Iofty« Stately ; becoming majesty. 
MA~T§E™~SAIi' a' Majestic- [Little used.] 

AT^® TI-CAL-LY, adv' With dignity; with grandeur • 
_Ylr a Iofty a*r or appearance 3 

IT \ _ TTT'C! /T»r * r , 

cause to exist in a different form, or as a distinct thing 
3. To create ; to cause to exist; to form from nothing. 4 
To compose; to constitute as parts, materials or ingredi-
ents united in a whole. 5. To form by art. 6. To pro-
duce or effect, as the agent. 7. To produce, as the cause • 
to procure ; to obtain. 8. To do : to perform; toexecut"' 
9. To cause to have any quality, as by change or altera
tion. 10. To brmg into any state or condition 5 to consti
tute. 11. To contract; to establish. Rowe. 12. To keep. 
13. To raise to good fortune; to secure in riches or happi
ness. 14. To suffer. 15. To incur; [improper.] 16. To 
commit; to do ; [I. w.j Dryden. 17. To intend or to do; 
to purpose to do ; [obs. J 18. To raise, as profit; to gain: to 
collect. 19. To discover; to arrive in sight of; a seaman's 
phrase. 20. To reach; to arrive at; a seaman's phrase. 
21. To gain by advance. 22. To provide. 23. To put or 
place. 24. To turn ; to convert, as to use. 25. To repre
sent. 26. To constitute; to form. 27. To induce; to cause. 
28. To put into a suitable or regular form for use. 29. To 
fabricate; to forge. 30. To compose; to form and write. 
31. To cure ; to dry and prepare for preservation. 

To make amends, to make good; to give adequate compen
sation ; to replace the value or amount of loss.—To make 
account of, to esteem ; to regard.—To make away. 1. To 
kill; to destroy. 2. To alienate; to transfer. Waller.-
To make free with, to treat with freedom ; to treat without 
ceremony.— To make good. 1. To maintain; to defend. 
2. To fulfill; to accomplish. 3. To make compensation 
for; to supply an equivalent.—To make light of. to con
sider as of no consequence ; to treat with indifference or 
contempt.— To make love, or to make suit, to court: to 
attempt to gain the favor 01* affection.—7'o make merry, 
td feast; to be joyful or jovial.— To make much of, to treat 
with fondness or esteem ; to consider as of great value,or 
as giving great pleasure.— To make of. 1. To understand. 
2. To produce from; to effect. 3. To consider; to ac
count ; to esteem.— To make over, to transfer the title of; 
to convey ; to alienate.—To make out. 1. To learn: to 
discover; to obtain a clear understanding of. 2. To 
prove; to evince ; to establish by evidence or argument. 
3. lo furnish; to find or supply.—To make sure of. 1. 
1 o_consider as certain. 2. To secure to one's nnsawssim 

a;™,-* ' maJ^stas.\ 1. Greatness of appearance 
kvnr.t'Jff ' dlg"ity of aspect or manner; the quaL 
ty or stat? of a person or thing which inspires awe or 

reverence,m the beholder. 2 Dignity; elevation ofman-
nn/fnp A title of emperors, kings and queens. ' 

o Grater fn dUnitv^Tn nUmber' ^uantity or extent. Tu ^reater ?n dignity.—3. In music, an epithet applied to 
the modes in which the third is four semitones above the 
tones °r n°te' anU t0 intervals consisting of foursemi-

MA JOR, n. 1. In military affairs, an officer next in rank 
above a captain, and below a lieutenant-colonel o The 
mayor of a town. See MAYOR. 

MAJOR, 71. In law, a person of full age to manage his own 
concerns. 

M AJOR, ?i. In logic, the first proposition of a regular svl 
logism, containing the principal term. y 

t M \-JOR-A'TION, 7i. Increase; enlargement. Bamn 
til 4 JOR-Do!MO, n. [major and 'damns.] A man who holds 

the place of master of the house; a steward ; also a chief 
minister. ' 

MA'JOR-GEN'ER-AL, n. A military officer who commands 
a division or a number of regiments. 

MA-JOR'I-TY, 71. [Fr. TTiajonte.] 1. The greater number-
.nore than half. 2. Full age ; the age at which the laws' 
of a country permit a young person to manage his own 
afihirs. 3. The office, rank or commission of a major 

IM 

— To make up. 1. To collect into a sum of ^mass. 2. To 
reconcile; to compose. 3. To repair. 4. To supply what 
is wanting. 5. To compose, as ingredients or parts. 6. 
J. o shape. 7. To assume a particular form of features. 
8. 1 o compensate; to make good. 9. To.settle; to ad
just, or to arrange for settlement. 10. To determine; to 
bung to a definite conclusion.—In seamen's language, to 
make sail, to increase the quantity of sail already extend
ed- make sternway, to move with the stern foremost. 
To make water, to leak.— To make words, to multiply 
words. "1 

MAKE, v. i. 1. To tend ; to proceed; to move. 2. To con
tribute ; to have effect. 3. To rise; to flow toward land. 
— To make as if, to show; to appear; to carry appear
ance.— To make away with, to kill; to destroy.— To make 
for. 1. To move towards ; to direct a course towards. 2. 
To tend to advantage; to favor—To make against, to 
tend to injury.— To make out, to succeed; to have success 
at last.— To make up, to approach.— To make up for, to 
compensate ; to supply by an equivalent.— To make up 
with, to settle differences ; to become friends.— To make 
with, to concur. 

MAKE, n. Structure; texture; constitution of parts in a 
body. r 

f MAKE, 71. [Sax. maca, gemaca.] A companion ; a mate. 
Spenser. 

MAKE'BATE, n. [make, and Sax. bat-e.l One who excites 
contention and quarrels. Sidney. 

f MAKE-LESS, a. Matchless; without a mate. 
MA'KER, 77. 1. The Creator. 2. One that makes, forms 

shapes or molds ; a manufacturer. 3. A poet. 
MAKETEACE, 77. A peace-maker; one that reconciles 

persons when at variance. Shak. 
MAKE'WEIGHT, n. That which is thrown into a scale to 

make weight. Philips. 
MA'KI, 77. An animal of the genus lemur. 
^^ons^tRutin g**' ForminSi causing; compelling; creating, 

MAK'ING, n. 1. The act of forming, causing or constitut
ing. 2. Workmanship. 3 Composition ; structure. 4 
A poem. ' 

^Ab> .or MALE, [Fr. mal, L. mains,] as a prefix, in com
position, denotes ill or evil. 

MAL'A-€HITE, 77. [Gr. pa\aXy.] An oxyd of copper, com
bined with carbonic acid. 

MAL'A-CO-LITE, 77. [Gr. ya\aXrj.] Another name for 
diopside, a variety of pyroxene. Lunier. 

MAL-A-€OP-TE-RY<5'E-OUS, a. [Gr. paXaieos, and 7rr«-
pvyiov.] Having bony rays of fins, not sharp or pointed 
at the extremity; as a fish. 

* See Synopsis. A E, I, O, tj, Y, long. FAR, FALL, WH^T;—PREY;—PIN, MARINE, BIRD ;— | Obsolete.' 
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M 4L-A-€OS'TO-MOUS, a. [Gr. paXaxof and aropa.] Hav

ing soft jaws without teeth; as a fish. 
* MAL-AD-MIN-IS-TRA'TION, to. Bad management of 

public affairs ; vicious or defective conduct in administra
tion. 

ftiAL'A-DY, ?i. [Fr. maladie; It. malattia.] 1, Any sick
ness or disease of the human body ; a lingering or deep-
seated disorder or indisposition. 2. Defect or corruption 
of the heart; depravity; moral disorder or corruption of 
mora principles. 3. Disorder of the understanding or 
mind. 

MAL'A-GA, n. A species of wine imported from Malaga. 
MA-LAN'DERS, n. [from mal, and It. andare.] A dry scab 

on the pastern of a horse. Johnson. 

MAL 

MAL'A-PERT, a. [mal and pert.] Saucy ; quick, with im-
nce; sprightly, without respect or decency : bold : 
ird. 

pudence 
forward. 

MAL'A-PERT-LY, adv. Saucily ; with impudence. 
MAL'A-PERT-NESS, n. Sauciness; impudent pertness or 

forwardness; sprightliness of reply, without decency. 
MAL-APRO-POS, (mal-ap'ro-po) adv. [Fr.] Unsuitably. MaLAR, a. [L. mala.] Pertaining to the cheek. 
MAL'ATE, n. [L. malum.] A salt formed by the malic 

acid, the acid of apples, combined with a base, 
f MAL'AX-ATE, v. t. [Gr. paXacoo).] To soften ; to knead 

to softness. 
MAL-AX-A'TION, 7i. The act of moistening and softening • 

or the forming of ingredients into a mass for pills cr plas
ters. [Little used.] » 

* MAL-GON-FOR-MA'TION, n. Ill form; disproportion of 
parts. Tully. 

* MAL'€ON-TENT, n. [mal and content.] A discontented 
subject of government; one who murmurs at the laws 
and administration. 

* vr A r\ I A' Discontented with the laws 
MAL-GOA-TENT'ED, f or the administration of gov-

* dissatisfied with the government. 
* 'ED-LY, adv. With discontent. 

MAL-GON-TENT'ED-NESS, TO. Discontentedness with 
the government; dissatisfaction ; want of attachment to 
the government, manifested by overt acts. 

MALE, a. [Fr. male.] 1. Pertaining to the sex that procre
ates young, and applied to animals of all kinds. 2. De
noting the sex of a plant which produces the fecundating 
dust, or a flower or plant that bears the stamens only 
without pistils. 3. Denoting the screw whose threads en
ter the grooves or channels of the corresponding or female 
screw. 

MALE, ??. 1. Among animals, one of the sex whose office 
is to beget young ; a he-animal.—2. In botany, a plant or 
flower which produces stamens only, without pistils. 3 
In mechanics, the screw whose threads enter the grooves 

^°/TCta^fT^corresP°nding Part female screw. 
MAL-E-DIC'EN-CY, to. [L. maledicentia.] Evil speak

ing ; reproachful language ; proneness to reproach. [Lit-
LLC LLSCU. J  

MAL'E-DI-CENT, a. Speaking reproachfully ; slanderous. 
[Little used.] Sandys. 

f MAL-E-DIGT'ED, a. Accursed. Diet. 
MAL-E-DIG'TION, T O . [L. maledictio.] Evil speaking : 
\r AT" ' a cursing 1 curse or execration. 
MAL-E-FAOTION, TO. [L. male and facio.) A criminal 
,.{eTedi i* f"me J an offense against the laws. [L. u.] 
MAL-E-FA€'TOR, TO. One who commits a crime: a crimi

nal. Dryden. 
JmA-LEP'Iq'uE, I "'fut MA,EJIMS-L Mischievous; hurt- | 
T MAL'E-FICE, TO. [Fr.] An evil deed; artifice ; enchant

ment. Chaucer. 
I  ™  A v ' U To bewitch. Burton. 

n' A bewitching. 
MAL-L-FI 'CIEXCE, U. [L. malejicientia.] The doing of 

evii} harm or mischief. 6 

t m a a' Doing evil, harm or mischief. 
ImiS n' [Fr-maleng-in.j Guile; deceit, 

mo • ' ^ malette'] A little bag or budget; a portmanteau. Shelton. 
' V" P- malevolentia.] Ill-will; per-

onal hatred ; evil disposition towards another ; enmity 
heart; inclination to injure otliers. It expresses less 

M a t" mabgroity. Shah. 
u'JvP' a' Having an evil disposition to-

ras another or others; wishing evil to others; ill-dis-
posea, or disposed to injure others. 2. Unfavorable; un-

mWSSK' bringing calamity, 
thp fNT-LY, adv. With ill-will or enmity; with 

t il 7 or esi=n ^ injure. 
MaUfSa/2"aLa?^?' «• Malevolent. Warburton. 

deed. SANCF., TO. [Fr.] Evil doing ; wrong ; illegal 

^ ^ n t u t i o n ^ n '  ̂ m a l  O - n d  f o r m a U o n . ]  Ill or wrong 
of parts. °F anoma,ous formation or stmcture 

TtcLutZ'.ni,'gl° aPPleS S draWn fr°m 

^Fxtrpmp malizia; Sp. malicia; L. malitia. | 
SEES ,251? ty ?£ heart' or malevolence ; a disposition 
spite. without cause ; unprovoked malignity or 

MA^cPch%\T°i refiai'Z Witb .extrerne i»-will. MA EI CIOUS, a. 1. Harboring ill-will or enmity without 
provocation1; malevolent in the extreme; malignant !n 
Sted by malice.1"® f'°m "'K"W hatred or ill wi" • 

1 ̂ mity oV'^-^ll^^vith^deHberate^hiten^i^to fn^ure^ e"~ 
MA-Ll«CIOUS-NESS «. The qnality of betag Sdoun ; 

extreme enmity or disposition to injure ; malignity. Hcr-

MA-LIGN', (ma-line') a. [Fr. maligne ; L. malignus. | J. 
Having a very evil disposition towards others ; harboring 
violent hatred or enmity; malicious. 2. Unfavorable0 

maTtcw/8/ tending to injure. 3. Malignant; pernicious 
MA-LiGN , (ma-line') v. t. 1. To regard with envy or mal 

ice; to treat with extreme enmity; to injure maliciously 
2. 'l_o traduce; to defame. 
a  " J ' K S ' A l *  T o  e n t e r t a i n  m a l i c e .  Milton. 

MA-LIG NAJS-CY, TO. 1. Extreme malevolence ; bitter en-
ma^ce- 2. Unfavorableness; unpropitiousness. 

3. v lrulence ; tendency to mortification or to a fatal 
issue. 

MA-LIG'NANT, a. [L. malignus.] 1. Malicious; having 
extreme malevolence or enmity. 2. Unpropitious ; exert-
Hig pernicious influence. 3. Virulent. 4. Dangerous to 
life. 5. Extremely heinous, 

f M A-LIG'NANT, TO. A man of extreme enmity or evil in
tentions. Hooker. 

MA-LIG'NANT-LV,, adv. I. Maliciously; with extreme 
malevolence. 2. W ltli pernicious influence. 

MA-LiGN'ER, (ma-line'er) n. One who regards or treats 
another with enmity ; a traducer; a defamer. 

MA-LIG'NI-TY, TO. [L. malignitas.] 1. Extreme enmity 
or evil dispositions of heart towards another; malice 
without provocation, or malevolence with baseness of 
heart; deep-rooted spite. 2. Virulence; destructive ten
dency. 3. Extreme evilness of nature. 4. Extreme sin
fulness ; enormity or heinousness. 

MA-LIGN'LY, (ma-ilne'ly) adv. 1. With extreme ill-wil». 
2. Unpropitiously; perniciously, 

f MAL'I-SON, TO. Malediction. Chaucer. 
(maw'kin), TO. A mop; also, a low maid-ser-

* MALL, (mawl) TO. [Fr. mail; Sp. mallo.] 1. A large 
heavy, wooden beetle; an instrument for driving anv 
thing with force. 2. A blow ; [obs.] ' 

M^LbJmalln' £Arm* mailh-l A public walk; a level shaded walk. 
* MALL, v. t. To beat with a mall; to beat with something 

heavy; to bruise. 
ma^'t vRAD?3TnT ;An^-ecieS °£duck of the genus anas. MAL-LL-A-BIL'I- PY, w. That quality of bodies which 

. ra suscePDble of extension by beating. 
MAkl a: fFr-] That may be drawn out and 

nfer" beating ; capable of extension by the ham-
MAL'LE-A-BLE-NESS, TO. Malleability. 

£af byt™i£ T° "ammer ; 10 draw int0 a 

Xint0 a p,ate 
r* ma}!let'l .A wooden hammer or instru 

xrTf t ar f°r driving pins. 
MAT'T I n'JSax- malu> mcalwe, malice.] A plant of 

li^t miSi lr gei?us malva f so called from its emol-
thaa ^ ~Marsh~mallo'wsi » plant of the genus al-

n' [Fr' fnalvoisie; It. 7nalvosio : 
,a Greece.] The name of a species of 

0 a k^nd °f wine. 
\p A^"f^A€!/TICE, to. Evil practice; illegal or immoral 

> practice contrary to established rules. 
iuAiii, to. [Sax. mcalt; Sw., Dan. malt.] Barley steeped 

in water, fermented and dried in a kiln, and thus prepar-
\r atbowing into ale or beer. 
tiJ ; t v'l' To make into malt; as, to malt barley. 

'• To become malt. 
MALT'-DRINK, or MALT'-LIQU-OR, TO. A liquor pre

pared for drink by an infusion of malt; as beer, ale, poi 
. ter, &c. 
MALT'-DUST, TO. The grains or remains of malt. 
MALT'FLoOR, TO. A floor for drying malt. Mortimer. 
MALT'HORSE, TO. A horse employed in grinding malt 

hence, a dull fellow. Shah. 
MALT'MAN, ) to. A man whose occupation is to make 
MALT'STER, \ malt. Sioifl. 
MALT'WORM, To. [malt and worm.] A tippler. Shah, 
f MAL'TA-LENT, TO. [Old Fr.] Ill-humor. Chaucer. 
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MAN 5 
MAL'THA, n. A variety of bitumen. 
MAL-TREAT', V .  t. To treat ill; to abuse ; to treat rough

ly, rudely, or with unkindness. 
MAL-TREAT'ED, pp. Ill treated; abused. 
MAL-TREAT'ING, ppr. Abusing ; treating unkindly. 
MAL-TREAT'MENT, n. Ill treatment; ill usage ; abuse. 
MAL-VA'CEOUS, a. [L. malvaceus.] Pertaining to mal

lows. 
MAL-VER-SA'TION, n. [L. male and versor.] Evil con

duct: improper or wicked behavior; mean artifices, or 
fraudulent tricks. Burke. 

MAM, or MAM-MA', n. [L. mamma; W. mam; Arm. 
inamm; Gr. pappy.] A familiar word for mother, used 
by young children. 

MAM'A-LUKE, ) n. The Mamalukes lately formed themil-
MAM'E-LUKE, j itary force of Egypt. 
MAM MAL, n. [L. mamma.] In zoology, an animal that 

suckles its young. [S«E MAMMIFER.] Good. 
M AM-MA'LI-AN, a. Pertaining to the mammals. 
MAM-MAL'O-GIST, n. One who treats of mammiferous 

animals. 
MAM-MAL'O-GY, n. [L. mamma, and Gr. Xoyos.] The sci

ence or doctrine of mammiferous animals. 
MAM'MA-RY, a. Pertaining to the breasts or paps. 
MAM-MEE', n. A tree of the genus mammea. 
MAM'MER, v. i. To stand in suspense ; to hesitate. Brant. 
MAM'MER-ING, n. Confusion ; amazement; hesitation. 
MAM'MET, n. A puppet ; a figure dressed. 
MAM'MI-FER, n. [L. mamma and fero.] An animal which 

has breasts for nourishing its young. 
MAM-MIF'ER-OUS, a. Having breasts and nourishing the 

young by the milk secreted by them. 
MAM'MI-FORM, a. [L. mamma and form.] Having the 

shape or form of paps. 
* MAM'MIL-LA-RY, a [L mamilla.] 1. Pertaining to the 

paps; resembling a pap.—2. In mineralogy, applied to 
minerals composed of convex concretions. 

MAM'MIL-LA-TED, a. Having small nipples, or little 
globes like nipples. Say. 

! MAM'MOG, ii. A shapeless piece. Herbert. 
t MAM'MOC, v. t. To tear in pieces. Milton. 
MAM'MO-DIS, 71. Coarse, plain India muslins. 
MAM'MON, n. [Syr.] Riches; wealth ; the god of 

riches. 
MAM'MON-IST, n. A person devoted to the acquisition of 

wealth ; a worldling. Hammond. 
MAM'MOTH, n. [Russ. mamant.] This name has been 

given to a huge quadruped, now extinct, whose bones are 
found on both continents. 

MAN, 7i.; plu. MEN. [Sax. man, mann and mow, Goth. 
manna; Sans, man; D. man ; G. man ,* Dan. man, mcn-
neske; Sw. man, meniskia; Ice, mann.] 1. Mankind; 
the human race ; the whole species of human beings. 2. 
A male individual of the human race, of adult growth or 
years. 3. A male of the human race; used often in com
pound words, or in the nature of an adjective. 4. A ser
vant, or an attendant of the male sex. 5. A word of fa
miliar address. 6. It sometimes bears the sense of a male 
adult of some uncommon qualifications; particularly, the 
sense of strength, vigor, bravery, or magnanimity. 7. An 
individual of the human species.—8. Man is sometimes 
opposed to boy or child, and sometimes to beast. 9. One 
who is master of his mental powers, or who conducts 
himself with his usual judgment. 10. It is sometimes 
used indefinitely, without reference to a particular indi
vidual.—11. In popular usage, a husband. 12. A mova
ble piece at chess or draughts.—13. In feudal law, a vas
sal, a liege, subject or tenant.—Man of war, a ship of 
war; an armed ship. 

MAN'-MID-WIFE, n. A man who practices obstetrics. 
MAN, v. t. 1. To furnish with men. 2. To guard with 

men. 3. To strengthen ; to fortify. 4. To tame a hawk; 
[I. u.] 5. To furnish with attendants or servants; [Z. w.l 
6. To point; to aim; [o&s.] 

MxAN'A-€LE, n. [Fr. manicles.] An instrument of iron for 
fastening the hands; hand-cuffs; shackles. 

MAN'A-CLE. v.t. 1. To put on hand-cuffs or other fasten
ing for confining the hands. 2. To shackle ; to confine ; 
to restrain the use of the limbs or natural powers. 

MAN'A-€LED,pp. Hand-cuffed; shackled. 
M AN'A-GLING ppr. Confining the hands ; shackling. 
MAN'AGE, v. t. [Fr.menager.] 1. To conduct; to carry 

on ; to direct the concerns of. 2. To train or govern, as 
a horse. 3. To govern; to control; to make tame or 
tractable. 4. To wield ; to move or use in the manner 
desired : to have under command. 5. To make subservi
ent. 6. To husband : to treat with caution or sparingly. 
7. To treat with caution or judgment; to govern with ad
dress. , _ . 

MAN'AGE, v. i. To direct or conduct affairs ; to carry on 
concern = or business. ....... r * -i « , 

MAN'AG 5,71. 1 Conduct; administration; [065.] 2. (pro
nounced ma-n&zheO Government; control, as of a horse. 3. 

4 MAN 
Discipline; direction. 4. Use; application or treatment 
[Little used.] 

MAN'AGE-A-BLE, a. 1. Easy to be used or directed to 
its proper purpose; not difficult to be moved or wield
ed. 2. Governable; tractable; that may be controlled. 
3. That may be made subservient to one's views or de
signs. 

MAN'AGE-A-BLE-NESS, n. 1. The quality of being easily 
used, or directed to its proper purpose. 2. Tractableness; 
the quality of being susceptible of government and con
trol ; easiness to be governed. 

MAN AGED, pp. Conducted ; carried on; trained by dis
cipline ; governed; controlled ; wielded. 

MAN'AGE-MENT, n. 1. Conduct; administration ; man
ner of treating, directing or carrying on. 2. Cunning 
practice; conduct directed by art, design or prudence; 
contrivance. 3. Practice ; transaction ; dealing. 4. Mod
ulation ; variation. 

MAN'A-GER, n. 1. One who has the conduct or direction 
of any thing. 2. A person who conducts business with 
economy and frugality; a good husband. 

MAN'A-GER-Y, 71. 1. Conduct; direction; administra
tion. 2. Husbandry ; economy ; frugality. 3. Manner 
of using ; [little used. J 

MAN'A-GING, ppr. Conducting ; regulating; directing ; 
governing; wielding. 

MAN'A-ICIN, n. The name of a beautiful race of birds 
found in warm climates. Diet. Mat. Hist. 

MA-NA'TI, or MA-NA'TUS, n. The sea-cow, or fish-tailed 
walrus, an animal of the genus trichecvs. 

MA-NA'TION, n. [L. manatio.J The act of issuing or flow
ing out. [Little used.] 

MANCHE, n. [Fr.] A sleeve. 
f MAN'CHET, 11. A small loaf of fine bread. Bacon. 
MANCH-I-NEEL', n. [L. mancanilla.] A tree. 
MAN'CI-PATE, v. t. [L. mancipo.] To enslave; to bind , 

to restrict. [Little used.] Hale. 
MAN-CI-PA'TION, 7i. Slavery ; involuntary servitude. 

[Little used.] 
MAN'CI-PLE, 7t. [L. manceps.] A steward ; an undertak

er ; a purveyor, particularly of a college. Johnson. 
MAN-DA'MUS, 71. [L. mando, mandamus.] In law, a com

mand or writ, issuing from the king's bench in England, 
and, in America, from some of the higher courts, directed 
to any person, corporation, or inferior court, requiring 
them to do some act therein specified, which appertains 
to their office and duty. 

MAN-DA-RiN', n. In 'China, a magistrate or governor of a 
province ; also, the court language of China. 

MAN'DA-TA-RY, or MAN'DA-TO-RY, n. [Fr. manda-
taire.] 1. A person to whom the pope lias, by his preroga
tive, given a mandate or order for his benefice. 2. One to 
whom a command or charge is given.—3. In law, one 
who undertakes, without a recompense, to do some act 
for another, in respect to the thing bailed to him. Kent. 

MAN'DATE, n. [L. mando.] 1. A command; an order, 
precept or injunction ; a commission.—2. In canon law, a 
rescript of the pope. 

MAN-DA'TOR, n. [L.] A director. Jlyliffe. 
MAN'DA-TO-RY, a. Containing a command; preceptive 

directory. 
MAN'DI-BLE, n. [L. mando.] The jaw, the instrument OF 

chewing ; applied particularly to fowls. 
MAN-DIB'U-LAR, a. Belonging to the jaw. Gayton. 
f MAN'DIL, 7i. [Fr. mandille.] A sort of mantle. 
MAN-DIL'ION, n. A soldier's coat; a loose garment. 
MAN'DLE-STONE, n. [G. mandelstcin.] Kernel-stone ; 

almond-stone ; called, also, amygdaloid. 
f MAND'MENT, for commandment. 
f MAN'DO-LIN, n. [It. mandola.] A cithern or harp. 
MAN'DRAKE, n. [L. mandragoras.] A plant. 
MAN'DREL, n. An instrument for confining in the lathe 

the substance to be turned. Moxon. 
MAN'DRILL, n. A species of monkey. Diet. Mat. Hist. 
MAN'DU-CA-BLE, a. That can be chewed; fit to be 

MAN'DU-CATE, v. t. [L. mando.] To chew. 
MAN'DU-CA-TED, pp. Chewed. 
MAN'DU-€A-TING, ppr. Chewing; grinding with the 

teeth. 
MAN-DU-CA'TION, n. The act of chewing or eating. 
MANE, n. [D. maan; G. m'dhne.] The hair growing on 

the upper side of the neck of a horse or other animal, usu
ally hanging down on one side. 

MAN'EAT-ER, n. A human being that feeds on humau 
flesh ; a cannibal; an anthropophagite. 

MANED, a. Having a mane. 
MAN EGE, (ma-nazhe') n. [Fr.] A school for teaching 

horsemanship, and for training horses. 
MA-NE'RI-AL- Sec MANORIAL. 
MA'NES, 71. plu. [L.] 1. The ghost, shade or soul of a 

deceased person ; and, among the ancient pagans, the in
fernal deities. 2. The remains of the dead. 

* See S mopsis. A, E, T, 5, t, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WHAT;—PREY;-PIN, MARINE, BIRD f Obsolete 
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MAN'FIJL, «• 1* Having the spirit of a man; bold ; brave ; 

courageous. 2. Noble ; honorable. 
MANF^L-LY, adv. Boldly; courageously; honorably. 
MAN'FJJL-NESS, n. Boldness ; courageousness. 
MAN'G, n. A mash of bran and salt ; barley or oats ground 

with the husks. Brockets 
MAN'G A-BY, n. A monkey with naked eyelids. 
MAN'GA-NESE, n. A metal of a dusky white. 
MAN-GA-NE'SIAN, a. Pertaining to manganese; consist

ing of it, or partaking of its qualities. Seybert. 
MAN-G A-NE'SIATE, n. A compound of manganesic acid, 

with a base. 
MAN-G A-NE'SI€, a Obtained from manganese. Henry. 

[Manganicjs ill formed.] 
MAN-GA-NE'SIOUS, a. Mangancsious acid is an acid with 

a minimum of oxygen. Henry. 
MANG'CORN, n. [Sax. mengan and corn.] A mixture of 

wheat and rye, or other species of grain. 
MANGE, 71. [Fr. mangeaison.] The scab or itch in cattle, 

dogs and other beasts. 
M AxN'G EL-WLFR-ZEL, n. {G. mangel and wurzel.] The 

root of scarcity, a plant of the beet kind. 
MAN'GER, n. [Fr. mangeoire.] 1. A trough or box in 

which fodder is laid for cattle, or the place in which 
horses and cattle are fed.—2. In ships of war, a space 
across the deck within the hawse-holes. 

MAN'GER-BoARD, 7i. The bulk-head on a ship's deck 
that separates the manger from the other part of the 
deck. 

MAN Gl-NESS, n. Scabbiness ; infection of the mange. 
MAN'GLE, v. t. [D. mangelen.] 1. To cut with a dull in

strument, and tear, or to tear in cutting; to cut in a bun
gling manner. 2. To curtail; to take by piece-meal. 

MAN'GLE, n. [Dan. mangle.'] 1. A rolling press or calen
der for smoothing cloth. 2. A name of the mangrove, 
which see. 

MAN'GLE, v. t. To smooth cloth with a mangle ; to cal
ender. 

MAN'GLED, pp. Torn in cutting ; smoothed with a man
gle. 

MAN'GLER, n. One who tears in cutting ; one who uses a 
mangle. 

MANGLING, ppr. 1. Lacerating in the act of cutting ; tear
ing. 2. Smoothing with a mangle. 

MANGO, 7i. 1. The fruit of the mango tree, a native of the 
East Indies. 2. A green muskmelon pickled. 

MANGO-NEL, n. [Fr. mangoneau.] An engine formerly 
used for throwing stones and battering walls, 

f M ANGO-NISM, n. The art of setting off to advantage, 
f MANGO-NIZE, v. t. To polish for setting off to advan 

tage. 
MANGO-STAN, j n. A tree of the East Indies, of the 
MAN-GO-STEEN', ] genus garcinia. 
MANGROVE, n. 1. A tree of the East and West Indies. 

2. The name of a fish. Pennant. 
MANGY, a. Scabby ; infected with the mange. 
MAN'HA-TER, 7i.* One who hates mankind; a misan

thrope. 
MAN'HOOD, 7i. 1. The state of one who is a man, of an 

adult male, or one who is advanced beyond puberty, boy
hood or childhood ; virility. 2. Virility. 3. Human 
nature. 4. The qualities of a man ; courage ; bravery ; 
[little used.] 

MA'NI-A, 71. TL. and Gr.] Madness, 
t MANT-A-BLE, a. Manageable ; tractable. Bacon. 
MA'NI-AG, a. [L. maniacns.] Mad ; raving with madness; 

raging with disordered intellect. Grew. 
MA'NI-AG, n. A madman ; one raving with madness. Shen-

stone. 
MA-NT'A-CAL, a. Affected with madness. 
MAN-I-GHEAN, a. Pertaining to the Manichees. 
MAN-I-€HE'AN, ) 71. One of a sect in Persia, who main-
MAN-I-EHEE*, \ tained that there are two supreme 

principles, the one good, the other evil. 
MAN'I-CIIE-ISM, ?I. The doctrines taught, or system of 

principles maintained by the Manichees. 
MANI-CHORD, ) n. [Fr. manichordion.] A musical in-
MAN-I-CORD'ON, ] strument in the form of a spinet. 
MAN'I-GON, 71. A species of nightshade. 
MAN'I-FEST, a. [L. maiufestus.] 1. Plain ; open ; clear

ly visible to the eye or obvious to the understanding ; ap
parent ; not obscure or difficult to be seen or understood. 
2. Detected ; with of. 

MAN'I-FEST, n. An invoice of a cargo of goods, imported 
or laden for export, to be exhibited at the custom-house, 

t MAN'I-FEST, or MAN-I-FEST'O, 7t. [It. manifesto ,* L. 
m inifestus.] A public declaration, usually of a prince or 
sovereign, showing his intentions, or proclaiming his 
opinions and motives. 

MAN'I-FEST, v. t. [L. manifesto.] 1. To reveal; to make 
h)appear; to show plainly ; to make public; to disclose 
to the eye or to the understanding 2. To display; to ex

it A1vrltTr\Lore dearly to the view. 
NT-FES-TA'TION, 7i. The ac* of disclosing what is se

cret, unseen or obscure ; discovery to the eye or to the un 
derstanding; the exhibition of any tiling by clear evi
dence ; display. 

MAN'I-FEST-ED, pp. Made clear; disclosed ; made appa
rent, obvious or evident. 

MAN-I-FEST'I-BLE, a. That may be made evident. 
MAN'I-FEST-ING, ppr. Showing clearly ; malting evi

dent ; disclosing ; displaying. Bacon. 
MAN'I-FEST-LY, adv. Clearly; evidently; plainly; in a 

manner to be clearly seen or understood. 
MAN'I-FEST-NESS, TI. Clearness to the sight or mind ; ob

viousness. 
MAN-I-FEST'O. See MANIFEST. 
MAN'I-FoLD, a. 1. Of divers kinds ; many in number; 

numerous; multiplied. 2. Exhibited or appearing at di
vers times or in various ways, 

t MAN'I-FoLD-ED, a. Having many doublings. 
MAN'I-FoLD-LY, adv. In a manifold manner. 
MAN'I-FoLD-NESS, n. Multiplicity. Sherwood 
MA-NIG'LI-ONS, n. In gunnery, two handles on the back 

of a piece of ordnance. Bailey. 
MAN'I-KIN, n. A little man. Shak. 
MAN'IL, 1 TI. [Sp. manilla.] A ring or bracelet worn by 
MA-NIL'LA, ] persons in Africa. 
MA'NI-OC, MA'NI-HOC, or MA'NI-IIOT, n. A plant of the 

genus jatropha, or cassada plant. 
MAN'I-PLE, n. [L. manipulus.] 1. A handful. 2. A small 

band of soldiers. 3. A fanon, or kind of ornament worn 
about the arm of a mass priest; a garment. 

MA-NIP'U-LAR, a. Pertaining to the maniple. 
MA-NIP-U-LA'TION, n. [Fr.] In general, work by hand ; 

manual operation ; as, in mining, the manner of digging 
ore ; in chemistry, the operation of preparing substances 
for experiments ; in pharmacy, the preparation of drugs. 

MAN'KILL-ER, n. One who slays a man. 
MAN'KILL-ING, a. Used to kill men. Dryden. 
* MAN-KIND', n. [man and kind.] 1. The race or species 

of human beings. 2. A male, or the males of the human 
race. 

MAN-KIND', a. Resembling man in form, not woman. 
MAN'LESS, a. Destitute of men ; not manned. [L. used.] 
MAN'LIKE, a. 1. Having the proper qualities of a man. 2. 

Of man's nature. Milton. 
MAN'LI-NESS, n. The qualities of a man; dignity; bra

very ; boldness. Locke. 
MAN'LING, 71. A little man. B. Jonson. 
MAN'LY, a. 1. Manlike ; becoming a man ; firm ; brave ; 

undaunted. 2. Dignified ; noble ; stately. 3. Pertaining 
to the adult age of man. 4. Not boyish or womanish. 
Shak. 

MAN'LY, adv. With courage like a man. 
MAN'NA, 71. [Ar. mauna.] 1. A substance miraculously 

furnished as food for the Israelites in their journey 
through the wilderness of Arabia. Ex. xvi.—2. In ma-
tcria medica, the juice of a certain tree of the ash-kind. 

MAN'NER, 11. [Fr. maniere; It. maniera.] 1. Form; meth
od ; way of performing or executing. 2. Custom ; habit
ual practice. 3. Sort; kind. 4. Certain degree or mea
sure. 5. Mien ; cast of look ; mode. 6. Peculiar way or 
carriage; distinct mode. 7. Way; mode; of things. 8. 
Way of service or worship.—9. In painting, the particular* 
habit of a painter in managing colors, lights and shades. 

MAN'NER, v. t. To instruct in manners. Shak. 
MAN'NER-ISM, n. Adherence to the same manner; uni • 

formity of manner. Edin. Rev. 
MAN'NER-IST, n. An artist who performs his work in one 

unvaried manner. Churchill. 
MAN'NER-LI-NESS, n. The quality of being civil and re 

spectful in behavior; civility ; complaisance. 
MAN'NER-LY, a. Decent in external deportment; civil, 

respectful; complaisant; not rude or vulgar. 
MAN'NER-LY, adv. With civility; respectfully; without 

rudeness. Shak. 
MAN'NERS, n. plu. 1. Deportment; carriage ; behavior; 

conduct; course of life ; in a moral sense. 2. Ceremoni 
ous behavior; civility; decent and respectful deportment 
3. A bow or courtesy. 

MAN'NISH, a. Having the appearance of a man ; bold , 
masculine. Shak. 

MA-NCEu'VRE, ) n. [Fr. manoeuvre.] 1. Management, 
MA-NEu'VER, \ dextrous movement, particularly in 

an army or navy. 2. Management with address or artful 
design. 

MA-NCEu'VRE, v.i. 1. To move or change positions among 
troops or ships, for the purpose of advantageous attack or 
defense ; or, in military exercise, for the purpose of disci
pline. 2. To manage with address or art. 

MA-NCEU'VRE, v. t. To change the positions of troops or 
ships. 

MA-NCEU'VRED, pp. Moved in position. 
MA-NCEU'VRING, ppr. Changing the position or order for 

advantageous attack or defense. 
MA-NOM'E-TER, n. [Gr. pavos and./ierpov.] An mstra-

* ^ ̂opsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVEBULL, UNITE.—€ as K : G as J ; $ as Z; CH as SH; TH as in this, f Obsolett 
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ment to measure or snow the alterations in the rarity or 
density of the air. 

MAN-O-MET'RI-CAL, a. Pertaining to the manometer. 
MAN'OR,7i. [Fr. vianoir; Arm. maner.] The land belong

ing to a lord or nobleman, or so much land as a lord or 
great personage formerly kept in his own hands for the 
use and subsistence of his familv. 

MAN'OR-HOUSE, or MAN'OR-SEAT, n. The h "SE be
longing to a manor. 

MA-No'RI-AL, or MA-NE'RI-AL, a. Pertaining to a 
manor. 

MAN'PLSAS-ER, n. One who pleases men, or one who 
takes uncommon pains to gain the favor of men. 

f MAN/Q,UELL-ER, n. A mankiller; a murderer. 
MANSE, (mans) n. [L. mansio.~\ 1. A house or habitation ; 

particularly, a paisonage house. 2. A farm. 
MAN'SER-VANT, n. A male servant. 
MAN'SION, n. [L. mansio.] 1. Any place of residence ; a 

house; a habitation. 2. The house of the lord of a manor. 
3. Residence ; abode. 

MAN'SION, v. i. To dwell ; to reside. Mede. 
MAN'SION-A-RY, a. Resident; residentiary. 
M AN'SION-HOUSE, n. The house in which one resides ; 

an inhabited house. Blackstone. 
f MAN'SION-RY, n. A place of residence. Shak. 
MAN'SLAUGH-TER, n. 1. In a general sense, the killing 

of a man or of men •, destruction of the human species ; 
murder.—2. In law, the unlawful killing of a man with
out malice, express or implied. Manslaughter differs 
from murder in not proceeding from malice prepense or 
deliberate, which is essential to constitute murder. It 
differs from homicide excusable, being done in conse
quence of some unlawful act, whereas excusable homi
cide happens in consequence of misadventure. 

MAN'SLAY-ER, n. One that has slain a human being. 
MAN'STEAL-ER, TI. One who steals and sells men. 
MAN'STEAL-ING, TI. The act of stealing a human being. 
MAN'SUETE, (man'sweet) a. [L. mansuetus.J Tame; 

gentle ; not wild or ferocious ; [little used.] Ray. 
MAN'SUE-TUDE, n. [L. mansuetudo.] Tameness ; mild

ness ; gentleness. Herbert. 
MAN'TA, n. [Sp. manta.] A flat fish-
MAN'TEL. See MANTLE. 
MAN'TE-LET, or MANT'LET, TI. [dim. of mantle.] 1. A 

small cloak worn by women.—2. In fortification, a kind 
of movable parapet or penthouse. 

MANT'I-GER, rather MANT'I-CHOR, or MANT'I-COR, n. 
[L. manticora, mantichora.] A large monkey or baboon. 

MAN'TLE, n. [Sax. mcentel, mentel.] 1. A kind of cloak 
or loose garment to be worn over other garments. 2. A 
cover. 3. A cover ; that which conceals. 

MAN'TLE, v. t. To cloak ; to cover; to disguise. 
MAN'TLE, v. i. 1. To expand ; to spread. 2. To joy ; to 

revel. 3. To be expanded ; to be spread or extended. 4. 
To gather over and form a cover; to collect on the sur
face, as a covering. 5. To rush to the face and cover it 
with a crimson color. 

MAN'TLE, or MAN'TLE-TREE, n. The piece of timber 
or stone in front of a chimney, over the fire-place, resting 
on the jambs^ 

MAN'TLE-PIECE, 1 n. The work over a fire-place, in 
MAN'TLE-SHELF, \ front of the chimney. 
MANT'LING, n. In heraldry, the representation of a man

tle, or the drapery of a coat of arms. 
MAN'TO, n. [It.] A robe ; a cloak. Ricaut. 
MAN-TOL'O-GY, n. [Gr. pavreia and \oyos.] The act or 

art of divination or prophesying. [Little used.] 
* MAN'TU-A, n. [Fr. manteau.] A lady's gown. 
MAN'TU-A-MA-KER, 71. One who makes gowns for la

dies. 
MAN'U-AL, a. [L. manualis.] 1. Performed by the hand. 

2. Used or made by the hand. 
MAN'U-AL, 71. 1. A small book, such as may be carried in 

the hand, or conveniently handled. 2. The service-book 
of the Romish church, 

j MAN'U-A-RY, a. Done by the hand. Fotherby. 
MA-Ntj'BI-AL, a. [L. manubialis.] Belonging to spoils ; 

taken in war ; [Utile used.] 
MA-NU'BRI-UM, 7i. [L.l A handle. Boyle. 
MAN-U-DUC'TION, n. [L. manus and ductio.] Guidance 

by the hand. South. 
MAN-U-DUC'TOR, n. [L. manus and ductor.] An officer 

in the ancient church, who gave the signal for the choir 
to sing. . , . , 

t MAN'U-FA€T, n. Any thing made by art. Maydman. 
MAN-U-FAC'TO-RY, n. A house or place where goods are 

manufactured. 
MAN-U-FA0TO-RY, a. Employed in any manufacture. 
MAN-U-FAGT'U-RAL, a. Pertaining or relating to manu

factures. _ , . 
M AN-U-FA€T'URE, n. [Fr.] 1. The operation of reduc

ing raw materials of any kind into a form suitable for use. 
2. Any thing made from raw materials by the hand, by 
machinery, or by art. 

' MAN-U-FA€T'UIIE, v.t. 1. To make or fabricate fn-rs 
raw materials, by the hand, by art or machinery, and 
work into forms convenient for use. 2. To work raw 
materials into suitable forms for use. 

MAN-U-FA€T'URE,T;. i. To be occupied in manufactures. 
MAN-U-FA€T'URED, pp. Made from raw materials into 

forms for use. 
MAN-U-FA€T'UR-ER, n. I. One who works raw materi

als into wares suitable for use. 2. One who employs 
workmen for manufacturing ; the owner of a manufac
tory. 

MAN-U-FA€T'UR-ING, ppr. Making goods and wares 
from raw materials, 

f MAN'U-MISE, for manumit. 
MAN-U-MIS'SION, n. [L. manumissio.] The act of liberat 

ing a slave from bondage, and giving aim freedom. 
MAN'U-MIT, v. t. [L. manumitto.] To release from sla

very ; to liberate from personal bondage or servitude ; to 

MANU-MIT-TED, pp. Released from slavery. 
MAN'U-MIT-TING, ppr. Liberating from personal bond 

age._ 
MA-NuR'A-BLE, a. 1. That may be cultivated. 2. Thai 

may be manured, or enriched by manure. 
fMA-NuR'AGE, 71. Cultivation. Warner. 
f MA-NuR'ANCE, n. Cultivation. Spenser. 
MA-NuRE', v. t. [Fr. manceuvrer.] 1. To cultivate by man 

ual labor; to till; [oJs.J 2. To apply to land any fertiliz 
ing matter. 3. To fertilize ; to enrich with nutritive sub
stances. 

MA-NuRE', n. Any matter which fertilizes land. 
MA-NuR'ED, (ma-nurd') pp. Dressed or overspread with a 

fertilizing substance. 
MA-NuRE'MENT, n. Cultivation; improvement. [L. u.] 
MA-NuR'ER, TI. One that manures lands. 
MA-NuR'ING, ppr. Dressing or overspreading land with 

manure; fertilizing. 
MA-NuR'ING, n. A dressing or spread of manure on land. 
MAN'U-SCRIPT, 71. [L. manu scriptum.] A book or paper 

written with the hand or pen. 
MAN'U-SCRIPT, a. Written with the hand ; not printed, 
t MAN-U-TEN'EN-CY, n. Maintenance. Sancroft. 
MAN'Y, (men'ny) a. [Sax. mceneg, maneg, or menig ; D 

menig.] 1. Numerous ; comprising a great number of in
dividuals.—2. In low language, preceded by too, it denotes 
powerful or much. 

MAN'Y, (men'ny) n. A multitude ; a great number of indi
viduals ; the people, 

f MAN'Y, (men'ny) n. [Norm. Fr. meignce.] A retinue of 
servants ; household. Chaucer. 

MAN'Y-CLEFT', a. Multifid ; having many fissures. 
MAN'Y-€6L'ORED, a. Having many colors or liue3. 
MAN'Y-COR'NERED, a. Having many corners, or more 

than twelve; polygonal. Dryden. 
M AN'Y-FLOW'ERED, a. Having many flowers. 
M AN'Y-HEADRED, a. Having many heads. Dryden. 
MAN'Y-LAN'GUAGED, a. Having many languages. 
MAN'Y-LEAVED, a. Polyphyllous ; having many leaves. 
MAN'Y-MASTERED, a. Having many mastere. J. Bar

low. 
MAN'Y-PART'ED, a. Multipartite; divided into several 

parts, as a corol. Martyn. 
MAN'Y-PEO'PLED, a. Having a numerous population. 
MAN'Y-PET'ALED, a. Having many petals. 
MAN'Y-TIMES. An adverbial phrase. Often ; frequently. 
MAN'Y-TWINK'LING, o. Variously twinkling. 
MAN'Y-VALVED, a. Multivalvular; having many valves. 
MAP, TI. [Sp. mapa ; Port, mappa ; If. mappamonda.] A 

representation of the surface of the earth or of any part of 
it, drawn on paper or other material, exhibiting the lines 
of latitude and longitude, and the positions of countries, 
kingdoms, states, mountains, rivers, &c. A representa
tion of a continent, or any portion of land only, is properly 
a map, and a representation of the ocean only, or any por
tion of it, is called a chart. 

MAP, v. t. To draw or delineate, as the figure of any por
tion of land. Shak. 

MA'PLE, 1 TI. A tree of the genus acer, of several 
MA'PLE-TREE, \ species. 
MA'PLE-STJ'GAR, n. Sugar obtained by evaporation from 

the juice of the rock maple. 
MAP'PER-Y, n. The art of planning and designing maps. 
MAR, v. t. [Sax. merran, mirran, myrran ; Sp. marrar. 1 

1. To injure by cutting off a part, or by wounding ana 
making defective. 2. To injure ; to hurt; to impair the 
strength or purity of. 3. To injure ; to diminish ; to in
terrupt. 4. To injure ; to deform ; to disfigure. 

MAR, in nightmare. See NIGHTMARE. 
MAR, TI. An injury ; [obs.] 2. A lake; see MERE. 
MAR'A-CAN, n. A species of parrot in Brazil. 
MAR'A-CO€K, n. A plant of the genus passiflora. 
* MAR-A-NA'THA, TI. [Syriae.] The Lord comes or has 

come; a word used by the apostle Paul in expressing a 
curse. 

* See Synopsis. A, E. I 0, long.—FAR, FALL, WHAT;—PRgYPIN, MARINE, BIRD f Obsolete 
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MAR'A-NON, n. The proper name of the river Amazon. 
MA-RAS'MUS, n. [Gr. papaopog.] Atrophy ; a wasting of 

flesh without fever or apparent disease ; a kind of con
sumption. 

MA-RAUD', v. i. [Fr. maraud.] To rove in quest of plun 
der ;"to make an excursion for booty ; to plunder. 

• MA-RAUD'ER, n. A rover in quest of booty or plunder; 
a plunderer ; usually applied to small parties of soldiers. 

MA-RAUD'ING, ppr. Roving in search of plunder. 
MA-RAUD'ING, n. A roving for plunder; a plundering by 

invaders. 
MAR-A-Vfi'DI, n. A small copper coin of Spain. 
MAR'BLE, 11. [Fr. marbre ,• L. marmor.] 1. The popular 

name of any species of calcarious stone or mineral, of a 
compact texture, and of a beautiful appearance, suscepti
ble of a good polish. 2. A little ball of marble or other 
stone, used by children in play. 3. A stone remarkable 
for some inscription or sculpture.—drundel marbles, or 
.drundelian marbles, marble pieces with a chronicle of the 
city of Athens inscribed on them ; presented to the uni
versity of Oxford, by Thomas, earl of Arundel. 

MAR'BLE, a. 1. Made of marble. 2. Variegated in col
or ; stained or veined like marble. 3. Hard; insensi
ble. 

MAR'BLE, v. t. To variegate in color ; to cloud ; to stain or 
vein like marble. 

MAR'BLED, pp. Diversified in color; veined like marble. 
MA R'BLE-HEART'ED, a. Having a heart like marble; 

hard-hearted ; cruel; insensible. 
M S-R'BLING, ppr. Variegating in colors ; clouding or vein-

ing like marble. 
MAR'BLING, n. The art or practice of variegating in color, 

in imitation of marble, 
f MAR'GA-SITE, n. [It. marcassita ; Fr. marcassite.] A 

name which has been given to all sorts of minerals, to 
ores, pyrites, and semi-metals. 

MAR-€A-SIT'I€, a. Pertaining to marcasite. 
M AR-CES'CENT, a. [L. marcescens, marcesco.] Wither

ing ; fading; decaying. 
MAR-UES'SI-BLE, a. That may wither ; liable to decay. 
MARCH, n. [L. A/ars.l The third month of the year, 
f MARCH, v. i. To border on ; to be contiguous to. 
MARCH, v. i. JFr. marcher.] 1. To move by steps and in 

order, as soldiers ; to move in a military manner. 2. To 
walk in a grave, deliberate or stately manner. 

MARCH, v. t. 1. To cause to move, as an army. 2. To 
cause to move in order or regular procession. 

MARCH, n. [Fr. marche.] 1. The walk or movement of 
soldiers in order, whether infantry or cavalry. 2. A grave, 
deliberate or solemn walk. 3. A slow or laborious walk. 
4. A signal to move; a particular beat of the drum. 5. 
Movement; progression ; advance. 

MARCH'ER, it. The lord or officer who defended the 
marches or borders of a territory. Davies. 

MARCH'ES, n. plu. [Sax. mearc ; Fr. marches.] Borders ; 
limits ; confines. England. 

MARCH'ING, ppr. Moving or walking in order or in a 
stately manner-

MARCH'ING, n. Military movement; passage of troops. 
MAR'CHION-ESS, (m'Ar'cliun-es) n. The wife or widow 

of a marquis; or a female having the rank and dignity of 
a marquis. 

f MARCH'PANE, n. [Fr. massepain.] A kind of sweet 
bread or biscuit. Sidney. 

MAR'CID, a. [L. marcidus.] Pining ; wasted away ; lean ; 
withered. Dryden. 

MAit'OOR, n. [L.] The state of withering or wasting; 
leanness; waste of flesh ; [little used.] Harvey. 

MARE, n. [Sax. myra ; G. mahre.] 1. The female of the 
horse. 2. [Sax. mara.] A kind of torpor or stagnation, 
which seems to press the stomach in sleep ; the incubus. 
[It is now used only in the compound, nightmare.] 

MARE. Used for more in the JVorth of England. 
MAR'E-€A. n. A species of duck in South America. 
MA-RE'NA, n. A kind of fish somewhat like a pilchard. 
AIARE'SCIIAL, (m&r'shal) n. [Fr. marechal.] The chief 

commander of an army. Prior. 
MAR'GA-RATE, n. [L. margarita.] In chemistry, a com-

pound of margaric acid with a base. 
MAR-GAR'IC, a. Pertaining to pearl. 
MXRGA-RIN, or MAR'GA-RINE, n. A peculiar pearl-like 

substance, extracted from hog's lard ; called also marga-
rite and margaric acid. 

MAR'GA-RITE, n. 1. A pearl. Peacham. 2. Margaric acid. 
3. A mineral. 

JUR'GA-RITES, n. An herb. Ains worth. 
SrtJ' n' American animal of the cat kind. 

MARGIN, 7i. [formerly marge, or mar gent. Fr. marge ; It. 
margine ; Sp. mar gen ; L. mar go.] 1. A border ; edge ; 
«t?.k,' verge* 2' The ed£e of the leaf or page of a book, 
iett blank or filled with notes. 3. The edge of a wound. 

MTRIVUV04®"2'* THE ED8E OF A IEAF-
o a? ' v't" l»To furnish with a margin; to border. 

*0 enter in the margin. 

MAR 
MAR'GIN-AL, a. I. Pertaining to a margin. 2. Written 

or printed in the margin. 
adv' In margin of a book, 

f MAR GIN-ATE, v. t. To make brims or margins. Cock 
eram. 

MAR'GIN-A-TED, a. Having a margin. 
MAR'GODE, n. A bluish gray stone. 
MAR'GOT, 77. A fish of the perch kind. 
MAR'GRAVE, n. [D. markgraff; G. markgraf.] A title of 

nobility in Germany, &c. 
MAR-GRA'VI-ATE, 71. The territory or jurisdiction of a 

margrave. 
MART-ETS, 7i. A kind of violet, [•violas mariance.] 
MA-lllG'E-NOUS, a. [L. mare ana gigno.] Produced in or 

by the sea. Kirwan. 
* MAR'I-GoLD, n. A plant of the genus calendula, bea/ing 

a yellow flower. 
MAR'I-KIN, TO. A species of monkey having a mane. 
MAR'I-NATE, v. t. [Fr. mariner.] To salt or pickle fish 

and then preserve them in oil or vinegar. [Little used.] 
MA-R'iNE', a. [Fr.; L. marinus.] 1. Pertaining to the sea. 

2. Transacted at sea; done on the ocean. 3. Doing duty 
on the sea. 

MA-R'INE', n. 1. A soldier that serves on board of a ship 
in naval engagements. 2. The whole navy of a kingdom 
or state. 3. The whole economy of naval affairs. 

MARINER, 77. [Fr. 77iari7iier.^ A seaman or sailor; one 
whose occupation is to assist m navigating ships. 

MAR'I-PUT, 77. Tl^zoril, an animal of the skunk tribe. 
MAR'ISH, n. [Fr. vmrais.] Low ground, wet or covered 

with water and coarse grass ; a fen ; a bog ; a moor. It 
is now written marsh. 

MAR'ISH, a. Moory ; fenny; boggy. Bacon. 
MAR'I-TAL, a. [Fr.; L. maritus J Pertaining to a hus

band. Aylyjfe. 
F MAR-I-TA'TED, a. Having a husband. Diet. 
MAR'I-TIME, a. [L. maritimus.] 1. Relating or pertaining 

to the sea or ocean. 2. Performed on the sea ; naval. 3. 
Bordering on the sea. 4. Situated near the sea. 5. Hav
ing a navy and commerce by sea.—Maritimal is not now 
used. 

MAR'JO-RAM, ?i. [Fr. marjolaine ; G. majoran.] A plant 
of the genus origanum, of several species. 

MARK, 77. [Sax. marc, mearc ; D. merk ; G. marke; Dan. 
mcerke ; W. marc ; Fr. marque.] 1. A visible line made 
by drawing one substance on another. 2. A line, groove 
or depression made by stamping or cutting; an incision; 
a channel or impression. 3. Any note or sign of distinc
tion. 4. Any visible effect of force or agency. 5. Any 
apparent or intelligible effect; proof; evidence. G. No
tice taken. 7. Any thing to which a missile weapon may 
be directed. 8. Any object used as a guide, or to which 
the mind may be directed. 9. Any thing visible, by 
which knowledge of something may be obtained ; indica
tion. 10. A character made by a person who cannot 
write his name, and intended as a substitute for it.—11. 
[Fr. marc ; Sp. marco.] A weight of certain commodities, 
but particularly of gold and silver. 12. A license of re
prisals; see MARQUE. 

MARK, V .  t. [Sax. mearcian; D. mcrken; G. niarken; Dan 
marker; Fr. marquer.] 1. To draw or make a visible line 
or character with any substance. 2. To stamp; to im
press; to make a visible impression, figure or indenture. 
3. To make an incision ; to lop off a part; to make any 
sign of distinction. 4. To form a name, or the initials of 
a name, for distinction. 5. To notice ; to take particular 
observation of. 6. To heed ; to regard.—To mark out, to 
notify, as by a mark ; to point out j to designate. 

MARK, v. i. To note; to observe critically; to take partic
ular notice; to remark, 

f MARK'A-BLE, a. Remarkable. Sandys. 
MARKED, pp. Impressed with any note or figure of dis

tinction ; noted; distinguished by some character. 
MARK'ER, n. I. One who puts a mark on any thing. 2. 

One that notes or takes notice. 
MARKET, n. [D., G.markt; Dan .marked.] 1. A public 

place in a city or town, where provisions or cattle are 
exposed to sale. 2 A public building in which provisions 
are exposed to sale; a market-house. 3. Sale ; the ex
change of provisions or goods for money ; purchase o' 
rate of purchase and sale. 4. Place of sale. 5. The priv
ilege of keeping a public market. 

MAR KET, v. i. To deal in market; to buy or sell; to 
make bargains for provisions or goods. _ 

MAR'KET-BELL, TI. The bell that gives notice of the 
time or day of market. , 

MAR'KET-€ROSS, n. A cross set up where a market is 
held. 

MAR'KET-DAY, n. The day of a public market. 
MAR'KET-FOLKS, n. People that come to the market. 
MAR'KET-HOUSE, TI. A building for a public market. 
MAR'KET-MAID, TI. A woman that brings things to 

market. ... . . ^ 
MAR'KET-MAN, n. A man that brings things to market. 

] 
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MAR'KET-PLACE., n. The place where provisions or 

goods are exposed to sale 
MAR'KET-PRICE. i n. The current price of commodities 
MAR•'KET-RATE, j at any given time. 
MAR'KET-TOWN, n. A town that has the privilege of a 

stated public market. 
MAR'KET-WOM-AN, n. A woman that brings things to 

market. 
MAR KET-A-BLE, a. 1. That may be sold; salable. 2. 

Current in market. Locke. 
MAR'KET-ING, n. Supply of a market; attendance upon 

a market. 
MARKS'MAN, n. 1. One that is skillful to hit a mark ; he 

that shoots well. 2. One who, not able to write, makes 
his mark instead of his name. 

MARL, n. [W. marl.~\ A species of calcarious earth, of 
different composition, and possessing fertilizing properties. 

MARL, v. t. 1. To overspread or manure with marl. 2. To 
fasten with marline. Ainsicorth. 

MAR-La'CEOUS, a. Resembling marl; partaking of the 
qualities of marl. 

MAR'LINE, TI. [Sp. merlin; Port, merlim.] A small line 
composed of two strands little twisted, and either tarred 
or white; used for winding round ropes and cables, to 
prevent their being fretted by the blocks, &c. 

MAR'LINE. v. t To wind marline round a rope. 
MAR'LINE-SPIKE, n. A small iron like a large spike, 

used to open the bolt ope when the sail is to be sewed to 
it, &c. Bailey. 

MAR'LING, n. The act of windingfa small line about a 
rope, to prevent its being galled. 

MAR'LITE, 7i. A variety of marl. Kirvoan. 
MAR-LIT'IC, a. Partaking of the qualities of marlite. 
MARL'PIT, 7i. A pit where marl is dug. fVoodicard. 
MARL'Y, a. 1. Consisting in or partaking of marl. 2. Re

sembling marl. 3. Abounding with marl. 
MAR'MA-LADE, ) n. [Fr. marmalade ; Sp. mermelada.] 
MAR'MA-LET, $ The pulp of quinces boiled into a con

sistence with sugar, or a confer tion of plums, apricots, 
quinces, &c. boiled with sugar. 

MAR'MA-LITE, n. [Gr. pappaipw ] A mineral. 
MAR-MO-RA'CEOUS, a. Pertaining to or like marble. 
MAR'MO-RA-TED, a. [L. marmor ] Covered with marble. 

[Little wsed.1 
MAR-MO-RA'TION, n. A covering or incrusting with 

marble. [Little used.] 
MAR-Mo'RE-AN, a. [L. marmoreus.] 1. Pertaining to 

marble. 2. Made of marble. 
MAR'MOSE, 77. An animal resei tbling the opossum. 
* MAR'MO-SET, n. A small mookey. Shak. 
* MAR'MOT, n. [It. marmotta.] A quadruped of the genus 

arctomys, allied to the murine tribe. 
MA-ROON', TJ. A name given to free blacks living on the 

mountains in the West India isles. 
MA-ROON', v. t. To put a sailor ashore on *\ desolate isle, 

under pretense of his having committed some great crime. 
MARQ.UE, ) 77. [Fr.] 1. Letters of marque are letters of re-
MARK, $ prisal; a license or extraordinary commis

sion granted by a sovereign of one state to his subjects, to 
make reprisals at sea on the subjects of another, under 
pretense of indemnification for injuries received. 2. The 
ship commissioned for making reprisals 

MAR'QUET-RY, (mar ket-ry) n. [Fr. marqueterie.] Inlaid 
work ; work inlaid with variegations of fine wood, shells 
ivory and the like. 

MAR Q.UIS, 7i. [Fr.; Sp. marques ; It. marchese.] A title 
of honor in Cbreat Britain, next to that of duke, 

t MAR'Q-UIS, TI. A marchioness. Shak. 
MAR'aULSATE, n. The seigniory, dignity, or lordship of 

a marquis. 
MAR'RER, TI. One that mars, hurts or impairs. 
| MAR'RI-A-BLE, for marriageable. 

MAR'RIAGE, (mar'ridje) 77. [Fr. mariage.] 1. The act of 
uniting a man and woman for life ; wedlock ; the legal 
union of a man and woman for life. 2. A feast made on the 
occasion of a marriage.—3. In a Scriptural sense, the union 
between Christ and his church by the covenant of grace. 

MAR RIAGE-A-BLE, a. 1. Of an age suitable for mar
riage ; fit to be married. 2. Capable of union. 

MAR'RIA6E-AR'TI-€LES, 77. Contract or agreement on 
which a marriage is founded. 

MAR'RIED, pp. 1. United in wedlock. 2. a. Conjugal; 
connubial. 

MAR'RoW, n. [Sax. merg, 7ncarh ; D. merg; G. mark.] 
1. A soft, oleaginous substance contained in the cavities 
of animal bones. 2. The essence ; the best part.—3. In the 
Scottish dialect, a companion ; fellow ; associate : match. 

MAR'RoW, v. t. To fill with marrow or with fat f to glut. 
MAR'RoW-BONE, 77. 1. A bone containing marrow, or 

boiled for its marrow. 2. The bone of the knee. 
MAR'RoW-FAT, 71. A kind of rich pea. 
MAR'RoW-ISH, a. Of the nature of marrow. 
M A R'Ro W-LES5, a. Destitute of marrow. Shak. 
MAfi'RoW-Y, a. Full of marrow ; pithv. 

MAR'RY, v. t. [Fr. marier.J 1. To unite in wedloeft at 
matrimony ; to join a man and woman for life. 2. To 
dispose of in wedlock. 3. To take for husband or wife.-
4. In Scripture, to unite in covenant, or in the closest 
connection. 

I MAR'RY, v. i. To enter into the conjugal state; to unite as 
husband and wife ; to take a husband or a wife, 

t MAR'RY, a term of asseveration, is said to have been de
rived from the practice of swearing by the virgin Mary. 

MARS, 71. In mythology, the god of war; in modern usage, 
a planet; and in the old chemistry, a term for iron. 

MARSH, 77. [Sax. incrsc / Fr. 711 amis.] A tract of low land, 
usually or occasionally covered with water, or very wet 
and miry, and overgrown with coarse grass or with de
tached clumps of sedge ; a fen. 

MARSH'-EL'DER, n. The gelder rose. 
MARSH-MAL'LoW, 77. A plant of the genus althita. 
MARSH-MAR'I-GoLD, n. A plant of the genus caliha. 
MARSH-ROCK'ET, 71. A species of water cresses. 
MAR'SIIAL, 71. [Y1.7narecha.lj D., G. marschalk.] 1. The 

chief officer of arms, whose duty it is to regulate combats 
in the lists. 2. One who regulates rank and order at a 
feast or any other assembly, directs the order of procession 
and the like. 3. A harbinger; a pursuivant; one who 
goes before a prince to declare his coming and provide 
entertainment.—4. In Fra7icc, the highest military offi
cer.—5. In America, a civil officer in each judicial dis
trict, answering to the sheriff of a county. 6. An 
officer of any private society, appointed to regulate tlieir 
ceremonies and execute their orders.—Earl marshal of 
E7igland, the eighth officer of state. 

MAR SHAL, v. t. 1. To dispose in order; to arrange in a 
suitable manner. 2. To lead, as a harbinger; [otar.] 3. 
To dispose in due order the several parts of an escutcheon, 
or the coats of arms of distinct families. 

MAR'SHALED, pp. Arranged in due order. 
MAR'SHAL-ER, n. One who disposes in due order. 
MAR'SHAL-ING, ppr. Arranging in due order. 
MAR'SHAL-SEA, n. In E7iglaud, the prison in Southwark, 

belonging to the marshal of tjie king's household. 
MAR'SHAL-SHIP, n. The office of a marshal. 
MARSH'Y, a. Wet; boggy; fenny. 2. Produced in 

marshes. 
MART, 71. [from market.] 1. A place of sale or trafiick. 

2. Barg; ji; purchase and sale ; [obs.] 
f MART, V. t. To buy and sell; to traffick. Shak. 
t MART, v. i. To trade dishonorably. Shak. 
MAR'TA-GON, n. A kind of lily. Herbert. 
t MAR'TEL, v. t. [Fr. 7narteler.] To strike. 
MAR'TEN. See Martin. 
MAR'TEN, n. [D. marter ; Fr. marte.] An animal of the 

genus mustela, or weasel kind. 
MAR'TIAL, (mar'shal) a. [Fr.; L. martialis.] 1. Pertaining 

to war ; suited to war. 2. Warlike ; brave ; given to war. 
3. Suited to battle. 4. Belonging to war, or to an army and 
navy. 5. Pertaining to Mars, or borrowing the properties 
of that planet; [065.] 6. Having the properties of iron, 
called, by the old chemists, mars. 

t MAR'TIAL-ISM, n. Bravery ; martial exercises, 
f MAR'TIAE-IST, n. A warrior ; a fighter. Howel. 
MAR TIN, 77. [Fr. martinet.] A bird. 
MAR'TI-NET, or MART'LET, n. In military language,^ 

strict disciplinarian. 
MAR'TI-NETS, 77. In ships, martinets are small lines fas

tened to the leech of a sail, to bring it close to the yard 
when the sail is furled. 

MAR'TIN-GAL, 71. [Fr. mar tingale.] 1. A strap or thong 
fastened to the girth under a horse's belly, and at the 
other end to the mus-roll, passing between the fore legs. 

2. In ships, a rope extending from the jib-boom to the 
end of a bumpkin under the cap of the bowsprit. 

MAR'TLN-MAS, n. [Martin and 777as.s.] The feast of B. 
Martin, the eleventh of November. Johnson. 

MAR 1'LET, 71. Martlets, in heraldni. are little birds rep
resented without feet. 

MAR'TYR, 77. [Gr. paprvp.] 1. One who, by his death, 
bears witness to the truth of the gospel. 2. One who 
suffers death in defense of any cause. 

MAR'llR, v.t. 1. To put to death for adhering to what 
one believes to be the truth. Pearso7i. 2. To murder; to 
destroy. Chaucer. 

MAR'TYR-DOM, n. The death of a martyr; the suffering 
MVI M,TT^°-1LACCOUNT one's adherence to the gospel. 

1 » vzt' offer as a martyr. [L. M.] Spenser. 
MAR-P YR-O-LOG'I-GAL, a. Registering or registered in 8 

catalogue of martyrs. 
MAR-TYR-OL'O-GIST, m. A writer of martyrology, or an 

account of martyrs. 
MAR-TYR-OL'O-GY, 77. [Gr. paprvp and Xoyo?.] A history 

or account of martyrs with their sufferings ; or a register 
of martyrs. 6 5 

MAR'VEL, 77. [Fr. merveillc.] 1. A wonder; that which 
arrests the attention, and causes a person to stand or gaze, 

' See Synopsis.A, E, I, 0, t, 7, loAf—FXR, FAI.L, WH^T;—PR£YFIN, MARINE, BIRD,- t ObsoleU 
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or to pause ; [nearly o&s.] 2. Wonder; admiration. 
Marvel of Peru, a plant of the genus mirabilis. 

MAR'VEL, v. i. To wonder. [Nearly obsolete.J 
MAll'VEL-lNG, ppr. Wondering. 
MAR'VEL-OUS, a. [Fr. merveilleux.] 1. Wonderful ; 

strange ; exciting wonder or some degree of surprise. 2. 
Surpassing credit; incredible. 3. The marvelous, in 
writings, is that which exceeds natural power—4. For
merly. used adverbially for wonderfully, exceedingly. 

MAR'VEL-OUS-LY, adv. Wonderfully ; strangely ; m a 
manner to excite wonder or surprise. 

MAR'VEL-OUS-NESS, n. Wonderfulness j strangeness. 
MA'RY-BUD, n. The marigold. Sha/c. 
MAS'CLE, (ma'sl) n. In heraldry, a lozenge, as it were 

perforated. Todd. 
f MAS'CU-LATE, v. t. [L. masculus.] To make strong. 

Cockeram. „ _ . Tr 
MAS'CU-LINE, a [Fr. masculin ; L. mascuhnus.j 1. Hav

ing the qualities of a man ; strong ; robust. 2. Resem
bling man ; coarse. 3. Bold; brave.—4. In grammar, the 
masculine gender of words is that which expresses a male, 
or something analogous to it. 

MAS'CU-LINE-LY, adv. Like a man. B. Jonson. 
MAS'CU-LINE-NESS, n. The quality or state of being 

manly ; resemblance of man in qualities. 
MASFI, n. [(l.meischen.] 1. A mixture or mass of ingre

dients, beaten or blended together in a promiscuous man
ner. 2. A mixture for a horse. 3. A mesh. See MESH. 

MASH, v. t. 1. To beat into a confused mass. 2. To 
bruise; to crush by beating or pressure. 3. To mix malt 
and water together in brewing. . 

MASHED, pp. Beat into a mass; bruised ; crushed ; mixed 
into a mash. . . 

MASH'ING, ppr. Beating into a mass ; bruising; crushing. 
MASH'ING-TUB, n. A tub for containing the mash m 

breweries. . . 
MASII'Y, a. Produced by crushing or bruising. 
MASK, n. [Fr.masque.] 1. A cover for the face; that 

which conceals the face, especially a cover with apertures 
for the eyes and mouth; a visor. 2. That which dis
guises ; any pretense or subterfuge. 3. A festive enter
tainment of dancing or other diversions, in which the 
company all wear masks ; a masquerade. 4. A revel; a 
bustle ; a piece of mummery. 5. A dramatic performance 
written in a tragic style, without attention to rules or 
probability.—6. In architecture, a piece of sculpture rep
resenting some grotesque form, to fill and adorn vacant 
p l a c e s .  . . .  

MASK, v. t. 1. To cover the face ; to conceal with a mask 
or visor. 2. To disguise ; to cover ; to hide. 

MASK, v. i. 1. To revel; to play the fool in masquerade. 
2. To be disguised in any way. Shak. 

MASKED, pp. 1. Having the face covered; concealed ; 
disguised.—2. a. In botany, personate. 

MASKER, n. One that wears a mask ; one that plays the 
fool at a masquerade. 

MASK'ER-Y, 7i. The dress or disguise of a masker. 
MASK'-HOUSE, n. A place for masquerades. Bp. Hall. 
MASK'ING, ppr. Covering with a mask ; concealing. 
MAS'LIN. See MESLIN. 
MA SON, (ma'sn) n. [Fr. magon.] 1. A man whose occu

pation is to lay bricks and stones. 2. A member of the 
fraternity of free masons. 

MA-SON'IC, a. Pertaining to the craft or mysteries of free 
masons. 

MA'SON-RY, TI. [Fr. magonnerie.] 1. The art or occupa
tion of a mason. 2. The work or performance of a mason. 
3. The craft of free masons. 

MAS'O-RA, 7;. [Heb.j A Hebrew work on the Bible, by 
several Rabbins. ,, . . 

MAS-O-RET'IC, a. fHeb.] Relating to the Masontes, who 
interpreted the Scriptures by tradition, and invented the 
Hebrew points to fix the true reading and pronuncia-
tion. „ , ,, 

MAS'O-RITE, n. One of the writers of the Masora. 
MAS-QUER-ADE', n. [It. mascherata.] 1. A nocturnal 

assembly of persons wearing masks, and amusing them
selves with dancing, conversation and other diversions. 
2. Disguise. 3. A Spanish diversion on horseback. 

MAS-CtUER-ADE', v. i. 1. To go in disguise. 2. To as
semble in masks. Swift. , . 

MAS-GUER-ADE', v. t. To put in disguise. Kdhngbeck. 
MAS-QUER-AD'ER, n. A person wearing a mask; one 

disguised. L'Estrange. 
MAS-QUER-AD'ING, ppr. Assembling m masks. 
MASS, 77. [Fr. 77ia*?e.] 1. A lump ; a body of matter con

creted, collected or formed into a lump; applied to any 
solid body. 2. A collective body of fluid matter. 3. A 
heap. 4. A great quantity collected. 5. Bulk; magni
tude. 6. An assemblage ; a collection of particulars 
blended, confused or indistinct. 7. Gross body of things 
considered collectively ; the body ; the bulk. 

MASS, n. [Sax. masa, masse ; Fr. messe.] The service of 
the Romish church ; the office or prayers used at the cele

bration of the eucharist; the consecration of the biead 
and wine. 

f MASS, v. i. To celebrate mass. Hooker. 
f MASS, v. t. To fill; to stuff; to strengthen. 
MAS'SA-CRE, ) n. [Fr. massacre.] 1. The murder of an 
MAS'SA-CER, J individual, or the slaughter of numbers 

of human beings, with circumstances of cruelty ; the in
discriminate killing of human beings, without authority 
or necessity, and without forms, civil or military. It dif
fers from assassination, which is a private killing. !t 
differs from carnage, which is rather the effect of slaugh 
ter than slaughter itself, and is applied to the authorized 
destruction of men in battle. Massacre is sometimes 
called butchery, from its resemblance to the killing of 
cattle. 2. Murder. Shak. 

MAS'SA-CRE, v. t. To murder human beings with circum
stances of cruelty ; to kill men with indiscriminate vio 
lence. 

MAS'SA-CRER, n. One who massacres. Burke. 
MASS'ER, 7i. A priest who celebrates mass. 
MAS SE-TER, n. A muscle which raises the under jaw. 
MAS'SI-GOT, or MAS'TI-€OT, n. [Fr. massicot.] Calcin

ed white lead ; yellow oxyd of lead. 
MASS'I-NESS, or MASS'IVE-NESS, TI. The state of being 

massy; great weight or weight with bulk; ponderous-
ness. 

MASS'IVE, or MASS'Y, a. [Fr. massif, from Traass.] Heavy; 
weighty ; ponderous ; bulky and heavy. 

MASS'IVE, a. In mineralogy, in mass; having a crystaline 
structure, but not a regular form. 

MAST, TI. [Sax. mast ,• D.,G., Svv., Dan. mast.] A long, 
round piece of timber, elevated perpendicularly on the 
keel of a ship or other vessel, to which the yards, sails 
and rigging are attached, and by which they are sup
ported. 

MAST, n. [Sax. maste.] The fruit of the oak and beech, or 
other forest trees ; nuts ; acorns. 

MAST'ED, a. Furnished with a mast or masts. 
MAS'TER, 7i. [Fr. maitre, for maister ; Russ. master; D 

mcester; G. meister.] 1. A man who rules, governs ot 
directs either men or business. 2. A director, head oi 
chief manager. 3. The owner ; proprietor; with the idea 
of governing. 4. A lord j a ruler; one who has supreme 
dominion. 5. A chief; A principal. Pope. 6. One who 
has possession and the power of controlling or using at 
pleasure. 7. The commander of a merchant ship.—8. In 
ships of war, an officer who takes rank immediately after 
the lieutenants, and navigates the ship under the direc
tion of the captain. 9. The director of a school; a teach
er; an instructor. 10. One uncontrolled. 11. An appel
lation of respect. 12. An appellation given to young 
men. 13. A man eminently or perfectly skilled in any 
occupation, art or science. 14. A title of dignity in col
leges and universities. 15. The chief of a society. 16. 
The director of ceremonies at public places or on public 
occasions. 17. The president of a college. England.—As 
a title of respect given to adult persons, it is pronounced 
mister. 

MAS'TER, v. t. 1. To conquer; to overpower; to subdue; 
to bring under control. 2. To execute with skill. 3. To 
rule ; to govern; [t/fo?.] 

f MAS'TER, v. i. To be skillful; to excel. Spenser. 
f MAS'TER-DOM, 7?. Dominion; rule. Shak. 
F MAS'TER-FUL, a. Having the skill of a master; also, im

perious ; arbitrary. 
MAS TER-HAND, n. The hand of a man eminently skill

ful. Pope. 
MAS'TER-JEST, n. Principal jest. Hudibras. 
MAS TER-KEY, T?. The key that opens many locks, 
t MAS'TER-LI-NESS, TI. Eminent skill. 
MAS'TER-LESS, a. I. Destitute of a master or owner. 2. 

Ungoverned; unsubdued. 
MAS'TER-LODE, n. In mining, the principal vein of ore. 
MAS'TER-LY, a. 1. Formed or executed with superior 

skill; suitable to a master; most excellent; skillful. 2. 
Imperious. 

MAS TER-LY. adv. With the skill of a master. 
MAS'TER-PIECE, TI. 1. A capital performance. 2. Chiet 

excellence or talent. „ 
MAS'TER-SHIP, 77. 1. Dominion; rule ; supreme power. 

2. Superiority; preeminence. 3. Chief work; 
piece; [ofo.] 4. Superior skill. 5. Title of resP®c*'h 
irony. 6. The office of president of a college, ^ 

MASTER-SIN-EW, 77. A large sinew that ^rrounds the 
h o u g h  o f  a  h o r s e ,  a n d  d i v i d e s  i t  f r o m  h o  _ y  
low place, where the wind-galls are usual y 

MASITER-STRING, 77. Principal string. Howe. 
MAS TER-STROKE, 77. Capital performance. 
MAS'TER-TOOTH, 77. A principal *0°™'" rf, , 
MAS TER-TOUCH, 77. Principal Pe^^a"ce' Tatlcr' 

KKr?; £ MXS'TER-Y, n. 1. Dominion ; power of governing or com 
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man ding. 2. Superiority in competition; preeminence. 
3. Victory in war. 4. Eminent skill; superior dexterity. 
5. Attainment of eminent skill or power. 

MAST FUL, a. Abounding with mast, or fruit of oak, beech 
and other forest trees. 

MA&'TIG, or MASTIGH, n. [Fr. mastic.] 1. A resin ex -
suding from the mastic-tree, a species of pist 
kind of mortar or cement. 

f pistacia. 2. A 
* * A V* UIU1 LUI UI LYT/JIIUIIT. 

MAS'TI-CATE, v. t. [L. mastico.] To chew ; to grind with 
the teeth and prepare for swallowing and digestion. 

MAS'TI-C A-TED, pp. Chewed. 
MAS'TI-CA-TING, ppr. Chewing; breaking into small 

jMeces with the teeth. 
M AS-TI-GA'TION, ?i. The act of chewing food. 
MAS'TI-G A-TO-RY, a. Chewing; adapted to perform the 

office of chewing food. Lawrences Lect. 
MAS'TI-CA-TO-RY, n. A substance to be chewed to in

crease the saliva. Coxe. 
MAS'TIFF,) n.; plu. MASTIFFS. [Sp. mastin.] A large 
MAS-TIF, j species of dog, remarkable for strength and 

courage. 
AIAST'LESS, a. 1. Having no mast, as a vessel. 2. Bear

ing no mast. Dryden. 
MAST'LIN. See MESLIN. 
MAS TO-DON, n. [Gr. pacrog and O<5OR?.] A genus of 

mammiferous animals resembling the elephant, now ex
tinct, and know n only by their fossil remains. It includes 
the North American mammoth. 

MAS'TOID, a. [Gr. pacrog and cnSoj.l Resembling the nio-
ple or breast. v 

| MAS'TRESS, for mistress. Chaucer. 
MAST'Y, a. Full of mast; abounding with acorns, &c. M A T  rt rw «i/if . Sov „ "1 1 A 

substance used in medicine. 2. An auxiliary brand, nf 
the science of medicine. ' 1 

„ . j """uuunig wim uuurns, <5cc. 
MAT, n. [W. mat; Sax. vieatta.] I. A texture of sed«m 

rushes, flags, husks, straw, or other material. 2. A vveb 
of rone-varn. used in Rhrns tn e^nra tho .• 

viiici iiiaicntn. 2. j\. wei) 
of rope-yarn, used in ships to secure the standing rigging 
from the friction of the yards, &c. 

MAT, v. t 1. To cover or lay with mats. 2. To twist to
gether ; to interweave like a mat; to entangle. Drvden. A. i n nrpac tnrrDthoF • IA lmr J 3. To press together; to lay flat. 

MAT'A-CHIN, 71. [Sp.] An old dance. 
MAT'A-DORE, n. [Sp. matador.] One of the three princi-T LWF' wwiwwr.j v/iie ui Uie 

pal cards m the game of ombre and quadrille. 
MATCH, n. [Fr. meche.] 1. Some very combustible sub

stance used for catching Are from a spark. 2. A rope or 
cord made of hempen tow, composed of three strands 
slightly twisted, and again covered with tow and boiled 
in the lees of old wine. 

MATCH, ji. [Sax. maca and gemaca.] 1. A person who is 
equal to another in strength or other quality ; one able to 
cope with another. 2. One that suits or tallies with an
other; or any thing that equals another. 3. Union bv 
marriage. 4. One to be married. 

M ATCH, w. [Gr. pa%i).] A contest; competition for vic-
orv ; or a union of parties for contest. 

ilATCH, v. t. 1. To equal. 2. To show an equal. 3 To 
oppose as equal; to set against as equal in contest. 4 
lo suit; to make equal; to proportion. 5. To inarrv • to 
mVthemnaniage* 6* T° pUrify vessels burning a match 

MATCH, v. i. 1. To be united in marriage. 2. To suit • 
talIy!rreSP 5 l° bG °f eqUal SiZ6' figUre or Auality 5 to 

MATCH'A-BLE, a. 1. Equal; suitable; fit to be joined 
MATKSn CorJpsP°n5ent y [little used.] Woodward 

mlr n™. PP' Q 3 SUlted 3 place(* in position; 
MATCHING, ppr. Equaling; suiting; setting in opposi

tion ; uniting in marriage. b uiJPosi-
MATCH'LESS, a. Having no equal. 

MATCH LeIs NESs"1^ ^Thf« 1er "0t t0 be e9<ialed. 
or quality of bei»g 

MATCHLOCK, n. Formerly, the lock of a musket which i was fired by a match. wxucn j 
MATCH'MA-KER, ti. 1. One who makes matches for 

burning. 2. One who contrives or effects a union hv 
marriage. 

MATE, TI. [D. maat.] 1. A companion ; an associate • ono 
who customarily associates with another. 2. A husband 
or wife. 3. The male or female of animals which asso
ciate for propagation and the care of their youn<*. 4. One 
that eats at the same table. 5. One that attends the same 
school; a school-mate. 6. An officer in a merchant shiD 
or ship of war, whose duty is to assist the master or com
mander. 

MATE, 71. [Sp., Port, mate ; Fr. mat.] In chess, the state 
of the king so situated that lie cannot escape. 

MATE, v. t. 1. To match ; to marry. 2. To equal; to be 
equal to. 3. To oppose; to equal. 

•MATE, v t. [Fr. meter.] To enervate; to subdue; to 
crush. ' 

MATEJLESS, a. Having no mate or companion. 
MA TE'IU-A MED'1-GA. 1. A general name for every 

MA-TE'RI-AL, a. [It. materiale; Fr. materiel.] 1 Ton 
sisting of matter; not spiritual. 2. Important:moment 
ousi; more or less necessary; having influence or effect 

rj™tformal i substantial. 4. Furnishing materials. 
MA-1 E'RI-AL, n. The substance or matter of which anv 

tiling is made. ' 
r£-'^"AL-ISM, n. The doctrine of materialists. 

MA-TE RI-AL-IST, 71. One who denies the existence of 
spiritual substances, and maintains that the soul of man :<r 

of a particular organization of matter in the body 
MA-TE-RI-AL'I-TY, n. 1. Material existence ; corporeity' 
™1}°LsI,,ritualit£- 2- importance. Judge Chase. ! 

MA-TE'RI-AL-IZE, V. t. To reduce to a state of matter-
also, to regard as matter. Reid. 

MA-TE'RI-AL-LY, adv. 1. In the state of matter. Boyle. 
formally; substantially. 3. In an important man

ner or degree ; essentially. 
MA-TE'RI-AL-NESS, 7t. The state of being material; im port an ce. ' ° ' 

tL* materiatus.] Consisting of 
m?t£-TED' I matter. [Little used.] Bacon. 

M A TS /TIOJv n' Tlie act of forming matter. 
MA-TERN'AL, a. [JU, maternus.] Motherly; pertaining to 

a mother; becoming a mother. 
MA-TERN'1-TY, n. [Fx. maternity.] The character or re

lation of a mother. 
JJ^T'FEL-ON, n. A plant called knap-iceed. 

m&M'] A mowing; as in aftermath 
MATH RMATIFPA T I a'- m"t'ie.mati™s'] I- Tertain-MA1 H-E-MAT'1-GAL, j ing to mathematics. 2. Accord-. — -• '-'XXJJ, J NIG IU lIldLU 

mg to the principles of mathematics. 
M ATH-E-MAT-I-CAL-LY, adv. 1. According to the laws or 

principles of mathematical science. 2. With mathemat
ical certainty; demonstrably. 

MATH-E-MA-TI 'CIAN, n. [Fr. mathematicien.] One 
versed m mathematics. J 

MATH-E-MAT'ICS, n. [L. mathematical The science of 
quantity; the sconce which treats of magnitude and ^, v^v wniuii trcius oi magmtuae an 

whaViv.e! ca" be measured or numbered. 
H'E-MEG, n. A. fish of the cod kind. 

MATH'ES, n. An herb. Ainsworth. 
* MATH'E-SIS, ii. [Gr. paOwis.] The doctrine of mathe

matics. Pope. 
MAT'IN, a. [Fr. Tnatm.] Pertaining to the morning; used 

m the morning. ' 
f MAT'IN, n. Morning. Shak. 
MAI INS, 71. 1. Morning worship or service; morning 

Payers or songs. 2. Time of morning service. 
AI RASS, 7i. [Fr. matras.] A cucurbit; a chemical ves
sel in the shape of an egg. 

MATTTESS, 7t. [W. matras.] A quilted bed; a bed stuffed 
)ft material, and quilted. Jair, moss or other soft maicruu, ana quiuea. 

MA TRICE, or MA'TRIX, TI. [L. matrix.] 1. The womb; 
the cavity in which the fetus of an animal is formed and 
nourished till its birth. 2. A mold ; the cavity in which 
any thing is formed, and which gives it shape. 3. The 
place where any thing is formed or produced ; gang.—4. 
in dyeing, the five simple colors, black, white, blue, red 

yeIIqw, of which all the rest are composed. 
MAT'RI-Cl-DAL, a. Pertaining to matricide. 

MAT'RI-CIDE, 71. [L. matricidium.] 1. The killing or 
mother & motber* 2* "^be killer or murderer of his 

MA-TRIG'U-LATE, v. t. [L. matricula.] To enter or ad
mit to membership m a body or society,' particularly, in a 

MA TP?P°/rrrU? A^lty' hX emo]UnS the name in a register. 
" Si w-One enrolled in a register, and thus 

admitted to membership m a societv 
f MA-TRIG'U-LATE a. Admitted into, or enrolled in, any 

society, by setting down the name. Skeltov 
MA-TRIG-U-LA'TION, 71. The imt of registering a name 

and admitting to membership. g name> T AT1 T> f \,f F\f\J T AT ^ ru r 
MAT-RI-Mo'NI-AL, a. [It. matrimonialc.] 1. Pertaining 

; connubial; nuptial; hymeneal. 2. Derived to marriage, _ 
from marriage. 

MAT-M-WOT-AL-LY, OA,. According to the manner or 
laws of marriage. Ayljffe. UIAI 1 •'J.yny o* 

M4T«I MO VY^'ri' Ma'rimonial- J- «.] Mllon. 1 t 'RI-MO-N x, n. [L. matrimonium.] Marriage • wed-
^  .  . x  '  . . .  1««1 .U • ' J L J Marriage; wed-lock ; the union of man and woman for life; the nuptial 

MA TRIX. See MATRICE. 
* MAT/RON. or MATRON, n. [Fr. matrone L. matr<ma.\ 

An elderly marneu woman, or an elderlv ladv 1 

* MAT'RON-AL, o. [L .matronalU.]PertS.fo a S 
ron ; suitable to an elderly lady or to a married woman • 
grave ; motherly. ' 

* MAT'RON-IZE, or MATRON-iZE, ®. t. To render mat-
ronlike. 1UII1XKO. 

* MAT'RON-LIKE, or MX'TRON-LIKE, a. Having the 
manners of an elderly woman ; grave ; sedate; becoming 
a matron. ® 

• Set Synopsis A, E, t, O, ti, 7, long.—FAP, FALL, WH/lT PRgYPIN, MARINE, BIRD t  Obsolett 
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* MAT'RON-LY, or MA'TRON-LY, a. Elderly; advanced 

in years. 
IMA-TROSS', n. [D. matroos.] Matrosses are soldiers in a 

train of artillery, who are next to the gunners, and assist 
them in loading, firing and spunging the guns. 

MAT'TA-MORE, n. In the East, a subterranean repository 
fcr wheat. Shaiv. 

MAT'TER, n. [L., Sp., It. materia ,* Fr. matiere.] 1. Sub
stance excreted from living animal bodies ; that which is 
thrown out or discharged in a tumor, boil or abscess; pus. 
2. Body; substance extended; that which is visible or 
tangible; as earth, wood, stone.—3. In a. more general 
and philosophic sense, the substance of which all bodies 
are composed; the substratum of sensible qualities, though 
the parts composing the substratum may not be visible or 
tangible. 4. Subject; thing treated; that about which 
we write or speak; that which employs thought or excites 
emotion. 5. The very thing supposed or intended. 6. 
Affair; business; event; thing; course of things. 7. 
Cause of any event, as of any disturbance, of a disease, or 
of a difficulty. 8. Subject of complaint; suit; demand. 
9. Import; consequence ; importance ; moment. 10. 
Space of time; a portion of distance. 

•MAT TER, v. i. 1. To be of importance ; to import; used 
with it, this, that or what. 2. To maturate ; to form pus; 
to collect, os matter in an abscess ; [little used.] 

t MAT'TER, v. t. To regard. 
MAT'TER-LESS, a. Void of matter. B. Jonson. 
MAT'T£R-OF-FACT-MAN, n. A term of modern times 

for a grave and precise narrator, remarker or inquirer; 
one who sticks to the matter of any fact. 

MAT'TER-Y, a. Purulent; generating pus. Harvey. « 
MAT'TOG, n. [Sax. mattuc.] A tool to grub up weeds or 

roots ; a grubbing hoe. Bailey. 
MAT'TRESS, n. A quilted bed. See MATRESS, a more cor

rect orthography. 
MAT'U-RANT, «. [L. maturo.~\ In pharmacy, a medicine 

or application to a tumor, which promotes suppuration. 
MAT'U-RATE, v. t. [L. maturo.] To ripen ; to hasten or 

promote suppuration. 
MAT'U RATE, v. i. To become ripe; to suppurate, as a 

tumor, and form pus. 
MAT-U-RA'TION, 71. 1. The process of ripening or coming 

to maturity ; ripeness. 2. The process of suppurating; 
suppuration. 

* MAT'U-RA-TIVE, a. 1. Ripening; conducing to ripe
ness. 2. Conducing to suppuration, or the formation of 
matter in a tumor or abscess. 

MA-TuRE', a. [L. maturus.] 1. Ripe ; perfected by time 
or natural growth. 2. Brought to perfection. 3. Com
pleted ; prepared; ready. 4. Ripe; come to suppuration. 

MA-TuRE', v. t. [L. maturo.J 1. To ripen ; to hasten to a 
perfect state; to promote ripeness. 2. To advance to
wards perfection. 

MA-TuRE', v. i. To advance toward ripeness; to become 
ripe or perfect. 

MA-TuR'ED, (ma-turd') pp. Ripened; advanced to per
fection ; prepared. 

MA-TuRE'LY, adv. 1. With ripeness; completely. 2. 
With full deliberation. 3. Early; soon; [a Latinism, 
little used.] 

MA-TuR'lNG, ppr. Ripening; being in or coming to a 
complete state. 

MA-Tu'RI-TY, or MA-TuRE'NESS, n. Ripeness; a state 
of perfection or completeness. 

MAT'U-TI-NAL, ) a. [L. matutinus.] Pertaining to the 
MAT'U-TINE, } morning. Herbert. 
MAT WEED, 72. A plant of the genus lygeum 
MAUD LIN, a. [corrupted from Magdalen.] Drunk; fud

dled ; approaching to intoxication ; stupid. 
MAUD LIN, n. A plant of the genus achillea. 
MAU'GRE, ) adv. [Fr. malgr6J\ In spite of; in opposition 
M AU'GER, I to ; notwithstanding; used only in burlesque. 
MAU'KIN. See MAURI:*. 
MAUL, n. [L. malleus.] A heavy wooden hammer; writ

ten, also, mall. See MALL. 
MAUL, V .  t .  To beat and bruise with a heavy stick or 

cudgel; to wound in a coarse manner. 
MAUL'STICK, w. [Germ, mahten ; Su. Goth, maela.] The 

stick by which painters keep their hand steady in work
ing. 

t MAUNCH, 7i. [Fr. manche.] A loose sleeve. Herbert. 
* MAUND, TI. [Sax. and D. mand.] A hand-basket; a word 

used in Scotland. 
*f MAUND, )v.t. and i. To mutter; to murmur; to 
*[ MAUND'ER, \ grumble ; to beg. 

f MAUND'ER, 72. A beggar. 
D'ER-ER, 72. A grumbler, 

t MAUND'ER-ING, 72. Complaint. 
* MAUN'DY-THURS'DAY, 72. [supposed to be from Sax. 

mand, a basket; because on that day princes used to give 
alms to the poor from their baskets ; or from dies mandati, 
the day of command, on which day our Savior gave his 
great mandate, that we should love one another. Lye. | 

Johnson.] The Thursday in passion week, or next before 
Good Friday. 

MAU-SO-LE'AN, a. Pertaining to a mausoleum; monu
mental. Burton. 

MAU-SO-LE'UM, 72. [L.; Fr. mausolie ; from Mausolus, 
king ol Caria.] A magnificent tomb, or stalely sepulchral 
monument. 

.. .. „ . . applied 
to the stomach ol human beings in contempt only. 2. 
The craw of fowls, 

f MAWK, 72. A maggot; a slattern. 
MAWK'-ING-LY. adv. Slatternly ; sluttishly. 
MAWK'ISH, a. Apt to cause satiet> or loathing. 
MAWK'ISH-NESS, n. Aptness to cause loathing. 
MAWK'Y, a. Maggoty. [Local.] Grose. 
t MAW'MET, 72. [from Mahomet.] A puppet; anciently, an 

idol. Wickliffe. 
f MAW'MET-RY, n. The religion of Mohammed; also, 

idolatry. Chaucer. 
MAYV'MISH, a. [from maw, or mawmet.] Foolish ; silly; 

idle; nauseous. L'Estrange. 
MAW'WoRM, 72. A worm that infests the stomach. 
MAX'IL-LAR, ) a. [L. maxillaris.1 Pertaining to the 
MAX'IL-LA-RY, \ jaw. 
MAX'IM, 72. [Fr. maxime.] 1. An established principle or 

proposition ; a principle generally received or admitted as 
true.—2. In music, the longest note formerly used, equal 
to two longs, or four breves. 

MAX'IM-MoN-GER, n. One who deals much in maxims. 
MAX'I-MUM n. [L.] In mathematics, the reatest number 

or quantity attainable in any given case. 
MAY, 72. [L. Maius ; Fr. Mai.] 1. The fifth month of the 

year, beginning with January, but the third, beginning 
with March. 2. [Goth. mawi. See MAID.] A yourg 
woman ; [065.] 3. The early part of life. 

MAY, v. i. To gather flowers in May-morning. 
MAY, verb aux. ; pret. might. [Sax. mag an.] 1. To be pos 

sible. 2. To have physical power; to be able. 3. To 
have moral power; to be permitted. 4. It is used in 
prayer and petitions to express desire.—May be, it may be, 
are expressious equivalent to perhaps, by chance, pcrad-
venture, that is, it is possible to be. 

MAY'-AP-PLE, TI. A plant of the genus podophyllum. 
MAY'%IBLOOM, 72. The hawthorn. 
MAY'-BUG, 72. A chaffer. Ainsworth. 
MAY'-BUSH, 72. A plant ot the genus cratcegus. 
MAY'-DAY, 72. The first day of May. 
MAY'-DEW, 72. The dew of May. 
MAY'-DUKE, 72. A variety of the common cherry. 
MA Y'-FLOW-ER, n. A plant; a flower that appears in 

May. 
MAY'-FLY, 72. An insect or fly that appears in May. 
MAY'-GAME, n. Sport or diversion ; play. Dryden. 
MAY'ING, 72. The gathering of flowers on May-day. 
MaY'-LA-DY, 72. The queen or lady of May, in May-games. 
MAY'-LIL-Y, 72. The lily of the valley. 
MAY'-MORN, 72. txeshness; vigor. Shak. 
MAY'-POLE, 72. A pole to dance round in May; a long 

pole erected. 
MaY'WEED, 72. A plant of the genus anthemis. 
MAY'HEM. See MAIM. 
*MAY'OR, 72. [Fr. maxre; Norm, maeur.] The chief magis 

trate of a city. 
MAY'OR-AL-TY, 72. The office of a mayor. Bacon. 
MaY'OR-ESS, 72. The wife of a mayor. 
MAZ'A-GAN, 72. A variety of the common beam 
MAZ'ARD, 71. [Fr. machoire.] 1. The jaw; [obs.] 2. A 

kind of cherry, 
f MAZ'ARD, v. t. To knock on the head. B. Jonson. 
MAZ-A-RINE', 72. I. A deep blue color. 2. A particular 

way of dressing fowls. 3. A little dish set in a larger 
one. 

MAZE, 72. [Sax. mase.] 1. A winding and turning; per
plexed state of things ; intricacy; a state that embarrasses. 
2. Confusion of thought; perplexity; uncertainty. 3. A 
labyrinth. 

MAZE, v. t. To bewilder ; to confound with intricacy ; to 
amaze. Spenser. 

f MAZE, v. i. To be bewildered. Chaucer. 
f MAZ'ED-NESS, n. Confusion ; astonishment, 
t MAZ'ER, 72. A maple cup. Spenser. 
MAZ-O-LOG'I-CAL, a. Pertaining to mazology. 
MA-ZOL'O-GIST, 72. One versed in mazology. 
MA-ZOL'O-GY, 72. [Gr. pa^a and \0y09.] The doctrine ox 

history of mammiferous animals. . 
MA'ZY, a. Winding ; perplexed with turns and windings 

intricate. Milton. . . 
M. D. Medicines Doctor, doctor of medicine. 
ME, pron. pers; the objective case of I, answering to tne 

oblique cases of ego, in Latin. [Sax. we; Goth, mik; G. 
mich ; Fr. moi; L. mihi; Sp. wi; It. wi, or me ; Arm 
me.] 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVE;—BJJLL, UN1TE._€ as K i 6 as J; S as Z CH as SH; TH as in this, f ObsoleU 
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F MeA'COCK n. [qu. meek and cock.] An uxorious, ef

feminate man. 
\ MeA'COCK, a Lame 3 timorous 3 cowardly. Shak. 
MeAD, n. [Sax. medo, medu ; D. vieede ; G. meth.] A fer

mented liquor consisting of honey and water, sometimes 
enriched with spices. Encyc. 

MeAD, (meed) £ n. [Sax. made, mcedewe.] A tract of 
MEAD oW, (med'o) j low land.—In America, the word 

is applied particularly to the low ground on the banks of 
rivers, consisting of a rich mold or an alluvial soil, whether 
grass land, pasture, tillage or wood land. 

ME AD'oW-ORE, n. In mineralogy, conchoidal bog-iron ore. 
MEAD'oW-IiuE, n. A plant of the genus thalictrum. 
MEAD'oW-SAF'FRON, n. A plant. 
MEAD'oW-SAX'I-FRAGE, n. A plant. 
MEAD'oW-SWEET, n. A plant. 
MEADoW-WoRT, n. A plant. Drayton. 
M EAD'OW-Y, a. Containing meadow. J. Barlow. 
MeA GRE, j a. [Fr. maigre; Sp., It. magro ; L. macer.] 1 
MEA GER, * Thin 3 lean 3 destitute of flesh, or having little 

flesh. 2. Poor 5 barren; destitute of richness, fertility, or 
any thing valuable. 3. Barren j poor j wanting strength 
ofdiction, or richness of ideas or imagery. 

F MeA'GER, V. t. To make lean. Knolles. 
MeA'GER-LY, adv. Poorly ; thinly. 
MeA'GER-NESS, n. 1. Leanness ; want of flesh. 2. Poor

ness ; barrenness; want of fertility or richness. 3. Scan
tiness ; barrenness. 

MeAK, n. A hook with a long handle. Tusser. 
MeAL, n. [Sax. mcel ; D. maal; G mahl ] 1. A portion of 

food taken at one time ; a repast 2. A part 3 a fragment 3 
in the word piecemeal. 

MeAL, 71. [Sax. mealewe, melewc; G. mehl; Sw. mibl; 
Dan., D. meel.] 1. The substance of edible grain ground 
to fine particles, and not bolted or sifted. 2. Flour 3 the 
finer part of pulverized grain. 

MeAL, V. t. To sprinkle with meal, or to mix meal with. 

contemplation as a settled aim or purpose, though not di
rectly expressed. 2. Intention 3 purpose j aim: with 
reference to a future act. 3. Signification. 4. The sense 
of words or expressions 3 that which is to he understood • 
signification 3 that which the writer or speaker intends' 
5. Sense 3 power of thinking 3 [little used.] 

MeAN'LY, adv. 1. Moderately. 2. Without dignity or 
rank 3 in a low condition. 3. Poorly. 4. Without great
ness or elevation of mind 3 without honor j with a low 
fully °r nanW vievvs* 5* Without respect 3 disrespect-

MeA-N'NESS, n. 1. Want of dignity or rank j low state 
2. Want of excellence of any kind ; poorness j rudeness. 
3. Lowuess of mind 3 want of dignity and elevation; 
want of honor. 4. Sordidness 3 niggardliness. 5. Want 
of richness j poorness. 

MEANT, (ment) pret. and pp. of mean. 
MEAR. See MERE. 
MeASE, 71. The quantity of 500 3 as, a mease of herrings, 
F MeA'SLE, (ME'zl) n. A leper. Wickliffe. 
MeA'SLED, (ine'zld) a. Infected or spotted with measles 

D:N 'n' Diseased state of swine. Cotgrave 

[Little used.] 
MeALI-NESS, 71. The quality of being mealy ; softness 

or smoothness to the touch. 
M §AL'-MAN, ti. A man that deals in meal. 
MeAL'-TIME, n. The usual time of eating meals. 
MFEAL'Y. a. 1. Having the qualities of meal j soft ; smooth 

to the feel. 2. Like meal j farinaceous 3 soft, dry and 
friable. 3. Overspread with something that resembles 
meal. 

MeAL'Y-MOUTHED, a. Literally, having a soft mouth 5 
hence, unwilling to tell the truth in plain language 3 in
clined to speak of any thing in softer terms than the truth 
will warrant. 

MeAL'Y-MOUTH-ED-NESS, n. Inclination to express the 
truth in soft words, or to disguise tlie plain fact: reluc
tance to tell the plain truth. 

MEAN, a. [Sax. mane, gemane.l 1. Wanting dignity 3 low 
in rank or birth. 2. Wanting dignity of mind 3 low-mind
ed ; base 3 destitute of honor 3 spiritless 3. Contempti
ble 3 despicable. 4. Of little value 3 low in worth or esti
mation ; worthy of little or no regard. 5. Of little value • 
humble 3 poor. ' 

M?AN, a- [Fr. moyen; Sp., Port, mediano ; L. medium.] 
1. Middle 3 at an equal distance from the extremes. 2 

*»-Iervening ' interniediate 5 coming between. 
MeAN, ti. l. The middle point or place 3 the middle rate 

or degree 3 mediocrity 3 medium. 2. Intervening time • 
interval of time 3 interim j meantime. 3. Measure • res- I 
ulation; [oto.] 4 Instrument; that which is used to 1 

effect an object 3 the medium through which something is 
done. In this sense, means, in the plural, is generally 
used, and often with a definitive and verb in the singular 
5. Means, in the plural, income, revenue, resources sub
stance or estate, considered as the instrument of effecting 
any purpose. 6. Instrument of action or performance— 
By all means, without fail.—By no means, not at all • cer 
tainly not 3 not in any degree—By no manner of means 
nv no means 3 not the least. Rnt-he — / » i>y no means 3 Burke.—B . 11 -ir —y any means, pos
sibly ; at all— Meantime, or meanwhile, in the intervenine 
time; [in this use of these words, there is an omission 
of in or in the; in the meantime.] 

MEAN, e. t. ; pret. and pp. meant (pronounced ment") 
[Sax. manan, menan.] 1. To have in the mind, view or 
contemplation ; to intend. 2. To intend 3 to purpose • to 
design, with reference to a future act. 3. To signify • to 
Indicate. 0 3 

MEAN, v. i. To have thought or ideas ; or to have meaning 
ME-AN'DER, n. [the name of a winding river in Phrygia&i 

1. A winding course ; a winding or turning in a passage 
2. A maze ; a labyrinth ; perplexity. 

ME-AN'DER, v.t. To wind, turn or flow round 3 to make 
flexuous. Drayton. 

ME-AN'DER, v. i. To wind or turn in a course or passage 3 
to be intricate. Shenstone. 

ME-AN'DER-ING, ppr. or a. Winding in a course, passage 
or currr>r|, 

aiE-AN'LRf-AN, a. Winding ; having many turns. 

MeA'SLES, fmS'zlez) n. with a plural termination. [D 
mazelen.] 1. A contagious disease of the human boay. 
usually characterized by an eruption of small red points oi 
spots, from which it has its name. 2. A disease of swine. 
3. A disease of trees. 

MeA'SLY, (meez'ly) a. Infected with measles or eruptions. 
MEAS'U-RA-BLE, (mezh'u-ra-bl) a. 1. That may be meas

ured 3 susceptible of mensuration or computation. 2. 
Moderate 3 in small quantity or extent. 

MEAS'U-RA-BLE-NESS, (mezh'u-ra-bl-nes) n. The quality 
of admitting mensuration. 

ME AS'U-R A-BLY, (mezh'u-ra-bly) adv. Moderately 3 in a 
limited degree. 

MEAS'URE, (mezli'ur) n. [Fr. mesure ; It. misura.] I. The 
whole extent or dimensions of a thing, including length, 
breadth and thickness. 2. That by which extent or di
mension is ascertained, either length, breadth, thickness, 
capacity, or amount. 3. A limited or definite quantity 
4. Determined extent or length; limit. 5. A rule by 
which any thing is adjusted or proportioned. 6. Propor
tion 3 quantity sealed. 7. Full or sufficient quantity. 8. 
Extent of power or office. 9. Portion allotted ; extent of 
ability. 10. Degree; quantity indefinite—11. In music, 
that division by which the motion of music is regulated. 
—12. In poetry, the measure or metre is the manner of 
ordering and combining the quantities, or the long and 
short syllables.—13. In dancing, the interval between 
steps, corresponding to the interval between notes in the 
music.—14. In geometry, any quantity assumed as one or 
unity, to which the ratio of other homogeneous or similar 
quantities is expressed. 15. Means to an end ; an act, step 
or proceeding towards the accomplishment of an object.— 
Without measure, without limits 3 very largely or copious
ly.— To have hard measure, to be harshly treated. 

MEAS'URE, v. i. To have a certain or limited extent. 
MEAS'URE, (mezli'ur) v. t. 1. To compute or ascertain 

extent, quantity, dimensions or capacity by a certain rule. 
2. To ascertain the degree of any thing. 3. To pass 
through or over. 4. To judge of distance, extent or quan
tity. 5. To adjust; to proportion. 6. To allot or dis
tribute by measure. 

MEAS'URED, (mezh'urd) pp. 1. Computed or ascertained 
by a rule 3 adjusted 3 proportioned 3 passed over. 2. a. 
Equal; uniform 3 steady. 3. Limited or restricted. 

MEAS'URE-LESS, (mezh'ur-les) a. Without measure 3 un
limited ; immeasurable. Shak. 

MEAS'URE-MENT, (mezh'ur-ment) n. The act of measur
ing; mensuration. Burke. 

ME AS'UR-ER, (mezh'ur-er) n. One who measures; one 
whose occupation or duty is to measure commodities in 
market. 

MEAS'UR-ING, (mezh'ur-ing) ppr. 1. Computing or ascer
taining length, dimensions, capacity or amount. 2. a. 
A measuring cast, a throw or cast that requires to be 
measured. 

Meat, 7?. [Sax. mate, mete.] 1. Food in general 3 any tiling 
eaten for nourishment, either by man or beast. 2. The 
flesh of animals used as food—3. In Scripture, spiritual 
food. John vi. 4. Spiritual comfort. John iv. 5. Prod
ucts of the earth proper for food. Ilab. iii. 6. The more 
abstruse doctrines of the gospel. Heb. v. 7. Ceremonial 

- ordinances. Heb. xiii.— To sit at meat, to sit or recline at 
the table. Scripture. 

f MeAT'ED, a. Fed 3 fattened. Tusser. 
f MeATHE, n. [W. mez.] Liquor or drink. Milton. 
MeAT'-OF-FEK-ING, 71. An offering consisting of meat or 

food. 
MeAT'Y, a. Fleshy, but not fat. [Local.] Grose. 
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ME AWL See 
MEAZ LING, ppr. Falling in small drops ; properly, miz

zling, or rather mistling, from mist. Arbuthnot. 
ME-€HAN'I€, or ME-€HAN'l-€AL, a. [L. mechanicus ; 

Fr. mcchanique.] 1. Pertaining to machines, or to the 
art of constructing machines; pertaining to the art of 
making wares, goods, instruments, furniture, &c. 2. 
Constructed or performed by the rules or laws of mechan
ics. 3. Skilled in the art of making machines; bred to 
manual labor. 4. Pertaining to artisans or mechanics ; 
vulgar. 5. Pertaining to the principles of mechan
ics, in philosophy. 6. Acting by physical power. 

ME-€HAN'I€, n. 1. A person whose occupation is to con
struct machines, or goods, wares, instruments, furniture, 
and the like. 2. One skilled in a mechanical occupa
tion or art. , , . 

ME-CHAN'I-CAL-LY, adv. 1. According to the laws of 
mechanism, or good workmanship. 2. By physical force 
or power. 3. By the laws of motion, without intelligence 
or design, or by the force of habit, 

f ME-€IIAN'I-€AL-IZE, v. t. To render mean and low. 
Cot grave. 

ME-CHAN'I-CAL^NESS, n. The state of being mechanical, 
or governed by mechanism. 

MECH-A-NI"CIAN, n. One skilled in mechanics. 
J1E-€HAN'I€S, n. That science which treats of the doc

trines of motion. A mathematical science which shows 
the effects of powers or moving forces, so far as they are 
applied to engines, and demonstrates the laws of motion. 
Harris. 

MECH'A-NISM, n. 1. The construction of a machine, en 
gine or instrument. 2. Action of a machine, according 
to the laws of mechanics. 

MEGH'A-NIST, n. The maker of machines, or one skilled 
in mechanics. 

MECH'LIN, n. A species of lace, made at Mechlin. 
ME-€Ho A-CAN, n. White jalap, from Mechoacan. 
ME-€o'NI-ATE, n. A salt consisting of meconic acid and a 

base. . , . 
ME-CON'IC, a. Meconic acid is an acid contained in opi

um. 
MEG'O-NITE, n. A small sandstone ; ammite. 
ME-€5'NI-UM, TI. [Gr. p/?»cumov.] 1. The juice of the 

white poppy, which has the virtues of opium. 2. The 
first feces of infants. 

MED'AL, 7I. [Fr. medaille ; It. medaglia ; Sp. medalla.] An 
ancient coin, or a piece of metal in the form of a coin, 
stamped with some figure or device to preserve the portrait 
of some distinguished person, or the memory of an illus
trious action or event. 

ME-DAL'LIC, a. Pertaining to a medal or to medals. 
ME DALL'ION, n. [Fr.] 1. A large antique stamp or 

medal. 2. The representation of a medallion. 
MED'AL-LIST, n. A person that is skilled in medals. 
MED'DLE, v. i. [D. middelen.] 1. To have to do; to take 

part; to interpose and act in the concerns of others, or in 
affairs in which one's interposition is not necessary. 2. 
To have to do ; to touch ; to handle, 

t MED'DLE, v. t. To mix ; to mingle. Spenser. 
MEL'DLER, n. One that meddles ; an officious person ; a 

busy-body. Bacon. 
MEI>'DLE-S6ME, a. Given to meddling; apt to interpose 

in the affairs of others ; officiously intrusive. 
MED'DLE-SoME-NESS, n. Officious interposition in the 

affairs of others. Barrow. 
MED'DLING, ppr. 1. Having to do; touching; handling; 

officiously interposing in other men's concerns. 2. a^Ol-
ficious ; busy in other men's affairs. 

MED'E-CIN, n. A physician. 
ME'DI-AL, a. [L. medius.] Mean ; noting a mean or aver

age.—Medial alligation is a method of finding the mean 
iate or value of a mixture consisting of two or more in
gredients of different quantities and values. 

MFJDI-ANT, n. In music, an appellation given to the third 
a b o v e  t h e  k e y - n o t e .  B u s b y .  ^  _  ,  . . .  

ME-DI-AS'TLNE, TI. [Fr.; L. mediastinum.] The fimbriated 
body about which the guts are convolved. Arbuthnot. 

ME'DI-ATE, a. [Fr. mediat.] 1. Middle ; being between 
the two extremes. 2. Interposed ; intervening; being 
between two objects. 3. Acting by means, or by an inter
vening cause or instrument. , 

MeDI-ATE, v. i. 1. To interpose between parties, as the 
equal friend of each ; to act indifferently between contend
ing parties, with a view to reconciliation; to intercede. 
2. To be between two ; [little used.] 

ME'DI-ATE, v. t. 1. To effect by mediation or interposition 
between parties. 2. To limit by something in the middle; 
[obs.] 

ME DI-ATE-LY, adv. By means or by a secondary cause, 
acting between the first cause and the effect. 

ME-DI-A'TION, 71. [Fr.l 1. Interposition ; intervention; 
agency between parties at variance, with a view to recon
cile them 2. Agency interposed; intervenient power. 
3. Intercession; entreaty for another. 

ME'-DI-A-TOR, n. [Fr. mcdiateur.] 1. One that interposes 
between parties at variance for the purpose of reconciling 
them.—2. By way of eminence ,  Christ is THE MEDIATOR. 
" Cnrist is a mediator by nature, as partaking of both 
natures, divine and human ; and mediator by office, as 
transacting matters between God and man." JVatcrland. 

ME-DI-A-To'RI-AL, a. Belonging to a mediator. [Medi
atory is not used.] 

ME-DI-A 'TOR-SHLP, n. The office of a mediator. 
ME-DI-A'TRIN^' j n' A fernale mediator. Ainsworth. 
MED'IC, n. A plant of the genus medicago. 
MED'I-CA-BLE, a. That may be cred or healed. 
MED'I-CAL, a. [L. medicus.] I. ertaining to the art of 

healing diseases. 2. Medicinal; containing that which 
heals; tending to cure. 

MED'I-CAL-LY, adv. In the manner of medicine; accord
ing to the rules of the healing art, or for the purpose of 
healing. 2. In relation to the healing art. 

MED'I-CA-MENT, 71. [Fr.; L. medicamcntum.] Any thing 
used for healing diseases or wounds ; a medicine ; a heal
ing application. 

MED-I-€A-MENT'AL, a. Relating to healing applications ; 
having the qualities of medicaments. 

MED-I-CA-MENT'AL-LY, adv. After the manner of heal
ing applications. 

MED'I-CAS-TER, TI. A quack. Whitlock. 
MEDT-CATE, v. t. [L. medico.] To tincture or impregnate 

with any thing medicinal. 
MED'I-CA-TED, pp. Prepared or furnished with any thing 

medicinal. 
MED'I-CA-TING, ppr. Impregnating wit i medical sub

stances ; preparing with any thing medicinal. 
MED-I-CA'TION, TI. 1. The act or process of impregnating 

with medicinal substances ; the infusion of medicinal vir
tues. 2. The use of medicine. 

ME-D IC'I-N A-BLE, a. Having the properties of medicine; 
medicinal. Bacon. 

* ME-DIC'1-NAL, a. [L. medicinalis.] 1. Having the prop
erty of healing or of mitigating disease; adapted to the 
cure or alleviation of bodily disorders. 2. Pertaining to 
medicine. 

ME-DIC'I-NAL-LY. adv. I. In the manner of medicine; 
with medicinal qualities. 2. With a view to healing. 

* MED'I-CINE, 71. [L. medicina. Vulgarly and improperly 
pronounced med'sn.] 1. Any substance, liquid or solid, 
that has the property of curing or mitigating disease in 
animals, or that is used for that purpose. 2. The art of 
preventing, curing or alleviating the diseases of -he 
human body. 3. In the French sense, a physician ; [ofe.] 

t MED I-CINE, v. t. To affect or operate on as medi
cine. 

ME-DI'E-TY, n. [Fr. medicte; L. medietas.] The middle 
state or part; half; moiety. [Little used.] Brown. 

ME'DIN, n. A small coin. 
ME-DI-O'CRAL, a. [L. mediocris.] Being of a middle qual

ity; indifferent; ordinary. [Rare.] Addison. 
ME-DI-O-CRE', (me-de-okr') a. [Fr., from L. mediocris.] Of 

moderate degree ; middle rate , middling, 
T ME'DI-O-CRIST, TI. A person of middling abilities. 
ME-DI-OG'RI-TY, n. [L. mediocritas.] 1. A middle state 

or degree; a moderate degree or rate 2. Moderation; 
temperance. 

MED 1-TATE, v. i. [L. meditor ; Fr. mcditer.] 1. To dwell 
on any thing in thought; to contemplate ; to study ; to turn 
or revolve any subject in the mind. 2. To intend; to 
have in contemplation. Washington. 

MED'I-TATE, v. t. 1. To plan by revolving in the mind ; 
to contrive ; to intend. 2. To think on ; to revolve. 

MED'I-TA-TED,pp. Planned; contrived. 
MEDT-TA-TING, ppr. Revolving in the mind; contem

plating ; contriving. 
MED-I-TA'TION, 7I. [L. meditatio.] Close or continued 

thought; the turning or revolving of a subject in the 
mind ; serious contemplation. 

MED'I-TA-TIVE, a. 1. Addicted to meditation. Ains 
worth. 2. Expressing meditation or design. Johnson. 
i run r mnn r» t Am / „ fT /w. n/7vi/c» onfl t.P.TT(L• 1 

mote from the ocean or sea. . „Q„01.aiiv 
ME DI-UM, n.; plu. MEDIUMS :  media not being generally 

though sometimes used. [L.] 1. In philosop.hy, ^ "P 
substance through which a body moves <>r a syllogism 
point.—2. In logic, the mean or middle term of>al gho&ism, 
or the middle term in an argument.—3. ./?ri 
um, that which is equally distant 
Geometrical medium is that wherem tlI between the 
served between the first and ^^f^ iMnSmmen. by 
second and third. Encyc. 5. The m d or carried 
which any thing is accomplished convey ^ ^ ^ 
on. 6. The middle 

fruit. kind of printing paper of muldle size. ^ fruj 
MED'LAR, ?i. [L. mespdus.] A tree a 

1 7 „ . R* ITTS SII; TH as in this, J Obsolete 
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ii 

• JlifilS r •" • ! * r mi.! • 'I 

To mix ; not used, but hence, f MED LF 
f M KD'LY, , . , 
M KD'J.EY, 7i. A mixture : a mingled and confused mass of 

ingredients. Jtddison. 
?' Mingled ; confused [Little used. 1 Drvden. 

i ? \>ir i a' [L- rncdullaris.] Pertaining to mar 
ML u L L- LA FY, j row ; consisting of marrow ; resem 
blmg n, irrow. 

MEDUL'LIN, 7i. [L. medulla.] The pith of the sunflower, 
which has neither taste nor smell. 

MEED, TI .  [Sax. med.] 1. Reward ; recompense ; that which 
idered in consideration of merit. 2. A is bestowed or renun 

gift or present; [obs.] 
"* L^w. mLUk i Dan. myg ; Sp. mego ; Port, meigo.l 

L Mild of temper; soft j gentle; not easily provoked or 
irritated; yielding; given to forbearance under injuries. 
2. Humble, in an evangelical sense; submissive to the 
divine wilb; not proud, self-sufficient or refractory. 

t: [Su. (iotli. moeka.] To humble. Wicklife. 
MELlv'LN, (me'kn) v. t. To make meek; to soften; to 

render mild. Thomson. 9 

MEEK'LY, adv. Mildly ; gently ; submissively ; humbly ; 
not proudly or roughly. Spenser. 

MEEK'NESS, n. :. Softness of temper; mildness; gentle
ness ; forbearance under injuries and provocations.—2. In 
an evangelical sense, humility ; resignation ; submission 

T»/ri?rfSe dlvi!le Wlll> without murmuring or peevishness. 
> a' ®lmPle 3 unmixed; usually written mere. MEER, n. A lake ; a boundary. See Mere. 

m ™atinP^t0 a b°undary- [See Mere.] Shak. 
MEERSCHAUM, n. [G. sea-foam.] Anydrate of magnesia 

combined with silex. b 

MEET, a. [Sax. gemet.] Fit; suitable ; proper; qualified ; 
m cu?'T«enien''' adaPted> as a use or purpose. 
MEET, v. t.; pret. and pp. met. [Sax. metan, mcetan. geme-

A 1* j- come togetlier» approaching in opposite or 
different directions; to come face to face. 2. To come 
together in any place. 3. To come together in hostility: 
to encounter. 4. To encounter unexpectedly. 5. To 
come together in extension ; to come in contact; to join. 

iwc-Vt-0 cometo J to fiud ; to light on; to receive. 
mnLl, v. i. 1. To come together or to approach near, or 

into company with. 2. To come together in hostility ; to 
encounter. 3. lo assemble; to congregate. 4. To come 
together by being extended ; to come in contact; to join. 
— To meet with. 1. To light on ; to find ; to come to ; often 
with the sense of an unexpected event. 2. To join • to 
unite in company. 3. To suffer unexpectedly. 4. 'T° 
encounter; to engage in opposition. 5. To obviate; a 
Latimsm. To meet half way, to approach from equal 
distances and meet: metaphorically, to make mutual and 
sic'ns concessions> edch Pa^y renouncing some preten-

ManJherR'shak?ne ^ anotller; onG that accosts 

"SfembHngf^* CominS t0gether' ̂ countering; joining ; 
MEETING, «. 1. A coming together; an interview. 2 

An assembly; a congregation ; a collection of people ; a 
convent101*. 3. A conflux, as of rivers ; a joining,Pas of 

mSly^OIJp?i' n' A P/fCe °f worshiPi a church. 
S ? y j  s u l t a ^ y ;  P r o p e r l y .  

M^ETNEbS, n. Fitness; suitableness; propriety 
MworM.€°SM' n' fGr' F£yUS and *0<V°fO T'he great 

MEG-A-LON'YX, n. [Gr. ptyaXr, and ovv£.] An animal 
now extinct, whose bones have been found in Virshffa 

KSr i sxissssr-' ' 
ME'GRIM, n. [Fr. migraine.] A disorder of the head • ver 

tigo. Bacon. 3 vcl' 
f MEINE, V . t. [Sax. mengan.] To mingle. Chaucer 
f MEINE, or [ ME'NY, n. A retinue or family of servants • 

domestics. Shak. 3 

MEI'O-NITE, 71. Prismato-pyramidical feldspar. 
MEI-O'SIS, ». [Gr. ueioxxig.] Diminution ; a rhetorical 

figure, a species of hvnprhnifi rsnrpsonti,.™ ~ 
than it is. Beattie. 

ME1VAM-PODE 
bore. Spenser. 

ME-LAN'A-GOGUE, (me-lan'a-gog) n. [Gr. peXag, pcXavog 
and ayco.l A medicine supposed to expel black bile or 
choler. [Old.] 

t MEL-AN-€HO'LI-AN, n. The same with melancholic. 
MEL'AN-€HOL-I€, a. 1. Depressed in spirits; affected 

with gloom; dejected ; hypochondriac. 2. Produced by 
melancholy ; expressive of melancholy; mournful. 3. 
Unhappy ; unfortunate ; causing sorrow. 

MEL'AN-0HOL-I€, n. 1. One affected with a gloomy 

state of mind; [melancholian, in a like sense i, used 1 2 A fflnnmv sfntp ° sense> b r'0t used 1 2 A gloomy state of mind. 
MEL'AN-€HOL-I-LY, adv 
MEL'AN-€HOL-I-NESS, 7i. State of beii 
* indulge gloominess of mind, 
t MDLr-AiN-0Ho'LI-OUS, a. Gloomy. Goicer 
MEL'An'cHO LI7E' °T iS'eCUid with nielMcholy. 
^JhoTgloomy in mind. 
I,m,, E} v' u To make melancholy. .More 
MEL AN-0HOL-Y, n. [Gr. peXav and voXy • L. melaneho 

ha. 1 A gloomy state of m/nd, often ^ gloomy Stl 
fjlrlTn cor?tlrnuance' or Dabitual; depression of spfi 

M^"c?Td Jfy grief; dejection of spirit!. pmt3 

MEL AN-GHOL-Y, a. 1. Gloomy; depressed in spirits • 
dejected. 2. Dismal; gloomy; habitually dejected 3' 
evil and°grie£ Ve' ^ °r 

<me"lanje'> fFr'J A mixture.] J 

[Gr. /itAnc.] A mineral. 
fT Ie> a' Fertaimng to melanite. 

Mm.fiKriTD t „ [Gr. ̂ aL.J Salt of Son. 
A small fish of the Mediterranean. 

With melancholy. Kecpe. 
State of being melancholy np«« rtf r«;«rl 3 

MEL'AN-TER-I, 
MEL'A-NURE, 
MEL-A-Nu'RUS 

p,ant of the IVIEL'IO-RATE, (meel yo-rate) v. t. (Fr. ameliorer • Tt 
* nia^e better; to improve. ' 
* mIltS RA TED nLf-^fate) To grow better, 

proved ' ( eei y°~ra-ted) pp. Made better; im-
*MELT6-RA-TING, (meel'yo-ra-ting) Ppr. Improving-advancing m good qualities. P improving, 

"• - en oper-

1 u 1 , a rnetorical hyperbole, representing a thing less 

[Gr. pcXapiroSiov.] The black helle-

acTd~wftlT! bise'r J " C°mDillaU0n of the meIIi«c 
MELLIPIff'Trnv [L.meZ and/ero.] Producing honey. 
prSn™.'"' ^^liuco.] The making or 

MEL-LIF'LU-ENCE, n. [L. mel and fiuo.] A flow of sweet-
rct/T STf S?T? ®mooth how. Watts. J W6et 

HHSESK' ! a* F,0Ting with lloney i smooth ; 
MRE'I FT « T?V ' • Sw®etly flowing. 

1 lnfa.rrterVia Ary scab on the heel of a horse's 
MELT RTF wt a,nJ1^,tUre of honey and vinegar. y Honey-stone, a mineral. 
MPLr«• Pertaining to honey-stone. 
MEL'LoW a. [Sax. meleioe ; G. mehl] 1. Soft with riDe 

Soft ' SSi yieldjng to Pressure. 2. Soft to the ear. 3 
Soft , well pulverized ; not indurated or compact. 4. Soft 

taSte\ \Soft with Iiquor' intoxicated; 
n/rSV f?7-™?* Soft or easy t0 the eye. 

•V' U lm T° ripen ' to brin» t0 maturity ; to 
np!nls® or age- 2. To soften ; to pulverize. 3. 

^- TUre ' 0 bring to perfection. 
broughtTo perfection.001116 S°ft !«° b° ripened' mature(,«' 

MEL;LoW-NESS, n. 1. Softness; the quality of yielding 
easily to pressure; ripeness, as of fruit. 2. Maturity; 

e^roootbness from age, as of wine. 
7 3 unctuoas- Drayton. 

MEL-0-€0-T°NE, n. [Sp. melocoton.] A quince. But 
* ra^VSnnTtlm^S given to a larSe hind of peach. 

^ ' ®* ContaiI"ngmelody ; musical; agreea-
* MP r A?nrenrrfa r ^•We®t succession of sounds. 
* ' S? a melodious manner. 

tn tiw nn iP ' quality of being agreeable 
MPT O Tiryp a fW^et ^cession of sounds; musicalness. MEL'O-DiZE, v. t. To make melodious. 
MEL'O-DR AME, 77. [Gr. psXog, and drama.] A dramatic 

performance in which songs are intermixed. 
MEL'O-DY, n. [Gr. ^sAoxJta.] An agreeable succession of 

sounds; a succession of sounds so regulated and modu
lated as to please the ear. Melody differs from harmony. 
as it consists in the agreeable succession and modulation 
of sounds by a single voice; whereas harmony consists in 
toe accordance of different voices or sounds. 

MEL'ON, TI. [Fr.; L. melo; Sp. melon.] The name of cer
tain plants and their fruit. 

-THIS-TLE, TI. A plant of the genus cactus. 
MEL'ROSE, n. [L. mely and rose.] Honey of roses. 
MELT, v.t. [Sax. meltan; Gr. ueXSw ; D. smelten.] 1. 

To dissolve; to make liquid; to liquefy; to reduce from a 
solid to a liquid or flowing state by heat. 2. To dissolve • 
to reduce to first principles. 3. To soften to love or ten
derness. 4. To waste away; to dissipate. 5. To dis
hearten. Josh. xiv. 

MELT, V . i. 1. To become liquid ; to dissolve; to be 
changed from a fixed or solid to a flowing state.' 2. To 
be softened to loYe, pity, tenderness or sympathy • to" be-
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come tender, mild or gentle. Shak. 3. To be dissolved ; 
to lose substance. 4. To be subdued by affliction ; to sink 
into weakness. 5. To faint; to be discouraged or dis
heartened. 

MELT'ED, pp. Dissolved ; made liquid ; softened ; discour
aged. 

MELT'ER, n. One that melts any tiling. Derham. 
MFLT'ING, ppr. 1. Dissolving: liquefying; softening; 

discouraging. 2. a. Tending to soften; softening into 
tenderness. 

MELT'ING, n. The act of softening; the act of rendering 
tender. South. 

MELT'ING-LY, adv. 1. In a manner to melt or soften. 2. 
Like something melting. Sidney. 

MELT'ING-NESS, n. The power of melting or softening. 
MEL'WEL, n. A fish. 
MEM'BER, n. [Fr. membre; L. membrum.] 1. A limb of 

animal bodies. 2. A part of a discourse, or of a period or 
sentence ; a clause; a part of a verse.—3. In architecture, 
a subordinate part of a building, as a frieze or cornice; 
sometimes a molding. 4. An individual of a community 
or society. 5. The appetites and passions, considered 
as temptipg to sin. Rom. vii. 

MEM'BERED, a. Having limbs. 
MEM' BER-SHIP, n. 1. The state of being a member. 2. 

Community; society. Beaumont. 
MEM'BRANE, n. [Fr.; L. membrana.'] In anatomy, a thin, 

white, flexible skin, formed by fibres interwoven like 
net-work, and serving to cover some part of the bod v. 

MEM-BRA'NE-O (JS, MEM'BRA-NOUS, or MEM-BRA-
NA'CEOUS, a. 1. Belonging to a membrar-e; consisting 
of membranes.—2. In botany, a membranaceous leaf has 
110 distinguishable pulp between the two surfaces. 

MEM-BRA'NI-FORM, a. Having THE FORM of a membrane 
or of parchment. 

ME-MENT'0,71. [L.] A hint, suggestion, notice or memo
rial to awaken memory ; that which reminds. 

•MEMOIR, (me-moir', or mem'wor) n. [Fr. memoire.] 1. 
A species of history written by a person who had some 
share in the transactions related. 2. A history of trans
actions in which some person had a principal share, is 
called his memoirs, though compiled or written by a dif
ferent hand. 3. The history of a society, or the journals 
and proceedings of a society. 4. A written account; reg
ister of facts. 

MEM'O-RA-BLE, a. [Fr.; L. memorabilia.] Worthy to be 
remembered ; illustrious ; celebrated ; distinguished. 

MEM'O-RA-BLY, adv. In a manner worthy to be remem
bered. 

MEM-O-RAN'DUM, n.; plu. MEMORANDUMS, or MEMO
RANDA. [L.l A note to help the memory. 

f MEM'O-RATE, v. t. [L. memoro.] To make mention of a 
thing. 

MEM'O-R A-TIVE, a. Adapted or tending to preserve the 
memory of any thing. Hammond. 

ME-Mo'RI-AL, a. [Fr.; L. memorialist 1. Preservative 
of memory. 2. Contained in memory. Watts. 

ME-Mo'RI-AL, 71. 1. That which preserves the memory 
of something , any thing that serves to keep in memory. 
2. Any note or hint to assist the memory. 3. A written 
representation of facts, made to a legislative or other 
body as the ground of a petition, or a representation of 
facts accompanied with a petition. 

ME-Mo'RI-AL-IST, n. 1. One who writes a memorial. 2. 
One who presents a memorial to a legislative or any other 
bodjT, or to a person. United States. 

ME-Mo'RI-AL-IZE, v. t. To present a memorial; to peti
tion by memorial. United States. 

t MEM'O-R 1ST, n. One who causes to be remembered. 
MEM'O-RIZE, v. t. 1. To record ; to commit to memory by 

writing. 2. To cause to be remembered. 
MEM'O-RY, 7T. [L. memoria; Fr. memoire.] 1. The fac

ulty of the mind by which it retains the knowledge of 
past events, or ideas which are past. A distinction is 
made between memory and recollection. Memory retains 
past ideas without any, or with little effort; recollection 
implies an effort to recall ideas that are past. 2. A re
taining of past ideas in the mind; remembrance. 3. Ex
emption from oblivion. 4. The time within which past 
events can be remembered or recollected, or the time 
within which a person may have knowledge of what is 
past. 5. Memorial; monumental record; that which 
calls to remembrance. 6. Reflection; attention, 

t MEM'O-RY, V. t. To lay up in the mind or memory. 
MEMPH'I-AN,a [from Memphis.] Pertaining to Memphis ; 

very dark. 
MEN, ylu. of man. 1. Two or more males, individuals of 

the human race. 2. Males of bravery. 3. Persons; peo-
. P)e > mankind; in an indefinite sense. 
MENACE, 7?. t. [Fr. menacer.] 1. To threaten ; to express 

or show a disposition or determination to inflict punish
ment or other evil. 2. To show or manifest the probabil
ity of future evil or danger to. 3. To exhibit the appear
ance of any catastrophe to come. 

MEiv'ACE, n. 1. A threat or threatening ; the deciaratiofl 
or showof a disposition or determination to inflict an 

7,*rX!le sllow a probable evil or catastrophe to come 
MEN'ACEI), pp. Threatened. 
MEN'A-CER, 71. One that threatens. 
* 1 ™ n '  A n  o x > ' d  ° f  t i t a n i u m ,  a  m i n e r a l .  *  
MEN-A-CIIA-NIT'IC, a. Pertaining to menachnnite. 
MEN'A-CING, ppr. 1. Threatening; declaring a determi

nation to inflict evil. 2. a. Exhibiting the danger or prob
ability of an evil to come. 

MEN-AGE', (men-dzhe') n. [Fr.] A collection of brute an
imals. 

* MEN'AG-ER-Y, (men'&zh-er-e) n. [Fr. menagerie ] A 
yard or place in which wild animals are kept, or a c il-
lection of wild animals. 

MEN'A-GOGUE, (men'a-gog) n. [Gr. pyves and ayu.>.] A 
medicine that promotes the menstrual flux. 

MEN'ALD, ) n. A term applied to deer whose skins are 
MEN'ILD, \ beautifully variegated. 
MEND, v. t. [L. emendo Fr. amendei.] 1. To repair, asq 

breach ; to supply a part broken or defective. 2. To cor
rect ; to set right; to alter for the better. 3. To repair j 
to restore to a sound state. 4. To help ; to advance ; to 
make better. 5. To improve ; to hasten. 

MEND, v. i. To grow better; to advance to a better stale j 
to improve. 

MEND'A-BLE, a. Capable of being mended. 
MEN-DA'CIOUS, a. [L. mendax.] Lying; false. [L. u.] 
MEN-DAC'I-TY, n. Falsehood. Brown. 
MEND'ED, pp. Repaired ; made better; improved. 
MEND'ER, 77. One who mends or repairs. 
MEND'I-CAN-CY, a. [L. mendicans.] Beggary ; a state of 

begging. 
MEND'I-CANT, a. [L. mendicans.] 1. Begging; poor to 

a state of beggary. 2. Practicing beggary. 
MEND'I-CANT, n. A beggar ; one that makes it his busi

ness to beg alms; one of the begging fraternity of the 
Romish church, 

t MEND'I-CATE, v. t. To beg, or practice begging. 
MEN-DIC'I-TY, 71. [L. mendicitas.] The state of begging ; 

the life of a beggar. 
| MEND'MENT, for amendment. 

f MENDS, for amends. Shak. 
MEN-HA'DEN, 77. A species of fish. 
ME'NI-AL, a. [Norm, meignal, meynal.] 1. Pertaining to 

servants, or domestic servants ; "low ; mean. Swift. 2 
Belonging to the retinue or train of servants. 

ME'NI-AL, 77. A domestic servant. 
MEN'I-LITE, n. A mineral substance. 
ME-NIN'GES, 77. [Gr. ptviyyos.] The two membranes that 

envelop the brain, which are called the pia mater, and 
dura mater. 

ME-NIS'CUS, n.;plu. MENISCUSES. [Gr. prjvicKos.] A lens 
convex on one side, and concave on the other. 

MEN-I-SPERM'ATE, n. A compound of menispermic acid 
and a salifiable base. 

MEN-I-SPERM'IC, a. The menispermic acid is obtained 
from the seeds of the menispermum cocculus. 

MEN'I-VER, 77. A small white animal in Russia, or its fur, 
Which is very fine. Chaucer. 

ME-NOL'O-GY, 77. [Gr. pnv, prjvog and \oyog.] 1. A regis
ter of months.—2. In the Greek church, martyrology, or a 
brief calendar of the lives of the saints. 

MEN'oW, 71. [Fr. menu.] A small fish, the minnow. 
MEN'PLEAS-ER, 71. One who is solicitous to please men, 

rather than to please God. 
MEN'SAL, a. [L. mensalis.] Belonging to the table j trans

acted at table. [Little used.] Clarissa. 
f MENSE, 77. [Sax. mennese.] Propriety ; decency ; man 

ners. 
fMENSE'FUL, a. Graceful; mannerly, 
j MENSE'LESS, a. Without civility ; void of decency or 

propriety. 
MEN'STRU-AL, a. [Fr.; L. meTistrualis.] 1. Monthly ; 

happening once a month. 2. Lasting a month. 3. Per
taining to a menstruum. 

MEN'STRU-ANT, a. Subject to monthly Rowings. 
MEN'STltU-OUS, a. [L. menstrnus.] 1. Having the 

monthly flow or discharge, as a female. 2. Pertaining 
to the monthly flow of females. 

MEN'STRU-UM, n.: ylu. MENSTRUOMS. [from L. 7/7CN.SIS.J 
A dissolvent or solvent; any fluid or subtilized substance 
which dissolves a solid body. 

* MEN-SI J-RA-BIL'I-TY, n. Capacity of being measured. 
* MEN SU-R A-BLE, a. [L. mensura.] Measurable ; capable 

of being measured. Holder. 
* MEN'SU-RAL, a. Pertaining to measure. 
* MEN'SU-R ATE, v. 1. [L. 777cns7mi.] To measure. \L. M.J 
*MEN-SU-RA'TION, 77. 1. The act, process or art of meas

uring or taking the dimensions of any thing. Meas
ure ; the result of measuring. . • • „ . thm 

MEN'TAL, a. [It. mentale ; Fr. mental.] Pertaining to the 
mind ; intellectual. Addison. 
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MEN'TAL-LY, adv. Intellectually ; in the mind; in thought 

or meditation; in idea. Bentley. 
MEN'TION, n. [Fr.; L. mentio.J A hint; a suggestion ; : 

brief notice or remark expressed in words or writing. 
MEN'TION, v. t. [Fr. mentionner.] To speak; to name , 

to utter a brief remark; to state a particular fact, or to 
express it in writing. It is applied to something thrown 
in or added incidentally in a discourse or writing, and 
thus differs from the sense of relate, recite and narrate. 

MEN'TIONED, pp. Named; stated.' 
MEN'TION-ING, ppr. Naming; uttering. 
MEN-To'RI-AL, a. [Mentor.] Containing advice. 
M E PHIT'IC, ) a. [L. mephitis.] Offensive to the smell 
ME-PHIT'I-€AL, \ foul; poisonous ; noxious ; pestilen 

tial; destructive A life.—Mephitic acid is carbonic acid. 
MEPH'1-TJS, ) n. Foul, offensive or noxious exhalations 
MEPH I-TISM, j from dissolving substances, filth or other 

source; also, carbonic acid gas. 
| ME-RA'CJOuS, a. [L. meracus.] Strong; racy. 
f MER'CA-BLE, a. , L. mcrcor.] To be sold or bought. 
f MER-CAN-TANTE', n. [It. mercatante.] A foreign trad

er. Shale. 
* MER'€AN-TILE, a. [It. and Fr.; L. mercans.] 1. Trad

ing ; commercial; carrying on commerce. 2. Pertaining 
or relating to commerce or trade. 

f MER'CAT, n. [L. mercatus.] Market 5 trade. Sprat. 
\ MER'CA TURE, n. [L. mercatura.] The practice of buy

ing and selling. 
MER'OE-NA-RI-LY, adv. In a mercenary manner. 
MER'CE-NA-RI-NESS, n. Venality ; regard to hire or re

ward. Boyle. 
MER'CE-NA-RY, a. [Fr. mercenaire ; L. mercenarius.] I. 

Venal; that may be hired ; actuated by the hope of re
ward ; moved by the love of money. 2. Hired ; purchas
ed by money. 3. Sold for money. 4. Greedy of gain ; 
mean ; selfish. 5. Contracted from motives of gain. 

MER'CE-N A-RY, n. One who is hired; a soldier that is 
hired into foreign service; a hireling. 

MER'CER, n. [Fr. mercier.] One who deals in silks. 
Howel. 

M ER'CER-SHIP, n. The business of a mercer. 
MER'CER-Y, n. [Fr. mereerie.] The commodities or goods 

in which a mercer deals ; trade of n ercers. 
f MER CHAND, v. i. [Fr. marchander.] To trade. Bacon. 
f MER'CIIAN-DA-BLE, a. That may be transacted by 

traffick. 
MER'CH AN-DISE, n. [Fr.] 1. The objects of commerce; 

wares, goods, commodities, whatever is usually bought or 
»old in trade. 2. Trade; traffick; commerce. 

MER'CIIAN-DISE, v. i. To trade; to carry on commerce, 
t MER'CIIAN-DRY, n. Trade ; commerce. Saunderson. 
MER'CHANT, n. [Fr. marchand; It. mere ante ; Sp. mer

chant^.] 1. A man who trafficks or carries on trade with 
foreign countries, or who exports and imports goods and 
sells them by wholesale.—2. [n popular usage, any trad
er, or one who deals in the purchase and sale of goods. 
3. A ship in trade ; [o&s.] 

f MER'CHANT, v. i. To trade. 
MER'CHANT-A-BLE, a. Fit for market; such as is usu

ally sold in market, or such as will bring the ordinary 

MER CHANT-LIKE, ) T 
MER'CHANT-LY, J a' Llke a merchant. 
MER'CHANT-MAN, 71. A ship or vessel employed in the 
A w^sPr;rt.atl°n of goods, as distinguished from a ship of war 
f MER'CIA-BLE, a. Merciful. Gower. 
MER'CI-FUL, a. 1. Having or exercising mercy ; compas

sionate ; tender; disposed to pity offenders, and to for-give their < ffenses ; unwilling to punish for injuries. 2 
om passion ate ; tender ; unwilling to give pain • not 

v#rucl • 
MER'CI-F^JL-LY, adv. With compassion or pity; tender-

MER'CI-FUL-NESS, n. Tenderness towards offenders • 
willingness to forbear punishment; readiness to foraive 7 

f M ER'CI-FY, v. L To pity. Spenser. B 

MER'CI-LESS, a. 1. Destitute of mercy; unfeelinu • piti
less ; hard-hearted ; cruel. 2. Not sparing. ' * 

MER'CI-LESS-LY, adv. In a manner void of mercy • cru 
e\ly. ' 

MER'CI-LESS-NESS, n. Want of mercy or pity. 
MER-CU'RI-AL, a. [L. mercurialis.] 1. Formed under the 

influence of Mercury ; active ; sprightly ; full of fire or 
vigor. Swift. 2. Pertaining to quicksilver; containing 
quicksilver, or consisting of mercury. 0 

MER-CU'RI-AL-IST, n. One under the influence of Mer
cury, or one resembling Mercury in variety of character 

t MER-CC'RI-AL-IZE, v. i. To be humorous, new-fangled 
fantastical; to prattle overmuch. Cot grave. ' 

MER-CU'RI-ATE, n. A combination of the oxyd of mercu
ry with another substance. 

MER-€u'RI€ ACID, n. A saturated combination of mercury 
and oxygen. 

MEtt-eU-RJ-FI-€ATION, n. 1. In metallurgic chemistry, 

S MER 
the process of obtaining the mercury from metallic mine
rals in its fluid form. 2. The act of mixing with quick
silver. 

MER-€u'RI-FY, v. t. To obtain mercury from metallic 
minerals. Encyc. 

MER'€LT-RY, n. [L. Mercurius.] 1. Quicksilver, a metal 
remarkable for its fusibility. 2. Heat of constitutional 
temperament; spirit; sprightly qualities. 3. A genus of 
plants. 4. One of the planets nearest the sun. 5. The 
name of a newspaper or periodical publication. 

MER'€U-RY, v. t. To wash with a preparation of mercury. 
B. Jonson. 

MER'€U-RY'S FIN'GER, 77. Wild saffron. 
MER'CY, 11. [Fr. merci.] 1. That benevolence, mildness 

or tenderness of heart, which disposes a person to overlook 
injuries, or to treat an offender better than he deserves 
There is, perhaps, no word in our language precisely sy
nonymous with mercy. That which comes nearest to it 
is grace. It implies benevolence, tenderness, mildness, 
pity or compassion, and clemency, but exercised only to
wards offenders. 2. An act or exercise of mercy or favor. 
3. Pity ; compassion manifested towards a person in dis
tress. 4. Clemency and bounty. 5. Charity, or the du
ties of charity and benevolence. 6. Grace; favor. 1 Cor. vil 
7. Eternal life, the fruit of mercy. 2 Tim. i. 8. Pardon. 9. 
The act of sparing, or the forbearance of a violent act ex
pected.— To be or to lie at the mercy of, to have no means 
of self-defense. 

MER'CY-SfiAT, n. The propitiatory; the covering of the 
ark of the covenant among the Jews. 

ME RD, n. [Fr. merde ; L. merda.] Ordure; dung. Bur
ton. 

MERE, a. [L. merus; It. mero.] 1. This or that only; 
distinct from any thing else. 2. Absolute; entire. 

MERE, n. [Sax. mare, or mere.] A pool or lake. lump 1 * A J ... MERE, n. [Sax. gemcera.J A boundary; used chief
ly in the compound, me-e-stone. Bacon. 

MERE, v. t. To divide, limit or bound. Spenser. 
MERE'LY, adv. Purely ; only ; solely ; thus and no other 

way ; for this and no other purpose. Swift. 
MER-E-TRI"CIOUS, a. [L. meretricius.] 1. Pertainingto 

prostitutes ; such as is practiced by harlots. 2. Alluring 
by false show; worn for disguise; having a gaudy but 
deceitful appearance; false. 

MER-E-TRi''CIOUS-LY, adv. Tn the manner of prosti
tutes ; with deceitful enticements. 

MER-E-TRT"CIOUS-NESS, n. The arts of a prostitute; de
ceitful enticements. 

MER-GAN'SER, n. [Sp. mergansar.] A water fowl. 
MERGE, v. t. [L. mergo.] To immerse; to cause to be 

swallowed up. Kent. 
MERGE, v. i. To be sunk, swallowed or lest. Law Term. 
MERG'ER, n. [L. mergo.] In law, a merging or drowning 

of a less estate in a greater. 
* ME-RID'I-AN, n. [Fr. meridien ; It. meridiano ; L. mcrid-

ies.] 1. In astronomy and geography, a great circle sup
posed to be drawn or to pass through the poles of the 
earth, and the zenith and nadir of any given place, inter
secting the equator at right angles, and dividing the hem
isphere into eastern and western. 2. Mid-day; noon. 
3. The highest point. 4. The particular place or state, 
with regard to local circumstances or things that distin
guish it from others.—Magnetic meridian, a great circle, 
parallel with the direction of the magnetic needle, and 
passing through its poles. 

* ME-RID[I-AAT, a. 1. Being on the meridian orat mid-day. 
2. Pertaining to the meridian or to mid-day. 3. Pertain
ing to the highest point. 4. Pertaining to the magnetic 
meridian. 

ME-RID'I-O-NAL, a. [Fr.] 1. Pertaining to the meridian. 
2. Southern. 3. Southerly; having a southern aspect.— 
Meridional distance is the departure from the meridian, or 
easting or westing. 

ME-RID-I-O-NAL'I-TY, n. 1. The state of being in theme 
ridian. 2. Position in the south ; aspect towards the 
south. 

ME-RIDTO-NAL-LY, adv. In the direction of the meridi
an. Brown. 

MER'ILS, n. [Fr. merelles.] A boyish game, called Jive-
penny morris. See MORRIS. 

MER'IT, 7t. [L. meritum; It., Sp. merito ; Fr. merite.] 1. 
Desert; goodness or excellence which entitles one to honor 
or reward ; worth ; any performance or worth which 
claims regard or compensation. 2. Value; excellence. 
3. Reward deserved ; that which is earned or merited. 

MER'IT, v. t. [Fr. meriter ; L. merito.] I. To deserve ; to 
earn by active service, or by any valuable performance ; 
to have a right to claim reward in money, regard, honor 
or happiness. 2. To deserve; to have a just title to. 
3. To deserve, in an ill sense; to have a just title to. 

f MER'IT-A-BLE, a. Deserving of reward. J3. Jonsc$i. 
MER'IT-ED, pp. Earned ; deserved. 
MER'IT-ING, ppr. Earning; deserving. 
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jflKR'IT-MGN-GER, n. One who advocates the doctrine of 

human merit, as entitled to reward. Milner. 
MER-I-To'RI-OUS, a. [It. meritorio ; Fr. meritoire.] De

serving of reward or of notice, regard, fame or happi
ness. . , 

MER-I-To'R I-OUS-LY, ado. In such a manner as to de
serve reward. Wotton. 

MER-I-To'RI-OUS-NESS, n. The state or quality of de
serving a reward or suitable return, 

t MER'I-TO-RY, a. Deserving of reward. Gower. 
MER'l-TOT, n. A kind of play used by children, m swing

ing themselves on ropes or the like, till they are giddy. 
MERLE, n. [L. morula.] A blackbird. Drayton. 
MER'LIN, w. [Fr.] A species of hawk. 
MER'LON, n. [It. merlo : Fr. merlon.] In fortification, that 

part of a parapet which lies between two embrasures. 

MEIDMAID, n. [Fr. mer, L. mare, and maid.] A marine 
animal, said to resemble a woman in the upper parts of 
the body, and a fish in the lower part. The male is called 
the merman. „ „ , ,, 

MERMAID'S TRUMfET, n. A kind of fish Ainsworth. 
ME'ROPS, n. A genus of birds called bee-eaters. 
MER'RI-LY, adv. With mirth ; with gayety and laughter; 

jovially. Glanville. _ . , 
MEIt'RI-MAKE, n. A meeting for mirth; a festival ; 

mirth. ... - . 
MER'RI-MAKE, v. i. To be merry or jovial; to feast. 
MER'RI-MENT, n. Mirth ; gayety with laughter or noise; 

noisy sports ; hilarity; frolick. Milton. 
MER'lil-NESS, n. Mirth ; gayety with laughter. 
MER'RY, a. [Sax. mirige, myrig.] 1. Gay and noisy ; jo

vial ; exhilarated to laughter. 2. Causing laughter or 
mirth. 3. Brisk. 4. Pleasant; agreeable; delightful.— 
To make merry, to be jovial; io indulge in hilarity ; to 
feast with mirth. Judges ix. 

MER'RY, n. The common, wild, red cherry. 
MER'RY-AN'DREW, n. A buffoon; a zany; one whose 

business is to make sport for others. 
MER'RY-MAK-ING, a. Producirg mirth. Bxllhouse. 
MER'RY-MEET-ING, n. A festival; a meeting for mirth. . 
MER'RY-THOUGHT, n. The forked bone of a fowl's 

breast, which boys and girls break by pulling each one 
side ; the longest part broken betokening priority of mar
riage. Echard. „ . , , , 

MER'SION, n. [L. mersio.] The act of sinking or plung
ing under water. 

MES-A-RA'IC, a. [Gr. ptoapaiov.] The same as mesenteric ; 
pertaining to the mesentery. 

ME-SEEMS', verb impersonal, [ms and seems.] It seems to 
me. It is used also in the past tense, mescemed. Spen-

Pertaining to the mesentery, 
A fatty m 

, and to which they 

MES-EN-TER'I€, 
MES'EN-TER-Y, n. [Gr. peaevrepiov.] A fatty membrane 

placed in the middle of the intestines, 
are attached. _ _ 

MESH, n. [W. masg; G. masche.] 1. The opening or 
space between the threads of a net. 2. The grams or 
wash of a brewery. 

MESH, v. t. To catch in a net; to msnare. Drayton. 
MESH Y, a. Formed like net-work; reticulated. 
MES'LIN, n. [Fr. mesler, mSler.] A mixture of different 

sorts of grain ; in America, a mixture of wheat and rye. 
MESNE, (meen) a. [Old Fr.] In law, middle ; interven

ing ; as a mesne lord, that is, a lord which holds land of 
a superior, but grants a part of it to another person. 

MES'O-CO-LON, n. [Gr. psaos, and colon.] In anatomy, 
a part of the mesentery. 

MES-O-LEU'CYS, n. [Gr. yews and Xev/cog.] A precious 
stone with a streak of white in the middle. 

MES'O-LITE, n. A mineral of the zeolite family. 
MES-O-LOG'A-RITHM, n. [Gr. peoog, and logarithm.] A 

logarithm of the co-sines and co-tangents. Harris. 
ME-SOM'E-LAS, n. [Gr. ptcog and ptXas.] A precious 

stone. 
MES'O-TYPE, n. [Gr. peaog and rvrrog.] A mineral. 
t A1E.3-PRISE', n. Contempt; a French word. 
MESS, «. [Fr. mete; Goth, mes.] 1. A dish or a quanti

ty of food prepared or set on a table at one time. 2. A 
medley ; a mixed mass ; a quantity. 3. A3 much prov
ender or grain as is given to a beast at once. 4. A num
ber of persons who eat together; among seamen and 
soldiers. . , 

MESS, v. i. 1. To eat; to feed. 2. To associate at the 
same table ; lo eat in company, as seamen 

MESS, v. t. To supply with a mess. 
MES'SAGE, n. [Fr.] 1. Any notice, word or communica

tion, written or verbal, sent from one person to another. 
2. An official written communication of facts or opinions 
sent by a chief magistrate to the two houses of a legisla
ture or other deliberative body. 3. An official verbal 
communication from one branch of a legislature to the 
other. 

MES'SA-GER, ) n. [Fr. messager.] 1. One who bears a 
MES SEN-GER, j message or an errand. 2. A harbinger 

a forerunner; he or that which foreshows. 
MES-SI'AH, n. [Ileb. anointed.] Christ, the Anoint' 

ed ; the Savior of the world. 
MES-Si'AH-SHIP, n. The character, state or office of the 

Savior. Buckminster. 
* MES'SIEURS, (mesh'sheerz) n. [Fr,;plu. of monsieur, my 

lord.] Sirs ; gentlemen. 
MESS'-MATE, n. An associate in eating. 
MESS'UAGE, (mes'swaje) n. [from Old Fr. meson, meson-

age.] In law, a dwelling-house and adjoining land, 
appropriated to the use of the household, including the 
adjacent buildings. 

ME-SYM'NI-CUM, ii. A repetition at the end of a stanza 
MET, n. A measure. Grose. 
MET, pret. and pp. of meet. 
ME-TAB'A-SIS, n. [Gr.] In rhetoric, transition; a pass

ing from one thing to another. 
ME-TAB'O-LA, n. [Gr. pera and fioXrj.] In medicine, a 

change of air, time or disease. [L. u.] Diet. 
MET-A-CARP'AL, a. Belonging to the metacarpus. 
MET-A-CARP'US, n. [Gr. peTaKapmov.] In anatomy, the 

part of the hand between the wrist and the fingers. 
ME-TACH'RO-NISM, n. [Gr. pera and Xf>ovo<r.] .An error 

in chronology, by placing an event after its real time. 
Me'TAGE, n. Measurement of coal; price of measuring. 
MET-A-GRAM'MA-TISM, n. [Gr. ptra and ypappa.] An-

agrammatism, or metagrammatism, is a transposition of the 
letters of a name into such a connection as to express 
some perfect sense applicable to the person named. Cam-

MET'AL, (met'tl) n. [Fr.; L. metallum.] 1. A simple, fixed, 
shining, opake body or substance, insoluble in water, fusi
ble by heat, a good conductor of heat and electricity, 
capable, when in the state of an oxyd, of uniting with 
acids and forming with them metallic salts. 2. Courage ; 
spirit; so written, by mistake, for mettle. 

MET-A-LEP'SIS, n. [Gr. peraXynaig.] In rhetoric, the con
tinuation of a trope in one word through a succession cf 
significations. Bailey. 

MET-A-LEP TIC, a. 1. Pertaining to a metalepsis or par 
ticipation ; translative. 2. Transverse. 

MET-A-LEP'TI-CAL-LY, adv. By transposition. 
ME-TAL'LIC, a. [L. metallicus.] Pertaining to a metal or 

metals; c insisting of metal; partaking of the nature of 
metals ; h lea metal. 

ME-TAL'Ll-GAL. The same as metallic. 
MET-AL-LIF'ER-OUS, a. [L. metallum and fero.] Pro

ducing metals. Kirwan. 
ME-TAL'LI-FORM, a. Having the form of metals; like 

metal. Kirwan. 
*MET'AL-LINE, a. 1. Pertaining to a metal; consisting 

of metal. 2. Impregnated with metal. 
MET'AL-LIST, n. A worker in metals, or one skilled in 

metals. Moxon. 
MET-AL-LI-Za'TION, n. The act or process of forming 

into a metal. 
MET'AL-LTZE, v. t. To form into metal; to give to a sub

stance its proper metallic properties. 
MET-AL-LOG'RA-PHY, n. [Gr. peraXXov andypa^.] An 

account or description of metals. 
MET'AL-LOID, n. [metal., and Gr. eiSog.l A name some

times applied to the metallic bases or the alkalies and 

MET-AL-LOID'AL, a. Having the form or appearance of 
a metal. 

MET'AL-LUR-GIC, a. Pertaining to metallurgy, or the art 
of working metals. _ 

* MET'AL-LUR-GIST, or MET-AL'LUR-GIST, n. One 
whose occupation is to work metals, or to purify, refine 
and prepare metals for use. 

* MET'AL-LUR-G Y, or MET-AL'LUR-GY, n. [Gr. ptraX-
Xov and epyov.] The art of working metals, and separat
ing them from other matters in the ore. 

MET'AL-MAN, w. A worker in metals; a coppersmith or 
tinman. 

MET-A-MORPH'IC, or MET-A-MORPH'O-SIC, a. Chang
ing the form; transforming. 

MET-A-MORPII'OSE, v.t. [Gr. perapopepow.] To change 
into a different form; to transform; jiartzcwZaWy, to 
change the form of insects, as from the larva to a g 

MEtT-M^PHT)-SER, n. One that transforms or changes 

MET-A-MORPH'O-SING, ppr. Changing the shape. 
MET-A-MORPH'O-SIS, n. 1. Change of ^p^, 

transformation: particularly, a change 
Min|:A.|loYp»^rang .0 or affected 

A short aimMtedft, 
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fllt< 
MET 

fiinvtitude reduced to a sirgle word; or a word express
ing similitude without the signs of comparison. Thus 
" that man is a fox," is a metaphor ; but" that man is like 
a fox," is a similitude. 

MET-A-PHOR'IC, 1 a. Pertaining to metaphor; com-
MET-A-PHOR'I-CAL,) prising a metaphor; not literal. 
MET-ii PHOR'1-CA.L-LY, adv. In a metaphorical manner; 

not literally. 
MET'A-PHOR-IST, n. One that makes metaphors. 
MET'A-PHRASE, n. [Gr. peratppaatg.] A verbal transla

tion ; a version or translation of one language into another, 
word for word. 

MET'A-PHRAST, n. A person who translates from one 
language into another, word for word. 

MET-A-PHRAS'TIC, a. Close or literal in translation. 
MET-A-PHYS'IC, )a. 1. Pertaining or relating to met-
MET-A-PHYS'I-CAL, j aphysics. 2. According to rules 

or principles of metaphysics. 3 Preternatural or super
natural ; fobs.] Shak. 

MeT-A-PHxS'I-CAL-LY, adv. In the manner of meta
physical science. 

MET-A-PIIY-SI"CIAN, n. One who is versed in the science 
of metaphysics. 

MET-A-PHYS'ICS, tu. [Gr. per a and (pvaiKrj.] The sci
ence of the principles and causes of all things existing; 
hence, i he science of mind or intelligence. 

MET'A-PL ASM, n. [Gr. pcratrXaapog.] In grammar, a 
transmutation or change made in a word by transposing 
or retrenching a syllable or letter. 

ME-TAS'TA-SIS, n. [Gr. peraaracrig.] A translation or 
removal of a disease from one part to another, or such an 
"Iteration as is succeeded by a solution. 
IT-A-TAR'SAL, a. Belonging to the metatarsus. 

MET-A-TAR'SUS, n. [Gr. pera and rapaog.] The middle 
of the foot, or part between the ankle and the toes. 

ME-TATH'E-SIS, n. [Gr. peraOeaig.] 1. Transposition ; 
a figure by which the letters or syllables of a word are 
transposed.—2. In medicine, a change or removal of a mor
bid cause, without expulsion. 

MUTE, v, t. [Sax. metan, ametan, gemetan; D. meeten; L. 
metior.} To measure ; to ascertain quantity, dimensions or 
capacity by any rule or standard. [Obsolescent. 1 

METE, n. [Sax. mitta.] Measure ; limit; boundary ; used 
chiefly in the plural, in the phrase, metes and bounds. 

\ E-TEMP'SI-GHOSE, v. t. To translate from one body to 
another, as the soul. 

M/'i-TEMP-SY-CHo'SIS, n. [Gr. perepipvyioc-Lg,] Trans
migration ; the passing of the soul of a man after death 
into some other animal body. 

ME-TEMP'TO-SIS, n. [Gr. pera and rnnrio.] In chronolotry, 
the solar equation necessary to prevent the new moon 
from happening a day too late, or the suppression of the 
bejextile once in 134 years. 

*Me'TE-OR, n. [Gr. pereupog.] 1. In a general sense, a 
body that flies or floats in the air. 2. A fiery or luminous 
body or appearance flying or floating in the atmosphere, 
or in a more elevated region. 

ME-TE-OR'IC, a. 1. Pertaining to meteors; consisting of 
meteors. 2. Proceeding from a meteor, 

T ME'TE-O-RiZE, *• TO ASCEND in vapors. Evelyn. 
Me'TE-O-RO-LITE, or Me'TE-RO-LITE, n. A meteoric 

stone ; called, also, aerolite. 
Mf"tP O Ro l'nfVr p a t ! Pertaining to the atmos-ME-TE-O-RO-LOl'I-CAL, ) phere and its phenomena 
ME-TE-O-ROL'O-GIST, or ME-TE-ROL'O-GlST n A 

person skilled in meteors. HoweU. ' * 
ME-TE-O-ROL'O-GY, n. [Gr. perewpog and Aoyof.l That 

ucience which treats of the atmosphere and its nli-mome 
US- D. Olmsted. * " 

ME-TE-O-ROM'AN-CY, or ME-TE-ROM'AN-CY, n. [Gr 
pzrtmov and pavrzia.] A species of divination by mete
ors, chiefly by thunder and lightning. 

ME-Te'O-ROS-COPE, n. An instrument for taking the 
magnitude and distances of heavenly bodies. 

ME-TE-O-RO S CO-PY, n. [Gr. perewpog and CKOTTSQ).] That 
part of astronomy which treats of sublime heavenly bodies 
distance of stars, &c. 5 

ME Te'O-ROUS, a. Having the nature of a meteor. 
Me TER, n. One who measures ; used in compounds. 
Mf/TER. See Metre. 
Me'TER-LY, adv. Moderately. Wcstm. dialect. Tolerably 

well. 
f MeTE'WAND, n. [mete and wand.] A staff or rod of a 

certain length, used as a measure. Ascham. 
F MeTE'YARD, ti. [Sax. metgeard.] A yard, staff or rod, 

used as a measure. 
ME-TIIEG'LIN, n. [W. mezyglin.] A liquor made of honey 

and water boiled and fermented, often enriched with 
spices. 

ME-THINKS', v. impers.; pp. methought. [me and thinlc.] It 
seems to me; it appears to me; I think. 

METH'OD, TI. [L. methodus.] 1 A J 

ient arrangement of things, proceedings or ideas, the u». 
ural or regular disposition of separate things or parts 2 
Way; manner. 3. Classification; arrangement of natu
ral bodies according to their common characteristics In 
natural arrangements, a distinction is sometimes made be
tween method and system. System is an arrangement 
founded, throughout all its parts, on some one principle 
Method is an arrangement less fixed and determinate, and 
lounded on more general relations. 

r I a' Arr^nged in convenient order; dis-
ML-1UOD l-CAL, j posed in a just and natural manner 

or in a manner to illustrate a subject, or to facilitate prac
tical operations. 

ME-THOD'I-CAL-LY, adv. In a methodical manner; ac
cording to natural or convenient order. 

METH OD-ISM, n. The doctrines and worship of the sect 
of Christians called Methodists. 

METIIOD-IST, n. 1. One that observes method. 2. One 
of a sect of Christians, founded by John Wesley, and so 
called from the exact regularity of their lives, and the 
strictness of their principles and rules. 3. A physician 
who practices by method or theory. 

METH-O-DIS'TIC, la. Resembling the Methodists; 
METH-O-DIS'TI-CAL, j partaking of the strictness of 

Methodists. Ch. Obs. 
METH'OD-IZE, V. t. To reduce to method ; to dispose in 

due order; to arrange in a convenient manner. 
ME-THOUGHT, pret. of methinks. It seemed to me; 1 

thought. Milton. Dryden. 
Me'TIC, n. [Gr. peroiKog.] In ancient Greece, a sojourner; 

a resident stranger in a Grecian city or place. 
f ME-TIG'U-LOLTS, a. [L. meticulosus.] Timid. Coles. 
F ME-TIC'U-LOUS-LY, adv. Timidly. Brown. 
ME-TONIC-CY-CLE, l The cycle of the moon, or peri-
ME-TON'I€-YeAR. j od of nineteen years, m which 

the lunations of the moon return to the same days of the 

MET-O-NYM'I-C AE-L Y, 
another. 

By putting one word for 

1. A suitable and conven-

* MET'O-NYM-Y, or ME-TON'O-MY, TI. [Gr. pzTuvvpia.] 
In rhetoric, a trope in which one word is put for another; 
a change of names which have some relation to each other 

MET'O-PE, TI. [Gr. pzroitr).] In architecture, the space 
between the triglyphs of the Doric frieze. 

MET-O-POS'CO-PIST, n. One versed in physiognomy. 
MET-O-POS'OO-PY, 7i. [Gr. perunrov and axoircw.] The 

study of physiognomy. 
Me'TRE, ) n. [Sax. meter ; Fr. metre. All the compounds 
Me'TER, i of this word are conformed to English orthog

raphy, as diameter, &c. The same would be desirable in 
the simple word.] 1. Measure ; verse ; arrangement of 
poetical feet, or of long and short syllables in verse. 2. A 
French measure of length equal to 39-j^j- English inches. 

MET'RI-CAL, a. [L. metficus; Fr. metrique.] 1. Pertain
ing to measure, or due arrangement or combination of 
long and short syllables. 2. Consisting of verses. 

SSr J A writer of verses. Bale. 
ME-TROL'O-G Y, n. [Gr. pzrpov and Aoyo?.] 1. A discourse 

on measures or mensuration; the description of measures. 
2. An account of measures, or the science of weights and 
measures. J. Q. Adams. 

ME-TROP'O-LTS, n. [L. ; Gr.- pyrpoTroXtg.] The chief 
city or capital of a kingdom, state or country. 

MET-RO-POL'I-TAN, a. Belonging to a metropolis, or to 
the mother church ; residing in the chief city. 

MET-RO-POL'I-TAN, n. The bishop of the mother church, 
an archbishop. Clarendon. 

t ME-TROP'O-LITE, n. A metropolitan. 
MET-RO-POL'I-TIC, ) a. Pertaining to a metropolis; 
MET-RO-PO-LIT'I-CAL, ] archiepiscopal. 
MET'TLE, (met'tl) ri. [usually supposed to be corrupted 

from metal.] Spirit; constitutional ardor; that tempera
ment which is susceptible of high excitement. 

METTLED, a. High-spirited ; ardent; full of fire. 
MET'TLE-SoME, a. Full of spirit; possessing constitu 

tional ardor ; brisk; fiery. Tatler. 
MET'TLE-SoME-LY", adv. With sprightliness. 
MET'TLE-SoME-NESS,7i. The state of being high-spirited. 
MEW, 7i. [Sax. mcew; D. meeuw; G. mewe.] A sea-fowJ 

of the genus larus; a gull. 
MEW, TI. [Fr. mue; Arm. muz.] A cage for birds; an in-

closure ; a place of confinement. 
MEW, v. t. To shut up; to inclose; to confine, as in a 

cage or other inclosure. Dryden. 
MEW, v. t. [W. miw; It. mud are ,• Fr. muer.] To shed or 

cast; to change; to molt. Dryden. 
MEW, v. i. [W. mewian.] To cry as a cat. 
MEW, v. i. To change ; to pv: on a new appearance. 
MEW'ING, ppr. Casting the feathers or skin ; crying. 

* See Synopsis. A, E, I, O, V ,  long.—FAR, FALL, WHATPREY;—PIN, MARINE, BIRD F Obsolete. 
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MEWL, v i. [Fr. miauler ; It. miagolare.] To cry or squall, 

as a child. Shak. 
MEWL'ER, 7i. One that squalls or mewls. 
MEYNT, a. Mingled. See MEINE. 
ME-ZE'RE-ON, 71 * A plant ; the spurge olive. 
MEZ'ZO, in music, denotes middle, mean. 
MEZ'ZO-RE-LlE'VO, 7i. [It. mezzorilievo.] Middle relief. 
* MEZ-ZO-TINT'O, n. [It J A particular manner of engrav

ing or representation of figures on copper, in imitation of 
painting in Indian ink. 

* MI'ASM, > 7i. [Gr., from piaiva).] Infecting substances 
MI-AS'MA, ) floating in the air; the effluvia of any pu

trefying bodies, rising and floating in the atmosphere. 
MI-AS-MAT'I€, a. Pertaining to miasma; partaking of the 

qualities of noxious effluvia. 
Mi'CA, 71. [L. mica.] A mineral of a foliated structure, 

consisting of thin flexible lamels or scales, having a shin
ing surface. 

MI-€A'CEOUS, a. Pertaining to mica. 
MI€'A-REL, n. A species of argillaceous earth. 
MICE, plu. of mouse. 
MI'CHA-EL-ITE, n. A subvariely of siliceous sinter. 
MI€H'AEL-MAS, (mik'el-mas) n. 1. The feast of St. Mi

chael, -
29.-2 

MICHE, 
from view. 2. To pilfer Shah. 

* | MICII'ER, 71. One who skulks, or creeps out of sight; a 
thief. Sidney. 

f MIOH'ER-Y, n. Theft; cheating. Oower. 
MICH'ING,ppr. Retiring; skulking; creeping from sight; 

mean ; cowardly. [ Vulgar.] 
f MICKLE, a. [Sax. micel, muccl; Scot, myclie, mekyl, muc-

kle.l Much ; great. [Retained in the Scottish language.] 
MI'CO, TI. A beautiful species of monkey. 
*MICRO-€OSM, or MI'GRO-€OSM, n. [Gr. ptxpog and 

Koapos.] Literally, the little world; but used for man, 
supposed to be an epitome of the universe or great world. 
Swift. 

MI-GRO-€OS'MI€ SALT. A triple salt of soda, ammonia 
and phosphoric acid, obtained from urine. XJre. 

MI-€RO-€OS'MI-€AL, a. Pertaining to the microcosm. 
Ml-€RO-GOUS'TI€, n. [Gr. piKpog and axouw.] An in

strument to augment small sounds, and assist in hearing. 
* MI-€ROG'RA-PHY, n. [Gr. pirpos and ypatyw.] The de

scription of objects too small to be discerned without the 
aid of a microscope. 

MI-CROM'E-^PER, n. [Gr. piKpog and perpov.] An instru
ment for measuring small objects or spaces. 

MICRO-PHONE, n. [Gr. pitcpog and (pwvy.] An instrument 
to augment small sounds ; a microcoustic. 

•MICRO-SCOPE, or MICRO-SCOPE, v. [Gr. pixpog and 
CKOTTCIO.] An optical instrument consisting of lenses or 
mirrors, which magnify objects, and thus render visible 
minute objects which cannot be seen by the naked eye, 
or enlarge the apparent magnitude of small visible bodies. 

Ml-€RO-S€OP'I€, ) a. 1. Made by the aid of a micro-
MI-CRO-SCOP'I-CAL, j scope. Arbuthnot. 2. Assisted 

by a microscope. 3. Resembling a microscope ; capable 
of seeing small objects. 4. Very small; visible only by 
the aid of a microscope. 

MI-CRO-SCOP'I-CAL-LY, adv. By the microscope ; with 
minute inspection. Good. 

MI€-TU-RI"TION, n. [L. micturio.] The act of making 
water, or passing the urine. Darwin. 

MID, a. [Sax. midd, midde.] I. Middle; at equal distance 
from extremes. 2. Intervening. 

MI'DA_, n. [Gr. piSag.] A worm, or the bean-flv. Chambers. 
MID'-AGE, n. The middle of life, or persons ot" that age. 
MID'-COURSE, 71. The middle of the course or way. 

Being at n0W1 J meridional. Addison. 
MID'-DAY, 7i. The middle of the day ; noon. Donne. 
MI I)'DEN, or MID'DING, n. A dunghill. Favour. 
fMlD'DEST, a. superl. of mid. Spenser. 
MIDDLE, (mid'dl) a. [Sax., D. middel; G. mittel; Dan. 

middel.] I. Equally distant from the extremes. 2. Inter
mediate ; intervening. 

AIID'DLE, 7i. 1. The point or part equally distant from the 
extremities. 2. The time that passes, or events that hap-

tlie beginning and the end. 
MID DLE-AGED, a. Being about the middle^of the ordina

ry age of man. 
n' [Sax. middan-eard.] The world. 

E-MoST, a. Being in the middle, or nearest the 
Miiiml,? number of things that are near the middle. 
Mrn/nTJ?*T}yiT TED' a' moderate abilities. Iz. Walton. 

D DLING, a. [Sax. midlen.] Of middle rank, state, size 
moderate^' about equally distant from the extremes; 

? adv% Passably; indifferently. Johnson. 
Mmi UO'/I'T l?ax* mys'ei rnygge.] A gnat of flea. 
MID'-UEAV-EN, The middle of the sky or heaven. 

MIDLAND, a. }. Being in the interior country: distant 
fiom the coast or sea shore. Hale. 2. Surrounded by the 
sea; mediterranean. Dryden. 

atr^T^T^r'iv^A, midiencten.] The middle of lent. 
GoinS about to visit parents at midlent 

MID'LLG, TI. Middle of the leg. Bacon. 
a' Middle; as, the midmost battles. Dryden. 

MID'NIGHI, 71. The middle of the night; twelve o'clock 
at night. 

MID'NlGIlT, a. 1. Being in the middle of the night. Bacon. 
2. Dark as midnight; very dark. 

MID'RIFF, 71. [Sax. midhrife.] In anatomy, the diaphragm. 
Quincy 

MID'SEA, 7i. The Mediterranean sea. Dryden. 
MID SHIP, a. Being in the middle of a ship. 
MID'SIIIP-MAN, TI. In ships of war, a kind of naval cadet, 

whose business is to second the orders of the superior offi
cers and assist in the necessary business of the ship. 

MID'SHIPS, adv. In the middle of a ship ; properly amid
ships. 

MIDST, n. [contracted from middest, the superlative of 
mid.] The middle. Dryden. The phrase in the midst often 
signifies involved in, surrounded or overwhelmed by. 

MIDST, prep. Poetically used for amidst. 
MIDST, adv. In the middle. J\Iilto7i. 
MID'STREAM, 71. The middle of the stream. Dryden. 
MID'SUM-MER, n. The middle of summer; the summer 

solstice, about the 21st of June. Swift. 
f MID'WARD, adv. Midst. 
MID'WA Y, 71. The middle of the way or distance. 
MID'WAY, a. Being in the middle of the way or distance 
MID'WA Y, adv. In the middle of the way ; half way. 
MID'WIFE, 7i. [mid and wif.] A woman that assists other 

women in childbirth. 
MID'WIFE, v. i. To perform the office of midwife. 
MID'WIFE, v. t. To assist in childbirth. 
* MID'WIFE-RY, n. 1. The art or practice of assisting 

women in childbirth ; obstetrics. 2. Assistance at child
birth. 3. Help or cooperation in production. 

MID'-WIN-TER, TI. The middle of winter, or the winter 
solstice, December 21. 

MID'-WOOD, a. In the middle of the wood. Thomson. 
MI'E-MITE, n. A mineral found at Miemo. 
MIEN, (meen) n. [Fr. mine ; Dan., Sw. mine ; Corn, mem.] 

Look ; air ; manner ; external appearance ; carriage. Pope. 
MIFF, TI. A slight degree of resentment. [Colloquial.1 
MIFFED, a. Slightly offended. 
MIGHT, (mrte) pret. of may. 1. Had power or liberty. 

2. It sometimes denotes was possible, implying ignorance 
of the fact in the speaker. 

MIGHT, (mite) n. [Sax. might, meht : G. macht.] 1. 
Strength ; force ; power; primarily and chiefly, bodily 
strength or physical power. 2. Political power or great 
achievements. 3. National strength ; physical power or 
military force. 4. Valor with bodily strength; military 
prowess. 5. Ability; strength or application of means. 
6. Strength or force of purpose. 7. Strength of affection. 
8. Strength of light; splendor; effulgence.— With 7uight 
and main, with the utmost strength. 

MIGIIT'I-LY, adv. 1. With great power, force or strength; 
vigorously. 2. Vehemently ; with great earnestness. 5 
Powerfully; with great energy. 4. With great strength 
of argument. 5. With great or irresistible force ; greatly ; 
extensively. 6. With strong means of defense. 7. Great
ly ; to a great degree ; very much. 

MIGHT'I-NESS, n. 1. Power; greatness ; height of dignity. 
2. A title of dignity ; as, their High Jtfightinesses. 

MIGHT'If, a. [Sax. mihtig.] 1. Having great bodily strength 
or physical power; very strong or vigorous. 2. Very 
strong ; valiant; bold. 3. Very powerful; having great 
command. 4. Very strong in numbers. 5. Very strong 
or great in corporeal power; very able. 6. Violent; very 
loud. 7. Vehement; rushing with violence. 8. Very 
great; vast. 9. Very great or strong. 10. Very forcible ; 
efficacious. 11. Very great or eminent in intellect or ac
quirements. 12. Great; wonderful; performed with great 
power. 13. Very severe and distressing. 14. Very great, 
large or populous. 15. Important; momentous. 

MiGHT'Y, adv. In a great degree ; very ; as, mighty wise. 
[Colloquial.] Prior/ 

MIGN'IARD, (min'yard) a. [Fr. mignard.] Soft; dainty; 
delicate ; pretty. B. Jonson. 

MIGN-O-NETTE', (min-yo-net') ) n. TFr.] An annual 
MIG'O-NET, \ flower or plant of the 

genus reseda. * 
MI'GRATE, v. i. [L. migro ] 1. To pass or remove from 

one country or from one state to another, with a view to a 
residence. 2. To pass or remove from one region or dis
trict to another for a temporary residence. 

MI'GRA-TING, ppr. Removing from one state to another 
for a permanent residence. 

MI-GRA'TION, n. [L. migratio.] 1. The act of removing 
from one kingdom or state to another, for the purpose of 
residence. 2. Change of place ; removal. 

• See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, D6VE BULL, UNITE.-€as K; G as J ; S as Z; CH as SH; TH as in this., j Obsolete. 
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MTGRA-TO-RY, a. 1. Removing or accustomed to remove 

from one state or country to another for permanent resi
dence. 2. Roving ; wandering; occasionally removing for 
pasturage. 3. Passing from one climate to another; as 
fowls. 

MILCH, a. [Sax. melee.] Giving milk. 
MILD, a. [Sax. mild f G., D., Sw., Dan. mild.] 1. Soft; 

gently and pleasantly affecting the senses j not violent. 
2. Not acrid, pungent, corrosive or drastic; operating 
gently ; not acrimonious; demulcent; mollifying ; leni
tive ; assuasive. 3. Tender and gentle in temper or dis
position , kind; compassionate; merciful; clement; in
dulgent ; not severe or cruel. 4. Not fierce, rough or an
gry ; as mild words. 5. Placid; not fierce ; not stern; 
not frowning. 6. Not sharp, tart, sour or bitter; moder
ately sweet or pleasant to the taste. 7. Calm ; tranquil 
8. Moderate ; not violent or intense. 

MTL'DEW, w. [Sax. mildcaw.] 1. Honey dew; a thick, 
clammy, sweet juice, found on the leaves of plants. Hill. 
2. Spots on cloth or paper caused by moisture. 

MIL'DEW, v. t. To taint with mildew. Shak. 
MIL'DEWED, pp. Tainted or injured by mildew. 
MIL'DEW-ING, ppr. Tainting with mildew. 
MILD'LY, adv. Softly ; gently ; tenderly ; not roughly or 

violently; moderately. 
MlLD'NESS, 71. 1. Softness ; gentleness. 2. Tenderness ; 

mercy ; clemency. 3. Gentleness of operation. 4. Soft
ness ; the quality that affects the senses pleasantly. 5. 
Temperateness; moderate state. 

M [LD-SPIR'lT-ED, a. Having a mild temper. 
MILE, 7i. [L. 77tille passus ; Sax., Sw. mil; Fr. mille.] A 

measure of length or distance, containing 8 furlongs, 320 
rods, poles or perches, 1760 yards, 5280 feet, or 80 chains. 
The Roman mile was a thousand paces, equal to 1600 
yards, English measure. 

MILE'AGE, 71. Fees paid for travel by the mile. 
MiLE'STONE, n. A stone set to mark the distance or space 

of a mile. 
MIL'FOIL, n. [L. millefolium^ A plant; yarrow. 
MIL'IA-RY, (mil'ya-re) a. [Fr. miliaire j L. milium.] 1. 

Resembling millet seeds. 2. Accompanied with an erup
tion like millet seeds, 

f MIL'ICE, for militia. 
MIL'IO-LITE, 71. Fossil remains of the miliola. 
MIL'I-TAN-CY, n. Warfare. [Little used.] Mountagu. 
MIL'I-TANT, a. [L. militans.] 1. Fighting ; combating ; 

serving as a soldier. Spenser.—2. The church militant is 
the Christian church on earth, which is supposed to be 
engaged in a constant warfare against its enemies ; thus 
distinguished from the church triumphant, or in heaven. 
Hooker. 

f MIL'I-TAR, a. The same as military. 
MIL'I-TA-RI-LY, adv. In a soldierly manner. 
MIL'I-TA-RY, a. [Fr. militaire; L. militaris.] 1. Pertaining 

to soldiers or to arms. 2. Engaged in the service of sol
diers or arms. 3. Warlike; becoming a soldier. 4. De
rived from the services or exploits of a soldier. 5. Con
formable to the customs or rules of armies or militia. 6. 
Performed or made by soldiers.—Military tenure, a tenure 
of land, on condition of performing military service. 

MIL'I-TA-RY, n. The whole body of soldiers; soldiery; 
militia ; an army. Mitford. 

MIL'I-TATE, v.i. [L. milito.] Ho militate against, is to op
pose ; to be or to act in opposition. Smollett. 

MI-LI"TIA, TI. [L.] The body of soldiers in a state enrolled 
for discipline, but not engaged in actual service except in 
emergencies. 

MILK, n. [Sax. melee ; G. milch D. melk.] 1. A white 
fluid or liquor, secreted by certain glands in female ani
mals, and drawn from the breasts for the nourishment of 
their young. 2. The white juice of certain plants. 3. 
Emulsion made by bruising seeds. 

MILK, v. t. [Sax. melcan, meolcian ; G., D. melken.] 1. To 
draw or press milk from the breasts by the hand. 2. To 
suck; [o6s.] 

i MILK'EN, a. Consisting of milk. Temple. 
MILK'ERj 7i. One that milks. 
MILK'-FE-VER, n. A fever which accompanies the first 

flowing of milk in females after childbirth. 
MILK'-HEDGE, n. A shrub growing on the Coromande! 

coast, containing a milky juice. 
MILK'I-NESS, 71. Qualities like those of milk ; softness. 
MILK'-LIV-ERED, a. Cowardly ; timorous. Shak. 
MILK'MAID, TI. A woman that milks or is employed in the 

* dairy. 
MILK'MAN, TI. A man that sells milk. 
MILK'PAIL, 7i. A pail which receives the milk drawn from 

cows* , . , • MILK PAN, n. A pan m which milk is set. 
MILK'POR-RIDGE,) TI. A species of food composed of 
MILK'POT-TAGE, \ milk, or milk and water, boiled 

with meal or flour. 
MILK'SCORE, TI. An account of milk sold or purchased M 

small quantities, scored or marked. 

0 MIL 
MILK'SOP, TI. A soft, effeminate, feeble-minded man 
MILK'-THIS-TLE, n. A plant of the genus carduus. 
MILK'TOOTH, n. The fore tooth of a foal, which is cast 

within two or three years. Far. Diet. 
MILK'-TRE-FOIL, n. A plant, the cytisus. Johnson. 
MILK'-VETCII, n. A plant of the genus astragalus. 
MILK'-WoRT, n. A plant of the genus euphorbia ; sparge 
MILK'-WEED, n. A plant, the asclepias Syriaca. 
MILK'-WHITE, a. White as milk. Dryden. 
MILK'-WOM-AN, n. A woman that sells milk. 
MILK'Y, a. 1. Made of milk. 2. Resembling milk. 3 

Yielding milk. 4. Soft ; mild ; gentle ; timorous. 
MILK'Y-WAY, n. The galaxy ; a broad, luminous path or 

circle in the heavens. 
MILL, TI. [L. mille.] A money of account of the United 

States, value the tenth of a cent, or the thousandth of a 
dollar. 

MILL, TI. [Sax. miln ; W. melin ; Ir. meile.] 1. A compli
cated engine or machine for grinding and reducing to fine 
particles grain, fruit or other substance, or for performing 
other operations by means of wheels and a circular mo
tion. 2. The house or building that contains the ma
chinery for grinding, &c. 

MILL, v. t. 1. To grind ; to comminute ; to reduce to fine 
particles or to small pieces. 2. To beat up chocolate. 3. 
To stamp coin. 4. To full, as cloth. 

MILL'GOG, n. The cog of a mill-wheel. Mortimer. 
MILL'DAM, n. A dam or mound to obstruct a water-course, 

and raise the water to an altitude sufficient to turn a mill-
wheel. 

MILL'HORSE, n. A horse that turns a mill. 
MILL-MOUNT'AINS, n. An herb. JUnsworth. 
MILL'POND, n. A pond or reservoir of water raised for 

driving a mill-wheel. 
MILL'RACE, n. The current of water that drives a mill-

wheel, or the canal in which it is conveyed. 
MILL'-SIX-PENCE, n. An old English coin. Douce. 
MILL'STONE, n. A stone used for grinding grain. 
MILL'-TOOTH, n.; plu. MILL-TEETH A grinde.-, den* 

molaris. 
MIL-LE-NA'RI-AN, a. [Fr. millenaire.] Consisting of a 

thousand years ; pertaining to the millenium. 
MIL-LE-NA'RI-AN, 71. A chiliast; one who believes in the 

millenium. 
MIL'LE-NA-RY, a. [Fr. millenaire.] Consisting of a thou

sand. Arbuthnot. 
MIL-LEN'-NI-AL, a. Pertaining to the millenium, or to a 

thousand years. Burnet. 
t MIL'LEN-NIST, n. One who holds to the millennium. 
MIL-LEN'-NI-UM, n. [L. mille anda7i?ms.] A thousand 

years ; a word used to denote the thousand years men 
tioned in Revelation xx., during which period Satan 
shall be bound, and restrained from seducing men to sin, 
and Christ shall reign on earth with his saints. 

MIL'LE-PED, 71. [L. mille and pes.] The wood-louse, an 
insect having many feet, a species of oniscus. 

MIL'LE-PORE, 71. [L. mille and porus.] A genus of litho-
phytes or polypiers of various forms. 

MIL'LE-PO-RITE, TI. Fossil millepores. 
MILL'ER, 77. [from mill.] 1. One whose occupation is to 

attend a grist-mill. 2. An insect. 
MILL'ER'S-THUMB, 77. A small fish. 
MIL-LES'I-MAL, a. [L. millesimus.] Thousandth; con

sisting of thousandth parts. Watts. 
MIL'LET, n. [Fr. millet, or mil.] A plant. 
MILL'IA-RY, a. [L. milliarium.] Pertaining to a mile ; de

noting a mile ; as, a milliary column. D,Anville. 
MIL'LI-GRAM, n. [L. mille, and Gr. ypappa.] In the sys

tem of French weights and measures, the thousandth part 
of a gram. 

MIL'LI-LIT-ER, n. [L. mille, and liter.] A French measure 
of capacity containing the thousandth part of a liter. 

MIL-LIM'E-TER, n. [L. mille and metrum.] A French lin
eal measure containing the thousandth part of a metre 

MIL'LI-NER, 71. [Johnson supposes this word to be Milaner, 
from Milan, in Italy.] A woman who makes and sells 
head-dresses, hats or bonnets, &c. for females. 

MIL'LI-NER-Y, n. The articles made or sold by milliners, 
as headdresses, hats or bonnets, laces, ribbons and the 
like. 

MILL'ION, (mil'yun) n. [Fr. million ; It. milione.] 1. The 
number of ten hundred thousand, or a thousand thousand. 
It is used as a noun or an adjective.—-Q. In common v^age, 
a very great number, indefinitely. 

MILL'ION-A-RY, a. Pertaining to millions; consisting nI 
millions. Pinkerton. 

f MILL'IONED, a. Multiplied by millions. Shak. 
MILLIONTH, a. The ten hundred thousandth. 
MILL-REA', ) n. A coin of Portugal of the value of 124 
MILL-REE', I cents. 
MILT, 71. [Sax., Dan., D. milt.] 1. In anatomy, the spleen, 

a viscus situated in the left liypochondrium under the 
diaphragm. 2. The soft roe of fishes, or the spermatic 
part of the males. 
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MILT, v. u To impregnate the roe or spawn of the female 

fish. Johnson* 
MILT'ER, n. A male fish. Walton. 
MILT'WORT, n. A plant of the genus asplenium. 
F MIME, 71 1. A buffoon. 2. A kind of dramatic farce, 
F MIME, v. i. To mimic, or play the buffoon. See MIMIC. 

LMI'MER, n. A mimic. See MIMIC. 
[I-ME'SIS, N. [Gr.] In rhetoric, imitation of the voice or 
gestures of another. Encyc. 

MI-MET'I€, ) a. [Gr. pipyriKos.] Apt to imitate ; given 
MI-MET'I-€AL, \ to aping or mimicry. 
MIM'IG, 1 a. [L. mimicus.] 1. Imitative ; inclined to 
MIM'I-€AL, | imitate or to ape; having the practice or 

habit of imitating. 2. Consisting of imitation. 
MIM'IO, ti. 1. One who imitates or mimics; a buffoon who 

attempts to excite laughter or derision by acting or speak
ing in the manner of another. 2. A mean or servile im
itator. 

MIM'ICK, V. t. To imitate or ape for sport; to attempt to 
excite laughter or derision by acting or speaking like an
other ; to ridicule by imitation. 

MIM'I€-R Y, n. Ludicrous imitation for sport or ridicule. 
MI-MOG'RA-PHER, n. [Gr. pipos and ypa0w.] A writer 

of farces. 
dl'NA, n. 

f MIN'A-CfiR, n. A threatener. 
IS, a. [L. minax.] Threatening; menacing. 

MI-NAC'I-TY, n. Disposition to threaten. [Little used.'] 
t MIN'A-CY, 74. Threat j menace. Hacket. 
MIN'A-RET, 74. [W. 7714074.] A small spire or steeple, or 

spire-like ornament in Saracen architecture, 
f MIN-A-To'Rl-AL-LY, adv. With threats. Hacket. 
* MIN'A-TO-RY, a. Threatening; menacing. Bacon. 
MINCE, (mins) v. t. [Sax. minsian ; W. main ; Fr. menu, 

mince.] 1. To cut or chop into very small pieces. 2. To 
diminish in speaking ; to retrench, cut off or omit a part 
for the purpose of suppressing the truth ; to extenuate in 
representation. 3. To speak with affected softness; to 
clip words ; not to utter the full sound. 4. To walk with 
short or diminished steps. 

MINCE, v. i. 1. To walk with short steps ; to walk with 
affected nicety ; to affect delicacy in manner. 2. To 
speak softly, or with affected nicety. 

MINCED, pp. Cut or chopped into very small pieces. 
) tt. A pie made with minced meat and 

MI'NA, 7i. [L. 7nina.] A weight or denomination of money. 
T MIN'A-CER, TI. * 
MI-NA'CIOUS, 

pieces; speaking or 
walking affectedly. 

MIN'CING-LY, adv. In small parts ; not fully. 
MIND, TI. [Sax. gemind, gemynd ; Dan. minde.] 1. Inten

tion; purpose; design. 2. Inclination; will; desire. 3. 
Opinion. 4. Memory; remembrance. 5. The intellect
ual or intelligent power in man ; the understanding; the 
power that conceives, judges or reasons. 6. The heart or 
seat of affection. 7. The will and affection. 8. The 
implanted principle of grace. Rom. vii. 

MIND, v. t. 1. To attend to ; to fix the thoughts on ; to re
gard with attention. . 2. To attend to or regard with sub
mission ; to obey. 3. To put in mind ; to remind ; [ofts.] 
4. To intend ; to mean. 

f MIND, v. i. To be inclined, or disposed to incline. 
MIND'ED, a. Disposed ; inclined. TUlotson. 
MIND'ED-NESS, n. Disposition; inclination towards any 

thing. Milner. 
MIND'FILL-ING, a. Filling the mind. Mitford. 
MTND'FUL, a. Attentive ; regarding with care; bearing in 

mind ; heedful ; observant. 
MIND'FIJL-LY, adv. Attentively ; heedfully. 
MTND'FUL-NESS, n. Attention ; regard ; heedfulness. 
MINDING, ppr. Regarding ; heeding. 
MINDING, TI. Regard. 
MINDLESS, a. 1. Inattentive; heedless; forgetful; neg

ligent ; careless. 2. Not endued with mind or intellectu
al powers. 3. Stupid ; unthinking. 

f MIND'-STRICK-EN, a. Moved ; affected in mind. 
MINE, a. called sometimes apronominal adjective. [Sax., 

Sw., Dan. min ; Goth, meins; Fr. mon ; D. myn ; G. 
mein.] My ; belonging to me. It was formerly used before 
nouns beginning with vowels; as, " I kept myself from 
mine iniquity." Mine sometimes supplies the place of a 
noun ; as, your sword and mine are different in construc
tion. 

MINE, 74. [Fr. 7nt7ie.] 1. A pit or excavation in the earth, 
from which metallic ores, mineral substances and other 
fossil bodies are taken by digging.—2. In the military art, 
a subterraneous canal or passage dug under the wall or 
rampart of a fortification, where a quantity of powder 
may be lodged for blowing up the works. 3. A rich 
source of wealth or other good. 

MINE, v. i. 1. To dig a mine or pit in the earth. 2. To 
form a subterraneous canal or hole by scratching ; to form 
a burrow or lodge in the earth, as animals 3. To prac
tice secret means of injury. 

MINE, v. t. To sap; to undermine ; to dig away or other
wise remove the substratum or foundation ; to ruin or de
stroy by slow degrees. 

MINE'-DIG-GER, n. One that digs mines. 
MTN'ER, 74. 1. One that digs for metals and other fossils. 

2. One who digs canals or passages under the walls of a 
fort, &.c. 

MIN'ER-AL, 74. [F., Sp. mineral.] A body destitute of or
ganization, and which naturally exists within the earth 
or at its surface. 

MIN'ER-AL, a. L Pertaining to minerals; consisting of 
fossil substances. 2. Impregnated with minerals or fossil 
matter. 

MIN'ER-AL-IST, 74. One versed or employed in minerals. 
MIN-ER-AL-I-ZA'TION, 74. 1. The process of farming an 

ore by combination with another substance. 2 The 
process of converting into a mineral, as a bone or a plant. 
3. The act of impregnating with a mineral, as water. 

MIN'ER-AL-IZE, V. t. 1. In mineralogy, to combine with 
a metal in forming an ore or mineral. 2. To convert into 
a mineral. _3. To impregnate with a mineral substance. 

MIN'ER-AL-lZED, pp. 1. Deprived of its usual properties 
by being combined with another substance or formed into 
an ore. 2. Converted into a mineral. 3. Impregnated 
with a mineral. 

MIN'ER-AL-IZ-ER, TI. A substance which mineralizes an
other or combines with it in an ore. 

MIN-ER-A-LOG'I-CAL, a. Pertaining to the science of 
minerals. 

MIN-ER-A-LOG'I-€AL-LY, adv. According to mineralogy. 
MIN-ER-AL'O-GIST, n. One who is versed in the science 

of minerals, or one who treats or discourses of the proper
ties of mineral bodies. 

MIN-ER-AL'O-GY, n. [mineral, and Gr. Xoyoj.] The sci
ence which treats of the properties of mineral substances, 
and teaches us to characterize, distinguish and class them 
according to their properties, 

f MING, v. t. To mingle ; to mix; to remind ; to mention ; 
to call to remembrance. Bp. Hall. 

MIN'GLE, v. t. [Sax. mengan, or mencgan.] 1. To mix; to 
blend ; to unite in one body. 2 To mix or blend without 
order or promiscuously. 3. To compound ; to unite in a 
mass, as solid substances. 4. To join in mutual inter 
course or in society. 5. To contaminate; to render im 
pure ; to debase by mixture. 6. To confuse. 

MIN'GLE, v.i. To be mixed ; to be united with, 
j- MIN'GLE, 74. Mixture; medley ; promiscuous mass 
MIN'GLED, pp. Mixed ; united promiscuously. 
MIN'GLED-LY, adv. Confusedly. Barret. 
MIN'GLE-MAN'GLE, n. A medley; a hotch-potch. Hooker 
MIN'GLER, 74. One that mingles. 
MIN'GLINGjjppr. Mixing; uniting without order. 
MIN'IARD, (min'yard) a. [Fr. mignard.] Soft ; dainty 

[Little used.] 
MIN'IARD-IZE, v. t. To render soft, delicate or dainty. 
MIN'IATE, v. t. [It. miniare.] To paint or tinge with ver 

milion. 
* MIN'IA-TURE, 74. [It., Sp. miniatura.] 1. A painting in 

water colors on vellum, ivory or paper, with points or 
dots ; sometimes in oil colors. The term is usually appli
ed to portraits painted on a very small scale. 2. A picture 
or representation in a small compass, or less than the real
ity. 3. Red letter; rubric distinction. 

MIN'I-KIN, a. [qu. W. main.] Small; diminutive ; used 
in slight contempt. 

MIN'I-KIN, 77. 1. A small sort of pins. 2. A darling ; a fa 
vorite. See Miwioisr. 

MIN'IM, 77. [W. 774am.] 1. A little man or being ; a dwarf 
2. One of a certain reformed order of Franciscans or Min
imi. 3. A note in music, equal to half a seraibreve or two 
crotchets. 4. A short poetical encomium; Tofts.] 5. A 
small fish. 
| MIN'I-MENT, 74. [from muniment.] Proof; testimony 

Spenser. 
MIN'I-MUM, 74. [L.] The least quantity assignable in a 

given case. Encyc. 
MIN I-MUS, 74. [LJ A being of the smallest size. 
MIN'ING, ppr. 1. Digging into the earth, as for fossils and 

minerals; sapping. 2. a. Designating the business of dig
ging mines, 

t MIN'ION, a. Fine; trim; dainty. 
MIN'ION, (min'yun) n. [Fr. mignon.] A favorite ; a darling; 

particularly, the favorite of a prince, on whom he lavish
es his favors; one who gains favors by flattery or mean 
adulation. . . . 

MIN'ION, 74. [W. main.] A small kind of printing types. 
MIN'ION-ING, 74. Kindf treatment. Marston. 
MIN'ION-LlKE, { J pjn.iv . diintilv. 
MLN'ION-LY, adv' F,nely ' damtl,V 
MIN'ION-SHIP, 7t. State of being a minion. 
MIN'IOUS, 74. [from L. minium.] Of the color af red lead 

or vermilion. Brown. ^ 
f MTN tSH, v. t. [L. 774474140.] To lessen , to dimmish. 
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MIN'IS-TER, n. [L.] 1. Properly, a chief servant; hence, 

an agent appointed to transact or manage business under 
the authority of another. 2. One to whom a king or 
prince intrusts the direction of affairs of state. 3. A 
magistrate ; an executive officer. 4. A delegate ; an em
bassador ; the representative of a sovereign at a foreign 
court. 5. One who serves at the altar; one who performs 
sacerdotal duties; the pastor of a church. 6. Christ is 
called a minister of the sanctuary. Hcb. viii. 7. An angel ; 
a messenger of God. 

MIN'IS-TER, v. t. [L. ministro.] To give; to afford; to 
supply. 

MIN'IS-TER, v. i. 1. To attend and serve ; to perform ser
vice in any office, sacred or secular. 2. To afford sup
plies ; to give things needful; to supply the means of re
lief; to relieve. 3. To give medicines. 

MIN'IS-TERED, pp. Served ; afforded ; supplied. 
MIN-IS-TE'RI-AL, a. 1. Attending for service ; attendant; 

acting at command. 2. Acting under superior authority ; 
pertaining to a minister. 3. Pertaining to executive offi
ces, as distinct from judicial. 4. Sacerdotal; pertaining 
to ministers of the gospel. 5. Pertaining to ministers of 
state. 

MIN-IS-TE'RI-AL-LY, adv. In a ministerial manner. 
MIN'IS-TER-ING, ppr. 1. Attending and serving as a subor

dinate agent; serving under superior authority. Heb. i. 
2. Affording aid or supplies ; administering things needful. 

MIN'IS-TER-Y. See MINISTRY. 
MIN'IS-TRAL, a. Pertaining to a minister. [Little used.] 
MIN'IS-TRANT, a. Performing service as a minister; at

tendant on service ; acting under command. 
MIN-IS-TRA'TION, 71. [L. ministratio.] 1. The act of per

forming service as a subordinate agent; agency; inter
vention for aid or service. 2. Office of a minister ; ser
vice ; ecclesiastical function. 

MIN'IS-TRESS, n. A female that ministers. Akenside. 
MINTS-TRY, n. [L. ministerium.] 1. The office, duties 

or functions of a subordinate agent of any kind. 2. Agen
cy ; service ; aid ; interposition ; instrumentality. 3. Ec
clesiastical function ; agency or service of a minister of 
the gospel or clergyman in the modern church, or of 
priests, apostles and evangelists in the ancient. Acts i. 
4. Time of ministration ; duration of the office of a minis
ter, civil or ecclesiastical. 5. Persons who compose the 
executive government or the council of a supreme magis
trate ; the body of ministers of state. 6. Business; em
ployment. 

MIN'IS-TRY-SHIP, for ministry, is little used and hardly 
proper. Swift. 

MIN'I-UM, n. [L.] The red oxyd of lead. Fourcro7j. 
MINK, v. An American quadruped. Belknap. 
MIN'NOG, used by Shakspeare, is supposed by Johnson to 

be the same as minx. Q,u. mimic. 
MIN'NoW, or MIN'oW, n. [Fr. menu, small.] A very 

small fish, a species of C7jprinus. Walton. 
MI'NOR, a. [L.] 1. Less; smaller; sometimes applied to 

the bulk or magnitude of a single object.—2. In music, 
less or lower by a lesser semitone.—Asia Minor, the Les
ser Asia, that part of Asia which lies between the Euxine 
on the north, and the Mediterranean on the south. 

Mi'NOR, n. 1. A person of either sex under age.—2. In 
logic, the second proposition of a regular syllogism. 3. A 
Minorite? a Franciscan friar. 4. A beautiful "bird of the 
East Indies. 

1 Mi'NOR-ATE, v.t. To diminish. 
MT-NOR-A'TION, TI. A lessening ; diminution. 
Ml'NOR-ITE, 71. A Franciscan friar. 
MI-NOR'I-TY, n. [Fr. mmorite.] I. The state of being un

der age. 2. The smaller number. 
MIN'O-TAUR, 71. [Fr. minotaure ; L. minotaurus.] A fa

bled monster, half man and half bull. 
MIN'STER, 71. [Sax. 7ninstre, or mynster.] A monastery ; 

an ecclesiastical convent or fraternity ; a cathedral church! 
MIN'STREL, TI. [Fr. mcnet.rier, for menestrier ; Sp. minis-

tril.] A singer and musical performer on instruments. 
MIN'STRELrSY, n. 1. The arts and occupations of min

strels ; instrumental music. 2. A number of musicians 
MINT, 71. [Sax. mijnet; D. munt, mint.] I. The place 

where money is coined by public authority. 2. A place 
of invention or fabrication. 3. A source of abundant sup
ply. 

MINT, v. t. [Sax. m7jnctian.] 1. To coin ; to make and 
stamp money. 2. To invent; to forge ; to fabricate. 

MINT, 7?. [Sax. mint.] A plant. 
MINT'AGE, 71. 1. That which is coined or stamped. Mil

ton. 2. The duty paid for coining. 
MINT'ER, n. A coiner ; also,"hn inventor. 
MINT* MAN, TI. A coiner ; one skilled in coining or in coins. 
MINT'MAS-TER, n. 1. The master or superintendent of a 

mint. 2. One who invents or fabricates. 
MIN'U-END, 71. [L. minuendus.] In arithmetic, the number 

from which another number is to be subtracted. 
MIN'U-ET, 71. [Sp. minucto; Fr. menuet.] 1. A slow, 

graceful dance, consisting of a coupee, a high step and a 
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balance. 2. A tune or air to regulate the movements in 
the dance so called ; a movement of three crotchets or 
three quavers in a bar. 

MIN'UM, n. [from W. main ; Fr. menu.] 1. A small kind 
of printing types; now written minion. 2. A note of 
slow time containing two crotchets ; now written minim. 

MI-NuTE', a. [L. minutus.] 1. Very small, little or slen
der ; of very small bulk or size ; small in consequence. 2. 
Attending to small things ; critical. 

* MIN'UTE, (min'it) n. [L. minutum.] 1. A small portion 
of time or duration, being the sixtieth part of an hour.— 
2. In geometry, the sixtieth part of a degree of a circle.— 
3. In architecture, the sixtieth, but sometimes the thirti 
eth part of a module. 4. A space of time indefinitelj 
small. 5. A short sketch of any agreement or other sub 
ject, taken in writing ; a note to preserve the memory ot 
any thing. 

*MIN'UTE, (min'it) v. t. To set down a short sketch o» 
note of any agreement or other subject in writing. 

MIN'UTE-BOOK, n. A book of short hints. 
MIN'UTE-GLASS, n. A glass, trie sand of which measures 

a minute. 
MIN'UTE-GUNS, n. Guns discharged every minute. 
MIN'UTE-HAND, n. The hand that points to the minutes 

on a clock or watch. 
MIN'UTE-JA€K, n. Another name for Jack of the clock-

hous_e. 
MI-NuTE'LY, adv. To a small point of time, space or mat

ter ; exactly ; nicely. 
MIN'UTE-LY, (min'it-Iy) a. Happening every minute. 
MIN'UTE-LY, adv. Every minute; with very little time 

intervening. Hammond. 
MI-NuTE'NESS, n. 1. Extreme smallness, fineness or 

slenderness. 2. Attention to small things ; critical exact
ness. 

MIN'UTE-WATCH, n. A watch that distinguishes minutes 
of time, or on which minutes are marked. 

MI-Nu'TLE, n. [L.] The smaller particulars. 
MINX, 71. [qu. minnoc.] 1. A pert, wanton girl. Shak. 2 

A she-puppy. 
Ml'NYra. 1. Abounding with mines. 2. Subterraneous. 
f MT'RA-BLE, a. Wonderful. Shak. 
MIR'A-CLE, n. [Fr.; L. miraculum.] 1. A wonder, or 

wonderful thing.—2. In theologij, an event or effect con
trary to the established constitution and course of things, 
or a deviation from the known laws of nature ; a super
natural event. 3. Anciently, a spectacle or dramatic repre
sentation exhibiting the lives of the saints. 

fMIR'A-€LE, v. t. To make wonderful. Shak. 
MIR'A-€LE-M6N'GER, n. An impostor who pretends to 

work miracles. Halhjtccll. 
MI-RA€'U-LOUS, a. 1. Performed supernaturally, or by a 

power beyond the ordinary agency of natural Jaws; ef
fected by the direct agency of almighty power. 2. Su
pernatural ; furnished supernaturally, or competent to 
perform miracles.—3. In a less definite sense, wonderful; 
extraordinary. 

MI-RA€'U-LOUS-LY, adv. 1. By miracle ; supernaturally. 
2. Wonderfully ; by extraordinary means. 

MI-RACU-LOUS-NESS, n. The state of being effected by 
miracle or by supernatural agency. 

MIR-A-DoR', n. [Sp.] A balcony or gallery commanding 
an extensive view. Drydcn. 

MI-RAGE', (me-razhe') n. An optical illusion, which is 
produced by a refraction of the atmosphere, and which 
frequently tantalizes the eye of the thirsty traveler, when 
passing over burning deserts, with the image of water. 

MIRE, TI. Deep mud ; earth so wet and soft as to yield to 
the feet and to wheels. 

MIRE, v. t. 1. To plunge and fix in mire ; to set or stall in 
mud. 2. To soil or daub with mud or foul matter. 

MIRE, v. i. To sink in mud, or to sink so deep as to be un
able to move forward. 

MIRE. n. An ant. See PISMIRE. 
M1REMDR0W, n. The sea-crow or pewit gull. 
MIR'I-NESS, TI. The state of consisting of deep mud. 
f MIRK, a. [Sax. 7nirce.] Dark. Sec MURKY. 
MIRK'SGME, a. Dark ; obscure. See MURKY. 
MiRK'SoME-NESS, n. Obscurity. See MURKY. 
MiRK'Y, a. Dark ; wanting light. 
MIR'ROR, v. [Fr. 7i%iroir.] 1. A looking-glass; any glass 

or polished substance that forms images by the reflection 
of rays of light. 2. A pattern ; an exemplar; that on 
which men ought to fix their eyes; that which gives a 
true representation. 

t MIR'ROR-STONE, n. A bright stone. 
MiRTH, 71. [Sax. mirht, mijrhth.] Social merriment; hilar

ity ; high excitement of pleasurable feelings in company j 
noisy gayety; jollity. 

MiRTH'FlJL, a. Merry; jovial; festive. Prior. 
MiRTH'FUL-LY, adv. In a jovial manner. 
MiRTII'LESS, a. Without mirth or hilarity. 
MIR'Y, a. 1. Abounding with deep mud; full of mire. Gay 

2. Consisting of mire. Shak. 
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MIS, a prefix, denotes error, or erroneous, wrong, from the 

verb miss, to err, to go wrong, Goth, missa; Sax. mis, 
from missian, to err, to deviate or wander. 

MIS-AC-CEP-Ta'TION, n. The act of taking or under
standing in a wrong sense. 

MIS-AD-VENT'URE, n. 1. Mischance ; misfortune; ill 
luck ; an unlucky accident.—2. In law, homicide by mis
adventure is when a man, doing a lawful act, without 
any intention of injury, unfortunately kills another. 

MIS-AD-VENT'URED, a. Unfortunate. Shak. 
MIS-AD-ViS'ED, (misad-vlzd') a. Ill-advised ; ill-directed. 
MIS-AF-FECT', v. t. To dislike. 
MIS-AF-FECT'ED, a. Ill-disposed. 
MIS-AF-FiRM , v. t. To affirm incorrectly. 
MIS-aIM'ED, (mis-SLmd') a. Not rightly aimed or directed. 
MIS-AL-LEDGE', (mis-al-lej'j v. t. To state erroneously. 
MIS-AL-LE-GA'TION, n. Erroneous statement. 
MIS-AL-LI'ANCE, n. Improper association. 
MIS-AL-LI'ED, (mis-al-llde') a. Ill-allied or associated. 
MIS AN-THROPE, or MIS-AN'THRO-PIST, n. [GR.ptoav-

Op<oiros.~\ A hater of mankind. Swift. 
AIIS-AN-THROP'IG, or MIS-AN-THROP'I-CAL, a. Hating 

or having a dislike to mankind. 
MIS-AN'THRO-POS,». A hater of mankind. 
MIS-AN'THRO-PY, n. Hatred or dislike to mankind. 
MIS-AP-PLI-Ca'TION, n. A wrong application ; an appli

cation to a^ wrong person or purpose. 
MIS-AP-PLi'ED, (mis-ap-pllde') pp. Applied to a wrong 

person or purpose. 
MIS-AP-PLY', v. t. To apply to a wrong person or purpose. 
MIS-AP-PL YING, ppr. Applying to a wrong person or pur

pose. 
MIS-AP-PRE-HEND', v. t. To misunderstand ; to take in a 

wrong sense. Locke. 
MIS-AP-PRE-IIENI>ED, pp. Not rightly understood. 
MIS-AP-PRE-HEND'ING, ppr. Misunderstanding. 
MIS-AP-PRE-HEN'SION, v. A mistaking or mistake; 

wrong apprehension of one's meaning or of a fact. 
MIS-AS-ERIBE', v. t. To ascribe falsely or erroneously. 
MIS-AS-SIGN', (mis-as-slne') v. t. To assign erroneously. 
MIS-AT-TEND', v. t. To disregard. Milton. 
MIS-BE-€oME', (mis-be-kum') v. t. Not to become ; to suit 

ill; not to befit. Addison. 
MIS-BE-CoM'ING, ppr. or a. Unseemly ; unsuitable; im

proper ; indecorous. 
M£S-BE-€oM'ING-NESS, n. Unbecomingness; unsuitable-

ness. Boyle. 
MIS-BE-GOT', J ppr. or a. Unlawfully or irregularly 
MIS-BE-GOT'TEN, J begotten. Dryden. 
MIS-BE-HAVE', V .  I . To behave ill; to conduct one's self 

improperly. 
MIS-BE-HAVE', V . t. To conduct ill or improperly. Jortin. 
MIS-BE-HAV'ED, (mis-be-havd') a. Guilty of ill behavior; 

ill-bred ; rude. 
MIS-BE-HAV'IOR, (mis-be-liav'yur) n. Ill conduct; im

proper, rude or uncivil behavior. Addison. 
MIS-BE-LIeF', n. Erroneous belief; false religion. 
MIS-BE-LIeVE', V. t. To believe erroneously. 
MIS-BE-LIeV'ER, n. One who believes wrongly; one who 

holds a false religion. Dryden. 
MIS-BE-LIeV'ING, a. Believing erroneously ; irreligious. 
MIS-BE-SEEM', v. t. To suit ill. 
MIS-BE-SToW', V . t. To bestow improperly. Milton. 
MIS'BORN, a. Born to evil. Spenser. 
MIS-CAL'CU-LATE, v. t. To calculate erroneously. 
MIS-C AL'CU-LA-TED, pp. Erroneously calculated. 
MIS-CAL'CU-LA-TING, ppr. Committing errors in calcula

tion. 
MIS-CAL-CU-LA'TION, n. Erroneous calculation. 
MIS-CALL', v. t. To call by a wrong name ; to name im

properly. 
MIS-CALL'ED, (mis-kawld') pp. Misnamed. 
MIS-CALL'ING, ppr. Misnaming. 
MIS-CAR'RIAGE, n. 1. Unfortunate event of an undertak

ing; failure. 2. JII conduct; evil or improper behavior. 
3. Abortion ; the act of bringing forth before the time. 

MIS-€AR'RY, v. i. 1. To fail of the intended effect; not to 
succeed ; to be unsuccessful; to suffer defeat. 2. To bring 
forth young before the proper time ; to suffer abortion. 

MIS-€AR'RY-ING, ppr. Failing of the intended effect; suf
fering abortion. Hos. ix. 

MIS-CAST', v. t. To cast or reckon erroneously. 
MIS-CAST', pp. Erroneously cast or reckoned. 
MIS-CAST', n. An erroneous cast or reckoning. 
MIS-CAST'ING, ppr. Casting or reckoning erroneously. 
MIS-CEL-LA-NA'RI-AN, a. Belonging to miscellanies ; of 

miscellanies. Shaftsbury. 
MIS-CEL-LA-Na'RI-AN, n. A writer of miscellanies. 
MIS'CEL-LANE, n. [L. miscellaneus.J A mixture of two 

or more sorts of grain ; now called meslin. 
MIS-CEL-LA'NE-OUS, a. [L. miscellaneus.] Mixed ; min

gled ; consisting of several kinds. Milton. 
MIS-CEL-LA'NE-QUS-NESS, n. The state of being mixed; 

composition of various kinds. 

; erroneous quota-

MIS'CEL-LA-NY, n. [Fr. miscellanies.] 1. A mass or 
mixture of various kinds ; particularly. 2. A book or 
pamphlet containing a collection of compositions on vari
ous subjects, or a collection of various kinds of composi 
tions. 

f MIS'CEL-LA-NY, a. Miscellaneous. Bacon. 
f MIS-CEN'TRE, v. t. To place amiss. Donne. 
MLS-CHANCE', n. Ill luck ; ill fortune; misfortune : mis 

hap; misadventure. South. 
MIS-CIIAR'AC-TER-IZE, v. t. To characterize falsely oi 

erroneously ; to give a wrong character to. 
MIS-CHARGE', v. t. To mistake in charging, as an ac 

count. 
MIS-CI-IARGE', n. A mistake in charging, as an account; 

an erroneous entry in an account. 
MISCHIEF, (mis'chif) n. [Old Fr. meschef.] 1. Harm; 

hurt; injury; damage; evil, whether intended or not. 
2. Intentional injury ; harm or damage done by design. 
3. Ill consequence ; evil; vexatious affair. 

MISCHIEF, v. t. To hurt; to harm ; to injure 
MISCHIEF-MAK-ER, 71. One who makes mischief; one 

who excites or instigates quarrels or enmity. 
MISCHIEF-MaK-ING, a. Causing harm ; exciting enmity 

or quarrels. Rowe. 
MISCHIE VOUS, (mis'che-vus) a. 1. Harmful ; hurtful; 

injurious ; making mischief. 2. Hurtful; noxious. 3. In
clined to do harm. 

MISCHIE-VOUS-LY, adv. 1. With injury, hurt, loss or 
damage. 2. With evil intention or disposition. 

MISCHIE-VOUS-NESS, n. 1. Hurtfulness; noxiousness. 
2. Disposition to do harm, or to vex or annoy. 

MISCH'NA, n. A part of the Jewish Talmud. See Mishna. 
MIS-CHOOSE', (mis-chooz') v. t. To choose wrong; to 

make a wrong choice. Milton. 
MIS-CIIoS'EN, pp. Chosen by mistake. 
MISCI-BLE, a. [Fr.] That may be mixed. 
MIS-CI-TA'TION, 7I. A wrong citation ; en 

tion._ Collier. 
MLS-ClTE7, v. t. To cite erroneously or falsely. 
MIS-CLaIM', ti. A mistaken claim or demand. 
MIS-COM-PU-Ta'TION, n. Erroneous computation ; false 

reckoning^ Clarendon. 
MIS-COM-PuTE', v. t. To compute or reckon erroneously. 
MIS-CON-CeIT', or MIS-CON-CEP'TIOIV, 71. Erroneous 

conception ; false opinion; wrong notion or understand
ing of a thing. 

MIS-CON-CeIVE', V . t. or i. To receive a false notion or 
opinion of any thing ; to misjudge ; to have an erroneous 
understanding of any thing. 

MIS-CON-CeIV'ED, (mis-kon-seevd') pp. Wrongly under
stood ; mistaken. 

MIS-€ON-CeIV'ING, ppr. Mistaking; misunderstanding. 
MIS-CON'DUCT, TI. Wrong conduct; ill behavior; ill man

agement. Addison. 
MIS-CON-DUCT', v. t. To conduct amiss ; to mismanage. 
MIS-CON-DUCT', v. i. To behave amiss. 
MIS-CON-DUCT'ED, pp. Ill-managed ; badly conducted. 
MIS-CON-DUCT'ING, ppr. Mismanaging ; misbehaving. 
MIS-CON-JECT'URE, n. A wrong conjecture or guess. 
MIS-CON-JECT'URE, v. t. or i. To guess wrong. 
MIS-CON-STRUCTION, 7?. Wrong interpretation of words 

or things ; a mistaking of the true meaning. 
MIS-CON'STRUE, v. t. To interpret erroneously either 

words or things. Dryden. 
MIS-CON'STRUED, pp.  Erroneously interpreted. 
MIS-CON'STRU-ER, n. One who makes a wrong interp e-

tation. 
MIS-CON'STRU-ING, ppr. Interpreting wrongly, 
f MIS-CON-TIN'U-ANCE, 71. Cessation ; intermission. 
MIS-COR-RECT', v. t. To correct erroneously ; to mistake 

in attempting to correct another. Dryden. 
MIS-COR-RECT'ED, pp. Mistaken in the attempt to cor

rect. 
MIS-COUN'SEL, V . t. To advise wrong. Spenser. 
MIS-COUNT', v. t. To count erroneously ; to mistake in 

counting. 
MIS-COUNT', v. i. To make a wrong reckoning. 
MIS-COUNT', 71. An erroneous counting or numbering, 
tMIS'CRE-ANCE, ) n. Unbelief; false faith; adherence 
t MIS'CRE-AN-CY, j to a false religion. Spenser. 
MIS'CRE-ANT, TI. [Fr. mecreant.] 1. An infidel, or one 

who embraces a false faith. 2. 4 v*le wretch ; an unprin
cipled fellow. . 

f MIS-CRE-ATE', ) a. Formed unnaturally or lllegitunate-
f MIS-CRE-A'TED, \ ly ; deformed. 
MIS-DATE', n. A wrong date. 
MIS-DATE', V . i. To date erroneously. 
MIS-DEED', 71. An evil deed ; a wicked . . 
MIS-DEEM', v. t. To judge erroneously; to misjudge, to 

mistake in judging. Spenser. 
MIS-DE-MgAN', v. t. To behave ill. Shak. . f . . 
MIS-DE-MEAN'OR, 1. Ill^ehavw 5 ^ 

^ migdemeanora 
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are 
word 

mere synonymous terms ; but, in common usage, tlie 
,(U/d crime is made to denote offenses of a deeper and 
more atrocious dye5 while small faults and omissions of 
less consequence are comprised under the gentler name 
of misdemeanors. 

MIS DE-RIVE'. v.t.To turn or apply improperly. 
MIS-DE-SERT', n. Ill desert. Spenser. 
MIS-DE-Vo TION, n. False devotion ; mistaken piety, 
t MIS-DI'ET, n. Improper diet or food. Spenser. 
M1S-DI-RECT', v. t. I. To give a wrong direction to. 2. 

To direct to a wrong person or place. 
MIS-DI RECT'ED, pp. Directed wrong, or to a wrong per

son or place. 
SI IS-DI-RE€T'JNG, ppr Directing wrong, or to a wrong 

person or place, 
f MIS-DIS-PO-Sl''TION, n. Disposition to evil. Bp. Hall. 
MIS-DIS-TIN'GUISH, v. t. To make wrong distinctions. 
MIS-DO', v. t. To do wrong; to do amiss; to commit a 

crime or fault. Milton. 
MIS-DO'ER, n. One who does wrong ; one who commits a 

fault or crime. Spenser. # , 
MIS-DO'ING, ppr. Doing wrong; committing a fault or 

crime. „ , . . 
MIS-DO'ING, n. A wrong done ; a fault or crime; an of

fense. L'Estrange. 
f Mrs-DOUBT', (mis-dout') v. t. To suspect of deceit or 

f XvB^n. 1. Suspicion of crime or danger. Shak. 
2. Irresolution ; hesitation. Shak. 

t MIS-DOUBT'FUL, a. Misgiving. Spenser. 
f MIS-DREAD*, (mis-dred') n. Dread of evil. Bp. Hall. 
MISE, (meez) n. [Fr. mis ; Norm, mise.] 1. In law, an is

sue to be tried at the grand assize. 2. Expense; cost. 
3. A tax or tallage; in Wales, an honorary gift of the 
people to a new king or prince of Wales. 

t MIS-EASE', n. Uneasiness j want of ease. Chaucer. 
t MIS- E-DI"TION, n. Not a genuine edition. Bp. Hull. 
MIS-EM-PLOY', v. t. To employ to no purpose, or to a bad 

purpose. Addison. 
MIS-EM-PLOY 'ED, (mis-em-ployd') pp. Used to no pur

pose, or to a bad one. 
MIS-EM-PLOY-ING, ppr. Using to no purpose, or to a bad 

one. 
MIS-EM-PLOY'MENT, n. Ill employment; application to 

no purpose, or to a bad purpose. Hale. 
MIS-EN'TRY, n. An erroneous entry or charge, as of an 

account. 
MI'SER, n. [L. miser.] 1. A miserable person : one wretch

ed or afflicted ; [o&s.J 2. A wretch ; a mean fellow ; [obs.] 
yShak. 3. An extremely covetous person ; a sordid wretch; 
a niggard ; one who in wealth makes himself miserable by 
the fear of poverty. 

MIS'ER-A-BLE, a. [Fr. miserable; L. miserabilis.] 1. 
Very unhappy from grief, pain, calamity, poverty, appre
hension of evil, or other cause. 2. Very poor; worth
less. 3. Causing unhappiness or misery. 4. Very poor 
or mean. 5. Very poor or barren. 6. Very low or despi
cable. 

MIS'ER-A-BLE-NESS, n. State of misery ; poorness. 
MIS'ER-A-BLY, adv. 1. Unhappily; calamitously. 2. 

Very poorly or meanly ; wretchedly. 3. In misery or un
happiness. 

MI'SER-LY, a. Very covetous; sordid; niggardly; parsi
ng jnious. 

MI iS'ER-Y, n. [L. miseria.] 1. Great unhappiness ; extreme 
pain of body or mind. 2. Calamity ; misfortune ; natural 
evils which are the cause of misery. 3. Covetousness ; 
[obs.l 

f M1S-E-STEEM', n. Disregard ; slight. 
MIS-ES'TI-MATE, v. t. To estimate erroneously. 
MIS-FALL', v. t. To befall, as ill luck ; to happen to un

luckily. Spenser. 
MIS-FARE', n. Ill fare ; misfortune. Spenser. 
t MIS-FARE', v. i. To be in an ill state. 
MIS-FASIL'ION, (mis-fash'un) v. t. To form wrong. Hakewill. 
MIS-FEA'SANCE, (mis-fe'zanse) n. [Fr.] In law, a tres

pass ; a wrong done. Encijc. 
X MIS-FEIGN', (mis-fane') v. i. To feign with an ill design. 
MIS-FORM', v. t. To make of an ill form ; to put in an ill 

shape. Spenser. 
MIS-FOR'TUNE, ?i. Ill fortune ; ill luck ; calamity ; an 

evil or cross accident. Addison. 
MIS-FOR'TUNED, a. Unfortunate. Milton. 
MIS-GIVE', (mis-giv') v. t. 1. To fill with doubt; to de

prive of confidence ; to fail ; usually applied to the heart. 
2. To give or grant amiss; [obs.] 

MIS-GIV'ING, ppr. Filling with doubt or distrust; fail-
ing. 

MIS-GIV'ING, n. A failing of confidence; doubt; distrust. 
MIS-GOT'TEN, a. Unjustly obtained. 
MIS-GOV'ERN, v. t. To govern ill; to administer unfaith

fully. Knolles. 
MIS-GOV'ERN-ANCE, 7t. Ill government; disorder; irreg

ularity. Spenser. 

MIS-GOV'ERNED, pp. 1. Ill-governed; badly administer 
ed. 2. Rude; unrestrained. Shak. 

MIS-GOV'ERN-MENT, n. 1. Ill administration of public 
affairs. 2. Ill management in private affairs. 3. Irreg
ularity ; disorder. 

MIS-GRAFF', v. t. To graft amiss. 
MIS-GROUND', v. t. To found erroneously. Hall. 
MIS-GUTD'ANCE, n. Wrong direction; guidance into er

ror. South. 
MIS-GUIDE', v. t. To lead or guide into error; to direct 

ill. 
MIS-GUID'ED. pp. Led astray by evil counsel or wrong di

rection. PHor. 
MIS-GUID'ING, ppr. Giving wrong direction to; leading 

into error. 
MIS'GUM, ) 71. An anguilliform fish about the size of a 
MIS'GURN, ) common eel. 
MIS-HAP', 77. Ill chance ; ill luck ; misfortune. Shak. 
MIS-HAP'PEN, v. i. To happen ill. Spenser. 
MIS-IIEAR', V. t. To mistake in hearing. 
MISH'MASH, 77. [Teut. miscli-masch.] A mingle, or hotch 

potch. 
MISH'NA, 7i. A collection or digest of Jewish traditions 

and explanations of Scripture. 
MISH'NIO, a. Pertaining or relating to the Mishna. 
MIS-IM-PROVE', (mis-im-proov') v. t. To improve to a 

bad purpose ; to abuse. 
MIS-IM-PROV'ED, (mis-im-proovd') pp. Used to a bad pur

pose. 
MIS-IM-PROVE'MENT, (mis-im-proov'ment) n. Ill use or 

employment; improvement to a bad purpose. 
MIS-IN-FER', v. t. To draw a wrong inference. 
MIS-IN-FORM', v. t. To give erroneous information to; t» 

communicate an incorrect statement of facts, 
t MIS-IN-FORM', v. i. To make false information. 
MIS-IN-FORM-A'TION, n. Wrong information ; false a« 

count oi intelligence received. South. 
MIS-IN-FORM'ED, (mis-in-formd') pp. Wrongly informed 
MIS-IN-FORM'ER, 71. One that gives wrong information 
MIS-IN-FORM'ING, ppr. Communicating erroneous in 

formation to. 
MIS-IN-STRUCT', V. t. To instruct amiss. Hooker. 
MIS-IN-STRUCTION, 77. Wrong instruction. More. 
MIS-IN-TEL'LI-GENCE, n. Wrong information • disagree 

ment. 
MIS-IN-TER'PRET, v. t. To interpret erroneously ; to un 

derstand or to explain in a wrong sense. 
MIS-IN-TER-PRE-TA'TION, 77. The act of interpretinf 

erroneously. 
MIS-IN-TER'PRET-ED, a. Erroneously understood orei 

plained. 
MIS-IN-TER'PRET-ER, n. One who interprets erront 

ously. 
MIS-IN-TER'PRET-ING, ppr. Erroneously interpreting 
MIS-JOIN', v. t. To join unfitly or improperly. Dryden. 
MIS-JOIN'ED, (mis-joind') pp. Improperly united. 
MIS-JOIN'ING, ppr. Joining unfitly or improperly. 
MIS-JUDGE', (mis-judj') v. t. To mistake in judging ofjfr 

judge erroneously. E'Estrange. 
MIS-JUDGE', (mis-judj') v. i. To err in judgment; toforn 

false opinions or notions. 
MIS-JUDG'ED, (mis-judjd') pp. Judged erroneously. 
MIS-JUDG'ING, ppr. Judging erroneously of; forming * 

wrong opinion or inference. 
MIS-JUDG'MENT, n. A wrong or unjust determination 
MIS'KIN, 77. A little bagpipe. 
MIS-KIN'DLE, v. t. To kindle amiss; to inflame to a baa 

purpose. 
MIS-LAID', pp. Laid in a wrong place, or place not recol

lected ; lost. 
MIS-LAY', V. t. 1. To lay in a wrong place. Locke. 2. To 

lay in a place not recollected ; to lose. Swift. 
MIS-LAY'ER, 77. One that lays in a wrong place; one that 

loses. Bacon. 
MIS-LAY'ING, ppr. Laying in a wrong place, or placenct 

remembered; losing. 
MIS'LE, (miz'zl) v. i. [from mist, and properly mistie.] To 

ram in very fine drops, like a thick mist. Gay. 
MIS'LE, 77. Small, misty rain. [See MIZZLE.] In the Cra

ven dialect, mislin. 
MIS-LEAD', V. t. , pret. and pp. misled. To lead into a 

wrong way or path ; to lead astray; to guide into error; 
to cause to mistake ; to deceive. 

MIS-LEAD'ER, 77. One who leads into error. 
MIS-LE AD'ING, ppr. Leading into error; causing to err1 

deceiving. . 
T MIS-LEARN'ED, (mis-lernd') a. Not really or properly 

learned. 
MIS-LED', pp. of mislead. Led into error; led a wrong 

way. 
MIS-LIKE', v. t. To dislike ; to disapprove; to have aver

sion to. Raleigh. 
MIS-LiKE', 77. Dislike ; disapprobation ; aversion. 
MIS-LIK'ED, (mis-llkt') pp. Disliked ; disapproved. 
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Mlb-LTK'ER. n. One that dislikes. 
MIS-LTK'ING, ppr. Disliking; disapproving. 
MIS'LIN. See MESLIN. 
\ MIS-LIVE', (mis-liv') v. i. To live amiss. Spenser. 
MIS-LUGK', n. Ill luck 3 misfortune. 
MIS LY, a. Raining in very small drops. 
MIS-MAN'AGE, v. t. To manage ill 3 to administer lmprop-

erly. 
MIS-MAN'AGE, v. i. To behave ill 3 to conduct amiss. 
MIS-MAN'AGED, pp. Ill-managed or conducted. 
MIS-MAN'AGE-MENT, n. Ill or improper management 3 

ill conduct. ^ , 
MIS-MAN'A-GER, n. One that manages ill. Burke. 
MIS-MAN'A-GING, ppr. Managing ill. 
MIS-MARK', v. t. To mark with the wrong token; to mark 

erroneously. Collier. 
MIS-MARK'ED, (mis-miirkt') pp. Wrongly marked. 
MIS-MARK'ING, ppr. Marking erroneously. 
MIS-MATCH, v. t. To match unsuitably. Southern. 
MIS-MATCH ED, (mis-matchf) pp. Unsuitably matched 3 

ill joined. . 
MIS-MATCH'ING, ppr. Matching in an unsuitable man-

MIS-MEAS'URE, (mis-mezh'ur) v.t To measure incorrectly. 
MIS-NAME, V .  I. To call by the wrong name. Boyle. 
MIS-NAM'ED, (mis-namd') pp. Called by a wrong name. 
MIS-NAM'ING, ppr. Calling by a wrong name. 
MIS-No'MER, 71. [Old Fr. mcs and nommcr.] In law, the 

mistaking of the true name of a person 3 a misnaming. 
| MIS-O-BK'DI-ENCE, n. Erroneous obedience or disobe

dience. Milton. 
MIS -OB-SERVE', (mis-ob-zerv') v. t. To observe inaccu

rately 3 to mistake in observing. Locke. 
MI-SOG A-MIST, n. [Gr. picreu) and yapos.] A hater of 

marriage. 
• MI-SOG'Y-NIST, n. [Gr. fturcai and yvvrj.] A woman hat

er. [Unusual.] Fuller. 
* MI-SOG'Y-NY, 71. Hatred of the female sex. 
MIS-O-PIN'ION, n. Erroneous opinion. Bp. Hall. 
t MIS-OR'DER, v.t. 1. To order ill 3 to manage erroneous

ly. 2. To manage ill 3 to conduct badly. Shak. 
t MIS-OR'DER, 71. Irregularity 3 disorderly proceedings. 
MIS-OR'DER-LY, a. Irregular 3 disorderly. Ascham. 
MIS-PELL', MIS-PEND', &c. See MIS-SPELL, MIS

SPEND. _ , 
MIS-PER-SUADE', (mis-per-swade') v. t To persuade amiss, 

or to lead to a wrong notion. Hooker. 
MIS-PER-SUA'SION, n. A false persuasion 3 wrong notion 

or opinion. Decay of Piety. 
MIS-PIK'EL, n. Arsenical pyrites; an ore of arsenic. 
MIS-PLACE', v.t. 1. To put in a wrong place. 2. To place 

on an improper object. South. 
MIS-PLA'CED, (mis-plast') pp. Put in a wrong place, or on 

an improper object. 
MIS-PLA CING, ppr. Putting in a wrong place, or on a 

wrong object. 
MIS-PLEAD', V . i. To err m pleading. Blackstone. 
MIS-PLEAD'ING, ppr. Making a mistake in pleading. 
MIS-PLEAD'ING, N A mistake in pleading. 
MIS-POINT', v. t. To point improperly 3 to err in punctua

tion. - . . . . ^ 
MIS-PRINT', v. t. To mistake in printing ; to print wrong. 
MIS-PRINT', n. A mistake in printing 3 a deviation from 

the copy. Ch. Obs. 
MIS-PRINT'ED, pp. Erroneously printed. 
MIS-PRINT'ING, ppr. Printing wrong. 
MIS-PRISE', or MIS-PRlZE', v. t. [Fr. mepns.] 1. To 

mistake. Shak. 2. To slight or undervalue. 
MIS-PRIS'ION, (mis-prizh'un) n. 1. Neglect; contempt.— 

2. In law, any high offense under the degree of capital, 
but nearly bordering thereon .—Misprision of treason con
sists in a bare knowledge and concealment of treason, 
without assenting to it. 3. Mistake; oversight 3 con-
tempi 3 [0&5.] 

MIS-PRO CEED'ING, n. Wrong or irregular proceeding. 
MIS-PRO-FESS', v. t. To make a false profession 3 to make 

pretensions to skill which is not possessed. 
M1S-PRO-NOUNCE', (mis-pro-nouns') v. t. To pronounce 

erroneously. 
MIS-PRO-NOUNCE', v. i. To speak incorrectly. 
MIS-PRO-NUN-CI-A'TION, 71. A wrong or improper pro

nunciation. Swift. . _ 
MIS-PRO-PoR'TION, v. t. To err in proportioning one 

thing to another 3 to join without due proportion. 
1 MIS-PROUD', a. Viciously proud. Shak. 
MIS-QUO-TA'TION, TI. An erroneous quotation j the act 

of quoting wrong. 
MIS-QUoTE', v. t. To quote erroneously 3 to cite incor

rectly. 
MIS-QUdT'ED, pp. Incorrectly quoted or cited. 
MIS-QTJQT'ING. ppr. Quoting or citing erroneously. 
MIS-RATE', V . t. To rate erroneously 3 to estimate falsely. 
MIS-RE-CEIVE', v. t. To receive amiss or improperly. 

MIS-RE-CT'TAL, n. An inaccurate recital. 
MIS-RE-ClTE', v. t. To recite erroneously. Bramhall. 
MIS-RE-CIT'ED, pp. Recited incorrectly. 
MIS-RE-ClT'ING, ppr. Reciting erroneously. 
MIS-RECK'ON, v. t. To reckon or impute wrong. 
MIS-RECK'ONED, pp. Reckoned or computed erroneously 
MIS-REGK'ON-ING, ppr. Reckoning wrong; and, as & 

noun, an erroneous computation. 
MIS-RE-LATE, v. t. To relate falsely or inaccurately. 
MIS-RE-LAT'ED, pp. Erroneously related or told. 
MIS-RE-LAT'ING, ppr. Relating 01 telling erroneously. 
MIS-RE-LA'TION, n. Erroneous relation or narration. 
MIS-RE-MEM'BER, v. t. To mistake in remembering; 1 ot 

to remember correctly. Boyle. 
MIS-RE-MEM'BERED, pp. Inaccuratelv recollected. 
MIS-RE-MEM'BER-ING, ppr. Remembering inaccurately. 
MIS-RE-PoRT', v. t. To report erroneously 3 to give an in

correct account of. Locke. 
MIS-RE-PoRT', 71. An erroneous report; a false or incor

rect account given. South. 
MIS-RE-PoRT'ED, pp. Incorrectly reported. 
MIS-RE-PoRT'ING, ppr. Reporting incorrectly. 
MIS-REP-RE-SENT', v. t. To represent falsely or incor

rectly 3 to give a false or erroneous representation, either 
maliciously, ignorantly or carelessly. 

MIS-REP-RE-SEN-TA'TION, 71. 1. The act of giving a 
false or erroneous representation. 2. A false or incorrect 
account given. 

MIS-REP-RE-SENT'ED, pp. Falsely or erroneously repre
sented. 

MIS-REP-RE-SENT'ER, n. One who gives a false or er
roneous account. 

MIS-REP-RE-SENT'ING, ppr. Giving a false or erroneous 
representation. 

MIS-RE-PuTE', v. t. To have in wrong estimation. 
MIS-RE-PuT'ED, pp. or a. Erroneously reputed. 
MIS-RuLE', n. 1. Disorder; confusion 3 tumult from in

subordination. Pope. 2. Unjust domination. 
MIS-Ru'LY, a. Unruly ; ungovernable ; turbulent. 
MISS, 71. [supposed by Bailey to be contracted from mis

tress. But probably it is from the Armoric 7rccseW,ayoung 
lady, or contracted from Fr. demoiselle.] 1. The title of a 
young woman or girl. 2. A kept mistress ; a prostitute 
retained; a concubine. 

MISS, v. t. [Sax. missian; D., G. 7»isse?i.] 2. To fail in 
aim ; to fail of reaching the object; not to hit. 2. To fail 
of finding the right way 3 to err in attempting to find. 3. 
To fail of obtaining. 4. To learn or discover that some
thing is wanting, or not where it was supposed to be. 5. 
To be without 3 [O&S.J 6. To omit 3 to pass by 3 to go 
without 3 to fail to have. 7. To perceive the want of. 8. 
To fail of seeing or finding. 

MISS, v. i. 1. To fail to hit 3 to fly wide ; to deviate from 
the true direction. 2. Not to succeed ; to fail. 3. To fail; 
to miscarry, as by accident. 4. To fail to obtain, learn 
or find. 5. To fail; to mistake. 

MISS, 11. 1. Loss 3 want. 2. Mistake; error 3 [little used.] 
3. Harm from mistake; [o£s.] 

MIS'S AL, 11. [It. messale; Fr. missel.] The Romish mass-
book. Stilling fleet. 

MIS-SAY', v. t. To say wrong 3 to slander. [Little used.] 
Spenser. 

MIS-SAY', v. i. To speak ill. Spenser. 
MIS-SAY'ING, n. Wrong expression. Milton. 
MIS-SEEM', v. i. 1. To make a false appearance. Spenser 

2. To misbecome ; [o&s.] Spenser. 

MIS'SEL-BiRD, j n* A sPecies of thrush, 
f MIS'SEL-DINE, n. The mistletoe. Barret. 
MIS-SEM'BLANCE, n. False reseniblance. Spelman. 
MIS SEND', v. t. To send amiss or incorrectly. 
MIS-SERVE', (mis-serv') v. t. To serve unfaithfully. 
MIS-SHAPE', v. t. To shape ill; to give an ill form to 3 to 

deform. Spenser. , 
MIS-SHAP'ED, (mis-shapt') ) pp. Ill-formed 3 deformed; 
MIS-SHAP'EN, S ugly. 
MIS-SHAP'ING, ppr. Giving an ill shape to. 
MIS'SiLE, a. [L. missilis.] Thrown or sent, or that may 

be thrown. . a a . 
MISS'ING, ppr. 1. Failing to hit, to reach or to find, un

covering to be wanting. 2. a. Lost; absent; f 
place where it was expected to be found ; wal}1*. g* t 

MIS'SION, 71. [L. t^o.] 1. A sending 
usually the latter; a being sent of deleg^^ebJ.a"omS 
with certain powers for transacting bus ,g ,n(_ 
sion. 2. Persons sent 3 any number of p' ~ . cuiariv 
ed by authority to perform any service 
persons sent to propapte rehgion. -^ y . 
charge from service 3 [065.] 4- onesent to propa-MIS'SION-A-RY, TI. [Fr. missionaire.] One sent M prOI 

MflsrON^A-RY, a. Pertain mg^omissl°n^a ^ m|sslon 

MIS'SION-ATE, v... To in America. 
ary. An unauthorized word, someum™ 
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f MIS-SION-ER, for missionary. 
MISSIVE, a. [Fr.] 1. Such as is sent. 2. Thrown or 

sent, or such as may be sent. Dryden. 
MIS'SIVE, n. A letter sent, or a messenger. Bacon. 
MIS-SPEAK', V. i. To err or mistake in speaking. 
MIS-SPEAK', V. t. To utter wrong. Donne. 
MIS-SPELL', v. t. To spell wrong ; to write or utter with 

wrong letters. 
MIS-SPELL'ED, (mis-speld') ) pp. Spelled wrong, or with 
MIS-SPELT', j wrong letters. 
MrS-SPELL'IJVG, ppr. Spelling wrong. 
MIS SPELLING, TO. A wrong spelling; false orthogra

phy* 
MIS-SPEND', v.t. 1. To spend amiss; to waste or con

sume to no purpose, or to a bad one. 2. To waste. 
MJS-SPEND'ER, M. One that consumes prodigally or im

properly. Morris. 
MIS-SPEND'ING, ppr. Spending to no purpose, or to a bad 

one. 
MrS-SPENSE', (mis-spens') w. A spending improperly ; a 

wasting. 
MIS-SPENT', ppr. Ill-spent; expended or consumed to no 

purpose, or to a bad one. 
MIS-SPoKE' ) TT . 
MfS-SPoK'EN, Uttered or spoken amiss. 
MIS-STATE', v. t. To state wrong ; to make an erroneous 

representation of facts 
MIS-STAT'ED, pp. Staled erroneously. 
MIS-STATE'MENT, TO. A wrong statement; an erroneous 

representation, verbal or written. 
MIS-STAT'ING, ppr. Stating falsely or erroneously. 
MIS'SY, TO. The sulphate of iron calcined. 
MIST, TO. [Sax., D. mist.] 1. Water falling in very nu

merous, but fine, and almost imperceptible drops. 2. 
That which dims or darkens, and obscures or intercepts 
vision. 

MIST, v. t. To cloud ; to cover with vapor. Shak. 
MIST-EN-€UM'BERED, a. Loaded with mist. J. Bar

low. 
MIS-TAK'A-BLE, a. That may be mistaken. 
MIS-TAKE', v. t. 1. To take wrong; to conceive or un

derstand erroneously; to misunderstand or misappre-
hend._ 2. To take one thing or person for another. 

MIS-TAKE', v.i. To err in opinion or judgment. 
MIS-TAKE', TO. 1. An error in opinion or judgment; mis

conception. 2. A slip ; a fault; an error. 
MIS-TAK'EN. In the use of this participle, there is a pe

culiarity which ought to be carefully noticed. When 
used of persons, it signifies to be in an error, to be wrong ; 
as, I am mistaken, you are mistaken, he is mistaken. Rut 
when used of things, it signifies misunderstood, misconccic-
ed; as, the sense of the passage is mistalcen, that is, not 
rightly understood. 

MIS-TAK'ER, TO. One that mistakes or misunderstands. 
MIS-TAK'ING, ppr. Making a mistake; erring from the 

truth j misconceiving. 
MIS-TAK'ING, TO. An error; a mistake. Hall. 
MIS-TAK'ING-LY, adv. Erroneously; falsely. Boyle. 
MIS-TAUGHT', pp. Wrongly taught. L'Estrange. 
MIS-TEACH', v.t. To teach wrong; to instruct errone

ously^ Sanderson. 
MIS-TEACH'ING, ppr. Instructing erroneously. 
MIS-TELL', v. t. To tell erroneously. 
MIS-TEM'PER,v. t. To temper ill; to disorder. 
MIS-TEM'PERED, pp. Tempered ill. 
MIS'TER, TO. [The pronunciation of this word is probably 

from the Welsh, German or Dutch dialect. See MASTER.] 
The common title of address to gentlemen, and to men of 
all classes. In writing, it is expressed by the abbrevia
tion Mr. 
MIS'TER, v. t. [Sw. mista.] To occasion loss. 
IIS-TERM', v. t. To term or denominate erroneously. 

MIS-TERM'ED, (mis-termd') pp. Wrongly denominated. 
MIS-TERM'ING, ppr. Denominating erroneously. 
MIST'FUL, a. Clouded with mist. 
MIS-TIIINK', v. i. To think wrong. [Little used.1 Shak 
MIS-THOUGHT', pp. of misthink. Thought wrong of. 
MIS-TIME', v.t. To time wrong; not to adapt to the 

time. 
MIS-TIME', v. i. To neglect the proper time. 
MIS-TIM ED, (mis-tlnid') pp. Ill-timed; done at a wrong 

time. 
MIS-TIM ING, ppr. Ill-timing ; doing unseasonably. 
MIST'I-NESS, TO. A state of being misty; a state of thick 

rain in very small drops. Bacon." 
MIS'TION, TO. [L. mistus, mixtus.] 1. A state of bein* 

mixed. 2. Mixture ; a mingling. Boyle. 
MIS-TITLE, v. t. To call by a wrong title or name. 
MIS-TI'TLEl). pp. Wrongly named. 
MISTLE, (mizl) v. i. To fall in very fine drops, as rain. 

gec 
MIS'TLE-TOE, ) ,ini_/7l j n. [Sax. mistelta.] A plant 
MIS'LE-TGE, I ^ ' ( OR SJ1™1? that jrows on 

was held in 

i. 

trees, and was 1 l great veneration by the Druids. 

MIST-LIKE, a. Resembling mist. Shak. 
MIS-ToLD', pp. Erroneously told. See TELL. 
MIS-TOOK', pret. of mistake. 
MIS-TKAIN', V. t. To train or educate amiss. 
MIS-TRANS-LATE', v. t. To translate erroneously. 
MIS-TRANS-LAT'ED, pp. Erroneously rendered into an 

other language. 
MIS-TRANS-LAT'ING,ppr. Translating incorrectly. 
MIS-TRANS-LA'TION, TO. An erroneous translation oi 

version. 
MIS'TRESS, TO. [Fr. maitresse; It. maestra, maestressa 1 

1. A woman who governs. 2. The female head of a fara 
ily. 3. That which governs; a sovereign. 4. One thai 
commands, or has possession and sovereignty. 5. A fe
male who is well skilled in any thing. 6. A woman 
teacher; an instructress of a school. 7. A woman belov
ed and courted. 8. A woman in keeping for lewd pur
poses. 9. A term of contemptuous address. 

MIS'TRESS, v. t. To wait upon a mistress ; to be court
ing. 

MIS'TRESS-PIECE, TO. Chief ornament; capital distinc
tion, as applied to a woman. Lord Herbert. 

MIS'TRESS-SHIP, TO. Female rule or dominion. 
MIS-TRUST', TO. [Dan. mistrdst.] Want of confidence or 

trust; suspicion. Milton. 
MIS-TRUST', v.t. [Dan. mistroer.] To suspect; to doubt; 

to regard with jealousy or suspicion. 
MIS-TRUST'ED, pp. Suspected-
MIS-TR UST'FUL, a. Suspicious; doubting; wanting con

fidence in. Waller. 
MIS-TRUST'FUL-NESS, TO. Suspicion; doubt. 
MIS-TRUST'FIJL-LY, adv. With suspicion or doubt. 
MIS-TRUST'ING, ppr. Suspecting; having no confidence 

in. 
MIS-TRUST'ING-LY, adv. With distrust or suspicion. 
MIS-TRUST'LESS, a. Unsuspecting/; unsuspicious. 
MIS-TuNE', v. t. To tune wrong or erroneously : to put out 

of tune. Skclton. 
f MIS-TURN', v. t. To pervert. 
MIS-Tu'TOR, v. t. To instruct amiss. 
MIST'Y, a. 1. Overspread with mist; filled with very mi 

nute drops of rain. 2. Dim ; obscure ; clouded. 
MIS-UN-DER-STAND', v.t. To misconceive ; to mistake 

to take in a wrong sense. JJddison. 
MIS-UN-DER-STAND'ING, ppr. Mistaking the meaning. 
MIS-UN-DER-STAND'ING, to. 1. Misconception; mistake 

of the meaning ; error. Bacon. 2. Disagreement; differ
ence ; dissension. Swift. 

MIS-UN-DER-STOOD', pp. Misconceived ; mistaken; un
derstood erroneously. South. 

MIS-US'AGE, (mis-yu'zaje) TO. Ill usage ; abuse. 
MIS-USE', (mis-yuze') v. t. [Fr. mesuser.] 1. To treat oi 

use improperly ; to use to a bad purpose. Milton. 2. To 
abuse ; to treat ill. 

MIS-USE', (mis-yuse') TO. 1. Ill treatment; improper use . 
employment to a bad purpose. 2. Abuse ; ill treatment 
3. Wrong application ; misapplication ; erroneous use. 

MIS-US'ED, (mis-yuzd') pp. Improperly used or applied; 
misapplied ; misemployed ; abused. 

MIS-US'ING, (mis-yu'zing) ppr. Using improperly; abus
ing ; misapplying. 

MIS-VOUCH', v. t. To vouch falsely, 
t MIS-WEAR', v. t. To wear ill. Bacon. 
MIS-WED', v. t. To wed improperly. 
MIS-WED'DED, pp. Ill-matched. 
MIS-WEEN', v. i. To misjudge ; to distrust. Spenser. 
f MIS-WEND', v. i. To go wrong. Spenser. 
MIS-WRITE', v. t. To write incorrectly. Bp. Cosin. 
MIS-WROUGHT', (mis-rawt') a. Badly wrought. 
MIS'Y. See MISSY. 
MIS-YoKE', v. t. To yoke improperly. Milton. 
MIS-ZEAL'OUS, (mis-zel'us) a. Actuated by false zeal. 
MITE, TO. [Sax. mite ,* Fr. mite.] 1. A very small insect of 

the genus acarus.—2. In Scripture, a. small piece of money, 
the quarter of a denarius, or about seven English far
things. 3. Any thing proverbially verv small; a very 
little particle or quantity. 4. The twentieth part of a 
~rain. 

TEL'LA, TO. A plant. 
MITH'IC. See MYTHIC. 
MITH'RI-DATE, TO. In pharmacy, an antidote against pri

son. It takes its name from Mithridates, king of Pontus, 
the inventor. 

MITH-RI-DAT'I€, a. Pertaining to mithridate, or its in
ventor, Mithridates. 

MIT'I-GA-BLE,TO. That may be mitigated. Barrow 
MIT'I-GANT, a. [L. mitigans.\ 1. Softening; lenient i 

lenitive. 2. Diminishing; easing; as pain. 
MIT'I-GATE, V. t. [L. mitigo.] 1. To alleviate, as suffer

ing ; to assuage ; to lessen. 2. To make less severe. 3. 
To abate; to make less rigorous; to moderate. 4. To 
temper; to moderate ; to soften in harshness or severity. 
5. To calm ; to appease ; to tsouerate. 6. To diminish ; 
to render more tolerable. 7. To reduce in amount or 

gra 
MI-T 
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severity. 8. To soften, or make mild and accessible; in 
a literal sense. 

MIT'I-GA-TED, pp. Softened; alleviated ; moderated; di
minished. 

MIT'I-GA-TING, ppr. Softening; alleviating; tempering; 
moderating ; abating. 

MIT-I-GA TION, 71. [L. mitigatio.1 Alleviation ; abatement 
or diminution of any thing painful, harsh, severe, afflict
ive or calamitous. 

MIT'I-GA-TIVE, a. Leniti.e; tending to alleviate. 
MIT'I-GA-TOR, n. He or that which mitigates. 
MI'TRE, | 71. [It., Sp. mitra; Fr. mitre.] J. A sacerdotal 
MI'TER,) ornament worn on the head by bishops and 

certain abbots on solemn occasions.—2. In architecture, 
an angle of 45°.—3. In Irish history, a sort of base money 
or coin.—4. Figuratively, the dignity of bishops or abbots. 

MI'TRE, v. t. 1. To adorn with a mitre. 2. To unite at an 
angle of 45°. 

MI'TREDj pp. or a. 1. Wearing a mitre. 2. Honored with 
the privilege of wearing a mitre. 3. Cut or joined at an 
angle of 45°. 

MIT'TEN, 71. [Fr. mitaine.] 1. A cover for the hand, worn 
to defend it from cold or other injury. 2. A cover for the 
arm only.— To handle without mittens, to treat roughly ; a 
colloquial phrase. 

f MIT'TENT, a. [L. mittens.] Sending forth ; emitting. 
MIT'TI-MUS, 7t. [L. we sena.] 1. In law, a warrant from a 

justice of commitment to prison. 2. A writ for removing 
records from one court to another. 

Ml'TU, 7i. A fowl of the turkey kind, found in Brazil. 
Ml'TY, a. [from mite.] Having or abounding with mites. 
MIX. v. t.; pret. and pp. mixed, or mixt. [Sax. miscan ; G. 

mischen; L. misceo, inixtum.] 1. To unite or blend pro
miscuously two or more ingredients into a mass or com
pound. 2. To join ; to associate ; to unite with in com
pany. 3. To join ; to mingle. 4. To unite with a crowd 
or multitude. 

MIX, v. i. 1. To become united or blended promiscuously 
in a mass or compound. 2. To be joined or associated. 

MIXED, pp. I. United in a promiscuous mass or compound ; 
blended ; joined ; mingled ; associated. 2. a. Promiscu
ous ; consisting of various kinds or different things. 

MIX'EN, 7i. A dunghill; a laystall. Johnson. 
MIX'ER, 7i. One who mixes or mingles. 
MIX'ING, ppr. Uniting or blending in a mass or compound; 

joining in company ; associating. 
MIX-TI-LIN'E-AL, ) a. [L. mixtus and linea.] Containing 
MIX-TI-LIN'E-AR, $ a mixture of lines. 
MIX'TION, 7i. [Fr.; L. mixtus.] Mixture ; promiscuous 

assemblage. Brown. 
MIXT'LY, adv. With mixture. Bacon. 
MIXT'URE, n. [L. mixtura.] 1. The act of mixing, or state 

of being mixed. 2. A mass or compound, consisting of 
different ingredients blended without order. 3. The in
gredient added and mixed.—4. In pharmacy, a liquid 
medicine.—5. In chemistry, the blending of several ingre
dients without an alteration of the substances. In combi
nation, the substances unite by chemical attraction, and. 
losing their distinct properties, they form a compound 
differing in its properties from either of the ingredients. 

MIZ'MAZE, n. A cant word for a maze or labyrinth. 
MIZ'ZEN, (miz'n) n. [It. mezzana.] In sea-language, the 

aftermost of the fixed sails of a ship. 
MIZ'ZEN-MAST, 7i. The mast which supports the after-

sails, and st£U|ds nearest to the stern. 
MIZ'ZLE, 7i. Small rain. 
MIZZLE, v. i. To mistle. See MISTLE. 
MIZ'ZY, n. A bog or quagmire. Ainsworth. 
MNE-MON'IG, (ne-mon'ik) a. Assisting the memory. 
MNE-MON'I€S, n. [Gr. pi/tjfxoviKos.] The art of memory ; 

precepts and rules for assisting the memory. 
fMO, a. [Sax. ma ; Scot, ma.] More. Spenser. 
MoAN, v. t. [Sax. mcenan.] To lament; to deplore ; to be

wail with an audible voice. 
MoAN, v. i. To grieve ; to make lamentations. 
MoAN, v. Lamentation; audible expression of sorrow; 

grief expressed in words or cries. 
MOANED, pp. Lamented; deplored. 
AIOAN'FUL, a. Sorrowful; expressing sorrow. 
MoAN'FIJL-LY, adv. With lamentation. 
MoAN'ING, ppr. Lamenting ; bewailing. 
MoAT, n. [Ir. mota ; Fr. motte.] In fortification, a ditch or 

deep trench round the rampart of a castle or other fortified 
place. 

MoAT, v. t. To surround with a ditch for defense. 
MOB, 7i. [from L. mobilis.] 1. A crowd or promiscuous 

multitude of people, rude, tumultuous and disorderly. 2. 
A disorderly assembly. 3. A huddled dress. 

MOB, 75. t. l. To attack in a disorderly crowd ; to harass 
_ fflmultuously. 2. To wrap up in a cowl or vail. 

a' a mob ; tumultuous ; mean ; vulgar. 
MOB'EAP, 7i. [D. mop.] A plain cap or head-dress for fe-
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* j MO BILE, a. [Fr.] Movable. Skelton. 

* Mo'BXLE, 7i. [Fr.; L. mobilis.] The mob ; the populace. 
South. 

Pri'mum mobi-le, n. [L.] In the ancient astronomy, a ninth 
heaven or sphere, supposed to be beyond the fixed stars, 
and to be the first mover of all the lower spheres. 

MO-BIL'I-TY, n. [Fr. mobilite ; L. mobilitas.] 1. Suscepti
bility of motion ; capacity of being moved. 2. Aptitude 
to motion ; activity ; readiness tc move.—3. In runt lan
guage, the populace. 4. Fickleness ; inconstancy. 

MOB'LE, (mob bl) v. t. To wrap the head in a hood. Shak 
MOU'CA-SON, 71. A shoe or cover for the feet, without a 

sole ; the customary shoe worn by the native Indians. 
Mo'UHA-STONE, n. [from Mocha.J Dendritic agate. 
MO€K, v. t. [Fr. moquer.] 1. To imitate in contempt or 

derision ; to mimick for the sake of derision ; to deride by 
mimicry. 2. To deride ; to laugh at; to ridicule; to treat 
with scorn or contempt. 3. To defeat; to illude; to dis
appoint ; to deceive. 4. To fool; to tantalize; to play on 
in contempt. 

MO€K, v. i. To make sport in contempt or in jest, or to 
speak jestingly. 

MO€K, ii. 1. Ridicule ; derision ; sneer ; an act manifesting 
contempt. 2. Imitation ; mimicry ; [little used.] 

MO€K, a. False; counterfeit; assumed ; imitating reality, 
but not real. 

MOGK'-LEAD, or MOUK'-oRE, n. Ashlphuret of zink, the 
same as blend, which see. 

MO€K'-OR-ANGE, n. A plant of the genus philaiielphus. 
MOGK'-PRIV'ET, n. A plant of the genus phillyrea, 
MO€K'A-BLE, a. Exposed to derision. [Little used.] Shak 
f MOUK'AGE, 7i. Mockery. Elyot. 
MOUKED, pp. Imitated or mimicked in derision ; laughed 

at; ridiculed ; defeated ; illuded. 
MOeK'ER, n. 1. One that mocks ; a scorner ; a scoffei; a 

derider. South. 2. A deceiver; an impostor. 
MO€K'ER-Y, n. 1. The act of deriding and exposing to 

contempt, by mimicking the words or actions of anothei 
2. Derision ; ridicule; sportive insult or contempt; con 
temptuous merriment at persons or things. 3. Sport 
subject of laughter. 4. Vain imitation or effort; thai 
which deceives, disappoints or frustrates. 5. Imitation 
counterfeit appearance ; false show. 

MOGK'E-SON, n. The name of a serpent. 
MGGK'ING,ppr. Imitating in contempt mimicking; ridi 

culing by mimicry; treating with sneers and scorn; de 
feating; deluding. 

MOGK'ING, 7i. Derision ; insult. 
MOCK'ING-BiRD, n. The mocking thrush of America; a 

bird of the genus turdus. 
MOGK'ING-LY, adv. By way of derision ; in contempt. 
MO€K'ING-STO€K, n. A butt of sport. 
MOG'KLE. See MICKLE. 
MO'DAL, a. Consisting in mode only; relating to form; 

having the form without the essence or reality. 
MO-DAL'I-TY, 7i. The quality of being modal, or being in 

form only. 
MOD'DER, n. A wench, or girl. Huloet. 
MODE, 71. [Fr. mode ; L. modus ; Sp., It. modo.] 1. Man

ner of existing or being; manner ; method ; form ; fash
ion ; custom, way. 2. Gradation; degree. 3. State; 
quality. Shak.—4. In metaphysics, the dependence or af
fection of a substance.—5. In music, a regular disposition 
of the air and accompaniments relative to certain princi 
pal sounds.—6. In grammar, a particular manner of con 
jugating verbs; usually written mood. [See MOOD.] 7 
A kind of silk. 

MOD EL, (mod'dl) n. [Fr. modelle.] 1. A pattern of some 
thing to be made; any thing of a particular form, shape or 
construction, intended for imitation ; a small pattern ; a 
form in miniature. 2. A mold; something intended to 
give shape to castings. 3. Pattern; example. 4. Stand
ard ; that by which a thing is to be measured.—5 In 
painting and sculpture, that which is te be copied or irni 
tated. 6. A pattern; any thing to be imitated. 7. A 
copy; representation; something made in imitation of 
real life. 

MOD'EL, v. t. [Fr. modeler.] To plan or form in a particu
lar manner; to shape ; to imitate in planning or forming 

MOD'ELED, pp. Formed according to a model; planned ; 
shaped; formed. 

MOD'EL-ER, 71. A planner; a contriver. Spectator. 
MOD'EL-ING, ppr. Forming according to a model; plan

ning ; forming ; shaping, 
t MOD ER-A-BLE, a. [L. moderabilis.] Temperate ; meas

urable; governable. 

uuunus M Jiiuuigeuce. JJIIUIH-- -> - -
cessive or expensive. 3. Restrained in P?®31® • J 
temner- not violent 4. Not extreme in opinion. 5. 
Placed between extremes ; holding 
place. 6. Temperate ; not extreme, violent or rigorous 
7. Of a middle rate. 8. Not swift. 

MOD'ER-ATE, v. t. 1. To restrain from excess of any kind 
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to reduce from a state of violence 3 to lessen ; to allay , to 
repress. 2. To temper ; to make temperate; to qualify. 

tdOD'ER-ATE, v. i. To become less violent, severe, rigor
ous or intense. 

MOD'ER-A TED, pp. Reduced in violence, rigor or intensi
ty ; allayed ; lessened 3 tempered 3 qualified. 

MOI)ER-ATE-LY, adv. 1. Temperately} mildly 3 without 
violence. 2. In a middle degree; not excessively. 

MOD'ER-ATE-NESS, n. State of being moderate 3 temper-
ateness 3 a middle state between extremes. 

MOD'ER-A-TING, ppr. Reducing in violence or excess 3 al
laying ; tempering 3 becoming more mild. 

MOD-ER-A'TION, n. [L. m^ieratio.] 1. The state of being 
moderate, or of keeping a aue mean between extremes or 
excess of violence. 2. Restraint of violent passions or in
dulgence of appetite. 3. Calmness of mind 3 equanimity. 
4. Frugality in expenses. 

MOD-ER-A TOR, n. 1. He or that which moderates or re
strains. 2. The person who presides over a meeting or 
assembly of people to preserve order, and regulate the 
proceedings. 

MOD-ER-A'TOR-SHIP, n. The office of a moderator. 
MOD'ERN, a. [Fr. moderne ; It., Sp. modemo.] 1. Pertain

ing to the present time, or time not long past j late 3 re
cent 3 not ancient or remote in past time. 2. Common 3 
mean 5 vulgar 3 [«&s.] 

MOD'ERN-ISM, n. Modern practice j something recently 
formed, particularly in writing. Swift. 

MOD'ERN-IST, n. One who admires the moderns. 
MOD'ERN-IZE, v. t. To render modem} to adapt ancient 

compositions to modern persons or things, or rather to 
adapt the ancient style or idiom to modern style and 
taste. 

MOD'ERN-IZED, pp. Rendered conformable to modern 
usage. 

MOD'ERN-IZ-ER, n. He that renders modern. 
MOD'ERN-lZ-ING, ppr. Rendering modern. 
t MOD'ERN-LY, adv. In modern times. Milton. 
MOD'ERN-NESS, n. The quality of being modern ; recent-

ness 3 novelty. 
MID'ERNS, 71. pin. Those who have lived in times recent

ly past, or are now living 3 opposed to the ancients. 
MOD EST, a. [Fr. modeste; L. modesties.] 1. Properly, 

restrained by a sense of propriety 3 hence, not forward or 
bold ; not presumptuous or arrogant j not boastful. 2. 
Not bold or forward. 3. Not loose ; not lewd. 4. Mod
erate 3 not excessive or extreme 3 not extravagant. 

MOD EST-LY, adv. 1. Not boldly 3 not arrogantly or pre
sumptuously j with due respect. 2. Not loosely or wan
tonly j decently. 3. Not excessively 3 not extrava
gantly. 

MOD'EST-Y, n. [L. modestia.] 1. That lowly temper 
which accompanies a moderate estimate of one's own 
worth and importance. 2. Modesty, as an act or series of 
acts, consists in humble, unobtrusive deportment. 3. 
Moderation 3 decency.—4. In females, modesty has the 
like character as in males 3 but the word is used also as 
synon^ mous with chastity, or purity of manners. 

MOD'EST-Y-PIKCE, 71. A narrow lace worn by females 
over the bosom. Addison. 

MO-DI-A'TION, 71. [L. modiatio.] A measure, 
f MO-DIC'I-TY, TI. [Fr. modicite, from L. modicus.] Mpder-

ateness ; meanness 3 littleness. Co* grave. 
MOD I-GUM, 71. [L.] A little 3 a small quantity. Dryden. 
MOD I-Fi-A-BLL, a. That may be modified or diversified 

by various forms and differences. Locke. 
t MO-DIF'I-CA-BLE, a. Diversifiable by various modes. 
MOD-I-FI-CA'TION, 71. 1. The act of modifying, or giving 

to any thing new forms, or differences of external quali
ties or modes. 2. Particular form or manner. 

MOD'I-FlED, pp. 1. Changed in form or external qualities ; 
varied 5 diversified. 2. Moderated 3 tempered 3 qualified 
in exceptionable parts. 

MOD'I-FI-ER, 71. He or that which modifies. 
MOD'I-FY, v. t. [Fr. modifier ; L. modificor.] 1. To change 

the form or external qualities of a thing 3 to shape 3 to give 
a new form of being to. 2. To vary ; to give a new form 
to any thing. 3. To moderate 3 to qualify 3 to reduce in 
extent or degree. 

MOD'I-FY, v. i. To extenuate. L'Estrange. 
MOD I-FY-ING, ppr. Changing the external qualities 3 giv

ing a new form to 3 moderating. 
MO-DILL'ION, (mo-dil'yun) 71. [It. modiglione ; Fr. modil 

Ion.1 In architecture, an ornament in the cornice of the 
Tnnic. Corinthian and Ionic, Corinthian and Composite columns. 

Mo'DISH, a. According to the mode or customary manner j 
fashionable. Dryden. 

Mo'DISH-LY, adv. Fashionably 3 in the customary mode. 

MO'HlSH-NESS, 71. 1. The state of being fashionable. 2. 
Affectation of the fashion. Johnson. 

MOD'U-LATE, V. t. [L. modulor.] 1. To form sound to a 
certain key, or to a certain proportion. 2. To vary or in
flect sound in a natural, customary or musical manner. 

MOD'U-LA-TED, pp. Formed to a certain key ; varied 
inflected. 

MOD U-LA-TING, ppr. Forming to a certain proportion: 
varying 3 inflecting. 

MOD-U-LA'TION, ti. [L. modulatio ; Fr. modulation.] 1. 
The act of forming any thing to a certain proportion. 2. 
The act of inflecting the voice in reading or speaking 3 a 
rising or falling of the voice.—3. In music, the art of com
posing melody or harmony agreeable to the laws pre
scribed. 4. Sound modulated j melody. 

MOD U-LA-TOR, n. He or that which modulates. 
MOD'ULE, 71. [Fr. 3 L. modulus.] 1. A model or represen

tation.—2. In architecture, a certain measure or size, taken 
at pleasure, for regulating the proportion of columns, and 
the symmetry or disposition of the whole building. 

MOD'ULE, v. t. To model 3 to shape 3 to modulate. 
Mo'DUS, 71. [L.] A compensation for tithes 3 an equivalent 

given to a parson or vicar, by the owners of land, in lieu 
of tithes. 

MOD'WALL, 71. A bird. 
MoE, 71.'"A distorted mouth. See Mow. 
f MoE, a. More. Hooker. 
MO-GUL', 71. The name of a prince or emperor of the nation 

in Asia called Moguls, or Monguls. 
Mo'HAIR, 71. [G. mohr ,• Fr. moire.] The hair of a kind of 

goat in Turkey. 
Mo'H AIR-SHELL, n. In conchology, a peculiar species of 

voluta. 
MO-HAM'ME-DAN, a. Pertaining to Mohammed or Ma

homet. 
MO-HAM'ME-DAN, n. A follower of Mohammed, the 

founder of the religion of Arabia and Persia. 
MO-HAM'ME-DAN-ISM, n. The religion or doctrines and 

precepts of Mohammed, contained in the Koran. 
MO-HAM ME-DAN-IZE, v. t. To render conformable to 

the modes or principles of the Mohammedans. 
Mo'H AW K, ) 71. The appellation given to certain ruffians 
Mo'HOCK, \ who infested the streets of London. 
t MOI'DER, v. t. To puzzle j to perplex j to confound; to 

distract. 
MOI'DORE, 71. A gold coin of Portugal, valued at $6, 01 

£1. 75. sterling. 
MOI'E-TY, n. [Fr. moitie.] The half} one of two equal 

parts. Addison. 
MOIL, v.t. [Fr. mouiller.] 1. To daub; to make dirty: 

[1little used.] 2. To weary. Chapman. 
MOIL, v. i. [L. molior.] To labor ; to toil 3 to work with 

painful efforts. Dryden. 
| MOIL, n. [Sax. mal.] A spot. 

MOIST, a. [Fr. moite, for moiste.] 1. Moderately wet, 
damp 3 as, a moist atmosphere or air. 2. Containing 
water or other liquid in a perceptible degree. 

MOIST'EN, (mois'n) v. t. To make damp 3 to wet in a 
small degree. Bacon. 

f MOIST, as a verb, is obsolete. 
MOIST'ENED, (mois'nd) pp. Made wet in a small degree. 
MOIST'EN-ER, (mois'ner) n. He or that which moistens. 
MOIST'EN-ING, (mois'ning) ppr. Wetting moderately. 
MOIST'FUL, a. Full of moisture. Drayton. 
MOTST'NESS, 71. Dampness 3 a small degree of wetness. 

Addison. 
MOIST'URE, n. [Fr. moiteur.] 1. A moderate degree of 

wetness. 2. A small quantity of any liquid. 
f MOIST'Y, a. Drizzling. 
f MoKES of a net, the meshes. Ainsworth. m 

t Mo'KY, a. [WT. mwg.] Muggy 3 dark ; murky. 
Mo'LAR, a. [L. molaris.] Having power to grind ; grind 

ing. Bacon. 
MO-LAS'SES, ) n. sing. [It. melassa ; Sp. melaza; Fr. me-
ME-LAS'SES, \ lasse. The orthography melasses, used 

by Edwards, in his History of the West Indies, is more 
accordant with etymology.] The syrup which drains 
from Muscovado sugar when cooling ; treacle. 

M6LD, 71. [Sax. mold, molda, myl; "VV. mol.] 1. Fine, soft 
earth, or earth easily pulverized, such as constitutes soil. 
2. A substance like down, which forms on bodies which 
lie long in warm and damp air. 3. Matter of which any 
thing is formed. 

MoLD, 71. [Sp. molde ; Fr. moule ; W. mold.] 1. The ma
trix in which any thing is cast and receives its form. " 
Cast; form. 3. The suture or contexture of the skull.--
4. In ship-building, a thin, flexible piece of timber, used 
as a pattern by which to form the curves of the timbers 
and compassing pieces.—5. Among gold beaters, a num
ber of pieces of vellum, or a like substance, laid over one 
another, between which the leaves of gold and silver are 
laid for beating. 0 

MoLD, v.t. I. To cause to contract mold. Knolles. * 
To cover with mold or soil. Edwards. 

MoLD, v. i. To contract mold 3 to become moldy. 
MoLD, v. t. 1. To form into a particular shape j to shape, 

to model. Milton. 2. To knead. Ainsworth. 
M5LD'A-BLE, a. That may be molded or formed. 

* See Synopsis A, E, I, 0, U, Y, LONG.—FAR, FALL, WHAT 3—PRGY PIN, MARINE, BIRD 3— F Obsolete 
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MOLD'ED, pp. 1. Formed into a particular shape j knead

ed. 2. Covered with mold. 
MoLD'ER, n. He who molds or forms into shape. 
MOLD'ER, v. i. [Dan. mulner.] 1. To turn to dust by natu

ral decay 3 to crumble 3 to perish. 2. To be diminished 3 
to waste away gradually. 

MOLD ER, v. t. To turn to dust 3 to crumble 3 to waste. 
MOLD'ER-lNG, ppr. Turning to dust 3 crumbling 3 wasting 

away. . 
MoLD'I-NESS, n. The state of being moldy. 
MoLD'ING. ppr. Forming into shape j kneading. 
MoLD'ING, n. Any thing cast in a mold, or which ap

pears to be so ; in architecture, a projecture beyond the 
wall, column, wainscot, &c. 

MOLD-WARP, n. [Sax. mold and weorpan.J A mole. 
MOLD'Y, a. Overgrown with mold. Addison. 
MOLE, 71. [Sax. mcel, mal.] 1. A spot, mark or small per

manent protuberance on the human body. 2. [L. mola.! 
A mass of fleshy matter, of a spherical figure, generated 
in the uterus. , „ » 

MOLE, 11. [L. moles; Fr. mole.] 1. A mould or massive 
work formed of large stones laid in the sea before a 
port, which it serves to defend from the violent impulse 
of the waves. 2. Among the Romans, a kind of mau
soleum. 

MOLE, TI. [D. mol.] A small animal. 
MOLE, v. t. To clear of mole-hills. [Local. J Pegge. 
MoLE'-BAT, n. A fish. Ainsworth. 
MoLE'-GAST, 71. A little elevation of earth made by a 

MOLE'-CATOH-ER, n. One whose employment is to catch 
moles. Tusser. 

MoLE'-GR 1CK-ET, n. An insect of the genus gryllus. 
MoLE'CULE, 71. [Fr.] A very minute particle of matter." 
MoLE'-EYED, a. Having very small eyes 3 blind. 
MoLE'-HILL, n. [W. malur.] A little hillock or elevation 

of earth thrown up by moles 3 a very small lull. 
MO-LEST', v. t. [Fr. molester.] To trouble j to disturb 5 to 

render uneasy. Hooker. 
MOL-ES-TA'TION, n. Disturbance 3 annoyance 3 uneasi

ness given. Brown. * 
MO-LEST'ED, pp. Disturbed 3 troubled 3 annoyed. 
MO-LEST'ER, 71. One that disturbs. 
MO-LEST'FUL, a. Troublesome. 
MO-LEST'ING, ppr. Disturbing 3 troubling. 
MOLE'-TRACK, n. The course of a mole under ground. 
MoLE'-WARP, 71. A mole. See MOLE and MOLD-WARP. 
MO'LI-EN,"TI. A flowering tree of China. Qrosier. 
t MO-LIM'I-NOUS, a. [from L. molimen.] Very important. 
MOL'I-NIST, 71. A follower of the opinions of Molina. 
MOL'LI-ENT, a. [L. molliens.] Softening 3 assuaging J 

selling. See EMOLLIENT. 
MOL'LI-FI-A-BLE. a. That may be softened. 
MOL-LI-FI-GA'TION, TI. 1. The act of mollifying or soft

ening. 2. Mitigation ; an appeasing. Shak. 
MOL'LI-FIED, pp. Softened 5 appeased. 
MOL-LI-FI'ER, n. 1. That which softens, appeases or 

mitigates. 2. He that softens, mitigates or pacifies. 
MOLLI-FY, v. t. [L. mollio ; Fr. mollir.] 1. To soften 3 to 

make soft or tender. Is. i. 2. To assuage, as pain or ir
ritation. 3. To appease ; to pacify ; to calm or quiet. 
4. To qualify ; to reduce in harshness or asperity. 

MOL-LUS'€A, 71. [from L. mollis.] In zoology, a division 
or class of animals whose bodies are soft, without an in
ternal skeleton, or articulated covering. 

MOL-LUS'GAN, ) a. Pertaining to the mollusca, or par-
MOL-LUS'GOUS, j taking of their properties. 
MO-LOS'SUS, n. [Gr.J In Greek and Latin verse, a foot of 

three long syllables. „ . . . 
MoLT, v. i. [W. moel.] To shed or cast the hair, feathers, 

skin,'horns, Sec. 3 as an animal. 
MoLT'EN, pp. of melt. 1. Melted 3 [06s.] 2. a. Made of 

melted metal. A „ 
MoLT'ING, ppr. Casting or shedding a natural covering, 

as hair, feathers, skin or horns. 
MoLT'ING, 71. The operation by which certain animals 

cast off or lose their hair, feathers, skins, horns, &c. 
Mo'LY, n. [Gr. pio\v.] Wild garlic. 
MO-LYB'DEN, ) 11. [Gr. po\v(3Saiva.] An ore of molyb-
MO LYB-DE'NA, \ denum. 
MO-LYB'DE-NOUS, a. Pertaining to molybden. 
MO-LYB-DE'NUM, n. A brittle metal. 
MOME, 71. [Fr. momon.] A dull, silent person 3 a stupid 

fellow ; a stock ; a post. Spenser. 
Mo'MENT, 71. [L. momentum.] 1. The most minute and in

divisible part of time; an instant. 2. Force; impulsive 
power. 3. Importance in influence or enect 3 conse
quence ; weight or value, 

t MO-MENT'AL, a. Important. 
MO-MENT'AL-LY, adv. For a moment. Brown. 
T MO-MEN-TA'NE-OUS, or F Mo'MENT-A-NY. See MO

MENTARY. 
Mo'MENT A-R1-LY, adv. Every moment. Shenstone. 

les-

Mo MENT-.A-RY, a. Done in a momen! 3 continuing only 
a moment; lasting a very short time. 

Mo'MENT-LY, adv. 1. For a moment. 2. In a moment 
every moment. 

MO-MENT'OUS, a. Important; weighty 3 of consequence. 
MO-MENT'UM, n. [L.] In mechanics, impetus 3 the quan

tity ol motion in a moving body. 
M6M'MER-Y, or MUM'MER-Y, n. [Fr. momerie.] An en 

tertainment or frolick in masks ; a farcical entertainment 
m which masked persons play antic tricks. 

Mo'MOT, n. The name of a genus of birds. 
MON'A-CHAL, a. [Fr.; L. monachus.] Pertaining to monk^ 

or a monastic life 3 monastic. 
MON'A-CHISM, n. [Fr. monachisme ; It. monachismo.] The 

state of monks ; a monastic life. 
*MON'AD, 71. [Gr. povag.] 1. An ultimate atom, or simple 

unextended point. Leibnitz. 2. An indivisible thing. 
Good. 

MON'A-DELPH, n. [Gr. povog and a<$eA0os.] In botany, a 
plant whose stamens are united in one body by the i-
ments. , . 

MON-A-DELPH'I-AN, a. Having the stamens united m 
one body by the filaments. 

MO-NAD'IC, ) a. Having the nature or character of a 
MO-NAD'I-CAL, \ monad. More. 
MO-NAN'DER, TI. [Gr. povos and avrjp.] In botany, a 

plant having one stamen only. 
MO-NAN'DRi-AN, a. Having one stamen only. 
MON'ARCH, 71. [It., Sp. monarca ; Fr. monaroue.] 1. The 

prince or ruler of a nation, who is vested with absolute 
sovereign power; an emperor, king or prince invested 
with an unlimited pewer. 2. A king or prince, the su
preme magistrate of a nation, whose powers are in some 
respects limited by the constitution of the government. 
3. He or that which is superior to others of the same 
kind. 4. One that presides ; president. 

MON'ARGH, a. Supreme ; ruling. Pope. 
MO-NARGH'AL, a. Pertaining to a monarch; suiting a 

monarch; sovereign; regal; imperial. 
MON'AR€H-ESS, 71. A female monarch 3 an empress. 
MO-NARCH'IC, 1 a. 1. Vested in a single ruler. 2. Per-
MO-NAR€H'I-€AL, ] taining to monarchy. 
MON'AR-GIIIST, n. An advocate of monarchy. 
MON'AR-GHIZE, v. i. To play the king 3 to act the mon

arch. Shak. 
MON'AR-GHIZE, v. t. 1. To 1 ale 3 to govern. 2. To con

vert into a monarchy. 
MON'AR-GHY, TI. [Gr. povapx'«•] !• A state or govern

ment in which the supreme power is lodged in the hands 
of a single person. 2. A kingdom 3 an empire. 

* MON'AS-TER-Y, n. [Fr. monastere ; Sp. monasterio ; Low 
L. monasterium.] A house of religious retirement, 01 of 
seclusion from ordinary temporal concerns. 

MO-NAS'TI€, ) a. [Fr. monastique ; It. monastico ; 
MO-NAS'TI-GAL, \ Low L. m.onasticus.] Pertaining to 

monasteries, monks and nuns; recluse; secluded from 
the temporal concerns of life, ana devoted to religion. 

MO-NAS'TlG, 71. A monk. 
MO-NAS'TI-GAL-LY, adv. Recluselyj in a retired man

ner ; in the manner of monks. Swift. 
MO-NASTI-CISM, n. Monastic life. Milner. 
MoN'DA Y, 71. [Sax. monandwg: G. montag; moon and day; 

being formerly sacred to that planet.] The second day 
of the week. 

MONDE, n. [Fr.] The world 3 also, a globe, an ensign of 
authority. Drummond. 

MO-NE'CIAN, 71. [Gr. povog and oiKog.] In botany, one of 
that class of plants, whose male and female flowers are 
on the same plant. 

MO-NE'CIAN, a. Pertaining to the class of plants above 
described. 

MoN'EY, 71.; plu. MONEYS. [Sax. mynet; Fr. monnoie ; 
L., It. moneta.] 1. Coin 3 stamped metal; any piece of 
metal, usually gold, silveror copper, stamped by public au
thority, and used as the medium of commerce. 2. Bank 
notes or bills of credit issued by authority, and exchange
able for coin, or redeemable, are also called money o. 
Wealth 3 affluence, 

f MoN'EY, v. t. To supply with money. Tyndal. 
MoN'EY-AGE, 71. Anciently, in England, a general land 

tax, a shilling on each hearth. Hume. 
MoN'EY-BAG, n. A bag or purse for holding money. 
MoN'EY-BOX, w. A box or till to hold money. 
MoN'EY-BR6K-ER, n. A broker who deals in money. 
M6N'EY-CHAN-GER, TI. A broker who deals in roonej 

exchanges. Arbuthnot. , . „ • 
MON'EYED, (mun'id) a. 1. Rich in money ; V ' 

able to command money. 2. Conslst"lf deals in money M6N'EY-ER. ». 1. A banker ; one who deals m monej. 
2. A coiner of money ; [little ^monev 

M 6 N ' E Y - L E N D - E R ,  n .  O n e  w h o  l e n d s  n m n y  
M6N'EY-LESS, a. Destitute of ^"t Von^sting of charges M6N'EY-MAT-TER, n. An account consisting 01 cnarges 
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cvt money an account between debtor and creditor. Ar-
buthn.:t. 

MAN'EY S€RIV-EN-ER, n. A person who raises money 
for others. Arbuthnot. 

M6NEY-SPIN-NER, n. A small spider. 
MON'EY'S-WoRTH, n. 1. Something that will bring mon

ey. 2. Full value; the wortli of a thing in money. 
MoN'EY-WORT, n. A plant of the genus lysimachia. 
MGNG'UORN, n. [Sax. mang, and corn.] Mixed corn, as 

wheat and rye. 
MoN'GER, n. [8ax. mangere.] A trader; a dealer; now 

used only or chiefly in composition ; as, iron-monger. 
MGN'GREL, a. [from Sax. mengan.] Of a mixed breed; 

of different kinds. Swift. 
MoN'GREL, n. An animal of a mixed breed. 
MO-NLL'I-FORM, a. [L. monile.] Like a necklace. 
MON'I-MENT n. [L. monimentum.] 1. An inscription ; 

something to preserve memory; [oAs.] 2. A mark; an 
image; a superscription. Spenser. 

' MON'ISH, v. t. To admonish ; to warn. 
MON'ISII-ER, n. An admonisher, which see. 
f MONiSH-MENT, n. Admonition. 
JVIO-NI"TION, 7i. [Fr.; L. monitio ] 1. Warning; instruc

tion given by way of caution. 2. Information ; indica
tion. 

MON'I-TIVE, a. Admonitory ; conveying admonition. 
MON'I-TOR, n. [L.] 1. One who warns of faults, or in

forms of duty; one who gives advice and instruction by 
way of reproof or caution.—2. In schools, a person au
thorized to look to the scholars in the absence of the in
structor, or to notice the absence or faults of the scholars, 
or to instruct a division or class. 

MON-l-To'RI-AL, a. 1. Relating to a monitor. 2. Per
formed by a monitor. 3. Conducted by or under the in
struction of monitors, or subordinate teachers. 

MON'I-TO-RY, a. Giving admonition ; warning ; instruct
ing by way of caution. L'Estrange. 

MON'1-TO-RY, n. Admonition ; warning. Bacon. 
MON'I-TRESS, n. A female monitor. 
RIONK, n. [Gr. pova^og; L. monachus; Sax. monec.] A 

man who retires from the ordinary temporal concerns of 
the world, and devotes himself to religion. 

MONK'ER-Y, n. The life of monks ; the monastic life. 
MoNK'EY, n. [It. monicchio.] 1. The popular name of the 

ape and baboon. 2. A naine of contempt or of slight 
uindness. 

MoNK'IIOOD, n. The character of a monk. Atterbury. 
MONK I^SH, a. Like a monk, or pertaining to monks ; mo

nastic. 
MoNK'S'HEAD, n. A plant of the genus leontodon. 
MONK'S'HOOD, n. A plant of the genus aconitum. 
MGNK'S'RHu-BARB, n. A plant of the genus rumex, a 

species of dock. 
MO-NOC'E-ROS, n. [Gr. povog and Ktpag.] The unicorn. 
MON'O-CHORD, n. [Gr. povog and yoo&nJ A musical i 

strument of one string. 
MON-O-CHRO-MATTC, a. [Gr. povog and %p(opa.] Con

sisting of one color, or presenting rays of light of one color 
only. 

? a' Having only one seed-
MON-O-EO-TY-LED'O-NOUS, \ lobe or seminal leaf. 
MON-O-GO-TYL'E-DON, n. [Gr. povog and Koru\rjSwv.l In 

botany, a plant with only one cotyledon or seed- 'obe. 
MO-NOOU-LAR, ) a. [Gr. povog, and L. oculus.] Havinff 
MO-NOG U-LOUS, j one eye only. J iiavin& 
MON O-GULE, n. An insect with one eye. 
MON-O-DAG'TY-LOUS, a. Having one finger or toe. 
MON'O-DIST, n. One who writes monodies. Scott. 
MON O-DON, n. [Gr. povodovg.] The unicorn fish, or sea-

unicorn. 
MON'O-DY, n. [Gr. povwSia.] A song or poem sung by one 

person only. Johnson. 
MON'O-GAM, n. [Gr. povog and yaprj.] In botany, a plant 

that has a simple flower, though the anthers are united 
MON-O-G AM'I-AN, a. Pertaining to the order of plants that 

have a simple flower. Lee. 
MO-NOG'A-MIST, n. One who disallows second marriages. 

Johnson. 
MO-NOG'A-MOUS, a. Having one wife only, and not per

mitted tn marry a second. 
MO-NOG'A-MY, n. The marriage of one wife only, or the 

state of such as are restrained to a single wife. 
MON'O-GRAM, n. [Gr. povog and ypappa.] A character or 

cipher composed of one, two or more letters interwoven, 
being an abbreviation of a name ; used on seals, &c. 

MON'O-GRAM-MAL, a. Sketching in the manner of a 
monogram. Fotherby. 

MON'O-GRAPH, n. [Gr. povog and ypadno.J An account or 
description of a single thing or class of things. 

MON-O-GRAPII'IG, ) a. 1, Drawn in lines without 
MON-O-GRAPH'l-GAL, \ colors. 2. Pertaining to a mon

ograph 

MO-NOG'RA-PIIY, n. [Gr. povog and ypa<pw.] A descrip
tion drawn in lines without colors. 

MON'O-GYN, n. [Gr. povog and yvvrj.] In botany, a plant 
having only one style or stigma. Smith. 

MON-O-GYN'I-AN, a. Pertaining to the order monotonia 
having only one style or stigma. 

MON'O-LOGUE, (mon'o-log) n. [Gr. povoJoyia. 1 1. a so
liloquy ; a speecli utte/ed by a person alone. 2. A poem 
song or scene composed for a single performer. ' 

MO-NOM'A-€HY, n. [Gr. povopayia.] A duel; a single 
combat. 

MON'OME, n. [Gr. povog and ovopa.] I n  algebra, a quanti
ty that has one name only. Harris. 

MO-No'MI-AL, n. In algebra, a quantity expressed by one 
name or letter. 

MO-NOP'A-THY, 71. [Gr. povog and naQeia.] Solitary suf
fering or sensibility. Whitlock. 

MON-O-PET'A-LOUS, a. [Gr. povog and rrrraXov.] In lot-
any, having only one petal, or a one-petaled corol. Martyn. 

MON'OPH-THONG, n. [Gr. povog and <pdoyyog.] A simple 
vowel-sound. Bcattie. 

MON-OPH-THON'GAL, a. Consisting of a simple vowel-
sound. Beattie. 

MO-NOPII'YL-LOUS, a. [Gr. povog and dvXXov.l Having 
one leaf only. 6 

MO-NOPH'Y-SITE, n. [Gr. povog and <pvctg.] One who 
maintains that Jesus Christ had but one nature. 

MO-NOP'O-LIST, or MO-NOP'O-LIZ-ER, n. [Sp., It. mo-
nopolista.] One that monopolizes. 

MO-NOP'O-LIZE, v.t. [Gr. povog and ncoXeoo; Fr.monop-
oler.] 1. To purchase or obtain possession of the whole of 
any commodity or goods in market with the view of sell
ing them at advanced prices. 2. To engross or obtain, by 
any means, the exclusive right of trading to any place. 3. 
To obtain the whole. 

MO-NOP'O-LY, ?i. [Fr. monopole ; L. monopolism.] The 
sole power of vending any species of goods. 

*MO-NOP'TOTE, 71. [Gr. povog and irrwaif.] A noun hav
ing only one oblique case. Clarke. 

MON-O-SPERM'OUS, a. [Gr. povog and oneppa.] Having 
one seed only. 9 

MON'O-STICH, ti. [Gr. juovoffrt^ov.] A composition consist
ing of one verse only. 

MON-O-STROPH'IC, a. [Gr. povoorpo<pog.] Having one 
strophe only; not varied in measure ; written in unvaried 
measure. 

MON-O-SYL-LAB'IC, ) a. 1. Consisting of one sylla-
MON-O-SYL-LAB'I-CAL, J ble. 2. Consisting of words 

of one syllable. 
MON-O-SYL'LA-BLE, n. [Gr. povog and ovWaBn.] A word 

of one syllable. 
MON-O-SYL'LA-BLED, a. Formed into one syllable. 
MON'O-THE-ISM, n. [Gr. povog and 0eo?.] The doctrine or 

belief of the existence of one God only. 
MO-NOTH'E-LITE, v. [Gr. povog and 6e\rj<rig.] One who 

holds that Christ had but one will. Milner. 
MON'O-TONE, 71. In rhetoric, a sameness of sound. 
MON-O-TON'IC, ) •«, , rr.„, MON-O-TON'[-eAL $ Monotonous. [Little used.J 
MO-NOT'O-NOUS, a. Continued in the same tone, without 

inflection or cadence; unvaried in tone. 
MO-NOT'O-NOUS-LY, adv. With one uniform tone; with 

out inflection of voice. J\rares. 
MO-NOT'O-NY, T?. [Gr. povorovia.] 1. Uniformity of tone or 

sound ; want of inflections of voice in speaking ; want of 
cadence or modulation. 2. Uniformity; sameness. Irving. 

MON'SIEUR, (mos'seer) n. [Fr.] Sii; Mr. Pope. 
MON-SOON', 77. A periodical wind, blowing six months 

from the same quarter or point of the compass, then chang
ing, and blowing the same time from the opposite quarter 

MON'STER, n. [L. monstrum.] 1. An animal produced with 
a shape or with parts that are not natural. 2. Any un
natural production ; something greatly deformed. 3. A 
person so wicked as to appear horrible; one unnaturally 
wicked or mischievous, 

f MON STER, v. t,. To make monstrous. Shak. 
MON'STER-TAM-ING, a. Taming monsters. 
MON-STROS'I-TY, n. 1. The state of being monstrous, <u 

out of the common order of nature. 2. An unnatural pro 
duction ; that which is monstrous. 

MON'STROUS, a. [L. monstrosus.] 1. Unnatural in form, 
deviating greatly from the natural form ; out of the com
mon course of nature. 2. Strange; very wonderful. 3 
Enormous; huge; extraordinary. 4. Shocking to the 
sight or other senses ; hateful. 

MON'STROUS, adv. Exceedingly; very much, [vulgar.] 
Dryden. 

MON'STROUS-LY, adv. 1. In a manner out of the common 
order of nature; hence, shockingly; terribly ; hideously ; 
horribly. 2. To a great degree; enormously; extrava
gantly. 

* See Synapsis. A, £, I, 5, U, Y, long.—FAR, FALL, WHAT PR£YPIN, MARINE, BIRD f Obsolete 
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MON STROUS-NESS, n. 1. The state of being monstrous. 

2. Enormity ; irregular nature or behavior. 
MON-TAN'IG, a. [L. montanus.] Pertaining to mountains ; 

consisting in mountains. Kirwan. 
MON'TA-NISM, n. The tenets of Montanus. 
MON'TA-NIST, n. A follower of Montanus. 

MON-TA-NIST I-€AL, | a* Pertaining to Montanlsm-
MON'TA-NIZE, v. i. To follow the opinions of Montanus. 

Hooker. 
MONT'ANT, 7i. [Fr.] A term in fencing. Shale. 
MON-Te'RO, 71. [Sp. montera.] A horseman's cap. Ba

con. 
MON-TETH', 7t. A vessel in which glasses are washed. 
MONTH, n. [Sax. monath, from mona, the moon; D. maand ; 

G. monath. ] A space or period of time constituting a division 
of the year. A lunar or periodical month' consists of one 
revolution of the moon, a lunation, or the period from one 
change or conjunction of the moon with the sun to another, 
consisting of 27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes and 5 seconds. 
A solar month is the space of time in which the sun passes 
through one sign, or a twelfth part of the zodiac, contain
ing 30 days, 10 hours, 29 minutes, 5 seconds. In the year, 
there are twelve solar months, and thirteen lunar months. 
—In popular language, four weeks are called a month, 
being nearly the length of the lunar month. A calendar 
month differs in some degree from a solar month consist
ing of twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty or thirty-one 
days, as the months stand in calendars or almanacs. 

MONTH'LY, a. 1. Continued a month, or performed in a 
month. 2. Done or happening once a month, or every 
month. 

MONTH'LY, adv. 1. Once a month ; in every month. 2. 
As if under the influence of the moon ; in the manner of 
a lunatic; fobs.] 

MONTH'S-MlND, n. Earnest desire; strong inclination. 
Hudibras. 

MONT-MAR'TRITE, n. A mineral of a yellowish color. 
MON-TOIR', (mon-twor') n. [Fr.] In horsemanship, a stone 

used for aiding to mount a horse. 
MON-TROSS', n. An under gunner, or assistant to a gun

ner, engineer or fire-master. Diet. 
MON'U-MENT, n. ["L. monumentum.] 1. Any thing by 

which the memory of a person or an event is preserved or 
perpetuated. 2. A stone or a heap of stones or other du
rable thing, intended to mark the bounds of states, towns 
or distinct possessions, and preserve the memory of di
visional lines. New England. 3. A thing that reminds 
or gives notioe. 

MON-U-MENT'AL, a. 1. Pertaining to a monument. 2. 
Serving as a monument; memorial; preserving memory. 
3. Belonging to a tomb. 

MO N-U-M EN T'AL-LY, adv. By way of memorial. 
MOOD, n. [Fr. mode; L. modus.] 1. The form of an argu

ment. 2. Style of music. 3. The variation of a verb to 
express manner of action or being. See Mode. 

MOOD, n. [Goth., Sax., Sw. mod.] J. Temper of mind; 
temporary state of the mind in regard to passion or feel
ing ; humor. 2. Anger ; heat of temper. Hooker. 

f MOOD'I-LY, adv. [from moody.] Sadly. 
MOOD'I-NESS, 71. Anger ; peevishness. 
MOOD'Y, a. [Sax. modig.] Angry ; peevish; fretful; out 

of humor. 2. Mental; intellectual; [<?5s.] 3. Sad ; pen
sive. 4. Violent; furious. 

MOON, n. [Sax. mona ; D. maan ; G. mond.] 1. The heav
enly orb which revolves round the earth ; a secondary 
planet or satellite of the earth. 2. A month.—Half-moon, 
in fortification, a figure resembling a crescent. 

MOON'-BeAM, n. A ray of light from the moon. 
MOON'-€aLF, n. 1. A monster; a false conception. 2. A 

mole or mass of fleshy matter generated in the uterus. 
3. A dolt; a stupid fellow. 

MOONED, a. Taken for the moon. Milton. 
MOON'ET, n. A little moon. Hall. 
MOON'-EYE, n. An eye affected by the moon. 
MOON'-EYED, a. Having eyes affected by the revolu

tions of the moon. 2. Dim-eyed; purblind. 
MOON'FERN, n. A plant. Ainsworth. 
MOON'-FISH, n. A fish whose tail is shaped like a half-

moon. Grew. 
MOON'ISH, a. Like the moon ; variable. Shak. 
MOON'LESS, a. Not favored with moon-light. 
MOON'LTGIIT, n. The light afforded by the moon. 
MOON'LIGHT, a. Illuminated by the moon. Shak. 
MOON'LTNG, n. A simpleton. B. Jonson. 
MOON'LOVED, a. Loved when the moon shines. 
MOON'-SAD, n. A plant of the genus menispcrmum. 
MOON'-SEED, ti. A plant. Miller. 
MOON SHINE, 77. 1. The light of the moon. Drydcn. 2. 

In burlesque, a month. Shak.—A matter of moonshine, a 
,,^tter no consequence. 
MOONSHINE ) mi 
MOON'SHIN-Y j a' Illuminated the moon. Clarendon. 
MOON'STONE, 77. A variety of adularia. 

MOON'STRUCK, a. Affected by the influence of the tuootl; 
lunatic. Milton. 

MOON'-TRE'FOIL, 71. A plant of the genus medicago. 
MOON'-WORT, n. A plant of the genus lunaria ; satin-

flower; honesty. 
MOON'Y, a. Lunated; having a crescent for a standard; 

in resemblance of the moon. Fentov. 
MOOR, 7i. [Sax. mor ; G. mohr.] 1. A trc.et of land overrun 

with heath. 2. A marsh; a fen; a tract of wet, low 
ground, or ground covered with stagnant water. 

MOOR, 7i. [D. moor ; G. mohr ; Fr. maurc.] A native of the 
northern coast of Africa, called by the Romans, from the 
color of the people, Mauritania, the country of dark com 
plexioned people. 

MOOR, v. t. [Sp., Pert, amarra, a cable.] To confine or se 
cure a ship in a particular station. 

MOOR, v. i. To be confined by cables or chains. 
MOOR'AGE, 71. Station where to moor. Otia Sacra. 
MOOR'-GAME, 7i. Red game; grouse. Johnson. 
Mn?ip'rpnvJn X71' A fowl of the genus tetrao, found in 
MOOR'-HEN, \ moOTS; red-same; eor-cock. 
MOORED, pp. Made fast in a station. 
MOOR'ING, ppr. Confining to a station. 
MOOR'ING, 71. In seamen's language, moorings are the 

anchors, chains and bridles laid athwart the bottom of a 
river or harbor to confine a ship. 

MOOR'ISIJ, a. 1. Marshy; fenny; watery. 2. Pertaining 
to the Moors in Africa. 

MOOR'L AND, n. 1. A marsh or tract of low, watery ground 
2. Land rising into moderate hills, foul, cold and full cf 
bogs. 

MOOR'STONE, n. A species of granite. Woodward. 
MOOR'Y, a. Marshy ; fenny ; boggy ; watery. 
MOOSE, (moos) 71. [a native Indian name.] An animal of 

the genu3 cervus, and the largest of the deer kind. 
MOOT, v. t. [Sax. motian.] To debate ; to discuss; to argue 

for and against. 
MOOT, v. i. To argue or plead on a supposed cause. 
MOOT, ) n. A point, case or question to be mooted 
MOOT'-CASE, > or debated ; a disputable case ; an uu-
MOOT'-POINT, ) settled question. 
MOOT'ED, pp. Debated ; disputed ; controverted. 
MOOT'ER, 7?. A disputer of a'mooted case, 
t MOOT'-HALL, ) n. A town hall; hall of judgment 
f MOOT'-HOUSE, 1 Wickliffc. 
MOOTING, ppr. Disputing ; debating for exercise. 
MOOTING, it. The exercise of disputing. 
MOP, 77. [W. mop, or mopa.] 1. A piece of cloth, or a col

lection of thrums or coarse yarns fastened to a handle and 
used for cleaning floors. 2. A wry mouth ; [ois.] Shak. 

MOP, v. t. To rub or wipe with a mop-
f MOP, v. i. To make a wry mouth. Shak. 
MOPE, v. i. To be very stupid ; to be very dull; to drowse; 

to be spiritless or gloomy. 
MOPE, v. t. To make stupid or spiritless. 
MOPE, 77. A stupid or iow-spirited person ; a drone. 
MoPED, pp. Made stupid. Locke. 
MoPE'-EYED, a. Short-sighted ; purblind. 
MoP'ING, ppr. Affected with dullness; spiritless ; gloomy. 
MoP'ISH, a. Dull; spiritless ; stupid ; dejected. 
MOP'ISH-NESS, 77. Dejection ; dullness ; stupidity. 
MOP'PET, ) 77. A rag-baby; a puppet made of cloth; a 
MOP'SEY, ( fondling name of a little girl. 
MOP'SI-CAL, a. That cannot see well; mope-eyed; stupid 
Mo'PUS, ti. A mope; a drone. Swift. 
MOR'AL, a. [Fr., Sp. moral ; It. morale ; L. moralis.] 1 

Relating to the practice, manners or conduct of men as 
social beings in relation to each other, and with reference 
to right and wrong. 2. Subject to the moral law, and ca
pable of moral actions; bound to perform social duties 
3. Supported by the evidence of reason or probability; 
founded on experience of the ordinary course of things. 
4. Conformed to rules of right, or to the divine law re
specting social duties ; virtuous ; just. 5. Conformed to 
law and right in exterior deportment. 6. Reasoning or 
instructing with regard to vice and virtue.—Moral law, 
the law of God which prescribes the moral or social duties. 
—Moral sense, an innate or natural sense of right and 
wrong. Paley.—Moral philosophy, the science of manners 
and duty. . . 

MOR'AL, 77. 1. Morality; the doctrine or practice of tne 
duties of life; [Z.ti.] 2. The doctrine inculcated by a 
fiction ; the accommodation of a fable to form the morals. 
Drydcn. 

f MOR'AL, v. i. To moralize. 
f MOR'AL-ER, 77. A moralizer. Shak. rwwhn 
MOR'AL-IST,7i. [It. moralist a ; Fr. 

teaches the duties of life. 2. One who pra » 
duties ; a mere moral person. Hammond^ nrsv«stPm 

MO-R AL'I-T Y, n.[Fr.. £T^£%£%££ 
of moral duties, or the duties oi imen miu virt«P 
ter; ethics. 2.' The practice of the.moral dot^ v.rtue 
3. The quality of an action which renders gooa. 
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MOR-AL-I-ZATION, n. 1. Moral reflections, or the act of 
making moral reflections. Warton. 2. Explanation in a 
moral sense. Elyot. 

MOR'AL-TZE, v. t. [Fr. moraliser.] 1. To apply to a moral 
purpose, or to explain in a moral sense. 2. To furnish 
with manners or examples. 3. To render moral or vir
tuous : to correct the morals of. 

MOR'AL-IZE, v. i. To speak or write on moral subjects, or 
to make moral reflections. 

MOR' AL-TZED, pp. 1. Applied to a moral purpose, or ex
plained in a moral sense. 2. Rendered moral or less cor
rupt. 

MOR'AL-IZ-ER, n. One who moralizes. 
MOR'AL-TZ-ING, ppr. 1. Applying to a moral purpose, or 

* iplaining in a moral sense. 2. Making moral reflections 
in words or writing. 

MOR'AL-IZ-ING, n. The application of facts to a moral 
purpose, or the making of moral reflections. 

MOR'AL-LY, adv. 1. In a moral or ethical sense ; accord
ing to the rules of morality. 2. Virtuously j honestly. 3. 
According to the rules of the divine law. 4. According 
to the evidence of human reason or of probabilities. 

MOR'ALS, 71. plu. 1. The practice of the duties of life. 2. 
Conduct •, behavior; course of life, in regard to good and 
evil. 

MO-RASS', n [D. moeras / Sw. moras ; Fr. marais.] A 
marsh ; a fen; a tract of low, moist ground. Watts. 

MO-RAS>S'Y, a. Marshy; fenny. Pennant. 
MO-RA'VI-AN, a. Pertaining to Moravia, or to the United 

Brethren. 
MO-RA' VI-AN, n. One of a religious sect, called the United 

Brethren. 
MOR'BID, a. TL. morbidus.] Diseased ; sickly ; not sound 

and health tut. 
MOR'BID-NESS, n. A state of being diseased or unsound. 
MOR-BTF'IC, ) a. [Fr. morbifique.] Causing disease; 
MOR-BIF'I-CAL, $ generating a sickly state. 
MOR-BIL'LOUS, a. [L. morbilli.] Pertaining to the measles; 

measlv ; partaking of the nature of measles. 
MOR-BoSE', a. [L. morbosus.] Proceeding from disease; 

unsound; unhealthy. Ray. 
MOR-BOS'I-TY, ti. A diseased state. Brown. 
MOR-DA'CIOUS, a. [L. mordaz.] Biting •, given to biting. 

Evelyn. 
MOR-DA'CIOUS-LY, adv. In a biting manner ; sarcastical

ly. Watcrhouse. 
MOR-DAC'I-TY, n. [L. mordacitas.] The quality of biting. 
MOR DANT, t?. [Fr.] A substance which has a chemical 

affinity for coloring matter, and serves to fix colors ; such 
as alum. 

MOR'DI-€AN-CY, n. A biting quality ; corrosiveness. 
MOR'DI-CANT, a. [Fr.] Biting; acrid. 
MOR-DI-€A'TION, 71. [from L. mordeo.] The act of biting 

or corroding j corrosion. Bacon. 
MORE, a. [Sax more, mara, or mare.~\ 1. Greater in quality, 

degree or amount. 2. Greater in number; exceeding in 
numbers. 3. Greater. 4. Added to some former num
ber ; additional. 

MORE, adv. 1. To a greater degree. 2. It is used with the ; 
as, they hated him yet the more. 3. It is used to modify 
an adjective, and form the comparative degree, having the 
same force and effect as the termination er, in monosylla
bles ; as, more wise. 4. A second or another time ; again. 
—Mo more, not continuing; existing no longer; gone; 
deceased or destroyed ; as, Cassius is no in ore.—Much 
more, in a greater degree or with more readiness; more 
abundantly.—More and more, with continual increase. 

MORE, a noun, or substitute for a noun. 1. A greater quan
tity, amoun t or number. 2. Greater thing ; other thing : 
something further; as, we can do no more. 

• MORE, v. t. To make more. Gower. 
MORE, n. 1. [Sax. rnor.] A hill. 2. [Sax. moran.l A root. 
MO-REEN', 7i. A stuff used for curtains, &c. 
MO-REL', n. [It. morclla ; Fr. morelle.] 1. Garden night

shade. 2. A kind of cherry. 
MoRE'LAND. See MOORLAND. 
t MORE'NESS, ?i. Greatness. Wickliffe. 
MORE-o'VER, adv. [more and over.] Beyond what has been 

said ; further ; besides ; also ; likewise. 
RIO-RESK', ) a. [Fr. ; It. moresco.] Done after the 
MO-RESOUE', $ manner of the Moors. 
MO-RESK', 7i. A species of painting or carving done after 

the Moorish manner. 
MURC2LAY, n. [D. mors, and Celtic glaive.] A deadly 

weapon. 
MOR'GRAY, n. A Mediterranean fish. 
MOR'ICE. See MORISCO. 
f MO-RIG'ER-ATE, v. i. [L. morigcro.] To do as one is 

commanded ; to obey. Cockeram. 
f MO-RIG-ER-A'TION, n. Obsequiousness; obedience. 

Bacon. 
MO-RIG'ER-OUS, a. [L. morigcrus.] Obedient; obsequi

ous ; [little used.] Diet. 
MOR'IL, TI. [Fr. morille.] A mushroom. Encyc, 

MO-RIL'Lx-FORM, a. Having the form of the moril. 
MOR'IL-LON, n. A fowl of the genus anas. Pennant. 
MOR'I-NEL, 71. A bird, called also dotteril. 
MO-RIN'GA, n. A plant. 
MOR'I-ON, TI. [Fr.; It. morione.] Armor for the head, t 

helmet or casque to defend the "head. Dryden. 
MO-RIS'CO, ) n. [from Moor.] A dance, or a dancer of the 
Mo'RISK, j morris or Moorish dance. 
MO-RrS'eO, " Applied to carving and painting. 
MOR'KIN, 7i. [Sw. murken.] Among hunters, a beast that 

has died by sickness or mischance. 
MOR'LAND, or MoRE'LAND, n. Moorland, which see. 
MOR'LING, ) n. [Fr. mort.] Wool plucked from a dead 
MORT'LING, j sheep. 
MOR'MO, 7i.JGr. poppoo.] A bugbear ; false terror. 
MORN, 7i. [Sax marne, mar gene, mergen, morgen; Dan., 

D ., G. morgeh.] The first part of the day ; the morning j 
a word used chiefly in poetry. Prior. 

MORN'ING, 71. [Sax. margene, morgen.] 1 The first part 
of the day, beginning at twelve o'clock at night and ex
tending to twelve at noon. 2. The first or early part. 

MORN'ING, a. Pertaining to the first part or early part of 
the day ; being in the early part of the day. 

MORNING-GOWN, n. A gown worn in the morning be
fore one is formally dressed. Addison. 

MORN'ING-STAR, n. The planet Venus, when it precedes 
the sun in rising, and shines in the morning. 

MO-ROC'CO, n. A fine kind of leather; said to be borrowed 
from the Moors. 

MO-RoSE, a. [L.morosus; It., Sp. moroso.] Of a soui 
temper ; severe ; sullen and austere. 

MO-RoSE'LY, adv. Sourly; with sullen austerity. 
MO-RoSE'NESS, n. Sourness of temper; sullenness. Mo-

roscness is not precisely peevishness or fretfulness, though 
often accompanied with it. It denotes more of silence 
and severity or ill humor, than the irritability or irritation 
which characterizes peevishness, 

t MO-ROS'I-TY, 71. Moroseness. Shak. 
MO-ROX'Y-LI€, a. Moroxylic acid is obtained from a sa

line exsudation from the morrus alba. 
MOR'PIIEW, 71. [It. morfea.] A scurf on the face. 
MOR'PHEW, v. t. To cover with scurf. Bp. Hall. 
MOR'PIII-A, TI. A vegetable alkali. 
MOR'RICE, MOR'RIS, or MOR'RIS-DXNCE, n. [Fr. mo

resque.] A Moorish dance ; a dance in imitation of the 
Moors, as sarabands, chacons, &c., usually performed 
with castanets, tambors, &c.—Mine men's morris, a kind 
of play with nine holes in the ground. Shak. 

MOR'RIS-DAN-CER, n. One who dances a«morris-dance. 
MOR'RIS-PIKE, 77. A Moorish pike. 
MOR'RoW, 71. [Sax. morgen.] 1. The day next after the 

present. 2. The next day subsequent to any day specifi
ed.—Good morrow, a term of salutation ; good morning. 

MORSE, (mors) v. [Russ. morj.] In zoology, the sea-horse 
or walrus, an animal of the genus trichechus. 

MOR'SEL, 71. [L. 7no7*sMs.] 1. A bite ; a mouthful; a small 
piece of food. 2. A piece ; a meal; something to be eaten. 
3. A small quantity of something not eatable ; [improper.] 

MOR'SURE, 77. The act of biting. 
MORT, ?i. [Fr.] 1. A tune sounded at the death of game. 

2. A salmon m bis third year. 
MOR'TAL, a. [L. mortalis.] 1. Subject to death ; destin

ed to die. 2. Deadly; destructive to life. 3. Bringing 
death ; terminating life. 4. Deadly in malice or purpose. 
5. Exposing to certain death; incurring the penalty of 
death ; condemned to be punished with death ; not venial. 
6. Human ; belonging to man who is mortal. 7. Extreme; 
violent; [not elegant.] 

MOR'TAL,1"71. Man ; a being subject to death ; a human 
being. 

MOR-TAL'I-TY, TI. [L. mortalitas.] 1. Subjection to death 
or the necessity of dying. 2. Death. 3. Frequency of 
death ; actual death of great numbers of men or beasts 
4. Human nature. 5. Power of destruction. 

MOR'TAL-IZE, v. t. To make mortal. Broome. 
MOR'TAL-LY, adv. 1. Irrecoverably; in a manner that 

must cause death. Dryden. 2. Extremely. 
MOR'TAR, 7i. [L. mortarium ,• Fr. mortier.] 1? A vessel in 

which substances are pounded or bruised with a pestle. 
2. A short piece of ordnance, used for throwing bombs. 

MOR'TAR, 71. [D. mortel; Fr. mortier.] A mixture of lime 
and sand with water, used as a cement for uniting stones 
and bricks in walls, 

T MOR'TER, TI. [Fr. mortier.] A lamp or light. 
MORT'GAGE, (mor'gaje) n. [Fr. mort and gage.] 1. Lit

erally, a dead pledge ; the grant of an estate in fee as se
curity for the payment of money. 2. A pledge of goods or 
chatties by a debtor to a creditor, as security for a debt. 

MORT'GAGE, (mor'gaje) v. t. 1. To grant an estate in fee 
as security for money lent or contracted to be paid at a 
certain time. 2. To pledge ; to make liable to the pay 
ment of any debt or expenditure. 

MORT'GAGED, (mor'gajd) pp. Conveyed in fee as security 
for the payment of money. 
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MORT-GA-GEE', (mor-ga-jee') w. The person to whom an 

est«ate i3 mortgaged. 
MORT'GA-GER, (mor'ga-jer) n. The person who grants an 

estate as security for a debt, as above specified. 
MOR-"1'" "" ~TTC< - RT -I 

the death and consequent putrefaction of one part of an 
animal body, while the rest is alive.—2. In Scripture, the 
act of subduing the passions and appetites by penance, 
abstinence or painful severities inflicted on the body. 3. 
Humiliation or slight vexation; the state of being hum
bled or depressed by disappointment, vexation, crosses, 
or any thing that wounds or abases pride. 4. Destruction 
of active qualities ; applied to metals. 

RIOR'TI-FIED, pp. 1. Affected by sphacelus or gangrene. 
2. Humbled ; subdued ; abased. 

MOR'TI-FIED-NESS, n. Humiliation; subjection of the 
passions. Taylor. 

MO R'TI-FI-ER, n. He or that which mortifies. 
MOR'TI-FY, v. t. [Fr. mortifier.] 1. To destroy the or

ganic texture and vital functions of some part of a living 
animal. 2. To subdue or bring into subjection, as the bodi
ly appetites by abstinence or rigorous severities. 3. To 
subdue ; to abase ; to humble ; to reduce ; to restrain, as 
inordinate passions. 4. To humble : to depress ; to affect 
with slight vexation. 5. To destroy active powers or es
sential qualities. 

MOR'TI-FY, v. i. 1. To lose vital heat and action, and suf
fer the dissolution of organic texture, as flesh; to corrupt 
or gangrene. 2. To be subdued. 3. To practice severities 
and penance from religious motives. 

MOR'TI-FY-ING, ppr. 1. Changing from soundness to gan
grene or sphacelus. 2. Subduing; humbling ; restraining. 
3. a. Humiliating ; tending to humble or abase. 

MOR'TlSE, (mor'tis) n. [Fr. mortaise.] A cut or hollow 
place made in timber, to receive the tenon of another 
piece of timber. 

MOR'TlSE, v. t. 1. To cut or make a mortise in. 2. To 
join timbers by a tenon and mortise. 

MOR'TISED, pp. Having a mortise; joined by a mortise and 
tenon. 

MOR'TIS-ING, ppr. Making a mortise ; uniting by a mor
tise and tenon. 

MORT'MAIN, n. [Fr. mort and main.'] In law, possession 
of lands or tenements in dead hands, or hands that cannot 
alienate. 

r MORT PAY, 71. [Fr. mort, and pay.] Dead pay ; payment 
not made. Bacon. 

\ MOR'TRESS, 7I. A dish of meat of various kinds beaten 
:o«ether. Bacon. 

MORTU-A RY, 71. [Fr. mortuaire.] 1. A sort of ecclesi
astical heriot, a customary gift claimed by and due to the 
minister of a parish on the death of a parishioner. 2 A 
burial place. 

MOR'TU-A-RY, a. Belonging to the burial of the dead. 
MO-SA'IC, ) a. [Fr. mosaique.] 1. Mosaic work is an 
MO-SAI-CAL, \ assemblage of little pieces of glass, mar

ble, precioi's stones, &c., of various colors, cut square and 
cemented oi. a ground of" stucco, in such a manner as to 
imitate the colors and gradations of painting. 2. [From 
jMoses.] Pertaining to Moses, the leader of the Israelites. 

MOS'€HA-TEL, 77. [fromGr./xotr^o?.] A plant. 
MOSK, [ n. [Fr. mosquee ; It. moschea; Ar. masjidon.] 
MOSQ.UE, j A Mohammedan temple or place of religious 

worship. 
MOS'KERED, a. Decayed ; rotten. Granger. 

dOSS, 77. [Sax. meos ; G. moos; D. mos. J 1. One of the 
seven classes into which all vegetables are divided by 

L 
seven classes into \ —| D 
Liiine. 2. [Sw. mase.] A bog;a place where peat is found. 

MOSS, v.t. To cover with moss by natural growth. 
MOSS'-CLAD, a. Clad or covered with moss. 
MOSSED, pp. Overgrown with moss. 
MOSS'-GRoWN, a. Overgrown with moss. 
MOSS'I-NESS, 7i. The state of being overgrown with 

moss. Bacon. 
MOSS'-TROOP-ER, TI. A robber; a bandit. 
MOSS'Y, a. 1. Overgrown with moss; abounding with 

moss. 2. Covered with moss, or bordered with moss. 
MOST, a. superl. of more. [Sax. mast; D., Dan. meest; 

G. meist.] I. Consisting of the greatest number. 2. Con
sisting of the greatest quantity ; greatest. 

MoST, adv. 1. In the greatest or highest degree.—As most 
is used to express the superlative degree, it is used before 
any adjective ; as, most vile. 

MOST, 71. [used as a substitute for a noun, when the noun 
is omitted or understood.] 1. The greatest number or part. 
—2. The most, the greatest value, amount or ad vantage, or 
the utmost in extent, degree or effect.—dt the most, the 
greatest degree or quantity ; the utmost extent. 

MOS'TIC, TI. [G. mahlerstock.] A painter's staff or stick on 
which he rests his hand in painting. 

MoST'LY, adv. For the greatest part. 
t MoST'WHAT, adv. For the most part. Hammond. 

MOT. See MOTTO. 
Mo'TA-CIL, 77. [L. motacilla.] A bird, the wagtail. 
MOTE, [Sax. motf] infolkmotej &c. signifies a meeting. 
MOTE, ?i. [Sax. mot; Sp. mota.] A small particle; an? 

thing proverbially small; a spot, 
f MOTE, for mought, might or must. Spenser. 
Mo'TET, TI. [Fr.] A musical composition ; an air or hymn 
MOTH, 7i. [Sax. mogthe, mohth, moth.] 1. A small animai 

which breeds in yarn and garments, and often eats and 
destroys them.—2. Figuratively, that which gradually 
and silently eats, consumes or wastes any thing. 

MOTH'EAT, V. t. [moth and eat ] To eat or prey upon, as 
a moth eats a garment. Herbert. 

MOTH'EAT-EN, a. Eaten by moths. Job xiii. 
F MOTH'EN, a. Full of moths. Falke. 
MoTH'ER, 7i. [Sax. moder ; D. moeder ; G. mutter ; Sw. 

and Dan. moder ; Ir. mathair / Gr. parrjp ; JL. mater ; It.. 
Sp., Port, madre.] 1. A female parent; especially, one or 
the human race; a woman who has borne a child. 2, 
That which has produced any thing. 3. That which haa 
preceded in time ; the oldest or chief of any thing. 4. 
Hysterical pa* ion; [ofcs.] Graunt. 5. A familiar term 
of address u aDt dlation of an old woman or matron. 6 
An appellation ^ven to a woman who exercises care and 
tenderness towards another, or gives parental advice. 
7. A thick slimy substance concreted in liquors, particu
larly in vinegar. 

MoTH'ER of pearl, n. The matrix of pearl; the shell in 
which pearls are generated ; a species of mytilus or 
mussel. 

MoTH'ER of thyme, n. A plant of the genus thymus. 
MoTH'ER, a. 1. Native ; natural ; received by birth. 2. 

Native ; vernacular ; received from parents or ancestors 
MoTH'ER, v. i. To concrete, as the thick matter of liquors. 

Dryden. 
MoTH'ER, v. t. To adopt as a son or daughter. Howell. 
MoTII'ER-HOOD, n. The state of being a mother. 
MOTH'ER-ING, a. To go a mothering, is to visit parents on 

Midlent Sunday, and is also known by the name of mid-
lenting. Herrick. 

MoTH'ER-IN-LAW, n. The mother of a husband or wife 
MOTII ER-LESS',' a. Destitute of a mother. 
MOTH'ER-LY, a. I. Pertaining to a mother. 2. Becoming 

a mother ; tenjier ; parental. Arbuthnot. 
MOTH'ER-LY, adv. In the manner of a mother. 
MoTH'ER-WA-TER, n. A fluid remaining aRer the evap

oration of salt water, and containing deliquescent salts 
and impurities. 

MoTH'ER-WIT, 77. Native wit; common sense. 
MoTH'ER-W6RT, n. A plant of the genus Iconurus. 
MoTH'ER-Y, a. Concreted; resembling or partaking of 

the nature of mother. 
MOTH'MUL-LEN, TI A plant. Mille* . 
MOTH'WoRT, 77. A plant. 
MOTH'Y, a. Full of moths. Shak. 
MO TION, n. [L. motio ; Fr. motion.] 1. The act or process 

of changing place ; change of local position ; the passing 
of a body from one place to another ; change of distance 
between bodies. 2. Animal life and action. 3. Manner 
of moving the body ; port; gait; air. 4. Change of pos
ture ; action. 5. Military march or movement. 6. Agi
tation. 7. Internal action; excitement. §. Direction ; 
tendency. 9. The effect of impulse; action proceeding 
from any cause, external or internal. 10. Proposal made ; 
proposition offered ; particularly, a proposition made in a 
deliberative assembly. II. A puppet-show or puppet; 
[o&s.] Shak. 

Mo'TlON, v. t. To propose. [Little used.] See MOTE. 
MOTION, 77.7. To advise; to make proposal; to offei 

plans. [Little used.] 
f Mo'TION-ER, 77. A mover. 
MO'TION-LESS, a. Wanting motion ; being at rest. 
Mo'TIVE, a. Causing motion; having power to move, or 

tending to move. Hooker. 
MO TIVE, n. [It., Sp., Port, motivo ,• Fr. motif.] 1. That 

which incites to action ; that which determines the choice 
or moves the will. 2. That which may or ought to incite 
to action; reason ; cause. 3. A mover ; [o&s.J 

MO-TIV'I-TY, 77. The power of producing motion. 
MOT LEY, a. [W. ysmot.] 1. Variegated in color ; con 

sisting of different colors ; dappled. 2. Composed of uxi 
ferent or various parts, characters or kinds; diversinea. 

Mo'TOR, 77. [L.] A mover. Volta. _ 
Mo'TO-RY, a. Giving motion ; as, motory muscles. Bay. 
MOT'TO, n. [It.; Sp., Port, mote ; Fr. mot.l 

word j but more commonly, a sentence or pbras p 
to an essay or discourse, containing the subject of it, ot 
added to a device, 

t ^van | [gal. mogthe, A moth. « 
t MOUGHT. Used for might; the prct. of the old verb 

777 07775, now converted into may. Fai£J T\VniD an(j its de. MOULD, an incorrect orthography. See Mot D, and its de. 
rivatives. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, DOVEBULL* UNITE.—€ as K ; G as J; $ as Z ; CH as SH ; 1H as in this, f Obsolete 
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MOULT. Sec MOLT. 
f- MOUN. May j must See MOWE. 

MOUNCU, or | MAUNCII, v. t. To chew. Chaucer. 
MOUND, ?t. [Sax. vYund.] Something raised as a defense 

or fortification, usually a bank of earth or stone; a bul-
war' ; a rampart or fence. 

MOUND, v. t. To fortify with a mound. Johnson. 
MOUND'ED, pp. Surrounded or defended by mounds. 
MOUND ING, ppr. Defending by a mound. 
MOUNT, n. [Fr. mont; Sax. munt; It., Port., Sp. monte; 

L. 7aon5.] 1. A mass of earth, or earth and rock, rising 
considerably above the common surface of the surround
ing land. 2. A mound ; a bulwark for offense or defense. 
3. Formerly, a bank or fund of money ; fobs.] 

MOUNT, v. i. [Fr. monter.] 1. To rise on high ; to ascend. 
2. To rise; to ascend ; to tower; to be built to a great 
altitude. 3. To get on horseback. 4. To leap upon any 
aiimal. 5. To amount; to rise in value. 

MOUNT, v. t. 1. To raise aloft; to lift on high. 2. To 
ascend ; to climb ; to get upon an elevated place. 3. To 
place one's self on horseback. 4. To furnish with horses. 
5. To put on or cover with something ; to embellish with 
ornaments. 6. To carry; to be furnished with. 7. To 
raise and place on a carriage.— To mount guard, to take 
the station and do the duty of a sentinel# 

MOUNT A-BLE, a. That may be ascended. Cotgrave. 
MOUNT'AIN, n. [Fr. montagne.] A large mass of earth 

and rock, rising above the common level of the earth or 
adjacent land, but of no definite altitude. 

MOUNTAIN, a. Pertaining to a mountain j found on 
mountains ; growing or dwelling on a mountain. 

MOUNT'AIN-BLuE, n. Malachite; carbonate of copper. 
MOUNT-AIN-EER', ) n. 1. An inhabitant of a mountain. 
MOUNT'AIN-ER, j 2. A rustic; a freebooter; a sav

age. 
t MOUNT'AIN-ET,. n. A small mountain ; a hillock. 
MOUNT'AIN-GREEN, n. A carbonate of copper. 
MOUN P'AIN-OUS, a. 1. Full of mountains. 2. Large as 

a mountain; huge. 3. Inhabiting mountains; [ois.j 
Bacon. 

MOUNT'AIN-OUS-NESS, n. The state of being full of 
mountains. Brerewood. 

MOUNT AIN-PARS-LEY, n. A plant. Lee. 
MOUNT A.IN-ROSE, n. A plant. 
MOUNrJ 'AIN-SoAP, n. A mineral. Ure. 
MOUNT'ANT, a. [Fr. montant.] Rising on high. Shak. 
MOUNT'E-BANK, n. [It. montare and banco.] I. One who 

mounts a bench or stage in the market or other public 
place, boasts of his skill in curing diseases, and vends 
medicines which he pretends are infallible remedies. 2. 
Any boastful and false pretender. 

MOUNT'E-BANK, v. t. To cheat by boasting and false 
pretenses ; to gull. Shak. 

MOUNT'E-BANK-ER-Y, n. Quackery; boastful and vain 
pretenses. Hammond. 

MOUNT'ED, pp. Raised; seated on horseback; placed on 
a carriage ; covered or embellished ; furnished with guns, 

t MOUNT'EN-AUNCE, n. Amount in space. Spenser. 
MOUNTER, n. One that mounts or ascends. 
MOUNTING, ppr. Rising; soaring; placing on horseback; 

ascending an eminence ; embellishing. 
MOUNT'ING-LY, adv. By rising or ascending. 
MOUNT'Y, 7i. The rise of a hawk. Sidney. 
MOURN, v. i. [Sax. murnan, myrnan.] 1. To express grief 

or sorrow ; to grieve ; to be sorrowful. 2. To wear the 
customary habit of sorrow. 

MOURN, v. t. 1. To grieve for: to lament. 2. To utter in 
a sorrowful manner. 

[ MoURNE, (morn) n. [Fr. morne.] The round end of a 
staff; the part of a lance to which the steel or ferrule is 
fixed. 

MJURN'ER, 77. 1. One that mourns or is grieved at any 
loss or misfortune. 2. One that follows a funeral in the 
habit of mourning. 3. Something used at funerals. 

Mf URN'FUL, a. 1. Intended to express sorrow, or exhib
iting the appearance of grief. Shak. 2. Causing sorrow • 
sad ; calamitous. 3. Sorrowful; feeling grief. ' 

MoURN'FTJL-LY, adv. In a manner expressive of sorrow • 
with sorrow. Mai. iii. 3 

Mf URN Fl'L-NESS, n. 1. Sorrow; grief; state of mourn
ing. 2. Appearance or expression of grief. 

MOURN ING, ppr. Grieving ; lamenting ; sorrowing • 
wearing the appearance of sorrow. 

MCURN'ING, 71. 1. The act of sorrowing or expressing 
grief; lamentation; sorrow. 2. The dress oif customary 
habit worn by mourners. 

MOURN'ING-DoVE, n. A species of dove. 
M 5URN'1NG-LY, adv. With the appearance of sorrow. 
MOUSE, 7i. ; plu. MICE. [Sax., Sw., L. 77MS.] 1. A small 

animal of the genus mus, inhabiting houses.—2. Among 
seamen, a knob formed on a rope by spun-yarn or parce
ling. 

MOUSE, (mouz) v. i. To catch mice. Shak. 
MOUSE, (mouz) v. t. To tear, as a cat devours a mouse.— 

To mouse a hook, with seamen, is to fasten a small line 
across the upper part to prevent unhooking. 

MOUSE'-EAli, TI. A plant of the genus hieracium. 
MOUSE'-HAWK, n. [Sax. mus-hafuc.] A hawk that de

vours mice. 
MOUSE'-HOLE, n. A hole where mice enter or pass; a 

very small hole or entrance. Stillingfleet. 
MOUSE'-HUNT, n. 1. A hunting for mice 2. Amouser; 

one that hunts mice. Shak. 
MOUS'ER, n. One that catches mice. 
MOUSE'-TAIL, n. A plant of the genus myosurus. 
MOUSE'-TRAP, n. A trap for catching mice. Prior. 
MOUTH, n. [Sax. muth.] 1. The aperture in the head of 

an animal, between the lips, by which he utters his voice 
and receives food. 2. The opening of a vessel by which 
it is filled or emptied. 3. The part or channel of a river 
by which its waters are discharged into the ocean or into 
a lake. 4. The opening of a piece of ordnance at the end, 
by which the charge issues. 5. The aperture of a vessel 
in animal bodies, by which fluids or other matter is re
ceived or discharged. 6. The opening or entrance of a 
cave, pit, well or den. Dan. viii. 7. The instrument of 
speaking. 8. A principal speaker; one that utters the 
common opinion. 9. Cry ; voice.—10. In Scripture, 
words uttered. Job xix. 11. Desires; necessities. Ps.ci'n, 
12. Freedom and boldne is rf speech ; force of argument. 
Luke xxi. 13. Boasting; vaunting. Judges ix. 14. Tes
timony. Deut. xvii. Fi. Reproaches; calumnies. Job v. 

To make a mouth, or to make mouths. 1. To distort the 
mouth; to make a wry face; hence, to deride or treat 
witii scorn. Addison. 2. To pout; to treat disdainfully 
—Down in the mouth, dejected; mortified. L'Estrange.-* 
To stop the mouth, to silence or to be silent; to put to 
shame ; to confound. Rom. iii. 

MOUTH, v. t. 1. To utter with a voice affectedly big or 
swelling. 2. To take into the mouth ; to seize with the 
mouth. 3. To chew; to grind, as food; to eat; to de
vour. 4. To form by the mouth, as a bear her cub; [not 
irscrfi] 5. To reproach ; to insult. 

MOUTH, v. i. To speak with a full, round, or loud, affected 
voice ; to vociferate ; to rant. Addison. 

MOUTHED, pp.  1. Uttered with a full, swelling, affected 
voice. 2. Taken into the mouth; chewed. 3. a. Fur 
nished with a mouth; used chiefly in composition. 4. 
Borne down or overpowered by clamor. 

MOUTH'FRIEND, n. One who professes friendship with
out entertaining it; a pretended friend. 

MOUTH'FUL, 71. 1. As much as the mouth contains at 
once. 2. A quantity proverbially small; a small quantity. 

MOUTII'HON-OR, n. Civility expressed without sincerity. 
MOUTH'ING, ppr. Uttering with an affected, swelling 

voice. 
MOUTH'LESS, a. Destitute of a mouth. 
MGUTII'MADE, a. Expressed without sincerity. 
MOUTH'FIECE, 71. 1. The piece of a musical wind instru

ment to which the mouth is applied. 2. One who. de
li vers the opinions of others. 

MOV'A-BLE, a. 1. That may be moved ; that can or may 
be lifted, carried, drawn, turned or conveyed, or in any 
way made to change place or posture ; susceptible of mo
tion. 2. That may or does change from one time to an 
other. 

MOV'A-BLE-NESS, n. The state or quality of being mov
able ; mobility ; susceptibility of motion. 

MOV'A-BLES, 77. plu. Goods, wares, commodities, furni
ture ; any species of property not fixed, and thus distin
guished from houses and lands. 

MOV'A-BLY, adv. So that it may be moved. Grew. 
MOVE, v. t. [L. moveo; It. movere.] 1. To impel; to 

carry, convey or draw from one place to another; to 
cause to change place or posture in any manner or by any 
means. 2. To excite into action ; to affect; to agitate; 
to rouse. 3. To cause to act or determine. 4. To per
suade ; to prevail on ; to excite from a state of rest or in
difference. 5. To excite tenderness, pity or grief in the 
heart; to affect; to touch pathetically ; to excite feeling 
in. 6. To make angry ; to provoke; to irritate. 7. To 
excite tumult or commotion. 8. To influence or incite by 
secret agency. 9. To shake ; to agitate. 10. To propose; 
to offer for consideration and determination. 11. To pro
pose ; to recommend. 12. To prompt; to incite; to in
stigate. Acts xvii. 

MOVE, v. i. 1. To change place or posture ; to stir; to pass 
or go in any manner or direction from one place or part 
of space to another. 2. To have action. 3. To have the 
power of action. 4. To walk. 5. To march. 6. To 
tremble; to shake. 7. To change residence. 

MOVE, 77. The act of moving; the act of transferring from 
place to place, as in chess. 

MOVED, pp. Stirred; excited. 
MOVE'LESS, a. That cannot be moved ; fixed. 
MOVE'MENT, 71. [Fr. mouvement.] 1. Motion ; a passing, 

progression, shaking, turning or flowing; any change of 
position in a material body. 2. The manner of moving 
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3. Excitement; agitation.—4. In music, any single strain 
or part having the same measure or time. 

McpVENT, a. [L. movens.] Moving; not quiescent. [L.u.J 
Mo'VENT, ra. That which moves any thing. [Little used'.] 
MCV'ER, ti. 1. The person or thing that gives motion, or 

impels to action. 2. He or that which moves. 3. A pro
poser ; one that offers a proposition. 

MOVING, ppr. 1. Causing to move or act; impelling ; in
stigating ; persuading; influencing. 2. a. Exciting the 
passions or affections; touching : pathetic; affecting; 
adapted to excite or affect the passions. 

MOVING, TI. Motive; impulse. South. 
MOV'ING-LY, adv. In a manner to excite the passions or 

affect sensibility ; pathetically. Addison. 
MOV'ING-NESS, n. The power of affecting, as the passions. 
MOW, n. [Sax. mowe, or muga.] A heap, mass or pile of 

hay deposited in a barn. 
MOW, v.t. To lay hay in a heap or mass in a barn, or to 

lay it in a suitable manner. 
MoW, v.t.; pret. mowed; pp. mowed, or mown. [Sax. 

mawan.] 1. To cut down with a sythe, as grass or other 
plants. 2. To cut the grass from. 3. To cut down with 
speed ; to cut down indiscriminately, or in great numbers 
or quantity. 

MoW, v. i. 1. To cut grass; to practice mowing ; to use 
the sythe. 2. To perform the business of mowing; to cut 
and make grass into hay; to gather the crop of grass, or 
other crop. 

f MOW, n. [from mouth.] A wry face. Shah. 
' MOW, v. i. To make mouths. Ascham. 
MOW'BURN, v. i. To heat and ferment in the mow, as 

hay when housed too green. Mortimer. 
f MOWE, MOWEN, or MOUN, v. i. To be able; must; 

may. Chaucer. 
MOWED, or MOWN, pp. 1. Cut with a sythe. 2. Cleared 

of grass with a sythe, as land. 
MoVVER, TI. One who mows; a man dextrous in the use 

of the sythe. 
MOWING, ppr. Putting into a mow. 
MoW'ING, ppr. Cutting down with a sythe. 
MOWING, n. 1. The act of cutting with a sythe 2 Land 

from which grass is cut. 
MOX'A, 71. The down of the mugwort of China. 
MOYLE, 7t• A mule. See MULE. 
MUCH, a. [Sw. mycken ; Bp. mucho ; It. mucchio.] 1. Great 

in quantity or amount. 2. Long in duration. 3. Many 
in number. 

MUCH, adv. 1. In a great degree ; by far; qualifying ad
jectives of the comparative degree ; as, much more. 2. To 
a great degree or extent; qualifying verbs and participles. 
3. Often or long. 4. Nearly. 

MUCH, 7i. 1. A great quantity; a great deal. 2. More 
than enough; a heavy service or burden 3. An uncom
mon tiling; something strange. Bacon. 

As much. 1. An equal quantity; used as an adjective or 
noun. 2. A certain or suitable quantity. 3. To an equal 
degree ; adverbially.—So much, an equal quantity, or a 
certain quantity, as a noun ; to an equal degree, or to a 
certain degree, as an adverb.— Too much, an excessive 
quantity, as a noun ; to an excessive degree, as an ad
verb.— To make much of. 1. To value highly. 2. To 
fondle.—Much at one, nearly of equal value, effect or in
fluence. 

* MUCH'EL, a. [Sax. mycel.] Much. Spenser. 
* MUCH'NESS, n. Quantity. Whately. 
MUCII'WHAT, adv. Nearly ; almost. [JSTot elegant.] Locke. 
Mu'CIU, a. [from mucus.] The mucic acid is the same as 

the saccholactic. 
Mu'CID, a. [L. mucidas.] Musty; moldy; slimy. 
Mu'CID-NESS, n. Mustiness; sliminess. Ainsworth. 
Mu'CI-LAGE, n. [Fr.; L. mucus.] 1. In chemistry, one 

of the proximate elements of vegetables. 2. The liquor 
which moistens and lubricates the ligaments and carti
lages of the articulations or joints in animal bodies. 

MU-CI-LAG'I-NOUS, a. 1. Pertaining to or secreting mu
cilage. Eucyc. 2. Slimy; ropy; moist, soft and lubri
cous ; partaking of the nature of mucilage. 

MU-CI-LAG'I-NOUS-NESS, n. Sliminess ; the state of being 
mucilaginous. 

Mu'CITE, n. A combination of a substance with mucous 
acid. Parke. 

MUCK, n. [Sax. meox, miox ; Dan. mb'g.] 1. Dung in a 
moist state, or a mass of dung and putrefied vegetable 
matter. 2. Something mean, vile or filthy.— To run a 
muck, to run madly and attack all we meet. Pope. 

MUCK, v. t. To manure with muck. Tusscr. 
MUCK, a. Wet; moist. Grose. 
t MUCK'EN-DER, n. [Sp. mocadero; Fr. mouchoir] A 

pocket handkerchief. Dorset. 
t MTJCK'ER, v. t. [from muck.] To scrape together money 

by mean labor or shifts, 
t MUCK'ER-ER, n. A miser; a niggard. Chaucer. 
MUCK'HKAP, 4 1 

MUCK'UILL, , A dunghill. Burton. 

' n' FiIthiness i nastiness. Johnson 
a. [Sax. mycel.] Much. 

* (muk'swet) n. Profuse sweat. Johnson. 
MUCK WoRM, n. 1. A worm that lives ip muck. 2. A 

miser; one who scrapes together money by mean labor 
and devices. Bunyan. 

MUCK'Y, a. Filthy; nasty. Spenser. 
MU-CO'SO-SAC'CHA-RINE, a. Partaking of the qualities 

of mucilage and sugar. Fourcroy. 
Mu'GOUS, a. [L. mucus.] 1. Pertaining to mucus, or re 

semblmg it; slimy, ropy and lubricous. 2. Secreting a 
slimy substance. 

MU COUS-NESS, TI . The state of being mucous; sliminess. 
Mu'CRO, n. [L.j A point. Brown. 
Mu'CRO-NATE, 1 a. [L. inucronatus.] Narrowed to a 
MU'CRO-NA-TED, [ point; terminating in a point. 
MU'CU-LENT, a. [L. muculentus.] Slimy ; moist and 

moderately viscous. 
Mu'CUS, 7i. [L.j 1. A viscid fluid secreted by the mucous 

membrane, which it serves to moisten and defend. 2. 
This term has also been applied to other animal fluids of a 
viscid quality, as the synovial fluid, which lubricates the 
cavities of the joints. 

MUD, n. [D. madder; G. modcr.] Moist and soft earth of 
any kind, such as is found in marshes and swamps, at 
the bottom of rivers and ponds, or in high-ways after rain. 

MUD, v. t. 1. To bury in mud or slime. 2. To make tur
bid or foul with dirt; to stir the sediment in liquors. 

MUD'DI-LY, adv. Turbidly; with foul mixture. 
MUD'DI-NESS, it• Turbidness; foulness caused by mud, 

dirt or sediment. Addison. 
MUD'DLE, v. t. 1. To make foul, turbid or muddy, as 

water. 2. To intoxicate partially ; to cloud or stupefy, 
particularly with liquor. 

MUD'DLE, v. i. To contract filth; to be in a confused or 
dirty state. 

MUD'DLE, 71. A confused or turbid state. 
MUD'DLED, pp. Made turbid ; half drunk ; stupefied. 
MUD'DLING, ppr. Making foul with dirt or dregs ; making 

half drunk; stupefying. 
MUD'DY, a. 1. Foul with dirt or fine earthy particles; 

turbid, as water or other fluids. 2. Containing mud. 3 
Dirty; dashed, soiled or besmeared with mud. 4. Con
sisting of mud or earth ; gross ; impure. 5. Lark ; of the 
color of mud. 6. Cloudy in mind ; dull; heavy ; stupid. 

MUD'DY, v.t. 1. To soil with mud; to dirty. 2. To 
cloud ; to make dull or heavy. Grew. 

MUDDY-HE AD-ED, a. Having a dull understanding. 
MUD'-FISH, n. A fish, a species of the cyprinus kind. 
MUD'-SILL, ii. Jn bridges, the sill that is laid at the hot 

torn of a river, lake, &c. 
MUD'-SUCK-ER, n. An aquatic fowl. Derham. 

.MUD'-WALL, n. 1. A wall composed of mud. South. 2 
A bird, the apiaster. Ainsworth. 

MUD'-WALLED, a. Having a mud wall. Prior. 
MUD'-WoRT, 7i. The least water plantain. 
MuE. Set MEW. 
MUFF, n. [Dan. muff, or muffe ; G. muff.] A warm cover 

for the hands usually made of fur or dressed skins. 
MUF'FIN, 7i, A delicate or light cake. 
MUF'FLE, v.t. [D. mojfelen.] 1. To cover from the weather 

by cloth, fur or any garment; to cover close, particu
larly the neck and face. 2. To blindfold. 3. To cover; 
to conceal; to involve.—4. In seamanship, to put matting 
or other soft substance round an oar, to prevent its making 
a noise. 5. To wind something round the strings of a 
drum to prevent a sharp sound, or to render the sound 
grave and solemn. 

MUF'FLE, v. i. To mutter; to speak indistinctly or with
out clear articulation. Holder. 

MUF'FLE, TI. [Sp. mvjla.] In chemistry, a vessel in the 
shape of an oblong arch or vault. 

MUF'FLED, pp. Covered closely, especially about the face, 
involved ; blindfolded. 

MUF FLER, 77. A cover for the face. Shak. 
MUF'FLING, ppr. Covering closely, especially about the 

face ; wrapping close ; involving; blindfolding. 
MUF'FLON, n. The wild sheep or musmon. 
MUF'TI, 77. The high priest or chief of the ecclesiastical 

order among the Mohammedans. 
MUG, n. A kind of cup from which liquors are drank 
f MUG GARD, a. [See MuGGV.1 Sullen ; displeased. 
MUG'GENT, n. A species of wild, fresh-water duck. 
MUG'GISH,J a. [W. mwcan.] I. Moist; damp; moldy 
MUG'GY, | 2. Moist; clamp; close; warm and un-

elastic. 
MUG'HOUSE, n. An alehouse. Ticket. 
t MU'GI-ENT, a. [L. mugio.] Lowing ; bellowing. 
Mu'GrL, 77. [L.1 The mullet, a genus of fishes. 
MUG'WEED, TI. A plant of the genus valantia. 
MUG'WoRT, n. [Sax. mugwyrt.] A plant ^ . 
MU-LATTO, n. [Sp. mulato.] A person that is the off

spring of a negress by a white man, or of P white woman 
by a negro. 
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MUL/BER-RY, n. [Sw. mvlbar ; G. maulbcere.] The berry 

or fruit of a tree of the genus morns. 
MUL'BER-RY-TREE, n. The tree which produces the 

mulberry. „ 
MULCH, n .  Half-rotten straw. B a i l e y .  ̂ —  
MULCT, n. [L. mulcta, or multa>.] A fine imposed on a 

person guilty of some offense or misdemeanor. 1 
MULCT,%. t. [L. mulcto.] To fine j to punish for an of-. 

fense or misdemeanor by imposing a pecuniary fine. 
MUL€T'U-A-RY, a. Imposing a pecuniary penalty. 
MULE, n. [Sp., It. nialo ; L. mulus; Sax. mul.] 1. A 

quadruped of a mongrel breed, usually generated between 
an ass and a mare, sometimes between a horse and a. 
she-ass. 2. A plant or vegetable produced by impregna
ting the pistil of one species of plant with, the farina or 
fecundating dust of another. 

MU-LET-EER', n. [-Fr. muletier.] ,A mule7driver. 
MuLE'-W6RT, n. A plant of the genus kemionitis. 
MU-LI-EB'RI-TY, u. [from L. yivlicbris*] Womanhood 

the state of being a woman; a state in females corres
ponding to virility in man ; also, effeminacy; softness. 

Mu'LI-ER, n. [L.J In law, lawful issue born in wedlock 
though begotten before. Encyc. 

MU LISH, a. Like a mule ; sullen ; stubborn-
MULL, v. t. [qu. Lsmollut.] 1. To soften; or to heat, 

sweeten and enrich with spices. 2. To dispirit or deaden, 
f MULL, ii. In Scottish, a snuff-box, made of the small end 

of a horn. Cumberland. 
f MULL, 71. Dust. Qo.vaer. 
MUL'LEN, TI. [Old Fr. molcne.] A plant. 
MUL'LER, TI. [Fr. TnoZiere.] I. A stone held in the hand 

with which colors and other matters are ground on an
other stone; used by painters and apothecaries. 2. An 
instrument used by glass grinders. 

MUL'LET, 71. [Fr. mulet; L. mullus.] A fish. 
MUL'LI-GRUBS, n. A twisting of the intestines; sullen-

ness. [Jl low word.] 
MULL'ION, 71. [Fr. moulure.] A division in a window-

frame ; a bar 
MULL'ION, v. t. To shape into divisions. Shak. 
MUL'LOCK, n Rubbish. 
MUSE, TI. [L mulsus.] Wine boiled and mingled with 

honey. 
MULT-AN'GU-LAR, a. [L. multusand angulus.] Having 

many angles; polygonal. Martyn. 
MULT-AN'GU-LAR-LY, adv. With many angles. Grew.-
f MULT-AN'GU LAR-NESS, n. The state of being polyg

onal. : • ! • 
MUL-TI-CAP'SU-LAR, a. [h.multus and capsula.] In 

botany, having many capsules.. Martyn. 
MUL-TI-CA- VOUS, a. [L. ihultus and cavus.] Having 

many holes or cavities. Diet. 
MUL-TI-FA'RI-OUS, a. [L. multifarius.] Having great 

multiplicity ; having great diversity or variety. 
MUL-TI-FA RI-OUS-LY, dfiv. With great multiplicity and 

diversity ; with great variety of modes and relations. 
MUL-TI-FA'RI-OUS-NESS^ n. Multiplied diversity. 
MUL'TI-FID, a. [L. multifidus.] Having many divisions ; 

many-cleft; divided into several parts by linear sinuses 
and straight margins. 

MUL-TIF'I-DOUS, a. [L. raultijidus.] Having many par
titions ; cleft into many branches. 

MUL-TIF'LO-ROUS, a. [h.\multiis and Jlos.] Many-flow
ered ; having many flowers. Martyn. 

MUL'TI-FORM, a. [L. multiformis.] Having many forms., 
shapes or appearances. Watts. 

MUL-TI-FORM'I-TY, n. Diversity of forms; variety of 
shapes or appearances in the same thing. 

MUL-TI-GEN'ER-OUS, a. [L. multigenus.] Having many 
kinds. Diet.! 

MUL-TI-Ju'GOUS, a. [L. mpdlus and jugum.] Consisting 
of many pairs.. 

MUL-TI-LAT'ER-AL, a. [L. multus and latus.] Having 
many sides. 

MUL-TI-LIN'E-AL, a. Having many lines. 
MUL-TI-LOCU-L AR, a. [L. multus and loculus.] Having 

many cells. Martyn. 
MUL-TIL'0-Q,UOUS, a. [L. v\ultus and loquor.] Speaking 

much ; very talkative ; loquacious. Diet. 
MUL-TI-No'MI-ALj 1 a. [L., multus and nomen.] Hav-
MUL-TI-NOM'I-NAL, $ ing many names or terms. Diet. 
MUL-TI-NOM'I-NOUS. The same as multinomial, 
MUL-TIP'A-ROUS, a. [L. multus and pario.] Producing 

many at a birth. . 
MUL-TIP'AR-TITE, a. [L. multus and partitus.] Divided 

into many parts; having several parts. 
MUL'TI-PED, 7i. [L. multus and pes ] An insect that has 

many feet. 
MUL'TI-PED, a. Having many feet. 
MUL'TI-PLE, a. [L. multiplex.] Containing many times. 
MUL'Tl-PLE, ?i. In arithmetic, a common multiple of two or 

more numbers contains each of them a certain number 
of times exactly, thus 24 is a common multiple of 3 
and 4. 

6 MUM 
MUL'TI-PLEX, a. [L.l Many-fold; having prtals lying 

over each other in folds. Martyn. 
MUL'TI-PLl-A-BLE, a. [Fr.] That may be multiplied. 
MUL'TI-PLl-A-BLE-NESS, n. Capacity of being multiplied, 
1YIUT I'TT FT if-ff Tliat may be muhiphetL.„ 
MUL-TI-PLI-CAND', n. [L. multiplicandus.] In arithmetic, 

the number to be multiplied by another. 
MUL'TI-PLLCATE, a. [L. multiplicatus.] Consisting ol 

many or.uiorq.than one. 
MUL-TI-PLI-CA'TION, n. [u. iwltiglicatio.] 1. Theacl 

of multiplying or of increasing number.—2.~fn arithpietic^ 
a rule or operation by which any given number may be 
increased according to anyauunber-of . times proposed. 

MUL'TI-PLLCA-TI VE, a. Tending to multiply; having 
""".'the power to multiply or increase numbefs. 
MUL-TLPLI-e A ' TOR, n. The number by which another 

number is multiplied ; a multiplier. 
MUL-TI-PLF'CIOUS, a. Manifold. Brown. 
MUL-TI-PLIC'I-TY, n. [Fr. multiplicity.] L A state of 

being many. 2. Many of the same kind. 
MUL'TI-PLiED, pp. L Increased in numbers. 2. Numer

ous ; often repeated. 
MUL'TI-PLI-ER, 7J. 1. One who multiplies, or increases 

number. 2. The number in arithmetic by which another 
is multiplied ; the muhiplicator. 

MUL'TI-PLY, v. t. [L. inidtiplico.] 1. To increase in num
ber; to make more by natural generation or production, 
or by addition.—2. In arithmetic, to increase any given 
number as many times as there are units in. any other 
given number. 

MUL< TI-PL Y, v. i. L To grow or increase in number. 2. 
To increase in extent; to extend ; to spread. 

MULTI-PL Y-ING, ppr. I. Increasing in number. 2. Grow 
ing or becoming numerous. 

MUL-TIP'O-TENT, a. [L. multipatens.] Having manifold 
power, or power to do many things. 

MUL-TI-PRES'ENCE, n. [L. multus and prcesentia.] The 
power or act of being present in many places at once. 

MUL-TIS'CIOUS, a. [L. multiscius.] Haying variety of 
knowledge. . 

MUL-TI-SIL'I-GllJOUS, a. [L. multus and siliqua.] Hav
ing many pods or seed-vessels. Bailey. 

MUL TIS'O-NOUS, a. [L. multus and sonus.] Having 
many sounds, or sounding much.. Bailey. • 

MUL-TI-SYL'LA-BLE, n. A polysyllable. 
MUIi TI-TUDE, TI. .. [Fr.;. L. mvltitudo.] 1. The state of 

being many ; a great number. 2. A number collectively; 
the sum of many.. 3. A great- number,' indefinitely. 4. 
A crowd.or throng ; the pppulace. 

MUL-TI-Tu DI-NOU,S, a. 1. Cqnsisting, qf a multitude or 
great number. 2. Having the .appeajance of, a multitude. 
3. Manifold. . 

MUL-TIY'A-GANT, j a. [L. mdtivagus.] . Wandering 
t MUL-TIV'A-GOUS, \ much. Diet. . , 
MUL'TI-VALYE, n. [L. multus and valvce.] An animal 

which has a shell of many valves. Zoology. 
bHaving many valves. 

MUL-TIV 'ER-S A NT, a. [L. inultus. and verto.]. Protean; 
turning into many shapes ; assuming many forms. 

MULtTIV'I-QUS^ a. [L» multus. and via.] Haying many 
ways t?r roads. {.Little used.] Diet. -• V"T * 

MUL-TOC'U-LAR, a. [L. multus and oculus.] Having 
many eyes, or more eyes than two. Derham. < : 

MULT'URE, n. [L. molitura.] .1. In Scottish law, the toll or 
emolurhent given to the proprietor of a mill for grinding 
corn. 2. A grist,or grinding. . 

MUM, a. 1. Silent; not speaking. 2. As an, exclamation 
or command, be silent; Hush. 3. As n noun, silence. 

MUM, ?i. [G.,Dan. mumme; I>. mom.] A species of malt 
liquor much used in Germany. 

MUM'BUD-GET, inter j. [mum and budget.] An expression 
denoting secresy as well as silence ; used in a contempt
uous or ludicrous manner. 

MUM'-CHANCE, n. A game of hazard with dice. [Local.] 
2. A fool.. [Local. 1 

MUM'BLE, v. i. [G. mummcln.] 1. To mutter; to speak 
with the lips or other organs partly closed, so as to render 
the sounds inarticulate and imperfect; to utter words wit i 
a grumbling.tone. 2. To chew or bite softly; to eat witli 
the lips close. 

MUM'BLE, v.: t. 1. To utter with a low, inarticulate voice 
2. To mouth gently, or to eat with a muttering sound. 3. 
To suppress or utter imperfectly. < . . , 

MUM/BLEDypp». -Uttered with a low inarticulate voice* 
clmwed softly or with a low muttering sound. 

MUMHLE-NEWS, 7i. A kind of tale-bearer. Shak. 
MUM'BLER, n. One that speaks with a low, inarticulate 

voice. „ 
MTJM'BLING, ppr. Uttering with a low, inarticulate voice * 

. chewing softly or with a grumbling sound. 
MUM'BLiNG-LY, adv. With a low, inarticulate utterance. 
MUMM, 75. t. [Dan. mumme; Fr. mummer.] To mask; to 

sport or make diversion in a mask or disguise. 
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MUM MER, n. One who masks himself and makes diver

sion in disguise ; originally, one who made sport by gest
ures without speaking. 

MUM'MER-Y, n. [Fr. momcrie.] 1. Masking; sport; 
diversion ; frolicking in masks.; law, contemptible amuse
ment ; buffoonery. 2. Farcical show; hypocritical disguise 
and parade to delude vulgar minds. 

MUMMI-FY, v. t. To make into a mummy. Journ. of 
Science. 

MUM'MY, n. fit. mummia; Arabic, norma.] 1. A dead 
human body embalmed and dried alter the Egyptian man
ner. 2. The name of two substances prepared for medi
cinal use, which, according to Hill, are, the one, the dried 
flesh of human bodies embalmed with myrrh- and spice; 
the other, a liquor running from such mummies when 
newly prepared, or when affected by great heat and 
damps. 3. There are found in Poland natural mummies 
lying in caverns, supposed to be the remains of persons 
who in time of war took refuge in caves.—4. Among 
gardeners, a sort of wax used in grafting and planting 
trees.— To beat to a mummy, to beat soundly, or to a sense
less mass. " • ,. ' 

MUM'MY-CHOG, n. A small fish of the carp kind. 
MUMP, v. t. [D. mompen.] 1; To nibble ; to bite quick ; to 
' chew with continued motion. 2* To talk loud and quick. 
3. To go begging. 4. To deceive ; to cheat. 

MUMP ER, ft. A beggar. Johnson. '• 
MUMP'ING, n. Begging tricks; foolish tricks; mockery. 
MUMP ISH, a. Dull; hbavy; sullen ; sour. - • -
MUMPS, n. 1. Sullenness ; silent displeasure j [Z. «.] Skin

ner. 2. A disease, the cynanche parotidcea, a swelling of 
the parotid glands. , > , _ _ 

MUNCH, v. t. To chew by great mouthfuls. [Vulgar.] 
MUNCH, ft. L To chew eagerly by great mouthfuls. 
MUNCH'ER, n. One that munches. JdTins&n. 
MUND, Sax. mund, protection,* patronage, peace, is found 

in old latfs ; as mundbrece, that is, a breaking or violation 
of the peace. It is retained' in names, as in Edmund, Sax. 
&dmund, hxppy peace, as iff<£reek Irenaus, Hesychius. 

MUN'DANE, a: TL. rritindanus.] Belonging to the world, 
t MUN-DAN I-TY, -n. WorldlFness. Mouiitague. 
} MUN-DA'TION, n. [L*. mundus:] The act of cleans-

ing. 
MUN'DA-TO-RY, a: [L. mundo.] Cleansing; having 

power to cleanse'. [Little iised.] • 
[ MUN'BlG, ft.' A kind of marfcasite; a mineral. MUN-DI-FJI-CA'TION, n. [U. mund us and facio.] The act 

or operation of cleansing any body. Quincy. 
MUN-UIF I-eA-TIVE, xiV CIeartsing ; having .the power to 

cleanSe. Wiseman, ' 
RIUN-DIF' I-C A-TIVE,*ft: "A medicine that has the quality 

of cleansing. •- 1 1 " •" m , 
MUN'DI-FYy'ft. t. PL. mundus and facio:] To GleanSe. 

' MUN-0I V' A-G ANT, a, > [E. mundivagus-.] Wandering 
. through the world. Diet. ' 

MUN-DUN'GUSrft. Stinking tobacco. Phillips. ^ 
MG NER-A-RY, a. [E. munus.] Having, the nature of a 
;gift. [Little used.] JohrVson. 

t MG'NER-ATL. . ) o . n-FXfTj'VEB.ATE. • MU-NER-A'TfON. I REMUNERATE. 
MUNG'CORN, «. Mixed corn. Sec MANGCORN. • MUN/GREL, n. [See- MONGREL.] An.animal generated be-
' twfeen different Rinds; as a dog. . , 

"MUN'OREL, a. Generated between different kinds; de-
' generate. Shah. Dry den. * • . . 
MU-NICI-PAL, a. [Fr.; L, municipalis.] 1. Pertainmg to 

-a corporation or city. 2. Pertaining to a state, kingdom 
or natioii.—Municipal, as used by the-Romans, originally 
designated that which pertained to a municipiurti, a free 
city or town. . , . ." U.; 

MU-NI-CI-PA'E'I-TY, n. In France, a certain district or 
division-of the country ; also, its inhabitants. Burke. 

f MU-NIFT-GATE, ft. t.TE. munijico.] To enrich. Cockeram. 
MU-NIF' I-C EN CE, n. [Fr.";'E. munificenlia:]. 1. A giving 

or bestowing liberalljr; bounty ; liberality. 2. In Spenserr 
fortification or strength; [065.] - . • 

MU-NIFd-CENT, a. Liberal in giving or bestowang; gen
erous Atterbury. 

RIU-NIF I-CENT-L Y^ adv. Liberally ; generously. 
Mu'NI-MENT,- n. PL.'munimentum.] U A fortification Of 

any kind ; *'a strong hold-; a place of defense. -up-
port; defense. 3. Record ; a Writing, by which claims 
and rights "are defended or maintained. 

fMuNITE,o. t. To fortify. Bacon. r, . 
MU-NT'TION, ft. [Fr.; L. mumtio.] 1. Fortification ;. [ote.j. 

Hale. 2. Ammunition ; whatever materials are used in vvar 
for defense, or for annoying an enemy. 3 Provisions of a 
garrison or fortress, or for ships of war, and in general 
for an army.—Munition-ships, ships which convey mili
tary and naval stores. 1 MO'NI-TY, n. Freedom ; security. Sec IMMUNITY. MUNN'ION, (mun'yun) n. An uprignt piece of timber 
winch separates the several lights in a window-frame. 
See MULLION. 

premeditated. 
aUR'DER-lNG-1 

Shak. 

MUNS, ) . 1 
MUNDS, j n> The m9uth* [vulgar.] 
Mu'RAGE, n. [L. murus.] Money paid for keeping walls 

in repair. Johnson. 
Mu'R AL, n,..[L. muralis.] 1. Pertaining a wall. 2. 

Resembling a vvaiJ; perpendicular or steep.—Mural crown, 
among the ancient Romans, a golden crown, bestowed on 
him who first mounted the wall of a besieged place. 

MUR'DER, n. [Sax. mortker; D. moord; G., Dan., Sw 
mord.] E The act of unlawfully killing a human being 
with pfemeditated malice, by a person of sound mind. 2 
An outcry, when life is in danger. 

MUR DER, ft. t. [Sax. myrthiah; D. moorden.] 1. To kill 
a human being with premeditated malice. 2. To destroy , 
to put an end to. 

MUR'DERED,pp. Slain with malice prepense. 
MUR'DER-ER, ft. 1. A person wlm, in possession of his 

reason, unlawfully kills a human being with premeditated 
malice. 2. A small piece of ordnante. 

MUR'DER-ESS, w. A female who commits murder. 
MUR'DER-ING, ppr. Killing a human being with malice 

-PIECE, n. A small piece of ordnance 

f MUR'DER-MENT; n. The act of killing unlawfully. 
Fairfax. 

MUR'DER-OUS, a. 1. Guilty of murder. 2. Consisting in 
murder; done with murder ; bloody ; cruel. 3. Bloody; 

, sanguinary ; committing murder. 4. Premeditating mur
der. 

MUR'DER-OUS-LY, adv. In a murderous or cruel manner, 
t MURE, n. [L. murus.] A wall. Shak. 
MURfi, ft. t. [Yr. 'murer.] To inclose in walls ; to wall, 
f Mu'REN-GER, n. An overseer of a wall. Ainsworih. 
Mu'RI-A^CITE, ft. A stone composed of salt, sand and 

gypsum. 
Mu'RI-ATE, ft. [L. mima.] A salt formed by muriatic 

acid combined with a base. 
Mu'RI-A-TED, a. 1. Combined with muriatic acid. Kirwan. 

2. Put in brine. Evelyn. 
MU-REAT'IC, a. Having the nature of brine or salt water; 

pertaining to sea salt. 
MU-RI-A-TIF'ER-OUS, a. Producing muriatic substances 

or salt. 
MU-RI-€AL'CITE, n. Rhomb-spar. Ure. 
Mu'RI-OA-TED,'a. [E; muricatus.] 1. Formed with sharp 

points; full of sharp points or prickles.—2. In botany. 
having the surface covered with sharp points, or armed 
with prickles. 

Mu/Rl-CIITE, n. Fossil remains of the murex, a genus of 
shells. • 

MO RINE, «. [Lv murinus.] Pertaining to a mouse or to 
mice. 

MURK, h. [Sw. mbrker.] Darkness. [Little used.] 
MURK'Y, a. [Dan. mork.] Dark ; obscure; gloomy. 
MUR MUR, 71. [L.] 1. A low, sound continued or contin

ually repeated, as that of a stream running in a stony 
channel, or that of flame. 2. A complaint half suppressed, 
or uttered in a low, muttering voice. 

MUR'MUR, v. i. [L. murmuro.'] 1. To make a low, con
tinued noise, like the hum of bees, a stream of water, 
rolling waves, or like the wind in a forest. 2. To grum-

. ble; to complain; to utter complaints in a low, half-
articulated voice ; to utter sullen discontent. 

MUR'M'JR-ER, ft. One vvho murmurs; one who complains 
sullenly; a grumbleri 

f MUR-MUR- ACTION, n. [L. murmur alio.] A low sound ; 
the act of murmuring er muttering. 

MUR'MUR-ING, ppr. Uttering complaints in a low voice 
or sullen manner; grumbling; complaining. 

MUR MUR-ING-LY, adv. With a low sound ; with com
plaints. 

MUR'MUR-OUS,- ft. Exciting murmur or complain*, 
j MUR'NI-VAL, «. [Fr. mornifie.] Four cards o! a sort 

Skinner. 
f MURR, n. A catarrh. Gascoigne. 
MURRAIN, (mur'rin) n. [Sp. morrina.] An infectious ana 

fatal disease among cattle. Bacon. 
[MURRAIN, o. Infected with the murrain. Shak. 
MURRE, n. A kind of bird. Careic. 
MURREY, ft. Of a dark red color. Bacon. . 
MURRIIINE, ft. [L. murrhinus.] An epithet given to a 

delicate kind of ware or porcelain brought from the Easu 
MUR'RI-ON, n. [Port, morriam.] A helmet; a casque; 

annor for the head. Kihg. 
MIJRTH of Corn, n. Plenty of grain. 
[ MU-SXRD^, 71. [Fr.] A dreamer ; one who is apt to be 

absent in mind. Chaucer. TI . 
MUS'€A-DEL, ) a. and n. [It. moscatello ; Port-, ,, p. TTiosca-
MUS'GA-DINE, ( tel; Fr. muscat, 1. An 
MUS-GAT' i appellation given to a kind of rich 
MUS'l€A-TEE, ) wine, and to the grapes which produce 

MUS'CLE, (mus'sl^T'tFr.; L. muscuius.] 1. In anatomy, the 

SeeSyo^u MOVE, BOQK, DOVE ;—BIJLL, UNITE.-G as K ; 0 as J ; S as Z; CH as SH ; TH as in this. ]Obsolete. 
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muscles are the organs of motion? consisting of fibres 
or bund'es of fibres inclosed in a thin cellular membrane. 
2. A bivalvular shell fish of the genus mytilus; some
times written mussel. 

MUS-COS'I-TY, n. Mossiness, 
MUS-€0-VA'D0, n. Unrefined sugar; the raw material 

from which loaf and lump sugar are procured by refining. 
MUS'€0-VY-DU€K, n. The musk-duck. 
MUS'CO-VY-GLASS, n. Mica, which see. 
MUS'CU-LAR, a. 1. Pertaining to a muscle. 2. Performed 

by a muscle. 3. Strong ; brawny ; vigorous. 
MUS-CU-LAR'I-TY, n. The state of being muscular. 
MUS'CU-LITE, n. A petrified muscle or shell. 
MUS'CU-LOUS, a. [L. musculosus.] 1. Full of muscles. 2. 

Strong ; brawny. 3. Pertaining to a muscle or to muscles. 
MUSE, 71. [L. mtisa.] 1. Properly, song5 but in usage, 

the deity or power of poetry. 2. Deep thought; close 
attention or contemplation which abstracts the mind from 
passing scenes; hence, sometimes, absence of mind. 

MUSE, u. One of the nine sister goddesses, who, in the 
heathen mythology, are supposed to preside over the liberal 
arts. 

MUSE, v. i. [Fr. muser.] 1. To ponder ; to think closely; 
to study in silence. 2. To be absent in mind; to be so 
occupied in study or contemplation, as not to observe 
passing scenes or things present. 3. To wonder; [ois.j 

MUSE, v. t. To think on ; to meditate on. Thomson. 
MuSE'FUL, a. Thinking deeply ; silently thoughtful. Dry-

den. 
MuSE'LESS?, a. Disregarding the power of poetry. 
MuS'ER, n. One who thinks closely in silence, or one apt 

to be absent in mind. Johnson. 
Mu'SET, n. The place through which the hare goes to re

lief ; a hunting term. Bailey. 
MU-SE'UM, n. [Gr. povcreiov.] A house or apartment ap

propriated as a repository of things that have an immedi
ate relation to the arts ; a cabinet of curiosities. 

MUSH, n. [G. OTMS.] The meal of maize boiled in water. 
MUSH'ROOM, n. [Fr. mousseron.] 1. The common name 

of numerous cryptogamian plants of the natural order of 
fungi. 2. An upstart; one that rises suddenly from a 
low condition in life. 

MUSH'ROOM-STONE, n. A fossil or stone that produces 
mushrooms ; the lyncurius. Woodward. 

Mfj'SIG, n. [L. musica; Fr. musique.] 1. Melody or har
mony ; any succession of sounds so modulated as to please 
the ear, or any combination of simultaneous sounds in 
accordance or harmony. 2. e ny entertainment consist
ing in melody or harmony. 3 1 he science of harmonical 
sounds, which treats of the principles of harmony, or the 
properties, dependencies and relations of sounds to each 
other. 4. The art of combining sounds in a manner to 
please the ear. 5. Order; harmony in revolutions. 

Mu'SI-CAL, a. 1. Belonging to music. 2. Producing mu
sic or agreeable sounds. 3. Melodious ; harmonious : 
pleasing to the ear. 

Mu'SI-GAL-LY, adv. In a melodious or harmonious man
ner ; with sweet sounds. 

Mu'SI-CAL-NESS, n. The quality of being melodious or 
harmonious. 

Mu'Sie-BOOK, 71. A book containing tunes or songs for 
the voice or for instruments. 

MU-SI"CIAN, 71. A person skilled in the science of music 
or one that sings or performs on instruments of music 
according to the rules of the art. 

MO'SI€-MAS-TER, n. One who teaches music. 
MuS'ING, ppr. Meditating in silence. 
MuS'ING, 71. Meditation : contemplation. 
MUSK, w. [L. muscus.1 A strong-scented substance ob

tained from a cyst or bag near the navel of the Thibet 
musk,[moschas moschiferits,] an animal that inhabits the 
mountains of Central Asia. 

MUSK, n. Grape-hyacinth or grape-flower. Johnson. 
MUSK, v. t. To perfume with musk. 
MUSK'-AP-PLE, n. A particular kind of apple. 
MUSK'-€AT, n. The musk, which see. 
MUSK'-CHER-RY, 72. A kind of cherry. 
MUS'KET, 7i. [It. moschetto ; Fr. mousquet.] 1. A species 

of fire-arms used in war. 2. A male hawk of a small 
kind, the female of which is the sparrow-hawk. 

MUS-KET-EER', n. A soldier armed with a musket. 
MUS-KE'TOE, I n. [Sp., Port, mosquito.] A small insect 
MUS-QUE'TOE, ^ of the genus culez, that is bred in wa

ter ; a species of gnat that abounds in marshes and low 
lands, and whose sting is peculiarly painful and vexatious. 

MTJS-KE-TOON', 72. [Fr. mousqueton.] 1. A short thick 
musket; the shortest kind of blunderbuss. 2. One who 
is armed with a musketoon. Herbert. 

MUSK'I-NESS, TI. [from musk.] The scent of musk. 
MUSK'MEL-ON, 7i. A delicious species of melon ; named 

probably from its fragrance. 
MUSK'-OX, n. A species of the genus bos, which inhabits 

the country about Hudson's Bay. 
MUSK'-PEaR, 72. A fragrant kind of pear. Johnson. 

MUSK RAT, or MUS'OUASII, n. An American animal c, 
the murine genus, the mus libetliicus. 

MUSK'RoSE, n. A fragrant species of rose. 
MUSK'-SEED, 71. A plant of the genus hibiscus. 
MUSK'-WOOD, 71. A species of plant of the genus trichiha 
MUSK'Y, a. Having the odor of musk ; fragrant. 
MUS'LIN, 72. [Fr. mousseline ; It. mussolina, missolo.] A 

sort of fine cotton cloth, which bears a downy knot on iu> 
surface. 

MUS'LIN, a. Made of muslin ; as, nmuslin gown. 
MUS-LIN-ET', n. A sort of coarse cotton cloth. 
MUS'MON, orMUS'I-MON, n. An animal esteemed a epe 

cies of sheep. 
M US'ROLE, 72. [Fr. rnuserolle.] The nose-band of a horse's 

bridle. 
t MUSS, 72. A scramble. Shak. 
MUS'SEL. See MUSCLE. 
|MUS-Sl-TA'TION, 72. [L.mussito.] Murmur; grumble 
MUS'SITE, 72. A variety of pyroxene. 
MUS'SUL-MAN, n. A Mohammedan or follower of Mo

hammed. 
MUS'SUL-MAN-ISH, a. Mohammedan. Herbert. 
MUST, v. i. [Sax. most; D. moetch, moest.] 1. To be 

obliged ; to be necessitated. 2. It expresses moral fitness 
or propriety, as necessary or essential to the character or 
end proposed. 

MUST, 72. [L. musttimSax. must.] New wine; wine 
pressed from the grape but not fermented. 

MUST, v. t. [Fr. moisi.] To make moldy and sour. 
MUST, v. i. To grow moldy and sour; to contract a fetid 

smell. 
MUS'TAC, 72. A small tufted monkey. 
MUS-TA'CHES, 72. [Fr. moustaches ;*Sp. mostacho; It. 7710s-

tacchio.] Long hair on the upper lip. 
MUS'TARD, 72. Jit. 7nostarda ] A plant. 
MUS-TEE', or MES-TEE , n. A person of a mixed breed, 

W. Indies. 
MUS'TE-LINE, a. [L. mustslimis.] Pertaining to the 

weasel or animals of the gfenus mustela. 
MUSTER, v. t. [G. mustern; D. monster en.] Properly, to 

collect troops for review, parade and exercise ; but in gen
eral, to collect or assemble troops, persons or things. 

MUS'TER, v. i. To assemble ; to meet in one place. 
MUS'TER, 72. [It., Port, nostra.] 1. An assembling of 

troops for review, or a review of troops under arms. 2. 
A register or roll of troops mustered. 3. A collection, or 
the act of collecting.—To pass muster, to be approved or 
allowed. 

MUS'TER-BOOK, 71. A book in which forces are regis
tered. 

MyS TER-MAS-TER, v. One who takes an account of 
troops, and of their arms and other military apparatus 

MUS'TER-RoLL, n. A roll or register of the troops. 
MIJST'I-LY, adv. Moldily; sourly. 
MUST I-NESS, 72. The quality of being musty or sour; 

moldiness ; damp foulness. Evehjn. 
MUST'Y, a. 1. Moldy; sour; foul and fetid. 2. Stale, 

spoiled by age. 3. Having an ill flavor. 4. Dull; heavy; 
spiritless. 

MU-TA-BIL'I-TY, n. [Fr. m.utabilite ; L. mutabilitas.] 
1. Changeableness; susceptibility of change. 2. The 
state of habitually or frequently changing. 3. Changea
bleness, as of mind, disposition or will; inconstancy; in
stability. 

Mti'TA-BLE, a. [It. mutabile ; L. mutabilis.] 1. Subject to 
change ; changeable ; that may be altered in form, quali
ties or nature. 2. Inconstant; unsettled ; unstable ; sus
ceptible of change. 

Mu'TA-BLE-NESS, n. Changeableness; mutability; in 
stability. 

MU-TATION, 72. [L. mutatio.] 1. The act or process ot 
changing. 2. Change; alteration, either in form orqual 
ities. 

MUTE, a. [L. mutus ; Fr. muet.] 1. Silent; not speaking; 
not uttering words, or not having the power of utterance; 
dumb. 2. Uttering no sound. 3. Silent; not pronoun 
ced. 

MUTE, 72. 1. In law, a person that stands speechless when 
he ought to answer or plead.—2. In grammar, a letter 
that represents no sound ; a close articulation which inter
cepts the voice.—3. In music, a little utensil of wood or 
brass, used on a violin to deaden or soften the sounds. 

MUTE, v. i. [Fr. mutir.] To eject the contents of iV 
bowels, as birds. B. Jonson. 

MUTE, 72. The dung of fowls. 
adv' Silently ; without uttering words or sounds 

^yTL'NESS, n' Silenceforbearance of speaking. 
Mu'TI-LATE, V. t. [L. mutilo*] 1. To cut off a limb 0 

essential part of an animal body. 2. To cut or break off 
or otherwise separate any important part. 3. To retrench, 
destroy or remove any material part, so as to render the 
thing imperfect. 

Mu'TI-LA-TED, pp. Deprived of a limb or of an essential 
part. 
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MG'TI-LA-TED, ) <x. In botany, the reverse of luxuriant ; 
MU'TI-LATE, $ not producing a corol, when not regu

larly upetalous. 
Mu TI-LA-TING, ppr. Retrenching a limb or an essential 

part. 
MU-TI-LA'TION, n. [L. mutilatio.] The act of mutilating ; 

deprivation of a limb or of an essential part. 
Mu'TI-LA-TOR, n. One who mutilates. 
Mu'TI-LOUS, a. Mutilated 3 defective 3 imperfect. 
Mu'TINE, a mutineer, and MU'TINE, to mutiny, are not 

in use. 
MU-Tl-NEER, n. One guilty of mutiny. Sec MUTINY. 
MOT'ING, 71. The dung of fowls. More. * 
Mu;TI-NOUS, a. 1. Turbulent 3 disposed to resist the au

thority of laws and regulations in an army or navy, or 
openly resisting such authority. 2. Seditious. 

AlU'TI-NOUS-LY, adv. In a manner or with intent to op
pose lawful authority or due subordination in military or 
naval service. 

Mu'TI-NOUS-NESS, n. The state of being mutinous 3 op
position to lawful authority among military men. 

MU'TI-NY, n. [Fr. mutinerie.] An insurrection of soldiers 
or seamen against the authority of their commanders 3 
open resistance of officers, or opposition to their authority. 

Mu'TI-NY, v. i. To rise against lawful authority in milita
ry and naval service. 

MUT'TER, v. i. [L. mutio.] 1. To utter words with a low 
voice and compressed lips, with sullenness or in com
plaint 3 to grumble 3 to murmur. 2. To sound with a low, 
rumbling noise. 

MUT'TER, v. t. To utter with imperfect articulations, or 
with a low, murmuring voice. 

MUT'TER, n. Murmur 3 obscure utterance. Milton. 
MUT'TERED, pp. Uttered in a low, murmuring voice. 
MUT'TER-ER, n. A grumbler 3 one that mutters. 
MUT'TER-ING, ppr. Uttering with a low, murmuring 

voice 3 grumbling 3 murmuring. 
MUT'TER-ING-LY, adv. With a low voice 3 without dis

tinct articulation. 
MUT'TON, (mut n) n. [Fr. mouton.] 1. The flesh of sheep, 

raw or dressed for food. 2. A sheep. Bacon. 
MUT'TON-FIST, n. A large, red, brawny hand. 
MU'TU-AL, a. [Fr. mutuel; L. mutuus.] Reciprocal J in

terchanged 3 each acting in return or correspondence to the 
other 3 given and received. 

Mu-TU -AL'I-TY, 71. Reciprocation j interchange. Shale. 
MO'TU-AL-LY, adv. Reciprocally 5 in the manner of 

giving and receiving. 
} MU-TU-A-TI;/TIOUS, a. Borrowed 3 taken from some 

other. 
VIU-TU-A'TION, n. [L. mutuatio.] The act of borrowing. 

[Little used.J Hall. 
Mu'TULE, n. [Fr. mutule.] In architecture, a square mo-

dillion under the cornice. 
MUX, n. [a corruption of muck.] Dirt. Qrose. 
MUX'Y, a. Dirty ; gloomy. Lemon. 
MUZ'ZLE, ?i. [Fr. museau.] 1. The moiith of a thing 3 the 

extreme or end for entrance or discharge 3 applied chiefly to 
the end of a tube. 2. ^fastening for the mouth which 
hinders from biting. « ™ 

MUZ'ZLE, v. t. 1. To bind the mouth 3 to fasten the mouth 
to prevent biting or eating. 2. To fondle with the mouth 
close 3 [low.] 3. To restrain from hurt. 

MUZ'ZLE, v. i. To bring the mouth near. Z,'Estrange. 
MUZ ZLE-RING, n. The metalline ring or circle that sur

rounds the mouth of a cannon or other piece. Encyc. 
MUZZY, a. [a corruption from to muse.] Absent; forget

ful j dreaming 3 bewildered by thought or by liquor. 
* MY, pronom. adj. [contracted from migen, mine. See 

MINE.] Belonging to me 3 as, this is my book. 
MYN'CIIEN, 71. [Sax. mynchen.] A nun. Diet. 
MYN-HEER', n. [D. my lord.] A Dutchman. 
MY-O-G RAPH'I-GAL, a. Pertaining to a description of the 

muscles. 
MY-OG'RA-PIIIST, n. One who describes the muscles. 
MY-OG'RA-PHY, 71. [Gr. pvg, pvog, and ypaipio.] A de

scription of the muscles of the body. 
MY-0-LOG'I-€AL, a. Pertaining to the description and 

doctrine of the muscles. 
MY-OL'O-GY, n. [Gr. pug, pvog, and Xoyo?.] A descrip

tion of the muscles, or the doctrine of the muscles of the 
human body. 

MY'OPE, 71. [Gr. /IUWI//.] A short-sighted person. Adams 
MY'O-PY, 71. Short-sightedness. Encyc. 
MYR'I-AD, 71. [Gr. pvpiag.] 1. The number of ten thou

sand 2. An immense number, indefinitely. Milton. 
MYR-1 AM'E-TER, n. [Gr. pvpia and perpov.] In the new 

systen of French measures, the length of ten thousand 
metres. 

MYR'I-AREH, TI. [Gr. pvpia and apyofO A captain or 
commander of ten thousand men. 

* See Synopsis. MOVE, BQOK, DOVE 3—BULL, UNITE.—1 
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MI R'I-ARE, n. [Gr. pvpia, and are, L. area.] A French 

linear measure of ten thousand ares. Lanier. 
MYR'I-CIN, 77. The substance which remains after bees

wax lias been digested in alcohol. 
Ml R-I-OL'I-TER, n. [Gr. pvpiog and Xirpa.] A French 

measure of capacity containing ten thousand liters. 
R MI—DON, 77. [Gr. pvppyowv.] Primarily, the Myrmi

dons are said to have been a people on the borders of Thes-
saly. A desperate soldier or ruffian. 

Ml-ROB A-LAN, 77. [L. myrobolanum.] A dried fruit ol 
the plum kind brought from the East Indies. 

MY-ROP'O-LIST, 77. [Gr. pvpov and jraArta.J One that 
sells unguents. [Little used.] 

MYRRH, (mer) n. [L. myrrha.] A gum-resin that comes 
in the form of drops or globules of various colors and 
sizes, of a pretty strong but agreeable smell, and of a bitter 
taste. 

MYR'RIIINE, a. [D. myrrhinus.] Made of the myrrhine 
stone. Milton. 

MYR'TI-FORM, a. [L. myrtus and form.] Resembling 
myrtle or myrtle berries. 

MYR'TLE, 71. [L. myrtus.] A plant of the genus myrtus, of 
several species. 

My'RUS, n. A species of sea-serpent. 
MY-SELF', pron. 1. A compound of my and self, used after 

I, to express emphasis, marking emphatically the distinc
tion between the speaker and another person : as, I my
self will do it.—2. In the objective case, the reciprocal of 7; 
as, I will defend myself. 3. It is sometimes used without 
I, particularly in poetry. 

MYS'TA-GOGUE, (mis'ta-gog) 77. [Gr. pvaryg and ayiayog.] 
1. One who interprets mysteries. 2. One that keeps 
church relics and shows them to strangers. 

MYS-TE'RI-AL, a. Containing a mystery or enigma. 
MYS'-TE-RI-AR€H ,a. [Gr. pvorypiov and apyog.] One 

presiding over mysteries. Johnson. 
MYS-TE'RI-OUS, a. 1. Obscure 5 hid from the understand

ing 3 not clearly understood.—2. In religion, obscure 3 
secret 3 not revealed or explained ; hidden from human 
understanding, or unintelligible 3 beyond humdn compre
hension. 

MYS-TE'RI-OUS-LY, adv. 1. Obscurely J enigmatically. 
2 In a manner wonderfully obscure and unintelligi
ble. 

MYS-TE'RI-OUS-NESS, 77. Obscurity 3 the quality of being 
hid from the understanding, and calculated to excite 
curiosity or wonder. 2. Artful perplexity. 

MYS'TE-RY, 77. [L. mysterium ; Gr. pvarypiov.] 1. A 
profound secret3 something wholly unknown.—2. In 
religion, any thing in the character or attributes of God, 
or in the economy of divine providence, which is not re
vealed to man. 3. That which is beyond human com
prehension until explained. 4. An enigma 3 any thing 
artfully made difficult. 5. A kind of ancient dramatic 
representation. 6. A trade 3 a calling 3 any mechanical 
occupation which supposes skill or knowledge peculiar to 
those who carry it on, and therefore a secret to 
others. 

MYS'TIG, ) a. [L. mysticus.] 1. Obscure ; hid 3 secret. 
MYS'TI-€AL,) 2. Sacredly obscure or secret 3 remote 

from human comprehension. 3. Involving some secret 
meaning 3 allegorical j emblematical. 

MYS'TI-GAL-LY, adv. In a manner or by an act implying 
a secret meaning. Donne. 

MYS'TI-UAL-NESS, n. The quality of being mystical, or 
of involving some secret meaning. 

MYS'TI-CISM, 77. 1. Obscurity of doctrine. 2. The doc
trine of the Mystics, who profess a pure, sublime and 
perfect devotion, wholly disinterested, and maintain 
that they hold immediate intercourse with the Divine 
Spirit. 

MYS'TIGS, 71. A religious sect who profess to have direct 
intercourse with the Spirit of God. 

MYTH'IG, ) a. [from Gr. pvQog.] Fabulo«*t: siliuck-
MYTH'I-GAL, j ford. 
MY-THOG'RA-PHER, n. [Gr. pvQog and ypa(f>u).] A writer 

of fables. 
MYTH'O-LOG-IG, } a. Relating to mythology 3 fabu 
MYTII-O-LOG'I-GAL, \ lous. 
MYTH-O-LOGI-GAL-LY, adv. In a way suited to the 

system of fables. 
MY-THOL'O-GIST, n. One versed in mythology; one 

who writes on mythology. JVorris. 
MY-THOL'O-GTZE, v. i. To relate or explain the fabulous 

history of the heathen. 
MY-THOL'O-GY, 77. [Gr. pv<pog and Xo/o*.] A system of 

fables, or fabulous opinions and doctrines, respecting the 
deities which heathen nations have supposed to preside 
over the world or to influence the affairs of it. 

MYT'I-LITE, TI. [Gr. pvn'Xog.] In geology, a petrified 
muscle or shell 01 the genus mytilus. 
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N. 

N! is the fourteenth letter of the English Alphabet, and 
an articulation formed by placing the end of the tongue 

against the root of the upper teeth. It is an imperfect mute 
or semi-vowel, and a nasal letter3 the articulation being 
accompanied with a sound through the nose. It has one 
sound only, and after m is silent, or nearly so, as in hymn 
and condemn. 

N, among the ancients, was a numeral letter, signifying 
900, and, with a stroke over it, N, 9000.—Among the law
yers, N. L. stood for non liquet, the case is not clear.— 
In commerce, No. is an abbreviation of the French nombre, 
and stands for number. N. S. stands for new style. 

NAB, n The summit of a mountain or rock. [Local.] 
Grose. 

NAB, y. t. [Sw. nappa ; Dan. napper.] To catch suddenly ; 
to seize by a sudden grasp or thrust. [A low word.] 

NA'BOB, n. m. A deputy or prince in India, subordinate to 
the Subahs ; hence, 2. A man of great wealth. 

NACK'ER. SeeNAKER. 
NACK'ER, TI. A collar-maker; a harness-maker. Lemon. 
NA'CRE-OUS, a. Having a pearly lustre. Phillips. 
NAJERITE, h. A rare mineral, called, also, talckite. 
NADIR, n. [Ar.] That point of the heavens or lower hemis

phere directly opposite to the zenith j the point directly 
under the place where we stand. 

NA'DLE-STEuY, n. [G. nadel and stein.] Needle-stone: 
rutile. Ure. 

NA3VE, n. [L. ncevus.] A spot. Drydcn. 
NAFF) | n' ^ of tufted sea-fowl. Todd. 
NAG, n. 1. A small horse ; a horse in general, or rather a 

sprightly horse. 2. A paramour; in contempt. Shak. 
NAG'GY, a. Contentious; disposed to quarrel. North of 

England. 
NAID, or NA'IAD, (na'yad) n. [Gr. vaia&zs.] In mythol

ogy, a water-nymph ; a deity that presides over rivers 
and springs. 

NAIL, n. [Sax. ncegcl; Sw., G., D. nagel.] 1. The claw 
or talon of a fowl or other animal. 2. The horny sub
stance growing at the end of the human fingers and toes. 

u Ported piece of metal, usually with a head, 
to be driven into a board or other piece of timber, and 
serving to fasten it to other timber. 4. A stud or boss : a 
short nail with a large broad head. 5. A measure of 
length, being two inches and a quarter, or the 16th of a 
yard.—On the nail, in hand ; immediately ; without delay 
or time of credit.— To hit the nail on the head, to hit or 
touch the exact point. 

NAIL, v. t. 1. To fasten with nails; to unite, close or make 
compact with nails. 2. To stud with nails. 3. To stop 
the vent of a cannon ; to spike. 

J^ED, Fastened with nails ; studded. 
MXfr °ne whose occupation is to make nails. 
MITT nfn ' n' £ manufactory where nails are made. 

Fastening with nails ; studding, 
a -' [Fr. Tmt/, from L. nativus.] With native or unaffected simplicity. 

NSIVEJTE, j (niSv'ti) n. Native simplicity; unaffected 
NJ'RPli \ S P'alnne® ingenuousness. Gray. 

M * ' J*- v wac, G* n<Kket, nackt; D. naakt.l 1 
Not covered ; bare ; having no clothes on. 2. Unarmed • 
defenseless ; open ; exposed ; having no means of defense' 
3. Open to view j not concealed ; manifest. Heb. iv. 4 Det 
titute of worldly goods. Job i. 5. Exposed to shampnnH 
disgrace. EZ. xxxii.6. . Guilty and ̂ osed o™!v i",e 
wrath. Rev. ui. 7. Pla.n ;evident; undisguised 8 
Mere; tare; simple; wanting the necessary additions' 
9. Not inclosed in a pod or case. 10. Without leads' 
fulcres or arms. 11. Not assisted by glasses. 

NA'KED-LY, adv. 1. Without covering. 2. Simplv • haro 
ly ; merely ; in the abstract. Holder. 3. Evidently 

NA'KED-NESS, n. 1. Want of covering or clothin* • 
nudity; bareness. 2. Want of means of defense V 
Plainness; openness to view. * 

NA'KER, n. A violent flatulence passing from one limb to 
another with pain. Parr. 

NA'KER, n. [Sp. iiacar ; Fr. wacre.] Mother of pearl. 
NALL, 7i. [Dan. naal.] An awl, such as collar-makers or 

shoe-makers use. [Not used, or local.] 
NAME, n. [Sax. nama ; D. naam ; G. name.] 1. That bv 

which a thing is called; an appellation attached to a 
thing by customary use. 2. The letters or characters 
written or engraved, expressing the sounds by which a 
person or thing is known and distinguished. 3. A person. 
4. Reputation ; character3 that which is commonly said 

of a person. 5. Renown3 fame j honor; celebrity • emi
nence 3 praise 3 distinction. 6. Remembrance; memory 
7. Appearance only ; sound only 3 not reality. 8. Author
ity j behalf 3 part. 9. Assumed character of another.—10 
In Scripture, the name of God signifies his titles, his attri
butes, his will or purpose, his honour and glory, his word 
his grace, his wisdom, power and goodness, his worship 
or service, or God himself. 11. Issue 3 posterity that pie-
serves the name. Deut. xxv.—12. In grammar, a noun— 
To call names, to apply opprobrious names 3 to call by 
reproachful appellations. Swift.—To take the name of God 
in vain, to swear falsely or profanely.—To know by name 
to honor by a particular friendship.—Christian name, the 
name a person receives by baptism, as distinguished from 
surname. 

NAME, v. t. [Sax. naman, nemnan.] 1. To set or give to 
any person or thing a sound or combination of sounds, by 
which it maybe known and distinguished 3 to call; to 
give an appellation to. 2. To mention by name. 3. To 
nominate 3 to designate for any purpose by name. 4. To 
entitle. — To name the name of Christ, to make profession 
of faith in him. 2. Tim. iv. 

NAMED, pp. Called 3 denominated J designated by name. 
NAME'LESS, a. 1. Without a name j not distinguished 

by an appellation. Waller.. 2. He or that whose name 
is not known or mentioned. 

NAME LY, adv. To mention by name ; particularly. 
NAM'ER, n. One that names or calls by name. 
NAME'SAKE, 71. One that has the same name as another 

Addison. 
NAM'ING, ppr. Calling; nominating 3 mentioning. 
NAN, a Welsh word signifying what, used as an interrogi 

tive. 
NAN-KEEN', n. [Nankin, a Chinese word.] A species 0k 

cotton cloth of a firm texture, from China, now imitate* 
by the manufacturers in Great Britain. 

NAP, n. [Sax. hnappian.] A short sleep or slumber. 
NAP, v. i. 1. To have a short sleep 3 to be drowsy. 2. T» 

be in a careless, secure state. Wickliffe. 
NAP, 77. [Sax. hnoppa ; It. nappa.] 1. The woolly or villous 

substance on the surface of cloth. 2. The downy or soft 
hairy substance on plants. 3. A knop; see KNOF. 

NAPE, n. [Sax. cncep.] The prominent joint of the neck 
behind. Bacon. 

fNA'PER-Y, 7i. [Fr. nappe-, It .nappa.] Linen for the- table; 
table-cloths or linen cloth in general. 

NAPH'EW, 71. [L. napus.] A plant. 
NAPH'THA, 71. [L., Gr., Ch., Syr., Ar.] An inflammable 

mineral substance of the bituminous kind. 
NAPH THA-LINE, n. A crystalizable substance. 
NAP'KIN, n. [Fr. nape.] 1. A cloth used for wiping the 

hands; a towel. 2. A handkerchief 3 [o&s.] 
NAP'LESS, a. Without nap 3 threadbare. Shak. 
NAP'PAL, 7?. Soap rock. Pinkerton. 
NAP'PI-NESS, 71. 1. The quality of being sleepy. 2. The 

quality of having a nap 3 abundance of nap: as on cloth. 
NAP'PY, a. Frothy ; spumy. Gay. 
NAP'TA-KING, a. Taking naps. 
NAP'TA-KING, n. A taking by surprise; unexpected on

set when one is unprepared. Carew. 
f NAR, a. Old compar. of near. Spenser. 
NAR-CIS'SUS, 71. [L.] In botany, the daffodil. 
NAR-Co'SIS, 71. [Gr. vapKuxjig.] Stupefaction 3 privation 

of sense. 
NAR-COT'IC, j a. [Gr. vaoKcoTiKos.] Causing stupor, 
NAR-COT'I-CAL, $ stupefaction, or insensibility to pain; 

soporific; inducing sleep. 
NAR-COT'IC, 71. A medicine which stupefies the senses 

and renders insensible to pa|n; a medicine which induces 
sleep ; a soporific ; an opiate. 

NAR-COT'I-CAL-LY, adv. By producing torpor or drowsi
ness. Whitlock. 

NAR-COT'IC-NESS, n. The quality of inducing sleep or 
removing pain. 

NAR'CO-TINE, 71. The pure narcotic principle of opium. 
NARD, 71. [L. nardus, 7iardum.] 1. An aromatic plant usu

ally called spikenard, spica nardi, highly valued by the 
ancients, both as an article of luxury and of medicine. 2. 
An unguent prepared from the plant. 

NAR'DINE, a. Pertaining to nard ; having the qualities of 
spikenard. Asiat. Res. 

t JfAJtE, 7?.. [L. naris.) The nostril. Hudibras. 
•fJYAR'RA-BLE, a. [L. narrabilis.] That may be related, 

told or narrated. 
NAR-RATE, v t. [L. narro ,* It. narrare.] 1. To tell, te-

hearse or recite, as a story 3 to relate the particulars of any 
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event or transaction. 2. To write, as the particulars of a 
story or history. 

NAR'RA-TED, pp. Related ; told. 
NAR'RA-TING,ppr. Relating: telling; reciting. 
NAR-Ra'TION, n. [L. narratio.] 1. The act of telling or 

relating the particulars of an event; rehearsal; recital. 
2. Relation ; story ; history; the relation in words or wri
ting, of the particulars of any transaction or event, or of 
any series of transactions or events.—3. In oratory, that 
part of a discourse which states the facts connected with 
the subject. 

NAR'RA-TIVE, a. [Fr. narratif.] 1. Relating the particu
lars of an event or transaction ; giving a particular or con
tinued account 2. Apt or inclined to relate stories, or to 
tell particulars of events ; story-telling. 

NAR'RA-TIVE, n. The recital of a story, or a continued 
account of the particulars of an event or transaction; 
story. . , 

NAR'RA-TIVE-LY, adv. By way of narration or recital. 
NAR-Ra'TOR, 71. One that narrates ; one that relates a se

ries of events or transactions. Watts. 
NAR RA-TO-RY, a. Giving an account of events. Howell. 
NAR'RI-FY, v. t. To relate ; to give account of. 
NAR'RoW, a. [Sax. neara, nearo.] 1. Of little breadth ; 

not wide or broad; having little distance from side to 
side. 2. Of little extent; very limited. 3. Covetous; 
not liberal or bountiful. 4. Contracted; of confined views 
or sentiments; very limited. 5. Near; within a small 
distance. 6. Close ; near; accurate ; scrutinizing. 7. 
Near; barely sufficient to avoid evil. 

NAR'RoW, ; n. A strait; a narrow passage through a 
NAR'RoWS, j mountain, or a narrow channel of water 

between one sea or lake and another; a sound. Washing-
ton. Mitford. 

NAR'RoW, v. t. 1. To lessen the breadth of; to contract. 
2. To contract in extent. 3. To draw into a smaller com
pass ; to contract; to limit; to confine.—4. In knitting, to 
contract the size of a stocking by taking two stitches into 
one. 

NAR'RoW, v. i. To become less broad ; to contract m 
breadth.—2. In horsemanship, a horse is said to narrow, 
when he does not take ground enough, or bear out enough 
to the one hand or the other. 3. To contract the size of 
a stocking by taking two stitches into one. 

NAR'RoWED, pp. Contracted; lrihde less wide. 
NAR'RoW-ER, 71. The person or thing which narrows or 

contracts. 
NAR'RoW-ING, ppr. Contracting ; making less broad. 
NAR'RoW-INGS, n. The part of a stocking which is nar

rowed. 
NAR'RoW-LY, adv. With little breadth. 2. Contractedly; 

without much extent. 3. Closely; accurately ; with mi
nute scrutiny. 4. Nearly; within a little; by a small dis
tance. 5. Sparingly. 

V AR'Ro W-NESS, n. Smallness of breadth or distance from 
side to side. 2. Smallness of extent; contractedness. 3. 
smallness of estate or means of living ; poverty. 4. Con
tractedness; penuriousness; covetousness. 5. Illiberali-
ty ; want of generous, enlarged or charitable views or sen
timents. 

VXR'WAL, or NAR'WHAL, n. [G. narwall.] The mon-
odon monoccros, a cetaceous animal found in the northern 
seas. 

INAS, for ne has, has not. Spenser. 
ft a SAL, a. [L. nasus; It. nasale.] Pertaining to the nose; 

formed or affected by the nose. 
Va'SAL, n. 1. A letter whose sound is affected by the nose. 

2. A medicine that operates through the nose; an er-
rhine. 

NAS'CAL, n. A kind of medicated pessary. Ferrand. 
VAS'CEN-CY, n. [L. nascens.] Production. Annot. on 

Glanville. 
NAS'CENT, a. [L. nascens.] Beginning to exist or to grow; 

coming into being. Black. 
NaSE'BER-RY, n. A tree of the genus sloanea. 
NAS'I-COR-NOUS, a. [L. nasus and cornu.] Having a horn 

growing on the nose. Brown. 
NAS'TI-LY, adv. In a nasty manner; filthily; dirtily. 2. 

Obscenely. . _ 
NaSTI-NESS, ti. Extreme filthiness ; dirtiness ; filth. 2. 

Obscenity; ribaldry. South. 
NAS-TUR'TION, n. [L. nasturtium.] A plant. 
NASTY, a. I. Disgustingly filthy; very dirty, foul or de

filed ; nauseous. Atterbury. 2. Obscene. 
Na'SUS, 71. A fresh water fish of Germany. 
Na'SUTE, a. [L. TmsatMS.] Critical; nice; captious. Bp 

Gauden. 
Na'TAL, a. [L. natalis.] Pertaining to birth. 
NA-TA-LT'TIAL, or NA-TA-Ll"TIOUS, a. [L. natali-

tius.] Pertaining to one's birth or birtli-day, or conse
crated to one's nativity. . . 

t NA'TALS, 71. plu. Time and place of nativity. 
Na'TANT, a. [L. natans.] In botany, swimming; floating 

on the surface of water. 

NA-TA'TION, TI. [L. natatio.] A swimming; the act of 
floating on the water. [Little used.] Brown. 

Na'TA-TO-RY, a. Enabling to swim. Brit. Crit. 
NATCH, n. [for notch.] The part of an ox between the 

loins, near the rump. Marshal. 
f NATH'LESS, adv. [Sax. 7?atheles.] Nevertheless; not the 

less; notwithstanding. Milton. 
fNATH'MORE, adv. [na, the and more.] Not the more; 

never the more. Spensei\ 
Na'TION, n. [L. natio.] 1. A body of people inhabiting 

the same country, or united under the same sovereign or 
government. 2. A great number, by way of emphasis. 

* Na'TION- AL, a. 1. Pertaining to a nation. 2. Public; 
general; common to a nation. 3. Attached or unduly at
tached to one's own country. 

* NA-TION-AL'I-TY, n. National character; also, the qual
ity of being national, or strongly attached to one's own 
nation. Boswcll. 

*NATION-AL-IZE, V. t. To make national; to give to 
one the character and habits of a nation, or the peculiar 
attachments which belong to citizens of the same nation. 

* NA'TION-AL-LY, adv. In regard to the nation; as a 
whole nation. South. 

* NA'TION-AL-NESS, n. Reference to the people in gen
eral. . . 

NA'TIVE, a. [L. nativus.] 1. Produced by nature; origi
nal ; born with the being; natural; not acquired. 2. Pro
duced by nature; not factitious or artificial. 3. Conferred 
by birth. 4. Pertaining to the place of birth. 5. Origi
nal ; that of which any thing is made. 6. Born with; 
congenial. . 

NA'TIVE, 71. 1. One born in any place. 2. Offspring; \obs. j 
Na'TI VE-LY, adv. By birth ; naturally; originally. 
NA TIVE-NESS, n. State of being produced by nature. 
NA-TIV'I-TY, 71. 1. Birth; the coming into life or the 

world. 2. Time, place and manner of birth. 3. State or 
place of being produced. 

NAT'KA, 7i. A bird, a species of shrike. Pennant. 
Na'TRO-LITE, 7i. A variety of mesotype or zeolite. 
Na'TRON, 77. Native carbonate of soda, or mineral alkali. 
NAT'U-RAL, a. [Fr.naturel; L. naturalis.] 1. Pertaining 

to nature ; produced or effected by nature. 2. According 
to the stated course of things. 3. Not forced ; not far
fetched ; such as is dictated by nature. 4. According tc 
the life. 5. Consonant to nature. 6. Derived from nature, 
as opposed to habitual. 7. Discoverable by reason ; not 
revealed. 8. Produced or coming in the ordinary course 
of things, or the progress of animals and vegetables. 9. 
Tender ; affectionate by nature. 10. Unaffected ; unas-
sumed ; according to truth and reality. 11. Illegitimate 
born out of wedlock. 12. Native; vernacular. 13. De
rived from the study of the works of nature. 14. A natu
ral note, in music, is that which is according to the usual 
order of the scale.—Natural history is a description of tht 
earth and its productions, including zoology, botany, geol 
ogy, mineralogy, meteorology, &c.—Natural philosojjhy 
the science of material natural bodies, of their properties 
powers and motions. It comprehends mechanics, hydro 
statics, optics, astronomy, chemistry, magnetism, electri 
city, galvanism, &c. 

* NAT'U-RAL, 77. 1. An idiot; one born without the usual 
powers of reason or understanding. 2. A nktive ; an 
original inhabitant; [ofo.] 3. Gift of nature; natural 
quality; [065.] , 

NAT'U-RAL-ISM, n. Mere state of nature. Lavington. 
NAT'U-RAL-IST, n. One that studies or that is versed in 

natural history and philosophy or physics. 
TNAT-U-RAL'I-TY, 7?. Naturalness. Smith. 
NAT-U-RAL-I-ZaTION, n. The act of investing an alien 

with the rights and privileges of a native subject or citi 

NAT'lJ-RAL-IZE, v. t. 1. To confer on an alien the rights 
and privileges of a native subject or citizen. 2. To make 
natural; to render easy and familiar by custom and hanit. 
3. To adapt; to make suitable ; to acclimate. 4. 10 re
ceive or adopt as native, natural or vernacular ; to m 
our own. 5. To accustom ; to habituate. . .. f 

NAT'U-RAL-IZED, pp. Invested with the privileges 01 
natives; rendered easy and familiar; adapted 
mate ; acchmated ; received as native. nf m.-

NAT'U-RAL-lZ-ING, ppr. Vesting with the rights 
tive subjects ; making easy ; acchmaXing , P e 

NAT'U-R AL-LY, adv. 1.According to.nature .b^ttetwee 
or impulse of nature ; not by art | ' ''esentatioii" 

ed by nature. 2. Conformity to natuic, 
reality; not affectation. nhvsicians, whatever be-

NAT'U-RALS, n. ,. opp0sed to non-naturals. 
longs naturally to an animal, PP^ j L In a general 

:,U&CrFL 'nuideor' Reduced, 1 word thlt com-*NA'TUR 
sense. 
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prehends all the works of God; the universe. 2. By a 
metonymy of the effect for the cause, nature is used for 
the agent, creator, author, producer of things, or for the 
powers that prod uce them. 3. The essence, essential qual
ities or attributes of a thing, which constitute it what it is. 
4. 1 he established or regular course of things. 5. A law 
or principle of action or motion in a natur-al body. 6. 
Constitution; aggregate powers of a body, especially a 
living one. 7. The constitution and appearances of 
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NAV-I~GA'TIO]^J n. [L. navigation 1. The act of nivl 

gating • the act of passing on water in ships or other ve^ 
sels. 2. The art of conducting ships or vessels from one 
place to another. 3. Ships in general. 6 

NAVI-GA-TOR, n. One that navigates or sails: chiefly 
one who directs the course of a ship, or one who is skin
ful m the art of navigation. 

NAIVY, n. [L. navis.] 1. A fleet of ships; an assemblage 
°f merchantmen, or so many as sail in company. 2. The 
whole of tj]0 shins of war h^lnncrincr trk nntinv* u: tilings. 8. Natural affection or reverence. T System of whTofCihi^Sa" ? C°mp?ny- 2' T* 

created things. 10. Sort; species; kind ; particular char- t lUWLnAnawl belonging to a nation or king. 
acter. 11. Sentiments or images conformed to nature, or 
to truth and reality IO 3 _ > to truth and reality. 12. Birth. 

[ E> rv;u To endow with natural qualities. 
Na-1 UR-1ST, n. One who ascribes every thing to nature Boyle. ° 

f NA-Tu'RI-TY, n. The quality or state of being produced 
by nature. Brown. 

n' naufragium.] Shipwreck. 
-^°US, a. Causing shipwreck. [L. it.] Taylor. 

NAUGHT, (nawt) n. [Sax. naht, nauht.] Nothing.— To 
set at naught, to slight, disregard or despise. 

?tAH5?{JT' (nawt) adv- In no degree. Fairfax. 
xr v a' Bad3 worthless; of no value or account 

(nawt'e-ly) adv. Wickedly; corruptly. 
NAUGHT'I-NESS, (nawt'e-nes) n. 1. Badness; wicked

ness; evil principle or purpose. 2. Slight wickedness of 
children ; perverseness ; mischievousness. Dryden. 

N AUGHT'Y, (nawt'y) a. 1. Wicked; corrupt. 2. Bad; worth
less. 3. Mischievous; perverse ; froward. It is now sel-

m- 7°r^ "fed except in the latter sense, as applied to children. 
NAUL'AGE, n. [L. naulum.] The freight of passengers in 

a ship. [Little used.~\ 
NAU'MA-€HY, n. [L. naumachia.] 1. Among the ancient 

Romans, a show or spectacle representing a sea-fight. 2. 
1 he place where these shows were exhibited. 

NAUS'GO-PY, n. [Gr. vavq and o7co7T£o>.] The art of dis
covering the approach of ships or the neighborhood of 
lands at a considerable distance. Maty. 

NAD SE-A, (naw'she-a) n. [L.] Originally and properly, 
sea-sickness; hence, any similar sickness of the stomach, 
accompanied with a propensity to vomit; qualm ; loath
ing ; squeamishness of the stomach. 

NAU'SLATL, (naw'shate) v. i. [L. nauseo.] To become 
squeamish ; to feel disgust; to be inclined to reject from 
the stomach. 

v' t% I* rp° loathe; to reject with disgust. 
2. To affect with disgust. 

NAU-SE-A'TION, (naw-she-a'shun) n. The act of nauseat
ing. Bp. Hall. 

NAU'SEOUS, (naw'shus) a. Loathsome: disgustful; dis
gusting ; regarded with abhorrence. 

NAU'SEOUS-LY, adv. Loathsomely; disgustfully. 
NAU'SEOUS-NESS, n. Loathsomeness; quality ofexcitin<* 

disgust. Dryden. s 

at \°" [L*.nauticus•] Pertaining to seamen or 
N A u' 11-€AL, J navigation. 
SxTTrrJ'HS0' JL' nautilHS'l A fossil nautilus. 
WAU'11-LUS, 71. JL.J A genus of marine animals. The 

nautilus, when it sails, extends two of its arms, and be-
_T a t these suPP°rts a membrane that serves as a sail. 

A' V AL, a. [L. navalis.] 1. Consisting of ships. 2 Per
taining to ships, 

f NA'VALS, n. Naval affairs. Clarendon. 
Na'VARCH, n. [Gr. yavapxps.] In ancient Greece, the 

commander of a fleet. Mitford. 
NAV'AR-CHY, n. [from L. navarchus.] Knowledge of 

managing ships. Petty. & 

NAVE,n. [Sax. na/a, ««/«.] 1. The thick piece of timber 
in the centre of a wheel, in which the spokes are insert
ed. 2. The middle or body of a church extending from 
the baluster or rail of the uocr to the chief choir 

NA'VEL, (na'vl) n [Sax. nafcla ; D. navel.] The'centre of 
the lower part of the abdomen, or the point where the um
bilical cord passes out of the fetus. 

NA VEL-GALL, a. A bruise on the top of the chine of the 
back of a horse, behind the saddle. Johnson 

NA'VEL-STRING, a. The umbilical cord. 
NA'VEL-WORT, N. A plant of the genus cotyledon. 
NAV'EW, ?i. [L.7iapus; Sax. nape.] A plant. 
NA-YIC'U-LAR, a [L. navicula.1 1. Relating to small 

ships or boats. 2. Shaped like a boat; cymbiform. 
NAV'I-GA-BLE, a. [L. navigabilis.] That may be navigat

ed or passed in ships or vessels. 
NAV'I-G A-BLE-NESS, n. The quality or state of being 

ado. [a contracted word; L. nego ,• Sw. ney, or neh 
from neka, to deny.] 1. No; a wor<l that expresses ne-
gation. 2. It expresses also refusal. 3. Not only so-
not this alone; intimating that something is to be added 
by way of amplification. eu 

NAY, n Denial; refusal 
t NAY, v. t. To refuse. 
I Tendency to denial. Shah. 

^vatch-word.' " A by"word ' a Proverbial reproach; a 
NAZ-A-RENE', n.An inhabitant of Nazareth; one of the 
NAZ'A CR°lTFtS 'ofhnstianily 1 »' contempt. 

J A ew who professed extraordinary purity of life and devotion. Encyc. ' p 

NarftesW* ThG doctrines or Practice of the Naz-
f NE, [Sax.] not, w obsolete. We find it in early English 

writers, prefixed to other wprds ; as, nill, for ne will, Vill 
j nasj for ne has, has iTot. Spenser. 

' n' neJii ScoL ^ve.] The fist. Shah. 
EAL, v. t. [k.ax. anwlan.] To temper and reduce to a 
due conscience by heat. [Rarely used.] See ANNEAL. 
ANNEAL temPered by heat. [Little used.] Set 

N%nvian 'd ThC t0ngUe °r poIe of a cart' sled or wagon. iV. 
NeaI*, a. [Sax. hnipan.] The neap tides are those which 

happen m the middle of the second and fourth quarters of 
pa°0nV y ^rC l0r^ tides' and °PP°sed to spring tides. 

Neap, ??.. Low water. [Little used. I 
NEAPED, or BE-NEAP ED, (be-neept') a. Left aground 

. I P  1 S  s a i d  t 0  b e  n c a P e d ,  w h e n  l e f t  a g r o u n d .  
NE-A-POL'I-TAN, a. Belonging to Naples, in Italv 
NE-A-TOM-TAN; n. An inhabitant or nltive of the king-

dom of Naples. 5 

NEAP'-TIDE, TI. Low tide. See NEAP. 
NEAR, a. [Sax. ner, or neara.] 1. Nigh; not far distant 

in place time or degree. 2. Closely related by blood ; as, 
she is thy father's near kinswoman. Lev. xviii. 3. Not 
distant in affection, support or assistance ; present; ready-
willing to aid. 4. Intimate; united in close ties of affec
tion or confidence. 5. Dear; affecting one's interest or 
leelmgs. 6. Close; parsimonious. 7. Close; not loose, 
free or rambling. 8. Next to one; opposed to off. 

NEAR, adv. Almost; within a litt.e. Addison. 
NEAR, y.t. To approach; to come nearer; as, the shlD 

neared the land ; a seaman's phrase. 
NeAR, v. i. To draw near; a naval expression. 
mS [superl. of near.] Shortest; most direct. 
NEAR'HAND, adv. Closely. Bacon. 

adZ' }' At no Sraat distance; not remotely 
2. Closely. 3. Intimately ; pressingly ; with a close re
lation to one's interest or happiness. 4. Almost; within 

n! £ 3 ?a™moni™s or niggardly manner. 
NEARNESS, m. 1. Closeness; small distance. 2. Close 

alliance by blood ; propinquity. 3. Close union by af-
°f friendshiP- 4. Parsimony; close-

navigable. 
NAV'I-GATE, v. i. [L. navigo.] To pass on water in 

ships; to sail. Arbuthnot. 
NAV'I-GATE, v. t. To pass over in ships; to sail on. 2. 

To steer, direct or manage in sailing. 
NAV'I-GA-TED, pp. Steered or managed in passing on the 

water; passed over in sailing. 
NA V'1-GA-TING, ppr. Passing on or over in sailing; steer

ing and managing in sailing. 

ness in expenses. 
NEAR-SIGHTED, a. Short-sighted; applied to one who 

distinguishes objects only which are near* 
NEAT, n. [SAx.ncat, netcn, niten, nyten.] 1. Cattle of the 

e SENAS) ^ B«US, oxen and cows. 2. A single cow. 
NEAT, a. [It. netto ; Sp. neto ; Fr. net.] 1. Very clean ; 

free from foul or extraneous matter. 2. Pure ; free from 
impure words and phrases. 3. Cleanly ; preserving neat
ness. 4. Pure; unadulterated; [obs.] 5. Free from 
tawdry appendages and well adjusted. 6. Clear of the 
cask, case, bag, box, &c.; as, neat weight. It is usually 
written net, or net.t. 

NEAT'HERD, n. [Sax. neathyrd.] A person who has the 
care of cattle ; a cow-keeper. Dryden. 

NEAT'LY, adv. 1. With neatness; in a neat manner; in 
a cleanly manner. % With good taste; without tawdry 
ornaments. 3. Nicely ; handsomely. 

NEAT'NESS, n. 1. Exact cleanliness; entire freedom from 
foul matter. 2. Purity; freedom from ill-chosen words. 
3. Freedom from useless or tawdry ornaments : with good" 
adjustment of the several parts. 

NEAT'RESS, TI. A female who takes care of cattle. 
NEB, 71. [Sax. neb, or nebbe.] The nose; the beak of a fowl • 

the bill ; the mouth. * 
i [L- nciula:) J' A dark spot, a film in the 

NEB'ULE, j eye, or a slight opacity of the cornea.-—2 

* See Synopsis. A, E, I, O, U, Y, long —FAR, F^LL, WHAT PR£Y -PIN, MARINE, BiRD f Obsolete 
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In astronomy, a cluster of fixed stars, not distinguishable 
from each other, or scarcely visible to the naked eye. 

NEB-U-LOS'I-TY, n. The state of being cloudy or hazy. 
NEB'U-LOUS, a. [L. nebulosus.] 1. Cloudy; liazy. 2. 

.Resembling a small cloud or collection of vapors. 
NE-CES-SA'RI-AN, n. An advocate for the doctrine of phi

losophical necessity ; more properly necessitarian. 
NEOES-SA-RIES, TO. plu. Things necessary. 
NEC'ES-SA-RI-LY, adv. 1. By necessity ; in such a man

ner that it cannot be otherwise. 2. Indispensably. 3. 
By unavoidable consequence. 

NEC'ES-SA-Rl-NESS, n. The state of being necessary. 
NEO'ES-SA-RY. a. [L. necessarius.] I. That must be; 

that cannot be otherwise ; indispensaoly requisite. 2. in
dispensable ; requisite j essential; that cannot be other
wise without preventing the purpose intended. 3. Un
avoidable. 4. Acting from necessity or compulsion ; op
posed to free. 

NEC'ES-SA-RY, n. A privy. 
NE-CES-SI-TATJ-AN, or NEC-ES-SA'RI-AN, n. One who 

maintains the doctrine of philosophical necessity. 
N E-CES'SI-TATE, v. t. [L. necessitas.] To make neces

sary or indispensable ; to render unavoidable ; to compel. 
NE-CES'SI-TA-TED, pp. Made necessary, indispensable 

or unavoidable. 
VE-CES'SI-TA-TING, ppr. Making necessary or indispens

able. 
NE-CES-SI-TA'TION, n. The act of making necessary; 

compulsion. [Little used.J Bramhall. 
\ NE-CES'SI-TIED, a. In a state of want. S/iak. 
NE-CES'SI-TOUS, a. I. Very needy or indigent; pressed 

with poverty. 2. Narrow ; destitute ; pinching. 
NE-OES'SI-TOUS-NESS, n. Extreme poverty or destitu

tion of the means of living; pressing want. 
fNE-CES'SI-TL'DE, n. Necessitousness ; want. 
NE-CES'SI-TY, n. [L. necessitas.] 1. That which must be 

and cannot be otherwise ; or the cause of that which can
not be otherwise. 2. Irresistible power; compulsive 
force, physical or moral. 3. Indispensableness; the state 
of being requisite. 4. Extreme indigence ; pinching pov
erty ; pressing need. 5. Unavoidableness; inevitableness. 
—H. In the plural, things requisite for a purpose. 

NE€K, n. [Sax. hnece, hnecca, necca ; D. nek ; Sw. nacke.] 
1. The part of an animal's body which is bet ween the 
head and the trunk, and connects them. 2. A long, nar
row tract of land projecting from the main body, or a 
narrow tract connecting two larger tracts. 3. The long, 
slender part of a vessel, as a retort; or of a plant, as a 
gourd.—4 stiff neck, in Scripture, denotes obstinacy in sin. 
—On the neck, immediately after; following closely.— To 
break the neck of an affair, to hinder, or to do the principal 
thing to prevent.— To harden the neck, to grow obstinate. 

NECK'BEEF, n. The coarse flesh of the neck of cattle, 
soid at a low price. Swift. 

NE€K'€LOTH, n. A piece of cloth worn on the neck. 
NECKED, a. Having a neck ; as in stiffnecked. 
NECK'ER-CHIEF, or NE€K'A-TEE, n. A gorget; a ker

chief for a woman's neck. [Little used.] 
NECK'LACE, «. A string of beads or precious stones, worn 

by women on the neck. Arbuthnot. 
NECK'LACED, a. Marked as with a necklace. 
NECK'LAND, n. A neck or long tract of land. 
NECK'VERSE, n. The verse formerly read to entitle a 

party to the benefit of clergy, said to be the first verse of 
the fifty-first Psalm, " Miserere mei," &c. Tindall. 

NECK'WEED, n. Hemp, in ridicule. 
NE€-RO-LOG'I-€AL, a. Pertaining to or giving an account 

of the dead or of deaths. 
NEC-ROL'O-GIST, n. One who gives an account of deaths. 
NEC-ROL'O-GY, n. [Gr. vetcpos and Aoyog.] An account of 

the dead or of deaths ; a register of deaths. 
NECRO-MAN-CER, n. One who pretends to foretell fu

ture events by holding converse with departed spirits ; a 
conjurer. 

NEC'RO-MAN-CY, n. [Gr. vexpog and yavreia.] 1. The art 
of revealing future events by means of a pretended com
munication with the dead. 2. Enchantment; conjuration. 

NEE-RO-MAN'TIE, a. Pertaining to necromancy; per
formed by necromancy. 

NEE-RO-MAN'TIE, n. Trick ; conjuration. Young. 
NE€-RO-MAN'TI-EAL-LY, adv. By necromancy or the 

black art; by conjuration. Gregory. 
NEE'RO-NITE, n. [Gr. veicpog.] Fetid feldspar. 
NE ERO'SIS, n. [Gr. vtKpwaig.] A disease of the bones. 
NEE'TAR, n. [L.] 1. In fabulous history and poetry, the 

drink of the gods. 2. Any very sweet and pleasant drink. 
NEE-TA'RE-AN, NEC-TAR E-AJJ, or NEE-TA'RE-OUS, 
..•Resembling nectar ; very sweet and pleasant. Pope. 
JN EE TARED, a. Imbued with nectar; mingled with nec-
wpapTa-oumiing wilh nectar-

a- Pertaining to the nectary of a plant. 
NEC-TA-RIF'ER-OUS, a. [nectar, and L.fero.] Producing 

nectar or nomus. Lee. 

NECTA-RTNE, a. Sweet as nectar. Jlhlton 
NECTA-RINE, n. A fruit, a varietv of the peach with a 

smooth rind. 
NEC TA-RlZE, v. £. To sweeten. Coc\ erair. 
NEETA-ROUS, a. Sweet as nectar. Milton. 
NEE'TA-RY, TO. In botany, the melliferous part of a vegeta 

ble, peculiar to the flower, 
F NED'DER, n. [W.nadyr / Sax. nedder.] An adder. 
NEED, ?i. [Sax. ncad, neod, nyd ; D. noud.] 1. Want; uC 

casion for something; necessity ; a state that requires 
supply or relief; pressing exigency. 2. Want of the 
means of subsistence; poverty ; indigence. 

NEED, v. t. [Sax. gencadan, genedan.] To want; to lack , 
to require, as supply or relief. 

TNEED, v. i. To be wanted ; to be necessary. 
NEED'ED,pp. Wanted. 
NEEDER, w. One that wants. 
NEED FjJL, a. Necessary, as supply or relief; requisite. 
NEED'FIJL-LY, ado. Necessarily. B. Jonson. 
NEED'I-LY, adv. In want or poverty. 
NEEITI-NESS, TO. Want; poverty ; indigence. 
NEED'ING, ppr. Wanting ; requiring, as supply or relief. 
NEE'DLE, n. [Sax. nedl, ncedl ,• G. nadel.J J. A small in

strument of steel, pointed at one end, with an eye at the 
other to receive a thread; used in sewing. 2. A small 
pointed piece of steel used in the mariner's compass, 
which by its magnetic quality is attracted and directed to 
the pole. 3. Any crystalized substance in the form of a 
needle.—Dipping needle, a magnetic needle that dips or 
inclines downwards. 

NEE'DLE, v. t. To form crystals in the shape of a needle. 
NEE'DLE, v. i. To shoot in crystaiization into the form of 

needles. Fourcroy. 
NEE'DLE-FISII, n. A fish of the genus syngnathus. Also, 

the sea-urchin. 
NEE'DLE-FUL, w. As much thread as is put at once in a 

needle. 
NEE'DLE-MA-KER, I n. One who manufactures nee-
NEE'DLER, \ dies. 
NEE'DLE-ORE, TO Acicular bismuth glance. 
NEE'DLE-SHELL, TO. The sea-urchin. 
NEE'DLE-STONE, n. A mineral. 
NEE'DLE-WoRK, TO. Work executed with a needle, or 

the business of a seamstress. 
NEE'DLE-ZE'O-LITE, n. A species of zeolite. 
NEED'LESS, a. 1. Not wanted ; unnecessary ; not requi

site. 2. Not wanting; [oZ>s.] Shak. 
NEED'LESS-LY, adv. Without necessity. 
NEEE'LESS-NESS, TO. Unnecessariness. Locke. 
fNEED'MENT, n. Something needed or wanted. 
NEEDS, adv. [Sax. nedes.] Necessarily; indispensably; 

generally used with must. 
NEED'Y, a. Necessitous; indigent; \ery poor; distressed 

by want of the means of living. Addison. 
* NE'ER, (nare) A contraction of never. 
T NEESE, (neez) v. i. [G. neesen.] To sneese. 
NEESE'WORT, TO. A plant. Sherwood. 
FNEES'ING, TO. A sneezing, 
t NEF. TO. The nave of a church. See NAVE. 
NE-FAND'OUS, a. [L.nefandus.] Not to be named ; abom

inable. Sheldon. 
NE-FA'RI-OUS, a. [L.nefarius.] Wrickei in the extreme ; 

abominable; atrociously sinful or villanous; detestably 
vile. 

NE-FA'RI-OUS-LY, adv. With extreme wickedness; abom 
inably. Milton. 

NE-GA'TION, n. [L. negatio.] 1. Denial; a declaration 
that something is not.—2. In logic, description by denial, 
exclusion or exception. 3. Argument drawn from denial. 

NEG'A-TIVE, a. [Fr. negatif; L. ncgativus.] 1. Implying 
denial or negation ; opposed to affirmative. 2. Implying 
absence; opposed to positive. 3. Having the power of 
stopping or restraining. 

NEG'A-TIVE, TO. 1. A proposition by which something is 
denied. 2. A word that denies ; as not, no.—3. In legis
lation, the right or power of preventing the enaction of a 
law or decree. 

NEG'A-TIVE, v. t. 1. To disprove ; to prove the contrary 
2. To reject by vote ; to refuse to enact or sanction. 3 
To resist a choice or what is proposed. 

NEG'A-TIVE-LY, adv. 1. With or by denial. 2. In the 
form of speech implying the absence of something. 3. 
Negative!v charged or electrified. 

NEG'A-TO-RY, a. That denies; belonging to negation. 
[Little used.] 

NE'GER, TO. [L. niger.] A black person ; one of the African 
race. See NEGRO? 

NEG-LEUT', v. t. [L. neglectus.] 1. To omit by.cireiess-
ness or design ; to forbear to do, use, employ, promote or 
attend to. 2. To omit to receive or embrace ; to shgnt. 
3. To slight; not to notice ; to forbear to treat with atten
tion or respect. 4. To postpone ; [o&s.J 

NEG-LEGT', TO. 1. Omission ; forbearance to do any tmng 
that can be done or that requires to be done. 2. Slight; 

See Synopsis. MOVE, BOOK, D6VE;—BULL, UNITE.—€ as K ; 6 as J ; S as Z; CII as SII; TH as in this. | Obsolete 
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, ppr. Treating with 3 transacting busi-

omission of attention or civilities. 3. Negligence : habit
ual want of regard. 4. State of being disregarded. 

NLG-LEGT'ED, pp. Omitted to be done ; slighted; disre
garded. 

NEG-I.EGT'ER, «. One that neglects. 
NEG-LE€T'FJJL, a. 1. Heedless 3 careless 3 inattentive, 

2. Accustomed or apt to omit what may or ought to be 
done. 3. Treating with neglect or slight. 4. Indicating 
neglect, slight or indifference. 

NEG-LEGT'FJJL-LY, adv. With neglect j with heedless 
inattention 3 'with careless indifference. 

NEG-LE€T'ING, ppr. Omitting 3 passing by j forbearing to 
do ; slighting 3 treating with indifference. 

NEG-LEGT'JNG-LY, adv. Carelessly 3 heedlessly. Shak. 
* NJ G-LEC'TION, n. The state of being negligent. 
NEG-LEGTTVE,a. Inattentive 3 regardless of. [L. u.] 
NEG-LI-GEE', n. A kind of gown formerly worn. 
NEG'LI-GENCE, n. [L. negligentia.] J. Neglect 3 omission 

to do. 2. Habitual omission of that which ought to be 
done, or a habit of omitting to do things. 

NEG'Ll-GENT, a. 1. Careless ; heedless 3 apt or accus
tomed to omit what ought to be done. 2. Regardless. 

NEG'Ll-GENT-LY, adv. 1. Carelessly j heedlessly 3 with 
out exactness, 2. With slight, disregard or inattention. 

NE-GO-TIA BIL I-TY, n. The quality of being negotiable 
or transferable by indorsement. Sewall. 

NE-Go'TIA-BLE, a. That may be transferred by assignment 
or indorsement 3 that maybe passed from the owner to 
another person so as to vest the property in the assignee. 
Walsh. 

f NE-Go'TI ANT, r One who negotiates 5 a negotiator. 
NE-Go TIATE, v. 1. [L. negotior ; Fr. negocier.] I. To 

transact business ; to treat with another respecting pur
chase and sale 3 to hold intercourse in bargaining or trade. 
2. To hold intercourse with another respecting a treaty, 
league or convention 3 to treat with respecting peace or 
commerce. 

NE-Go'TIATE, (ne-go'shate) v.t. 1. To procure by mutual 
intercourse and agreement with another. 2. To procure, 
make or establish by mutual intercourse and agreement 
with others. 3. To sell 3 to pass ; to transfer for a valua
ble consideration. 

NE-Go'TIA-TED, pp. Procured or obtained by agreement 
with another 3 sold or transferred for a valuable consider
ation. 

NE-Go'TIA-TIN 
ness. 

NE-GO-TI-A'TION, n. 1. The act of negotiating 3 the trans 
acting of business in traffick 3 the treating with another 
respecting sale or purchase. 2. The transaction of busi
ness between nations. 

* NE-Go'TI A-TOR, n. One that negotiates 3 one that treats 
with others. Swift. 

NE'GRESS, n. A female of the black race of Africa/ 
NE'GRO, n. [It., Sp. negro ; L. niger.] One of the black 

race of men in Africa 3 or one descended from this race. 
NE'GUS, TI. A liquor made of wine, water, sugar, nutmeg 

and lemon juice 3 so called, from its first maker, Col. 
JYegus. 

f VEIF, n. [Icel. nefi.] 1. The neaf or fist. 2. A slave. 
NEIGH, (naj v. i. [Sax. hncegan.] To utter the voice of a 

horse, expressive of want or desire ; to whinny. 
NfJIGH, (na) n. The voice of a horse 3 a whinnying. 
NEmROf)RR' I (na'bur) \ n' £Sf.x* nehbur, neligebur ; N&IFBOOR, \ > \ nachbar ; D. nabuur ,- Sw. na-

bo ; Dan. naboe.j 1. One who lives near another. 2 One 
who lives in familiarity with another 3 a word of civility 
3. An intimate 3 a confident j [o&s.] 4. A fellow being 
Actsvii. 5. One of the human race; any one that needs 
our help. Luke x. 6. A country that is near. 

NEIGH'EOR, v. t. 1. To adjoin 3 to confine on or be near 
to. 2. To acquaint with 3 to make near to or make fa
miliar; lobs.] Shak. 

NEIGHBOR, i 1 To inhabit the vicinity. Davies. 
NEIGH'BOR, a. Near to another 3 adjoining : next Ter i 
NEIGIl'BOR-HOOD, ». 1. A place near 3 vicinity ; the ad 

joining district, or any place not distant. 2. State of being 
near each other. 3. The inhabitants who live in the vi
cinity of each other. 

NEIGH'BOR-ING, a. Living or being near. Palev. 
NllGH'BOR-LI-NESS, n. State or quality of being neigh

borly. 
NEIGH'BOR-LY, a. 1. Becoming a neighbor 3 kind 3 civil. 

2. Cultivating familiar intercourse 3 interchanging fre
quent visits; social. 

NEIGII'BOR-LY, adv. With social civility. 
< NEIGH BOR-SHIP, 11. State of being neighbors. 
NEFGH'ING, TI. The voice of a horse or mare. Jer. viii. 
NeI'THER, 71. compound pronoun, pronominal adjective, or a 

substitute. [Sax., nather, nathor, nauther, or nouther.] 1. 
Not either ; not the one nor the other. 2. It refers to in
dividual things or persons 3 as, which road shall I take ? 
Neither. 3. It refers to a sentence ; as, " ye shall not eat 
of it, neither shall ye touch it." 4. Neither primarily re

G. 

fers to two; not either of two. But by usage it is applica
ble to any number, referring to individuals separately 
considered. 

NEM. CON. for nemine covtradicente. [L.] No one contra
dicting or opposing, that is, unanimously 3 without oppo-
sition. 

NEM O-LITE, n. [Gr. vepog and Xtflo?.] An arborized stone 
NEM'O-RAL, a. [L. nemoralis.] Pertaining to a wood or 

grove. Diet. 
NEM'O-ROUS, a. [L. nemoi-osus.] Woody. Evelyn. 
f NEMP'NE, v. t. [Sax. nemnan.] To call. Chaucer. 
F NE'NI-A, 77. [Gr.J A funeral song 3 an elegy. 
NEN U-PIIAR, 72. The water-lily or water-rose. 
NE-OD A-MODE, 71. [Gr. veoSa/jiwdrjg.] In ancient Greece, 

a person newly admitted to citizenship. Mitford. 
NE-O-LOG'IC, ) a. Pertaining to neology 3 employing 
NE-O-LOG I-CAL, | new words. 
NE-OL'O-GISM* 71. 1. The introduction of new words or 

new doctrines. 2. New terms or doctrines. 
NE-OL'O-GIST, TI. One who introduces new words or new 

doctrines, or one who supports or adheres to them. J!led. 
Repos. 

NE-OL'O-GY, n. [Gr. veog and \oyog.1 The introduction o{ 
a new word, or of new words, or of new doctrines; or a 
new system of words or doctrines. 

NE-O-NcVMI-AN, 71. [Gr. veog and vopog.l One who advo
cates new laws, or desires God's law to be altered. 

NE'O-PHYTE, n. [Gr. veog and <pvrov.] 1. A new convert 
or proselyte. 2. A novice 3 one newly admitted to the 
order of priest. 3. A tyro 3 a beginner in learning. 

NE-O-TER'IC, or NE-O-TER'I-CAL, a. [Gr. vcuirepiKos.] 
New ; recent in origin ; modern. 

NE-O-TER'IC, 71. One of modern times. Burton. 
NEP, 71. A plant of the genus nepeta ; catmint. 
NE-PEN'THE, n. [Gr. vrjxevdrjg.] A drug or medicine that 

drives away pain and grief. [Little used. 1 Milton. 
NEPH'E-LIN, ) 71. [Gr. vecpeXrj.] A mineral found mixed 
NEPH'E-LINE, \ with other substances. 
NEPH'Eiy, 71. [Fr. neveu; L. nepos.] 1. The son of a 

brother or sister. 2. A grandson 3 also, a descendant; 
[little used.] 

NEPH'RITE, 71. [Gr. v£(j>piTrjg.] A mineral. 
NE-PHRIT'I€, ) a. [Gr. veeppiriKog.] 1. Pertaining to 
NE-PHRIT'I-€AL, \ the kidneys or organs of urine. 2. 

Affected with the stone or gravel. 3. Relieving or curing 
the stone or gravel, or disorders of the kidneys in general. 

NE-PIIRIT'IC, n. A medicine adapted to relieve or cure 
the diseases of the kidneys, particularly the gravel omone 
in the bladder. 

NEPH-RI'-TLS, w.In medicine, an inflammation of the kid
neys. 

NE-PHROT'O-MY, n. [Gr. veeppog and repvu). 1 In surgery, 
the operation of extracting a stone from the kidney. 

* NEP'O-TISM, 71. [Fr. nepotisme.] 1. Fondness for neph
ews. 2. Undue attachment to relations ; favoritism shown 
to nephews and other relations. 

NEP-Tu'NI-AN, a. [from Neptunus.] 1. Pertaining to 
the ocean or sea. 2. Formed by water or aqueous solution. 

NEP-Tu'NI-AN, ) n. One who adopts the theory that the 
NEP'TU-NIST, f whole earth was once covered with 

water, or rather that the substances of the globe were 
formed from aqueous solution. 

NE'RE-ID, 71. [Gr. vrjpvtSeg.] In mythology, a sea nymph. 
NERF'LING, n. A fresh-water fish of Germany. 
NER'ITE, n. A genus of univalvular shells. 
NER'I-TITE, 71. A petrified shell of the genus nerita. 
NERVE, (nerv) n. [L. nervus ; Fr. nerf.] 1. An organ ol 

sensation and motion in animals. 2. A sinew or tendon. 
3. Strength ; firmness of body. 4. Fortitude 3 firmness 
of mind 3 courage. 5. Strength 3 force ; authority. 

NERVE, v. t. To give strength or vigor 3 to arm with force. 
NERVED, pp. 1. Armed with strength.—2. a. In botany, 

having vessels simple and unbranched, extending from 
the base towards the tip. 

NERVE'LESS, (nerv'les) a. Destitute of strength; weak. 
NERVINE, a. [Low L. nervinus.] That has the quality of 

relieving in disorders of the nerves. 
NERVINE, 71. A medicine that affords relief from disorders 

of the nerves. 
NERVOUS, a. [L. nervosus.] 1. Strong 3 vigorous. 2. 

Pertaining to the nerves 3 seated in or affecting the 
nerves. 3. Having the nerves affected 3 hypochondriac j 
a colloquial use of the word. 4. Possessing or manifesting 
vigor of mind ; characterized by strength in sentiment or 
style. 

NERVOUS, or NERV'OSE, a. Tn botany. See NERVED, NO.2. 
NERV'OUS-LY, adv. With strength or vigor. Warton. 
NERV'OUS-NESS, n. 1. Strength ; force; vigor. Warton. 

2. The state of being composed of nerves. Goldsmith. 
NERVY, a. Strong; vigorous. Shak. 
NES'CIENCE, (nesh'ens) n. [L. nesciens.] Wantofknowl-

edge 3 ignorance. Bp. Hall. 

* See Synopsis A, E, I, 6, U, Y, long —FAR, FALL, WH£T 3—PR.EY j- PIN, MARINE, BIRD;— \ ObsoleU 
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tNESH, a. [Sax.ncsc.] Soft; tender; nice. Chaucer. 
NESS, a termination of names, signifies a promontory, from 

the root of nose, which see. 
NESS, a termination of appellatives, [Sax. nesse, nysse,] 

denotes state or quality, as in goodness, greatness. 
NEST, w. [Sax., G., D. nest.] 1. The place or bed formed 

or used by a bird for incubation or the mansion of her 
young until they are able to fly. 2. Any place where 
irrational animals are produced. 3. An abode; a place 
of residence ; a receptacle of numbers, or the collection 
itself; usually in an ill sense. 4. A warm, close place of 
abode; generally, in contempt. 5. A number of boxes, 
cases, or the like, inserted in each other. 

NEST, v. ?'. To build and occupy a nest. Howell. 
NEST'EGG, n. An egg left in the nest to prevent the hen 

from forsaking it. Hudibras. 
NES'TLE, (nes'l) v. i. 1. To settle ; to harbor; to lie close 

and snug, as a bird in her nest. L'Estrange. 2. To 
move about in one's seat, like a bird when forming her 
nest. 

NES'TLE, (nes'l) v.t. 1. To house, as in a nest. Dunne. 
2. To cherish, as a bird her young. Chapman. 

NEST'LING, «. 1. A young bird in the nest, or just taken 
from the nest. 2. A nest; [065.] 

NEST'LING, a. Newly hatched ; being yet in the nest. 
NES-To'RI-AN, 71. A follower of Nestorius. 
NET, 71. [Sax. net, nyt; D., Dan. net.] 1. An instrument 

tor catching fish and fowls, or wild beasts, formed with 
twine or thread interwoven with meshes. 2. A cunning 
device; a snare. 3. Inextricable difficulty. Job xviii. 
4. Severe afflictions. Job xix. 

NET, v. t. To make a net or net-work ; to knot. Seward. 
NET, a. [Fr. net; It. netto.] 1. Neat; pure; unadulter

ated; [/. a.] 2. Being without flaw or spot; [l. u.] 3. 
Being beyond all charges or outlay. 4. Being clear of all 
tare and tret, or all deductions; as. net weight. It is 
sometimes written nett, but improperly. 

NET, v. t. To produce clear profit. 
NETII'ER, a. [Sax. neother; G. nieder; D., Dan. neder.] 

1 Lower; lying or being beneath or in the lower part; 
opposed to upper. 2. In a lower place. 3. Belonging to 
the regions below. 

NETH'ER-MoST, a. Lowest; as, the nethermost hell. 
NET'TING, n. 1. A piece of net-work. 2. A complication 

of ropes fastened across each other. Mar. Diet. 
NET'TLE, (net'l) n. [Sax. netl, netele.] A plant whose 

prickles fret the skin and occasion very painful sensations. 
NET'TLE, 77. t. To fret or sting ; to irritate or vex ; to ex

cite sensations of displeasure or uneasiness not amount
ing to wrath or violent anger. 

NET'TLED, pp. Fretted ; irritated. 
NET'TLER, n. One that provokes, stings or irritates. 
NET'TLE-TREE, n. A tree of the genus celtis, whose 

leaves are deeply serrated, and end in a sharp point. 
Encyc. 

NET'TLING,ppr. Irritating; vexing. 
NET'WoRK, 71. A complication of threads, twine or cords 

united at certain distances, forming meshes, interstices or 
open spaces between the knots or intersections; reticu-

. lated or decussated work. 
NEU-RO-LOG'1-GAL, a. Pertaining to neurology, or to a 

description of the nerves of animals. 
NEU-ROL'O-GIST, n. One who describes the nerves of 

animals. 
NEU-ROL'O-GY, n. [Gr. vevpov and \oyog.] A description 

of the nerves of animal bodies, or the doctrine of the 
nerves. 

NEu'ROP-TER, ) n. [Gr. vevpov and nrepov.] An order 
NEU-ROP'TE-RA, j of insects. 
A EU-ROP'TE-RAL, a. Belonging to the order of neurop-

ters. 
NEu'RO-SPAST, 7t. [Gr. vevpoairac-eo).] A puppet. 
NEU-ROT'I€, a. [Gr. vevpov.] Useful in disorders of the 

nerves. 
NEU-ROTTG, n. A medicine useful in disorders of the 

nerves. Evvyc. 
NEU-RO-TOM'I-€AL, a. Pertaining to the anatomy or dis

section of nerves. 
NEU-ROT'O-MIST, n. One who dissects the nerves. 
NEU-ROT'O-MY, n. [Gr. vevpov and repvo).] 1. The dis

section of a nerve. 2. The art or practice of dissecting 
the nerves. 

NEu'TER, (nu'ter) a. [L.] 1. Not adhering to either par
ty ; taking no part with either side. It may be synony
mous with indifferent, or it may not. The United Slates 
remained neuter during the French revolution, but very 
few of the people were indifferent as to the success of the 
parties engaged. A man may be neuter from feeling, and 
he is then indifferent; but he may be neuter in fact, when 
he is not in feeling or principle.—2. In grammar, of nei
ther gender; an epithet given to nouns that are neither 
masculine nor feminine. 

NEiJTER, 71. 1. A person that takes no part in a contest 

between two or more individuals or nations. 2 An ani
mal of neither sex, or incapable of propagation —JVeuter 
verb, in grammar, a verb which expresses an action 01 
state limited to the subject, and which is not followsd by 
an object; as, I go. 

NEu'TRAL, a. [Fr. neutre ; L. neutralis.] 1. Not engag
ed on either side ; not taking an active part with ei .lier of 
contending parties. 2. Indifferent; having no bias in 
favor of either side or party. 3. Indiflerent; neither very 
good nor bad. 

NEU'TRAL, n. A person or nation that takes no part in a 
contest between others. R. G. Harper. 

NEU'TRAL-IST, n. A neutral. [Little used.] 
NEU-TRAL'I-TY, n. 1. The state of being unengaged In 

disputes or contests between others ; the state of taking 
110 part on either side. 2. A state of indifference in feel
ing or principle. 3. Indifference in quality ; a state nei
ther very good nor evil; [little used.] 4. A combination 
of neutral powers or states. 

NEU-TRAL-I-ZA'TION, 71. 1. The act of neutralizing. 2 
The act of reducing to a state of indifference or neutrality 

NEu'TRAL-IZE, v. t. 1. To render neutral; to reduce to 
a state of indifference between different parties or opin-
iors.—2. In chemistry, to destroy or render inert or im-
pert Dtible the peculiar properties of a body by combining 
it -vim a different substance. 3. To destroy the peculiar 
pr -u rtie3 or opposite dispositions of parties or other 
th \s, or reduce them to a state of indifference or inac
tivity. 

NEu'TKAL-IZED, pp. Reduced to neutrality or indiffer
ence. 

NEtj'TRAL-lZ-ER, n. That which neutralizes. 
NEu'TRAL-IZ-ING, ppr. Destroying or rendering inert 

the peculiar properties of a substance ; reducing to indif
ference or inactivity. 

NEuTRAL-LY, adv. Without taking part with either side; 
indifferently. 

NEVER, adv. [Sax. nwfre.] 1. Not ever ; not at any 
time ; at 110 time. 2. It has a particular use in the follow
ing sentence. " Which will not hearken to the voice of 
charmers, charming never so Widely." Ps. lviii. 3. I11 no 
degree ; not. 4. It is used for not. 5. It is much used in 
composition; as in Tiecer-ending, Tiet-er-failing. 

NEV-ER-TIIE-LESS', adv. [never, the pnd less.] Not the 
less ; notwithstanding ; that is, in opposition to any thing, 
or without regarding it. 

old. 2. Lately introduced to our knowledge ; not .^.ore 
known; recentlv discovered. 3. Modern ; not ancient. 
4. Recently produced by change. 5. Not habituated ; 
not familiar ; unaccustomed. 6. Renovated; repaired so 
as to recover the first state. 7. Fresh after any event. 8. 
Not of ancient extinction or a family of ancient distinc
tion. 9. Not before used ; strange ; unknown. 10. Re
cently commenced ; as, the new year. 11. Having passed 
the change or conjunction with the sun. 12. Not cleared 
and cultivated, or lately cleared ; as, new land. America. 
13. That has lately appeared for the first time.—JVcw is 
much used in composition to qualify other words; as in 
7ie«7-born, tierc-made. 

t NEW, 77. t. To make new. Gower. 
NEWEL, 7i. I. In architecture, the upright post about 

which are formed winding stairs, or a cylinder of stone 
formed by the end of the steps of the winding stairs. 2. 
Novelty; [0&5.] Spenser. 

f NEW-FAN'GLE, v. t. To change by introducing novel
ties. Milton. 

f NEW-FAN'GLE, or NEW-FAN'GLIST, n. One desirous 
of novelty. Tooker. 

NEW-FAN'GLED, a. [new and fangle.] New-made ; form
ed with the affectation of novelty ; in contempt. 

NEW-FAN'GLED-NESS, \ n. Vain or affected fashion or 
NEW-FAN'GLE-NESS, \ form. Sidney. 
NEW-FASII'IONED, a. Made in a new form, or late y 

come into fashion. 
NEW'ING, n. Yeast or barm. Ainsworth. 
NEWISH, a. Somewhat new; nearly new. Bacon. 
NEWLY, adv. 1. Lately; freshly; recently. 2. With a 

new form, different from the former. 3. In a mann 
existing before. 

NEW-MOD'EL, ?7. t. To give a new form to. 
NEW-MOD'ELEI), a. Formed after a new moaei. 
NEW-MOD'EL-ING, ppr. Giving anew form to. 
NEWNESS, ti. 1. Lateness of origin; recentne.s, 

of being lately invented or Prod"ce<}\ o innovation • 
state of being firn known or introdu«<L f.;mi)iarit 5; 

introduced by change or regen-

From new> f-—nited^thTv^Tn "tha 
ral form, but is almost al y information of some. 

_ singularl] ji°fotmali0" °f 
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thing that bas lately taken place at a distance, or of sorne-
thing before unknown ; tidings. 2. A newsnanpr 

NMVS'-MON-OER, ». One that dealsInSfone who 
NEwttwR t'!nein Sea5in# and tel]ill8 news. 
2 f ' U' Asheetof paper printed and distrib
uted for conveying news; a public print that circulates 

NIG 

news. 
HiSTS J1; A f?Ta11 Iizard : an eft. Encyc. 
? 1' ' a. Pertaining to Sir Isaac Newton or 
formedor discovered by him. or 

^phy T°'NI~AN> n' A follower of Newton in philoso-

NofThe™'S GIFT> *' A Present made oa the first day 

v'S"BLE' a [L. nexibilis.l That may be knit together. 
IS EXT, a superl. of nigh. [Sax. next, or nexsta from nek 

neah, nigh.] 1. Nearest in place ; that has no object in' 
tenjemng between it and some other; immediatelypre 
ceding, or preceding m order. 2. Nearest in time 3 

ItfFYt a?1"??' ^alUy, rank, right or relation. 
succeeding. m® or turn nearest or immediately 

"'AS, fur an eyas, a young hawk. B. Jonson. 
a'f^rk neto.] 1.The bill or beak of a fowl. 
NEB. any g> PartlcularIy of a pen. See 

S f S , a '  H a v i n g  a  n i b  o r  p o i n t .  
?LE» v-To bite by little at a time : to eat slowlv 

or in small bits. 2. To bite, as a fish does the bait - to 
att o!£AV jus* t0 catch by biting. DaU ' t0 

2 Tn rarn'flt' . I' I0*,* .f15 as> fishes nibble at the bait. 
NIB'BTF « Aim 1?» ' t0 censure little faults, 
xrrii mSli A little bite, or seizing to bite. 
JES n- One that bites a little at a time; a carper. 
V fiP » rs',?r' Bl"ngJ" s,"a11 wts i carping. 1 
"M iGii,, a. [Sax. nesCj or hnesc.l I. Pronerh/ tnft •-n, 

tasteal%' nnrei7 dai"ty5 svveet or very pleasant to the aste. 2. Delicate ; fine. 3. Accurate ; exact; precise 
4 Requiring scrupulous exactness. 5. Perceiving the 
lybyepercfntfonCe ;6dispt'"gu.is.hing accurately and minute-
A..i. P I 6• Perceiving accurately the smallest 
faults, enora or irregularities ; distinguishing and iudrinl 

t0 be scrupulous. Shah. e 

J* JVith delicate perception. 2. Accurate 
y , exactly • with exact order or proportion. 3 In co/ln 
Ster; c,evcrlPdextrously • handst^i 

MCIWE&S' nn,g '° Nic?' a t0lvn ofAsia Minor. 

nule exactness °USneSS °r exactness- 3- Accuracy7/ mi-" 

Ex-

jS!Kf/AR» n- A plant. Miller. 
j n• EFr' nicbe ; Sp., Port, nicho.l Acavitv hnlln™-

statue or b^Po?^ °f a for^ 
NICK, n. In the northern mythology, an evil •. 

ertlone. 6 th° m°dern VUl 

time' required by Necessity'or convenhmce^fhe'"'"f- "1 
tune. 2. [G. Jcnic/c, a flaw.] A notch f C?tlCaI 

ing an account; a reckoning • r0bs 1 3 a Sf -6p" throw. 6' L J o. A winning 
NICK, F To hit: to ouch luckilv * t-n nmf 

slight artifice used at the lucky time. 2 To rin^ 7, a 

or notches. [See Notch.] 3. To suit A« in? 
nicks j [065.] 4. To defeat or cozen,'as at dice8 f^dif 
appoint by some trick or unexpected turn • fobs l' 

NICK, v. t. [G krucken.] To notch or make in Inlision in 
a horse's tail, to make him carry it higher lclsJon in 

N{EK'AR-TREE, n. A tree of the genus guilandina. 
NICK'EL, n. A metal of a white or reddish-white ml™-
NIOK'EL-IO a. The nickeUc acid is a saturated co?ibhia 

Hon of nickel and oxygen. 
•.VICK'ER, n. One who watches for opportunities to nilf^r 

or practice knavery. Arbut.hnot. F 

NI€K'NAME, n. [In Fr. nique is a term of contempt 1 A 
name given in contempt, derision or reproach : an oddi-o 
brious appellation. 

NJGK'NAME, v. t. To give a name of reproach o call bv 
an opprobrious appellation. Shak. ' 

NIGK'NAMED, pp. Named in derision. 

KS MING' ppr- Calling ">• a I» contempt . 

^ chu'^^Mo'name'd'Irom^Lfe!" andeW Chrisl™ 

ed it into France, A. D. 1560. mtroduo 
N{Sl?"TfN' ,w* ,The peculiar principle in the leaves nf ,r 

| nidus.] A brood. 
Amr.A dastard. Camden. 

NID I'FrlSwTo make a nest. 
J i n' be act of building a nest, anj tli« 

14m™? and ^ed,ng of >"ounS in °'e "est. ' ^ 
f wSe co^aM /ftfasS'rd J' Ban., Sw. nu«„y.] A despi. 

NI UOROs4I;f\'SCen!.; savo-- Bp- Taylm-
SS^'Ca""tb tlie tasteofundigest-

NmGat".EfiS.a' EeSemUing the smeH or taste of roasted 
N^±AJ?T' f * ^L* nidulor-l In botany, nestling • lv. 
t NWULATF °- cr°Ttton'within a berry or pericarp'. 

eram nidulor.] To build a nest. Cock-

Nof awi™;."' The tiDle 0fremaini"f in the nest; as 
NiS,tcfL'1 A nest I a repa6it0,f f°: the eggs of birds, 
N2?e?.' '(nSS<S) [Fr.nlice.]The daughter of a brother or 

KaV* A trifle. Chaucer. 
NIGGARD, n. [Vi. nig ; G. knicker.1 A miser - a Dereon 

meanly close and covetous. J ' P on 

1-Miserly ; meanly covetous: sordidly par-
Dryden. 2. Sparing: wary. yP 

tNI(TG\RD^ISF T° Sint' ^^"PP'y sparingly. [Z. it.] 
NW?CabdJqw ' w. Niggardliness. Spenser. 
NIG'GARD I T NF^ mTrhat covetous 01" niggardly. A ," ' n' Mean covetousness: sordid par simony. Addison. ' p 

^ fnu?^^QD"^Y' L Meanly covetous or avaricious: sor
didly parsimonious ; extremely sparing of expense. 2. 

lvrrrRFif A Yvy 5 cautiously avoiding profusion. 
S/ia/r sparingly • with cautious parsimony. 

tNIG GARnS' n' ANi?gardIicness* SidneV' I vSfrHIP' n- Avarice. Sir T. Elyot. 
' n' Niggardliness. 

EB »• ^and \T? mock it0 trif1e with. Beaumont. 
Su ~E5» n' 2ne wbo is clever and dextrous. Grose. 

1 at' Lgax* neah, neahg, neh, for nig,- G. nahe.l 
1. IN ear; not distant or remote in place or time. Prior. 2. 
Uosely allied by blood. 3. Easy to be obtained or learnt: 
of c^y access. 4. Ready to support, to forgive, or to aid 
and defend. 5. Close in fellowship; intimate in relatioB. 
b. Near m progress or condition. Heb. vi. 

NiGH, (ni) ado. 1. Near j at a small distance in place or 
tune, or in the course of events. 2. Near to a place. 3. 
Almost; near. * 

I ivrnS' /"-? v' l' £° aPProach j to advance or draw near. 
t iwfprj t v /"'-1" x o come near; to touch. Chaucer. 
rNIGHLY,(midy) adv. Nearly; within a little. 

ti^eor leg'ree!ineS) Neamess i proximity in place, 
NIGHT, (nite) w. [Sax. niht; Goth, nahts; D. nart; G. 

JJff/fJ, }• That part of the natural day when the sun is 
beneath the horizon, or the time from sunset to sunrise. 
2. 7 he time after the close of life ; death. John ix. 3. A 
•state of ignorance ; intellectual and moral darkness: 
heathenish ignorance. Rom. xiii. 4. Adversity ; a state 
of affliction and distress. Is. xxi. 5. Obscurity ; a state 
of concealment from the eye or the mind ; unintelligible-

I "eTs®-—in this night. 
^ET ~AN-GLING, a. The angling for or catching fish 
jn the niglit. Encyc. 

vAr/ thf- flifs ?nly in the night- iml RN, a. Produced in darkness. 
NIGHT -BRAWL-ER, n. One who excites brawls or makes 

a tumult at night. 
NIGHT'-C^, 11. A cap worn in bed or in undress. 

-€RoW, 11. A fowl that cries in the night. Shak. 
NiGHT'-DEW, n. The dew formed in the night. 
NIGHT'-DOG, n. A dog that hunts in the nierht: used bv 

deer-stealers. Shak. 3 

NiGHT'-HRESS, 11. A dress worn at night. Pope. 
NiGHT'ED, a. Darkened; clouded ; black. [L. u.l Shak 
NIGHT'FALL, n. The close of the day; evening. 
NiGHT'FaR-ING, a. Traveling in the night. 
NiGFIT'FIRE, n. 1. Ignis fatuus; Will with a wisp; Jack 

with a lantern. 2. Fire burning in the night. 
* &e h a, 1.0. c. v. I^-FXK, palE7^T1PREY ._hn, ,MAK1NE> b1rd j ~ 
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NTGHTVFLY, ?i. An insect that flies in the night. Shah. 
NIGIIT'-FOUND-EIIED, a. Lost or distressed in the night 

Milton. 
NIGHT'-GOWN, n. A loose gown used for undress. A<L-

dison. 
IIIGKT'-IIAG, TO. A witch supposed to wander in the night. 

Milton. 
NIGIIT'IN-GALE, n. JSax. nihtegalc.] 1. A small bird 

that sings at night, or the genus motacilla; Philomela or 
Philomel. Shak~ 2. A woru of endearment. Shah. 

NIGHT'ISH, a. Pertaining to night, or attached to the night. 
NIGHT'LY, a. 1. Done by night; happening in the night, 

or appearing in the night. 2. Done every night. 
NIGHT'LY, adv. 1. By night. 2. Every night. 
NiGHT'-MAN, n. One who removes filth from cities in 

the night. 
NiGHT'iUARE, ) n. [night, and Sax. 7?iara.] Incubus; a 
NiGHT'MAR, ) sensation in sleep resembling the pres

sure cf a weight on the breast or about the pmcordia. 
NIGHT'-PIECE, n. A piece of painting so colored as to be 

supposed seen by candle-light. Addison. 
[NIGHT'-RAIL, n. [night, and Sax. reo-Z.] A loose robe or 

garment worn over the dress at night. 
NIGHT'-RA-VEN, n. A fowl of ill omen that cries in the 

night. Spenser. 
NIGHT'-REST, n. Rest or repose at night. Shak. 
NIGHT-ROBBER, n. One that robs in the night. 
NIGIIT'-RULE, n. A tumult or frolic in the night. Shak. 
NIGIIT'-SHADE, n. [Sax. nihtscada.] A plant. 
NIGHT'-SHIN-ING, a. Shining in the night; luminous in 

darkness. Wilkms. 
NIGIIT'-SHRIEK, n. A shriek or outcry in the night. 
NIGHT'-SPELL, n. A charm against accidents at night. 
NIGHT'-TRIP-PING, a. Tripping about in the night. 
NlGHT'-VIS-JON, n. A vision at night. Dan. ii. 
NIGHT'-WAK-ING, a. Watching in the night. 
NIGHT'-W ALK, n. A walk in the evening or night. Wal

ton. 
NIGHT'-W ALK-ER, 71. 1. One that walks in his sleep; a 

somnambulist. 2. One that roves about in the night for 
evil purposes. 

NIGHT'-WALK-ING, a. Roving in the night. 
NIGHT'-W ALK-ING, n. A roving in the streets at night 

with evil designs. 
NIGHT'-WAND-ER-ER, n. One rov'ng at night. 
NlGHT'-W AND-ER-ING, a. Wandering in the night. 
NIGHT'-W AR-BLING, a. Warbling or singing in the night. 
NIGHT'WARD, a. Approaching towards night. 
NIGHT'-W ATCH, n. 1. A period in the night, as distin

guished by the change of the watch*. 2. A watch or 
guard in the night. 

NIGHT'-WATCH-ER, n. One that watches in the night 
with evil designs. 

NIGHT'-WITCH, n. A night hag; a witch that appears in 
the night. 

NI-GRES'CENT, a. [L. nigrcsco.] Growing black ; chang
ing to a black color ; approaching to blackness, 

F NIG-RI-FI-€A'TION, n. [L. niger and facio.] The act 
of making black. 

NIG'RIN, 1 n. An ore of titanium, found in black grains 
NIG'RINE, y or rolled pieces. Ure. 
NI-HlL'l-TY, 7?. [L. nihilwm.] Nothingness; a state of 

being nothing. Watts. 
f NILL, v. L [Sax. nillan.] Not to will; to refuse ; to reject. 
NILL, v. i. To be unwilling. Shak. 
NILL, n. The shining sparks of brass in trying and melting 

the ore. Johnson. 
NI-LOM E-TER, 7i. [Mile, and Gr. ptrpov.] An instrument 

for measuring the rise of water in the Nile during the 
flood. 

f NtM, v. t. [Sax. neman, niman.] To take; to steal; to 
filch. Hudibras. 

NIM BLE, a. Light and quick in motion; moving with 
ease and celerity ; lively ; swift. Pope. 

NTM'BLE-FOOT-ED, a. Running with speed; light of foot. 
NIM'BLE-NESS, n. Lightness and agility in motion ; quick

ness ; celerity ; speed ; swiftness, 
f NIM'BLESS, n. Nimbleness. Spenser. 
NIM RLE-WIT-TED, a. Quick ; ready to speak. 
NIM'BLY, adv. With agility ; with light, quick motion, 
t NIM'I-E-TY, n. [L. nimietas.] The state of being too much. 
rNIM'MER, n. [Sax. niman.) A thief. Hudibras. 
MN'COM-POOP, n. [a corruption of L. non compos.] A 

fool; a blockhead ; a trifling dotard. [A low word.] 
WINE, o. [Goth, niun: G. neun.) Denoting the number 

composed of eight and one. 
WINE, n. The number composed of eight and one. 
Nju\E'-FoLD, a. Nine times repeated. Milton. 
WiNE'-HoLES, n. A game in which holes are made in the 

*^5^^ into which a pellet is to be bowled. Drayton. 
r?wn/n% ^ silver c°in of fiie value of nine-pence. 
r-iJ^L-PLSs, nt a play with nine pins or sharpened pieces 

oi wood set on end, at which a bowl is rolled for throwing 
them down. 

<7 NO 
NINE'-SGOKE, a. Noting nine times twenty. 

11' file number of nine times twenty 
NlNE'TLEN, a. TSax. nigantync.] Noting the number of 

nine and ten united. 
NINE-'PEENIH, a. [Sax. nigantothc. ] The ordinal cf 

nineteen; designating nineteen 
NlXE'TI-ETH, a. The ordinal of ninety. 
NINE TY, a. Nine times ten ; as, ninety vears. 
NIN NY, «. [Sp. nino.] A fool; a simpleton. 
NIN'NY-HAM-MER, n. A simpleton. Arbuihnot 
NINTH, a. [Sax. nigetha.] The ordinal of nine ; designa 

ting the number nine, the next preceding ten. 
NINTH, 7i. In music, an interval containing an octave and 

a tone. 
NIP, v. t. [D. knippen ; Sw. knipa.] 1. To cut, bite orpinr b 

oft' the end or nib, or to pinch off with the ends of t' e 
fingers. 2. To cut off the end of any thing ; to clip as 
with the knife or scissors. 3. To blast; to kill or destroy 
the end of any thing ; hence, to kill. 4. To pinch, bite or 
affect the extremities of any thing. 5. To check circula
tion. 6. To bite ; to vex. 7. To satirize keenly; to taunt 
sarcastically. 

NIP, n. 1. A pinch with the nails or teeth. Asckam. 2. A 
small cut, or a cutting off the end. 3. A blast; a killing 
of the ends of plants; destruction by frost. 4. A biting 
sarcasm; a taunt. 5. [G. nippen.] A sip or small 
draught. 

NIPPED, or NIPT, pp. Pinched ; bit; cropped ; blasted. 
NIP'PER, 71. 1. A satirist; [o&s.] 2. Afore tooth of a horse. 

The nippers are four. 
NIP'PER-KIN, n. [Aleman. nap, nappekin.1 A small cupt 
NIP PERS, 7i. Small pincers. 
NIP'PING, ppr. Pinching; pinching off; biting off the end; 

cropping ; clipping ; blasting ; killing. 
NIP'PJNG-LY, adv. With bitter sarcasm. Johnson. 
NIP'PLE, n. [Sax. nypele.] 1. A teat; a dug. 2. The or

ifice at which any animal liquor is separated. Derham. 
NIP'PLE-WoRT, n. A plant of the genus lapsana. 
| NIS, [Sax. nis.j Is not. Spenser. 

NIS'AN, TI. A month of the Jewish calendar, the first month 
of the sacred year and seventh of the civil year, answer
ing nearly to our March. 

NI'SI PRi'US, 71. [L.] In law, a writ which lies in cases 
where the jury being impanneled and returned before the 
justices of the bench, one of the parties requests to have 
this writ for the ease of the country, that the cause may 
be tried before the justices of the same county. 

NIT, n. [Sax. hnitu.] The egg of a louse or other smal 
insect. Dcrliam. 

NITEN-CY, n. [L.niteo.] 1. Brightness; lustre; [I. v. 
2. [L. nitor.] Endeavor; effort; spring to expand itself 

[little used. ] 
NlT'ID, a. [L. nitidus.] 1. Bright: lustrous; shining. 

Boyle. 2. Gay ; spruce ; fine ; [little used.] Reeve. 
NrTRE,) n. [Fr.nitre f Sp., It. nitro; L. nitrum.] A salt, 
NI'TER, ) called, also, salt-petre [stone-salt,J and, in the 

modern nomenclature of chemistry, nitrate of potash. 
NITII'ING,TI. [Sax.l A coward; A dastard; a poltroon. 

See NIDING. 
NI'TRATE, 77. A salt formed by the union of the nitric 

acid with a base. Lavosicr. 
NI TRA-TED, a. Combined with nitre. Kirwan. 
NI'TRIC, a. Impregnated with nitre. 
NI-TRI-FI-CA'TION, n. The process cf forming nitre. 
NI'TRI-FY,v. t. [nitre, and h.facio.] To form into nitre. 
Ni TRITE, n. A salt formed by the combination of the ni

trous acid with a base. 
NT'TRO-GEN, n. [Gr. virpov and yevvaco.] The element 

of nitre ; that which produces nitre ; that element or com
ponent part of air which is called azote. See AZOTE. 

NI-TROG'E-NOUS, a. Pertaining to nitrogen; producing 
nitre. 

Nl-TRO-LEu'CIC, a. Designating an acid obtained from 
Jeucine acted on by nitre. Braconnet. 

NI-TROM'E-TER,77. [Gr. virpov and perpeu).] An instru
ment for ascertaining tne quality or value of nitre 

Nl'TRO-MU-RI-AT I€, a. Partaking of nitre andmuriaor 
sea-salt. 

f Nl-TROS'I-TY, n. Quality of nitre. Cotgrave. 
NiTROUS, a. Pertaining to nitre; partaking of the quali

ties of nitre, or resembling it. 
NI'TRY, a. Nitrous; pertaining to nitre ; prcducing nitre 
NIT TER, 7?. The horse bee. Med. Repos. 
f NIT'TI-LY, adv. Lousily. Haywara. 
NIT'TY, a. Full of nits ; abounding with nits, 
f NI'VAL, a. [L. nivalis. 1 Abounding with snow ; snowy, 
NIV'-E-OUS, a. [L. viveus ] Snowy; resembling fenow , 

partaking of the qualities of snow. Brown. 
NI'ZY, n. [Norm. Fr. nessi.j A dunce ; a simpleton. 
NO. An abbreviation of number, Fr. nombre ; as, Mo. 10. 
NO, adv. [Sax. na, or ne ; W. na.] 1. A woid of denia. or 

refusal, expressing a negative, and equivalent to nay and 
not. 2. After another negative, it repeats the negation 
with great emphasis. 3. Not in any degree. 4. Wken no 
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£a repeated, it expresses negation or refusal with empha
sis. 

NO, a. 1. Not any; none. 2. Not any; not one. 3. When 
it precedes where, as in no where, it may be considered as 
adverbial, though originally an adjective. 

NOB, re. The head, in ridicule. [A low word.1 
MO-BIL'IA-RY, n. A history of noble families. Encyc. 
NG-BIL'I-TATE, v. £. [L. nobilito.] To make noble: to 

enoble. 
NO-BIL-I-TA 'TION, n. The act of making noble. More. 
NO-BIL'I-TY, n. [L. nobilitas.] 1. Dignity of mind ; 

greatness; grandeur; elevation of soul. 2. Antiquity of 
family j descent from noble ancestors; distinction by 
blood, usually joined with riches. 3. The qualities which 
constitute distinction of rank in civil society according to 
the customs or laws of the country.—In Great'Britain, 
nobility is extended to five ranks, those of duke, marquis, 
ear, viscount, and baron. 4. The persons collectively 
who enjoy rank above commoners; the peerage. 

NO'BLE, a. [Fr., Sp. noble; L. nobilis.] 1. Great; elevat
ed ; dignified ; being above every thing that can dishonor 
reputation. 2. Exalted ; elevated ; sublime. 3. Magnifi
cent ; stately; splendid. 4. Of an ancient and splen
did family. 5. Distinguished from commoners by rank 
and title. 6. Free; generous; liberal. 7. Principal; 
capital. 8. Ingenuous ; candid ; of an excellent disposition; 
ready to receive truth. 9. Of the best kind; choice ; ex
cellent. 

No'BLE, n. 1. A person of rank above a commoner ; a no
bleman ; a peer.—2. In Scripture, a person of honorable 
family or distinguished by station.—3. Originally, a gold 
coin, but now a money of account, value 6s. 8d. ster
ling. 

f No'BLE, v. t. To ennoble. Chaucer. 
No'BLE LIVER-W6RT, n. A plant. 
No BLE-MAN, n. A noble ; a peer; one who enjoys rank 

above a commoner. Dryden. 
No'buE-WOM-AN, n. A female of noble rank. 
No'BLE-NESS, n. 1. Greatness; dignity; ingenuousness; 

magnanimity; elevation of mind or of condition. 2. 
Distinction by birth; honor derived from a noble ancestry. 

NO-BLESS', ?i. [Fr. noblesse.] 1. The nobility ; persons 
of noble rank collectively. Dryden. 2. Dignity; great
ness ; noble birth or condition ; [ofis.] Spenser. 

No'BLY, adv. 1. Of noble extraction ; descended from a 
family of rank. Dryden. 2. With greatness of soul ; he
roically ; with magnanimity. 3. Splendidly; magnifi
cently. 

No'BOD-Y, 7i. [ n o  and body A No person ; no one. Swift. 
NO'CENT, a. [L. nocens.] Hurtful; mischievous; injuri

ous ; doing hurt. Watts. 
N6CIVE, a. [L. nocivus.] Hurtful ; injurious. Hooker. 
f NOCK, ?t. A notch. See Notch. 
f NOGK, v. t. To place in the notch. Chapman. 
tNOGKED, a. Notched. Chaucer. 
NOG-TAM-BCJ-LA'TION, n. [L. nox and ambulo.] A 

rising from bed and walking in sleep. Beddoes. 
NOG-TAM'BU-LIST, n. One who rises from bed and 

walks in his sleep. Arbuthnot uses noctambulo in the 
same sense. 

NOG-TID'IAL, a. [L. nox and dies.] Comprising a night 
and a day. [Little used.1 Holder. 

t NOG-TIF'ER-OUS, a. [L. nox and fero.] Bringing night. 
NOC-TIL'U-CA, 77. [L. nox and luceo.J A species of 

phosphorus which shines in darkness. 
NOG-TIL'U-GOUS, a. Shining in the night. Pennant. 
NOG-TIV'A-GANT, a. [L. nox and vagor. 1 Wanderine 

in the night. 6 

NOG-TIV-A-GA'TION, n. A roving in the night. 
NOC'TU-A-RY, 77. [from L. nox.] An account of what 

passes in the night. Addison. 
NOG'TULE, n. [L. nox.] A large species of bat. 
NOG TURN, 77. [L. nocturnus.] An office of devotion or 

religious service by night. SiiUingJleet. 
NOC-TURNAL, a. [L. nocturnus.] 1. Pertaining to night 

2. Done or happening at night. 3. Nightly ; done or be
ing every night. 

NOE-TURN'AL, n. An instrument chiefly used at sea to 
take the altitude of stars about the pole. 

[NOG'U-MENT, n. [L. nocumentum.] Harm, 
f NOG'U-OUS, a. [L. nocuus.] Noxious ; hurtful. Bailey. 
NOD, v. i. [L. nulo.] 1. To incline the head with a quick 

moti- n. cither forward or sidewise, as persons nod in sleep. 
2. T> tiend or incline with a quick motion. 3. To be 
drowsy. 4. To make a slight bow; also, to beckon with 
* nod. 

NOD,I?, t. To incline or bend ; to shake. Shak. 
NOD, 77. 1. A quick declination of the head. 2. A quick 

declination or inclination. 3. A quick inclination of the 
hea<- in drowsiness or sleep. 4. A slight obeisance. Shale. 
5- a command. 

NO DA-TED, a. [L. nodatus.] Knotted. 
NO-DA'TION, n. [L. nodatio.] The act of making a knot, 

or state of being knotted. [Little used.J 

fNOD'DEN, a. Bent; inclined. Thomson 
NODDER, n. One who nods ; a drowsy person. 
NOD'DING, ppr. Inclining the head with a s 

motion. short quick 
NOD'DLE, n. [qu. L. nodulus.] The head ; in contempt 
NOD D Y, 77. [qu. Gr. vwdyg.] 1. A simpleton ; a fool, o 

A fowl. 3. A game at cards. 
NODE, n. [L. nodus.] J. Properly, a knot; a knob-

hence,—2. in surgery, a swelling of the periosteum, ten
dons or bones.—3. In astronomy, the point where the orbit 
of a planet intersects the ecliptic.—4. In poetry, the knot 
intrigue or plot of a piece, or the principal difficulty. f,! 
In dialing, a point or hole in the gnomon of a dial. 

NO-DoSE', a. [L. nodosus.] Knotted; having knots or 
swelling joints. Martyn. 

NO-DOS'I-TY, 77. Knottiness. Brown. 
NO-Do'SOUS, ) rt j *i t— No'DOUS, \ a' [L- nodosus.] Knotty ; full of knots. 
NOD'U-LAR, a. Pertaining to or in the form of a nodule 

or knot. 
S2S/ULE» n' nodulus.] A little knot or lump. 
NOD'ULED, a. Having little knots or lumps, 
f NO-ET'IG, a. [Gr. voctikos.] Intellectual; transacted by 

the understanding. 
n' Iabbr&v- of noggin.] A little pot; also, ale. Swift. 

t NOG'GEN, a. Hard ; rough ; harsh. King Charles. 
NOG'GIN, 77. A small mug or wooden cup. 
NOG'GING, 77. A partition of scantlings filled with bricks 
t ?t2t/ANCE> n- Annoyance; mischief; inconvenience, 
f NOIE, for annoy, ) 
f NOl'ER, for annoy er, > Tusser. 
fNOFOUS, troublesome. > 

v' *" £Er* To anoint. Huloet. 
NOISE, (noiz) n. [Fr. noise.] 1. Sound of any kind. 2. 

Outcry ; clamor ; loud, importunate or continued talk ex
pressive of boasting, complaint or quarreling. 3. Frequent 
talk ; much public conversation. 

SSiSE't110!21) v' *• To sound loud. Milton. 
NOISE, (noiz) v. t. 1. To spread by rumor or report. 2 

To disturb with noise : [not authorized.] 
NOISED, pp. Spread by'report; much talked of. 
NOISE'F[JL, (noiz'ful) a. Loud; clamorous; making much 

noise or talk. Dryden. 
NOISE;LESS, (noiz'les) a. Making no noise or bustle: si

lent. 
NOISE'-Ma-KER, (noiz'ma-ker) n. One who makes a 

clamor. LiEstrange. 
NOIS'I-LY, (noiz'e-ly) adv. With noise; with making a 

noise. 
NOIS'I-NESS, (noiz'e-nes) n. The state of being noisy; 

loudness of sound ; clarnorousness. 
NOIS'ING, (noiz'ing) ppr. Spreading by report. 
NOFS6ME (noi'suin) a. [Norm, noisife; It. nocivo, noioso.] 

1. Noxious to health; hurtful; mischievous; unwhole
some ; insalubrious ; destructive. 2. Noxious ; injurious 
3. Offensive to the smell or other senses; disgusting; 
fetid. Shak. 

NOI'SdME-LY, adv. With a fetid stench; with an infec
tious steam. 

NOFSoME-NESS, n. Offensiveness to the smell; quality 
that disgusts. South. 

NOIS'Y, a. 1. Making a loud sound. 2. Clamorous; tur
bulent. 3. Full of noise. 

No'LENS Vo'LENS, [L.] Unwilling or willing; whether 
he will or not. 

NO'LT-ME-T AN^5E-RE, n. [L.; touch me not.] 1. A plant. 
2. Among physicians, an ulcer or cancer, a species of 
herpes. Coze. 

NO-LI"TION, 77. [L. nolo.] Unwillingness; opposed to 
volition. [Little used.] 

f NOLL, n. [Sax. hnol, cnoll.] The head; the noddle. 
No'MAD, «. [Gr. vopas, vopa5o$.] One who leads a wan

dering life, and subsists by tending herds of cattle which 
graze on herbage of spontaneous growth. 

NO-MAD'IG, a. [Gr. vopadi/cos.l Pastoral; subsisting by 
the tending of cattle, and wandering for the sake of pas
turage. 

No'MAD-TZE, v. i. To wander with flocks and herds for 
the sake of finding pastunage ; to subsist by the grazing 
of herds on herbage of natural growth. Tooke. 

No'MAD-rZ-JUNTG, ppr. Leading a pastoral lite, and wan
dering or removing from place to place for the sake cf 
finding pasture. 

No'MAN-CY, 77. [L. nomen, and Gr. pavreia.] The art of 
divining the destiny of persons by the letters which form 
their names. 

N6M'BLES,'ti [Fr.J The entrails of a deer. Johnson. 
NOM'BRIL, t?. [Fr.J The centre of an escutcheon. 
NOME, 77. [Gr. vopos.] 1. A province or tract of country 

an Egyptian government or division.—2. In the ancient 
Greek music, any melody determined by inviolable rules-
—3. [L. nomen.] In algebra, a quantity with a sign pi* 
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